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Preface 

STERLING DOW becomes eighty on 19 November 1983. In honor of that event and 
in appreciation for his enormously beneficial influence on our lives, his friends and 
former students dedicate this volume of articles to him. As a teacher of undergraduates, 
he has kindled in many who went on to other fields a lifelong enthusiasm for the Greek 
achievement. Graduate students he has taught more by example than precept, sharing 
with them the excitement of discovering a new fact, or of gleaning new insights by 
looking at a familiar fact with a fresh eye, preferably in Greek sunlight! With all stu- 
dents and colleagues, he has been patient, endlessly available, and remarkably shrewd 
in matching the scholar with the right topic-who can deny that the credit for much of 
our best work belongs to the man whose pinpointed suggestion first started us on our 
way? And then there have been the lighter moments, coffee at the University Restau- 
rant, weekly Classics lunches at the Union, teas in Loring Hall, cocktails at Brattle 
Street, late evenings sipping retsina in Crete, and hilarious but effective negotiations 
with Greek bus drivers. Above all, there has been the lifelong encouragement of our 
lives and sponsorship of our careers, tempered with appropriate criticism. We rejoice in 
your excellent health, S.D., and look forward to many more years of your companion- 
ship. 

William T. Loornis 

viii 

STERLING DOW was born November 19, 1903, in Portland, Maine. After three 
years at Kennebunk High School he completed the final year of his secondary education 
at the Phillips Exeter Academy. He entered Harvard University in the fall of 1921, 
completing the A.B. degree there in 1925. There followed a very important year in 
Cambridge, England, where he was Fiske Scholar at Trinity College. He completed the 
M.A. degree at Harvard University in 1928 and the Ph.D. there in 1936. 

In 1931 Elizabeth Sanderson Flagg of Andover, Massachusetts, and Sterling Dow 
were married. The Dows have a son, a daughter, and five grandchildren. All have 
retained a lifelong interest in the region of their birth. 

Shortly after their marriage the Dows departed for Europe. After a summer in Ger- 
many they traveled to Stamboul on the Orient Express, and they reached Athens in the 
fail of 1931. There in the spring of that same year had begun the excavations of the 
Athenian Agora under the direction of T. Leslie Shear, Sr. Although he did not himself 
conduct any of the excavations-he did excavate at Corinth for one season-the young 
Sterling Dow had the opportunity to be in Athens during the early years of the Agora 
excavations, when so many interesting discoveries were being made. It was at this time 
that his associations began with Homer Thompson, Eugene Vanderpool, James Oliver, 
Lucinda Talcott, Dorothy Burr (Thompson), Lucy Shoe (Meritt), Virginia Grace, 
Alison Frantz, and others. He thus belonged from the beginning to that group of schol- 
ars working on the publication of the finds of these excavations which was to be an 
important part of a distinguished generation of American archaeologists, historians, and 
&AdAoyo~ who were to remain in contact throughout their careers. These years in 
Athens were also the beginning of Professor Dow's association with the American 

I School of Classical Studies, an institution to which he continues to make lasting contri- 
butions and which he has encouraged so many of his students to attend. His principal 
teachers in Athens were Rhys Carpenter, Humfrey Payne, Richard Stillwell, and, at 
Corinth, Burt Hodge Hill. He perfected during this period the art of making squeezes of 
inscriptions, and his refinements in technique have subsequently been passed on to his 
students. He worked especially on the inscriptions concerned with the Prytaneis of 
ancient Athens, and his researches included the discovery of the kleroterion. The stay in 
Athens was to last five years, and when he returned to Harvard in 1936 he had not only 

i 
completed the doctorate and his first book, but he had assembled a large collection of 
squeezes and notes. Many of these notes, which he gives freely to students, have pro- 

I 

vided inspiration and material for a lifetime of research. 
The imposing list of Sterling Dow's publications spans a period of more than fifty 

years, and it continues to grow. His fundamental and still indispensable study of the 
ix 
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Prytaneis of ancient Athens appeared as the first supplement to Hesperia in 1937. It was 
based on years of careful research in Athens, the sort of painstaking examination of the 
actual inscriptions which he continually urges his students to conduct. His interest in 
Greek history and inscriptions had been encouraged by William Scott Ferguson, his 
chief mentor at Harvard, and it has continued since. In Athens he also met Johannes 
Kirchner, the senior German epigrapher who edited the editio minor of the post-Eu- 
kleidean texts in the Inscriptiones graecae, and the two men traveled all over Attica in 
connection with Kirchner's work on the last fascicle of this publication, which contains 
the grave monuments. They also collaborated on the article "Inschriften vom attischen 
Lande," which appeared in the Athenische Mitteilungen for 1937. Professor Dow was 
later to do work of great importance on the history of Greece during the Bronze Age, 
and he continues to have a great interest in the history of writing and in the writings of 
Homer, especially their relation to the history of the Aegean. His deduction that the 
Linear B tablets were in an early form of Greek anticipated their decipherment by 
Ventris (acknowledged on p.24 of Documents in Mycenaean Greek). His many reviews 
testify to his service to scholarly journals. He was also responsible for the founding of 
Archaeology and assisted in the founding of Greek, Roman, and Byzantine Studies. To 
these and other periodicals he has often been of service as a member of the editorial 
board. But above all it is the breadth of Sterling Dow's scholarly interests which a 
perusal of the bibliography shows. There is in fact scarcely any aspect of Greece, from 
remote times until the present day, which does not fascinate Sterling Dow. 

The return to Harvard in 1936 began a long period of teaching at that university 
which continued until 1970. It was interrupted only by wartime service with the O.S.S. 
(spent in Washington and Cairo-in Egypt he also founded the American Research 
Center) and by grants or visiting professorships spent elsewhere. He. became John E. 
Hudson Professor of Archaeology in Harvard University in 1949. Entrance to emeritus 
status at Harvard in 1970 did not bring his teaching career to a close: he was Distin- 
guished Professor of Greek Civilization and History at Boston College in 1970-1977 
and Blegen Distinguished Professor of Classics at Vassar College in 1978. 

A third generation of Dow students is already well advanced. It is not easy to 
characterize the 'Dow student', and probably impossible to give a comprehensive list. It 
is natural to remember first those whose dissertations he directed at Harvard, those 
graduates of the famous seminars in Greek Epigraphy who were frequent and welcome 
visitors to Widener 690. Most of these spent some time in Greece at Professor Dow's 
urging, usually at the American School of Classical Studies. The list of his Harvard 
Ph.D. students is long, although not yet complete, but it would fail to take into account 
numerous students who completed doctorates at other universities who are nevertheless 
in some sense Dow students because they received so much help on their dissertations 
from him. Professor Dow's frequent visits to Greece provided opportunities for fruitful 
meetings with many students, and others met him at his weekly luncheons at Harvard 
or had known him earlier as Harvard undergraduates. Completion of the doctorate has 
never meant cessation of consultations, as his efforts on behalf of his students continue 

thereafter. He is always most generous with advice and encouragement about research 
and always ready to write yet another letter in support of his younger colleagues. 
Another group of his students are the far larger number of undergraduates he taught, 
both at Harvard and at Boston College. Sterling Dow introduced many undergraduates 
to Beginning Greek and to Greek History. Of these some later pursued studies in Clas- 
sics or allied fields, but the majority went out into the world in a wide variety of the 
professions, carrying with them some idea of the importance of Greek civilization. The 
office in Widener 690 is also a place to which many of the Greek nationals studying at 
Harvard are welcomed, and Professor Dow has always done much to make these 
Greeks of today feel at home in a foreign environment. In all his students he develops 
an interest in Greece, both ancient and modern, an interest in going there to study its 
culture at firsthand. 

As teacher and friend Sterling Dow has a peculiar talent for encouraging the young 
to develop themselves. He knows how to listen to and to draw out younger minds, 
giving the right encouragement or advice just when it is needed. He is also an indefati- 
gable organizer of groups, of luncheon meetings or, at Athens, of gatherings after tea to 
hear informal lectures with discussions afterwards. He knows how to get people together 
in a fruitful way but also in happy surroundings. His own fine wit and his capabilities as 
a raconteur never fail to add much laughter to any gathering of which he is a part. 

Sterling Dow's honors are too numerous to permit more than a very selective list 
here. He is a past president of the Archaeological Institute of America, the American 
Classical League, and the Classical Association of New England. He is an Honorary Life 
Member of the Society for the Promotion of Hellenic Studies in London, and the Hon- 
orable American Secretary for that organization and for the Society for the Promotion 
of Roman Studies, also in London. He is an Honorary Member of the Deutsches 
Archaologisches Institut in Berlin. He was a Guggenheim Fellow on three separate 
occasions (1934-1935, 1959-1960, 1966-1967) and has been a member of the advisory 
board of the Guggenheim Foundation. He was Sather Professor of Classical Literature 
at the University of California, Berkeley, in 1964 and Annual Professor of the Ameri- 
can School of Classical Studies in Athens in 1966-1967. The University of California, 
Berkeley, has awarded him the LL.D. degree. 

The eightieth birthday of this remarkable and distinguished man is a joyous occa- 
sion. All of us, students, colleagues, and friends, join in extending to Sterling Dow the 
most cordial of greetings. We gladly recognize his great influence on us as scholars and 
teachers and thank him for providing us an outstanding example for emulation. 
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pages 5-6. 
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Collected essays (24 articles and 1 review) for symposium, "Homer: The Epics and 
Their Period." AJA Vol. 52 (1948), pages 1-198 (with 11 plates), 291-98, 31 1-20, 
336-40 (with 5 ~lates). Vol. 54, No. 3 (July 19501, pages 161-222. S. Dow wrote 
the Foreword, AJA Vol. 54, No. 3 (July 1950), page 161. 
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As Guest Editor, collected essays for the fiftieth anniversary of the Classical Association 
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Arranged for the financing and editing of Herbert Weir Smyth, Greek Grammar, ed. 2 
(1957). S. Dow wrote three sections (see Research bibliography under 1957). 

Symposium on Homer, with G. L. Huxley and A. B. Lord. Excerpts on phonograph 
record published by Radcliffe College. 

Festschriften 

Edited, with others, essays in honor of William Scott Ferguson. 2 vols. HSCP 1940 (see 
supra). 

"An Index of Classical Festschriften." AJA Vol. 56, No. 3 (1952), inside back cover 
(unsigned). C W  Vol. 46, No. 6 (12 Jan. 1953), page 84 (with list of related in- 
dexes). Gnomon Vol. 25, No. 8 (1953), page 560. 

"Festschriften" (with Dorothy Rounds). Harvard Library Bulletin Vol. 8, NO. 3 (Au- 
tumn 1954), pages 283-98. (Summary: Gnomon Vol. 27, No. 1 [1955], page 64.) 

"Raison dFtre for [detached miscellaneousl Festschriften?" CB Vol. 31, No. 3 (Jan. 
1959, page 35 (brief letter). 

In Dorothy Rounds (compiler) et al., Articles on Antiquity in Festschrijten [through 19541: 
An Index, Cambridge, Mass., 1962: front matter, including "Detailed Explanation 
of the Index" (pages i-xx), "Editor's Note on the History of the Present In- 
dex," "How to Cite Festschriften," and "The Past and Future of the Festschrift" 
(549-60). 

"Festschriften." Gnomon Vol. 34, No. 7 (1962), pages 734-35. 

"Impressions of Classical Festschriften." C W  Vol. 56, No. 5 (Feb. 1963), pages 134-35. 
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"A Sequel to the Index of Festschriften." Gnomon Vol. 38, No. 8 (1966), pages 847- 
48. 

See the Research bibliography under 1954, review of A. H. Cole et al., Index to Eco- 
nomic History Essays in Festschriften, 1900-50. Additional list, Dorothy Rounds, 
Journal of Economic History Vol. 15, No. 1 (1955), pages 109-11. 

Conventions in Editing 

"Notes for Readers and for Librarians" on HSCP. HSCP Vol. 60, pages 305-06. 

"Uniform Style" (effort to secure it in periodicals). AJA Vol. 56, No. 2 (Apr. 19-52), 
pages 113-18. C W  Vol. 45, No. 7 (14 Jan. 1952), page 102. 

Conventions in Editing (see the Research bibliography under 1969). 

Presentation of Visual Evidence 

In Dorothy Thompson, compiler, Archaeological Institute of America: A Catalogue of 
Visual Aids for Egvpt, etc.; Greece, Rome; Pre-Colonial America. Distributed by the 
American Classical League, Oxford, Ohio 1949. Foreword by S. Dow, page v. 

Textbooks 

Illustrations, with captions, in Alston Hurd Chase and Henry Phillips, New Introduction 
to Greek. Cambridge, Mass., 1949; revised and increased for ed. 3, 1961. 

"Illustrations in Textbooks." Journal of General Education Vol. 5, No. 2 (Jan. 19-51), 
pages 101-15, with the 8 plates and captions from Chase-Phillips. 

Exhibitions 

Fyth Century Greece: A Didactic Exhibition, by S. Dow, G. M. A. Hanfmann, J. Sweeney. 
Fogg Art Museum, Dec. 1950-Feb. 1951. 38 exhibits; captions (pages 1-26) by 
S. Dow. Mimeographed catalogue, containing captions, Cambridge, Mass., 1950, 
pages 1-27. 

Athens in the World of the F$th Century: An Exhibition of Facts and Ideas, Oct. 1951-Feb. 
1952. 83 exhibits; list of owners near end (16 lent by S. Dow); captions by S. DOW 
(38), B. Emmons, G. M. A. Hanfmann, R. H. Randall. Mimeographed catalogue 
containing captions (not paged), Cambridge, Mass., Nov. 1951. 

"Athens in the World of the Fifth Century: An Exhibition of Facts and Ideas / AthBnes 
au Ve Sibcle: une Exposition de Faits et d'IdCes." Museum: Revue Trimestrielle 
Publike par I'UNESCO Vol. 6 (1953), pages 105-15. 

Assisted with exhibition, wrote four captions, The Archaeological Institute of America. 
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SEG XXVII 261 and the History of the Euthyna 

Katherine Adshead 

A RIsTOTLE IN THE POLITICS has much to say on the accountability of office- 
holders. Machinery for the auditing of accounts is, he says, indispensable to the 

functioning of the polis (1322b8-131, while the involvement of the demos in this 
procedure is one of the hallmarks of a democracy (1298a10-11). In one passage, 
indeed, speaking of Mantinea (1318b) he seems to imply that public involvement in the 
euthyna, the audit in a democracy, is in and of itself sufficient to establish the demo- 
cratic character of a state, thus making popular participation in elections of secondary 
importance.' Solon's claim to have founded a democracy in Athens rests equally on his 
institution of popular elections and of popular involvement in the euthynai, TA rdrq 
&pX&q a i p e ' u r B a 1  ~ a i  E ~ @ ~ V E L V ,  a pairing often repeated.' Aristotle's discussion of the 
euthyna, as the reference to Mantinea shows, is not limited to Athens. When in 
1281b33-1282a22 he discusses the validity of the people's judgment in pronouncing on 
the record of officials, it is with the general competence of rb nh<Ooq that he is con- 
cerned.3 Thus for Aristotle democracy and the euthyna go hand in hand, and, if we 
accept his equation, the presence of the institution may conveniently be used for deter- 
mining in later times the survival of a democratic element, for instance under Roman 
rule.* 

Hitherto, however, our knowledge of the euthyna has been limited effectively to 
Athens.5 "Nlher bekannt ist das Verfahren nur in Athen," commented Busolt: and 
Boerner wrote in a similar vein, "Der Modus der Rechenschaftsablage lDst sich, von 
Athen abgesehen, nirgends genauer verfolgen."7 The discovery of the gymnasiarchal 
law of Beroea, SEG XXVII 261: it is suggested, goes some way towards remedying this 
deficiency, and this important inscription ("cette fameuse loi," the Roberts called itI9 

' 6; 76 K V ~ ~ O W  ~ r w a i  706 dhiub'ai ~ a i  ~ 6 0 6 ~ 6 ~ ~  dlwarhqpoi T ~ W  E * U ~ E U I U  EZ 7 1  +LAOTL&XP E * X ~ ~ u ~ v ,  Z r ~ i  
rap'  Z V ~ O L F  S 7 j p ~ s ,  K ~ U  CL4 w ~ i X w ~  6 s  a i p i u e w  TGU dlpXGw dlM& TLWEF a i p e ~ o l  ~ a 7 &  p i P ~ s  Z K  ?T&YTWW, 
6 m e p  i u  Mavr~ve&,  70; & fivhelj~ub'ai K ~ ~ L O L  ;mu, i ~ a w G s  i x t i  70% rohhoiq. I take povA~6eub'ai to 
include E ~ ~ ' ~ V E L V ,  or Aristotle's argument does not hold. 

1274a16-18; cJ: 1281b33 a i  d lpXaLpeola~ ~ a i  al c C b ' v ~ a ~ ,  1282a26 a i  r;Ovvac ~ a i  a i  7Gw ApxGw 
aipiueis.  

For a recent study see R. Mulgan, Aristotle's Political Theory (Oxford 1977). 
See now P. Veyne, Le pain et le cirque (Paris 1976) 207-09, "La politique comme 'trustee."' 
See D. MacDowell, The Law in Classical Athens (London 1978), and now J. T. Roberts, Accounlabili~ 

in Athenian Government (Madison 1982). For a further bibliography see M. PiBrart, "Les EYTHYNOI 
athbniens," AntCl 40 (1971) 526 n.2. 

G. Busolt. Griechische Staatskunde I (Munich 1920) 472. 
' Boerner, RE 6 (1907) 1515 s. v. "E6Bv~a."  

On the discovery of the inscription, see J. M. R. Corrnack, "The Gymnasiarchal Law of Beroea," 
Ancient Macedonia 2 (1977) 139-50. 

J. and L. Robert, Bull.ipigr. 1978, 274. 
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can be made to cast light on  what went on before and after the date of the inscription, 
that is, the period 167-148 B.C. 

The Gymnasiarchal Law of Beroea. In this inscription the city of Beroea in Macedon 
codifies and systematizes the office of gymnasiarch, because, it says, all other officials in 
Beroea hold office by law and because in other cities gymnasiarchs are so appointed 
(AS-9): 

The gymnasiarch is to be annually elected, to hold office constitutionally, to be subject 
to audit (A. 14- 15): TGV aiPov&vwv & E L  ~ p ~ a u ~ ~ ~ o v  K ~ T &  v 6 p v  & p X 6 v ~ o v  K C X ~  

h ~ v O 6 v w v  Bu~wv.  The details of the euthyna are spelled out thus: 

B.87-97: 
K V P L E V ~ T W  82 6 yvpvaaiapxoq 

[T] ( ; )v  7 T P 0 ~ d h t J  7 ; ~  67TCtpxoVVG~ 70k  U ~ O L ~  K& &7T6 7 0 6 7 ~ ~  d luah~u~irw,  &(YV 

82 
[;~z$A&J Z K  & j q  &px<q, 76 TA<BOS 76s ~ p o u d 8 o v  ~ a l  E; TL ;K T&V (rlp&v i j  e60u 

vGv ei- 
[ ~ l e r ~ & ~ @ q { i )  Kal 76 &.n6 ~ 0 6 7 6 ~ ~  drvaAoO2v &vayp&$as cis uavitkx <KOE)70 hv TGL 

yvpvaul- 
[ W I L  i v  pqvl A h i  706 ~ b i d v ~ o q  &ow,  TO^ 82 i & ~ a u ~ a ? s  r<q 7 ~ 6 h ~ o q  K ~ T &  

~ ~ ~ p & p q -  
[ulov & T L ~ L ~ ~ T W  ~ a l  i t i u m ,  i&v TLVZS P O ~ ~ W V T ~ L ,  ~ E T &  T O ~ T W V  W V E ~ A O ~ ~ € U ~ ~ L  

[ a ] c ~ 6 v .  76 61 7r~pi6u T<$ rpou680v & o 8 ~ 8 6 ~ o  741 pee' a676v y v p v a c r ~ & p ~ q ~  cv 
7jCCIpa~q 

[ T ~ ~ ~ K O V T ~ ,  dl$' '& 6 v  rjpipaq i K  ~ i j q  d r p X 6 p  &~ohvt?<i. i&v 82 p(L.;1 &7T08& TO& 

hdyovq i j  ~d 
[7Tl~~idv7a    at?' 6 yiypa7T7aL, & ~ T O T L Y ~ T W  TO?$ vioiq 8 p a d q  xihiCYq ~ a l  rPa[&To 

a 9 ~ 6 v  6 
[ T I O A L T L K ~ ~  ~ T ~ & < K > T W ~  ~ a ~ a y ~ a @ & v ~ o v  TGU h&rau~Gv ~ a l  6 p h s  T&J Adyou 

&.rro6dro ~ a l  
[TI& mpidv.ra. 

The gymnasiarch is to have control of the funds available for the young men and to meet 
expenses from them, and, when he steps down from office, he is to inscribe the amount 
in the fund, any fine or penalty collected, and his expenditure therefrom upon a board 
which he shall display in the Gymnasium in the month Dios of the new year. He shall 
render account to the city exetastai quarterly and it shall be permitted, if any so wish, to 
participate with the exetastai in the computation of this. He is to deposit the balance of the 
fund with his successor as gymnasiarch within thirty days of his stepping down from 
office. If he does not produce accounts or the balance in accordance with the regulations, 

let him pay over a thousand drachmas to the young men, and the politikos praktor is to 
exact the fine from him upon the indictment of the exetastai and nonetheless he must 
produce his account and the balance. 
B.107-09: 

E ~ ~ ? V Z J ~ T ~  82 T A U  yvpvauhpxov 6 P O V A ~ ~ E V O ~ ,  6rav  i5iht??7 a67;i 6 
[ 8 v u x v ~ d s ,  i p  pquiv E ~ K O U L  ~ i u u a p ( ~ i v ,  at 62 repi  T O ~ T W V  K P I U E L ~  ytviut?wuav 

<Td 7Gv ~ a t ? q  ~d V-  
?WU ~ L K ~ u T ~ ~ ~ u .  

Let any who wish conduct an audit of the gymnasiarch's conduct, when his year is up, 
within a period of twenty-four months and, let any verdicts arising out of these matters be 
handed down in the appropriate courts of law. 

Ath. Pol. 48.3-5 and 54.2. It is instructive to observe the close similarity between 
the procedure described in SEG XXVII 261 and that of Athens in the fourth century as 
described by Aristotle (Ath.Po1. 48.3-5 and 54.2).10 

First, in B.91 of the gymnasiarchal law, roiq 82 i<~raura?q T<F ~ T ~ A E W F  K ~ T &  T E T ~ & -  
pqvov &~r08i8d~o  I take to involve the concurrent scrutiny of accounts quarterly, prior 
to the final rendition, and a comparison may be made with Ath. Pol. 48.3 where the 
council selects by lot ten logistai to maintain a continuing scrutiny of accounts, prytany 
by prytany. The point of comparison is, of course, the concurrence of the official's year 
and the scrutiny; the institutions involved are clearly far apart. It is noteworthy that in 
Beroea anyone who wishes may participate ( m v e y h o y ~ e u f l a i )  in  the reckoning. 

More striking, however, is the similarity that the euthyna in each instance involved 
two stages. In Athens (Ath.Po1. 54.2) ten logistai and ten synegoroi are appointed to 
receive the accounts of magistrates at the conclusion of their terms of office. They, as 
financial officers, must bring the ex-official before the  courts either to receive his dis- 
charge or to stand trial if an irregularity has been detected. The categories of offence, 
penalties incurred, and dates of settlement are then listed, the offences being, as M. 
Pitrart has plausibly shown, purely monetary ones. There then ensues, according to 
Ath. Pol. 48.4, a second phase when the ten euthynoi, each with two paredroi, sit by the 
statue of their tribal hero during market hours every day for three (or possibly thirty) 
days to hear further complaints, relating presumably to non-monetary offences. These, 
if found to have substance, the euthynos will refer to deme court or dikasterion accord- 
ing to their seriousness. 

In Beroea, the outgoing gymnasiarch must publish his accounts in the gymnasium 
in the month Dios of the new year, and must present the balance of the fund he has 
administered to his successor within thirty days, or else he shall be liable to a fine of a 
thousand drachmas levied by the T O A L T L K ~ ~  ~ T ~ & K T W ~  at  the request of the exetastai, the 
equivalent of the Athenian logistai. There is however a second phase in the audit, given 
in a separate place (B.106-091, which provides for a further period of twenty-four 

l o  Pierart (supra 11.51 gives an excellent account of the euthyna procedure in Athens before and after 
40110. 
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months, during which time complaints may go on being made and which will be settled 
if necessary before the appropriate courts. 

The Ath. Pol. procedure, as PiCrart has shown, results from making a separate 
process out of what began in the fifth century as an auxiliary activity by the logistai. 
Thus there came into being the two audits, the first by the logistai, the second by the 
euthynoi, whereas Andocides (1.77-79) shows the euthynoi to have been the sole com- 
petent authorities before 40110. Pi6rart interpreted the direction of these events as a 
reduction in the r61e of the euthynoi, one which would also entail some reduction in the 
public's participation. M. H. Hansen,l1 too, has drawn attention to the erosion of the 
euthyna process almost from the outset because of the ekklesia's preference for eis- 
angeliai, immediate impeachment, over the slower but more certain mandatory audit. A 
comparison of the euthynai in the Athens of the Ath. Pol. and the Beroea of SEG 
XXVII 261 suggests that the institution had greater vitality and support in Greece than 
the conclusions of these two scholars indicate. It is remarkable that at Beroea the pub- 
lic's r6le is more, not less, prominent. 

Late-second-century Ephebic Inscriptions. The Beroea inscription also contributes to 
our understanding of the circumstances in which the euthyna disappeared at Athens 
either at the turn of the second and first centuries B.C. or with the rBgime imposed by 
Sulla.12 It seems to me still possible to believe, with Ferguson,13 that 101/0 is the 
moment when the audit was discarded. He concluded from IG 112 102814 that at that 
time it was replaced with an d17~68~6~~ K(Y; & ~ o h o ~ ~ u C L i ) q  Z V  6 p o v h 5 ,  which involved 
neither the examination of accounts nor a judicial discharge but was more in the nature 
of the formal presentation of a report.15 Little of the 'oligarchic revolution' of 10312 has 
survived criticism: in view of Aristotle's emphasis on the euthyna as essential to democ- 
racy, it is interesting to find that it was the first institution of the patrios politeia to have 
been discarded. 

11 Eisangelia. The Sovereignty of the People's Court (Odense 1975). 
12 D. J. Geagan, The Athenian Constitution afer Sulla (Hesperia Suppl. 12 119671) and Hesperia 40 (1971) 

106-07. 
IS W. S. Ferguson, "The Oligarchic Revolution at Athens of the Year 10312 B.c.," Klio 4 (1905) 1-17. 

Ferguson argued for the abolition of the euthyna from the fact of its appearance in IG 112 1006 (10615) 
and its omission from IG 112 1028 (10110). both otherwise similar decrees. In the latter, the point where 
the euthyna-formula would most naturally occur (93) is marked instead by an exceptionally long (0.145 m.) 
uninscribed space. S. V. Tracy, The Lettering of an Athenian Mason (Hesperia Suppl. 15 [19751) 44, explains 
the blank as due to lack of space, suggesting that the reader would supply for himself the words of the 
missing formula. Yet Tracy also shows (95-97) that this mason liked to leave gaps for the better articula- 
tion of a text and moreover that 6 ~ 0 s  6" obu (which is how the line continues) is one of the phrases often 
prefaced by a blank. I prefer an explanation in terms of deliberate paragraphing, even politically nuanced 
paragraphing for the vacat in question. The euthyna is also omitted in Agora I 286: see 0 .  W. Reinmuth, 
"The Ephebic Inscription Athenian Agora 1 286," Hesperia 22 (1953) 220-39 (dated 12716)-though might 
it not be read into line 89? In any case, Ferguson's point is not just the absence of all reference to a 
euthyna but its replacement by an Cr~oAo~w&s before the council, and this is surely an innovation in IG 
IIP 1028. 

l5 Reinmuth (supra 11.14) 227. See also 0. W. Reinmuth, "An Ephebic Text of ca. 4312 B.C. ,"  Hesperia 
34 (1965) 263. 

However, what recent analyses of this era's politics16 have really indicated is that 
the constitutional bases of the democracy were not so much overturned as rendered 
meaningless. Badian has pointed out that where the archonship was a crushing financial 
burden, the small number of candidates available made the question of sortition or 
election immaterial.17 Tracy's re-examination of IG 112 2336 may be taken in the same 
direction. "IG 112 2336 reflects a system in which people paid for the privilege of hold- 
ing office instead of being paid,"'* he writes, before examining the particular fund- 
raising crisis that the entries for 100199 to 9716 B . C .  seem to disclose. I would suggest 
that it is this irrelevance of the traditional machinery, rather than a coup dPtat or ideo- 
logical battle, that lies behind the disappearance, if it is accepted, of the euthyna in 
10110. 

For IG 112 1028, where the expected formula KC%; :SOKEY riYq € ~ @ ~ v ( Y F  has been 
omitted, is one of a group of ephebic decrees from the late second century in which 
both ephebes and their kosmetes are honoured by the city. Along with IG 112 1006, 
1008, 1011, it belongs to a period when the ephebeia was growing rapidly both in num- 
bers and in activities and in public profile. "L7CphBbie devient une institution d'apparat 
et de luxe," writes Chr. PClCkide~,~~ and these honorific decrees speak of a world of 
"Jiinglinge aus wohlhabenden Familien" where the kosmetes must indeed be "ein 
angesehener und begiiterter Mann," in Nilsson's words.2o No one of modest means 
could attempt to carry off the position. The citations extol the kosmetes' increasing lar- 
gesse: one, then two, silver phialai, the repair of a catapult, of a circuit wall, eventually 
the year-long provision of oil, always a heavy burden on the gymnasia. Thus, it is no 
accident that it is precisely in IG IP 1028, with its reference to the iha~o@cula-among 
other benefactions-that the d @ v v a  is first replaced by the bouleutic d 1 7 ~ o h o y ~ u ~ d q .  At 
this point, the &px< has become, definitively, a A ~ t ~ o v ~ ~ l a :  where neither public nor 
corporate monies can seriously be supposed to have been embezzled, the point of a 
judicial audit instantly disappears. 

This transformation had not yet overtaken the office of gymnasiarch in Beroea at 
the time the gymnasiarchal law was inscribed. The gymnasiarch, it is clear, had control 
of sizable funds, probably both corporate and public (A.30, B.88); on the other hand, 
he is not obliged to spend much himself, torch-race, oil, and Hermaia festival being 
clearly provided for from other sources. He can levy fines extensively and supervises 
the sale of the yhokq,"  the used oil. In short, there is ample opportunity for embezzle- 
ment, and accordingly the need for the euthyna remains. 

l6 E. Badian, "Rome, Athens and Mithridates," AJAH 1 (1976) 105-28; S. V. Tracy, "Athens in 100 
B.c . ."  HSCP 83 (1979) 213-35. ~- 

l7 ~ a d i a n  (supra 11.16) 127 11.49. 
l8 Tracy (supra n.16) 219. 
l9 Hisroire de I'Pphebie attique (Paris 1962) 197, with 198-99 for a discussion of the points raised in 11.14 

supra. 
20 M. P. Nilsson, Die hellenistische Schule (Munich 1955) 54 

See now J. and L. Robert (supra 13.9) p.434. 
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But Beroea was of course not Athens. Its modest scale and limited numbers meant 
operations were still within the budget of the community. Athens would soon grow 
beyond that, and the first -casualty, as we have seen, would be the ancient and persis- 
tently democratic institution of the euthyna. Delorme22 wrote of the gymnasium: "Le 
dkveloppement de nos institutions n'a donc pas kt6 sans influence sur la constitution 
des citks." He was referring to the creation of new institutions: but he might also have 
spoken of the forms of government that were thereby lost. 

In conclusion, SEG XXVII 261, which may be compared with Ath. Pol. 48 and 54 
and contrasted with the ephebic inscriptions of the late second century B.c., offers fresh 
insight into the various modalities of the euthyna and the context in which it disap- 
peared in Athens. 

22 J. Delorme, Gymnasion (Paris 1960) 353. For a comparable institution see C. H. Haring, The Spanish 
Empire in America (Oxford 1947) 149, on the 'residencia'. 

Repeated Similes in the Homeric Poems 

Charles Rowan Beye 

I N THE ELEVENTH BOOK of the Iliad, in the battle which begins with Agamemnon's 
aristeia, the Achaian chieftains are wounded and beaten back until Ajax fights alone. 

When he too is forced back, the poet compares him to a lion 

whom the country men and their dogs have 
driven out of the cattle pen, 
who won't let him get at the fat of the cattle, 
and they watch all night. And the lion tries to 
move right in at all that meat, with no luck. Arrows 
come thick and fast from these daring men 
and their burning torches frighten him, hungry as he is; 
dawn comes, he goes away, heart full of regret (548-551.' 

The simile reappears in the seventeenth book (657-64) during the fight over Patroklos' 
body, when Ajax tells Menelaos to withdraw to find Antilochos who can take the news 
of Patroklos' death to Achilles. As Menelaos goes he is compared to the same reluctant 
lion, in almost the same words (17.657 is a variation of 11.548, 17.658 reflects 11.549, 
and 17.659-64 = 11.550-55). The simile here is, however, not altogether apt since 
Menelaos goes freely, if reluctantly, at Ajax's request. There is no superior strength 
forcing him. 

My attempt in these pages will be to account for the presence of this inept simile. I 
discount the notion that this is an interpolation, on the theory that any interpolator is 
intent upon improvement. This simile is awkward in its place and improves nothing. I 
am furthermore working on the theory that this poem was put together more or less 
continuously, that its poet did not have the time or the means to go back and forth 
over a manuscript so as to make deliberated adjustments or connections.2 

While brief comparisons are often repeated in the two Homeric poems, there are 
very few extended similes that are repeated: two in the Odyssey3 and six in the Iliad. 
Precise or nearly precise repetition in a work where the style displays repetition through 
variation seems striking. Similes cannot be compared to an exactly repeated phrase like 
"rosy-fingered Dawn sprang from the bed of Tithonos to bring light to mortals"; nor, 

Athetized by Zenodotos, however, in the first instance because of the immediately following simile 
comparing Ajax to a donkey (556-61). See the interesting discussion ad lor. by the scholiast of the Venetus 
MS. (A; Erbse I11 285). 
2R. Lattimore, "Composition of the History of Herodotos," CP 53 (1958) 9-19, effectively demon- 

strates the great difficulty for an early author of moving through a written text to add or subtract anything. 
3 0 n e  of the two occurs in a characteristically verbatim repetition of direct speech (4.335ff = 17.126A3, 

hence is not relevant to this discussion. 
7 
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again, can they be compared to the formalized repetitions of the typical scenes. There 
are hundreds of similes in the poems and only these few are exactly repeated. That 
seems significant. 

The significance seems still greater when one considers the obviously, and in some 
way intended, parallel contexts of some of these similes. The simile comparing Aga- 
memnon's tears to "dark spring water which down from steep rock too sheer even for 
goats trickles black" (9.14-15) is one of them. It appears as Agamemnon ponders in his 
despair what to do for the failing Achaian cause, and is repeated (16.3-4) when the 
tearful Patroklos returns to petition Achilles to enter the battle. The Achaians are beset 
with imminent disaster in both instances and a petition is addressed to Achilles, which 
he refuses in the first instance and partially accepts in the second, sending his surrogate 
out to certain death, ,thus prefiguring his own shortly thereafter. 

In the ninth book Achilles is asked three times and three times he refuses. As we 
can observe from the folk tales of many cultures, there is a certain fatal turn of events 
connected with the triad-in the Iliad itself, for instance, Patroklos charging the Trojan 
walls three times. So it is that at the close of the ninth book the poet has poised himself 
for the folkloric turn from three to four. But the poet of the Iliad is telling a vast and 
complicated story. He seems to mean to hold his tale together by laying out the narra- 
tion on a grid of story structures, and this is one. So we wait for this particular d6noue- 
ment, the move from three to four in Achilles' response to supplication. At the same 
time the poet prepares his audience for Patroklos as the eventual fourth supplicator with 
Phoinix's account of the obdurate Meleager who denies three times the entreaties, first, 
of the leading Aitolian political figures, second, of his father and family, third, of his 
friends, and then in the fatal fourth turn yields to the supplication of his wife. Kakrides 
offers parallels of the basic story from other cultures$ noting that the poet of the Iliad 
advances the friends in the conventional order of entreaty and leaves the wife last. The 
poet seems to make some connection in this way between Meleager's wife and Patro- 
klos.5 Achilles' alter ego will be destroyed when he yields to Patroklos. Phoinix says as 
much when he tells how Meleager yielded to his wife too late, when it won him nothing. 

At the beginning of the sixteenth book the poet returns to the narrative of the fatal 
refusals he had inaugurated with Agamemnon's tears at the beginning of the ninth. The 
progression from Agamemnon to Patroklos is in this sense as immediate as that from 
the Aitolian elders to Meleager's wife. The intervening action, or the illogicality of 
Achilles' continuing bitterness at Agamemnon's arrogance, are only surface to the 
underlying logic of the move from the third to the fourth request. The repeated simile 
is the iceberg tip of that underlying structure. Those who are uneasy at this dismissal of 
what seems to be a real contradiction in Achilles' refusal to remember Agamemnon's 
attempts at amends6 should consider how often structures inform the Homeric narrative, 

". Th. Kakrides, Homeric Researches (Lund 1949) 18ff. 
G.  Nagy. The Best of the Achaians (Baltimore 1979) 102-08, has the most recent discussion. 
As is D. L. Page with his customary compelling rhetoric in an appendix to History and the Homeric Iliad 

(Berkeley 1959) 308-15. 

much more dynamically than any psychological nexus seems to do. The most striking 
example is the scene (Od. 19.570m when Penelope, who has every reason to be most 
optimistic, calls for the contest of the bow. Critics either decry the improbability7 or 
save the surface by assuming that she has identified Odysse~s .~  Instead, the overwhelm- 
ing logic of the story structure dictates events: husband in the nick of time,9 hero in 
disguise, hero as underdog, woman as object of desire, circle of suitors. Nothing but the 
contest could come next. We have had this rehearsed for us at Scheria when the seem- 
ing underdog Odysseus triumphs over the young men who are meant to be swains for 
the hand of Nausikaa. 

Another significantly repeated simile occurs in this Scheria scene (6.232-34 = 
23.159-61). When Odysseus has washed the brine from his body he steps out clothed in 
the borrowed garments, and Athene, who plays Fairy Godmother in this charming 
scene to Odysseus' Cinderella and Nausikaa's Prince, transforms him into a consider- 
ably handsomer fellow. The poet likens the transformation to a master craftsman's 
adding a golden overlay to silver. Later in the poem, after Odysseus has killed the 
suitors, he goes to wash off the blood and grime. Then as he emerges Athene once 
again transforms him, and the same simile is used to describe the act. It has been 
suggested that the poet means to recall us consciously to the scene when Odysseus and 
Nausikaa first met.IO The notion seems crude. Should we and Odysseus confront his 
long-sought spouse with the memory of a desirable and desiring girl in our minds? 
More likely the repeated simile is part of an ensemble of events which has to do with 

: the wooing of the princess. The Odyssey poet is clearly intrigued with repetitions. One 
, thinks of the arrival scenes, or the disguised Odysseus' false autobiographies, or the 

Circe/Calypso/Penelope replication. The repetition of this simile brings out the erotic 
undertones in the present moment which had been so much on the surface in the beach 
encounter between the naked hero and the eager, nubile princess. As Odysseus con- 
fronts Penelope, the unlikely underdog has won the princess and he is being trans- 
formed. He washes off the filth as he washed off the brine. Penelope awaits him. Nau- 
sikaa had steeled herself, alone on the beach, awaiting his advance. Now Penelope ' shields herself with her emphatic disbelief. 

I 

7 D. L. Page, The Homerrc Odyssey (Oxford 1955) 123-24; L. Allione, Telemacho e Penelope nell' Odrssea . . 
(Torino 1965) 63K. 

P. W. Harsh, "Penelope and Odysseus in Odyssey XIX," AJP 71 (1950) 1-21; A. Amory, "The Re- 
union of Penelope and Odysseus," in C. H. Taylor, Essays on the Odyssey: Selected Modern Criticism 
(Bloomington 1963) 100-21. See most recently J. Russo, "Interview and Aftermath: Dream, Fantasy and 
Intuition in Odyssey 19 and 20," AJP 103 (1982) 4-18, which is a convincing psychological interpretation 
of Penelope's behavior. Yet Penelope is not an actual person whose motives and inner feelings we can 
analyze; she is surface. The Odyssey is not really like those nineteenth-century novels which invite that sort 

I of analysis because their authors are being deliberately psychological in the portraiture. Homer is not 
Henry James, Penelope is not Isabel Archer. 

I 9 W. J. Woodhouse, The Composition of Homer's Odyssey (Oxford 1930) 224K, has a good discussion of 
these techniques. 

lo  E.g. T. B. L. Webster, From Mycenae to Homer (London 1958) 236; C. H. Whitman, Homer and the 
Heroic Tradition (Cambridge [Mass.] 1968) 279, makes the same suggestion about the simile at 9.14-15 
and 16.3-4. 



REPEATED SIMILES IN THE HOMERIC POEMS 

The Iliad's most celebrated simile is also repeated. In the first instance, Paris, who 
is leaving Helen to return to battle, is compared to 

a horse from the stable, sated at the trough, 
who snaps his halter, rushes out on the plain, stamping hoof, 
accustomed to wash in the fairflowing river, 
proud, head held high, mane flowing 
spread on shoulders, he knows he's splendid; 
swiftly his legs take him out and onto the pasture 
with the other horses (6.506-11). 

This is a remarkably precise statement of Paris' mood and attitude as he emerges from 
an amorous encounter with Helen. He is a proud and beautiful man, the typical narcis- 
sistic lover. The simile is remarkable because every element exactly fits the moment,ll 
whereas generally the Homeric simile is fit to a theme and then to a context.12 This 
simile fits so perfectly into the narrative that one easily remembers it even over the 
thousands of intervening lines. 

The simile reappears in the fifteenth book (263-68) when Hektor is animated by 
Apollo to re-enter the battle. Hektor, who has been struck down by Ajax, lies on the 
ground spitting blood, and when he finally recovers enough to sit up, he is directly 
encouraged by the god. The comparison is specifically apt in the image of the freed 
horse only as it describes Hektor freed of his disabilities and in the idea of the horse 
rejoining the others in the meadow. The disparity in contextual relevance makes the 
repetition troublesome. As Leaf says,13 "How a single 'Homer' could have thus re- 
peated his own best passages, careless of their appropriateness, is for the defenders of 
the unity of the Iliad to say." One would dismiss Leaf easily, knowing what we do of 
oral poetic practice, if it were not for the fact that the repetitions with which we have 
just dealt show so much significance. Ordinarily the poet might easily use again-or 
'recreate' is perhaps the better expression-a passage and we would be wrong to make 
anything of it. But perhaps this is different. Let us consider this repetition as part of a 
larger pattern with which the poet is dealing. Here we can talk in terms of repetition of 
a narrative structure: the return to battle. Certain kinds of similes seem to be fit to 
certain narrative junctures.14 So it is that here we have in both cases the entry of the 
hero into battle. But we may look for more precise correspondences to see if the second 
passage may be in some way a restatement of the first, as we have seen in the two 
other repeated similes discussed. Paris' re-entry into battle seems at first glance only to 
precede the duel between Ajax and Hektor, but it is more connected than that. The 
poet of the Iliad begins with a series of scenes which give to the vast structure of the 
entire poem the long-range view of commencement. These are the Catalogue, the 

l1 C. R. Beye, The Iliad, the Odyssey and the Epic Tradition (Garden City 1966) 27 
l2 W. C. Scott, The Oral Nature of the Homeric Simile (Leiden 1974) 93-95. 
l 3  W. Leaf, The Iliad2 I1 (London 1902) 122. 
l4 Scott (supra n.12) 38. 
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Teikhoskopia, and the Epipolesis. Because the Teikhoskopia is a scene from the princess- 
suitors-contest story, the poet naturally introduces the duel between Menelaos and 
Paris. Further on, however, consistent with the immediate story of Achilles' wrath, he 
arranges a second duel which, like Diomedes' aristeia in the fifth book, indicates both 
the nature of heroic action which Achilles is denying and what is going on in battle with 
Achilles absent. This is the duel between Hektor and Ajax, which establishes Hektor as 
the principal defender of his city, which follows from the Trojan scene that precedes it, 
and which has its outcome in the fatal encounter, not unlike a duel, in the twenty- 
second book. At this point the poet has introduced his audience to all the circumstances 
of his story, but he has yet to bring in the one underlying detail of motive which ani- 
mates the antipathy between the Trojans and the Achaians. That is, of course, Paris' 
refusal to give up Helen, which is described after the duel. It is a refusal calculated to 
follow such a duel. One might have wanted it to be the duel between husband and 
lover, but these two are fighting for Helen the possession, not Helen the sexual partner. 
Here Helen is a variation on Briseis. The poet of the Iliad is very skillfully weaving 
together the past history of the Trojan War and the contemporary story of Achilles' 
wrath, and he leans upon his narrative structure often for support. This is one of the 
occasions. 

Paris' refusal, then, is of utmost importance. The poet needs to dignify it and to 
improve the stature of Paris, who might in any case be upstaged at this moment by 
Hektor and Ajax. Hence the long and evocative simile that accompanies his entry into 
battle. 

We can find in the fifteenth book a similar important turning point which makes 
the reappearance of this particular simile wholly satisfying. Hektor, once encouraged by 
Apollo, returns to the battle and, surpassing even himself on previous occasions, brings 
the fight close in to the Achaian encampment so that at last he lays hands upon one of 
the ships. His furious dash is the very provocation that leads Patroklos to beseech 
Achilles, which in turn leads to the resolution of this narrative. It is the self-same simile 
which is used to describe the entry into battle of the two major Trojan figures, and to 
mark the entry of each as fundamental to the story of Achilles and of the Trojan War. 
Paris upon the occasion of the first appearance of the simile opens up the plot, Hektor 
at its second appearance acts to invoke the resolution. 

We come now to our own resolution, that is, our explanation of the inept second 
occurrence of the simile first mentioned in this paper. In the eleventh book, as the 
battle waxes and the Achaians are wounded, the poet employs similes that anticipate 
the confrontation in our simile, namely, an animal pitted against men and dogs. There 
are huntsmen driving hounds against a boar or lion (292); there is a boar closed in by 
hounds and young men (413); there are hounds feeding on a stag's corpse until a lion 
comes to frighten them off (474). As the Achaian chieftains fall off, wounded, Ajax 
stands alone to hold the Achaian position. At this point (510ff) Nestor is told to with- 
draw with the wounded medicine man, Machaon. Immediately thereafter an attack is 
launched upon Ajax, at which point our simile appears for the first time, and it in turn 
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is immediately followed by the very famous simile comparing Ajax to a stubborn don- 
key in a wheatfield. Moments later the poet reminds us (597ff) that Nestor has set off 
with Machaon. It is this that Achilles notices, as the poet tells us, and the reason why 
he sends Patroklos out. Thus at this moment the poet lays the groundwork for the 
events culminating in Patroklos' death and Achilles' subsequent misery and madness. 

In the seventeenth book where the simile appears for the second time the poet 
again anticipates it with similar images. There are dogs and huntsmen impotent before a 
lion (62), dogs and men driving off a lion (1091, a mother lion protecting her young 
from hunters in the forest (1331, and a wild boar fighting off dogs and young men 
(282). Again Ajax seems to predominate in the fighting. The battle see-saws and 
neither side seems to be getting the advantage. At this point Ajax decides to send 
Menelaos to inform Achilles, and he is compared to the lion at bay who withdraws at 
dawn. The cumulative sense of the preceding similes might have occasioned the repeti- 
tion of this simile, to be sure. But more to the point, there seem to be certain precise 
features which recall to us the moment in the eleventh book. Ajax is predominant. A 
fellow Achaian is told to withdraw for an act other than fighting. The withdrawal is 
bound up with Achilles gaining information. That is the level of word association, as 
psychologists employ the term.15 One may even notice that the simile under discussion 
is in both instances closely followed by a second that relates to the same person as the 
first, Ajax in book eleven, Menelaos in seventeen. It is likely, however, that these 
similarities derive from deeper narrative resonances. 

In the eleventh book, when Achilles notices Nestor withdrawing, he sends Patro- 
klos to learn and to report back to him. It is this act that causes the chain of events that 
leads to Patroklos' death. Here in the seventeenth book Menelaos withdraws from the 
battle so that Achilles can indeed get the final report of something begun so long ago in 
the action of the eleventh. One might say that this is a rather grand example of ring 
composition. The simile in its second appearance does not function well, it in fact blunts 
the sense of the passage, surely something no narrator wishes to do. It is obedient, 
however, to other narrative values. These are the architectonic strategies by which the 
poet determines the shape of his story. 

The narrative of the Iliad is always elusive. The poet of the Iliad, one senses, is 
trying something very ambitious. Comparisons with early epic poetry from other cul- 
tures suggest this. And while it is natural to marvel over the way in which the poet of 
the Odyssey achieves maximum meaning with the most economical and taut plot lines, 
one will notice along with Aristotle that the Iliad is a brilliant panoramic feat. Tolstoy is 
confronted with many of the same problems in War and Peace, no doubt because he 
was inspired to do so by the example of the Iliad. The line of the Iliad story is hard to 
get at because the surface narrative is so diffuse. Perhaps the way to read the Iliad is to 
look at the structures that lie beneath the surface and give up seeking organic motiva- 

IS Similarly M. N. Nagler, Spontaneity and Tradition (Berkeley 1974) 1-63, talks about creation by 
analogy. 

tion for a good deal of what appears in the story. The structures will have a logic of 
their own. 

Present-day reaction to the Parry-Lord orthodoxy moves one to speculate on the 
poet's conscious repetition of the simile. We can never know, of course. New Criticism 
is the better mode for treating ancient literature, since almost invariably all we have is 
the text. Yet the curious may find a hint in the two other instances of repetition that 
have so far been ignored in these pages. These are 5.860ff = 14.148ff and 13.389ff = 
16.482ff. The remarkable fact is that they are innocuous in theme, bland in their place; 
indeed, the latter of the two compares a falling hero to a falling tree, a complete clich8. 
Their repetition seems to come from inadvertence, nothing else. They suggest a poet 
who has a vast repertory of formulae, clichb, and stock devices of narrative, who has 
the technical skill to put together line after line of narrative out of these materials, 
mechanically but vigorously. When set beside the repeated similes under discussion 
they immediately point up the extraordinary richness of association in these others. And 
yet they also demonstrate that repetition need have no significance, can be no more 
than a reflex twitch. We are left then with the definite impression of a poet who deliber- 
ately and knowingly chooses to repeat certain similes, who invests the contexts of their 
repetition with parallels and similarities which betoken his architectural rigor. 

One would hope that such an observation would be attractive to all Homerists, 
neither conceding too much to an individual poet and author of the very Iliad we read 
nor denying to any one creator the personal control and craftsmanship we generally 
associate with the making of poetry. The nineteenth-century dispute over authorship 
has drained too much strength from the honest criticism of the poems, and still does. 
The present-day concern over whether there is enough of an individual poet behind 
each line is to flirt too much with the intentional fallacy. Finally we have the text and 
our reading of it, nothing more. 



The West Pediment of the Parthenon: Poseidon 

Judith Binder 

T H E  INTERPRETATION of the action argued here operates within the framework of 
the following summary, accepted as essentially right because it makes sense without 

resorting to the expedients of ignoring any part of the sculpture or of inserting imagi- 
nary sculpture. The artist (see Figures 1-2) 

decided to show the moment when the two contenders, Athena and Poseidon, after 
storming towards each other in their chariots, one from each side, have leapt down 
(the horses, meanwhile, rear up as the drivers rein them in with all their strength) 
and hastened to the centre of the composition to take possession of the land. Athena's 
gift of the olive tree was already lost when Carrey drew the pediment, but it was 
represented growing in the very centre, while Poseidon used his trident to create the 
spring. Both gods are shown recoiling from each other. Immediately behind them are 
the pairs of horses drawing their chariots, tightly reined in and rearing. Behind them 
are the divine messengers, . . . Hermes, attending Athena, . . . Iris, attending Posei- 
don. Next . . . are the figures of the charioteers, both female. In Poseidon's case it is 
certainly his wife Amphitrite . . . Athena's charioteer is lost but the most likely candi- 
date is Nike. Of the remaining figures in the corners of the pediment, Cecrops can be 
identified on the left. His presence is essential, as he was the umpire. It is therefore 
probable that the other figures, male and female, in this corner are his kin, the Attic 
heroes, and the figures in the right-hand corner of the pediment are likely to be mem- 
bers of the same circle.1 

1 Because we cannot see the sculpture as it was in 432 B.C.  when its meaning was 
' crystal clear, we have difficulties in understanding the composition as a whole, the exact 
; nature of the central action, and the connexions between the sculpture on the pediment 
I and the written accounts of the contest between Athena and Poseidon. The testimonia 

1 for the contest have never been completely collected, never been studied in chronologi- 
cal order, and the differing lines of tradition have never been disentangled. Exegetes of 

, the west pediment tend to cite testimonia with all the discrimination of farmyard hens 
pecking at kernels. 

The questions that have elicited the most wildly varying answers are: Why are the 
chariots there? Why are Hermes and Iris present? What does Athena's pose mean? 
What is Poseidon doing? What moment in the contest is depicted? Why does Athena / the victor remain in her half of the pediment while Poseidon dominates the centre and 
impinges on Athena's side? How are the olive tree and salt sea to be understood? Why 1 are figures on both sides unconcerned with the central a c t i ~ n ? ~  

I 
1 Frank Bromrner, The Sculptures of the Parthenon (London 1979) 47-48. 
2 CJ: Frank Brornrner, Die Skulpturen der Parthenon-Giebel (Mainz 1963) 160. 
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Figure 1 

These questions form amongst themselves a tight weave; this paper tries to weave 
the answers together as follows: the two chariots have just landed on the Acropolis in a 
race with the Acropolis as goal. The god who reached the Acropolis first was to win the 
contest. Athena has just leapt off her chariot a split second ahead of Poseidon. As she 
sets foot on the Acropolis she conjures up the first olive tree as a sign of taking posses- 
sion. Athena looks to see what Poseidon is doing as she starts running towards Kekrops 
(see Figure 3). Poseidon is in the act of driving his trident into the rock, causing the 
salt spring to gush forth as a sign of taking possession. As he does this he beholds the 
olive tree materializing. Kekrops is the only one to witness the outcome of the contest. 
The other figures are either unaware of the central event or are in the act of turning 
their heads to see what is happening. Athena runs towards Kekrops to hear his decision 
as judge. The whole is designed to picture Athens as dear to the gods in two ways: 
because Athena and Poseidon strove for the honour of becoming the guardian divinity 
of the place and because an Athenian mortal, Kekrops, was chosen to judge the contest 
between the gods. 

In the Panathenaicus, finished in 339 B.c., Isocrates gave examples of pretexts for 
going to war and cited the case of Eumolpos, who claimed that Athens rightfully be- 
longed to him, Eumolpos the son of Poseidon, rather than to Erechtheus, because 
Poseidon took possession before Athena did (193). The way in which the rivalry be- 

Figure 2 

tween Poseidon and Athena was mirrored in the conflict between Eumolpos and Erech- 
theus had already been distinctively elaborated by Euripides in his Erechtheus, per- 
formed in the 420's when plans for constructing the Erechtheion at the site of the 
tokens, the olive tree and salt spring, had been completed.3 Isocrates' allusions would 
have been pointless unless the Athenians of his day took it for granted that winning the 
contest depended on taking possession first. 

A scholion to Aristides' Panathenaicus explicitly states that the contest between 
Poseidon and Athena was to be settled by priority: the god who first displayed some- 
thing on the spot was to be the supreme god of the country.4 

Apollodoros knew the tradition that the guardian deity of the Acropolis was to be 
the one who first got there: "Cecrops . . . was the first king of Attica . . . In his time, 
they say, the gods resolved to take possession of the cities in which each of them 
should receive his own peculiar worship. So Poseidon was the first one that came to 
Attica, and with a blow of his trident on the middle of the Acropolis, he produced a sea 
which they now called Erechtheis. After him came Athena, and, having called on 
Cecrops to witness her act of taking possession, she planted an olive tree which is still 

3 Nova Fragments Euripidea, ed. Colin Austin (Berlin 1968), 27.45ff, 39.90ff. 
Schol. Aristides Panath. 106.11. Ludolf Stephani meant to include this scholion in his collection of 

testimonia on the contest (CRPbtersb 1872, 64-74); he published the text of the scholion to 106.15 under 
a reference to 106.11; the latter dropped out and was forgotten. 
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Figure 3 

shown in the Pandro~ium."~ In what follows Poseidon loses the contest because he had 
no witness to prove that he came first.6 

Thus there are three testimonia preserving a tradition that priority rather than the 
value of the tokens determined the victory. Other testimonia do attest that the value of 
the tokens is what counted; this view is taken for granted today. Which is the better 
thing, olive tree or salt spring? In the literary testimonia the criterion of priority appears 
much earlier than the criterion of value; the first well-dated reference to the contest 
judged on the value of the tokens is in Ovid (Met. 6.70ff?. Three features of the com- 
position of the west pediment make coherent good sense if victory belonged to the god 
who got there first and make little or no sense if the contest was judged according to 
the value of the tokens. 

Bibl. 3.14.1, transl. J.  G. Frazer (LCL). 
Eugen Petersen, Kunst des Phidias (Berlin 1973) 159, observes that Apollodoros leads one to expect 

that Poseidon was defeated because he could not prove his priority. A wrong manuscript reading led Peter- 
sen to decide that it was, after all, the value of the tokens, not priority, which was decisive. 
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If the contest was to be judged on the value of the tokens, both tokens must appear 
on the scene so that all may see the competing gifts central to the legend. E. Buschor, 
for example, explains that "Die beiden Gotter haben ihre Wagen verlassen, urn alsbald 
ihre Wunder zu wirken; Poseidon hat den Dreizack in den Fels gestossen und das Meer- 
wasser heraussprudeln lassen, aber vor dem grosseren Wunder, das seine Partnerin mit 
der Lanze dem Burgfelsen entlockt, prallt er geblendet zuruck, so wie auch die Ge- 
spanne vor den wunderbaren Gottertaten aufbaumen. Wunder iiber Wunder, Staunen 
uber Staunen, Schrecken uber Schrecken-das ist diese grosse Mittelgruppe . . . "7 

Much has been written to show how the salt sea was represented on the pediment. 
The place for it would be directly under the downward-driving trident of Poseidon, not 
under his chariot nor under the charioteer as has been suggested. An olive tree at the 
vortex of the action must be matched by a salt spring at the vortex of the action, not by 
a sea creature off to one side. Symbols work if they cohere. No fragment has been 
identified as water. It was not there. The proof lies in Poseidon's struggle; his every 
muscle is taut, his whole body is tensed, his feet are wide apart to secure a firm stance 
against. shock (see Figure 3).  If Poseidon had already created the salt spring, then he 
must be straining to tug his trident out of the rock. No defender of the salt spring has 
ever faced the consequences. 

When one takes speed to be the decisive factor, then one is entitled to say that 
Pheidias chose the one possible moment to make victory visible: the second in which 
the olive tree had materialized while Poseidon summoned up his strength to rive the 
rock. This fits in with the earliest testimonium for the contest. No source, written or 
pictorial, is earlier than Herodotos 8.55 where the olive tree and salt spring are termed 
papdpur .  p a p ~ 6 p ~ o v  in Herodotos means evidence providing proof of something. 
There is nothing in Herodotos' language to indicate that he saw the olive tree and salt 
spring as competing gifts, as signs of a "Streit gottlicher Wunderkraft." They are there 
as evidence that Athena and Poseidon once contended for the honour of becoming the 
supreme guardian deity of Athens, a thought the Athenians treasured. 

Nearly six centuries later Pausanias was shown the olive tree and the salt sea and 
the trident marks (1.26.5, 27.2). The guides showed them as the w p ~ 6 p ~  and Pausa- 
nias mentions the word twice; the sea water and the mark of a trident on the rock are 
papT6pur and the olive tree is Athena's p ~ p d p ~ o v .  The guides stuck to Herodotos' 
term, but Pausanias simply did not appreciate the myth. He commented on the salt sea, 
"this is no great marvel," because he knew of other inland salt seas. Pausanias went out 
of his way to remark about the olive tree that "they" have nothing else to say about it 
except that it was the p c t p d p ~ o v  for Athena in the contest. Pausanias sounds as if he 
were disappointed, as if he had expected something more exciting. He missed the point 
of the tokens as Ovid and Plutarch (Them. 19) had before him. In the Menexenus 
( 2 3 7 ~ )  Socrates cites the contest as proof that Attica is dear to the gods; pctpmpe? 82 
7 j G v  74 Adye i) T& d l p ~ ~ u / ? 7 1 ~ r l u ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  mpi c~br;lv BE& Zpcp~p TE KcYl K ~ I U L F  The verb 
jmpmpe? links this passage to the pctpT6pm in Herodotos 8.55. 

' Phidias der Mensch (Munich 1948) 40-41. 
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In the composition a second current of excitement swirls around Kekrops.8 His 
daughter has flung her arm about his shoulder. As she was startled into sudden motion 
her chiton slipped down and she has not troubled to put it right as does leisurely Arte- 
mis in the east frieze. The child is pulling Figure F towards Kekrops. Figure A was 
turning around to look towards the centre, but perhaps also to ask Kekrops exactly what 
had happened, since the contest will have been over before he has turned all the way.9 
Kekrops has a special position in the pediment. He alone watches the central event. He 
himself is a centre of attention. Because the sculptor has placed Kekrops seated on the 
ground, his torso and head fill the height of the pediment and thus attain large-scale, 
godlike dimensions. Hermes from thigh to neck is 1.15 m. high while Kekrops from 
seat to neck is 1.27 m. high. 

In seeking the reason for Kekrops' prominence we turn again to Attic authors and 
find that Kekrops judged the contest. In the Memorabilia of Xenophon (3.5.10) Socrates 
tells the son of Pericles that one can stir the longing for arete by reminding men that 
their ancestors were great. The son of Pericles answers, "you mean the judgment of the 
gods, for which they chose Kekrops because of his arete." Arete is hardly needed for a 
decision that an olive tree is more valuable than a salt spring. But if the criterion was 
priority rather than the value of the tokens, then the gods needed a mortal whom they 
could unqualifiedly trust as witness to a photo finish; for this arete is required. The 
famous passage of the Menexenos, quoted by Dionysios of Halikarnassos (Dem. 281, 
reveals how the Athenians felt about this. There we are told that Athens is beloved of 
the gods. The proof lies in the myth of the contest of Athena and Poseidon, in the fact 
of the contest itself and in the way it was decided, an Athenian king trusted by the gods 
to judge them. 

Athena is in running position; her speed causes her drapery to cling to her leg and 
to swirl back in deep folds, more agitated than those of the running goddess of the east 
pediment. Scholars have believed that there is no motivation for Athena running, hence 
she cannot be running; and they have variously interpreted her pose as a gesture of 
triumph, as recoil from Poseidon, or hostility to him. To take Athena's pose in the 
most matter-of-fact way possible, she is running towards Kekrops because her victory 
does not count until he gives the word. 

In Hellenistic times the myth was watered down. Confusion arose between a trial in 
a lawcourt and a decision in a contest. In a court of law judges or jurors heard the evi- 
dence in a case and made decisions. In a contest the judge must be on hand in order to 
witness the event being judged. Ovid transferred the judgment to the Areopagus; Apol- 
lodoros and later authors thought of the contest in terms of a trial where the function 
of witness is distinct from that of judge and where the decision may depend on voting. 
In the later versions of the myth where the people of Athens vote and in later represen- 
tations which show Nike drawing votes from an urn in the presence of Athena and 

Brommer (supra n.2) pls. 80, 85-86. 
Brommer (supra n.2) pl. 81. 

Poseidon, the contest has been removed from the milieu of the Panathenaic Games to 
that of a lawcourt. 

Chariots have their place in a contest where victory depends on speed. The chariots 
puzzled E. Langlotz, who wrote, "Selbst nach den Giebelecken zu prallen die Korper 
diagonal aufeinander, zunachst die effektvoll sich baumenden Rosse, bei denen die 
Frage unausweichlich ist, warum sie an so sichtbarer Stelle in den Giebel gesetzt sind, 
warum sie die streitenden Gotter fast iiberrennen, da die Wagen nur dienstbar bereit- 
stehen sollten, um die Gotter wieder in den Olymp zu fahren."1° Michaelis wrote: 
"nach homerischer Weise sind, wie in den Ostmetopen, den Streitern ihre Wagen in 
den Kampf gefolgt."" H. A. Thompson notes that the motivation for the chariots is 
weak.12 

In thinking of the contest we may recall that the Parthenon frieze presents the Pan- 
athenaic procession on the anniversary of Athena's birthday, the subject of the east 
pediment. The prize for victory in the Panathenaic chariot race was one hundred and 
forty amphoras filled with prize olive oil which came from the moriai, descendants of 
the olive trees planted by Athena as a sign of taking possession of the country. The 
horses which raced Athena and Poseidon to Athens were participants in the event, 
more tightly drawn into the composition than the horses in the east pediment of the 
temple of Zeus at Olympia. 

Fragments of at least sixteen red-figured oinochoai of a special shape were found in 
a deposit on the northwest slope of the Acropolis about seven metres east of the Klep- 
sydra.13 On two of them the Panathenaic Athena is shown on the neck. Where the 
representation on the body is preserved it is either Athena mounting a chariot or, in 
one case, coming over the sea in a chariot with leaping dolphins and waves below. 
Hermes is often present. The vases are dated to ca 410 B.C.  Athena is not fully armed 
in the chariot scenes; she is not on her way to fight the Giants. No explanation has 
been offered other than that these oinochoai were in some way connected with the 
celebratjon of the Panathenaia. These vases are not, to be sure, evidence for the ico- 
nography of the west pediment, but it may well be that they depict Athena's race to the 
Acropolis. 

There is no literary, epigraphical, or archaeological evidence to indicate that the 
cult of Poseidon existed on the Acropolis before the battle of Salamis.14 The earliest 
evidence is a perirrhanterion dedicated to Poseidon Erechtheus, dating from 460-450 
B.c . '~  The first priest of Poseidon on the Acropolis was Lykomedes, the great-grand- 
father of Lykourgos (Plut. Mor. 8438). The Parthenon west pediment is the first repre- 

lo Phrdiasprobleme (Frankfurt am Main 1947) 53. 
l 1  A. Michaelis, Der Parthenon (Leipzig 1871) 183. 
l2 Hesperia 18 (1949) 263. 
13 Richard Green, "A New Oinochoe Series from the Acropolis North Slope," Hesperia 31 (1962) 82-94 

pls. 28-32. 
l4 The source for all statements about the founding of the cult of Poseidon on the Acropolis is a lecture 

delivered by Lilian H. Jeffery in the American School of Classical Studies at Athens in 1976. 
l5 A. E. Raubitschek, Dedications from the Athenian Akropolis no. 384. 
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sentation of the contest between Poseidon and Athena;lG L. Jeffery has suggested that 
the pediment celebrates the founding of the cult of Poseidon on the Acropolis around 
475 B . C .  This suggestion is supported by results of research carried out by A. Shapiro, 
who has shown that in literature and in vase painting directly after 480 B . C .  Poseidon 
suddenly emerges as Theseus' father, his second father. Before 480 there is but one 
possible allusion to Poseidon as Theseus' father, the Panaitian cup of ca 500, but Posei- 
don is not present in this underwater scene and Athena is the central figure. In the 
decade 480-470 there is an amazing concentration on Poseidon the father of Theseus. 
Shapiro concludes, "kinship with Poseidon clearly symbolizes Athens' new naval su- 
premacy as head of the Delian League."17 More than that, the victory at Salamis 
accounts for the fact that Theseus acquired a second father overnight, as it were, and 
for the founding of the cult of Poseidon on the Acropolis in the second quarter of the 
fifth century. It accounts also for the creation of the legend of the contest between 
Athena and Poseidon with Poseidon dominating the first representation of the contest 
on the west pediment, because, as Aristides wrote, after the contest "Poseidon with- 
drew; he did not, however, end his loving care. His and her subsequent behavior 
afforded no less evidence of the attention and honor which the Athenians enjoyed from 
both. For she granted to the city superiority in wisdom, while he granted superiority in 
naval battles . . . indeed I think beyond any who at any time or place have fought and 
won battles at sea."'* 

l6 Bromrner (supra n.2) 158. 
" A. Shapiro, AA 1982, 291-97. 
l8 Panath. 39, tr. J.  H. Oliver, The Civilizing Power (TAPhS 58.1 [19681) 50 

Many Letters: Aristophanes Plutus 1166-67 

Alan L. Boegehold 

I N 422 B.c . ,  when Philokleon, Aristophanes' obsessed juror, gets up in the morning, 
he knows in what court he will sit, so long as he arrives on time (Wasps 240, 303- 

05). From this and a few other details, students of the ancient Athenian constitution 
reconstruct a system wherein all the six thousand or so heliasts (or dikasts, as they 
came to be known later) were individually assigned to particular courts for periods of 
time that may have been as long as a year. The court could be seated in the Odeion or 
in a building designated by the title of whatever magistrate officiated there, e.g. thesmo- 
thetes, archon.' There may also have been structures designed from the start to be 
dikasteria-the Heliaia,2 for instance, and one called the Kainon. 

Thirty years or so later, the general body of dikasts was divided into ten sections, 
and these sections were labelled by letters from alpha to kappa. Each was supposed to 
have five hundred or more dikasts enrolled (although sometimes the total was short of 
the desired number) and single sections were assigned entire to single courts for one 
day only. A further important innovation was that the assignment was effected by lot, 
and the Athenians had a machine (kleroterion) to do the allotting. Dikastic panels con- 
tinued to sit in buildings that were not court houses-the Odeion and the Stoa Poikile, 
for in~tance.~ 

Fifty years or so later again, a complex system had evolved whereby each court-day 
dikasts were allotted by fives in one sortition and assigned one by one to particular 
courts in another. Allotments also determined the letters (from lambda on) that would 
designate various courts each day and officiating magistrates as well. Court buildings by 
this time may have been built, designed, and situated as dikasteria. In any case, the 
buildings that were used had to be close enough to one another for a fence or barrier to 
segregate them in a coherent group from everything else that went on in the A g ~ r a . ~  

In the present essay, I review allusions and references in comedy from which we 
infer Athenian practices in the second of the three phases sketched above. The main 
lines of interpretation are not in dispute, but a review of the evidence is desirable be- 

l See D. M. MacDowell, Aristophanes Wasps (Oxford 1971) ad 303-05, 1108; A. R. W. Harrison, The 
Law of Athens 11 (Oxford 1971) 239-41. 

2 See recently M. H. Hansen, "The Athenian Heliaia from Solon to Aristotle," Class&Med 33 (1981-82) 
9-47. 

3See Harrison (supra n.1) 239-41; J .  H. Kroll, Athenian Bronze Allotment Plates (Cambridge [Mass.] 
1972) 5-7, 91-98; R. E. Wycherley, The Athenian Agora 111 Literary and Epigraphical Testimonia (Princeton 
1957) 145-49. A riddle propounded by Euboulos fr.107.21-25 Kock may add evidence that there was 
allotment also of dikasts within sections. How exactly this was done is not clear, nor is the date of Eu- 
boulos' play. See L o l l  6. 

Arist. Ath.Po1. 63-66, with S. Dow, "Aristotle, the Kleroteria, and Courts," HSCP 50 (1939) 1-34, 
and P. J. Rhodes, A Cornmentaw on the Aristotelian Athenaion Politeia (Oxford 1981) 701-35. 
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cause there are still details that can be clarified, and there has not been such a review 
since Sterling Dow's identification of the kleroterion. There is also a question concerning 
chronology. Historians cite 40312 as the year in which Athenians changed from the 
procedures of Philokleon's day to those we find in Aristophanes' Ecclesiazusae and 
P l u t ~ s . ~  There are indications, however, that point rather to a time not far from 

, 4101409. 
To take up the question of date first, 40312, the archonship of Eukleides at Athens, : 

is a recognized turning point. A new constitution goes into effect. Consequently, when 
constitutional or procedural changes make their appearance first in the early fourth 
century, a historian is understandably tempted to think of such changes as having origi- 
nated with the new con~titution.~ But some important innovations preceded that consti- 
tution by six or seven years. Furthermore, while there is no necessary or suggestive 
connection between the first allotment of dikastic sections to dikasteria and the con- 

, stitution of 40312, consider the relevance of the following events and innovations, all 
recorded as happening sometime near 4101409. 

In 410 Athenians had just restored a democratic form of government after an exper- 
iment the year before with oligarchy, an experiment that aroused-we can assume- 
passionate and continuous debate. Aware more than ever of governmental procedures 
and their effects on people's lives, Athenians established a board of anagrapheis to pub- 
lish the city's laws." At some time between 409 and 405, they established a central ar- 
chive for dependable storage and easy access to state  paper^.^ In 4101409 bouleutai began 
to be seated by allotment: an innovation very much in the spirit of the allotment of 
dikasts to courts, and in 409 Anytos bribed a whole dikastic panel, a scandalous provoca- , 
tion that could by itself have prompted reform.10 One purpose of the new practice of 
allotting dikasts should have been to frustrate hope of such improper manipulations. 

It is noteworthy also that Aristophanes used the word kleroterion in his Geras, a 
play assigned recently-although not unanimously-to 410 B.c." If we accept the rele- 
vant dates as precise, then the kleroterion was an item of public knowledge before Any- 
tos bribed a dikasterion. In that case we may suppose that the kleroterion was designed 

The plays are dated respectively 392 (T. Gelzer, RE Suppl. 12 (19711 1406 s.v. "Aristophanes 12"; R. 
G. Ussher, Aristophanes Ecclesiazusae [Oxford 19731 xx-xxv) and 388 (Gelzer 1412). 

@See e.g. G .  Colin, "Les sept derniers chapitres de I " A 8 ~ u a w u  I I o A L T c ~ , "  REG 30 (1917) 82-85; H. 
Hommel, Heliuia (Philologus Suppl. 19 [19271) 133-35; Harrison (supra n. 1) 239-41. 

'See S. Dow, "The Law Codes of Athens," ProcMassHistSoc 71 (1959) 3-36; "The Athenian Calendar 
of Sacrifices: The Chronology of Nikomakhos' Second Term," Historia 9 (1960) 270-93; "The Walls 
Inscribed with Nikomakhos' Law Code," Hesperia 30 (1961) 58-73; D. M. MacDowell, Andocides On the 
Mysteries (Oxford 1962) 194-99. 

See A. L. Boegehold, "The Establishment of a Central Archive at Athens," AJA 76 (1972) 28-29, with 
MacDowell's discussion (supra n.7: 4-5 with 11.91 of the date of Andokides' De reditu. 

Philoch. FGrHist 328~140:  Qllui y&p @ L A ~ X O ~ O F  <wi r h a ~ ~ i m r o ~  " ~ a i  i b v h i  ~ a 7 6  y P & p w  7 6 7 ~  J 
~ p & o u  i ~ a O i [ e r o .  ~ a i  &L UGU 6puGu~u &w' I ~ ~ i u o v  ~ a 8 ~ 8 ~ i u 8 a ~  ( u  7 4  YP&pIro~~ 6 bv A&XWLU." 

lo  Arist. Ath.Po1. 27.5 with Rhodes (supra n.4) 343-44. 
"See G. M. J .  Sticking, Mnemosyne IV.17 (1964) 158-61, approved by T. Gelzer (supra n.5) 1410, 4 

1416-17. C. Austin, Comicorum Graecorum Frugmenta in Papyris Reperta (Berlin 1973) 27, while inclined to 
assign the crucial fragment, P.Flor. I1 112, to the Gerytudes rather than the Geras. concludes, "nihil certi 
affirmari potest." 

and used first in bouleutic allotments. Then a short time afterwards, its usefulness in 
dikastic procedures was recognized and employed. 

To turn now to practices adumbrated in comedy, Praxagora describes her new 
order to her husband Blepyros (Ar. Eccl. 681-86): "I shall set up the kleroteria in the 
Agora. I'll stand them by the statue of Harmodios and allot everyone, until the man 
allotted goes off happily knowing in what letter he dines. And the herald will announce 
that the men from beta go to dine at the King's Stoa, and theta to the stoa next to it, 
and the men from kappa to the stoa alphitopolis:" 

rdL 82 K A ~ J P W T ~ ~ ~ U Y  no? rph+~is;  P R :  EL$ r j /v  dlyophv ~aragrjuw- 
~ $ r a  ur<uaua nap' ' A P ~ 0 8 i q  K A ~ J ~ L ; U O  r&vras, Ewq d;v 
 EL^& d hax&v & ? T L ~  X a Q o v  i v  d r o h  ~ ~ & J I ~ T L  ~ELTVE?.  
Kal K ~ J ~ $ [ E L  7069 i~ roi) Pijr' hn-1 rj /v  urouiv d l ~ o h o u ~ ~ i v  
r j / v  Paulheiov 8 ~ ~ r v r j u o v ~ a p '  76 8; 847' i q  T$V r a p &  ~a;rr )v ,  
r o i ) ~  8' C K  roi) ~ & n n '  i s  r j / v  uroLdlv XWPE?V rj/v &A+LT~?TWALV. 

Aristotle (Ath.Po1. 63) ,  describing procedure in his own day, has a dikast belonging to 
only one section, his identity qua dikast established by a boxwood plaque ( ~ ~ V & K L O V  81- 
~ a u r i ~ d v )  that carried his name, father's name, demotic, and, in a conspicuous place, 
his section letter. It has long been generally agreed that the beta, theta, and kappa of 
Praxagora's manifesto represent by metonymy dikastic sections.12 They are being al- 
lotted here entire to particular buildings, presumably buildings that Athenians knew 
were often used for court trials.13 

Blepyros (687-88) now asks about people who will be excluded: the letter by which 
one dines will not be pulled out, and everyone will drive such a person away. A circum- 
stantial detail in Aristotle's description of later procedure may help elucidate 6rq  82 r6 
yp&@p.a JI< '[EAKVUOG ~ a 9 '  6 ~EL?Tv~!)uEL.  Aristotle has a would-be dikast allotted or 
rejected for service by kleroterion. His pinakion is one of five, all of which have been 
inserted in slots in a horizontal row. When a white ball validates a row, the owners of 
the five pinakia in that row will serve as jurors that day; their pinakia are accordingly 
pulled out of their slots to be passed on to the next stage of the day's business. When, 
however, a black ball invalidates a horizontal row, these five pinakia are not pulled out 
of their slots; they stay in place until the whole allotment is completed.14 NOW ap- 
parently what is happening in the allotment that Blepyros uses as his pattern is that 
whole sections are being allotted to determine whether or not they will judge that day. 
Letters representing these sections are somehow inserted into kleroteria, and when a 
section is disqualified, its letter is not pulled out. Would-be dikasts who belong to that 
section are therefore disappointed. 

Karion (Plut. 277-78), exchanging insults with the Chorus-leader, says, "Your 
letter has been allotted to judge in the grave. Go. Charon is handing out the token": 

12 See S. Bruck, Philologus 54 (1895) 65, and Kroll (supra 11.31 36-38. 
13 See H. A. Thompson and R. E. Wycherley, The Agora of Athens (Princeton 1972) 102. 
'4 See Ath.Pol. 65.3 with S. Dow (supra n.4) 29-30. 
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i u  71j mop4 vvvl hax6v 76 ypcippa uov ~ L K & [ E L V ,  
w 6' 08 & S I < E L ~ ;  6 6; X&pwv 76 $ p p o ~ o u  GiSwu~v. 

He seems to be alluding to the same pattern. A section (gramma) is allotted as a whole 
to a particular place. The token was a bronze coin-like piece that may have been used to 
seat dikasts by chance.I5 

If sections were assigned entire to courts by means of allotment, some sections on 
some days were rejected by allotment. They did not judge at all, and their members 
were correspondingly disappointed. With this in mind, consider Plutus 1166-67. "No 
wonder all the men who judge a lot are anxious to be enrolled in many letters": 

If Zv 7~oAAoiq y ~ y p d $ 8 a ~  y p & p ~ u i v  means to be enrolled in many dikastic sections 
(i.e., the same metonymy as in Plut. 277 and Eccl. 683-861, how is the allusion to be 
interpreted? 

It is relevant to note first that Athens lost many citizens in the Peloponnesian War, 
perhaps as many as a quarter of the whole citizen body at the time of the Sicilian disas- 
ter. She had also lost her tributary allies whose legal business, carried to Athens, con- 
tributed to the volume of litigation there. There had also been two oligarchic revolu- 
tions, one of which, that of 411, especially stimulated scrutiny of old laws and proce- 
dures. Suppose the procedure that Aristophanes burlesques in Ecclesiazusae and PIutus 
was promulgated ca 409. Athenians in planning a revised system looked to the past to 
estimate what volume of legal business they could expect at Athens in coming years. 
They assumed there would be, as in the past, more candidates than places for dikastic 
service. They might then have devised some such system as the following: 

Citizens who want to become dikasts are assigned to dikastic sections labelled A to 
K. The assignment is by allotment, one citizen to one section only. There are now (let 
us say for the sake of this example) only five thousand citizens who want to present 
themselves daily, as against six thousand (Ath.Po1. 24.3) in earlier years. Most of these 
citizens appear in the morning on a court day.'= An allotment is performed to determine 
which sections will be assigned to what courts. At first there is enough legal business 
for eight to ten courts every day, and so most sections are allotted to work each court 
day. But if in time it turns out that over and over again only two or three or four courts 
are needed, the result is that on many days six to eight dikastic sections are disqualified. 
If there are fewer citizens at Athens and fewer litigants from among the allies, it follows 
that fewer dikastic panels will sit over the course of a year. 

There are also fewer candidates to be dikasts, and when fewer than five hundred 
per section appear in the morning to be allotted, the Athenians find themselves in a 

l5 A. L. Boegehold, "Aristotle's Athenaion Politeia 65.2: The 'Official Token,"' Hesperia 29 (1960) 
393-401. 

l6 M. H. Hansen, "How Often Did the Athenian Dikasteria Meet?" GRBS 20 (1979) 243-46, reckons 
between 150 and 200 days in a year of 354 days. 

paradoxical situation. For at the first allotment of the day, by rejecting whole sections 
they disqualify a large number of candidates from their total sum. For instance, if they 
reject five sections, they disqualify roughly 2500 candidates (if sections are about full) 
from a total whose sum may not have been even as much as 5000. They may then find 
that the five sections that have been allotted to work have none of them a full five 
hundred members. Since most dikastic panels were supposed to consist of 501 jurors, it 
was obviously desirable, if not absolutely necessary, to fill out the membership of al- 
lotted but deficient sections.17 

Plutus 1166-67 may give a clue to what happened next. Some Athenians enrolled 
themselves in many sections, and this multiple registration brought sections up to a 
fictitious full strength, i.e. each to a number of names that equaled or perhaps exceeded 
five hundred. By means of this adjustment, citizens were spared the frustration of being 
rejected by allotment and yet at the same time seeing panels functioning short of the 
requisite number of dikasts. A man enrolled in four sections could perhaps expect to 
work most court days. 

It would be satisfying to know whether the practice of multiple registration was 
duly legslated and enacted or rather was an improvisation that would-be dikasts de- 
vised, and officials tolerated, so long as it seemed to work. Max Frankel argues that 
Plutus 1166-67 is evidence for a sort of waiver or variance sanctioned by the govern- 
ment.ls Pressing the adverb 8apd and construing it with u m 6 6 o v u ~ v ,  he argues that 
the dikasts arrange for their multiple registrations "zu Haufen" and that such registra- 
tions are therefore legitimate. Otherwise there would be complaints from others, who 
although they do not want to be registered fraudulently in more than one section, at 
the same time do not want their own chances of earning the triobol lessened. Besides, 
detection of malefactors is inevitable on a number of counts. Those responsible for lists 
notice if many men from the same deme show up with the same name and the same 
father's name. Or if one man uses different names, someone in that small community, 
where people know one another personally, will recognize a face that appears once too 
often under different names. And finally, if a man should be enrolled in two different 
sections, both of which happen on a single day to be allotted for service, "dann war er 
aber unrettbar verloren," because his fellow dikasts would denounce him in whichever 
of the two sections he failed to appear. 

Frankel's argumentation is based on three assumptions, each with a weakness. 
First, in assuming that dikasts are fewer because of losses in war, he does not address a 
reasonable attendant assumption, namely that of a corresponding reduction in the 

l7 l G  112 1641 shows a section of 499 dikasts rendering a valid judgment. See infra 28f. Harrison (supra 
n.1) 47 n.2 offers a convenient summary of the varying sizes of dikastic panels. 

la Die attischen Geschwurenengerichte (Berlin 1877) 97-98. Frankel's interpretation, now well over one 
I hundred years old, has not, so far as I know, been opposed in any systematic way. Indeed his conclusion is 

often simply stated without qualification. See e.g. J. H. Lipsius, Das attische Recht und Rechtsverfahren I 
(Leipzig 1906) 144-45 11.33; G. BusoltIH. Swoboda, Griechische Staatskunde 11 (Munich 1926) 1157 with 
n.1; R. Bonner and G. Smith, The Administration of Justice from Homer to Aristotle I (Chicago 1932) 367; 
Harrison (supra n.1) 241. 



MANY LETTERS: ARISTOPHANES PL UTUS 1166-67 

volume of legal busines~.'~ If fewer male adults produce fewer dikasts, they also pro- 
duce a smaller volume of court cases. Second, he imagines an Athens where officials do 
not take bribes, and needy people do not tolerate small ruses by which equally needy 
friends and relations eke out their livelihoods. If we postulate the opposite, an Athens 
whose officials are sometimes lax or venal and where poor people make working al- 
liances among themselves, other interpretations of Aristophanes' lines become plausible 
as well-among them Schoemann's "commonly practiced trick."2o Frankel's third as- 
sumption is that Aristophanes notes without overtones or comic distortion an odd detail 
of administrative procedure. It is a surprising supposition in any case, but here consider 
the context in which the lines are uttered. Hermes has been inventing names for him- 
self in order to get a post in a rich man's house. The atmosphere is one of poneria, the 
little man scrambling to get a slice of the pie. Hermes hits upon the right title, the one 
that will get him his post. "How good it is to have a lot of names. No wonder men who 
judge a lot are eager to be enrolled in many sections." The conjunction of "many 
names" and "many sections" surely points to tricks of some kind. 

Now to the point of Ecclesiazusae 682, d hax& &7rl9 ~ a l ~ w v  i v  dnow Y P & ~ -  
W T L  ~ E L T V E ~ .  A man who is enrolled in many sections sometimes does not know in 
what letter he will judge until the allotment of many sections to courts has been com- 
pleted. Consequently when Praxagora says "until the allotted man goes off happily 
knowing in what section he dines," she may be reminding Athenians of dikasts who are 
enrolled in many sections. Each such dikast has days when he learns only after various 
eliminations in which of his sections he will judge. 

Plum 972 presents a slightly different allusion. Chremylos asks an old lady if she 
was drinking in her letter without having been allotted: &Ah' 06 Aaxoib' ETLVEF ZV 74 
y p & p p u ~ ~ ;  ZTLVEF is a surprise for E K ~ L V E ~ ,  as T ~ V E L V  is a surprise for ~EITVCLV at Knights 
535, and comic substitution is the real point in both instances. The joke, however, 
seems to assume an acquaintance with the dikastic sections and their allotment, unless 
'letter' means 'seating place' h e ~ e . ~ l  

One of Frankel's suppositions calls for further comment. He says that if a dikast 
found himself allotted to judge in two or more sections on the same day, he could 
obviously be in one only. But his fellow dikasts on the panel(s) from which he is neces- 
sarily absent then surely denounce him. Note, however, the results of a trial recorded 
in an inscription from the mid-fourth century (IG 112 1641). At a trial held in the Stoa 
Poikile, one hundred dikasts voted to convict, three hundred and ninety-nine to acquit. 
In other words, the official record of a res judicata tells of 499 votes instead of the 

l9 CJ T. Thalheim, RE 5 (i903) 567 S.V. A ~ a a ~ a i .  
20 "Haufig geubten Betrug, N. G. Schoemann, De sortitione iudicum apud Athenienses (Greifswald 1820) 

212. M. H. Hansen, "Misthos for Magistrates in Classical Athens," SymbOslo 54 (1979) 8-9, discusses a 
scholiast's interpretation of ~4 &xd.ecv weo&p~?u at Dem. 24.123. The scholiast says that sometimes 
dikasts would contrive to be paid twice the same day, being paid by one official as though having judged in 
the Heliaia, by another as though having judged in the Trigonon. The scholiast seems to me to have a 
notion of the same circumstances that provoked Plul. 1166-67. 

See supra n.15. 
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expected 501. A full tally therefore is not necessary, and a full count of dikasts is a 
fortiori likewise not necessary. There would perhaps then be no cause to denounce a 
man if absent from a session to which he had been allotted. 

To conclude, Athenians may have begun to allot dikasts to courts as early as 409. 
If, in designing a new procedure, they relied on past experience, past numbers, and the 
expectation of a comparable volume of court cases in coming years, what else were they 
to do? And when it turned out that eligible dikasts were too few and volume of court 
cases too low for the system as designed to function efficiently, a makeshift remedy, 
tolerated if not sanctioned by the city, was at hand. Someone-surely an immediate 
beneficiary of the system, someone who needed his dikastic pay-improvised as seemed 
necessary. Aristophanes with a smile signalled the adaptation at Plutus 1166-67. 



Gold for Bronze: Iliad 6.232-36 

William M. Calder 111 

A P E R E N N I A L  PUZZLE in Homer is Iliad 6.232-36, where Glaukos and Diomedes 
exchange gifts. Lang, Leaf, and Myers render: 

So spake the twain, and leaping from their cars clasp each the other by his hand, and 
pledged their faith. But now Zeus son of Kronos took from Glaukos his wits, in that 
he made exchange with Diomedes Tydeus' son of golden armour for bronze, the price 
of five score oxen for the price of nine. 

By Plato (Symp. 2 1 9 ~ )  and often later1 ~ p 6 u e a  X a h ~ e h v 2  had become an elegant 
reference to an unfair bargain. Aristotle (Eth. Nic. 1136b9-14) defends Diomedes by 
arguing that Glaukos cannot suffer injustice because he has given away his own: "for 
giving rests with oneself, suffering injustice does not-there has to be another person 
who acts unjustly" (Rackham). The view is reflected by the scholiast to Iliad 6.230 (I1 
171.88-89 Erbse) "naively this, not from shameful gain." Polemic; for some critics 
a r g ~ e d : ~  "die Berufung des Diomedes auf die Gastfreundschaft war nur ein iibler Trick, 
mit dem Diomedes den Glaukos aus schmutziger Gewinnsucht iibertolpelte." A desper- 
ate solution survives in the scholiast to Iliad 6.234 (171.96-97 Erbse): 76 62 i(E'he70 
&v71 706 h e p q 6 ~ c r e  rTj d)ohor& &q 76 "yE'paq E(EAOV." The suggestion became 
famous because Alexander Pope adopted it in his English version. Pope writes9 

The Words in the Original are itihero q5pivaq, which may equally be interpreted, he took 
away his Sense, or he elevated his Mind. The former being a Reflection upon Glaucus's 
Prudence, for making so unequal an Exchange, the latter a Praise of the Magnanimity 
and Generosity which induced him to it. Porphyry contends for its being understood in 
the last way, and Eustathius, Monsieur and Madam Dacier are of the same Opinion. 
Notwithstanding it is certain that Homer uses the same Words in the contrary Sense in 
the seventeenth Iliad, V. 470 and in the nineteenth, V. 137. And it is an obvious Re- 
mark, that the Interpretation of Porphyry as much dishonours Diomed who proposed this 
Exchange, as it does Honour to Glaucus for consenting to it. However I have followed 
it, if not as the juster, as the most heroic Sense, and as it has the nobler Air in Poetry. 

l have noted Ael. VH 4.5 (65.9 Dilts); Arist. E!h.Nic. 1136b9-14; Heliodorus 7.10.5, 9.2.1; Manetho 
Apotelesm. 5.22; Plut. Mor. 1 0 6 3 ~ ;  Psellus Scripta minora 69.5; Them. 11 .151~  (I 227.13 DowneyINor- 
man); Aul. Gell. NA 2.23.7; Cic. At!. 6.1.22; Hor. Sat. 1.7.16-18; Mart. 9.94.3-4; Pliny Ep. 5.2.2; Pliny 
HN 33.3.7. For Glaucus as a popular figure of stupidity among the Romans see E. Muret, "Glaucus: Etude 
d'6tymologique romane," MPlanges Nicole (Geneva 1905) 379-89. 

The genitive is a variety of the genitive of value or price: KiihnerIGerth I 378. 
3 See Marta Maftei, Antike Diskussionen iiber die Episode von Glaukos und Diomedes im VI. Buch der Ilias 

(Meisenheim am Glan 1976) 52-53. At 52 she writes: "Aber die Riistung des Glaukos war hundert Rinder 
wert, die des Diomedes nur sieben." For 'sieben' read 'neun'. 

See The Poems of Alexander Pope, ed. Maynard Mack et a / . ,  V11: The Iliad of Homer, Books I - IX (New 
Haven 1967) 340. 1 owe the reference to E. C. Kopff. 
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Modern opinion is equally unsatisfactory. Nineteenth-century critics sought a humorous 
explanation. Ameis observes:5 

die Hohe der Situation, wie sie in 234 bis 236 erscheint, wird nicht durch eine subjek- 
tiv gestaltete Wertbestimmung und schwache psychologische Redeweise, sondern durch 
die objektive Kraff einer stehenden Formel in h~imoristischem Tone am schonsten zur sinn- 
lichen Erscheinung gebracht. 

Wilamowitz saw a political barb aimed wittily at a Lycian ruling class descended from 
Glaukos and attested at Hdt. 1.147:'j 

Mich diinkt es wahrscheinlich, dass auch der vielen anstossige Schluss der Geschichte 
eine politische Spitze hat. Glaukos war so von Blindheit geschlagen, dass er auf einen 
Waffentausch einging, obwohl seine Waffen zehnmal [sic] mehr wert waren als die des 
Diomedes. Das ware sehr witzig, wenn die Glaukiaden sich auf eine societas leonina 
mit den Tydiden (oder auch nur mit Hellenen) eingelassen hatten. Ob den Witz der 
Dichter selbst (wie ich dem Augenschein glaube) oder ein spaterer Rhapsode gemacht 
hat, ist ziemlich einerlei. 

Influenced presumably by Ameis, Walter Leaf in his standard commentary secured the 
humorous explanation for English-speaking  people^:^ 

This almost burlesque ending to one of the most delightful episodes in Homer has 
greatly exercised critics . . . We seem . . . to have an outbreak of conscious and deliber- 
ate humour, which is only so far isolated that it appears among men and not, as else- 
where, among gods. 

In a famous article Ben Edwin Perry stressed the contrast of Glaukos, hero and 
simpleton, and found a splendid example of the poet "viewing things separatelyn:8 

He [Homer] contemplates in succession two very different aspects of the same act, the 
second of which is mentioned solely for its own interest and in spite of the fact that 
for us it is artistically incongruous with the first. 

Harry L. Levy in a variation of Perry sees a clash between the traditions of nobility and 
peasantry. Of Iliad 6.232-36 he writes? "I now prefer to see the crass materialism of 
the remark as the persistence of the little tradition in the face of the great." 

A growing tendency in modern criticism, to see Glaukos as a coward who sought to 
buy off Diomedes and thus save his skin, was adumbrated by Horace's pigrior (Sat. 
1.7.17). J .  D. Craig argues that Glaukos understood he  was no match for Diomedes and 
with a sigh of relief bought him off:1° 

K. F. Ameis and C. Hentze, Anhangzu Homers I l ia9  I1 (Leipzig 1882) 153. 
UIrich von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Die Ilias und Homer (Berlin 1916) 305. 
Walter Leaf, The Iliad2 I (London 1900) 275 ad 6.236. 

8Ben Edwin Perry, "The Early Greek Capacity for Viewing Things Separately," TAPA 68 (1937) 
404-05. 

Harry L. Levy, "The Odyssean Suitors and the Host-Guest Relationship," TAPA 94 (1963) 148. Com- 
pare C. G. Heyne ad Iliad 6.234 (cited by AmeislHentze [supra 11.51 152-53): "poeta iudicium suum a p  
ponit ex sensu hominum de pretio, nullo cum respectu ad animi generosi notionem in dando munere." 

l o  J. D. Craig, "XPYZEA XMKEIRN," CR N.S.  17 (1967) 244. 

. . . he [Glaukosl was conscious of his inferiority in the presence of the overbearing 
Diomede. It was no time for 'the nicely calculated less or more'. He was heartily glad 
to part from his new friend, even at the price of 'gold for bronze, a hundred oxen's 
worth for the value of nine'. 

P. Walcot with reservations approves Craig while endorsing Levy. For his armor Glau- 
kos with peasant shrewdness gets bronze and "a gift infinitely more precious, his own 
life."I1 M. M. Willcock's inclusion of the cowardly Glaukos in his Companion has be- 
queathed this view to the masses.12 

Humor (AmeisIHentze, Leaf), mocking reference to a forgotten quarrel (Wilamo- 
witz), blindness to the incongruity (Perry, Levy), all require that the poet could not 
work the famous tale satisfactorily into his narrative. Craig-Walcot-Willcock's view that, 
although the poet never says so, Glaukos really feared Diomedes attributes cowardice 
to the hero and beautifully exemplifies Waldock's 'documentary fallacy'.13 So does 
Moses I. Finley's remark:l4 "The poet's editorial comment, so rare for him, reflects 
the magnitude of Glaucus's mistake in judgement." Finley's "mistake in judgement" 
means that Glaukos could have refused Diomedes' offer to swap, an impossibility. 

I should propose looking at the puzzle from a quite different point of view, the r61e 
of the gift in primitive society. Finley rightly observes:15 

It may be stated as a flat rule of both primitive and archaic society that no one ever 
gave anything, whether goods or services or honours, without proper recompense, real 
or wishful, immediate or years away, to himself or to his kin. The act of giving was, 
therefore, in an essential sense always the first half of a reciprocal action, the other 
half of which was a counter-gift. 

The Czech scholar, Jan Baiant, in his study of Athenians' use of vases as capital in 
premonetary society, writes:l6 

A mythical leader could not maintain his authority if he did not prove his superiority, 
his wealth, by giving gifts. With the giving of a gift that took everyone's breath away 
he convinced the others of his wealth, which was the guarantee not only of material 
but also of spiritual privileges. By gift-giving, an individual obtained a more advan- 
tageous place in the social hierarchy; accepting a gift which he could not repay was an 
admission of his subordinate position. 

Both Finley and Baiant base their statements on the pioneer study of Marcel Mauss, 
published in 1923/4.17 Mauss formulated his theory from observation of contemporary 

" P. Walcot, "XPYZEA XAAI1KEIRN. A Further Comment," CR N.S.  19 (1969) 12-13. 
I Z  Malcolm M. Willcock, A Companion ro rhe Iliad (Chicago 1976) 68-69 ad 11. 6.150-211. 
l 3  A. J. A. Waldock, Sophocles the Dramatist (Cambridge 1951) 11-24; cf: R. P. Winnington-Ingram, 

Gnomon 25 (1953) 350. 
l4 M. I. Finley, The World of Odysseus2 (Harmondsworth 1979) 65-66. 
I S  Finley (supra n. 14) 64. 
l 6  Jan Baiant, Studies on the Use and Decoration of Athenian Vases (Prague 1981) 9-10. 
l7  See Marcel Mauss, "Essai sur le don: forme et raison de 1'8change dans les sociktb archaiques," Socio- 

logie et anthropologie (Paris 1950) 143-279. For an English version see Marcel Mauss, The GV?: Forms and 
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primitives and then found survivals of these principles in ancient law and economy, 
e.g. ,  nexum in Roman law.ls Oddly neither Baiant, Finley, nor Mauss apply the prin- 
ciple of potlatch, as anthropologists after Mauss call it, to Glaukos or Diomedes. I 
wonder whether the solution of gold for bronze does not lie here. Diomedes, after 
hearing the glorious lineage and noble attainments of Glaukos, whom momentarily he 
had thought a god (11. 6.128-29), admits by his offer of the unequal exchange Glaukos' 
superiority. That is precisely the opposite of Craig-Walcot's view that Glaukos concedes 
his cowardice. The parallel, therefore, becomes Achilles' refusal in Iliad 9 of the gifts 
proffered by Agamemnon. Achilles, who could never meet them, unlike Diomedes, 
refuses them and remains the superior of Agamemnon. Contrarily, when Priam accepts 
Achilles' greater gift, the body of the slain Hector, he concedes Achilles' superiority. 

But how to explain 'the poet's editorial comment'? Here to the chagrin of New 
Critics I must go out of the poem. The old theory that the Iliad, like a n  onion, could 
have later accretions peeled away and leave the Ur-Ilias on the Wrath of Achilles has 
been discarded. A better metaphor is a lump of dough with Mycenaean raisins unevenly 
distributed. M. P. Nilsson writes:'$ 

The Homeric poems contain elements from widely differing ages. The most bewilder- 
ing fact is, however, that the Mycenaean elements are not distributed according to the 
age of the strata in the poems. The graphic description of Hector's body-shield is 
found in the sixth book of the Iliad and that of Nestor's cup in the eleventh and that 
of Hector's spear in the sixth and eighth; all these books are reasonably thought to be 
late. And the description of the boars' tusks helmet is found in the Doloneia which is 
a notorious addition . . . Thanks to the epic technique and tradition, elements from the 
earliest time belong to the epic stock expressions and typical descriptions and may thus 
be embedded in the very latest strata. These elements cannot be reached by literary 
analysis, they are recognized by the fact of their belonging to an older stage of civiliza- 
tion, as is especially apparent in the archaeological instances quoted. 

The swap of gold for bronze, I should suggest, is just such a Mycenaean raisin pre- 
served in Geometric dough. Iliad 6.234-36 are as 'late' as the 'linear B tablet' (6.1681, 
a fuzzy memory of something never seenz0 We have recollection of Mauss' Indo- 
European potlatch. But the Geometric poet no longer understood the custom.21 D. B. 

Functions of Exchange in Archaic Societies, tr. Ian Cunnison (Glencoe 1954). The original publication ap- 
peared in L'Ann6e sociologique 11.1 (1923124) 30-186, which I have not seen. 

la See Mauss, "Survivances de ces principes dans les droits anciens et les tconomies anciennes," in 
Sociologie et anthropologie (supra 11.17) 228-34. For a recent attempt to apply Mauss' view of the gift to 
Greek mythology see Joseph Falaky Nagy, "The Deceptive Gift in Greek Mythology," Arethusa 14 (1981) 
191 -704 , - - - . . 

M. P. Nilsson, Homer and Mycenae (London 1933) 159 and 21 1. 
A typically Geometric intrusion, the Dionysos-Lycourgos encounter, is nearby (6.132-41). R. Pepper- 

miiller, "Die Glaukos-Diomedes-Szene der Ilias: Spuren vorhomerischen Dichtung," WS 75 (1962) 5-21, 
argues that the Bellerophon story reflects an historical fact of the second half of the second millenium B . C .  
that is, for utterly different reasons, an archaic survival here. The alleged representation of the Glaukos- 
Diomedes scene of the Gofuch6w blackfigured lekythos is in fact simply "a genre painting with hoplites 
and archers," see K. Friis Johansen, The Iliad in Early Greek Ari (Copenhagen 1967) 251 no. 4. 

Mauss himself earlier suggested that the Greeks of the Homeric poems no longer understood potlatch: 
see REG 34 (1921) 390-91 and Baiant (supra n.16) 10. 

Munro remarked of Iliad 6.232-36:22 "Any strange thought was attributed to the 
agency of some god." The  thought was strange and Monro was right.23 

22 D. B. Munro, Homer Iliad Books IFXI12 (Oxford 1899) ad loc. 
23 I am indebted to the rigorous criticism of my colleague, E. Christian Kopff, for the improvement of 

this paper. 



Water and the Pelargikon 

John McK. Camp I1 

T HE PELARGIKON R E M A I N S  one of the enduring problems of Athenian topography.' 
Despite numerous literary and epigraphical references to it, little can be said to be 

understood with certainty about its location, extent, date, or even name.2 Part of the 
problem stems from the ancient testimonia themselves, for it is clear that the term was 
applied both to the early fortifications of the citadel (Hdt. 6.137, Paus. 1.28.31, and also 
to a separate area, distinct from the Acropolis itself. Thucydides (2.17) records that the 
Pelargikon lay 6n-6 7 4 ~  & K ~ ~ V O A L V  and that it was inhabited by squatters during the 
Peloponnesian War, in defiance of an oracle. The area is contrasted with the Acropolis 
and Eleusinion, both of which could be closed off; the Pelargikon could not and was 
accordingly occupied.3 Similarly, IG I3 78.54-57 refers to the Pelargikon as a well- 
defined separate entity: the Basileus is ordered to mark off the sanctuaries in the Pelar- 
gikon with boundary stones; no further altars are to be established without permission 
of the council and people; and no quarrying of stone or removal of earth and stones is 
to be ~ermit ted .~  

The question of the extent and location of the area (see Figure 1) depends in large 
part on one's interpretation of its intended purpose. The most commonly held view is 
that the Pelargikon was built in the Mycenaean period to serve a dual function: to 
bolster the vulnerable defences at the west end of the Acropolis and to bring a secure 
water supply within the circuit of the fortifications.5 As such, the Pelargikon is paralleled 
at two other Bronze Age sites, Mycenae and Tiryns. At Mycenae an additional fortifica- 
tion wall was built at the northeast end of the citadel, enclosing a surprisingly small area 

1 One of Sterling Dow's great tactics as a scholar has been the approach to old problems from a single, 
unusual viewpoint. I have tried herein to examine an old problem of Athenian topography from such an 
angle, in the hope that it would yield even a small fraction of the rich results which have so often been the 
product of S. Dow's imaginative scholarship and teaching. 

For the fullest recent discussion, along with all the testimonia and earlier bibliography: S. Iakovides, 'H 
Mv~r)vai'&~ ' A K ~ ~ T O A L S  T&V 'AOr)v&v (Athens 1962) 179-99 and 231-35. More recently: L. Beschi, Annu- 
aria 29/30 (1967-68) 390-97, and J. Travlos, Pictorial Dictionary of Athens (London 1971) 52 ,  55, 56, 91, 
93, and 127. I am greatly indebted to Prof. E. L. Smithson for advice and many hours of stimulating dis- 
cussion of the problems associated with the Pelargikon. 

oi 82 mhhoi T& T E  iPtW T<F T ~ A E W F  4 ~ r ) u a v  ~ a i  T& kpdl ~ a i  7& Gp& ia&vra rrhiv 6~ drKpoiT6h~oF 
Ka; TOG 'EAEUULV~OV ~ a i  E; T L  bMo KATJUT~)V Gv. 76 7t  n€hapyMi)v K ~ A O L ~ V O V  76 imi) T;)v d l~p6-  
r r o ~ ~ v ,  6 ~ a i  i rr&pa~6v 7~ G V  & o i ~ ~ i v  ~ a i  71 ~ a i  ~ U O L K O G  ~ ~ Y T ~ I O V  ~ ~ K ~ O T E A E ~ ~ L O V  7 0 ~ 6 ~ 8 ~  &EK&~VE, 
Aiyov & "76 nrhapyuci)~ drpyi)v bPivov," GW Ijd n j ~  rrapa~pi jpo &v&yrn)r i&mjb'r). 

7i)v 82 @ ( T [ L ] A ~ ~  h o p b a ~  7dl h~cp& T& i v  T [ ~ ] L  ~ Z ~ ~ P Y L K ~ L ,  ~ a l  ~d A O L T ~ V  /*i 2 ~ h ~ 8 ~ i ~ u b ' a i  b p d ~  i v  
161 nEhapyLK6~ ~ V E U  72S @h& Kal 76 pe8i 76s Aib'o~ T ipv fv  Z K  76 [ n l ~ h a ~ y ~ 6 ~  ?82 Y ~ V  gX~&yEV 
p ~ 6 i  hL8os. The date given in IG I3 is ca 422 B.C. For a date in the 430's, perhaps br~nging it into closer 
association with Thucydides' account, see now M. Cavanaugh, Eleusis and Athens: Documents in Finance. 
Religion, and Politics in the Second Half of the 5th Century 5 . C .  (Diss.Cornell 1980) 101-39. 

5 See Iakovides (supra n.2) 179-81 for a summary of earlier views. 
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but protecting the entrance to a stairway leading down to a secret cistern6 At Tiryns 
extensive fortifications were added to enclose the lower northern plateau, at the same 
time providing access to two subterranean galleries which led through the walls down to 
an underground spring.? Recent work by L. Beschi on the topography of the south slopes 
of the Acropolis has shown that the Pelargikon swung around the south side, as far east 
as the Asklepieion, far enough to have included a natural spring which was fitted out in 
the Archaic period as a fountain house.8 On the other hand, Kratinos and Lucian both 
associate the Pelargikon with the cave of Pan on the northwest slopes of the Acropolis, 
where it presumably will have included the sources of the Klepsydra spring.9 

G. Karo, "Die Perseia von Mykenai," AJA 38 (1934) 123-27 pls. XI1 and XIII. 
N. Verdelis, Deltion 18 (1963) B 66-73 pls. 85-88. 
Beschi (supra n.2) 390-97. His restoration of the Telemachos stele and relief (IG 112 4960-61), con- 

cerning the foundation of the Asklepieion, shows a stork (mhapyds) in a tree, clearly a pictorial reference 
to the Pelargikon. For the Asklepieion see Travlos (supra n.2) 127-37 and for the spring 138-42. The area 
around the spring was defined by a boundary stone (IG IZ 874, h6pos K ~ ~ v € s ) ,  presumably to be associated 
with the provisions of IG I3 78 and indicating its inclusion within the Pelargikon: J. Travlos, ArchEph 
1939-41, 48ff. The letter-forms of the stone seem to me to permit a date almost anywhere in the second 
half of the fifth century. 

Kratinos fr.321 Kock and Lucian Bis acc. 9. For the location of the cave of Pan, above the Klepsydra: 
Travlos (supra n.2) 417-21. 

In his monumental work on the Mycenaean Acropolis S. Iakovides reported cuttings 
for a wall running along the edge of a natural terrace which lies in front of the caves high 
up on the northwest slopes.10 He took this to be the circuit wall of the Pelargikon and 
argued that its function was purely defensive, designed to deprive a besieging army of 
that strategic ledge halfway up the Acropolis rock. In his detailed refutation of the various 
arguments advanced for a more extensive Pelargikon, Iakovides took note of the problem 
of water supply and argued that the Mycenaean fountain found by 0 .  Broneer was analo- 
gous in purpose to the systems of Mycenae and Tiryns, and there can be little doubt that 
it was intended to be." Iakovides contended therefore that the Pelargikon need not have 
included any water supply, as this would have been superfluous. It is not clear, however, 
whether or not the fountain ever fulfilled its intended function. The stairway, with its 
elaborate and precarious construction of timber, collapsed soon after its completion; 
Broneer dated its construction to the second half of the thirteenth century B.C.  (LH IIIB) 
and its collapse and abandonment to the end of the same century (early LH IIIC), a span 
of no more than a generation. Its abandonment presumably left the citadel bereft of a 
secure water supply once again. If this is so, then another source will have been neces- 
sary. Two large pits were found under the Classical paved court of the Klepsydra fountain. 
They were sunk into the bedrock and lay side by side, the larger measuring 2.75 m. by 
2.05 m. by 1.60 m. deep.12 Their size and location suggest that they were collection reser- 
voirs, designed to tap the waters of the Klepsydra spring. Pottery found at the bottom of 
the cuttings has been dated to the late Mycenaean period (LH IIIC1-21, some forty to 
fifty years after the abandonment of the Mycenaean stairway. It seems possible, there- 
fore, that the fountain represents an initial attempt to secure water, and that it was 
replaced by the Klepsydra cuttings. Unlike the fountain, the cuttings were not readily 
accessible from the top of the Acropolis and at the same time were all too accessible from 
below. They would, accordingly, have to be brought within the defensive outworks of the 
citadel. In short, after the collapse of the Mycenaean fountain a second source of water 
continued to be exploited, perhaps providing evidence not only for the extent of the 
Pelargikon but also its date. In LH IIIB the fountain precluded the need for additional 
fortifications-at least in terms of water supply. By early LH IIIC, however, after the 
stairway had collapsed, supplementary walls will have been essential in order to bring the 
Klepsydra spring within the fortified limits of the Acropolis. 

Other hydraulic installations can be brought to bear on the problem of the extent 
of the Pelargikon, as well as the state of its circuit wall in later times. In addition to 

lo Iakovides (supra n.2) 189-99. 
l1  The fountain takes the form of a monumental stairway of eight flights, leading down s o m e p t y  me- 

ters from the top of the Acropolis to a spring hidden deep under the north slope. 0. Broneer, A Myce- 
naean Fountain on the Athenian Acropolis," Hesperia 8 (1939) 317-433. 

12 The smaller could not be fully excavated. For the cuttings see Hesperia 10 (1941) 7 pl. 7; Hesperia 12 
(1943) 207 and 223; S. Immerwahr, The Athenian Agora XI11 The Neolithrc and Bronze Ages (Princeton 
1971) 112 and 261-62; and, most recently, E. L. Smithson, "The Prehistoric Klepsydra: Some Notes," 
Hesperia Suppl. 20 (1982) 141-54. I am indebted to J. Rutter for his views on the chronology, based on 
his examination of the material from both the fountain and the cuttings in 1974. 
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twenty Neolithic wells and five Middle Helladic wells in the immediate vicinity of the 
Klepsydra, there is a cluster of eight wells of the Archaic period. Although precision is 
not possible, all eight seem to have a similar history, with a use and abandonment 
confined to the sixth century B.C.I3 After a gap of some five hundred years, during 
which not a single well was dug in the area, eight wells suddenly appear, all roughly 
contemporary, and all go out of use near the end of the sixth century. No explanation 
for this unusual group of wells has ever been given. 

A possible explanation would be to associate the wells with the Peisistratids. There 
are two known occasions during the tyranny that might be relevant. When Peisistratos 
first came to power his bodyguard seized and held the Acropolis, which henceforth 
became his headquarters (Hdt. 1.59, Arist. Ath.Po1. 14.1). Wells might have been sunk 
in the vicinity for this occupation. A second occasion is of even greater interest. In 510 
B.c., as a result of continual urging from Delphi, the Spartans under Kleomenes be- 
sieged Hippias in an attempt to remove him from Athens. Three ancient sources refer to 
this incident, and the location given for the siege is of particular interest. Herodotos 
(5.64-65) writes that the tyrant was besieged Z Y  T$ n ~ h a p y 1 ~ 4  7 € I X E i :  Aristotle (Ath.Pol. 
19.5-6) says that Kleomenes shut up Hippias cis 76 K ~ A O ~ ~ E U O U  ~ c A a p y ~ r c d v  T E ~ X O F .  

And the Marmor Parium (FGrHist 239.A45) records that the Athenians expelled Hippias 
C K  I l ] f h a w ~ K o G  T E ~ X O U $ .  In point of fact, there is not a single direct reference to the 
Acropolis, though it should be noted that in other similar passages both Herodotos and 
Aristotle use the word 'Acropolis' when they mean the citadel.'* Thus, while these 
references concerning Hippias may refer to the circuit wall of the citadel, it seems more 
likely that they refer in fact to the walls of the Pelargikon, implying control of the defen- 
sive outworks as well as of the Acropolis itself. Of particular interest in this regard is the 
passage in Herodotos: the siege would surely have failed, for the defenders were well- 
supplied with food and water ( ~ a l  o66&~ T L  T~&VTW$ alv Z.$Aov TO;$ H r ~ u ~ u ~ p a ~ i 6 a p  oi 
A ~ K E ~ L ~ V L O L .  OGTE ydrp Z T ~ ~ ~ P ~ ~ V  ~ T E V ~ E O V  n-o~$uauea~, 01 T E  ~ E L U L U ~ ~ ~ T / ~ ~ L  U~TOLUL 

~ a l  TOTO-WL E; .rrap~a~~v&6aro). It is hard to imagine a reliable and sufficient source of 
water on the barren rock of the upper citadel, and it seems entirely possible that the 
supply referred to came from the eight wells tapping the Klepsydra spring.I5 

la The wells are T24:3, T24:5, T25:2, U23:2, U24:1, U25:2, V23:1, and V24:2. The date of abandonment 
is not entirely clear. The excavator, A. W. Parsons, writing during the War (Hesperia 12 I19431 207) 
thought that they stayed in use until the 470's. when the construction of the Klepsydra fountain house 
rendered them superfluous. This association with the Klepsydra would explain why no further wells were 
sunk in the area until Byzantine times; it does not, however, explain the contemporaneous appearance of 
eight wells after a hiatus of half a millennium. More recently B. Sparkes and L. Talcott in their analysis of 
Athenian black-glazed pottery dated the abandonments to the end of the sixth century: Agora XII.2 Black 
and Plain Pottery (Princeton 1970) 383-99 (deposit summaries). 

l4 Hdt. 1.59 (on Peisistratos), o&oi &a ~ E L U ~ U T  & x ~ ~  + U  &~p6roAcv; 5.71 (on Kylon, ca 632 
B.c.), ~araAapEiv 4 v  ~ i ~ p d r o h i v  hr~ip7jO~; 5.72 &n Kleomenes and Isagoras, 508/7), o* re KAto&vvjr 
~ a i  6 'Iuay6p7)~ ~ a i  oi urau&rai adroi ~arahap@vovul  n j v  &~~6rroAiv.  Arist. Ath.Po1. 14.1 (Peisistra- 
tos), K ~ T C U ~ E  n)v  &~p6rroA~v; 19.6 (expulsion of Peisistratids), r a p i h ~ a u  r;)u & ~ ~ 6 v o h i v  TOTS X07)vaG 
06s; 20.3 (Kleomenes), ol p2v rrepi ~ 6 v  KAeo&vgu ~ a i  ' I ~ a y 6 ~ a v  ~ari+vyou ek  n j v  &~pdrroAcv. 

l5 A lack of sufficient water has been a factor in several other unsuccessful defences of the Acropolis: 
Kylon ca 632 B . C .  (Thuc. 1.126.9-10, r r o A ~ o ~ ~ o 6 ~ v o i  +Aa6po$ ri?xov u/rov re Kai &aros &rropb); Aris- 

In short, it can be argued that the appearance of the eight wells and perhaps their 
abandonment should be explained in terms of the tenure and known activities of the 
tyrants of Athens. If this suggestion is accepted then we have further evidence for the 
extent of the Pelargikon to the northwest of the Acropolis and we have reason to be- 
lieve that in the sixth century at least it was still protected by a viable defensive circuit 
wall. 

The wall may not have survived for long. It does not figure in Herodotos' account 
of the siege of the Acropolis in 480;16 perhaps the wall had already been dismantled to 
discourage further attempts to occupy it militarily. If not, two other incidents associated 
with the Persian occupation may have led to its demolition. Herodotos (9.13) refers to 
the complete and deliberate destruction of the walls of Athens after the capture of the 
city, and it may well be that whatever remained of the Pelargikon was included in this 
devastation.I7 Alternatively, it may be that the Athenians themselves used the wall as 
a quarry for building material for the hastily-constructed post-Persian circuit (Thuc. 
1.93.1-2). Either possibility would, of course, explain the two fifth-century references 
(supra nn.3 and 41, in which the Pelargikon is seen as an area all too accessible to 
outsiders. 

In conclusion, L. Beschi's work on the topography of the south slopes of the Acro- 
polis and a comparison with the citadels of Mycenae and Tiryns have made it increas- 
ingly likely that one of the major functions of the Pelargikon was to ensure a secure 
water supply for the citadel. The collapse of the Mycenaean fountain and the continued 
use of the Klepsydra cuttings may perhaps be used to date the Pelargikon to the early 
years of the twelfth century B.c., while the eight archaic wells suggest its use by the 
Peisistratids in the sixth century, before it ceased to function as a viable fortified area in 
the fifth. 

tion in 86 (App. Mith. 6.39, hi@ ~ a i  6iJlec meub'iv~a~; PIut. Sull. 14.7, ~ a i  xpdlvov &y~apre~7juas UVX- 
v6v a6r6s havrhv iueXelpem~ B/$EL r r ~ u e ~ i s ) ;  in 182112 (S. Trikoupis, 'Iuroph 6 s  'EAAOv~~ijs 'Errava- 
ar&uew [London 18531 1 209, 212, 11 248, 251; G. Finlay, A Hisiory of Greece VI [Oxford 18771 283). 
Two archaic cisterns have been reported at the northwest edge of the Acropolis: W. Judeich, Topographic 
von Athen2 (Munich 1931) 246; J .  H. Middleton, JHS 20 Suppl. 3 (1900) 3 no. 30 pls. I, 1V; J. A. Bund- 
gaard, The Excavations of'the Athenian Acropolis, 1882-1890 (Copenhagen 1974) pls. 11, 4, 14. The uncer- 
tainty of supply and the unsuitability of such water for drinking makes i t  unlikely that these cisterns served 
as the main source of water for those on the Acropolis. Indeed, their very identification as cisterns needs 
reexamination; the earliest known cisterns in the lower city of Athens date to the fourth century B.C.  Note 
also that in 182112 the Turks relied not on their cisterns on the Acropolis but on the spring along the 
south slopes, protected by the supplementary fortification wall known as the SerpentzB. When they were 
driven up onto the Acropolis proper and cut off from this supply they were forced to surrender. 

l6 8.51-53. The traditional view that the Persians ascended the Acropolis at the northwest must now be 
reconsidered in light of the inscription found and edited by G. Dontas, Hesperia 52 (1983) 48-63, which 
locates the Aglaurion-and hence the Persian ascent-far to the east. 

l7 NO trace of the original wall has ever been reported. The archaic circuit wall around the lower city has 
similarly vanished: E. Vanderpool, @OPOE. Tribute to 9 .  D. Menit (Locust Valley 1974) 156-60. 



Themistocles and the Piraeus 

Mortimer Chambers 

0 N E  THEMISTOCLES was eponymous archon of Athens in 493/2, as we learn from 
Dionysius of Halicarnassus (6.34.1); and nearly all historians accept that this was 

the great strategist and politician, the son of Neocles. Canonical opinion also holds that 
the Athenians began to fortify the Piraeus during this same year, at the suggestion of 
Themistocles the archon.' But the scholar whom we now honor has always taught us 
that canonical opinion need not be right. I wish to survey the history of this problem 
and to support a conclusion that some others have already stated. 

The Canonical View. Those who think Themistocles sponsored the fortification of 
the Piraeus while archon offer as their main testimony the famous sentence in Thucy- 
dides, 1.93.3. The historian there states that Themistocles urged his countrymen, prob- 
ably in spring 478,z to complete the project: "This work had been begun previously, i75-1 
T<S ~ K E ~ V O V  dlpxiiq $ F  K ~ T '  ivuxv~hv ' A O V v a b ~ ~  4 p 5 ~ . "  The syntax of this clause re- 
quires us to construe K a 7 '  ~ V L ~ V T ~ V  with GP5c and to translate, "during the period of 
the office that he held K ~ T '  i v u x v ~ d v . "  Many of those who support the canonical view 
believe that K ~ T '  ~ V U X V T ~ V  means 'lasting one year'. If this meaning is right, then Thu- 
cydides can mean the eponymous archonship. He might, theoretically, have some other 
office 'lasting one year' in mind, but this possibility has received little a t tent i~n.~  

The Perception of Forbes. W .  H .  Forbes briefly questioned the canonical view, in 
one of the "Notes on Grammar" at the back of his edition of Thucydides 1.4 He per- 
ceived and pointed out the stumbling-block, viz. that K ~ T '  i v ~ a v ~ d v  means 'year by 
year, every year', not 'for the period of a year'. But he went on to infer that there was 
some corruption in the text, "for Themistocles cannot really be said, because the ar- 
chonship was an annual office 1i.e. an office held for a year], to have held it 'annually' 

'That such is the canonical view requires no vast documentation. See e.g. Georg Busolt, Griechrsche 
Geschichtez I1 (Gotha 1895) 642: "Er setzte es in seinem Archontenjahre durch, dass die Athener . . . einen 
befestigten Hafen anzulegen begannen . . . " One could greatly extend a list of those who think likewise. 

The date is later than the capture of Sestos by the Athenians and some allies (Thuc. 1.89.2, late 479?) 
and earlier than Pausanias' departure for the campaign of 478 (1.94.1, before midsummer 478?). 

SYet R. I. Lenardon, The Saga of Themistocles (London 1978) 231 n.128, said that "Thucydides may 
refer to Themistocles' archonship, generalship, or some other office, or more generally to the period of his 
earlier political dominance." For this he was criticized by A. J. Podlecki, JHS 100 (1980) 253, who upheld 
the orthodox view (though offering the ambiguous translation "annual magistracy": does that mean lasting 
a year, or held year by year?). 

Thucydides, Book I I1 (Oxford 1895) 155. 
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[i.e. year by  earl." That is, Forbes did not recognize that Thucydides may not refer to 
the archonship at all, and that the text is perfectly in order. Nonetheless, he did see the 
problem; but his brief allusion to it in this obscure place made no impact. 

It is probably unnecessary to parade examples showing that K ~ T '  ivurvr6v does 
actually mean 'year by year'. This meaning is the only possible one at Thucydides 
2.13.3, where the historian makes Pericles tell the Athenians that they receive 600 
talents of phoros, as a rule, K ~ T '  ivurvr6v, year by year.5 At 2.24.2 Thucydides varies 
the form to K ~ T &  r i v  ~ V U Y V T ~ V  E;(aurov, and here the meaning is equally unambiguous. 
He also offers several examples of K(Y@' rjpkpav, 'day by day, daily', e.g. 2.37.2 T& 

K ~ B '  rjpipcrv in~rq6rv&~wv;  one might compare this with Aristophanes' K ~ T &  p{va 
~ a l  K ~ B '  rjpipav d i o u  n ~ i o u  r&py6pc.ov &el y l y v e ~ a ~ . ~  This constant usage of K ~ T &  

with periods of time in the accusative points to the meaning at 5.18.10 and 5.23.4, 
where Thucydides quotes treaties that allow for their renewal ~ a r '  ivuuvrdv, year by 
year. If the writer of the treaties had meant that they could be renewed 'for a year', he 
might well have used the normal idiom for a prospective period, ek  (or i d )  Zvurvr6~. 
Since there is no example in Thucydides, or any other that I know, where ~ a r d :  + a 
period of time in the accusative undeniably means 'for a (day, month, year)', we are 
justified in applying the often-exampled meaning to ~ a r '  ivurvr6v at 1.93.3: "during the 
period of the office that he held year by year." Had Thucydides wanted to say " . . . that 
he held for a year," he would probably have used his normal word, simply ivurvrdv, 
'for a year', as at 7.28.3, 7.48.5. 

The Views of Gomme and Fornara. Fifty years after Forbes, A. W. Gomme pub- 
lished the first volume of his commentary on Thucydides (Oxford 1945). If Forbes's 
work was not widely read, there seems little reason for the observations of Gomme to 
remain overlooked or unanswered. He did not refer to Forbes, but he too saw that the 
canonical view will not do, and precisely because the meaning of K ~ T '  ivurvr6v will not 
allow it (261-62): 

It is quite possible that by i &px.;I 4v  K ~ T '  ~vurvrhu 'AO-r)valo~~ Gp& Thucydides 
meant not the eponymous archonship but an office held 'year by year', not 'for a 
year', e.g. that of ~ P L ~ A - ~ ) T ; ) F  T ~ V  U C W ~ ~ W U  . . . 

But the tentative manner in which Gomme gave his opinion robbed it of force. More- 
over, he was at least partly suggesting that the archon of 493/2 might have been not the 

6 Whether this figure is accurate and what Thucydides means by phoros are questions outside our scope. 
Nub. 1287-88. For examples of ~a0' -rj@pau, 'day by day', in Thucydides, see 1.2.2, 2.38.1, 2.43.1, 

2.85.4, 3.37.2, 6.60.2, 6.63.2, 7.8.1, 7.50.3. See also LSJ s.v. +@pa 111. Compare also K ~ O '  &a, 'one by 
one, one at a time', and so on; the adjectives ~aO~&pmq, ~ a t l ~ ~ ( ~ ~ ~ w 6 ~  and the nouns 4 ~a@.rlC(Epeh, 
'daily business', and 6 Ka@?)C(EpIJ~l;n)F, 'priest who offers daily sacrifice'. For ~ a r &  &of, 'every year', see 
Thuc. 4.53.2. 

famous Themistocles but another man of the same name? It has always seemed easy to 
decline to follow Gomme in this latter suggestion, and perhaps for this reason many 
readers neglected his observations about the meaning of ~ a r '  ivurv~du.  

In 1971 C. W. Fornara again drew attention to the likelihood that ~ a r '  ivuuv~dv 
means 'year by year'.a He collected examples from Herodotus, Thucydides, Andocides, 
and Lysias, and observed that no scholar had produced a passage that refuted this 
interpretation. Fornara's article, unlike Gomme's note, has at least provoked discus- 
sion; the responses are instructive. Raphael Sealey accepted the Gomme-Fornara view,g 
but M. E. White dismissed it in a footnote, without argument;1° so did A. J. Podlecki.ll 
Although the latter did not deal with the meaning of K ~ T '  Zvurv~dv, he did refer to two 
ancient texts: 
(1) Thucydides uses "an almost identical expression to designate the archonship at 
6.54.6" (italics mine). Now at 6.54.6 Thucydides says that the younger Pisistratus, 
among others, held r i v  ivur iu~ov  [-lav ABEFM] 'A6'qvaw~s dlPX7jv, which denotes 
the eponymous archonship just as clearly as does IIv6'06&pov . . . zpxov~os  'A0qvawc.s 
at 2.2.1. But i v u r 6 u ~ o ~  'lasting for a year', does not mean the same as K ~ T '  ivuuvr6v, 
'year by year': just as 7jpP7ju~oLOF, <p,ePaibs, and 7jpipc.o~ can all mean 'lasting for a 
day' but never mean the same as KcKO' rjpipav, 'day by day'. 
(2) "Compare the Parian Marble, FGrHist 239, Ep. 32, cited by Plommer, CR, n.s. 19 
[19691, 129." H. Plommer did indeed cite the Marmor Parium as providing a verbal 
parallel to Thucydides' words (though on another subject entirely) and thus proving 
that the historian means the eponymous archonship at 1.93.3. The Marmor gives us (in 
~ 3 2 )  the words &$ 05 K ~ T '  ~ V U T V T ~ V  qP&v 6 & P ~ ~ ~ ,  E T ~  HHHHAA. Relying on the 
well-attested meaning of Ka7' ~ U L ~ V T ~ Y ,  I submit' that this means, "From the time 
when the archon began to hold office12 year by year, there are 420 years" (sc. down to 
the time when the Marmor was inscribed). The implied contrast is evidently with the 
period when there was no such arrangement, i.e. when Athens was ruled by hereditary 
kings. Comparison of this passage with 1.93.3 is, however, desirable: in both passages 
the verb qP[c(v)  is used, with K ~ T '  Zv~avrdv modifying it adverbially. 

An even more informative notice concerning this year appears in Eusebius' Chron- 
icle (I 190 Schoene). Unlike the Marmor, Eusebius accepted the tradition that there 
were decennial archons in Athens. Under the last of these, Eryxias, Eusebius notes: i d  
r02jrov 2'60.05cv a i p c b e a ~  &pxovm K ~ T '  ~ Y U Y V T ~ U .  ~ a l  .rrp&ros 7jy7jaaro 2~url;u~os bp- 
xwv Kpiov . . . 8v  ~ a @ '  ~ K ; ~ ~ ~ C T O V  &os E% TLP nap' aitrois qpxcv, "Under him, they 

Gomme argued a little more strongly for this idea in AJP 65 (1944) 323 with 11.13 = More Essays in 
Greek Histoty and Literature (Oxford 1962) 21. 

8 Historia 20 (1971) 534-40. 
9 A History of the Greek City States (BerkeleyILos AngelesILondon 1976) 185. 
l o  Polis and Imperium, Studies . . . Edward Togo Salmon (Toronto 1974) 93 n.8: 1.93.3 refers "explicitly to 

the eponymous archonship, pace C .  W. Fornara." 
u The Life of Themistocles (Montreal/London 1975) 196 n.7: "In spite of the arguments of A. W. 

Gornme . . . and C. W. Fornara . . . it is clear that Thucydides meant the annual, and probably also the 
eponymous, archonship . . . " 

l2 The aorist is 'ingressive': see KiihnerIGerth 1 155-56. 
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decided to elect an archon year by year [instead of every ten years]; and the first one 
who governed as archon for a year was Kreon . . . after him, one man served as archon 
among them every year." This is, I believe, an elegant example of the difference be- 
tween ~ a r '  Zvurvrdv and ivur6uiop. 

There have been, however, two independent challenges to the Gomme-Fornara 
interpretation, by D. M. Lewis and W. W. Dickie.13 Lewis points to Aristotle Ath. Pol. 
54.7, where hieropoioi are mentioned as 70;s (car' ivuuvrdv ~ a h o v k v o w ,  and to IG 13 
375.6-7, where a payment is made to the hi~po.rroiois ~ a r '  [il vuuvrdv. He holds that the 
sense must be 'those who hold office for a year'; but he goes on, "I do not dispute that, 
in origin, there may have been an understood a i p ~ 9 & v 7 ~ s , "  as in Ath. Pol. 3.4, 9~up09&- 
Tab 82 .rrohhois 6urrPov Ercuiv ?jp&quav, $7) ~ a r '  hvuxvrdv aipovp&vwv 7&s &px&. 
One agrees; and, if this is so, the expression at 54.7 originally meant 'those who are 
chosen year by year', evidently used to distinguish these hieropoioi from others;I4 and oi 
K ~ T '  Zvurv~dv is verbal shorthand that does not change the meaning of ~ a r '  ivurvrdv. 

Following Lewis's lead, we might look at Ath. Pol. 30.2, the constitution "for the 
future." Admittedly, interpretation of this document is difficult, largely because of the 
abrupt style of the writer, whoever he was. He orders that those above thirty shall 
fiouhek~v ~ a r '  ~ V M V T ~ V .  By 'those above thirty' the writer probably means 'those of 
the 5000 above thirty';l5 they are to supply the members of the boule, year by year, and 
no one outside this group is to be eligible for the boule. The writer does not specifically 
say that aN members of the 5000 above thirty are to serve at the same time, but neither 
does he restrict service to only a portion of those above thirty; so I follow von Fritz1 
Kapp and Andrewe96 in assuming that he means all. At 30.5, the same writer wants 
the official who puts questions to the vote to be chosen K&' ; K & U T ~ V  i)pipav, "every 
day by lot" (so the version of von FritzIKapp). Moreover, when the writer does want 
to say 'for the period of a year' he uses one of the normal idioms, c k  Zvuxvrdv povhc& 
eiv (30.3).17 

Both Lewis and Dickie point out that the noun &pX<, or some form of the corres- 
ponding verb ~ P X E L V ,  often occurs with the dative 'A07)valo~s (without the article: 
Dickie) in contexts where writers refer to the eponymous archon.18 Since Thucydides 
uses this combination at 1.93.3, they conclude that here he must refer to the archon- 
ship. It is true that + 'AOrIuahis, alone, would normally be understood as 
referring to the archon. But consider the passages where Thucydides does refer to this 
official: 

la Historia 22 (1973) 757-59 (two separate notes). 
l4 For discussion of the various kinds of Athenian hieropoioi, see G. Busolt/H. Swoboda, Griechische 

Slaalskunde 11 (Munich 1926) 1101; U. Kahrstedt, Untersuchungen zur Magistratur in Athen (Stuttgart 1936) 
68; M. H. Hansen, GRBS 21 (1980) 159f, 163f. 

'"0 K. von Fritz and E. Kapp, Aristotlek Constitution of Athens (New York 1950) 101. 
l6 In A. W. Gomme, A. Andrewes, and K. J. Dover, A Historical Commentary on Thucydides V (Oxford 

1981) 219. 
If examples of this usage are needed, see LSJ s.v. ck 11.2 (copious instances from Homer onward); cJ: 

S.V. iwi C.II.l. 
' 8  For some other examples see H. T. Wade-Gery, Essays in Greek History (Oxford 1958) 176. 

2.2.1, Hv906&pov &L 830 pijvas & p X o v r o ~  'Aeqvab~s  (perfectly clear and normal). 
6.54.6, ~ a l  dhho~ rr a C ~ 4 v  $p tav  r;lv ivur3aiov 'A9qvawis &px<v K T ~  Note that 

/ Thucydides could have written simply . . . $p&v 7 i v  'A9qualo~s &px<v, which would 
have meant "they held the eponymous archonship." Why, then, did he add the word 
dvcn6aiov, which appears to be wholly redundant and is not found in any of the exam- 
ples of & P X ' i ) / & P X ~ i ~  + 'A9rIvah~q collected by the scholars cited supra?lg The same 
question arises concerning 1.93.3. Since Thucydides could have written i d  76% < K € ~ O V  

&pxijs qs 'A9-r)vaw~s $p[c and been understood to refer to the eponymous archonship, 
why did he trouble to add K ~ T '  Z V ~ V T ~ V - w h i c h ,  as we have seen, has a different 
meaning from Z V L ( L ~ U L O ~ ?  Must we not suspect that he added these words, and thus 
varied from the usual style, in order to warn us that this &pX'i) was indeed not the well- 
known eponymous archonship? Moreover, if he did mean the eponymous archonship 
and wanted to make this doubly clear, why should he write K ~ T '  dvmvrdv and take the 
risk of allowing his reader to interpret this, in the light of other examples (e.g. 2.13.31, 
as 'year by year'? Why not avoid any possible ambiguity by using the language of 6.54.6 
and some form of the words ivux&u~os ciPx<? 

Dickie also objects that Thucydides ought to have used the imperfect, $pXe, not 
the aorist, if he meant that Themistocles held an office year by year. The choice of 
tenses that Greek authors made does not always lend itself to the strict formulation of 
rules by modern readers; this is especially true of Thucydides, who strove for var ia t i~ .~~ 
But, to follow the pluperfect h i j p ~ r o ,  I can see no objection to the aorist $p&, which 
seems to round off the narrative and place it all in the completed past ("the office that 
he once held year by year"); I agree that the imperfect would also be appropriate. 
Dickie offers another subtle point of syntax. He finds (unlike Lewis) "little doubt that 
K ~ T '  Zvurvrdv does mean 'yearly,"' but he suggests that we have here an instance of 
the attraction of the attribute Ka7' ivmvrdv of the antecedent &px< into the relative 
clause, where it becomes the attribute of the relative ( 4 s ) .  He then reconstructs the 
sentence into this order: 6rrfjp~ro 6' a6703 .rrp6~rpov id rijq Zmivov ~a7' ivurvrdv 
'ABqvahis &pxGs 4 s  $p&. He thus obtains the phrase 76s K ~ T '  i v u r v ~ d v  & p x $ ~ ? ~  He 
then asserts without more ado that this has the same meaning as T ~ V  Zvux6u~ov 'ABv- 
valois &px'i)v (6.54.6). 

This analysis seems to present three difficulties. First, K ~ T '  Zvuxmdv in the original 
sentence is not an attribute of the antecedent, &pX<, but modifies the verb, $pee. Sec- 
ond, in Dickie's reconstructed sentence the last two words, $9 $P&, have no function 
(according to his theory) and need not have been written; but in the original sentence 
they are needed, for Thucydides wants to say (in my view) that Themistocles held an 
office in a certain way, K ~ T '  iviavrdv. Third, why should we think that the prepositional 
phrase will have a different meaning if it modifies a noun from the one it has when it 

l9 He did so, I suppose, for the sake of Thucydidean precision. 
z0 Note, for example, 1.105 Gla$B~$ovo~ ~ a i  ircp&nJvav, 6.57.3 &vmov ~ a l  & w o ~ ~ e ~ v o v a ~ v  air~dv. 
21 B. Jowett, in his translation of Thucydides with notes (Oxford 1881), expresses Dickie's interpretation 

more concisely: " K ~ T '  i v ~ a v ~ 6 v  in meaning qualifies &p,yijq, 'the yearly office which he held."' 
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modifies a verb? Compare, for example, Thucydides 3.37.2 76 ~ a 8 '  rjPrpav &6.&, "our 
day-to-day security," or Sophocles OC 1364 rdv ~ a 0 '  rjpipav pbv, "my day-to-day 
sustenance." A ~ a r '  ivwvr6v &pX4 (accepting for the moment Dickie's syntactical 
rearrangement) would be an office held year by year, while an ivmiru'oq &px+ (as at 
6.54.6) remains an office held for a year.22 It is de facto true that, if Themistocles held 
an office year by year, he held it 'for a year' on each occasion, but that hardly estab- 
lishes the semantic equivalence of the two descriptions. 

To be objective, and out of respect for their author, one ought to note the sugges- 
tions of E. F. Poppo. He had already accepted, in his editio m a ~ i m a , 2 ~  that Thucydides 
meant the eponymous archonship, but only in his shorter edition (Gotha 1843) did he 
discuss K ~ T '  ivmvr6v. Here he made two suggestions but committed himself to neither 
one. The first was to accept the unhelpful interpretation of the scholia~t.~4 The second 
was to thrust into the sentence an understood <06uqq>, giving the sentence this 
structure: . . . d.rri 7+ ~ K E ~ V O V  &px+, ~ a r '  ivmvr6v 06uq$, :s 'A8qvaw~~ qp&. The 
office, now described as ~ a r '  ivmvrdu o;ua by this rewriting, Poppo described as 
a n n ~ a . ~ ~  This has the disadvantage, in my opinion, of wrenching ~ a r '  ivmvrdv away 
from the verb 4 ~ 5 ~ .  But, more than that, one cannot help feeling that Poppo, having 
already made up his mind in 1831 that this ofice had to be the archonship, was looking 
for a way to manipulate the Greek in order to make this interpretation possible, rather 
than allow the observable usage of K ~ T '  ivmvr6v to play its natural rBle and guide him 
to the meaning. If this was to be Thucydides' way of telling us for sure that he refers to 
the eponymous archonship, it is far from ideally clear; and the interpretation seems to 
rely on special pleading. 

t 
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Olympiad 71.1 (49615) that is translated, "the Piraeus was fortified by Themistocles." 
Since errors of 3-4 years are common in the transmitted versions of the Chronicle, we 
may assume that Eusebius placed this notice under 49312. Second, in the version of 
Hieronymus there is an entry under Olympiad 75 (480/477), Athenienses Piraeum muro 
vallanr. Although there is no mention here of Themistocles, we may guess that the 
notice refers to the completion of the work, which was resumed in 47918. Mosshammer 
shows that Eusebius wrote both notices. This constatation seems, at first, powerful 
support for the orthodox view: Themistocles began the fortification in 49312 and it was 
finished ca 47817. 

Mosshammer also shows, however, that Eusebius' sources included material in- 
fluenced by Apollodorus, who worked out his chronological schemes through the liberal 
use of reckoning by generations and by the date of a person's akme; further, that Apol- 
lodorus placed Themistocles' akme, or fortieth birthday, in 49312. This was an obvious 
inference from the archon list, where Themistocles appeared under that year. Even 
more, Apollodorus recorded other matter about Themistocles that Thucydides had been 
concerned to contradict.Z7 When Apollodorus stated that Themistocles began the fortifi- 
cation of the Piraeus while he was archon, he was probably drawing on an Atthido- 
graphic source that rests ultimately on Hellanicus. When Hellanicus came to Themisto- 
cles' year in writing his Atthis, he inferred, from Themistocles' known connection with 
the fortification of the Piraeus, that the statesman had begun work on the harbor in that 
same year, 49312. In due course Thucydides corrected this story, even as he disagreed 
with Hellanicus on other matters." He quietly added a note pointing out that Themisto- 
cles' position, when he organized the work on the Piraeus, was not the eponymous 
archonship. Rather, it was another post, one that he held year by year. 

The Influence of Hellanicus. Finally, a massive nail has recently been driven into the 
coffin of the canonical view by A. A. Mosshammer, whose work I must briefly sum- 
marize as part of the history of our pr0blem.~6 He returns to the notices in the Chronicle 
of Eusebius, which Fornara also discussed. In the Armenian version there is a notice at 

22 Even iuur&r~oq has its ambiguities. In Thucydides i t  always means 'lasting for a year' (4.117.1, 5.L.1, 
5.15.2, 6.54.61, but LSJ show that the word can mean 'occurring once a year' (e.g. Hdt. 4.180.2) and 'one 
year old' (Horn. Od. 16.454). In this it  resembles 'annual': compare "What is your annual income?" with 
"July 4 is an annual holiday." 

23 Leipzig 1821-1840: Part 111 vol. 1 (1831) 481-83. 
24 Who glosses K ~ T '  dvurv~du with K ~ T &  Tiua ivurv~civ, by which he may have meant ' ~ n  (or: for) a 

certain year', thus telling us that Themistocles was archon, but only once. 
25 Both Poppo's suggestions are retained through the third edition by J. M. Stahl (Leipzig 1886). Poppo's 

second suggestion lies behind the note of C. D. Morris in his edition of Book 1 (Boston 1887), who glosses 
KUT' ivururdv with ~ a i  2vururdv 0;-s = iuurvuias (the same equivalence assumed by Dickie); and it is 
approved by J.  G.  Sheppard and L. Evans, Notes on Thucydides (LondonINew York 1889) 103: a little 
reluctantly, for they recognize that K ~ T '  bvurvrdv "according to analogy, should mean year by year, yearly." 

26 Hermes 103 (1975) 222-34. 

The ActiviQ of Themistocles. Thucydides does not give us a date for the office that 
Themistocles held, only a warning that it was not the eponymous archonship. Still, 
there has always been a wish to discover something that Themistocles achieved in his 
archonship: he must have done something, and anything we can find delivers that great 
boon to the historian, an event with a known date attached. If it was Hellanicus who 
first tried to fill out the year 49312, he was not the last.29 Yet there is not a single act of 
Themistocles that we can securely date to his archonship. Not even Plutarch had any- 

27 The story that he reached Persia in time for a dramatically appropriate meeting with Xerxes (denied, 
Thuc. 1.137.3); his alleged suicide (denied, 1.138.4). 

BThucydides found Hellanicus' treatment of the Pentekontaetia unsatisfactory (1.97.2). Above all, he 
criticized the views of "others," non-Athenians, about the fall of the Pisistratid house-surely Hellanicus: 
F. Jacoby, Atthis (Oxford 1949) 159. 

29 The classic attempt to group as many events as possible around the archon Themistocles is by Wade- 
Gery (supra 11.18) 171-79 (BSA 37 [1936/7, publ. 19401 263-70). For cautious reactions, see E. Badian, 
Antichthon 5 (1971) 7-9; F. J. Frost, Plutarch's Themistocles (Princeton 1980) 73-78. 
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thing available in the biographic tradition; he does not say that Themistocles was ar- 
chon. Several scholars, including especially F. J. Frost, have suggested that the archon- 
ship was an office that a rising young politician would hold, but that real political in- 
fluence resided in ex-archons within the Areopagus-consulares, as it were.30 As E. 
Badian has also said, "That the biographic tradition did not pick the office up and em- 
broider it shows its relative unimportance and the absurdity of trying to build up his 
tenure of it into a historic occasion with conspicuous activity on his part."31 

If this is so, we can better understand the famous and frank statement of Hero- 
dotus, another writer who does not even say that Themistocles was ever eponymous 
archon: that, when Themistocles gave his favorable interpretation of the 'double oracle' 
of 480 about the 'wooden walls', he had "recently come forward into the ranks of 
prominent men" (7.143.1). What had he done, recently, to achieve this status? Surely 
the answer is to be found in connection with his naval policy, begun in 48312 after the 
discovery of new veins of silver at Maroneia (Hdt. 7.144.1, Arist. Ath.Po1. 22.7). Part of 
Themistocles' policy was the remarkable act of literally talking ten drachmas per man 
out of the pockets of Athenian citizens, with which he built a fleet of triremes. Was not 
another part the beginning of fortifying the Piraeus, a harbor that would keep this new 
fleet safe? 

Themistocles directed this program of fortification, starting in 48312, while holding 
some office. Perhaps, as Gomme suggests, it was that of &rtph7)~<s T&V V E W ~ & V .  We 
cannot be sure about the precise title of the office (perhaps it embraced the direction of 
the ship-building program as well). It may have been an extraordinary one, and we 
need not wait until we have more information about Athenian government in the 480's 
before we accept that he held an office of some kind. The work lasted longer than a 
year, and Themistocles was re-elected or re-appointed to this post, thus holding it K ~ T '  

Zvuxv~dv. If the views to which I have tried to give renewed currency are sound, it is 
time to remove from our textbooks and encyclopedias the statement that he began the 
fortification of the Piraeus as eponymous archon-a statement that, as Thucydides tried 
to warn us, was in error. 

30 Frost, CSCA 1 (1968) 114-15; R. Sealey, Historia 9 (1960) 177 = Essays in Greek Politics (New York 
1967) 20. 

3' Badian (supra 11.29) 7 11.19. 

Eleusinian Treasures in the Late Fifth 
and Early Fourth Centuries 

Kevin Clinton 

I N THEIR ACCOUNT-INVENTORY of 40817 (IG I2 313-314 = 13 386-3871 the epistatai 
of Eleusis list Eleusinian assets on the Acropolis, in the City Eleusinion, and at Eleu- 

sis. The assets at Eleusis consist of: (1) under no rubric, precious objects and money, 
(2) dedications (&va8kw~a), and (3) under various rubrics, building materials and 
other items. The purpose of the present article is to discuss the history, after 40817, of 
the first group, the precious objects and money stored at Eleusis. In IG I2 313.39-59 
this list appears as follows: 

PEAEVUTVLI - 
40 [+&kt  . . . . !O. . . . . AAI] 

[mxx T ---------- AFIII 
[-Ah ----------- uo vl 

[&htXs xpvu; u~a8pdvI 
44 [m &h‘xs drpyvp; ~ ~ a 8 p 3 ~ l  

[ 11 xpvuis : I : u ~ a 8 p b  ~ a 6 ~ r s I  
H[. . . .A oivoxde &pyvp; u~a8pdvl 
HH. . ~ ~ , o i v o ~ d c  &pyvp; u~a8pdvl 

48 9944.5 $ 5  X[pvui~ ura~;pes Aapct~od 
$ - Kv< [t~evdsl 

&a it @o~atSesI 
HHHFI- E X p V ~ i $  [&UkLO UUCLCL€i~70 u~a8pdvI - 

52 - u+pay?Ses h[i8ivat---] 

- u~#~payT&c GOt[vat : . I] 

PI - hwroS~p~s ~pvu; hkh~ou[al 
- K ~ ~ O V € S  xa~uc0;: I T  

56 &py6ptou bucwv 
I- I- - ~ a l  X U ~ V L K ~ V  hoG 

&py6ptov 2~i.uep.o~ 
THFAAAAPI- I- I - 

The beginnings and ends of lines 40-42 are preserved in 314.47-49. Several res- 
torations have been proposed, none of which is entirely satisfactory: 

51 
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+ i & h [ a ~  X P ~ u 6 ~ a h o ~ I  AAI 
T T X X  T [ O ~ T O V  i p  TALvOEIOL~I ArII 
HHHHAA [ B v ~ L ~ T ~ ~ L o  u i a ~ ~ p v l u o v  

A. M. Woodward pointed out, among other things, that a weight of 14,000 drachmas is 
too heavy for 17 phialai, which should average about 100 drachmas apiece, and a weight 
of 420 drachmas is too light for a thymiateri~n.~ 
(2) Woodward: 

4 i a h [ 6 v  &P~Bpdq HAAIAAI 
T T X X  T [ O ~ T O V  hapyupaz H A  A]  AFII 
HHHHAA [ u ~ a e p d v  T ~ U  62 1111 Xpv]u6v 

While the weights now make sense, the style of each restoration (except the word T [ o ~ -  

7 0 ~ 1 )  is alien to this document. In addition, we may justifiably wonder why it was neces- 
sary to go to the expense of engraving the total number of phialai, since with the sepa- 
rate numbers of silver and gold phialai given, the total is a superfluous and unnecessary 
piece of information. Compare 313.90 where we are given the total number of blocks for 
the krepis and only the number of one subcategory of krepis blocks (those that are eight 
feet long): K ~ E T L ~ L C Y ~ O ~ :  [An T O ~ T O V  6 ~ 1 ~ 6 ~ 0 s  I .  In this case the total is significant. 
(3) D. M. Lewis:" 

c # d h [ a ~  &pyupai HAA]  AAI 
T T X X  T [ O ~ T O V  . . . ?. . . . HAAIAFII 
H H H H A A  [ u ~ a e p d v  4 i a h 6 u  h a ~ a l u 6 u  

The second line will have contained an adjective such as I T T L A O T ~ ~ .  The marginal figures 
are to be regarded as a single continuous weight. The style in the first two lines of Lew- 
is's restoration is unobjectionable; in the third, it could be argued that 4urh6v h a ~ a u 6 u  
was used because of the ambiguity that might now arise if the normal 7 0 6 7 0 ~  were used. 
However, there is no reason why the weight should appear on two lines: everywhere else 
in this document, when a figure could not be accommodated in the margin, it was simply 
allowed to continue into the body of the column (cf: 313.13, 59, 145, etc.). 
(4) W. E. Th~mpson ,~  who erroneously refers to these phialai as dedications (the dedi- 
cations are listed not here but in lines 60m, restores ~ [ O ~ T O U  o l i ~  h v y ~ i q  AAlAPII, and 
follows Lewis otherwise. 

An entry in this document normally has the following form: (1) the name of the 
item is given in the nominative case (sometimes accusative), followed by (2) number, 
(3) u~aepdv  if appropriate (followed by T O ~ T O V ,  706~0 ,  or ~a67es  if space is available). 

Eleusinnche Ubergabeurkunden aus dem V. Jahrhundert (Diss.Marburg 1914) 16-17. 
"A Transfer from Eleusis," BSA 70 (1975) 183-88. 
Apud Woodward (supra n.2) 186. (In IG I"87.46 Lewis reads a dotted alpha at the end of the line; I 

find no trace of this on the stone.) 
' "Phialai from Eleusis," ZPE 40 (1980) 21 1-12. 

The weight is normally indicated in the margin to the left; but if it is too large to fit in the 
left margin, it appears on a separate line. More rarely the item is written in the genitive 
(e.g. 313.35, 131, 181; 314.58), but in that case u~aepdv usually does not appear: it  
appears only with the word ~ p v u l o ,  cf: w v ~ l o  U T ~ B ~ ~ V  (313.1811, perhaps there for 
emphasis. Thus if u ~ a 0 p d v  occurred in the lines that we are discussing, it should, accord- 
ing to normal usage, come afer the name and number of the item. In other words, for 
the sense that Woodward wants to restore we should normally expect either: 

47 'ZTXX $ i d h a 1  Apyvpa2 HAAAFII 
H H H H A A  4 i d h a i  xpvuai 1111 

or: 

47 4 i d h a i  &pyvpai HAAAPII 
TTXX U T ~ ~ ~ ~ V  T O ~ T O V  

ddhac. xpvuai 1111 
H H H A A  u~a0pdu  T O ~ T O V  

For the meaning that Lewis wants we should expect: 

or: 

47 4 d h [ a 1  &pyvpai HAAl hAI 
~ ~ a 0 p . d ~  T O ~ T O V  

T T X X H H H A A  
T [ O ~ T O U  . . . . . . . . HAAI ArII 

Marginal numerals occurring in two lines would lead the reader of this document to 
think of two weights rather than one, and he certainly would not expect the weight of 
an item to start on a line preceding the word u r a 9 p . 6 ~ .  Therefore, although Lewis's 
restoration does the least violence to the style of this document, it seems best to lay it 
aside and analyze what is preserved of these lines with an eye to making restorations 
more in accord with the form of this inscription. 

The traces that I read on the stone are as follows: 

47 vvvvvvv . . . . . '2'4 . . . . . . I AAI 
16 m X v v v  T [ .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ] AFII 

H H H H A f  [V . . . . . . . .I! . . . : . . . . I  go LJ 

In 47 the position of the first delta is irregular; it begins a half-space to the left of the 
edge of the stoichos; thus it appears a half-space before the delta below it, in 48. In the 
left margin of 49 there is room for one vacant space, as indicated, or another figure. 

In line 47, on the basis of the pattern elsewhere in this document, we should ex- 
pect an item whose weight was not given, as in 313.55. The restoration 4 d [ h a i  xah~ai 
then suggests itself as a possibility, since the weight of bronze phialai would not have 
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been considered important. We can also imagine, as a possibility, unweighed silver 
phialai; or perhaps in 47 simply the total number of phialai was stated, with the num- 
bers and weights of some of the types (silver, gold, etc.) following in the lines below, as 
in 313.90 for krepis blocks. In the next line (48) it is extremely unlikely that (r7aBhv 
appeared. Here we expect the name of an item in the nominative or genitive; its 
weight, TTXX, is listed in the left margin. If 47 listed the total number of phialai, then 
r r X X  would, as Woodward saw, be right for ca 137 silver phialai. In neither this line 
nor the next do we expect a definite article, since no other item in the entire inventory 
has one (articles are used mainly with places and, in 313.64 and 134, sources). 

Thus the most likely restoration seems to be: 

47 + i d [ h a ~  w p a v a i  W I A A I  or &&[ha1 T O ~ V  &oi_v HFIAAI 
TTXX T [ O ~ T O V  dlpyvpai HAAAI AFIJ 

The average weight of a silver phiale here would be 95 drachmas, an acceptable figure. 
If the above is correct, another object follows in 49, probably gold phialai: 

HHHHA? [v Xpvaai:  Ig: (r~a0p .d~  ~ p v ] u G v  

Restoration of four gold phialai is also possible. These restorations on the whole seem 
to me to conform to the document better than those previously proposed. 70670~ refers 
to $ d [ h a i .  Then follow the silver ones, number and weight, and the gold ones, number 
and weight. w v ] v 8 v  was substituted for ~ 0 6 1 ~ 0 ~  perhaps because it was felt that an- 
other 7 0 6 7 0 ~  would be confusing, since each T O ~ T O V  would have a different antecedent. 
By the same reasoning, in 48 the additional phrase U T ~ B ~ V  7 0 6 ~ 0 ~  would be less 
desirable than v ~ a B p . 6 ~  &ppyvpGv, but if a ~ a B p . 6 ~  &ppyvpGv had been engraved, it would 
have required an additional line; and ( T T ~ B ~ v  by itself, had it been added in 48, would 
have brought this column awkwardly close to the next one (with no space between the 
final nu of asaO&v and the initial chi of x d A a  in the line above). Evidently neither 
course was felt to be worth the effort. 

The main reason for restoring silver phialai is that Eleusinian silver phialai recur in 
later documents of the Treasurers of Athena and the Other Gods. It was Woodward 
(supra n.2) who pointed out their presence in IG 112 1375 (plus new fragments, edited by 
R. Stroud, Hesperia 41 [I9721 422-23 no. 521, which is an inventory of the Treasurers of 
Athena and the Other Gods for 4001399. Here much depends on the restoration of lines 
19-20 (in Woodward's new text). Kirchner printed 1. . . . . !2. . . . . . l t voB[ .  . . . !O. . . . . I  in 
20; Woodward printed an epsilon after the theta. The stone, which I have examined, has a 
horizontal stroke at the top of this stoichos; a dotted epsilon must be read, but epsilon is, 
in sense, certain. Woodward restored, with a question mark: ZK 1 78 icp8 78 'Ehcvu]ivd- 
B?[Y The new fragments published by Stroud preserve the end of a list of phialai, of 
uncertain number; but line 8 (in Woodward's text) might be read: & p ~ I B p d ~  o - v [ p r a u ~ v  
HAAAAFIII,5 i.e. the same number that I restored in IG I2 314.48. In line 10 Lewis 

Woodward (supra n.2) suggested &pi18pk ~6[~~au&c;rv $ah& . . I ,  which leaves room for only 15, 20, 
60, or 150 phialai. 

points out that X p v ~ ] l q  can be restored. This clearly is a list of Eleusinian treasures. It is 
not the Hekatompedon, Parthenon, or Opisthodomos list for this year, as Woodward 
realized, but a 'supplementary' list. Thompson was of the opinion that IG 112 1375 indi- 
cated that in 400/399 Eleusinian items were being stored in the Hekatompedon, but we 
have no grounds for being sure that they were stored in the Hekatompedon in this year. 
Of course several years later 120 Eleusinian phialai and other treasures were indeed 
stored in the Hekatompedon in the custody of the Treasurers of Athena and the Other 
Gods (IG 112 1400, etc.); these other treasures will be discussed below. (Why there are 
120 phialai in the Hekatompedon lists and not 147 is not immediately clear.) 

Our fullest list of Eleusinian objects in the Hekatompedon is preserved in IG 112 
1401 (39413 according to West and Wo~dward)~ and 1400 (3901389). Of these two 
documents, I present here, edited from photographs, the texts of the sections that 
follow the list of Eleusinian phialai (and I include some new restorations made from a 
comparison of the two documents with each other and IG I2 313-3141, 

[Opdv X .  . . . .PI- F . . T O ~ V  Oeoiv ~ p v u l s  K O ~ ~ U A W T I ~ ,  u~aO&v [PAAAAI-I-E oivoxdT cip- 
yv[pa" u ~ a e p d v  HI 

20 [. . . .PE I- E .  oivoXdT dlPyvPaF u~aO&v HKHFIAAITFI-E.E . &A@ cipylvp& u7aOphv HT, 
&A& xpv& ua[~a@pdvl 

[m. 6 ~ 0 8 ~ ~ 1 s  T O ~ V  O E O ~ V  & u r a ~ o s .  4 d ~ a 1  Xpvcai,  6 6 6 ~ 6 ~ 0 s  ~ I v & F  7pis  ~ p v u a i  
u~aOph[v  . .I 

[. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . iYPappcil TEVE & v & ~ ~ K E v .  'AP~ip6oq Bpav- 
pwv[d- 

[ a s  ~pvui8es  4&hai  pis uraO&v 7 0 6 ~ o v  P.  .FFEI. 'AOvvahsl Xpvu i6c~  rp;s ~ a l  ~ o v 8 v  
A W T ~ V  t v  di 

24 [ Z ~ i ~ p a v o q  AaFccrr.rpcis civi8qK€v, uraO&v 7 0 6 7 ~ ~  IAHAAAAFI- I- I- IF, rrlvat &pyvp;s, 
U T ~ O ~ ~ V : _ X P A A A A E  I- 

[ E  I g  ~epviPeiov dlPyvPGv. . . . . I ! .  . . . . u~aO&v XF. 'ApriW6od Bpavpovhs xpvo-ij B ~ L -  
rrrjSeu~o~ :A- 

[UULU ZXoua X p v u ~ v ,  $v  &v<O~KE K&AAlov ' A P ~ u ~ o ~ ~ i o v s  yvv?j, u~alOpdv> I- I. i e a y b ~ o  
xpv [u lb  av/-q~k- 

36 rI- E E ~ o i v  Ocoiu ~ p v u l s  KOIJG~AWT?~, uraOphu FAAAAE F E. . oiv[oXdg &pyvpa" (r7aOphv 
H .  . . . ITF E F v ,  oivoXdT &pyvp& u~aOfi1- 

[dl? HHHFAArEFE E .  &A& dlPYvP& I u l ~ a O h v  W, Ah& xpvuij u~a [Opdv  Q'. 
. . . . . . . . . 2'. . . . . . . . . . ' 6 T 0 8 6 ~ ~ ~  T O ~ V  8 ~ 0 i v  &I- 

6 "Studies in Attic Treasure-Records," JHS 58 (1938) 69-89 
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Kcv, u ~ a % G v  706i-wu PHAA A APE I- E E 3 
[?rlva(I &pyuptis u ~ a O p 6 v  XFAAAAF F E 13. X E P V L P ~ ~ U  &pyupti[v. . . . . !2. . . . . . u ~ a O $ v  

X F  ' A P T ~ ~ L ~ s  Bpavpwviap w v ~ ]  
[ % ] p ~ ? r - r j ~ c u ~ o s  a"~vucv i x o u a  xpvu<v, iju & v i % q ~ c y  K&AAWU [ . A p ~ ~ 7 0 K l \ i 0 ~  yvv-rj, u ~ a % G v  

F E 1. i ( a y l u ~ o  xpvulo mLLCLE&]- 
[TO] dlu4p.o u ~ a % p & v  [PIHAE E E F gI 6?rap$po - [ x l p v a b  u ~ a % G v  p[E ' xpvulo A ~ ~ E L K O ;  

7 0 ; ~  %coiv t? $ ,Sjj . K v L ~ ~ q v d s .  . . . . . , ] - 
44 [. . . ] ~ s .  @ o ~ a i & s   pis. T & ~ E  G K  75 ' A v a ~ i o  +&ha1 KTA. 

Commentary  to  IG 112 1401 and 1400 

1401.19: Some anomaly occurred at the beginning of this line: space for four letters of the 
restoration demanded by 1400 seems to be missing; or perhaps ~ o i ~ w v  is missing (as here), two 
spaces being vacant. 

1401.19-20: In IG 12 313.46-47 (= 314.53-54 = 316.4-5) two silver oinochoai are listed 
together, and we should consider whether they can both be restored here as well (like the silver 
and gold kylikes that follow). From comparison with IG I2 316.4-5, we can restore IG 12 313. 
46-47 (according to my reading of the stones) as follows: 

46 H i .  . . . Av oivox6r &pyupa^ u ~ a % & v ]  
m A A [ A  oivoxdr &pyup& u ~ a % ~ d v l  

If we restore 1401.19-20 oivoxdq &pp[pa" u ~ a % p A v  H I .  . . .Ft E I - .  o i v o ~ d q  &pyvp& u ~ a % $ v  
HHHFAAFF E E F . &AL.$ &pylvp& KTA., 1400.36-37 receives the same restoration (36 will have 
one extra space), with the beginning of 37 reading: [ol y HHHFAA[P]I- E F 1 .  The same figure 
occurs in 1445.10, oil voXdq drpyvp; kpd. A-r jCL1)~P~[s  . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 . . . . . . . . . . . . iX1oua,  
a ~ a t 9 p d v  HHHHAAFFI-I-, and makes it highly probable that it is a question of the same item; 
and reinforces my view that the letter in the stoichos of 1400.37 is to be read as N and not as H 
as in IG (traces visible in the photograph also support a dotted nu; L. L. Threatte kindly 
inspected the stone and reports that eta is most unlikely, and nu is quite possible). The oino- 
choe has lost a drachma in weight between IG 12 313.13 and 112 1400.20 (and we must suppose a 
similar loss of one or two drachmas for the other oinochoe), either because of wear or simply 
because a different scale was used in weighing it. Such small discrepancies are not uncommon? 
The ~ p v u l q  in 1400.19 apparently gained 4 obols over the weight listed in 12 313.45. 

1401.21: 12 314.50 reads HP[. . . . . d h x s  x p v u i u ~ a % & l v ;  so at least must be restored 
at the beginning of line 21. The restoration of the rest of this line is somewhat baffling. In IG 112 
1400.38 10s could be the end of b v ~ I 6 s ,  but in 1401.21, then, practically the only restoration pos- 
sible would be & & A ~ L  xpvuai ,  ?rp&~os b u d s  4 d A a ~  xpvuaZ KTA., which seems hardly satisfactory. 
In 1400.38 10s may be the end of the name of a god or a dedication. It is possible that the v p i ~ o s  
&Ap (unexpressed in 1400) held the items in 1401.19-20 (1400.36-37); if so, it is conceivable 
that the two vacant spaces that occur in my text of 1401.19 should be removed in favor of [ % G v  
X .  . . .FE tE. n-pO~os ~ V & S  X ~ U U L F  KTA. (Before this entry in 1400 a new entry of a length of 

' Cf: A. M .  Woodward, JHS 51 (1931) 140 n.2, 144 n.8a; J .  TrBheux, ~tudes sur Ies invenraires attiques 
(Paris 1965) 73; H .  Lehner, Uber die arhenischen Schatzveneichnisse (Diss.Bonn 1890) 24. 

twenty spaces was added, sometime after 39413.) Woodward (supra n.7) 159 suggested ~ u h i ~ v ~ s  
h~%ivq  T O ~ V  %coiv b u ~ a ~ l o s  (cf. lG 112 1447.21 and 1448 as restored by Woodward). More appro- 
priate, however, is C?ro8cpis ~ o i v  % E O ~ U  ~ C T ~ T ~ O S ,  for a hvro8cpk xpvui  appears in I2 313.54, 
weighing 5 drachmas 1 obol, and other items from 313.40-50 appear here. This restoration can be 
made also in IG 112 1403, as edited by TrCheux (supra 11.71 75, in the form -S?ro8cpls xpvu6 & m a -  
70s (or b u ~ a 9 p . o ~  with a 46-space line). The following is the text that I suggest for IG 112 
1403.1-3, including the restoration suggested above in the commentary to 1401.19-20: 

[ ~ ~ l i ) v  ~ ~ [ 6 ] 7 [ q s  8 .  . . .I'FFc oivoX6q &pyuP&, ura%&v ~ a i ~ q s 1  
HHHFAAFF I- t [b _:GAL.$ &Pyvp&, a~a%/.dv 7 ~ 6 ~ ~ s :  HF: d h d  ~ U I -  
a < ,  a ~ a % p i ) v  ~ [ a 6 7 q ~  W ~ h r o 8 e p i s  xpvu< b u ~ a ~ o s ~ . $ a ~ i u ~ o 1  

1401.23-26: See Woodward (supra n.7) 143-45. 
1401.27 and 1400.43: For the figure of 6 drachmas see IG 112 1403.6 as edited by J. TrC- 

heux (supra n.7) 75: IG 112 1403 belongs with 1388. 
1401.28: Again, one naturally looks to 12 313-314 for Eleusinian items to fill the space here. 

It Can be exactly filled by K [ U ( L K ~ V ~ S ,  ~ K T ~ L  @ W K ~ ~ ~ E P  T ~ ; F ,  7&8€ K7h.l. @ W K ~ ~ ~ E F  7p is  OCCUr 
also in 1400.44. If we restore K v ( L K ~ v ~ ~  at the end of 1400.43, there is a lacuna of 6 spaces at 
the end of 43 and 3 spaces at the beginning of 44, which contained either a new object, a dit- 
tography, or perhaps K V ( L K ~ U ~ ) P  T O ~ V  % E O ~ ~ ]  &. In any case the spacing, plus the final kappa in 
line 27, lends probability to the restoration K v ( i ~ q v 6 s .  

Thus by the year 3901389 the majority of the precious items listed in IG 12 313-314 as 
kept at Eleusis in 40817 had been transferred to the Hekatompedon. The items that seem 
not to have been transferred had, interestingly, the least value. They are (313.52-55) 
sealstones8 and seven bronze K&ov€$? It would be consistent with this picture, then, to 
interpret the golden phialai in IG I12 1401.21 as Eleusinian as well, since they are among 

' 
the more valuable objects that appeared in the Eleusis list in IG 12 313. Whether also 
w I ; u ~ o ~  d F p ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~  & I p ~ ~  was transferred is hard to say. Of silver money, on  the other 
hand, we know only that 25 counterfeit drachmas went from Eleusis to the Hekatompedon 
(1401.39, etc.), but these counterfeit coins do not appear as such in IG I2 313-314. 

More than one transfer took place: first, by the year 39817, the silver phialai, chry- 
sis, oinochoai, kylikes, and [necklace] were transferred (IG 112 1388 + 1403, etc.). By 
394, the gold phialai and the other objects were transferred (IG 112 1401). 

It would be interesting to know why the transfers took place. The dedications at 
Eleusis in 40817 were not affected, but only the precious objects that were listed with 
the money. In the case of Eleusis, therefore, it was a transfer of capital. Nearly all the 
dedications at Eleusis in 407 B . C .  are, we find, still at Eleusis in 332 B . C .  (IG 112 1544). 
We may illustrate this by comparing the descriptions of the items: 

IG IZ 313.60ff ( d r v a 8 i p a ~ a )  IG 112 1544 

v p d ~  7 6 6  701x01 h d p p q  G K V ~ O L  ArI  (line 11) 
I 

wvu8s drtdhou: A r I  
a a h h u r p a  wvu; ? r A h u ~ p a  wvu; (line 1 1) 

76 ~ E ~ ~ U L O V  &V&EKEV 

* ~ 4 ~ a y i & s  A & ~ L u ~ L  1111, however, would fill  the lacuna in lG 112 1400.37. 
S i x  bronze K&BOVEF appear In IG 112 1542.18 and 1544.54 (where the number is restored) 
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[&&he bPVIP&, w~a6pc#mho~ &PVP; xpvudp&x[hoq rrp6q 
[ ~ a h a C L i u o ~ l  A& &VE)BEKE 70' T O ~ X W L  & U ~ K € ~ ~ & ~ V V ]  (29f, 

my restoration; cf: 1542.2f) 
[8a~r6h&oq )~J]vu&: Possibly One of the gold 8aKdk~0‘ 

uraOpdv ro6ro F E F 660 ~ a ~ e a y d r ~ q  (17-18), but 
there are other possibilities 

[ u p a y i S i o  61 60 xpvuloi 25-26: cJ: 1542.12, a$payt8e 
SeSepivo ~ U T ~ L S E  ~ v u ; I ) L  8eSeW'[vw 

[ .  . . . ? . . . . ] K C  ~ I U T O F  &V&EKE Not identifiable 

We can only speculate on the reason for the transfer of Eleusinian assets to the 
Hekatompedon in the first decade of the fourth century. In doing so we should first 
consider some interesting facts. (1) In 403 when Eleusis was controlled by the Thirty, 
the sanctuary was administered by the Eumolpidai and Kerykes (Ath.Po1. 39.2): the 
epistatai of Eleusis had no r81e. (2) No fourth-century inventories or accounts of any 
sort have been found at Eleusis that can certainly be dated before 356 (the year of IG 
112 1541). The first Eleusinian epistatai who appear in fourth-century documents (or for 
that matter any document after 40817) belong, apparently, to the year 3601359 or there- 
abouts (1541.5). (3) When Leptines of Koile turned over objects to the Eleusinian 
sanctuary in 36312 he gave them not to the epistatai but to the Treasurers of the Other 
Gods (1541.5). We may attempt a single hypothesis to explain all these facts: From ca 
406 to ca 360 the drr~ui-ci~a~ 'Ehevc~ivdOt-v did not exist; down to ca 360 the r a h ' ,  
therefore, were in charge of the financial administration of the Eleusinian sanctuary 
(first the ra&c r&v kpGv x p l ) ~ r m v  rijq ' A B q v a h ~  ~ a l  r&v &Mwv BeGv, and from 
38514 the r a p h i  rGv dhhwv BeSv). Another hypothesis, less drastic and therefore for 
now preferable, is that the tamiai were in overall charge of the financial administration, 
but that the epistatai, as subordinates, continued to be in charge of many of the various 
operations that had to be carried out from day to day, including, when necessary, finan- 
cial activities (e.g. paying contractors). This is a hypothesis-others are possible-and of 
course it must be tested by future discoveries. 

Following this hypothesis we may speculate that toward the end of the Pelopon- , 
nesian War the capital assets at  Eleusis (but not the dedications) were taken from Eleu- 
sis and placed on the Acropolis under the control of the Treasurers of Athena and the 
Other Gods, perhaps originally for the purpose of safekeeping. What happened to the 
Eleusinian assets that in 40817 had been on the Acropolis and in the City Eleusinion we 
do not know. Perhaps they were felt to be safe where they were, and did not need to be 
moved; they do not reappear in preserved documents. 

But once the assets from Eleusis had been transferred to the Acropolis and were in 
the hands of the Treasurers, they remained there, labeled roiv Beoiv (and soon placed 
in the Hekatompedon with objects from other sanctuaries), and apparently were never 
returned to Eleusis. Perhaps eventually they were converted to other objects. By 375 
B.C. (IG 112 1445.31-34) some of the phialai have disappeared. We do not know what 

happened to them; in any case, they seem not to have been returned to the Eleusinian 
sanctuary. It is possible that the five A + L ~ T P O F  ~ a i  Kdpsq l j s p h ~  &pyvpat weighing 
4679 drachmas 2 obols that appear in inventories of Treasurers of Athena after 385 (IG 
IIZ 1412.24, 1424a.241-45bis, 1425.186-91, etc.) were made from the missing phialai, 
but our information is too scanty to allow a certain conclusion. 

Much remains unclear, but now we can at least say the following about the Eleusi- 
nian finances of this period. In 40817 capital assets of the Eleusinian sanctuary were 
stored in three places: (1) at Eleusis, (2) on the Acropolis, and (3) in the City Eleusi- 
nion. (Dedications, &vaOrjWra, were kept only at Eleusis.) Perhaps, in accordance with 
the hypothesis given above, as early as 406 the Treasurers of Athena and the Other 
Gods were put in charge of Eleusinian finances. If this hypothesis and date are correct, 
we may link to this event the removal of the capital assets from Eleusis to the Acropo- 
lis. The move may have been made out of concern for their safety at Eleusis, and 
perhaps also to make them more accessible in case it became desirable to melt them 
down to help the war effort. The new list that resulted for the Eleusinian capital assets 
may have been issued by the Treasurers annually for several years; IG 112 1375 (with 
Woodward [supra 11.21) seems to be an example of this annual, (exclusively) Eleusinian 
list for the year 4001399: the number of phialai there, as mentioned above, may be 
identical to the number reported in 40817 (IG 12 313-314). Slightly later, in 39817, we 
find some of the Eleusinian capital assets from the 40817 list (the two oinochoai and the 
two kylikes and probably at least the phialai as well) recorded together with objects 
belonging to many other gods that were kept in the Hekatompedon; this traditio was 
also issued by the Treasurers (IG 112 1388 + additional fragments).1° Additional Eleu- 
sinian assets, again from the Eleusinian list of 40817, appear in the Hekatompedon 
traditio of 39413 (IG IIz 1401); the only objects from 40817 that do not appear in the 
traditio of 39413 are the least valuable. It seems, then, that two transfers took place: the 
first was from the Eleusinian epistatai to the Treasurers of Athena and the Other Gods 
(in physical terms, from Eleusis to the Acropolis); the second transfer took place, in 
stages, from this new group of Eleusinian assets (assembled on the Acropolis) to the 

lo  See supra 57. As far as our documentation goes, Eleusinian sacred property remained in the hands of 
Eleusinian officials at least down to the end of the official year 40817 (IG I2 314). There is no evidence that 
any money or property of the Eleusinian goddesses was under the control of the tamiai of the Other Gods 
before this time; Eleusis seems not to have been substantially affected by the organization of a treasury of 
the Other Gods called for by the decree of Callias, IG I2 91; Cf: Tullia Linders, The Treasurers ofthe Other 
Gods in Athens and their Functions (Meisenheim am Glan 1975), esp. 35-38. W. S. Ferguson, The Treasurers 
of Athena (Cambridge [Mass.] 1932) 94 n.2, however, argued that in 40817 and earlier the tamiai of the 
Other Gods and the epistatai of Eleusis had overlapping jurisdiction. His main argument rests on the ap- 
pearance of a loan from the sanctuary of the Mother in Agrai to the tamiai of the Other Gods in 1' 
324.96 and on receipts from the Mysteries in Agrai recorded by the epistatai of Eleusis in IG 1' 313. But 
these two matters do not indicate shared jurisdiction. The epistatai did not administer the sanctuary of the 
Mother at Agrai; they merely received money deriving from the Lesser Mysteries that were held there, 
money that was probably collected by the Eleusinian priests, according to an old practice (see IG I2 6 = I3 
6C. and my The Oficials of the Eleusinian Mysteries I T A P ~ S  64.3 (1974)l 10-13). In addition. the fact that 
lG I2 313-314 shows the epistatai keeping some Eleusinian assets on the Acropolis in an unstated location, 
and entirely under their own control, is hardly evidence for shared jurisdiction. 
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Hekatompedon store of assets and dedications derived from many sanctuaries. These 
Eleusinian assets were apparently never returned to Eleusis. (The dedications at Eleusis, 
however, were left there.) We could call them a 'permanent loan' to the Acropolis. 
Their Eleusinian origin was carefully noted in the traditiones kept by the Treasurers. 

In addition, it seems reasonable to conclude that objects at Eleusis, liquid assets 
and dedications, were not used to finance the war. It is hard to concur with Ferguson's 
view that in 406 "the kosmos and sacrificial vessels of Demeter and Kore . . . were 
gathered in, so far as they were not assembled already, and melted down."ll Whether 
Eleusinian assets stored on the Acropolis and in the City Eleusinion were so gathered in is 
a more difficult question: the only evidence we have is that these assets were occa- 
sionally lent to the Treasurers of Athena (e.g. IG I2 313.174-83, 314.14-171, and we 
are surely on safe ground in concluding that up to that time funds were transferred only 
in the form of loans. At any rate, shortly thereafter valuables stored at Eleusis were 
transferred (probably) to the Acropolis and put in the care of the Treasurers of Athena 
and the Other Gods, (evidently) as a 'permanent loan'. It might be tempting to think 
that, in addition to these valuables, the money stored at Eleusis (coined and uncoined 
gold and silver, IG I2 313.51, 56-59) was also transferred as a 'permanent loan'. This 
seems a bit unlikely, inasmuch as such a careful accounting was kept of the valuable 
objects that were transferred, first to the tamiai, then, in stages, to the Hekatompedon; 
but we have no mention of the money (listed in 313.51, 56-59) in the lists where these 
valuables appear. And the valuable objects that were transferred included some coins of 
a special character: 43 Daric staters, one Cyzicene stater, and three Phocaean sixths. In 
view of the care that was taken in handing down these Eleusinian objects, which in- 
cluded coins, and maintaining their Eleusinian identity, I would be inclined to think, 
although it cannot be definitely proved, that the same care was extended to the other 
coined and uncoined gold and silver that was still stored at Eleusis in 407. Therefore it 
seems better to assume, until we have strong evidence to the contrary, that this money 
was afterwards used, along with the other Eleusinian money kept on the Acropolis in 
407 by the epistatai of Eleusis, specifically for the operation and maintenance of the 
sanctuary at Eleusis, although now it may have been subject to the administration of 
the Treasurers of Athena and the Other Gods.12 

'I Ferguson (supra n.10) 93. In a footnote (n.2), however, he concedes that hard evidence is lacking. We 
must also keep in mind that it is not clear which items in IG I2 313, if any, are kosmos and sacrificial 
vessels of Demeter and Kore. 

121 am grateful to Maureen B. Cavanaugh for the opportunity to discuss some of these problems in 
connection with her work Eleusis and Athens: Documents in Finance, Religion, and Politics in the Second Half 
of the f ixh Century B.C. (Diss.Cornell 1980), which will soon be published. The reader is referred to her 
edition of IG I2 313-314 and commentary. I am also very grateful to Dr Dina Peppa-Delmousou, Director 
of the Epigraphical Museum in Athens, for sending me photographs of IG II2 1400 and 1401. 

Three Inscriptions from Asia Minor 

Thomas Drew-Bear 

I. A Ghost-word at Maeonia 

A N EPITAPH from the village of Ayazoren, located on an ancient site named Iaza 
just south of the river in the Middle Hermos Valley northeast of Sardis, has 

recently been published by P. Herrmann as follows:' 

*ETOVF 7 q 1 ,  F q ( v 6 ~ )  ~ O ~ I T U Y ~ O V  5 ' .  A . D .  22314 

A6p. N E L K ~ S  6 ~ V U T V X I ~ S  ; U T [ ~ ] -  

[crlcv p v ~ p q ~  T< 6< p.ov d I v I  
4 Kh E6rvX~aufj p v ~ P l  a6706 

NELK* cr7pa~Ujq  i r n ~ ~ a h q ~  
U U U ~ ~ U L F '  ( T T ~ ~ ' T ) ~ E ~ F  TGV 
c ~ c r c r ~ p a r w ~ G v  i v  'E4Caq, O[al- 

8 Y&V ;aE i7;eVv E I F  T& +[dl .  

The site of Iaza is attributed by Herrmann vaguely to the "regio inter vicos Golde et 
Menye et Hermum fluvium sita"; but C. Naour has demonstrated that the ancient 
settlement at Iaza formed part of the territory of the city of Mae~n ia .~  Concerning the 
word which will interest us here, Herrmann explains that "vox h r ~ ~ a h ? ) ~  (si recte ita 
distinxi; possis et de i r r ?   ah+ cogitare) nova, quae utique cum equitatu coniugenda 
esse videtur . . . 3 i r r ~ ~ d h ~ ~  UUVBLWWLS iuncturam genetivi casus esse suspicor voce 
c r v v p l o a ~ ~  iam in modum linguae neograecae flexa."4 Thus Aurelius Nicias was "a 
soldier of the ~ T I T L K ~ ~ Q P  association, deprived of his comrades." 

Quite apart from the problem posed by the first word, what precisely is the mean- 
ing of the second clause? It will be preferable to remove the stop inserted by the editor 
before the participle in line 6: in reality Nicias was "deprived of the company of his 

T A M  V.l 474 (the stone had been brought from Ayazoren to the museum at Manisa, where Herrmann 
copied and photographed it in 1966). Above the inscription is a relief representing a rider whose horse IS 

walking towards the right. The text is reproduced in Bull.$igr. 1982, 343, without commentary. 
ZPE 44 (1981) 36-38. This fascicle of T A M  is entitled Tituli Lydiae, although the region concerned did 

not in fact form part of Lydia proper, but rather constituted the southern portion of Mysia Abbaitis (see 
provisionally Naour 12 with n.5). 

Herrmann compares TAM V.l 338, a votive text known only from a copy made by W. Zschimmer in 
1878 at Golde, site of the town of Kollyda, engraved "sub anaglypho equitis": BEG 'Ouh+~ ~ a i  bl)[~lai[wl 
A6p. ~ ~ a r t r r q  a ~ p a ~ [ ( i ~ l ~ q  ~ i m c i s  uam[.  . ?rlapaa~aBiu~os T[OG nlpiwv 'ATTLK~ &re[. .elfis u7i)kqu 

&uiBl)~a, where J. Keil conjectured K ~ T & [ $ ~  (au~or) l .  This parallel seems however hardly 
illuminating, especially since Herrmann comments himself ad loc.: "vv.  3-6 non intellexi." 
' Herrmann cites an inscription from the territory of Saittai, to the north of Maeonia (TAM V.l 167), 45 

is&$ rpotpiu~q,  which had been correctly interpreted as a genitive by K. Buresch, Aus Lydien (Leipzlg 
1898) 23. 

61 
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comrades," (TGs) wvf iL( ;mq (by iotacism for m v f i L ( ; u q ~ ,  'vulgar' genitive singular 
feminine for uuv~Lc;aew)5 U T E ~ ~ ) ~ E ~ $  ~Gjv U V ~ U T ~ ~ T W T G ~ .  The participle urepqO~iq6 
governs not the genitive w u u ~ p a r w ~ G v  but the genitive (NV~~L;ULF.  Naturally the 
adjective ~ a h ; i q  is to be disengaged from the ghost-word *~?rVLKahT)$, for its function is 
to emphasize the fine quality of the comradeship that Nicias had enjoyed. The remain- 
ing element ~ T L -  is nothing other than the word for 'horseman', irrrre&, in the dative 
case with the spelling -L for -EL, not a mason's error but rather an indication of the way 
in which these vowels were actually pronounced by the author of this text." 

The inscription from the territory of Maeonia is therefore to be read and inter- 
preted: A4[pl .  N E L K ~  u r p a ~ d q  i m ? .  ~ f f h < $  w v f i d r ~ ~  U T E ~ ~ @ E ~ $  rGv muuTpaTw- 
TGV KTA. Since Nicias lived amidst his comrades and died at Ephesus, we may conclude 
that his troop was doubtless stationed in that city, and our document thus becomes 
interesting evidence for the existence of an auxiliary force quartered at Ephesus, seat of 
the proconsul of Asia. 

The eradication of our ghost-word points to a deficiency in this new fascicle of 
TAM: the absence of an Index Verborum. It is not reasonable that a volume with 825 
texts (in addition to those added by the editor at a late stage and designated by a letter 
a, b ,  c added to the number of the preceding text) should appear devoid of a key to 
the Sermo Graecus, in all its wealth and variety: especially since one of the main bene- 
fits of a topographically arranged corpus is to make available for study the specificaily 
local characteristics of vocabulary9 and institutions.10 "Index est anima corporis" wrote 

Several papyrological attestations of this phenomenon-H~&ULF (for npoiu~os: A . D .  42), rijs j k p ~ w r ) s  
(A.D. 471, 6 s  rr6A~s (ca A.D. 346)-are collected by F. T. Gignac, A Grammar of the Greek Papyri of the 
Roman and Byzantine Periods I1 (Milan 1981) 75, unfortunately under the heading: "The nom. -LS is also 
sometimes used for the gen.," although these forms were surely not considered as nominatives by the 
authors of the texts cited. A better explanation had already been given by A. N. Jannaris, An Historical 
Greek Grammar (London 1897) 122: in words such as ~JILF,  ~ ( L F ,  ~r~TpOi519, etc., the terminal vowel iota was 
identified, as a result of iotacism, with the terminal eta of the first declension: "feminines first dropped 
their final -q (which was the characteristic sign of the masculine) and then changed -L to -?." thus giving i 
b+q, ~TpOih, n p & h ,  etc. 

Not unlP98~1s, as is printed in TAM: this 'barbarism', not easy to explain phonetically, must be at- 
tributed not to the stone-mason but to the modern editor, as a glance at the photograph on Herrmann's 
plate XIX will confirm. 
' For another example of the same phenomenon see line 10 of a verse oracle of Apollo at Miletus pub- 

lished by P. Herrmann, Chiron 1 (1971) 291ff: &M' in; azuav hAcTv ycp&wv +B&UEU 'A+poy~vei~s, as 
explained by Th. Drew-Bear and W. Lebek, GRBS 14 (1973) 70: "the second word must be understood as 
a variant orthography, due to iotacism, of dnci: 'it was necessary that a woman with the blood of noble 
ancestors should receive the priestly honor, but after she had already obtained her full share of the gifts of 
Aphrodite."' 

CJ: the remarks of L. Robert, RevPhil 111.48 (1974) 191: "la strie des IG . . . s'est distingute par la 
qualit6 des index . . . (qui) contenaient tous les mots . . . avec leur contexte immtdiat . . . Cela formait peu 
Q peu la base d'une ttude de vocabulaire, selon ies regions . . . Depuis lors, G.  Klaffenbach, dans ses trois 
volumes d'inscriptions de la Grkce continentale de I'Ouest, a continue cette pratique avec conscience et 
suc&s . . . Ce qui importe . . . c'est de mettre les inscriptions h la disposition de tout helleniste qui Ctudie la 
langue grecque et spkcialement son vocabulaire et son style . . . Tout fascicule de Corpus est un enrichisse- 
ment de ce point de vue; aussi I'Bditeur a-t-il I'obligation de permettre I'utilisation de ce trtsor par des 
index complets." 

It is true that this aspect has often been neglected in editions of texts from this region, perhaps because 
the latter has been erroneously amalgamated with 'Lydia' and its specific geographical and cultural charac- 
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Scaliger:ll the rapid lndex Nominuml2 and two pages of supplementary indices represent 
a regrettable departure from the standard set by other recent corpora.13 Certainly it 
would have cost the editor additional effort to compose an index for this fascicle; but 
the benefit thus gained would have profited not only the users of TAM, each in his own 
sphere, but also perhaps the editor himself:14 for when the moment came to register in 
his index ~ I T ~ ~ L K Q ~ ~ F ,  would not this have afforded the occasion for a S E ~ T ~ ~ O F  ?rho%? 

11. Policemen in the Cayster Valley 

A bas-relief from the village of Buyiikkale (Buyiik Kadife), site of the Bwve~rGv 
K~TOLKIC I  in the Cayster Valley northeast of Ephesus, was first published by L. Robert.15 

teristics thus lost from sight. CJ for example C. Naour (supra n.2) 20 on a formula used in funerary im- 
precations in southern Mysia Abbaitis: "les Bpitaphes avec rrpou- ou rrapawpr&ve~v constituent un groupe 
gtographiquement bien dttermini, dont I'existence mtrite d'stre soulignte, car elle n'a jamais it6 mise en 
valeur auparavant. Ce caractere spkifiquement local n'est pas relevt par Herrmann, Petzl, Bakir-Barthel et 
Miiller, qui tous se bornent B dire que les verbes en cause sont courants dans la region, alors que I'es- 
sentiel est pr6cisement qu'ils n'apparaissent pas ailleurs." The absence of an Index Verborum in TAM V.l 
does nothing to facilitate further studies of this type. I can cite a new attestation of the verb that has ap- 
peared in this volume, 590, copied by Herrmann in the territory of Maeonia (without photograph): 6s bv 
B ~ v B ~ E L  [ ~ ~ I o u a & ~ ~ p ,  K E X ~ A y ~ v ~ v  (LLIZXOAAACNC e lapide descripsi") & $ L  d d v  6<~>61vl  ("UAO 
descripsi"), but there is no way id determine whether there are others, short of reading through the entire 
volume once again for each separate item of vocabulary. Two other instances now in ZPE 47 (1982) 
113-14. 

lo For example the peculiar religious vocabulary of the confessions of sin inscribed upon stone, an extra- 
ordinary characteristic of this region which moreover links it closely with certain parts of Phrygia (I shall 
publish elsewhere new documents of this type). These texts are now scattered among the epitaphs and 
dedications of the present Corpus, without even a bare list of the confession inscriptions, which would 
have been of value to historians of religion. 

Cited by G. Pfohl in the volume of indices to SEG XI-XX. In his preface (viii) Herrmann does in- 
deed promise that he will compose indices: "totum opus denique absolutum," i.e. after the appearance of 
all the other fascicles of Volume V, which is planned to include the totality of the inscriptions of 'Lydia'. 
None of the other volumes of Greek inscriptions in the TAM, of which the first fascicle (Western Lycia) 
appeared in 1920, has been completed to date. 

'2The names are given in their barest form, without patronyms, a method which makes it difficult for 
the reader to locate a particular individual among the 45 'Epwyivvs, for example, or the 80 'AmAkLvws, 
36 TP6+~ws,  42 'AAd.$avSpos, etc. This problem is aggravated by the absence of an lndex Verborum, 
which in many cases leaves the Index Nominum as the sole means of finding a particular text. Herrmann 
did not follow the excellent method adopted by L. and J. Robert in La Carie I1 (Paris 1954). who give in 
their Index Nominum not only patronyms but also papponyms, so that the reader can distinguish at once 
e.g. among the various 'AHOAA~VWY; M. Guarducci had already employed the same system in her Inscrip- 
tiones Creticae, and C. Edson used it again recently in his IG X.2. 

l 3  Aside from the example set by TAM 111.1 (Termessos), with its long indices composed, after the 
death of the editor R. Heberdey, by J. Keil and Ad. Wilhelm who did not disdain to expend time and 
effort on this task (cJ page vi of Wilhelm's preface: "non sine labore"), each volume of G. Mihailov's 
Inscriptior~es Graecae in Bulgaria Repertae includes a separate and very detailed index, although a general 
index of the whole Corpus is planned in a final volume (cf: IG Bulg. 12 p.9); likewise the second and third 
volumes of L. Moretti's IG UrbRom have each a detailed index (covering volumes I-III), and each of the 
corpora of A. and E. Bernand has its own fine index. 

14 Surely this is one of the reasons behind the principle laid down by J. and L. Robert in their Bulletin 
bpigraphique (cited by the Institut F. Courby in their Index du Bulletin bigraphique 111 [Paris 19751 3): 
"l'index doit &tre fait par I'auteur de I'ouvrage." 

~tudes anatoliennes (Paris 1937) 102ff with pl. 11.2. 
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It represents a rider facing three standing men, one of whom (the nearest to the rider) 
salutes the latter with raised right hand; as described by Robert, they are "vztus d'une 
tunique, et ceints d'une large ceinture; il semble que tous trois portent un baudrier, qui 
retient une courte Cpke, et un trBs petit bouclier ovale; ils tiennent un bBton recourt& 
comme un pedum de berger; le premier porte en outre un instrument ou une arme 
droite." Robert identifies the relief as depicting three police agents, diogmitae, with 
their chief the wapa$6Aa& and indeed he introduces his publication of this document 
as follows: "un rapa$6Aa( est figurB sur un bas-relief du MusBe de Smyrne. Haut., 36 
cm. Larg., 47 cm. Epais., 10 cm. Hauteur des lettres, en haut: env. 12 mm.; en bas, 
env. 20 mm." 

Since the editor thus gives two figures for letter-height, the reader learns that the 
relief in question carries also an inscription, which is divided into two lines-but Robert 
nowhere transcribes the text of either line, and makes no further allusion to the inscrip- 
tion at all. The bottom line can be easily read from his published photograph: raps- 
$$Aa( "Hpwv, which gives us the name of the rider who was the chief of this police 
patrol. The name "Hpwv, hpwever, appears neither in the text nor in the index of 
proper names of Robert's Etudes anatoliennes, although this occurrence is interesting 
because of the rarity of the name in Asia Minor.16 In general it is relatively uncommon 
outside Egypt: there are several attestations at Athens,17 and sporadic occurrences, for 
example, at Aegina,18 Aegosthena,lg Argos,2O in Thessaly,21 at Thessal0nike,2~ at Tarrha 
in Crete,23 on Samothra~e ,~~  etcZ5 On the shores of the Black Sea the name is attested 
at Dionysoupolis26 and the Ionian cities Panticapaeum27 and Phanag~r ia .~~  At Ostia M. 
A i t p ~ A ~ o ~  *HPwv V E W K ~ P O ~  706 dv I I d p ~ y  Zapdv~i3os  made a dedication to Ad ' H A G  

'6 On an epitaph at Telmessos, T A M  11.1 47, a woman honors TAU &v ah[. i ) lq O H p o ~ a ,  but the reading 
is uncertain, to judge from the facsimile. At the end of a badly damaged rock-cut metrical epitaph at Seleu- 
keia on the Kalykadnos, J. Keil and Ad. Wilhelm suggested *Hp[w]v  7' 6 [&&h]&q, M A M A  111 8. 

l7 In ephebic lists of the second century A.D., a gymnasiarch, I G  II2 2037.21, and an ephebe of the tribe 
Leontis, 2067.59; again under the Roman Empire, 2776.198; towards the end of the Hellenistic period, D. 
W. Bradeen, The Athenian Agora XVII The Funerary Monuments 444, ' E A ~ u [ ~ ]  "Hpwvo[d raA&r'aa[al 
yu[v7jj. An orator: Suidas s.n. 

I G  1V 1589, the example chosen by F. Bechtel, Die historisehen Personennamen des Griechischen (Halle 

i 
1917) 193; and IV 10 (a dedication of the Hellenistic period). 

l9 An ephebe "Hpw[v] 'HpoGipov, I G  VII 209; another Heron in VII 213: both towards the end of the 
1 third century B . C .  

1 Po I G  IV 648, ' A T E ~ ~ J T E  (on this name see T. Drew-Bear, REA 82 119801 181) "Hpwvlosl ,yplla~2 X a @ ~ .  
On an act of manumission at Lamia, I G  IX.2 72.6. 

22 I G  X.2 321 (second century A.D.). 
1.Cret. 11 xxix 7 with SEG XIV 5776. 
P. M. Fraser, Samorhrace 11.1 (New York 1960) no. 60, an initiate of the Roman period (it escaped 

Fraser that this text had already been published in l G  XI1 Suppl. 346, an edition absent from his lemma 

I and from his concordance on 157). 
P6 Uncertain attestations at Troezen, F. G. Maier, Griechische Mauerbauinschriften (Heidelberg 1959) 

326.16: and at Carthaea on Ceos. IG XII.5 1060 ("litterae V ineuntis a. Chr. n. saeculi"). 

I P6 l G  Bulg. I2 31, Xp6atmoq " ~ I p w l v o q ,  in a fragmentary list of names of the Roman period. 
* C l R B  583, 'Apirq "Hpwvop ("second century A.  D."). 

C I R B  1086, I I a p a a & o v  fvil.2 *Hlpwlvop (IosPE I1 366, @lIkolvoq, but see p.310; "second century 

p ~ y d A y  Zapd . r r~6~  K& 70;s C J - V U U ~ O L ~  & o ; ~ ; ~ ~  with this temple-warden of the Egyptian 
deity compare M. O ~ ; A T L O ~  "Hpwv '&c(avSpr& whose epitaph was found at R0me.3~ It 
is no accident that we find this name borne at Rome by a citizen of Ale~andr i a ,~~  for 
the sole region in the Greek-speaking world where the name was common is Egypt.32 It 
occurs for instance in the Delta33 and is well attested epigraphically in the F a y ~ m , 3 ~  
where the god Heron was widely worshipped:35 despite the doubts of W. Dittenberger 
(ad OGIS 740), it seems true that this name was directly theophoric in Egypt, whatever 
the nature of the homonymous divinity,36 for this is the best explanation of its diffusion 
in that country, where it occurs e.g. at Hermoupolis (SEG XVIII 679), Antaeoupolis, 
A b y d ~ s , ~ ~  Thebes,38 and in Upper Egypt,39 to cite only epigraphical attestations, which 

29 L. Vidman, Sylloge inscriptionum religionis Isiacae et Sarapiacae (Berlin 1969) 556 ( I G  XIV 914). 
30 1G UrbRom 11.2 858. The name is also well attested among the Latin inscriptions of Rome: C I L  VI 

21314, T. Porcius Heron erected a tomb T. Porcio HerontiJilio; 28267, P. Aelius Heron; 13127, M .  Aurel. 
Heron; 24040, M .  Aurelius Aug. lib. Heron; cf: 29002, Publicia Heronis. 

Among the literary attestations of the name collected in Pape-Benseler Worterbuch s.n. are several 
persons from Alexandria (for a doctor see Pros. Prol. VI no. 16607, and for a mathematician P L R E  I1 
552), where the name is attested epigraphically by an epitaph of the Christian period: G. Lefebvre, Recueil 
des inscriptions grecques-chr6tiennes d'Egypte (Cairo 1907) 28. 

32 Very numerous instances appear in the papyri: see Preisigke Namenbuch 125 and D. Foraboschi, Ono- 
maslrcon Alterum Papyrologicum (Milan 1971) 128-29. Among the examples cited are "Hpwv 6 ~ a l  'HpGq, 
as well as "Hpwu d ~ a i  ' H p a ~ A ; q  and "Hpwv d ~ a i  ' H p a ~ A ~ i 6 q q :  in some of these instances (as in Greece: 
cf. supra n.19) the name is surely a shortened version of theophoric anthroponyms derived from the divin- 
ities Hera or Herakles (cJ 0. Masson, RevPhil 111.48 119741 891, and not connected directly with the divin- 
ity Heron worshipped in Egypt (see infra). It is interesting to note in this context that among all the eccle- 
siastical personnages registered by R. Scheiffer in his index of the Acta Conciliorum Oecumenicorum IV.3.1 
(Berlin 1974), the only man bearing this name is an Egyptian, Heron episc. Thennesi (in Augustamnica 1). 
Likewise the only Heron registered by L. Moretti, "Olympionikai," AttiLincei 8.2 (1957) 168, is a citizen of 
Alexandria (victor in A.D.  185). When Lucian sought a suitable name for the steersman of his great 
freighter from Egypt blown off course to the Piraeus, he called him Heron (Nav. 6). 

33 SEG XIV 864, 877, XX 531, 565, 606 (epitaphs at Terenuthis). For a Christian attestation in the 
northern Sinai see SEG XXVIII 1459. 

34 Among the weavers of Theadelphia, E. Bernand, I G  Fayoum I1 122 (dated to A.D.  109), and three 
times at Narmouthis, 111 167 (restoration of a building under Domitian by Z a r a h k  "Hpwuos), 181, 192 
(graffiti in a temple). 

35 He had a temple at Magdola, just to the south of Narmouthis, which has been excavated: see I G  
Fayoum 111 p.48. 

36 Hellenized form of a native Egyptian divinity (Horus rather than a hypothetical 'Thorn') or imported 
Thracian rider-god named Heron in Latin, ordinarily " H p w  in Greek outside Egypt (cJ: I.Ephesos VII.1 
3132 with references) and "Hpwu in the latter country: see the discussion by M. Launey, Recherches sur les 
armges hellPnistiques I1 (Paris 1950) 959-74, and the bibliography summarized in I G  Fayoum I1 p.19. Al- 
though J. R. Rubsam, Cotter und Kulte im Faijum (Bonn 1974) 190, states that "alle Belege fur den thra- 
kischen Reitergott aus der ptolemaischen Zeit stammen," the god is in fact well attested under the Roman 
Empire, and his worship was surely not an "Orientalischer Kult" as it is classified passim by Riibsam, who 
ranks Heron with the Syrian Atargatis. 

37 P. Perdrizet and G. Lefebvre, Les grames grecs du Memnonion d'Abydos (Nancy 1919) 27; 605; 257, 
275; 268, 277, 477, 479 (the last four graffiti, and perhaps also the two preceding, emanate from the same 
person). 

J. Baillet, Inscriptions grecques el latines des Tombeaux des Rois ou Syringes ci Thebes I (Cairo 1920) 952, 
1190, 1615. 

Here the name occurs in two proscynemas at Silsile ( C I G  111 4850 and I G R  I 1278). on another in the 
temple of Mandoulis at Talmis ( C I G  111 5061) beyond the First Cataract, and even farther south, near the 
limit of the Dodekaschoinos, on a proscynema in the temple of Thoth at Pselkis (ClG I11 5084, ' H p a ~ h r j q  
6 KLZ; "Hpwv "Hpouoq vws). To the epigraphical examples of this name from Egypt may be added the 
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are in striking contrast to the sparse distribution of the name elsewhere.40 It might 
therefore have been worthwhile to mention in the text of the editio princeps the occur- 
rence of this name on our relief from the Cayster Valley. 

In fact the inscription on this relief was transcribed for the first time by R. Meriq, R. 
Merkelbach, J. NollC, and S. $ahin, who give the following text (I.Ephesos VII.l 3222): 

(a) oben neben dern Reiter ] . ? . p a  u a v 8 . .  . 
(b) darunter napa46Aa[ "Hpov 

Their commentary reads in full: "zu (a) l X q  oder Ipq." These editors considered there- 
fore that the first line of the inscription is not complete at left. 

Although this transcription does not resolve the difficulty presented by line 1, it has 
at least the merit of raising the problem, which was passed over in silence by the first 
editor. The bas-relief is still kept at the Smyrna Museum where it was studied by Ro- 
bert, and where I made a new photograph (PLATE Inspection of the photograph, 
and of the monument itself, confirms that the relief was surrounded on all four sides by 
a raised border, narrower at the top and sides than on the bottom; whereas the second 
line of the inscription was carved upon this raised border, the first line was cut, owing 
to lack of space upon the border, in the field upon which are placed the figures in relief. 
Hence this line began just to the right of the raised border, not on the border itself, and 
the first letter preserved is also the first letter of the inscription. Once this is recognized, 
it becomes possible to recover the original text: 

MqrpGVaC.s 'AvSprja 

The genitive of the patronym, of which the nominative is 'Av8pks  (written with eta 
here due to iotacism) or perhaps rather42 'AvSpiap (with eta here replacing epsilon 
before a back vowel),43 a genitive in -a and not in -ov, has a form that is common for 
names in -as of whatever origin.44 

The hypocoristic Mqrp& occurs also on another inscription from the B O V E L T L ~ ~  
K ~ T O W ~ ! ~  Unlike Heron, it is abundantly attested in the western coastal regions of 

epitaph at Marseille (preci;e provenience unknown) of "Hpwvoe 0vy&n)p, ~ o h w r u 8 ~ r  'Aprrju&hpa: E. 
Bernand, I. mitriques de I'Egvpte 58 Pbasse Bpoque imp6riale"). 

4O The collection of attestations here, which is by no means intended to be exhaustive, at least makes it 
evident that the name "Hpwu does not partake of "la frBquence trEts s&iale des noms en 'Hp i MBgare et 
dans les colonies mCgariennesV discussed by Robert in N. F~ratlt, Les st?les funiraires de Byzance grico- 
romaine (Paris 1964) 164. 

41 It is a pleasure to thank Mr Fikret Tek, Director of the Smyrna Museum, for permission to photo- 
graph this document. 

42 It is not at all certain whether the author of this text would himself have distinguished between the 
two forms of this name. 

48 For this phenomenon see Gignac (supra n.5) I (Milan 1976) 245, with numerous examples e.g. of the 
form ivu.rja for ivvCa. Several epigraphical attestations of eta for epsilon may be found in G. Laminger-Pa- 
scher, "Index grammaticus zu den griechischen Inschriften Kilikiens und Isauriens I," Sikwien 284.3 (1973) 
15, and see 57 for the genitive 'Av8pia, four times more common at Korykos and Tarsos than 'Avtipiov. 

It will suffice here to refer to Gignac (supra n.5) I1 13-14, with many examples, among which pre- 
cisely several attestations of the genitive 'Avtipia. 

45 E. Pfuhl and H. Mobius, Die ostgriechischen Grabreliefs I (Mainz 1977) 420 with pl. 69 (I.Ephesos VII.1 
3241): [M1q~Poic [@rIo&hPo~. 

Asia for example at Ephesus,47 Priene,48 M i l e t u ~ , ~ ~  the region of Teos (SEG 
XXVII 728), S m ~ r n a , ~ ~  T e m n o ~ , ~ ~  Erythrai, Clazomenae, and L e ~ k a i , ~ ~  Chi0s,5~ e t ~ . ~ ~  
Outside Asia Minor there is a group of attestations among the ephebes of Athens55 and 
another group at Rome,56 as well as sporadic occurrences el~ewhere.~" On our relief, 
Metras son of Andreas is doubtless the man standing in front of the horse mounted by 
the .rrapa+6Aa( Heron. 

111. Herakles . r r p o ~ a O ~  y c & ~  at Attouda? 

A. R. R. Sheppard has recently published an inscription from the archaeological 
depot at Hisar Koy, site of Attouda, a city located to the west of Laodikeia on the 
Lykos, just north of the Baba Dag, in the conventus of Kibyra. Sheppard's text reads as 
follows:58 

[Kap&u~os KhavFI Uyv6s 6 ure+vq [&+os. . . . . . . I  
[. . . . . . u ~ e + a v q l  ~ a l  &pxrcpe [k T<P ' A u k s  TOG] 
[ i v  'E@uo vaoit il [c]pe& TO; n p o ~ a [ @ ]  [qYepdvos ' H p a ~ l -  
[h iow ~ ( a i )  TOG KaOqI ye&voy A~ov6[uol  [ v  & v i u v u ~ v l .  

46 In the interior of the peninsula the name becomes rarer. There are attestations e.g. at Magnesia Sipy- 
10s (SNG von Aulock, Ionien 3004, under Alexander Severus); Nakrason (Bull.&pigr. 1970, 512); Thyatira 
(J. Keil and A. von Premerstein, DenkschrWien 54 [19111 no. 67); southern Mysia Abbaitis (where the 
name is frequent); etc. For the feminine M7jrpa, attested on a text found between Vetissos and Lake 
Tatta, see L. Zgusta, Kleinasiatische Personennumen (Prague 1964) 304. 

47 1.Ephesos V 1450 (an 'AprCwv M1)rp(iSOe in the Hellenistic period), 1452, 1640 and 1641 (two epi- 
taphs, one with the genitive MllrpZ); IG 112 2332.45 (M ~ p & r  'E&umr in the second century B.c.);  etc. 
Also on coins of the city: the example chosen by Bechtel ?supra 11.18) 317. 

4aThe name occurs seven times among the graffiti in the gymnasium (I.Priene 313 texts 179 and 514- 
19), again on a column fragment from the 'Isisterrasse' (324). and in a list of names (144.15, "schwerlich 
vor dem I. Jahrh. v. Chr."). 

49 IG IIg 9772, epitaph ('aetat. Rom.') of Mv~p&r Mq~poSipov MrLh7ju~os. 
50 CIG 111 3142.16; I.Smyrna I 304 ("smyrnaische Herkunft unsicher"). 
51 Keil and von Premerstein, DenkschrWien 53.2 (1908) no. 202. 
52 R. Miinsterberg, Die Beamtennamen auf den griechischen Munzen 217; I.Etythrai I 22.112, I1 201.29. 
53 Pave-Benseler W6rterbuch s.n. (from Athenacuq) - , . . . . . . . - . - - - - - - - - - , . 
54 ~ d r  the Doric form Marpoie see Robert (supra n.40) 172. 
55 IG 112 1998.17 ("fin. s. I p."), 2020.98 and 2180.4 (second century A.D.), 2245.194 (third century). 
56 CIL VI 18833, C. Fyrmius Metras (father and son): 26770. T. Statilius Metra: 28498. Cn. Venuleiuf 1 

Metra; 28875, M. Aurelius Aug. lib. Metras. 
57 For instance at Demetrias (IG IX.2 11171, Thebes (IG VII 2443), Gerasa (statue dedicated by Mv- 

~poiq Mqrp& in the second century A.D., C. B. Welles in Gerasa: City of the Decapolis [New Haven 19381 
419 no. 1221, etc. This name is as rare in Egypt as Heron is frequent. 

58 Anatstud 31 (1981) 25-26 no. 6. On the first inscription published in this article, a dedication by E& 
+parnor Kahapoc SOGAor from Sebaste, see Drew-Bear and Naour, "DivinitBs de Phrygie" (to appear in 
ANRW I1 18.11, commentary on text no. 15. On the last inscription in this article, M. A+. 'Ar~uc&r 'AA& 
au8poc vewcrjuap 'OA6pnu 6v8pwv T ~ V K ~ & T W Y ,  Sheppard comments that the obscurity of the honorand 
"perhaps makes it more likely that he won his victory in one of the local Olympics of Asia, rather than at 
Olympia itself. Hierapolis, Ephesus, and Smyrna all held Olympic Games during the imperial age." But an 
inscription of Attouda itself, found at Hisar Koy and republished in MAMA VI 81, reads 'O[A~~~TMI 'Hpd- 
~ h € t a  'AFp&un)a, surely referring to the same Olympia. 



THREE INSCRIPTIONS FROM ASIA MINOR THOMAS DREW-BEAR 

He explains that "the name restored in line 1 is the obvious choice among the known 
citizens of Attuda, given the offices mentioned. This restoration then suggested that the 
original form of the text was a row of three adjoining blocks of the same size." 

But precisely the offices mentioned (in Sheppard's restoration) cause problems. In 
lines 112 he suggests, to fill the lacuna, "fortasse 61q ~ a l  Gi']l[a6voql," but the formula 
thus obtained is peculiar if only because of the otiose repetition of the title, not to men- 
tion other reasons. The editor asserts that this Carminius Claudianus was Chief Priest of 
the Province of Asia, and claims that "this text is the first clear epigraphic evidence for 
his holding provincial office"; however it must be pointed out that this 'evidence' is en- 
tirely restored by the editor himself (at 213). It will not be necessary to examine here the 
prosopographical discussion based on this foundation, although it should be mentioned 
that in an article unknown to Sheppard, A. D. Macro has sought to demonstrate, by 
means of a correction to an inscription of Aphrodisias, that M. Ulpius Carminius Claudia- 
nus, to whom Sheppard attributes the present text, was in fact Chief Priest of Asia.59 

The same person, according to the restoration adopted by Sheppard, was also priest 
of Herakles Prokathegemon. This mention of Herakles, however, has again been com- 
pletely restored by the modern editor, for not a single letter of his name exists on the 
stone. In defence of this restoration the editor comments that "this cult is known from 
the city of Heraclea-on-Salbace, MAMA VI.105.3-4." The inscription in question60 is 
the epitaph of a hp~wq Pwv 703 ~ ~ o ~ a [ 8 1 ~ y e p d v o q  'Hpa~~~[o luq-a  natural 
epithet for Herakles at Herakleia, since he was the eponymous god of that city, but for 
this very reason a surprising epithet for Herakles at Attouda, where the chief divinity 
was apparently the Mother Adrastos.+jl Moreover, the coexistence in a single city of two 
divinities, one IIpo~aO~yepdJu and the other simply KaOgyepdJv, seems to constitute an 
improbable hypothesis. 

Are all these restorations necessary? As we have seen, each of them creates its 
own problem. These superfluous wmplications can be avoided if we refuse to follow 
Sheppard in postulating the existence of an adjoining block of the same size at each side 
of the present text. It is more economical to consider that our inscription was simply 
carved on a single block, and to write: 

The murky photograph published by the editor on his pl. 111 does not confirm the exis- 
tence on the stone of the two letters printed in his edition at the end of line 2, nor is it 

""A Confirmed Asiarch," AJP 100 (1979) 94-98 (registered by the BuIl.$igr. 1980, 472). 
60 Better cited as L. and J. Robert, La Carie I1 94. Sheppard does refer to this edition elsewhere in his 

commentary, but for the god Dionysos Kathegemon, who is nowhere mentioned by the inscription at 
Herakleia. 

See M A M A  VI p.29 and La Carie I1 p.166. 

necessary to restore epsilon at the beginning of line 3, whereas theta seems visible at 
the end of the same line. The text adopted here preserves syllabic word-division. Since 
Sheppard himself states that this inscription is carved on a "small fragment of white 
marble . . . above the text is a larger rough area," we may conclude that the beginning 
of the text was originally cut on the same block above the first preserved line, perhaps 
on a projecting moulding that was subsequently hammered down. The real interest of 
this document is the information it provides that Dionysos was the divinity rpo~aO77ye- 
~ L J  of Attouda.62 

C.N.R.S., INSTITUT D'ARCHEOLOGIE ORIENTALE 
LYON 

I 62 At Akmonia in central Phrygia was found a votive inscription for Awwljoo KaOllyc&v~ erected by oi 
p6u~ac TOG iepos a' OC[&U~OV: W .  M .  Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics of Ph~ygia 1.2 (Oxford 1897) 644 no. 
546; M A M A  VI 239. A dedication by oi pljura~ to Aww6q1 KaOqYc&~c, found within the territory of 
Sebaste, is published elsewhere, with commentary on the epithet, by Drew-Bear and Naour (supra n.58) 
no.12. 
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Thucydides on Monosandalism (3.22.2) 

Lowell Edmunds 

I N 42817 B.c.,  two hundred and twelve members of the garrison in Plataea, including 
most of the Athenians, made a daring escape across the Spartan blockading wall to 

freedom. Thucydides' description, amongst many other concrete details, includes the 
statement that the escape party were light-armed and had only their left foot shod, "in 
order not to slip in the mud" (3.22.2). Commentators on Thucydides have never found 
fault with his explanation of this peculiar fashion, but those who have studied monosan- 
dalism in the history of ancient art and religion have never believed him.' 

Thucydides' explanation meets immediately with a common-sense objection. If one 
unshod foot gave better traction in mud, why did they not bare both feet (cJ: Xen. Lac. 
2.3)? A survey of the other cases of ancient monosandalism suggests another sort of 
explanation, one that Thucydides must have known and preferred to ignore. I shall list 
the other cases here (L = left foot unshod, R = right foot unshod, U = foot unspeci- 
fied). 

a. Dionysus (fresco in Villa of Mysteries, P ~ m p e i i ) : ~  R 
b. Hermes (Artem. 4.63 = Suda S.V. ~ . O Y O I C ~ < ~ T L ~ L ;  statue)? U (Artem.), R 

(statue) 
c. Jason (principally Pind. eth .  4.73-96, Pherecydes FGrHist 3 ~ 1 0 5 ,  Ap. Rhod. 

1.5-11, Lycoph. Alex. 1310, Apollod. 1.9.16, coins of Lar i~sa) :~  L 
d. Perseus (inference from Artem. 4.63, cJ: Hdt. 2.91.3): U 
e. the Thracian Lycurgus, king of the Edoni (Anth. Plan. 4.127 = Anth. Pal. 16.127; 

Ovid Ib. 345-46): U 

I Walther Amelung, "Di alcune sculture antiche e di un rito del culto delle diviniti sotteranee," Diss 
PontAcc 11.9 (1907) 115-35 (hereafter 'Amelung') at 124: "una ragione che non si capisce per dir il vero." 
J. G. Frazer, The Golden Bough3 I1 Taboo and the Perils of the Soul (New York 1935) 311. Angelo Brelich, 

i "Les Monosandales," NCIio 7-9 (1955-57) 469-84 at 473. (V. K. Lambrinoudakes, M7)po7pa&9 [Athens 
19711 23-27, discusses Brelich's article.) P. $v&ue and P. Vidal-Naquet, "Epaminondas pythagorien ou le 
problkme tactique de la droite et la gauche, Historia 9 (1960) 294-308 at 297-99. (See the more recent 
form of this article in P. Vidal-Naquet, Le chasseur noir: Formes de pensie et formes de sociiti [Paris 19811.) 
Also Deonna (infra n.16). W. Kroll, "Unum exuta pedem-ein volkskundlicher Seilensprung," Glotta 25 
(1936) 155, vacillates between earlier agreement with Amelung and present doubt about the religious 
significance of monosandalism. 

2 It might be argued that the artist intended to represent Dionysus not as a monosandalos but rather in a 
, state of erotic abandon. I find it impossible, however, to believe that the monosandalism of Dionysus in 

the fresco and that of the unidentified figure on the Dionysiac Derveni krater (0 are unrelated. 
S. Reinach, Antiquitis nationales: description raisonie du Musie de Saint-Germain-en-Laye I1 (Paris 1894) 

i 64 and fig. 48. 
4 C. Seltman, Greek Coins2 (London 1955) 89 and pl. XII.10-11; B. V. Head, Historia Numorum2 (Oxford 

1911) 197-98. 
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f. unidentified figure on Derveni hater? R 
g. (?) unnamed Athenian hero (Poll. 7.87): U 
h. youth undergoing purification (hydria: Warsaw 142290 [ex Czartoryski 55]):6 R 
i. Dido (Verg. Aen. 4.517-20):' U 
j. the Aetolians (Eur. Meleager fr.530 N2, schol. Pind. Pyth. 4.133c, Arist. ap. 

Macrob. 5.18 = fr.74 Rose): L (Eur.), R (Arist.). 
k. the Hernici (Verg. Aen. 7.689-90, Macrob. 5.18): L 
1. various statues: 

1. initiate from the altar:8 R 
2. initiate from the altar? L 
3. Barberini suppliant:I0 L 
4. two reliefs from funerary stelae:" L 
5. youth at Dumbarton 0aks:Iz R 

m. three burials in the ancient cemetery at Vitsa in Epirus: L (2), R (1)'s 
Monosandalism, which is attributed to gods (a-b), heroes (c-d), a legendary king (e), 
peoples (i-k), and persons engaged in rituals (h-i, 1.1-2), belongs to the realm of 
religion or magic.I4 

6 Definitive monograph: Eugenia Youris, The Derveni Krater (Athens 1978). For interpretation of the 
monosandalic figure, see Beryl Barr-Sharrar, "Towards an Interpretation of the Dionysiac Frieze on the 
Derveni Krater," Cahiers dhrchiologie romande 17 (1979) 57. 

6 CVA Poland I (Gofuch6w: Czartoryski Museum); Beazley, ARVz 571. J. de Witte, following Lenor- 
mant, identifies the youth as Theseus: "L'expiation ou la purification de ThBsBe," GazArch 9 (1884) 352- 
53 and pls. 44-46; A. Rumpf, Die Religion der Griechen (Leipzig 1928) no. 173, as a bridegroom. The vase 
is discussed apropos of the Ads K&WY by A. B. Cook, Zeus I (Cambridge 1914) 423-24 and fig. 305, and 
in Dar.-Sag 2.265 and fig. 2450; apropos of purification in Dar.-Sag. 3.1410 and fig. 4686. CJ: Kroll (supra 
n.1) 154, who, apparently on the basis of correspondence with Beazley, doubts that it is the A& K~SLOU.  
Cf: also the discussion in CVA. 

Cf: Medea in Ovid Met. 7.183. On the interpretation see Kroll (supra n.1) 156 and Brelich (supra n.1) 
476-77. Does pedem mean literally one foot, or did Dido have both feet bare? The places cited by F. 
Bijmer on Ovid Fast. 3.257 and 5.432 suggest both feet bare, as Kroll thought. 

In translating I .Lq8~k dl+' dmh~ roughly as "initiate from the altar," I am following the interpretation 
of L. R. Farnell, The Cults of the Greek States 111 (Oxford 1907) 164. For the statue see Amelung, and K. 
Esdaile, "6 &+' i a h s , "  JHS (1909) 1-5 and pl. 1. CJ: the statue of such a boy, of which the feet are 
unfortunately missing, in the Museum of Eleusis: G .  E. Mylonas, Eleusis and the Eleusinian Mysteries 
(Princeton 1961) 202-03 and fig. 80. E. B. Harrison, "New Sculpture from the Athenian Agora," Hesperia 
29 (1960) 388, refers to two fragfnents belonging to the monosandalos type. 

* In Amelung, and Esdaile (supra n.8). 
lo In Amelung. J. Dorig, "Kalamis-Studien," JdI 80 (1965) 143-66, identifies the suppliant as Alcmene. 
l1 In Ameluna. 
lz G. M. A. Gchter, Catalogue of the Greek and Roman Antiquities in the Dumbarton Oaks Collection (Cam- 

bridge [Mass.] 1956) 32ff no. 17 and pl. 14. 
13These burials will be published by Mrs Julia Vokotopoulou. She writes me (Sept. 15, 1982) that two 

are certainly male; that she found one bronze button on the lower part of the tibia; that it was the left in 
two cases; that the graves date from the fifth century B.c .  

"For Frazer (supra n.1) monosandalism comes under the heading of the magical virtue of binding or 
unbinding. For a modern analogue to the monosandalism of the initiate, see the passage in Tolstoy's War 
and Peace (11.2.3) on Pierre's initiation into the Brotherhood of Freemasons: "Pierre took off his coat, 
waistcoat, and left boot, according to the Rhetor's instructions. The Mason opened his shirt over the left 
side of his chest, and stooping down, pulled up the left leg of his trousers to above the knee. Pierre hastily 
began taking off his right boot also and was about to tuck up the other trouser leg to save this stranger the 

The monosandalism of the Aetolians and of the Hernici (i-k) might seem to be of 
a different sort, and in fact Euripides explains that the Aetolians fight with the left foot 
unshod "in order to have their knee nimble" (j).l5 Is Euripides' military explanation 
right? Aristotle's correction, which appeared, Macrobius tells us, in "the second book 
on poets," is instructive. Aristotle, like Euripides, assumed a practical, military purpose, 

' and, on this assumption, was able to correct Euripides: not the left foot unshod, but the 

4 
right foot, because the right foot leads in combat and the left is more stationary. In 
other words, consistency with the assumption of a practical purpose required that the 
right foot be the one that was unshod. Aristotle's correction of Euripides is surely 
logical, but logic is its only merit.16 In the "second book on poets," Aristotle did not 
introduce any new evidence concerning the Aetolians but only showed that there was 
inconsistency in Euripides between the explanation ("in order to have their knee 
nimble") and the fact (the left foot unshod). Aristotle happened to accept the explana- 

I 
tion but not the fact. Nothing, however, prevents one from assuming that Euripides 

, was accurate in the fact but wrong in the explanation. One could even go so far as to 
suggest that, if Aristotle's criticism of Euripides is valid-if, that is, Euripides has mis- 
understood the military significance of the difference between left and right-then 
Euripides' explanation is indeed wrong, and he is merely rationalizing the Aetolian 
custom for reasons of his own.17 

With Aristotle's comment on Euripides, all the supposed ancient evidence for a 
practical, military application of monosandalism disappears.I8 The impression conveyed ' by the citations in footnotes on Thucydides 3.22.2, which suggest 'plenty of evidence', 

, is misleading. We are left with nothing but faith in Thucydides. He must have known 
the reason for the monosandalism of the escape party. Indeed, how could he not have 
known? Or, to put the question in another way, is there any reason to believe that he 

trouble, but the Mason told him this was not necessary and gave him a slipper for his left foot" (tr. R. 
Edmonds). I append a suggestive Arabic example of monosandalism sent me by Richard Ingber. "The 
poet's chief function was to compose satire (hva against the tribal enemy . . . Arab tribesmen thought of 
the hod concretely, as a weapon which rival poets hurled at each other as they would hurl spears; and 

I indeed a man at whom the hub was directed might dodge, just as he would try to dodge a spear, by duck- 
ing and twisting and dancing aside. The poet-satirist led his warriors into battle, uttering his wild impreca- 

8 tions, shod with only one sandal, his hair anointed on one side only, his mantle hanging loose" (my empha- 
sis): Robert C. Elliott, The Power of Satire (Princeton 1960) 15. 

l5 So A. W. Gomme. following Arnold, understands Thuc. 3.22.2 (Hkrorical Commentary on Thucydides, 
ad loc. ). 

l6 W. Deonna, " M O V O K ~ ~ ~ ~ S E ~ , "  RHR 12 (1935) 55: "c'est une erreur, que lui suggkre son trop grand 
dBsir de logique." I have referred to an assumption on Aristotle's part. I should like to stress that I refer to 
the portion of his statement in which he explains the custom. The first part of his statement, in which he 
simply describes the custom, may of course be based on independent knowledge of the custom. But noth- 
ing suggests that his explanation is based on anything but logic, and it is likely to be incorrect. Prof. Leslie 

1 Threatte has relayed to me the observation of Dr John Camp that in scenes of combat on Greek vases, 
usually the left foot Leads. (Compare the statue of Zeus or Poseidon from ~rtemisium.) Euripides, then, 

, would be correct with respect to the fact, as suggested here. 
IT So Lambrinoudakes (supra n.1) 263. 
le Compare the monosandalism of Christian military saints as represented in art, where it is apparently 

used simply as an emblem, "an attribute of the hero who is engaged in a perilous undertaking": P. A. 
Underwood, "The Frescoes in the Kariye Camii," DOP 13 (1959) 196. 
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would substitute a practical for a religious or superstitious explanation? The answer to 
this form of the question is yes. At 5.70 Thucydides says that at the battle of Mantinea 
there were many flute-players in the Spartan ranks, "not for any religious reason, but in 
order that they might attack in an even line in step with the rhythm and that their 
formation might not be broken." Since Thucydides had Spartan informants (5.26.5), 
this passage might seem to be one of several in which he comments on Spartan matters 
for non-Spartans19-it might seem to be the inside story. But the only other fifth-cen- 
tury evidence for the Spartan military flute suggests, as one might have expected, that 
for the Spartans the custom was in the nature of a pious observance. Epicharmus said 
that Athena played on the flute the 'martial strain' for the Dioscuri and, as a result, the 
Spartans advance against their enemies to the sound of the flute (schol. Pind. Pyth. 
2.127 = CGF fr.75). Certainly to non-Spartans the custom was known as a religious 
one. The Spartans were the most pious of men (Hdt. 5.63.21, and it was known, for 
example, that the Spartan king sacrificed to the Muses before battle (Plut. Lyc. 21.3-4, 
Paus. 3.17.5). In fact, Thucydides' "not for any religious reason" shows what the usual 
understanding of the custom was. Thucydides has thus, in a context that shows a gener- 
ally rationalizing explanation of hoplite ~arfare,~O rationalized the Spartan military flute, 
and in such a way that its religious character is completely denied. It seems, to judge by 
this example, that if Thucydides could find a rationalizing explanation, any other sort of 
explanation was excluded." This is the sort of logic that has been applied to the mono- 
sandalism of the escape party. 

It was open to Thucydides to deal with monosandalism in this way, because the 
practice would have had no single fixed religious significance in Athens. The 'initiate 
from the altar' went to the Mysteries wearing one sandal, but other, mythical cases of 
monosandalism were known to the Athenians, and it may be that they had never heard 
of its use in a military context except by foreigners living on the fringes of the civilized 
world. Presumably there were many who had never reflected on the significance of 
rnonosandalism at all, just as there were (e.g. Hes. Op. 780-81) and still arez2 those 
who plant crops in accordance with the phases of the moon without caring whether it is 
rational-because, perhaps, of weather patterns-or merely superstitious to do so. With 
respect to this distinction between the rational and the superstitious (or religious), there 

19For a list of these places see R. T. Ridley, "Exegesis and Audience in Thucydides," Hermes 109 
(1981) 31-34. 

See LCvhue and Vidal-Naquet (supra n. I).  
g' Certainly Thucydides' tendency is to prefer the rationalistic interpretation of natural phenomena. 

Consider, for example, his understanding of eclipses at 4.52.1 and 7.50.4, which show us how to read 
1.23.3, where Thucydides has been thought to be making some connection between natural disasters and 
war. At 4.52.1 he also mentions an earthquake. Since the eclipse is there explained naturalistically, it is 
hard to believe, pace Gomme, that Thucydides had any other sort of explanation for the earthquake. 
Again, this suggests an implication for 1.23.3, a passage which may even be polemical against Herodotus 
6.98.2. Thucydides' understanding of earthquakes should be contrasted with, for example, the Spartans' at 
6.95.1. CJ Gomme on Thucydides' passing mention of earthquakes at 3.87.4: "the brevity with which they 
are referred to suggests that he is dismissing a popular view." 

ge See "Planting by the Moon," The Old Farmer's Almanac Gardener's Companion 1 (1979) 72-73. 

are many customs that are indeterminate, and one can imagine that, for many people, 
monosandalism was of this sort. 

The Athenians who escaped from Plataea received the order to remove the right 
sandal but did not, one assumes, receive an explanation of the order. The fact that the 
seer Theainetos, apparently another Arnphiaraus in his combination of skills (cJ: Pind. 

' 01. 6.17), was one of the two leaders of the escape party suggests that the order had 

, some superstitious purpose, but it would have meant different things to different men. 
Therefore, when they reached Athens, Thucydides would have received different ac- 
counts of this detail of the escape. In suppressing the superstitious or religious explana- 
tion, he is not, then, flying in the face of everyone's belief concerning monosandalism. 
There was no single established belief. Furthermore, since conflicting reports were usual 
(1.22.3), Thucydides would always have to suppress what some informants believed to 
be the truth. In 3.22.2 he is following the rationalistic bent detectable elsewhere in the 

I 

Plataea episode. For example, in the narrative of the Theban occupation of Plataea, he 
, does not mention that it took place in the hieromenia. This detail emerges only in the 

speeches of the Plataeans and Thebans (3.56.2, 65.1).23 Elsewhere, of course, Thucydi- 
des takes account of the r61e of religious belief in the Peloponnesian WarF4 and it may 
be that the Plataea episode, which was later tailored to fit a certain conception of the war 
as a whole,25 represents a stage of writing in which Thucydides still thought that religion 
was one of the things that could be taken for granted or corrected where necessary. 

This is not the time for another discussion of the old problem of Thucydides' reli- 
gious belief or non-belief.26 I have only wanted to set this observation on 3.22.2 against 

, the background of a rationalism that was never weak and was especially strong in the 
Plataea episode.27 

AS was pointed out by Prof. Ernst Badian in a lecture "The Plataea Incident (Historical Introduction)," 
at a seminar on this incident held at the meeting of the American Philological Association in December 

I 1977. 
24 See the survey by Leo Strauss, "Preliminary Observations on the Gods in Thucydides' Work," fnter- 

i pretation 4 (1974) 1-16. 
z5 Gomme ad 2.19.1; 0. Lendle, "Die Auseinandersetzung des Thukydides mit Hellanikos," Hermes 92 

(1964) 129-43. But see now H. R. Rawlings 111, The Structure of Thucydides' History (Princeton 1981) 3-57. 
zs Taken up again by S. I. Oost, "Thucydides and the Irrational: Sundry Passages," C P  70 (1975) 186-96. 
27 See also 2.77.6 and Gomme ad loc. 



Anomalous Imperial Inscriptions of the 
Walls of Constantinople 

Clive Foss 

T o HONOR STERLING DOW, my teacher, mentor, and friend for more than two 
decades, is a privilege. To thank him for his unfailing encouragement, guidance, 

and good advice (even if it was not always followed) is a pleasure. But to produce 
something worthy of the standards which he has set seems almost an impossibility. I 
have chosen as a subject one which might appear at first far removed in space and time 
from the work of Professor Dow, but which is in many ways appropriate. This study 
treats the inscriptions of a capital, not at all like Athens, but one whose inhabitants 
might have considered themselves spiritual, if not physical, descendants of the Athe- 
nians. Following the precepts of Professor Dow not to take even the most obvious- 
seeming facts for granted, it examines some very well-known inscriptions. And, finally, 
the topic owes much to his inspiration. My first contact with the ancient and Byzantine 
world came as a result of a Norton Fellowship at the American School in Athens, for 
which Professor Dow kindly sponsored me, and my first work in epigraphy consisted in 
studying and photographing an inscription on the Golden Gate of Constantinople, 
whose bronze letters had disappeared to leave only the holes for their attachments 
behind. It may well seem, in the language of these late inscriptions, that Professor Dow 
/3paxeiixv &q~/3$~ T(;Iv T ~ V W V  Z&&X'(Y~O,  but let the pages which follow be accepted as a 
sincere tribute to a great and inspiring teacher. 

Among the Greek inscriptions of the late antique and Byzantine periods-ages 
which stretch over a millennium from the end of the third to the middle of the fifteenth 
century-there are not any better known or, it would seem, more securely dated than 
those that adorn the walls of Constantinople. In particular, those that bear the name of 
a reigning emperor seem by their very nature to offer no problems of attribution or 
chronology. Yet they form the subject of the present study, for many of them in fact do 
present ambiguities, some quite unexpected. I propose here to consider these anoma- 
lous inscriptions in the hope of suggesting some resolutions or, equally often, to point 
out the difficulties or to note some significance which has been overlooked. 

This study forms a prelude to a more detailed consideration of the land walls of 
Constantinople, in which chronological questions will be central and an effort will be 
made to identify and date the various styles of masonry used in the work.' Since the 
inscriptions are the prime evidence for dating the walls, their own dates need to be 

1 In C. Foss and D. Winfield, Sfudies in Byzantine Fortifications (Pretoria, forthcoming). For much helpful 
advice on what follows, I am indebted to Professors Cyril Mango and Ihor SevEenko. 
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established. In most of the cases discussed here, the differing styles of masonry are of 
no help in determining a chronology independent of the inscriptions, or even in sug- 
gesting an approximate date for the towers that bear inscriptions. This results from the 
conservative attitude of the builders, who for more than six centuries and over most of 
the four-mile circuit followed the style of the original walls of Theodosius 11. Although 
this original work can be distinguished without much difficulty from the various stages 
of reconstruction, the latter are strikingly similar among them~elves.~ The walls, then, 
cannot date the inscriptions, but depend on them for their own chronology. There are 
two exceptions to this. In later periods, beginning in the eleventh century, distinctive 
styles emerge which themselves provide evidence for dating. Similarly, the northern- 
most part of the circuit, built in the ninth century, is constructed in a notably different 
masonry. Of the inscriptions to be considered, however, only one is in such a distinctive 
section of wail. The inscriptions in question will be discussed according to the names of 
the emperors, in the order in which they appear on the walls, beginning at the southern 
point. 

I. Basil and Constantine 

Two inscriptions name this pair of emperors. They have generally been identified as 
the famous Basil 11, the Slayer of the Bulgars, who reigned with his obscure brother 
Constantine VIII from 976 to 1025, and the work which the inscriptions indicate has 
naturally been associated with the earthquakes of 986 and 987, known to have de- 
stroyed several towers of the walls (Landmauer 5 ) .  Another possibility also exists. Basil 
I shared the throne with his eldest son Constantine, who predeceased him and thus 
never ruled in his own name, from 868 to 877; as co-rulers they struck an abundant 
series of coins.3 No texts of their reign mention damage to the walls,.but Basil I was a 
great builder, especially in the capital, and extensive work on the walls, notably those 
along the sea and the Golden Horn, was carried out by his immediate predecessors. 
There is no a priori reason to assign an inscription which mentions this pair of emperors 
to either the first or the second of the names. Closer inspection, however, suggests that 
grounds may exist for a more definite attribution. 
1. Inscription no. 1 on tower 1, at the junction of the land and sea walls:4 

2 B. Meyer-Plath and A. M. Schneider, Die Landmauer von Konstantinopel (Berlin 1943: hereafter Land- 
mauer) 22-26. 

8 Strictly speaking, Basil's younger son Leo, who later became the emperor Leo VI, was associated with 
his father and brother as co-emperor from 870, but the abundance of coinage of Basil and Constantine 
alone indicates that official recognition of Leo may have been somehow limited during his brother's life- 
time: see P. Grierson, Catalogue of the Byzantine Coins in the Dumbarton Oaks Collection 111 (Washington 
1973) 481. 

'Towers and inscriptions are numbered according to Landmauer, from which the drawings here re- 
produced, unless otherwise noted, are taken. 
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tlIirpyoq Ba- 
u6Aci.o~ ~ a 1  K W V U T ~ V T ~ V O V  TLUT&V t~ X(~MTT)@ a(&)  T- 
o ~ p a r 6 p w v .  ~irucp~ic;  pauc~hcts 'Pw&wv t 

The lettering of this inscription is clear, with neat oval letters among which beta, epsi- 
lon, kappa, upsilon, chi, and omega have distinctive shapes. The general appearance and 
collocation of the letters, and in particular the distinctive shapes noted, are strongly 
reminiscent of the numerous inscriptions of Theophilus (829-8421, some of which 
name his father Michael 11, and some his son Michael 111, the colleague and predecessor 
of Basil I. The inscriptions of Theophilus are in a consistent style, of which no. 64 from 
the northern end of the land walls may serve as an e ~ a m p l e : ~  

Note in particular the beta with the extended lower bar. This is characteristic of the 
Dark Ages, and appears regularly in seals and inscriptions of the seventh through the 
ninth centuries, but is not found later.6 Such evidence would thus associate inscription 
1, and therefore the repair to the tower, with Basil I, and enable the work to be seen as 
the continuation of the extensive rebuilding of the sea walls by Theophilus and Michael 
111. 
2. Inscription no. 23 on tower 36: 

The letters of this inscription are less rounded and more crowded together than those of 
1 and the general impression is quite distinct, but the shape of individual letters is in 
most cases similar: note particularly beta, epsilon, and omega, as well as kappa and chi, 
which have distinctive serifs on the top. Here, however, the lower bar of beta is barely 
extended and omega, although it features the same crossbar as in the previous inscrip- 
tion, is really made in two parts. Such variations might raise some doubt about the 
relative dates of the inscriptions, and make it difficult to demonstrate that they are 
contemporary. When, however, the present inscription is compared with the long verse 
inscription of Michael 111 and his uncle Bardas on the sea walls, datable to 856-865, a 
striking resemblance may be seen? 

The different styles of drawings in Landmauer tend to exaggerate the divergences between these two 
inscriptions. A future volume by C. Mango and I. SevEenko on dated Byzantine inscriptions will provide 
excellent photographs of these texts and many others. 

W n  this peculiar f o ~ m  of beta see C. Foss, "Historical Note on the Church at Sige," in H. Buchwald, 
The Church ofthe Archangels in Sige Near Mudanya (Vienna 1969) 67, and the vast number of examples in 
the volumes of G. Zacos and A. Veglery, Byzantine Lead Seals (Basel 1972), which show its frequency in 
this period. It seems first to appear in the late sixth century: see I. SevEenko, "The Inscription of Justin 11's 
Time on the Mevlevihane (Rhegion) Gate at Istanbul," ZRVl 12 (1970) 3; and "Inscription Commem- 
orating Sissinios, 'Curator' of Tzurulon (A.D. 813)," Byzantion 35 (1965) 567 n.1, for further examples. 
' Reproduced here from A. van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople: the Walls of a City and Adjoining 

Historical Sites (London 1899), plate facing p. 184. 
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The distinctive letters of the two inscriptions are virtually identical, and moreover the 
same rather elaborate alpha appears in both. There seems no reason not to associate 
these two in chronology, and to consider 2 as another document of Basil I, the immedi- 
ate successor of Michael 111. The differences between it and 1 may thus be taken as 
variations due probably to different hands of a period when close consistency was rarely 
attained. 
3. Inscription no. 6 on tower 5: 

This inscription has been restored to add the name of Leo and thus to associate it with 
the large group to be considered below (section 111). Its clear oval lettering, however, is 
far closer to that of Theophilus, and suggests rather that the name of Basil should be 
restored. It may therefore, by analogy with inscription 1, be assigned to Basil I. 

11. Romanus 

Four emperors of this name reigned in Constantinople, all within a century and a 
half: Romanus I Lecapenus (920-9441, Romanus I1 (959-9631, Romanus 111 Argyrus 
(1028-1034), and Romanus IV Diogenes (1068-1071). Of these, only the last may be 
excluded from the present discussion, as inscriptions of his reign are usually in the 
more cursive script which was then coming into vogue (e.g. MAMA IV 149). There is 
no general ground for distinguishing inscriptions of the others. 
1. Inscription no. 4 on tower 4: 

~ Z U L  'PwCLahJLq phya$ ~ E W I T ~ T ~ F  GY€~p€  ' P w ~ X V -  
6s  vhou 6 ~ a p & y i u ~ o ~  7 6 ~ 8 ~  d P y o u  Z K  p&epw(v). 

Here the lettering is less oval but still rounded, and some distinctive forms, for ex- 
ample omega, resemble those already considered. In other cases, however, extra serifs 
have been added, notably to kappa and rho. Such characeristics, although they might 
argue for a date in the tenth rather than the eleventh century, can hardly suffice to 
distinguish the work of the first two Romani, who were virtual contemporaries. In this 
case, most unusually, a piece of literary evidence suggests a date. The present inscrip- 
tion seems to be in some kind of verse, perhaps, as the editor A. M. Schneider re- 
marks, the remains of iambic trimeters. The emperor is qualified as ~ a p @ y i u ~ o ~ ,  an 
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epithet which in the bombast of the time might appear a mere banality. It is in fact 
quite unusual and seems only once to have been applied to an emperor. Theodosius the 
Deacon, a writer of the mid-tenth century whose mediocrity has earned him obscurity, 
composed a long poem in 1039 iambic trimeters to celebrate the reconquest of Crete 
from the Arabs in 961. He refers to the reigning emperor as r n p C L h Y ~ u ~ ~  ' P o ~ u u ~ ,  
using what may have been an honorific given on the occasion of the victory.8 Since the 
title is rare and here refers to an emperor named Romanus, and since the inscription 
seems to have been based on verses, it is reasonable to attribute the inscription and 
tower to Romanus 11. 
2. Inscription no. 65 on the bastion of Leo V at the northern end of the land walls: 

t 'EueovpylBrl 6 d p y o q  r o i  8yLov N i ~ o h d o v  i~ & p ~ h < w v  67~; ' P O ~ V O ~  70; $qho- 

~ p i o ~ o v  ~EU&TOV t 
In this, the letters are narrower and more crowded, their shapes somewhat simpler and 
more angular. The most distinctive are the virtually diamond-shaped omega and theta, 
and iota with diaeresis. These provide no date in themselves but suggest that this in- 
scription is not contemporary with the preceding. Here, a masonry technique may be of 
relevance for dating. The tower that bears this inscription is constructed of small lime- 
stone blocks, mostly spoils, with bands of brick and occasional extra courses of brick 
among the stones. Such extra brick courses become a regular feature of masonry in the 
Comnene period (1081-1185). They therefore suggest a late date, so that this inscrip- 
tion may be assigned to Romanus 111, who reigned in the eleventh century. 

111. Leo and Constantine 

By far the greatest number of anomalous inscriptions bear the names of either Leo 
111 and Constantine V (720-7411, Leo IV and Constantine VI (776-7801, or Leo V and 
his son Constantine (813-820). Since Leo 111 is known to have made extensive repairs 
to the walls after the devastating earthquake of October 740, the following inscriptions 
have all been attributed to him.9 Leo, however, died in the following June, and thus 
may not have been able to complete the repairs which could have been continued by 
his son Constantine V. No texts, on the other hand, mention any repairs to the Theo- 
dosian walls by Leo IV or Leo V. The inscriptions fall into two groups, those in marble 
and those with letters of brick; the former may be considered first. 
1-3. Inscriptions no. 7 on tower 7 ,  no. 18 on tower 34, and no. 24 on tower 37. All 
bore the same text, but only that of no. 24 has survived, the rest being known from 
early copies: 

8Theodosius De expugnutione Cretae 3.186, 4.137: Bonn corpus (1828) and, with introduction and com- 
mentary, N. M. Panagiotakis, O~osduror 6 A d ~ o v o r  KLX; T& voiTCcrr a i r ~ o i  ""AAou~r njr Kp7jn)rn (Hera- 
khon 1960). 

Landmauer 5; van Millingen (supra n.7) 96-100. 
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The surviving example is inscribed on a marble band with raised letters. The letters 
themselves are distinctive and include, among many notable features, the beta with 
long lower bar discussed supra; but they could not be expected to differ substantially 
from those of a generation later.1° Since the later inscriptions are written in a different 
material, using pieces of brick, which naturally affects the forms of the letters, detailed 
analysis and comparison would be of little value. An inscription from another set of 
walls, however, provides a relevant parallel. The fortifications of Nicaea were severely 
damaged by an Arab attack in 727 and rebuilt by Leo 111. The inscription commem- 
orating the work names Leo together with his son Constantine and removes any ambi- 
guity by associating with them the name of the curopalates Artavasdus, a major figure 
of the time who briefly assumed supreme power in 74213." The inscription of Nicaea is 
written on a marble block with raised letters and contains phrases that are clearly de- 
rived from a poem, including traces of iambic trimeters. The lettering is quite similar, 
though not identical, to that of the inscription of Constantinople. These resemblances 
leave little doubt that the present inscription is the work of Leo 111 and Constantine V. 
The language of the inscription confirms the attribution by speaking of towers which 
had collapsed, presumably in the earthquake of 740. Since the three inscriptions are 
widely separated along the southern part of the wall, they may also give an indication of 
the extent of damage at the time. 

4. Inscription no. 29b on tower 45: 

This seems to offer two possibilities: Constantine V married an empress Irene in 732; 
their son Leo IV married the more famous Irene, who became the mother of Constan- 
tine VI. In the first case, as has already been pointed out by Meyer-Plath and Schnei- 
der, the name of Maria, the wife of Leo 111 and therefore senior empress, would be 
expected in an inscription naming her daughter-in-law along with the emperors.I2 Its 
absence shows that the rulers named are Leo IV, Constantine VI, and Irene, whose title 
Augusta appears on the coins which she struck jointly with her son.13 

The second, larger group of inscriptions has letters of brick: 

10 Inscription no. 24 has the added and entirely unexpected peculiarity of being written with accents: see 
the illustration in Landmauer. Although this would seem highly inappropriate to a document of the eighth 
century, no combination of Leos and Constantines can bring the inscription down to a period when accents 
were in common use. 

11 A. M. Schneider and W. Karnapp, Die Stadtmauer von Iznik (Nicaea) (Berlin 1938) 49 no. 29. 
LZP. Soeck. Kaiser Konstantin VI (Munich 1978) 91 11.336 (= I1 477). 
la ~ r i e r s o n  (supra n.3) 337-39. 
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5, 6. Inscriptions no. 12 on tower 18 and no. 16 on tower 25: 

7, 8. Inscriptions no. 29 on tower 45 and no. 32 on tower 48: 

NLK@ $ rGXq A~OVTOS ~ a l  Kwuu~avrlvov C L ~ Y & A ~ v  /3auih~wv. 

9. Inscription no. 39 on tower 56: 

Aiwv Kal K [ w v u ~ a v ~ ~ v o s  . . . zl v @€+ v l~ [~&p~l? - - - ]  

10-12. Inscriptions no. 13 on tower 19, no. 31 on tower 47, no. 38 on tower 55: frag- 
mentary versions of one of the above. 

These are all connected by their use of brick letters, and of the similar formulae 
which employ acclamations and the title C L ~ y & ~ ~ i  fiuiA~?s. At first sight there is no 
basis for identifying these emperors with one rather than another pair of homonyms, 
although perhaps the use of brick rather than marble might suggest a different period 
from 1-3.15 More substantial evidence comes from the presence of 7 on the same tower 
as 4, which, as already noted, belongs to Leo IV and Constantine VI. Inscription 4 is 
inscribed on a block inserted low on the southeast corner of the tower in a place which 
shows no indication of repair. It may thus be considered as part of the original construc- 
tion of the tower and contemporary with 7. In that case inscription 8, which uses the 
same titulature, may probably also be attributed to Leo IV. 

A different kind of evidence suggests a solution for some of the others. Inscriptions 5 
and 6 are expressed in an acclamation that wishes "many years" to the emperors. Al- 
though such epigraphical acclamations are not uncommon for earlier periods, with several 
known from the time of Hsraclius (610-641), there is no continuous sequence of them to 
help determine which Leo is here named.16 Similar acclamations, however, appear on an- 
other series of official documents, the coins. On these, the Latin equivalent multos annos 
first appears in the reign of Justinian I1 (705-711) and continues into the time of Leo 111, 
after which it disappears.'? Since the inscriptions of the walls are official documents in the 
same sense as the coins, the parallel may be considered valid, and inscriptions 5 and 6 
assigned to Leo 111 and Constantine V. As for 9 and the fragments 10-12, no solution 
seems evident, and they may be considered as belonging either to Leo IV or Leo V. 

IV. Constantine 

Although this was by far the most common name of Byzantine emperors, very few 
inscriptions name a Constantine alone, and of them only two cases pose a problem. The 

l 4  In this and the following examples, 1 have ignored minor variants and incorporated restorations which 
may be considered certain. 

l5 Note the example of the walls of Salonica, where such letters appear as early as the fifth and as late as 
the twelfth century: J. M. Speiser, "Les inscriptions de Thessalonique," TravMem 5 (1973) 151f no. 3 

1 (fifth century), 165f nos. 15 and 16 (A.D.  1167). 
l6 See the examples of the early seventh century from Smyrna and Ephesus in H. Gregoire, Recueil des 

itiscriptions grecques-chrh~iennes ddilsie Mineure I (Paris 1922) nos. 79, 114. 
Grierson (supra n.3) 177. 
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first of these, no. 36 on tower 50, will be discussed by Professors Mango and SE?vknko 
in a volume dealing with dated Byzantine inscriptions, and need not be considered here. 
For the second, a solution which I proposed some years ago may be appropriately re- 
peated and discussed. 
1. Inscription no. 40 on tower 57; brick letters: 

[---NLK$] 4 ?[GI XT KKWVUT~VT~YOV ~ O ~ ~ V ~ O ~ E Y V ~ T O V  w~-y&ho [vl pau~h[iwql. 

I have restored the first three words (Meyer-Plath/Schneider print [IC XC VLKIG t) ac- 
cording to the surviving traces and analogy with 111.7-8 above, which are also in brick 
and use the same imperial title.'* At first sight, this appears to refer to the famous Por- 
phyrogenitus, Constantine VII, who reigned from 913 to 959. There is, however, an- 
other possibility. Constantine VI, like his more famous namesake, was also born in the 
purple room of the palace and was therefore entitled to be styled Porphyrogenitu~.~~ The 
present inscription would be far more suitable for him than for his illustrious successor. 
In style and titulature, it is closely associated with the inscriptions of Leo IV and Con- 
stantine VI, which are also written with brick letters and use the title wgyaq /3au~k&. 

It would seem a reasonable conclusion that this inscription refers to Constantine VI 
and provides, incidentally, the earliest official example of the use of the title Porphyro- 
genitus. On the other hand, a serious objection may be raised in that many emperors 
were born in the purple, but few so qualified themselves. In the most famous case, 
Constantine VII used the title to stress his legitimacy after being dominated by the 
usurper Romanus I and his family. Similar explanations may be found for other uses of 
the title, at least before the Comnene period.20 It would seem that no such reason 
existed for Constantine VI, the scion of a long-established dynasty, to stress his legiti- 
macy. Here again, the coins provide some evidence, though in this case not free of 
ambiguity. The earliest issues of Constantine VI show him on the obverse with his 
mother Irene, but the reverse shows the whole dynasty, with figures of Leo 111, Con- 
stantine V, and Leo IV.21 In this, Constantine was following the example of his father 
Leo IV, who similarly portrayed himself on the obverse with his son, and showed his 
own father and grandfather on the reverse. These coins would seem to indicate a desire 
on the part of the respective emperors to stress their adhesion to a dynasty and thus 
their legitimacy, but whether this was extended into an official adoption of the title 
Porphyrogenitus cannot be determined. Furthermore, the use of brick letters is not 
sufficient to establish the connection between the present inscription and 111.7 and 8, 
since the inscriptions on the walls of Salonica show that such letters were in use over a 
long period, as late as the twelfth century.22 For the moment, then, the identification of 
this Constantine may be left open. 

18 Restoration first proposed by Foss (supra n.6) 65. 
lg Theophanes 472 de Boor. For the title Porphyrogenitus see Foss (supra 11.61 64 n.2 and 65 n.3. 
20 Grierson (supra n.3) 180. 
Z1 Grierson (supra n.3) 340f. 
92 See supra n.15. 

2. Inscription no. 15 on tower 24. This inscription, long lost, survives in two quite 
different copies, one of which names Constantine Porphyrogenitus, the other Constan- 
tine Palaeologus. Since it is described as having brick letters, which would not be ap- 
propriate to the fifteenth century, it was probably another inscription of Constantine VI 
or VII. Lacking an established text or any illustration, however, nothing further can be 
determined. 

V. Isaac Angelus. 
1. Inscription no. 68 on tower no. 13 of the walls of the Blachernae: 

t I I p o a ~ & & ~  a l j ~ o ~ ~ & ~ o p o s  'Ayyihov 'Iuaa~lov, 
hpyoq ZK .rrapau~&ucws AIMENH @u~hewv &EL RX5E 

This presents none of the problems so far considered. It clearly bears the name of Isaac 
Angelus, and even the date 1187. It stands on a tower in a section of walls built by 
Manuel Comnenus and his successors, so that there can be no doubt about its chro- 
nology or the identification of the emperor. Instead, this inscription raises a different 
kind of question, of some importance in analysing the chronology of the walls. It stands 
in what has seemed to be an odd location, about halfway up the external face of the 
tower, well to the right of centre, between, but not adjacent to, two bands of brick. It is 
set amid masonry which contains an irregular alternation of brick and stone, punctuated 
by bands of This position has raised the generally accepted possibility that the 
inscription is reused and that therefore the tower is not of Isaac at To determine 
the likelihood of this, the practice of locating imperial inscriptions on the walls of Con- 
stantinople may be investigated through the following examples:25 

Tower 1 inscription no. 1 (Basil I and Constantine): marble band along two outer sides 
of the pentagonal tower, directly above a brick band near the top of the tower. 

Tower 4 no. 4 (Romanus 11): marble band directly above a brick band near the top of 
the south and southwest sides of the tower; in part between two brick bands. 

Towers 18 no. 12, 19 no. 13, 25 no. 16, 45 no. 29a, 47 no. 31, 48 no. 32, 55 no. 38, 56 
no. 39, 57 no. 40, all inscriptions in brick letters of Leo IV and Constantine VI 
except the last, which is of Constantine V1 alone. These are all placed high on the 
west face of the towers. 

Tower 36 no. 23 (Basil and Constantine): marble band high on the western face, 
above a brick band from which it is separated by two courses of stone. 

Tower 37 no. 24 (Leo I11 and Constantine V): marble band, above and adjacent to the 
second brick band from the top of the tower. 

Tower 40 no. 26 (Justinian 11): marble block inserted in the south face, about two 
metres above the ground. 

Tower 45 no. 29b (Leo IV, Constantine VI, and Irene): marble block directly above a 
brick band, at the southwest corner of the tower, about two metres above the ground. 

For this style and its dating see C. Foss, "The Defences of Asia Minor against the Turks," in Byzan- 
lium and Islam, ed. N. Vaporis (Brookline 1982) 171-81. 

24 Van Millingen (supra n.7) 143-46; Landmauer ad loc. 
25 Inscriptions of gates or of the outer wall have not been included, since they might be expected to 

follow different practices. 
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Tower 46, no. 30 (Justinian 11): three marble blocks, about 2.5 metres above the 
ground. 

Tower B15 no. 62 (Theophilus): letters of marble inserted in the brick superstructure 
of the tower, about 314 of the distance to the top. 

Southwest tower of the bastion of Leo V, no. 64 (Michael I1 and Theophilus): marble 
band on the outer face, at about mid-height directly above a brick band. 

Northwest tower of the bastion of Leo V, no. 65 (Romanus 111): marble band near the 
top of the outer face, above a brick band. 

Tower 93 of the sea walls: a marble block naming Manuel Comnenus inserted into the 
third brick course from the ground, at a height of about three metres on the south- 
east side of the tower. 

Sea walls in general: the numerous inscriptions of Theophilus with his father or son 
are usually placed high on the outer face of a tower, often directly above a brick 
band. Since the construction of these walls is irregular, however, the relation with 
the brick bands varies considerably. 

From this a few general practices may be determined. The most obvious is that the 
inscriptions were set in prominent places where they would be clearly visible to those 
outside the city. This is true of all the brick inscriptions and of most of those on marble 
bands. They are set high on the towers, far above the top of the lower outer wall, and 
are usually placed directly above a band of brick, as if this gave them emphasis. The 
inscriptions are normally well centred on the outer face of the wall, an arrangement 
especially evident on the sea walls. Those on marble blocks, however, tend to be placed 
much closer to the ground, where their smaller letters could be easily read. Since, at 
this level, the outer wall made them invisible from outside, it was apparently not felt 
necessary to place them on the outer face of a tower. One inscription forms an excep- 
tion: no. 93 of the sea walls, of Manuel Comnenus, is inserted into a brick course at a 
low level on the outer face of the tower; it is, incidentally, the closest in date to Isaac 
Angelus. Clearly, general practice required inscriptions with large letters to be put high 
on a tower so that they would be visible from outside at a distance, while those with 
small letters were set lower where they could be read. Aesthetic considerations ap- 
parently determined the varying association with the brick courses. 

The inscription of Isaac Angelus is written with relatively small, rather cursive 
letters. Its position at middle height, therefore, is logical, although its eccentric position 
remains an abnormality. There is thus no compelling reason to regard it as a spoil. The 
tower that it adorns may therefore be assigned to the late twelfth century, a date that 
would accord well with its style of construction. 

VI. Julian the Apostate. 

An epigram once inscribed on the Gate of Eugenius, near the entry to the Golden 
Horn, is preserved only in the Greek Anthology (9.689): 

This epigram does not raise such problems as the other inscriptions, but I include it 
here because its significance seems not to have been noted. Certainly, it seems peculiar 
that an inscription describing the works of an emperor should refer to him merely as 
O;TOP without any indication of his position. In such an epigram, at least some archa- 
ising term like &at might be expected. This suggests, at first sight, that the verses 
might have been set up by one of the prefects of the city named Julian: bearers of this 
name held office in the reigns of Zeno, Anastasius, Justinian, and Justin 11. All are 
known from epigrams commemorating their work in the capital.26 As Louis Robert has 
brilliantly shown, the language of these epigrams is constant throughout late antiquity, 
so that such a text as this could as well date from the sixth as the fourth century.Z7 The 
prefect of the city, however, was a civil official who did not command troops and who 
would certainly not be defeating barbarians far from the capital which he governed. 
However odd the language, it seems indeed to refer to the emperor Julian. 

The inscription has attracted little notice and seems not to appear in works on 
Julian. It is in fact the sole record of his repair or rebuilding of the walls of Constanti- 
nople, an enterprise which probably formed part of his reconstruction of the cities in 
Thrace and of the frontier fortresses (Amm. Marc. 22.7.7). More significantly, it ap- 
pears to be the oldest inscription of the walls of the capital, the only one surviving from 
the original walls of Constantine before the great expansion and rebuilding of Theo- 
dosius 11. Furthermore, if the mediaeval compiler of this part of the Greek Anthology 
was recording inscriptions which he had himself seen, the text would indicate that part 
of the walls of Constantine was still standing and in use in the later Middle Ages. In 
any case, it seems worth rescuing from oblivion. 

26 See Atlth.Pa1. 9.779, 803, 804; 16.63, 69, 70, 71. Van Millingen (s~ipra n.7) 227 had attributed the text 
to Julian, prefect under Zeno, but A. M. Schneider. "Mauern und Tore am Goldenen Horn zu Konstan- 
tinopel," NachrGoiiingen 1950, 96, rejected the prefect in favour of the emperor. C. Mango, "The Byzan- 
tine Inscriptions of Constantinople: A Bibliographical Survey," AJA 55 (1951) 57 n.2, accepts the attribu- 
tion to the emperor Julian. 

27 L. Robert, Helletiica IV (Paris 1948) 108-10. 



New Finds at the Phokikon 

Edward French 

I N THE EXAMINATION'  of the site of the Phokikon2 during the summer of 1965, 
additional limestone blocks with channel cuttings for the seats of the meeting hall, 

together with foundation blocks and nine more archaic tombstones, were found. Eight 
of the inscribed stones were taken to the Chaeronea Museum by Mr Eugene Vander- 
pool on October 20, in collaboration with the then Epimeletria of Boeotia, Mrs Stasino- 
poulou-Touloupa, and with the aid of the Chaeronea guard, Mr P. Tzathas. Their in- 
voice numbers are cited below. The grooved stones, the new building stones, and one 
headstone (because of its size) remain in the fields where they were found. 

The site lies six kilometers due east of the Cleft Way in a field heside the path con- 
necting Davlia with Keresi, a large valley on the Levadeia-Delphi highway (by kilo- 
meter post 136). There is a fort on the ridge to the southwest at the narrow entrance to 
the Phokikon area from Keresi, and a spring at the northwest end of the valley. The 
Platanias River runs to the east of the site, and it is likely that many of the stones used 
for our inscriptions were taken from the riverbed, chosen because the water had made 
them more or less smooth and flat on one side. Many more inscriptions and building 
block fragments are doubtless tucked in amongst the stone walls surrounding the fields 
in the Phokikon Valley. 

Channel Blocks and Building Fragments 

A. Limestone stele base with cutting on reverse (PLATE 2A) 
A substantial limestone block with both ends and both major surfaces preserved. 

There is anathyrosis on the end shown. The edge around the cutting is surfaced on the 
part now furthest from the ground, but it was left rough on the other side. Stele cutting 
on opposite face. L. 0.945 m., w. 0.54, th. 0.42; channel 0.215, depth 0.045. This stone 
was found and published in Hesperia 1963 as no. 4 (pl. 61d). It had not been unearthed 
completely and turned over at that time. The stele cutting was uppermost and the stone 
was deep set in the ground. It remains on one edge now in the field near the center. 

When this supposed stele base was turned, we found that it was an end channel 
block for the seats of the Phokikon, as described in Pausanias and as reported in Hespe- 
ria at 218-19 and fig. 3 in connection with blocks one and two. Pausanias (10.5.1-3) 

I am indebted to Sterling Dow for his unflagging interest in the Phokikon and his encouragement over 
the years to continue its exploration and to publish our finds. 

A detailed description of the site, its surroundings, and the classical references, with note of other 
modern explorations, was published in Hesperia 32 (1963) 213-25. 
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tells of a large building with seats or steps and pillars along the length and three statues 
at the end where there were no seats or pillars. While there may be seats on neither 
end, Pausanias does not say more than that the statues occupied one end. The seating 
could then be in the form of a U and we have here one end of the seat foundation 
blocks preserved. The stele cutting might well be from an earlier use. 

B. Limestone block with channel (PLATE 28) 
A fragment of a limestone block with channel. Not preserved to upper end, but 

lower corner and end are preserved. Lifting boss visible and also T clamp in groove at 
corner. Surfaces heavily weathered. W. 0.56 m., th. 0.20, width of channel 0.215. Found 
and published as no. 2 in Hesperia 1963 and pl. 61b but the corner of the groove was 
then unexposed. 

We have here the opposite corner to block no. 1 of the 1963 article which, to facili- 
tate comparison, I illustrate here (PLATE 2 ~ ) .  We now possess two corners and one 
end of a supposed U-shaped seating arrangement. There may, of course, have been a 
second row of seats and so further blocks for the seats. The thin stone behind this block 
as shown in the plate was doubtless once part of the same block. Their combined thick- 
ness (0.42 m.) is in the range of the other channel blocks. The block width and channel 
width in all three cases are very close, although none is smooth surfaced (within the 
channel). The thickness and the overall length of each block vary somewhat. 

C. Limestone building block with lifting boss (PLATE 2 ~ )  
A building block of good limestone, preserved on front edge and two ends. Ana- 

thyrosis on both ends. Broken on edge opposite the boss. Upper surface worked but not 
finished to smooth surface. L. 0.93 m., w. 0.70, th. 0.35. Found in Phokikon field, July 
1965, now rolled to stone pile in southeast corner with the stone inscribed En1 (Hes- 
peria 1963, no. 7). 

This excellent block illustrates the quality of stone used, and of workmanship, for 
the building we are considering. Although other stones may lie beneath the present 
ground surface, it is likely that most of the blocks similar to this have been re-used 
elsewhere, as suggested below, or broken up in the clearing of the field. Its dimensions 
are in harmony with the other major stones found. 

D. Limestone building block with pry hole (PLATE 3A) 
A large limestone block with front edge, most of left end, and a portion of the 

right end preserved. Weathering has taken away most of the sharp detail of this stone. 
Anathyrosis is nevertheless apparent on both ends. L. 1.06 m., w. 0.57, th. 0.30. Ob- 
served on first trip, and now, as then, used as a lunch table near the spring to which it 
was taken, perhaps a good many years ago. There is no lifting boss on this block, but 
there is a pry hole, more common to the blocks from the Sanctuary Hill above the 
spring area than to those found at the Phokikon field itself. 

E. Limestone building block (PLATE 3c) 
Fragment of a large limestone block with two edges and surface preserved. Anathy- 

rosis apparent on near edge. Badly weathered and not preserved in full length. L. 0.67 

m., w. 0.68, th. 0.28. Found in group of plane trees by irrigation channel leading from 
the spring, in July 1965. 

This block illustrates the ease with which stones have been removed from the site. 
Perhaps it was re-used by the mill near the spring, along with the luncheon table shown 
above. It is now waiting, well hidden from the casual passerby, for its return to the 
Phokikon. 

New Inscriptions 

The nine headstones described here are similar to those published earlier.3 The im- 
portance of the fourteen archaic inscriptions found thus far at the Phokikon is related to 
the meagre supply of Phokian archaic inscriptions to date and especially of inscriptions 
found in Phokis as distinct from those found at Delphi and thought to be Phokian. 
These fourteen stones add to our basic resource material and give promise of a still 
greater contribution in the future. 

The primary purpose of our discussion will be to note the characteristic letter forms 
of the inscriptions and to restore names where possible. Identification of any of these 
names with similar names mentioned in other sources is most unlikely, even when they 
occur close by. Only Q Z ~ T L ~ Q ~  (Hesperia 1964, no. 1) and Aa$Jvakq (6 infra) occur 
elsewhere in Phokis. Mvaai.&vop (1 infa), Q E ~ T L ~ ~ ,  and Aa$Jvaks occur on inscrip- 
tions found in Boeotia. The other names do not, but little may be deduced from that fact 
except to say that those names are not presently known beyond Phokis. A better case 
may be made for the restoration of eivwv (7 infa), which is found often in Phokis. 

Reference will be made frequently to two excellent studies for epigraphy in Phokis, 
to which interested readers are referred. In the prosopography of Phokis in his doctoral 
dissertation at Jena, Friedrich Schober4 gives us an invaluable list of the 1207 occur- 
rences of Phokian names found up to his time. This slim treasure deserves thorough 
review by those interested in the story of Phokis. Names included in Schober were at 
least known in the surrounding area. Most of the Phokikon names are not attested in 
Schober and are thus new to Phokian prosopography. Miss L. H. Jefferys provides us 
the basic work on archaic letter forms. Our studies offer new occurrences but confirm, 
rather than correct, her conclusions. We shall refer often to her most useful charts of 
Boeotian and Phokian letter forms known at the time of her study. 

1. A large piece of limestone, with no worked edge preserved and with no surface 
treated. Although the stone is broken at the right edge, the full name seems preserved. 

1 The left edge is not newly broken and the final letter fits comfortably. The letters are 
poor and of irregular height. The inscription is retrograde. H. 0.55 m., W. 0.68, th. 

3 Two archaic inscriptions from the site were published in Hesperia 1963. Three more of the same type 
were published in Hesperia 33 (1964) 84-85. I am grateful to Professor S. Marinates for his gracious per- 
mission to study and publish the stones and other finds described in this article. 

Vhokis (Crossen on the Oder 1924) 86-114. 
Local Scripts of Archaic Greece (Oxford 1961) 89-103. 
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0.115; height of 3 0.095. Found 28 July, 1965, face down and in use as a paving block 
before the shrine Hagios Ioannes which stands opposite the site. Chaeronea Museum 
inv. no. 837. PLATE 38. 

The use of xp as .$ has not been found in other archaic script from Phokis, but is 
known in archaic writing from neighboring Boeotia. A long stroke on the left (when in 
normal order) followed by short strokes to complete the mu and nu is normal for the 
time and area. At the Phokikon, however, this practice occurs only here although there 
are eleven occurrences of mu and nu from the site. 

The name Mvaa&vos is not mentioned in Schober, but M V ~ U L K P & T ~ S  occurs, as 
does M~vdEvoq.  The first part of the name, Mvaai- ,  is found fifteen times, and the 
ending - .$~vos is common. 

2. A small piece of local field stone, perhaps not recently broken on (unworked) upper 
edge, but clearly broken at both sides and on bottom surface. Neither face has been 
treated. H. 0.19 m., w. 0.30-0.33, th. 0.135; letter height 0.045. Found 6 July, 1965, in 
the north wall of Dellios' field. Chaeronea Museum inv. no. 838. PLATE 3 ~ .  

Of fourteen archaic inscriptions found to date at this site, id begins four, viz. the 
present example, 4 and 9 infra, and Hesperia 1963, no. 7 ,  and has been restored in one 
other,. Hesperia 1964, no. 2: In only two cases, A o p ~ l ~ o s  (Hesperia 1963, no. 6) and 
API;EM (3 infra), is it possible to rule out the use of &-.I as a preposition on the Phoki- 
kon headstones. Although Schober does list seventeen occurrences of Phokian names 
beginning with 'Em- (out of the 1207 names he lists), it seems more reasonable in our 
five instances where hrl may be restored or read to assume that  ZIT^ was intended as a 
preposition before the name. Such use is common in Boeotia and there are many ex- 
amples at the Museum in Thebes. Schober does not in any case record any occurrence 
of an ' E m u -  name connected to Phokis. Z ~ p a -  might be filled in as E ~ p & ~ a y o ~ ,  Zrpa- 
r d k o q ,  or h p & 7 0 ~ .  But none of these may be restored with assurance in this instance 
and those three examples are not from Daulis. 

Notice should be made of the added tail on the rho. All three blocks with a rho 
from our site have the extra tail. Jeffery (99) notes this as normal in Phokis. This is the 
first three-bar sigma to be found in or from Phokis. 

3. An irregular piece of field stone, clearly broken on the left and right edges, but not 
recently broken on top or bottom. The reverse is smoother than the face. Letter height 
on this stone varies considerably. A stippling method was employed in the letters here 
and on 5. Letters on the twelve other stones were apparently cut as evenly as the stone 
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allowed. H. 0.26 m., w. 0.40, th. 0.09; vertical stroke on rho 0.10. Found 29 July, 1965, 
in south wall of Dellios' field. Chaeronea Museum inv. no. 839. PLATE 4 ~ .  

Three things are of interest on this stone. If we have the whole name it would be 
feminine. That is rare, although not unknown. The name on no other stone found as 
yet at the Phokikon is clearly feminine. Second, the upsilon has no V as is found 
elsewhere in Phokis. The right-hand stroke extends out from the perpendicular main 
bar. This form of upsilon, not previously found in Phokis, does occur in Boeotia (Jeffery 
89). Third, the crossbar of the alpha declines from left to right. At the Phokikon, all 
four cross strokes in the other alpha's that may be read descend from right to left. Both 
forms of the alpha are found in Phokian script. 

Neither this name nor any similar name is listed by Schober. 

4. A large limestone block, perhaps preserved at lower left-hand edge, but with all other 
edges broken, and with no surface treatment on face or obverse. H. 0.32 m., w. 0.50, 
th. 0.07; letter height 0.06. Found 28 July, 1965, face down near 1 in paving before the 
shrine next to the west side of the field. Chaeronea Museum inv. no. 840. PLATE 4 ~ .  

The right-hand edge bisects the phi, but the vertical stroke is clear enough. If we 
use the same reasoning here as with 2, hd becomes the preposition and we have only 
the first letter of the name preserved. Although we may hardly identify the name from 
one letter, there are three names beginning with phi, @e~6ihs, @ L ~ ~ V L K O ~ ,  and Qlhwv, 
listed by Schober as from Daulis. 

It is characteristic of the letter epsilon as found at the Phokikon that it leans to the 
right, that the bars point downward, and that the bottom bar starts above the base of 
the vertical stroke. The right hasta of each letter pi is short. That of phi is confined 
within the circle, normal to Phokis. 

5. A small, irregular piece of field stone, of poor quality, not treated on any surface. It is 
clearly broken on the left, bottom, and right. Letters, as the stone now is, are on the low- 
er edge of the piece. H. 0.23 rn., w. 0.32, th. 0.15; letter height (of 0) 0.037. Found 27 Ju- 
ly, 1965, in the south wall of Dellios' field. Chaeronea Museum inv. no. 841. PLATE 4c. 

The breaks, both on the left and on the right, make a reasonable reconstruction 
difficult. In Schober, names with -ov- occur ( K h c d v ~ ~ o s )  but are infrequent. Names 
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containing -BE- are rarer still (TL&~Eos, AwP60~os), but names with -@EL- have not been 
found, nor, of course, with -OV&L-. Even if we take -ov- as part of a preceding word, no 
name listed by Schober begins Qei-. We seem, here, to have a name new to Phokis. 

Theta made as a circle with inner cross is found elsewhere in Phokis and on an in- 
scription found in October 1963 at the Phokikon (Hesperia 1964, no. 2). 

6. A small, unworked piece of field stone, broken on three sides and a bit at the top 
left. H. 0.21-24 m., w. 0.37-0.43, th. 0.19; letter height 0.055. Found 25 July, 1965, in 
the north wall of the Phokikon field, perhaps recently removed (some fresh earth) from 
the field by Dellios. Chaeronea Museum inv. no. 842. PLATE 4 ~ .  

Schober lists a Aa+vaks who was a hieromnemon of the Phokians (FD 111.4 358). 
He does not list a A&$v?, and feminine names are rare. Aplj/.ux (3 supra) is an apparent 
exception. 

These forms of delta, alpha, and phi, are common to Phokis. The leaning nu with 
curved vertical strokes is usual in Phokikon inscriptions. Although we have what ap- 
pears to be both the beginning of a name and of this inscription, the break at the left- 
hand edge leaves both conclusions in doubt. 

7. A small section of field stone, not recently broken on top or on the right edge, but 
badly broken on the left edge. No surface treatment. H. 0.27 m., w. (at the letter area) 
0.165, th. 0.032; letter height 0.031. Found in the east wall of the Phokikon field, 29 
July, 1963. Chaeronea Museum inv. no. 843. PLATE 5A. 

[Ehl v o v  NO 
The letters run along the upper edge of the face. We probably have the end of the 

name. Schober lists only three names, 'Avau$opov, ' E h a ~ p d 8 e r ~ o v ,  and BCv~xov, 
ending in -ov. An -wv ending is quite common, of course, Trlpmv, X o r b v ,  rvohwv, all 
from Daulis. As Jeffery lists no occurrence in Phokis or Boeotia of an omega in archaic 
script, we may reasonably ask if the omicron here is not omega. Only one name con- 
nected with Phokis ends in -vow, ECvwv. Schober records fourteen occurrences of Eivw 
(4) or Etvwv (lo), none from Daulis. We may have here the headstone of the first 
- 1  orvwv recorded in this area. 

8. A small piece of fieldstone, similar to 7, broken on the face and right-hand edge, but 
perhaps the left-hand edge is as when first used. The lettering occurs along the break at 
the upper edge; the writing is retrograde. No surface treatment. H. 0.14 m., w. 0.31, th. 
0.034. Found in the east wall of the Phokikon field, 29 July, 1965. Chaeronea Museum 
inv. no. 844. PLATE 5 ~ .  

The inscribed edge, as well as the top, has been broken for some time. 

9. A substantial, untreated field stone of poor quality, broken at the top edge and at the 
right end. H. 0.265-0.495 m., w. 1.045, th. 0.26; letter height of E 0.085, of A 0.105. 
Found 26 July, 1965, on the border of the third field to the north of the Phokikon, 
owned by the xwpo$QhaZ. Too large to move, it remains where found for the casual pas- 
serby to study. Aop~lAos (Hesperia 1963, no. 6) was found near this place. PLATE 5c. 

We assume that the tid is, as discussed above, a preposition. There is in any case 
no name in Schober either beginning with 'Emsap- or h a p - .  If we read the final letter 
as the early form of chi (psi is written @ in early script) with the left stroke clearly 
joining the vertical bar at the base of the letter, then the question is whether the chi is 
to be taken as itself, or as XS, i.e. t .  The latter would agree with MvaulXuevos (1). The 
name might then be Aa&evos, an ending quite common in Phokian names, e.g. 'E7TI- 
trvos, KaM&vos, and noted frequently in Schober. The use of chi as itself is not 
common, but does occur. We find OZviXos, M C L A ~ ~ L O V ,  Z~VLXOV.  Thus we might read 
Ahpxos .  The closest parallel along this line is Zcipxos,  which is found at Ambryssos, 
not very far from the Phokikon. 

Epsilon here is for the first time made with horizontal bars. Alpha is more nearly in 
the later form we know, and there is no curve to the vertical lines of the mu, as occurs 
elsewhere. Although the surface of the stone is not as flat as others have been, the 
letters, while following the surface irregularities, are carefully and precisely made. Delta 
is similar in upper curve and lower straight return to the delta of Aop~lAos,  and these 
two stones contain the best workmanship of all the stones found at the Phokikon. They 
may well be the latest archaic letter forms discovered thus far. 

I Let us bring together all the archaic letter forms found to date. Letters appear in 
I descending order of frequency; underscored forms are not listed in Jeffery. 
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We now have significant finds from two major periods for the area centered upon 
the field of the Phokikon. From the archaic period, perhaps 550-500 B.c., we have 
fourteen headstone fragments, which account for all but three of the inscriptions from 
that period found in Phokis, and which shed new light upon the first steps in the writing 
of this area. Perhaps from this same period, we have building stones, and ceramic and 
bronze fragments from the Sanctuary area above the spring where the hero Archegetes 
was honored. We hope to discuss at another time the temple foundation recently un- 
covered and the altar area, together with sculptured marble fragments that seem to 
confirm our initial suppositions about that area. We also have growing evidence of the 
details of a fifth-century B . C .  meeting place, which in some form was seen by Pausanias 
when he went by many years later, and an inscription (Hesperia 1963, no. 5) that re- 
flects this extended period when the Phokikon was a political center. 

It is reasonable to assume that such an attractive area, with abundant water close 
by, was inhabited steadily over a prolonged time and that future exploration will reveal 
more of the story of the Phokikon Valley and its people. 

i BLOCKS FROM THE PHOKIKON 
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Periodos Teleia 

Daniel J. Geagan 

A N EXPRESSION which occurs only one other time1 among the texts honouring 
athletes of the Greco-Roman world is now found on a monument from the Athen- 

ian Agora. This new text is inscribed on a piece of a base made up of three joining 
fragments of Pentelic marble. The largest fragment (I 3470) was found in February 
1936 among marbles brought in from the Stoa of Attalos, a small chip (I 3634) on 22 
February 1936 in the wall of a modern well in the north end of the terrace of the Stoa 
of Attalos (P 81, and a moderate-sized fragment (I 6444) on 19 February 1952 in a 
marble pile in the southeastern part of the Market S q ~ a r e . ~  It would appear likely that 
the stone was broken up somewhere near the eastern edge of the Agora, possibly in the 
area of the Stoa of Attalos. The stone as joined preserves portions of the left side and 
of the inscribed face, both neatly picked with a toothed chisel, of the roughly picked 
top, and of the coarselv smoothed base. The back and right side are broken away com- 
pletely. The preserved left side flares outward toward its forward edge; remains of a 

/ boss are preserved on it. The composite dimensions are: h. 0.295 m., w. 0.54, th. 0.17; 
letter height (lines 1-3 and the first four letters of 4) 0.021-0.023, (the remainder of 

I line 4 and line 5) 0.025, (line 6) 0.012-0.013. PLATE 6. 
I Saec. 111 p. ca 24 

[ ~ E T T ~ ~ ~ o ~  rjhboq C[. . .Cq '. . . I  
~ h € l & X ~ 8 ~ € [ k 1  VELK'T!)CT(Y[F ~(YvEM'T!)]-  

I vuu drhp&[v U]T&~LOV K?[; HavaOrjI- ~ 4 v a ~ a  mpb80!, T ~ ~ r i [ a v  . .".! . I  
5 v u ~ c i p x ~  [$---I 

I wrohh[---I 
vacat 

Line 1, final sigma: the vertical and upper horizontal bars. Line 2, xi: the end of 
the lowest horizontal bar. Line 3, final alpha: the lower portion of the rising leg. Line 4, 
dotted nu: most of the initial vertical bar; the upper portions of the remaining letters. 

After the first four letters of line 4 the lettering increases in size, the letters for 
their size become more crowded, and the interlineations are contracted. The shapes of 

' In an inscription from Rome, IG UrbRom I 244, m p l d h v  TEAE~OV d l ~ 8 ~ ~ u  Z V  TOLF U K & ~ ~ U L V .  

In 1975 John McK. Camp confirmed that 1 3470 joined I 6440; he had the fragments joined and sup- 
plied a photograph and description. In 1979 John S. Traill confirmed that I 3634 joined between and below 
the two fragments. I am grateful to both for their assistance. Data for the joinings were gathered in 1970 
under a grant from the American Council of Learned Societies; in 1975 under a Canada Council Grant; 
and in 1980 under a Sabbatical Leave Grant from the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of 
Canada. 
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the letters also change. The increase in letter size probably served to signal the more 
significant achievements of the runner Septimius Aurelius S[---I; they may also be 
later additions to bring the text up to date when he was named aystarches. 

The names of two festivals are preserved only partially at the beginning of lines 3 
and 4. The format of the text does not allow space for the names of cities in which the 
festivals occurred; we may assume that they were Athenian. After Hadrianic times four 
major international festivals were celebrated in the city, the Panathenaia, the Pan- 
hellenia, the Olympeia, and the Hadriania. The names of either the Hadriania or the 
Panhellenia might be restored in lines 213; the estimated length of line supports the 
latter. There can be little doubt that lines 314 named the Panathenaia. 

The agonistic periodos included four festivals: the Olympic at Olympia, the Pythian 
at Delphi, the Isthmian at the Corinthian Isthmus, and the Nemean traditionally at 
Nemea. A competitor victorious in each and all of the four was entitled to call himself a 
periodonikes. Unless there were exceptions to this practise, why would two competitors 
want to boast that their periodos was teleia (or teleios in the case of the document from 
Rome) ? 

The definition of periodonikes is complicated by the fact that some competitors were 
handicapped in aspiring to the title. First, citizens of Elis were forbidden to compete at 
Isthmia; second, thymelic or musical contests were not part of the Olympic festival; 
third, certain festivals may have been in abeyance during some periods of time. Because 
there are no known Elian periodonih~i,~ discussion must remain theoretical. But numer- 
ous victors in musical or thymelic contests boast that they were periodonikai, and it has 
been suggested that they were permitted the honour on the basis of a curtailed perio- 
dos.4 It has been argued that during the years of the devastation of Corinth (146-46 
B.c.) no Isthmian celebrations occurred. A glance at the documents shows that both 
competitors who boasted of completing the "entire periodos" were hindered by none of 
these handicaps: neither was an Elian, both were athletes, and all four festivals were 
functioning during their active careers. Their boasts cannot be related to the over- 
coming of one of the handicaps; these boasts make sense, then, only if there were 
exceptions to the strict definition of the periodos. 

L. Moretti has pointed out the cases of three contestants who bear the title periodo- 
nikes; for each a catalogue of victories also is preserved, and in each case the name of 
one of the four periodic contests is missing from the catalogue.5 Each of these contes- 
tants was able to boast a total of at least four victories at periodic festivals because of 
multiple victories in one or more. Moretti suggests that a substitution might have been 
permitted when there was the extra victory. This is an attractive hypothesis and may 
account for one possible mechanism for completing an incomplete periodos. More to the 
point of this paper is the possibility of an incomplete periodos. 

a As recognized by R. Knab, Die Periodoniken (Diss.Giessen 1934) 9. Addenda to Knab's catalogue 
(16-47) can be found in L. Moretti, "Note sugli antichi Periodonikai," Athenaeum 32 (1954) 115-16. 
' Moretti (supra n.3) 117; see also L. Robert, RevPhil IIL4 (1930) 53-55. 

Moretti (supra n.3) 117-20. 

Of the three cases cited by Moretti, one was a flautist; he could equally have fallen 
under the second handicap and might have been entitled periodonikes as the result of a 
curtailed periodos. A second was victorious during the period 146-46 B.c.,  when the city 
of Corinth lay in ruins; the Isthmia is notable as the festival missing in the catalogue. 
This has led S. Dow6 to conclude that the Isthmian festival was in abeyance while 
Corinth ceased to exist as a city. During this period the periodos would have been 
reduced to the three remaining festivais. The third case7 however involves an athlete 
whose catalogue lacks a victory at Delphi; he was subject to none of the known handi- 
caps. His periodos was incomplete. 

If the title periodonikes could be awarded for less than the full periodos, does it 
remain necessary to postulate exceptional practises for competitors subject to the handi- 
caps cited above? There is no need to postulate an interruption in the Isthmian festival; 
musical and thymelic competitors may have earned their titles under the same condi- 
tions as athletes; and the lack of Elian periodonikai may have been the result merely of 
the quality of Elian competitors. 

Septimius Aurelius S[---I was sufficiently held in honour that the emperor ap- 
pointed him xystarches, presumably at Athens, where he presided over the athletes 
gathered for the games.8 

Hesperia 4 (1935) 80; see also L. Moretti, Iscrizioni agonistiche greche (Rome 1953) 133-34. 
Moretti (supra n.6) 198-206 no. 71. 
H. W. Pleket, "Some Aspects of the History of the Athletic Guilds," ZPE 10 (1973) 219-20. See L. 

Robert, Documents de I'Asie mineure m6ridionale (Paris 1966) 81-82. 
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I The a'IYaypos and Synonyms: 
I 

1 
A Study in Greek Etymology 

I Demetrius J. Georgacas 

s IS WELL KNOWN to diachronic linguists dealing with the history of the Greek 
language, certain peripheral (but not only peripheral) areas of Greek have pre- 

I served for us age-old forms, meanings, and uses of words that attest and demonstrate 
the uninterrupted tradition of Greek speech. These are the dialects of Pontos, Cap- 
padocia (early Pontic Farasha), Livisi, etc. in Asia Minor, of Cyprus and the Dodeca- 

I nese, Chios. Ikaria, Lemnos, etc., Crete, the Cyclades, Euboea, Athens, Megara, Ae- 
gina, the Ionian Islands, Chimara, and South Italy (Salento, Calabria). 

The existence of an uninterrupted tradition in Greek linguistic history is confirmed 
and verified by the living dialects in the Greek speech territories. After Korais it was 
our great master Georgios Hatzidakis who collected such evidence in over half a cen- 
tury of active investigation (1880-1930's); then Nikolaos Andriotis in his Lexikon der 
Archaismen in neugriechischen Dialekten (Vienna 1974) listed and interpreted some 6718 
entries, and the present writer collected numerous such data in a recent book.' On a 
similar subject an Anglophone philologist and linguist, G. P. Shipp, published the work 
Modern Greek Evidence for the Ancient Greek Vocabulai-y.2 This work may persuade schol- 
ars in classics, ancient history, and other studies to pay more attention to the reality of 
the surviving tradition in Modern Greek which, curiously enough, was often considered 
the result of the intellectual identification or empathy of the Greeks of today with the 
ancient Greeks. 

The vitality of this Greek linguistic tradition is manifest in the matter of the pres- 
ent discussion, the study of a dozen terms designating a certain animal, the wild goat. 
My inquiry into these terms was stimulated by first-hand information on one of them 
still in use on the island of Ikaria, where the natives still hunt the wild goat for its tasty 
flesh and its skin. When I turned for information and interpretation of the Ikarian term 
to the brilliant study on the Ikarian dialect by Georgios Hatzidakis? I realized what I 
should have guessed, that this particular item could not have come to his attention 
during the two short weeks he spent, in the company of the historian George I. Zolotas, 
touring the island, with all the attendant inconveniences in the summer of 1892, when 
the island was still under Turkish occupation. In the course of my investigation into the 

D. J. Georgacas, A Graeco-Slavic Con~roversial Problem Reexamined: The -1TZ- SQxes in Byzantine, 
Medfeval, and Modern Greek (PragAkAth 47 119821). 

Sydney 1979; see the review by J.-L. Perpillou, RevPhil 111.56 (1982) 118-20. 
"'Hepi T<F ' I~aphs ~ L ~ ~ ~ K T O V , "  E ~ K O U L T C P T ~ E ~ ~ L ~  4 s  K L ~ ~ ~ J ~ C U ~ F  K W Y U T ~ ~ T ~ U O V  X. K ~ P T O V  (Athens 

1893) 33-88 = M r u a w v u t d  ~ a i  v i a  iMrJvuc& 11 (1907) 396-460. 
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Ikarian term for wild goat, I was led to the consideration of other names for this animal 
and thus to this paper. 

It is not always possible to ascertain precisely what species of animal is meant by 
references to wild goats in the ancient and mediaeval literature or by latter-day trav- 
elers, and attempts to distinguish local populations have resulted in a plethora of taxo- 
nomica1 designations. In Greece today there are two basic types of wild goaL4 One is the 
goat-antelope Rupicapra rupicapra, the chamois, found in the mountains, from 1500 m. 
up, of northern Greece. Relatively small groups still live in Karadzova, Voras, Peristeri, 
in the mountains west of Siatista, Olympos, Grammos, Metsovo, west of Kastoria, 
Smolikas, Mitsikeli, and in the area of Samarina. Probably there still are some on 
Giona, Oite, the southernmost end of Pindos or Vardousia Mountains (on their highest 
peaks), and Velouchi (Mt Tymphrestos). In Modern Greek this animal is called irypi6- 
~ 1 %  (and &ypt~y&), irYPioY~Si, and irypidyiSo.5 The other type is the true goat Capra 
hircus aegagnts, found principally in Crete, Antimelos, Giura, and Samothrace, and well 
known as a'lyaypos or as & y p i o ~ & ~ u i ~ o  (and female & y p w ~ a ~ u l ~ a ) 6  and as &yplw (in 
Crete) or & y p h  70; povvoC,7 Pontic & Y P o ~ c i ~ ~ i ~ o v s  (in Oinoe), and uavv&Sa (Crete), 
and p a ~ ~ d ~  (Ikaria). This is a somewhat smaller relative of the C. hircus aegagrus of 
Asia Minor and the Middle East which is called pasang or bezoar. For want of a distinc- 
tive established term in English we shall use aegagnts for this type, whether from al- 
ways wild stock or mixed with domestic goats (Capra hircus) which have reverted to a 
wild state. Some of the references to wild goats may also have meant the ibex, Capra 
ibex, which does not now exist in Greece. The general term wild goat will be used when 
it is not useful or not possible to distinguish species. 

As we shall see, most of the words for wild goat are either compounds of a word 
for 'wild' and that for 'goat' ( a 2  or its derivatives) or an adjective 'wild' substantivized 
'wild animal' and specialized 'wild goat'. As a preface to the body of this paper, there 

See Ch. Chatzisarantos and A. Kanellis, "'Aypwyi6a ~ a l  & y p ~ ~ & ~ ~ ~ ~ a  ' E k h s , "  Ti, Bovvd 1955, 
142-64: Rupicapra rupicapra (6-ll), for which they use the Mod. Gr. names dlypdyih or &YPip, and 
Copra hircus aegagrus Erxleben (11-24), labeled aZyaypoq or &ypm~&~uuro. Their assignment of the Greek 
names to one species or the other is an arbitrary one, attempting only to put some order in a confused 
situation ("&Xvu~s," as they say). In their later publication, "T& BVAaa.ri~& 4 s  'EM&hq," Ti, Bovv6 
230 (1963) 6-21, they use the same names, adding also the Greek learned names ' A P T L A ~ T ~  4 aCyaypos 
(15 no. 69, Rupicapra rupicapra) and @ 7j aZyaypoq (15 no. 70, Capra hircus aegagrus). Kanellis in T& 
d u d p m  T ~ W  BVAau.ri~&u +F 'EAA&Goq (.H Qiuiq 21 [19801) 10, calls R.r. (no. 70) &yprdyih and C.h.ae. 
(no. 69) & Y P ~ ~ & ~ u ~ ~ ~ .  

' I U T O ~ L K ~ W  A ~ . f ~ i , u  4 7  &as dMqu~Kijq TE KOLY& dpAovp&q)1~ ~ a l  T&U ~ ~ W & T W V  (hereafter His- 
torical Lexicon or IA) 1 (1933) 195. No distinction is made between Capra hircus aegagrus and Rupicapra 
rupicapra . 

IA 1.200a; E. K. Platakis, "Aq&6~ 6 u 6 p ~ a  [&ow Kp-rjwr," I(pv~oAoyia 10-11 (1980) 44: Capra 
aegagrus cretica Schinz. 

'On &ypiw see nav&pr*r 3.164; ' E P ~ 6 ~ P i ~ o q  2.645, 700, and pp.417f. 479; E. Kriaras, Ti, Ac.fur6 GF 
pvacovwijs C ~ ~ ~ u n j s  6 1 ) ~ S o w  ypafiCLa~~ias 1100-1669 I (Thessaloniki 1969) 58; IA 1.190. CJ: E. K. 
Platakis, "Ti, &yplW ~ a l  oi &YP~wA60i U T ~  SrJpo~urA ~payo68c 4 s  KP7jq~,'' '&Aec(a 28 (1976) 163-84, 
and (supra n.6) 44. 

A. A. Papadopoulos, AE&K&V ~JOUTLK{F ~ U I A ~ K T O U  I (Athens 1958) 18 s.v. & Y f i ~ & ~ ( i ~ ~ v .  The 
second component of this name is, contrary to Papadopoulos' ~ a r c i ~ a ,  of course the neuter 76 ~ a ~ c u r 6 v l  
K ~ T U M ~ Y .  
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follow some remarks on very ancient occurrences of Zypm 'wild (creatures)' and a2 
'goat' and on the mediaeval aZja and derivatives. 

1. 76 &ypm A Mycenaean word involves an old concept: KN C 7064 akirga for 
Zypur, describing goats of both sexes, perhaps as 76 &ypur, neut. plur., presumably to 
designate 'wild creatures'? Wild creatures (76 bypux), various quadruped mammals, 

0, continue to be designated as &ypur in classical Greek,lo as their counterparts 'tame or 
domesticated ones' are called riBaa&: and 7jpepa; CJ: Mod. Gr. r j p ~ ~ d ~ ~ S a  (antonym to 
&yp~dyiSa). For the significance of this semantic phenomenon infra on &yplw and 
&ypivdv. 

2. a2 in Mycenaean. Jean-Louis Perpillou in 1972 published a paper" on the Greek 
name of the 'goat' a2 and the Armenian ayc and aits.12 These had long been wn- 
nected as probable loans derived from the same source. Since the Hesychius gloss 6ga. 
a2  A&:KUU€$ has been discarded, for the connection of SGa with Old High German ' 
ziga, Mod. Ger. Ziege, offered by Fick and repeated by K. Latte, is impossible to de- 
fend phonetically,13 the suggestion by Perpillou to read *a&. ax Adrcwves is corrobo- 
rated by the facts. First, 8ga  is nothing but a ghost-form ("fant6mev). Then, other 
names of animals suffixed with -yZ offer good parallels: Gr. v<uua (from *u&T-YE), Gr. 
K & U ~  (from K L K ~ ~ ) .  SO Gr. aiy-: Gr. a& + *aiy-y&, and in compounds Gr. aiy-y-; 
related is Armenian ayc- +- ayci- +- *aig-y- in the instrumental case ayciw. The form 
*aig-ya,with the thematic -i- is that of the most ancient compounds of the name for 
'goat' in Greek: Homeric aiyl-Po709 'browsed by goats', then a iy i -~ovs  'goat-footed' 
(Hdt.), etc.14 Indeed, the most ancient attestations of aig-i- are the Mycenaean adjective 

e aidz6 'goat's' from aigyii (for which classical Gr. a'lycws is to be compared) in a3za (PY 
Ub 1318), i.e. nom. sing. fem.,l5 and the Mycenaean compound a,-ki-pa-ta (KN Fh 
346; PY Ae 108 [=PY 3211, 264, 489), with the aiy-i-l6 of a%, presumable nom. and 
dat. sing. aigip(s)kis, -ii i 'goat-herd', i.e. a i y ~ ~ & a ~ i i q  (?)L7 

9 M. Ventris and J. Chadwick, Documents in Mycenaean Greekz (Cambridge 1973) 529. 
'OThe p a u ~ &  in Ikaria are called also T& 6ypra; see A. I. Poulianos, Aaoypa&~& ' I ~ a p h s  2 (1976-77) 

283; hypm (or 6 p ~ a )  in Cyprus versus iWpa: P. Xioutas, KwpurK;) Aaoypa&a TGU 5 w v  (Nicosia 1978) 
fl 4. 

"Notules laconiennes," Bulletin de la Soci6d de Linguisrique de Paris 67 (1972) 109-28, in which is 
@ included a section "Autour d'un nom de la chkvre," 115-22. 

12 CJ: E. Schwyzer, Griechische Grammatik I 57 n.5, 347 n.5. 
13 Illyric component of Doric: H. Frisk, Griechisches erylnologisches W6rterbuch S.V. 6i<a, with references 

to K. Latte, Hesychii Lexicon I (Copenhagen 1953) s.v., and A. v. Blumenthal, Hesych-studien (Stuttgart 
1930) 7f; R. Schmitt-Brandt, "Albanologische Forschungen," Krarylos 13 (1968) 3 (Si[a. a? is already 
taken into account from Alb. dhize 'Zicklein' with Cabej: this now [I9681 outdated). The IE a& 'Ziegen- 
bock, Ziege' represented by OIndic ajh-b'Ziegenbock: aja' 'Ziege', Middle-Pers. azak, NPers. azg 'Ziege', 
Lith. o?js 'Ziegenbock', oik; 'Ziege', OPruss. wosee 'Ziege', and Alb. dhi 'Ziege': J. Pokorny, Indoger- 
manisches e~ymologisches Worrerbuch I (1959) 6-7. The word a2 which is related to ag-  'Ziege' is con- 

@ sidered an oriental cultural term: Pokorny I 13. 
l4 Perpillou (supra n.11) 118-120. 

@ l5 Ventris and Chadwick (supra n.9) 537 (glossary). 
l6 With instrumental in -i: aiyl-@.ros, aiyl-A~+, ~ L T L - K A V T ~ F ,  h u p l - ~ ~ ~ o q ,  XEL~GUO@F; the composi- 

tion -i- appears with substantive stems such as a i y i - ~ 6 6 ~ s  (Hymn.Hom.), Attic aiyt-~op6%, aiyivow 
(Hdt.), etc. See Schwyzer I 446-48, 450. 

17 See Schwyzer I 526. 
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3. aCya. Passing over the classical Greek a 2 ,  we may mention mediaeval Greek 
azya a218 and the typonym 7j Arya in Patmos ( A . D .  1259)19 and then look at the Late 
Koine words as reflected in Modern Greek and its dialects: 

atya le'yal 7j, Antikythera, Cretez0 (Avdk, Apok6ronas), Ikaria (with plur. aryes, acc. plur. r&p 

atyap), Imbros, Lemnos (beside ~ a r u i ~ a )  (Plaka), Chios (Phyta), Skyros, Peloponnesus (Mes- 
senia), Tsakonia (arya is no longer said in Melana, having been replaced by y & ~ ) , ~ '  Naxos, 
Dodecanesian dialects (Karpathos, Kos, Syme, Rhodes, etc.), ~ a r u i ~ a  beside afya in Chios and 
Karpathos. 

[$I y-afya lykyal Epirus (K6kkinos). Crete. 
a h  le'al 4 ,  Pontic (dialect of Sandi). Chios, lkaria (beside e'ya), Rhodes, etc.; Rhodes: 7;)v a h p  

pow (from r i v  afyau pow), 7;)v ahw, 7;)v b v ,  T<Y iyd,  7;)v hp pow; plur. ol a k ,  acc. plur. o r& 
als.22 

alym le'yal Cyprus, Rhodes, Elymbos (of Karpathos), etc.; CJ Cyprian 7) a i y ~ o i a  ' p & ~ p 6 o ~ ~  
atYaya', aiyrdpavrpa, 76 aiyw~o?r~ov.  

atye7 liyesl nom. plur.: GCL rpdwra alycp (spelled aryep and also afytyrep in the phrase arycp 7' & 
M&pa [=rl  &yp~v&, cJ: infa 1101, gen. plur. rGv aiy&v, all in Cyprus), &a K O T & ~ L  &?r6 a k p  

~ a i  ~ p d f i r a  (Epirus), oi a?ycr (in a folksong in Chios); acc. plur. rip a?ycs (Rhodes). 
r&p aryap ltas e'yasl acc. plur. lkaria (see supra s.v. a2ya). 
?ga in Bova (South Italy). 

The synonyms, arising in the middle ages, for this term a?ya are y/6a (derivative of 
ylS~v aiyl8iov) and ~ a r u l ~ a  'goat' (in Chios [Chalkitis, NBnita, Volissbl and Karpa- 
thos);23 rd K ~ T ~ L K ~ V  'goat' and T& K ~ T [ L K &  'goats' R h o d e ~ ; ~ ~  4 h a  and r u / ~ u a  'goat' 
(Chios, Ikaria), h a  'goat' (Apulia); T& YLTULK& 'goats' (Crete).25 

Psichari finds similarities between Anc. Gr, and Mod. Gr.: as anc. alyes, fem. plur., 
as collective means a 'herd of goats' (since the milch goats are kept alive longer than 
the others, they constitute the nucleus of the herd), so is Mod. Gr. r& y&a a 'herd of 
goats', comprising both female and male (the latter being d ~p&yos, 76 .rpay8. He also 
offers the steps of changes between Pherecrates (/I. 430 B.c. )  aiy l6~ov 'kid' and Mod. 
Greek in the neuter derivative: aiy/&ov, aiyL6~v Pontic (Kerasous, Nikopolis, Tripolis), 
aiyl6c in Epirus (Kokkinos), aiyl6' Pontic (Kotyora, Trapezous, Chaldia), ails' Pontic 

ls Corpus giossariorum latinorum 111 (1892: hereafter CGL) 293.30. alya: latrosophion, ed. I. Oikonomou- 
Agorastou (Thessaloniki 1982) 86 n.11, 96 n.21, 97 11.23. 

l9 F. Miklosich and J. Miiller, Acta el diplomats graeca medii aevi sacra et profana collecta VI (1890) 200. 
20 In Crete there are dialectal compounded nouns with arya in the form -ya (-oya), which are of unique 

importance in showing how firmly rooted are the compounded members of the words: dtvcp6ya. ppovr6ya 
(from ypou76ya y ovr6aiya), 'yyahdya (from yyaA6a~ya: IA 4.221) from iyyah? arya, ycpovr6ya 
(ycpou~da~ya [~asos f IA 5.14), ypdya (from ycpda~ya) (@op~ovv&ros), y ovr6ya (@op~ovvOirop), Ka- 
Kdya from ~ a ~ 6 a ~ y a  (syn. &vcp6ya), Khe+.&ya, paprapdya, paruapdya Lnd paruap&), vmpaur6ya, 
~ a A ~ o u r c ~ p d ~ a ,  ~ a v r c ~ 6 ~ a  and p.rravrcpdya, p&ya (from ip~&alya), urc~p6ya (from u ~ € ~ ~ 6 a i ~ a ) ,  
+purp6ya (from +ovpt&pa aiya), xaLv6ya and Xai'vapd., Gyrdya (syn. 6J I~p~ia~ya) .  $o&ya (syn. &vc- 
poya). See the listing of these compounds by Platakis (supra n.6) 46, and passim 43-123. Cf: Cyprian 
~ t a p ~ 6 a ~ y u r  or yurpp6yca 'old goat'. 

21 A. Kostakis (informant, in Pernot, Introduction ci I'e'tude du dialecte tsakonien [Paris 19341 311) declines 
the noun as follows: a yisa, gen. ta yi6e'. acc. tan eyisa, plur. i yi8e and i eyiae, tur eyi8e. 

22 Ch. I. Papachristodoulou, Ae(ucoypa&~& ~ a i  Aaoypa&K& P 6 h v  (Aaoypa& 7 [Athens 19691) 161. 
" Middle Gr. K ~ T U ~ K ~  (6) is a derivative of K ~ ~ ( T L K ~ V  + * a i Y ~ ~ a r a ~ ~ 6 v :  Georgacas (supra n.1) 147 no. 

4. 
2' Miklosich and Miiller (supra 11.19) 335. 
25 Georgacas (supra n.1) 152 nn.1 and 3. 

(Kotyora, Sanda, Chaldia, Kars), Y ~ ~ L U ,  y/61;" South Italy Greek y&i, plur. y / 6 ~ a ; ~ ~  in 
Karpathos ~d al i ,  76 yl, or rd i with plur. r& $3ur; derivative of aiyiS~ou is also aiL6ha f. 
'goat skin' (from aiyiSka or rather a i y i 8 a h  in Karpa tho~) .~~  

The linguistic discussion of the following Greek names is the chief subject of this 
study: (1-2) &ypios a%, &yp~da& (3) aiyaypoq; (4) dryp~pxibv -+ & y p l p ~ o v ,  dryplpiv; 
(5-6) iryptvdv and yapvd; (7-8) uavv&s (Mod. Cretan aavv&Sa, etc.), livv&s; (9) . . 
~ ~ E U K ~ O U  and *pecr~dv ( K ~ ~ u ~ K L U ) ,  p a u ~ d v ,  etc.; (10) & y p i ~ a i y 1 6 ~ ~ v ;  (1 1)  &YPLO- 

In Homer a 2  6yp~oq is 'wild goat', probably the aegagrus: 11. 4.105f C w h a  rd(ov 
ii;.$oov ;5&hov aiydq &ypi.~v;~9 Od. 14.50 <urdpeuev 6' <?rl 6 k p p  bvO&6os &yplov aiyds 
"and thereupon he spread the skin of a shaggy wild goat"; 9.155 Zpuav . . . aryas 
dpeu~40vq,  h a  ~ ~ ~ ? r v r j u ~ u r v  Craipo~ "roused . . . mountain goats [cJ: p a u ~ &  roil @V 
~ o i l  of today], that my comrades might make their meal"; 17.294f rbv 62 ?r&po~O~v dry;- 
VEUKOV U ~ O L  6 ~ 6 ~ ~ s  azyaq C?r' drypo~Cpa~30 4s; ?rpd~as $6; haywok,  "in days past the 
young men used to take (the hound) to hunt wild goats and deer and hares"; 11. 3.23ff 
t s  re hkwv Cx&pV p~ydh? 2 7 ~ 1  U & ~ T L  d p u a s ,  eljP&v r j  gha4ov mpadv r j  dyp~ov  arya 
rreiv&wv, "then even as a lion is glad when he lighteth on a great carcass, having found 
a horned stag or a wild goat when he is hungry."31 Hesychius has the gloss &ypwv 

26 J. Psichari, "La chbvre chez Hombre, chez les Attiques et chez grecs modernes," Quelques travawc de 
linguistique. de philologie et de litte'rature helliniques 1 (Paris 1930) 1202-05. 

2' G. Rohlfs, Lexicon Graecanicum ltaliae Inferioris (Tiibingen 1964) 16 s.v. aiyl6wv. 
" M. G. Micha'ilidis, Aaoypa+w& dwma I1 (1934) 106, 109, 110, 112 (all about ail); 76 yl or 76 1 

(Elymbos), 76 i (Karpathos) 98; a s i a  'skin of the goat' (Elymbos) and 'goatskin used as a container for 
water, wine and oil' (117). 

*The epithet 2aA.o~ may mean 'bounding, leaping', as the scholiast to the Iliad explains and we read in 
Hesychius: L$&Aov ~$1)rwoG, 6(iop. . . . SllAoZ 62 ~ a i  6( iw drMo&vov. I would link iruahobpc 'goat' 
recorded by A. Karanastasis ("F~uuLK+ Gir l  (K T&W d M r ) v o ~ v w v  ~ a r o i ~ o v  T ~ W  Xwpiwv ~ ~ c ~ v a r h p  ~ a i  
K o p ~ v o  rijs 'A?rovhhp r;ip K & T ~  'Irahhp" [19641, IA archives Ms. 836 p.8) with gaahos: i.e., iraaA06pc. 
would be derivative with suffix -obp~v from 2aAop substantivized and probably the diminutive *L$&ALw with 
change of ks - ts, to which i rua  (from alylraa; not from aiyi8lraa as Karanastasis suggests) has con- 
tributed. Parallels are substantivized nouns like &ypiP, d l Y P ~ ~ ~ 6 ,  etc. With the notion 'the springing goat', 
6 2ahoc and 76 L$&ALv are naturally understood. 

SO For d;yptor 'wild' the poetic adj. is hYP6rcpo~ (derivative of &yp6s) with the synonym 6peivdc 'moun- 
tainous' having the poetic 6pimepop (stem ~ Y U - :  biu-rcpos.  of 6pod as synonym. Thus. aiyar id 
dryporhpa~ '(to hunt) wild goats' (Od. 17.295 , wh~le in Theocritus 8.58 it means game: 6&~Speu~ G v  
Xc~p&v +o/3cP6v K ~ K ~ W ,  iiijau~ 8' ai)&~, i i P v ~ v  8' Gu?rhay(, dlypo~ipo~s 82 Aha, &v8pi Si W ~ ~ ~ € W L K & F  
&?rah&s ndeop, "Dread plague to trees is tempest, drought to the waters, the springe to birds, and nets to 
game; and to man desire for a tender maiden" (so Gow, 1 72-73, I1 180). The adj. hypavhos, 'dwelling in 
the fields', has as antonym 6PE)v-~~P~p;  GOW notes (I1 455) on &yporcp&wv at Theoc. 25.135 that "hypav- 
hop and dlYPd~cPop are apparently synonyms." 

81 Psichari (supra n.26) 1191-1240 (a fine piece of detailed research and discussion, written in 1920, 
gives 6 and i )  a2 and offers the distinction between sing. masc. hypwp a2 and (1199) "une hypwu a?ya 
sOrement fkminin" (11. 3.24; in Eth.Nic. 3.10.7, merely an allusion to Homeric lines, and 7.7.1, allusion to 
information given by Hdt. 2.42), masc. ?riovop aiyds (11. 9.207, dv 6' hpa v&ov i877~ '  d i b ~  ~ a i  ?rhvop 
a iyk) ,  but plur. fem. atycp . . . d;ypta~ (Od. 9.118-19: i v  6' a ? y ~ s  &?rcipicrur~ ycy&au~v d;ypuri "therein 
innumerable wild goats live"). 
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a&. ai jaypov from Apollonius Sophista (ca 100 A.D.), and this is of course the Ho- 
meric phrase (11. 3.24). 

The term *$ drypwa& 'wild goat' occurs in Middle Greek only in the form &yptd- 
aiyas (acc. plur.) or, as the MS. has it accented, &ypioalyas. The passage of Rhetorius 
Astrologus (active ca A.D. 500) nepl idel$ews K P ~ F  is as follows: ci 82 i u r i  76 [ ~ B U ) V  
&veLcrj8eq, ylvcrai r j  ,~?AC$~ i v  TOTS ~ T E L V O ? ~ .  E L  8; i v  Br)pd&ui, yLvera~ ZV  TO?^ dlYP~- 
h i p  4701 <cis> iA&&w, dlypidaiyas. ei 8; i u ~ i v  36a~G8es, yL)vc~ai 7j Z V  rots 
iXe&l ~ a l  Gua Zv TO?< Ghui rdrs 8 ~ a ~ p o @ s  T O L O ~ V T ~ L ? ~  Concerning TO?$ &ypi&iq,33 
it should be noted that rdr &ypkua in the sense 'deer' (2ha&i) occurs perhaps as early 
as A.D.  500, while the same word also had the meaning 'wild goats' (&ypioa?ye~). It 
seems that ~ T O L  iAci&w, dlypidaiyas (Boll's emendation e k  is not needed) may be a 
glosss4 which crept into the text; and the use of accusative rather than dative in a gloss 
at this late date would not be remarkable. The term &yplpm for 'deer' is still in use in 
Crete today, where it signifies, in addition and primarily, 'wild goats'. The last matter to 
be discussed is the accent. Boll's hypidatyas should be rejected in favor of the MS. 
drypioalyaf.35 The nom. sing. form drypidad is fictitious, made up for the dictionary. In 
view of Middle Greek r j  aL'yaa6 (or aiya, the distinction between circumflex and acute 
being meaningless), the nom. sing. might well have been &ypioalya (derivative of 
a iya ) ,  to which the acc. plur. would have been &ypioalya9, even for Rhetorius, the 
more so if this is a later gloss. 

The term aiyaypos is of learned origin and serves as the species name in the 
Greek scientific taxonomy 'Avr iAd~q  7j aiyaypoq (Rupicapra rupicapra) and A% 7j 
aijaypop (Capra hircus aegagrus). In general it is used of any wild goat but more spe- 
cifically of the a e g a g r u ~ . ~ ~  Thus, the ~ ~ ~ 7 1 ~ 6 s  a?yaYpo9 and the 82pp.a aiy&ypov 'cham- 

30 F. Boll, CCAG VII 225 (from Vat.gr. 191 f.239). 
33 For this see infa 107f. Also see &yplp&ov ferina, CGL 11 217.18; cf: G. Heraeus, Index, CGL VII 

443, &yplCLaLv ferina. Cf: 7dr &ypyca^ur 'game' (11 B.c., I1 A.D.), LSJ s.v. 
34 This suggestion came from L. Threatte. 
35 Boll in his apparatus to line 9: "&ypwaiya~ cod. compositum novum videtur." 
36 CGL 111 293.30; see Georgacas (supra n.1) 150 n.1. 
37 Chatzisarantos and Kanellis (supra n.4: 1963) 15 no. 70; cJ Kanellis (supra n.4: 1980) nos. 69 Capra 

bircus, ibex, and 70 Rupicapra rupicapra, &ypdy~60; D. N. Papagiannopoulos, "aiyaypos," McY&A7) 'EM?)- 
vmj  'Eyrcv~Ao~alG~ia 2.378~-79a (in Greece the aiyaypot are found on Parnassos, Tymphrestos We- 
lolichil, and some islands of the Aegean); the most common way of hunting aiyaypo~ is tracking (rm- 
yavd); Germanos, "aiyaypos," 'EArv%cp~v&~ 'Eymr~Aona~Guc6v Ac5uc6v [hereafter EEAI 1 (1927) 
446a-b; A. S. Zacharis, '"H navir, 7j Xhwpis, rdr &q," 'Hp&~Aeiov K ~ L  6 vo&s TOV (Irakleion 1966) 
57-66: Capra hircus aegagrus m. creticus, this aiyaypos 6 K ~ ~ T W ~ F ,  commonly drypip, is found in its natu- 
ral habitat in 76 @ap&yp 6 s  Zapup& or 76" @ & p a p  (in Samaria-Ayia RoumBli, in the eparchia of 
Sfakia), now called 6 'Eevuc6s Apvpbs; cf: E. K. Platakis, Zrrrj~ara ~ a l  &L Kap~7lKal p o p h i  It (Ira- 
kleion 1975) 254. On the subject of the '"EBvuck Apvjds cis Zawpdv," see in newspaper Vima (Re- 
thymnon) 3 Feb. 1962. (The name Zawp$ was explained by G. Hatzidakis, ~ h u u o ~ o ~ ~ ~ a ~  2'prvvar I 
I19341 354, from Z& Map$ - 'Ouia Mapla.) According to calculations of the inhabitants, there live 
within the 'EBuuc6q Apv&s about three hundred individual animals (&ypipa) and outside of it about 
seven hundred; see S. G. Spanakis, Kprjnl 11, AUTU({ KPiq 332. 

ois leather' (syn. u a p v & ) ? *  The learned aiyaypog was revived from the Koine 6 and 7j 
aiyaypos in the same sense: Babrius (I1 A.D.) 102.8; Oppian (111 A.D.) Cyneg. 1.71. 

Like u;aypoq equal to airs. &ypioq, there were formed aiyaypos 'wild goat', ~ 6 -  
aypos 'wild bull' for p o k  &yp~os, h a y p o s  'wild horse' for l"os &ypios, 6vaypos m. 
'wild ass' for 6vos &ypiop, e t ~ . 3 ~  As Middle Gr. &ypioalyas (acc. plur. [see supra]), so 
must aiyaypov (acc. sing.) have originated from arya 6ypiov with adjustment of the 
ending of the compound (-aypos in aZyaypos for &ypios in a2 6ypios, as &aypos for 
& dYP~oq by the replacement of -10s by -09). 

The flesh of the aijaypoq is called 76 aiy&ypiov in the Edict. Diocl. 4.45 (A.D. 
301): Eiop~cwv $701 a i y a y p ~ w v  $ K E ~ ~ W V  = Lat. dorci sibe [=sive] caprae vel dammae 
'meat (of the young) of the roe-deer', cJ: a i Y & Y P e ~ ~ ~  capriolina ~aro.~O Basil of Caesarea 
(t379) states that in Pontos there were in his time &ykhac. aiy&v dryphv (Migne, PG 
32.277). In the Vita of St Theoctiste it is said that there were in Paros a&aypo~ ,~ l  
hunted by hunters coming from Euboea. Hunting of goats was attested in many places 
and, especially, about Lycia by Eustathius of Thessalonica (774.58, cJ: also 450.17) .42 

The Middle Greek dryplPi(~),43 commonly &yplP in Modern Greek, was originally 
'wild beast'.44 It came to designate the aegagrus, the drypkuL par excellence. For example: 
Airjy-quis ~ r a i 8 i 6 $ ~ a u ~ o s  [or Tre~d$pauroqI 32.1045, d + i 8 o P o 6 ~ s  :Aa&qdp6 w v  76 
&ypiw; Erotokritos 2.645, &yplF, h&+m ~ a l  hayo& $+epvev eis 76 u r l ~ i ;  in a song 

I 
from Crete, &yplv KL & y p i p . d ~ ~ a  p v ,  &$UY p v  p e p 0 ~ 2 ~ a ,  . . . vdr @s hay06 

p P l  KL AT' dLypipw6 T;1 p&q.45 The Cretan dlyplw (the aegagrus, now called also 
KPiKPi? Occurs in West Crete (Mt Ida and Aev~dr *Op7)) and in Antimelos. The same 
dryplP for aegagrus (with &yPip.d~i the 'young dlyplw') occurs in the Dodecanese 
(Kalymnos, Karpathos). The d r y p ~ p d ~ ~ a o s  in Crete is for 'male &yplW' as opposed to 
the female uavv&8a. The same sense (aegagrus) is found in the following compounds 
from Crete: & y p i p ~ 2 p a  adj. 'having horns similar to those of the aegagrus', & y p i p -  
K ~ K K ~ A ~ ,  & Y P i p ~ ~ ~ 7 7 Y d q  and & Y P i p ~ d Y ~ q  'hunter of aegagri', &ypipvepd 'spring 
where aegagri drink'.46 

The Middle Greek &yplwv (also dialectal in Livisi, Pontic, and Chios [Kardamylal) 
is a new form based on the plural form EryplW layrimyal, which developed from drypl- 

38 See D. J. Georgacas, "A Modern Greek-English Dictionary," 671 s. v. ai:yaypos (in typescript). 
39 E. Risch, Indogermanische Forschungen 61.86; Schwyzer I 439 with n.3; G. Hatzidakis, 'A~a6~peucdr 

&vayv&upz~a I (Athens 1924) 200, 347; It (1930) 339. 346. These terms have been set in relation with 
bypa, etc., by folk etymology; see P. Chantraine, Etudes sur le vocabulaire grec (Paris 1956) 45 13.2. 

40 Diokletians Preisedikt, ed. S. Lauffer (Berlin 1971) 109, 224. 
I 

41  Th. Ioannou, Mvqp& ~ i ~ w A o ~ u c &  (Venice 1884) 9. 
42 C.: Ph. Koukoules, B v [ a v ~ i v ~ v  $09 ~ a l  WOALTW&~ V (Athens 1952) 417. 
'3 Kriaras (supra n.7) 58. CJ Koukoules (supra n.42). 
44 76 &yPLP(u) is 'the wild animal' in Rhodes: Papachristodoulou (supra 11.22) 73. 
4S Styl. E. Papadakis, "Kprjrq, ycwypa&x," EEA 8 (1930) 181a. 
46 Panos Kalogerikos, EEA 1.167b; Pierre Belon, Les observations de plusieurs singularitez et choses memo- 

rubles trouvPes en Gr.?ce. . . (Paris 1554) ff. 4=-16', mentions it too (1547). 
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w m  (sing. & y p l w w v ) ,  when the latter underwent shift of the accent from & y p ~ p & ~  

to indicate clearly that the adjective & y p ~ ~ k v  had become an appellative &yplW~ov.47 
In Ptolemy VIII (I1 B.c.)  and in a papyrus48 we have the & y p ~ w k v  'wild animal, game, 
venison' (Mod. Gr. syn. @ < p a p ,  KVV<YL, & Y P ~ ~ ~ ~ P ~ v d ,  dLYPlp~) and Middle Greek 
& Y P ~ p i b ~  was 'wild animal'.49 The form &yplpatov  (pronounced layr imeon/ )  under- 
went synizesis of eo and ea to yo and ya (yodization) respectively in Middle Greek, so 
the new form ayrimyon and ayrimya resulted.50 The form 76 &yplWu is also implicit in 
the phrase i v  70;s & y P ~ p h ~ s  Ca A . D .  500 (see supra 106). 

The Middle Greek and Mod. Greek n. occurs in the Pelo- 
ponnesus (Laconia, Mani), Zakynthos, and in Northern Greece (in Macedonia Kozani, 
in Thrace Arkadioupolis; IA 1.190a); it does not designate specifically the wild goat, as 
N. Andriotis but refers to any wild mammal: T& & ~ ~ L ~ L K &  U T ~  dp@v7 (in the 
forest: ~rkadioupolis); in a song from Mani, U K & { O ~ ~ L  y d  T' & Y P L ~ L K ~ .  In any case, 
the adj. & Y P ~ C U ~ d y  'of an &yplW' in Crete refers to the aegagrus, the example & ~ P L ~ L K ~  

hovpl  meaning 'strip of aegagrus skin' (M 1.190a). 
E. Platakis lists some nineteen toponyms, including names of caves, which are 

compounds of &yplw with vepd, XUP&+L, e t ~ . ~ ~  

"?A 1.19Oa S.V. & y P b  213. 
'8 FGrHisr 2 3 4 ~ 9 ,  7roMdr p2v TGV &yP~pawv i y ~ e ~ ~ a ~  7re7rov1)p&a . . . yiv? (with the sense Brjpapa, 

K D C ~ S  & y o t v  [imp); P.Lond. 111 1159.73 (11 A.D.): delivery 6pviBov ~ a i  dr-yp~paiwv. The technical and 
late term'7& &$p~pak  is connected with dryp6c, &ypwr, as weil as the n o u i h r p a  (cJ also drvayph f., 
'period during which hunting is prohibited'); cf: Chantraine (supra 11.39) 59 with n.1. 

49 Middle Greek (unaccented) &yp~pawv ferina: in CGL I1 217.18; is it &yplpa~ov or dryp~pakv? The 
term ferina is the 'flesh o f  wild animals as food, game, venison'. See supra n.33. 

50 Since drypiluv from the previous stage &yplpawv and this from h y p ~ p a k v  might be considered prob- 
lematic, it should be pointed out that such is the way that adjectives in -~paLoq developed within Koine 
Greek. Examples: & y r h ~ ~ i O s  'belonging to the herd' (Macarius Aegypt., ca 390); ~ v e X v p ~ p a a v  ( d v i p  
pov) 'pledge security'; ~ ~ ~ o h ~ p a i ' o v  (YP&CLw) 'power o f  attorney'; eljPea~paks 'found', whence adj. 
ppeaLCla&s and 7rpGpa flpta~Cud (deriv. o f  ~6~dcr~poc;  cf: neut. noun ~ 6 ~ d ~ L p o V  'trovatura' [Germano 
301 ed. H.  Pernot]); e v l ) a ~ p a a ~  'carcass o f  an animal' (LXX);  K ~ + L @ o ~  'stolen' (LXX; P.Lond. I 1  
422.3; cf: Mod. Gr. T& ~h€$Lpak  [A. Petsalisl and KAC+L& [Makrygiannisl, adj. ~ h e + I p w ~  [e.g. K A E $ ~ ~ ( u o  
~piaa]  and noun T& ~he+;pa  [Kazantzakisl, and noun 76 K A E + L ~ ~  'theft'); ~ho7r~pa;os 'stolen' (Lucian 
etc.), and syn. o f  preceding; AaBp~pa?os 'clandestine, secret'; v e ~ p ~ p a k ~  (LXX; noun 76 v e ~ p ~ p a k v ) ;  
pcftpip 'rooted' (Cornaros ' E ~ W T ~ K ~ L T O F  2.2361  yap&^^ p c f ~ p i ,  4.703 X a p & ~ ~  p g ~ p h )  - p($L,uak? 
(Const. Porph. Admin.lmp. [written before A.D. 9531 9.27, &uov 62 adroi ? r i ~ p a ~  cia; p ~ h a k c .  v$-r)Aa~ 
vquiwv 61m)v &m&~vdpxva~; Praktikon [A.D. 10731, ~ a l  pcf~pah ?ri.rpa p~yo;hrj h a r a ~  keyo@ul) 
Kahi ?r&pa; Praktikon [A.D. 13011; etc.); ~ p a x q h ~ p a k s  ' o f  the neck'; m x ~ p a k s  'accidental' (Eusebius, 
t339); + o & ~  from + o & ~  (Kythera) - *+o&pawu - *$o@pakv; BpaalCu from Bpaulpv - Bpaal- 
p w v  + '8paaL,uakv; <wv7ilu - & ~ J V T ~ ~ W  - <mv~ipwv (Du Cange, Somavera) from gov~lpawv 
~ w v ~ ~ p a b v .  On the basis o f  the plur. drypipa, the new form &ypiWv originated in analogy to -a plur.: -LV 

sing. in parallel examples such as &7r/6m: drds~v, 6 a ~ n j h :  GaKn'ALv, ~e f#I&h~a:  KE@N&V, etc. Cf: G.  Hatzi- 
dakis, 'ABqvi 22 (1910) 240f = Glotta 3 (1912) 209f. Cf also Shipp (supra n.2) 30 s. v. hyp~paks .  

51 Kriaras (supra n.7) 58. 
52 N. Andriotis, "'EmCLOAoY~~&," I \ E ~ L K O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ V  Ath~iOv 2 (1940) 147. 

'Aypqd (T&), 'Aypwp6 ( ~ 6 ) .  'Aypcpo~ipa70 (76), ' A Y P ~ j w ~ e G A ~  and ' A y p ~ p o ~ ~ & h o  (76) and 'Aypl- 
p.o~~&iolha ($), .AYP~&~ov Ta (i), 'Ayp~pohal ( ; ) ) ,  'AYp~p.oh&~~(a  (T&) ,  'Ayp~pohd&s (oi), .AyP~povep6 
(&) and 'Aypq.uivepa ( ~ d ,  'Ayp~pomjyaso (.A), 'Ayp~&nopos (d), ~o-ij 'Ayp~poGS 76 PU&KL, 'Ayp~po- 
xipa+ (76), 'AYP~poXiPa& ( ~ ( i ) ;  and as names o f  caves: 'Ayp~/.wmf#I&k~ (719, 'Ayp~&vepo (76), TO; 

'AypqwvepoC 6 amjh~os. Platakis (supra n.7) 165-68. 

DEMETRIUS J. GEORGACAS 

5-6. dryp~vdv Cyprian and ycupv6 Cappadocian (Farashotic) 

The Cyprian term & y p ~ v d v  never did signify a 'kind of wild goat', as stated in the 
Historical Lexic0n.5~ Actually, it was Georgios Frangoudiss5 who told us in 1890 that 
" T L V Z S  p ~ 6 u p m v e s  E ~ ~ P I U K O V T ~ L  E ~ U ~ T L  i v  702s Z ~ E U L  TO; ' O A ~ ~ T O V  (in Cyprus), ~ a h o 6 -  
~ E V O L  &yp~v&." Then & L V ~ V  76, ' & y p h ~  ~ p o p & ~ o v  ~266s TL' ,  is explained by A. 

?. q=%- 
I Sakellarioss6 as signify~ng w~ld ram' or 'wild sheep' ( ~ A d p o s  [for ~ p ~ & p o d  is used for 

the male and K O V ~ M ~  for the female). G. Loukas gives still more explicit information 
about & y p ~ v d v :  the animal moufflon Caprovis rnusimo, in Greek w6uwv,  is '~260s 
K ~ L O ;  p;  ~ p l x a s  aiy6q', wild sheep (syn. &yplF);57 CJ: P. Gennadios: & y p ~ v d ,  76 6 y P ~ o v  
.rrpd@.ro v ,  Ovis cyprius or Caprovis rnusimo .58 

This wild sheep, related to the Asiatic p ~ v + A d v ,  is the ~ w r p m ~ 6 v  p ~ v c p h d v  and, 
within the island of Cyprus, is called & y p ~ v d v .  It lives in the forested areas of the moun- 
tain range of the northwest part of the island, and especially on the Troodos (highest 

/ peak 2140 m.). It is a handsome animal with large horns and a body length of 0.70 m. 
In 1930 its numbers were estimated at about 250 to 300,59 but in the 1950's it had been 

1 reduced to a very rare species30 The animal is now protected by measures to prevent its 1 extinction on the island31 
1 We are told more by Paul Xioutas in his recent book.=' The Cyprian wild sheep, 
, Ovis a m m o n  orientalis (Cyprus variety),63 according to the expert Dr J. L. van Haaften 

(19701, is a "species of capra of Mt Troodos," first defined by Dr J. Sibthorp, who 1 visited Cyprus in 1787. Even earlier Wilhelm von Boldeusele, who visited Cyprus in 

1 1333, wrote, "There are in the mountains of Cyprus wild sheep with hair like that of 
goats . . . " D. Possot, who visited the island in 1533, wrote of the & y p ~ v & ,  "One finds ' here plenty of wild sheep, which have the hair of a deer and run in the country like 1 wild animals."64 

/ 5' IA 1.191a, with a reference also to &ypo~pp6pa~ov (Pontic), 1.216a. 
I 55 K k p ~ s ,  4 K67rpoq 6 s  cnjpePov (Athens 1890) 40. 
I 56T& K V T ~ L ~ K &  11 (Athens 1891) 429: 7j 'Opclvi iv' ye&nl &?r6 &yp~v&, 76 KPLK& TWV Ev' &ui~pov u&v . .  . 

76 7rafiiT&KLv. 
S7Georgios Loukas (1843-19251, ~ A W ~ ~ ~ & ~ L O V  rewpyiov AOVKG, ed. Theophano D. Kypri (Nicosia 

1979). 12 S.V. &ro~vdu. Cf: also drvorv6v moufflon (A .  Kvriakidis. ACELK~U bhhnvoa?*~h~~6YZ [Athens 19091 
893) and drypsub; brebis'sauvage '(E. Legrand, ' ~ h h ~ v o j a h h L K 6 ~  he&Kdv [pais 18821 s.v.). In figurative 
senses, &yp~vdu means (a) unsociable person, and (b)  inexperienced individual (syn. b7recpos, @?raa- 
~ E ' V O S ) :  c/: Loukas. 

58 P. Gennadios, " ~ E W ~ ~ L K ~ V  YA~uu(ip~ov," IA archives M S .  p.3. 
S. Chatzidakis, ' '7rp6fi~ou ([,wok.)," EEA 10 (1930) 892b. As ?rppdparov 6 61#&~v it is designated in 

EEA XuCL7rh7jP~pa 1.461. 
"Khrpos ( X h ~ p l s  ~ a l  vavlq)," EEA 8 (1930) 311b. 

61  There are items o f  information on the Cyprus &yp~v& written by the Cypriot foresters E. D.  Michaeli- 
dis and Dem. Michaelidis in the magazine A a a ~ ~ o l  Oquavpoi 1968, by R. M .  Serapheim in 1970, and by 
Anthimos Panaretos, Aaoypa@& K k p o v  ' A v & h r ~ ~ a  ( I Iaydvp~oq *EUWULF rew7rp6vwv) 41-44. This 
information was supplied by Dr Kyriakos Hadjioannou. 

Supra n.lO: 162-68. 
63 Cf: Websrer's Third New Inter~ia~ional Dicrio~iary (1976) 1476 S.V. "mouflon" (this being from Fr. 

mouflon). 
64 In C. D. Cobham, ficerpta Cypria (Nicosia 1969) 16 and 63. 
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Xioutas rejects o u t  of  h a n d  t h e  misconceived idea tha t  76 &ypivdv is  related to  
Xlw~pa and has  any  connection with evil animals ( 8 a l p ~ ~ l ~ & ) ? 5  I n  a n y  case, 76 drypi- 
V ~ V  is definitely a pan-Cyprian word for the  wild sheep.66 

According to a tradition published by P. Xioutas in 1945 and reproduced in his recent 
book,67 the Cyprian &yp~v& are oi arYcs (spelled even a l - y ~ ~ s  because of the gen. plur. form 76, 
aiy&v) 7' h~-M&pa (6 ~ L S  M & w s  is the patron saint of Morfou, while 4 ~ K K A ~ U L ~ ~  706 Z ~ L O V  
M&wv~ov is the patron in B a p c h a b ~  in E u b ~ e a ) . ~ ~  Because of this relation of the agrini to 
Saint Mamas, the unrelenting hunters avoid hunting the agrini o n  September 2, the saint's feast 
day. 

The main characteristics of the agrin6n are its keen sense of smell, its speed and agility, its 
rutting, its meat, etc. The most famed hunters of agrini of the last half-century are from the 
main villages around Mt Troodos and the Paphos forest (Kambos, Tsakistra, Panaya, Statos, 
Mylikourin, Platres, and Kakopetria). The spoor (pahay$, Cypr. paAa?j) is easily followed. The 
hunters, mindful of the animal's extremely sharp sense of smell, are careful to approach from 
downwind, using suitable techniques and methods to take their quarry. A herd consists of be- 
tween three and fifteen animals. The gestation period is five months. The meat is sweet as 
sugar, whether 6+du 'roasted' or as noun 'roasted meat', or pan cooked.or ? r a u ~ d v  (&?rdX7~v) 
'cured or  sun-dried meat'; the flesh is tasty until the animal reaches the age of four years, when 
it becomes tough. The &yptv& live to between fifteen and twenty years. 

Finally, there are a number of derivatives of &yp~vdv listed by Xioutas: names of the do- 
mestic goat r j  & y p ~ v a i ~ ~  (from &yp~vala) ,  r j  & ~ P L Y L ~ K &  (from &yP~v~&la) ,  15 dLyp~v&s (from 
dryprulas, sc. .rp&yos), and 76 &ypivd~~w 'young agrin6n1, o n  the ground that the goat resembles 
a w p d ~  &yp~vdw;70 there is also &yp~vopxMohpa f., because its hair is somewhat similar to that 
of the agrin6n. There may be added the compound & y p ~ v o . n a p & x h o ~ ~ a ~ v a  (IA 1.191b), mean- 
ing 'goat of a gray color, mottled ( ? r a p S a A d ~ p w ~ ~ ,  .napSah$), and with small ears'. Xioutas (14) 

66Xioutas (supra n.10) 168. That uncalled-for idea was expressed in Nicosia by G. Kourmoulis, "'EwL- 
pubcis 6 s  hpxahs X ~ p l p a s  i w  K i ~ p o , "  I I p a u ~ ~ d r  TOG A' ALEBVOG~ K I Y I ~ ~ O ~ O ~ L K O ~  Z U W L ~ ~ ~ O U  1969 
(Leukosia 1973) 199-203. Kourmoulis' argumentation is a useless attempt to connect the wild sheep of 
Cyprus with the Homeric chimaera, offering ideas but no evidence from the well-known fauna of the 
island and no scholarly documentation (no reference accompanies his discussion of more than four pages). 
First, he tries empirically to determine without information from any native zoologists whether the animal 
is a goat or a sheep and he reaches a 'chimaeric' conclusion: "Tb hyp~vbv A O L W ~ W  ~ i v a c  ZW ua~avucdv 
{Cv, 76 dro?ow @w e h a ~  O ~ T E  a% 0576 ~rp6pa~ow, c b a ~  67~h8Tj &I XIw~pa" (202), which the Cyprians, 
who have eaten the flesh of hyp~w6w, could have told him, while he was still in Cyprus in 1969. Then, his 
connecting ~ ~ L & K E T O F  'raging' with the nonexistent * p ~ & ~ o p i  with his assumed reduplication from 
& x o p ~ ,  is unsupported by any facts (linking as he does h W ~ & ~ c r o s  with p&xoph which was done by 
poets and rhapsodes with 6 w x w ;  this is certainly a folk etymology!); the initial h- in & ~ L & U E T O F  may be 
intensive or pleonastic. On the other hand, compare pa~p&o 'tremble with ardor' and w~&uuo (LXX, 
etc.), paipzt  adj. ' ~ a p a x 4 8 q ~ '  (Hesych.), and perhaps p l w u o s  'violent' (tragedy), not having the -x- of 
pdxopa~, p ~ & u r q s  'boisterous, stormy' (epithet of Zeus), Malpunjp  name of a month in Phocaea, 
gods p a ~ p a ~ ~ i j p ~ s  (inscr. Mytilene), the month M a ~ p a ~ ~ p c i w  (derived from T& *Ma~pa~njpur) ,  etc. See 
LSJ on these words; Frisk (supra n.13) 11 159f s.v. pz~&w; P. Chantraine, Dictionnaire itymologique de la 
langue grecque I (Paris 1968) 69b and I11 (1974) 658a. 

66 KyriakosHadjioannou, in letter dated 9 Sept. 1981. 
" Supra n.lO: 163-65. 
66 See Tasos Zappas, Eljpo& 11 (Athens 1978) 144. 
69 See K. Hadjioannou, Tdr i w  A m m &  I (1969) 6. Cf: Cyprian 4 +auual, U T ~ X T ~ ,  w M i ,  BvCi, &mi, 

in Ikarian 4 Zhi,  p p u ~ w i ,  p p ~ i ,  in West Crete oi dhais, oi uapiy, 4 papi, 4 .rrAa~i, in Avlonari of 
Euboea oi ihais, oi Kapds, oi powpis, etc., so also oi $TEA<$ from 4 @eAia (Du Cange). 

Hadjioannou, Tdr i v  A m m &  11 (1979) 101-03. 

also adds the detail that &?rdX~~v7 '  L ~ ~ r e d  and sun-dried meat' (76 ?rau&v), was formerly meat 
of agrin6n in Cyprus (Kambos, Panagia, Tsakistra, and elsewhere)J2 

T h e  n o u n  &ypivdv was der ived  f r o m  t h e  fuller expression &ypiv6v @ov or .rrpdpa- 
TOV. The adj. dr-yp~vdq can b e  explained as ex tended  f r o m  hypios  with t h e  suffix -(i) vds, 
possibly u n d e r  t h e  impact of  6 p ~ l ~ d q  'of t h e  mountains,  mountainous ' ,  this  used  beside 
its s y n o n y m  i;peios (cf: i ;pc~a  <$a i n  Aristotle). T h e r e  follows another  f ind tha t  leads us 
t o  drypivdv?3 

T h e  Farasha t e r m  76 -yapvd, occurring i n  t h e  Anti taurus,  designated a k ind  o f  

76 ' v k y ~ ~ u p a  'hunting7, Mod.  G r .  ~ u v r j - y i ? ~  I certainly approve t h e  explanation o f  ~6 
-yapvd from 76 &-ypi~dv,  for  these  reasons: (a) Cyprian a n d  Cappadocian have voca- 
bulary in  common a n d  grammatical  parallels, a n d  (b) t h e  meta thes i s  o f  t h e  vowel 
&-yp'vd to y a p v d  (dryp- to  -yap-) is not only possible bu t  is also at tested i n  a parallel i n  
Pontic, with which Farasha (as an archaic Cappadocian dialect) has close ties, as R. M. 
Dawkins  h a s  demonstrated.  

Apart from yapvd from drYp~vdv, there is the Pontic 6 y a p ~ d s  'bull' (Kerasous) and 76 
y a p ~ d w  'bull' (syn. ~ a 6 p o s ,  ~ a v p n ,  as in Amisos, Imera, Kromni, Chaldia, e t ~ . ; ? ~  this word is 
from Koine & y p ~ ~ d s ,  & y p ~ ~ d w  'wild animal' and the adjective & y p ~ ~ d s  L ~ i l d ' ,  the latter still 
attested in the Kerkyra speech area today.76 This enticing explanation of y a p ~ d s ,  nonetheless, 
seems to have a flaw: is a bull called 'wild'? We know of po+ &ypmq for the 'buffalo' (Arist. 
HA 499a41, but cattle are animals 'dwelling in the fields'; indeed T& c& in the area of Trapezous 

On Middle Gr. ~ W ~ K T L V  (Const. Porphyrog., Cerim. 1.464) and Mod. Gr. h7r647~ (Syros), ~ W ~ ~ T L W  

(Cyprus), & W ~ ~ T L  (Cyclades, Chios, Ikaria, Dodecanese, Crete, etc.), W ~ X T ~ ,  etc.: IA 3.622f. The word is 
from &W~+TLV - *&~6mmw, deriv. of dnomor (: 6m6s with 6 4 ~ 6 s  in Crete 'hp6.s'; cf: Cypr. h? tdX~~v 
' m u ~ b w  ~ p i a r ' ) .  Cf: G. Hatzidakis, 'AB7)u& 22 (1910) 207f = r h o ~ u o h o ~ ~ a i  iptuwa~ I 550. 

T2 Xioutas refers to X. Farmakidis, KwrpcauTj haoypa&a (Limassol 1968) 117, and t o  others. Kythraia: 
IA archives MS. 994 p.84. 

73 Note 0rac.Sib. 7.79 (p.137 Geffcken); cf: G. Lampe, A Patristic Greek Lexicon S.V. hypalv6~. The word 
is found in E. A. Sophocles, Greek Lexicon of the Roman and Byzantine Periods (on the basis of Friedlieb's 
edition of 1852), but is omitted in C. D. Buck and W. Petersen, A Reverse Index of Greek Nouns and Ac$ec- 
tives (Chicago 1944) 268. It obviously was dropped with good reason. The passage is corrupt: thyplqva 
W ~ T C L W ~ . ~  MSS. @V: hyprqvdr ~ T E L V & ,  hyplrl~ irihecaw Geffcken, hpyijm nihsurv Wilamowitz; and the 
word ( ; ~ V L V  is mentioned in verse 81 as W E T E L U ~ .  is in the above passage. It appears that the late Koine adj. 
(11/111 A.D.) in the passage thypiqua WETELY& has suffered and undergone deformation beyond repair. It 
should be added that the prooemium derives, according to Geffcken, probably from the sixth century A.D. 
(The reader should also be reminded that Hesychius' entry hyp7~vd.w 'net' and hypqw&- G h a  and &ypq- 
u6v <Eu6up> ~ L U T U O E ~ F .  etc., are irrelevant and therefore have no place in our discussion.) h y p ~ ~ v d .  
has no substance as a real word and should be eliminated as such from the lexica. 

74 IA 4.255a; cf: Andriotis (supra n.52) 146f, also his Tb y A ~ u ~ u b  i 6 h p  T&W @ap&aow (Athens 1948) 
54, and Lexicon 67, 62 h y P ~ ~ v 6 s .  

75 Papadopoulos (supra n.8) 217; IA 4.2 (1980) 251a-b. The hard-working author of the Pontic lexicon, 
one of the top experts in the field of the Pontic language, incorrectly marked y a p ~ 6 s  -ow as borrowed from 
an unnamed foreign language. 1 may add a few references here about -yapK6v n. in Adisa (in the area of 
the pow$ 6 j s  rIavaYhs roupP6s): P. Melanophrydis, 'Apxehw rI6wrov 20 (1955) 87; y a p ~ d v  in Imera: 
A. Fostiropoulos, ApxIIour 14 (1949) 187; y a p ~ d ~  in Liver6 (mediaeval Aovp~pd.) six hours south of 
Trapezous: Chr. Myridis, ApxIIov~ 13 (1948) 138. 

76 Andriotis, Lexikon 67, 63. The information about the survival of hyput6q 'wild' in the Kerkyra speech 
probably comes from Dr D. Krekoukias, who had collected materials from the Kerkyra area. What we 
need is illuminating samples of that speech containing h y p ~ d s .  
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are &yehd.6cF ~ a i  Pd6~11?7 NOW & ~ ~ O L K O P  'dwelling in the fields' is opposed to 6 p ~ ~ o p  'living in 
the  mountains': cJ & y p o ~ ~ a  @a vs 6pcm <& (Arist. HA 488b21, and postmediaeval Povpcih~ 

& Y P ~ l ~ ~  AT' rdl p ~ v r d . v ~  (FOSCOIOS, @O~TOVY&OS 2.43, 3.152); CJ IA 1.230 S.V. c iypoi~o~.  
' & Y P ~ & ~ C  is also 'dwelling in the country'. I suggest that &yPoi~6$, instead of & y P o i ~ o ~ ,  was SO 

accented by analogy to the nearly synonymous 6 p ~ i v d ~ ,  producing the scheme: &ypoi~&u 540~ vs 
6pc~v&v @ov; d Y p o ~ ~ o v  (Gov vs g p ~ i o v  <GOV.?~ 

Our general conclusion is that Farasha y a p v 6  'wild goat or aegagrus', living in the 
mountains of Farasha, and Cypriot drypivdv 'wild sheep', living likewise in the moun- 
tains of Cyprus, are both derived from 76 drypivdv, a derivative of hypioq with the suff. 
-vdG.79 This is one of the dialectal features that tied Cypriot and Cappadocian Greek 
together before the communication of Asia Minor and Cyprus was cut off by the en- 
croachments of the Turks during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. 

Aristotle HA 9.6.1 mentions T&F azyas  ~ d r q  dr-yplaq in connection with Crete. The 
ancient one-word definition was 7j uavv&q, i.e. the female aegagrus. In Modern Greek 
the same name occurs in the form u a v u d 8 a  f., in Crete and specifically in Sfakia; cf: 
the proverb "O?rov ~$?juq 7j uavv&Sa,  q S &  ~ a 2  76 u a u v a S d ~ i . 8 ~  The male is drypi- 

LLd.rpaoq, the female being u a v v & ~ a .  There are neuter u a v v a S & ~ i  'young aegagrus' 
(syn. &YP~p.d~i) and compound -rd u ~ c ~ ~ o a & v v a S o  '76 U T E ~ ~ O  uavv&SLI, plur. T& VTEL- 

pou&vva8a:  p4 T' d r y p ~ p d ~ ~ a  P ~ U K O V ~ O V ,  p2 T U O ~  hay04q 6 p x c i o I ; p ~ v  ~ a 2  ~4 T& UTEL- 

pou&vvaSa  Cpyaiva  U T ~  M a g p a ,  and p2 T& u ~ ~ i p o u & v v a S a  & a v a  K O V ~ O V ~ Q I ; V T ~ U Y  

(this last word meaning 'somersault', t cupiu~lvSa ,  compound of ~ G h o s  and poir~pa 
'face').sl The compound u ~ ~ i p o u d v v a S o  reveals the existence of the neuter ~6 u a v v d 8 i  

(+- ~ a v v & ~ w v ) ,  not so far attested, for this compound, in accordance with Greek 
practice in compounds of determinative adjective plus noun, leaves no alternative with 

77 Myridis (supra 11.75) 138. 
780n mediaeval dLYPouc6s with the first sense '&ypmS, dr~L'Bauo~' (Digenes Akrites 4.1061 Mavrogordato: 

~ a i  €is dhlyov 8 L o ; u ~ q ~  plrrls TE ~ p a 7 l j u a ~ ,  i)mu@~v TAU dlYPo~6v ~ a i  $yav) beside &ypucw see 
Kriaras (supra n.7) 69f. Hatzidakis (supra n.3) 127 had suggested interference of adjectives in -uc6s. B. 
Favis, ''ua@hppa-u&@upP~~,'' 'ABqv& 51 (1941) 116, thinks that, since the oxytone dlypouc6r was used 
elsewhere and specifically in Pontic and South Italy Greek (see Bova agriki, and ugriPi f. 'wild'), it presup- 
poses this accentuation in - 6 ~  to have been very early (Pontic has preserved Middle Greek elements but 
also a number of ancient Ionic ones; the Greek dialects of South Italy, on the other hand, continue the 
language of the Greek colonists). According to G. Rohlfs (supra n.27) 11, dlypoi~os 'rural' underwent shift 
of its accent to dlYPo~~6s (and so, on a papyrus, dlypoucdr, I11 A.D.) under the influence of the numerous 
adjectives in -uc6s; he may be right. The form dlypoi~6s, recorded in Epirus and Kerkyra, is probably the 
same form dLYP~~6s, given for Kerkyra by Andriotis, Lexikon 67, 63; cf: IA 1.230. 

79 C/: Georgacas (supra n.1) 70, 87, 109, 110. 
uauv&8a: A. Giannarakis, *Auwra Kp77uc& (Leipzig 1876) 366; P. G. Vlastos, '0 y&pos Cv Kp$.r?) 

(Athens 1893) !25; A. I. Kriaris, T6 7rai6i or;) Sqjw~wci) molTq 6 s  Kp7jqs (Athens 1977) 72; Idom. 
Papagrigorakis, AT& ~ p ~ s u c 6  y h o u u ~ ~ 6  ishpa," K ~ ~ T L K ; I  ' E u T ~  78, 28; G. E. Pangalos, ncpi 703 
yhwuuucoG i6Liw~os 6 s  Kp7jrr)s 111 371, IV 507; Platakis (supra n.6) 10. Proverb: Aristides K. Kriaris, 
nA$pqs cruMoy+ KPq~uciv dlujd~wv Kai KP~TLKGU rnpoip&v (Athens 1920) 410 and 260: TA uavua8c+~~ 
'76 77js uavv&Zks'; A. I. Kriaris, To ~aL6i 72; Pangalos IV 510. 

Platakis (supra n.7) 170, 2 lines 3-4; 171, 2 B lines 5-6. 

regard to its second component -u&vva8o but the form uavvcGSiov n. (with plur. u a v -  

~ d S u x ) . 8 ~  Finally, we record here the Cretan toponym ?.;is Xavu&Sas  76 p l y h & ~ l ? ~  

The noun u a v v & p  f. occurs in Hesychius: uavv&Saq.  ~ d r q  dryphp a r y a c  The editor 
of Hesychius, M. Schmidt, observes: "Talia non temptanda esse docebant pariliter 
exeuntia iZpv&S~q, p q ~ & ~ c q ,  b v @ & ~ c q ,  I j v v d ~ e q ,  v~P&Scq, Z U O ~ ~ E S ,  ~ a ~ o M ; S e q ,  imp?- 
h&Srq . . . "84 CJ infa on 3vv&q. Important, however, is the fact that apart from Hesy- 
chius the word u a v v & q  f. is directly attested in a scholiast to Hipponax X.l (Dieh13), 
preserved in a papyrus of the second century A.D.: 

The first mention T<[U u a v v & k ]  was suggested by Snell, but the second is certainly 
u a v [ v & ~ a p  ? r a p l u ~ 7 7 ] u ~ ~  n o h i p v  because of the preceding context, K p [ ~ . r l a p  64 7drq 

dryphp a l a s  h i y c ~ v  . . . Kp.;i~aq was read by Latte (38) and Diehl and u a v v d S a q  by 
Lobel. 

The LSJ Supplement (1968) states (132a): " < u a v v & S a s >  probably in Sch. Hippo- 
nax X.1 DiehlJ." It is true, since the word uauv&Saq.  .r&q dryphq aL"yaq appears already 
in Hesychius. But neither Diehl himself nor those who worked on the third edition of 
the Anthologia (1952) ever saw the article by Hatzidakis in Glotta 12 (1923) 148f, and 
hence were unaware of the survival of the word u a v v & q  f. in modern Cretan, which 
both verifies Hesychius' gloss and renders certain the scholiast's h i - y ~ i v  uav[v&Saq 

~ r a ~ b ~ l u i v  n o h i p m v  (the periegetes and historian, ,Fornit 210-170 B.c.).  The treasure 
of modern Greek dialects, which have transmitted to us a tremendous number of vo- 
cabulary items from both ancient and Koine Greek, should no longer be ignored by 
classicists and linguists. 

Both Frisk and Chantraine took into account the data of the surviving lexical items 
in modern Cretan, referring to the article by Hatzidakis in Glotta 12, which is appar- 
ently unknown to Andriotis, who, although he refers to Cretan u a v u & S a  for ancient 
u d v v a q  m., makes no reference to Hatzidakis. Recently see Shipp (supra n.2) 491. 

uavv&8i, u a v u a 6 & ~ ~ ,  ~ r ~ ~ o u & u v a 8 0 :  Platakis (supra n.6) 103; Giannarakis (supra n.80) 161, 370; A. K. 
Kriaris (supra 11.80) 260,302; 1. I. Papagrigorakis, Tdr K ~ ~ T L K & ~ ~ ~ T L K ~  ~ p a y 0 6 6 ~ a  I (Chania 1956-57) 163. 

83 Platakis (supra n.7) 167: a place of Nlppv~oq of Ka~uohpyio. 
84 G. Hatzidakis, "Zavv&s = dryp& a&" Glotta 12 (1923) 148f = rhwuuoAoyi~ai Zpcvuai I 443f, stim- 

ulated by what he found in the passages (supra) in Kriaris' collection of songs and proverbs, succeeded in 
linking modern Cretan aauu&Zk with the Hesychius gloss. 

P.&y. XVIII 2176, with Kurt Latte, "De Hipponactis Epodo," Philologus 97 (1948) 37-47; E. Diehl, 
Anthologia lyrica graecua 111 (Leipzig 1952) 116; see now Olivier Masson, Lesfragments du poPte Hipponu 
(Paris 1962) 85. Cf: also Walter de Sousa Medeiros, Hipponm Hipbnau de ~feso I (Coimbra 1961) 171-74. 
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See Frisk (supra 11.13) s.v. u&vvas (nickname and personal name for 'popdq'), but it is not 
to be accented uavvZs, as Frisk suggests (re Cratinos fr.337 Kock).@ Frisk lists the anthropo- 
Wms: X&UWO~ (Hipponax), also at Delphi (111 B.c.), a patronymic of a Milesian woman in At- 
tics, a X & U O ~  (epigraphically) in Crete; u&vvas is a very rare word and XavvZs m. is attested in 
Colophon (end IV B.C.),"~ X&vvws, Xavv(ww, X&vvawa Xavwvpwv (Hesych. u&vvopoF,88 
perhaps u&vvvpos e p d s  [Rhinthon 231 for X&vvvpod, Xavv; f. (VIIV B.c.), nickname Zavui- 
&,,m, and Hesychius cited above (as a formal patronymic derived from *u&vvos or similar). 
Frisk explains these words as from the stem uav- of the verb uaivw with expressive-hypocoris- 
tic gemination of -v- and thinks the names to have been formed, at least in part, with relation to 
U&WVLOV- aisoiov, i.e., the word for the membrum virile (in place of K ~ ~ K L O Y ,  i.e. 'tail', as in 
Eupolis; cf: Hesych. s. v. u&vvww, also s. v. uavvLdrAq~ros. a i 8 o ~ d ? r ~ q ~ ~ o p ) ;  u a v v h v  'fool, 
simpleton' (Arr. Epict.Diss. 3.22.83). 

Chantraine (supra 11.65) 984 S.V. uaivo gives the same data with more exact references and 
cautiously declares the etymology of the words u&vvoq etc. to be "unknown." As for Indo- 
European connections suggested by J. Pokorny89 with Iw-: WFn: ~ n 6 s ,  etc., I join Chantraine 
in rejecting these, for there is no convincing evidence supporting such an assumption. As to Lat. 
sanna f. 'mocking or scornful grimace, sneer' (Pers. 1.62, 5.91; Juv. 6.306) and sannio (-onis) 
m. 'one who makes grotesque faces, a buffoon, a clown, jester' (Cic. De or. 2.251, Fam. 9. 
16.10), there is consensus since WaldelHofmann9'J that Latin sanna is a loanword from Gr. 
u&vvas and sannio is from uavvwv. On the semantic side, Hatzidakis has shown that the 
senses 'wild' and 'raving, frenzied' are related in the case of uavv i s  'wild goat' from u&vvos in 
the Mod. Gr. examples rpehd &hoyo 'wild horse' or rprA6 p ~ v A & p ~  'wild mule' in the semantic 
variation 'silly, foolish' versus 'wild' (syn. ZtaAAos, wiv6CLEvo3. 

Another te rm for 'wild goat' is the  Hesychian gloss 3vv&s. a2 dryph, and this is 
also etymologically confirmed by the  ensuing gloss in Hesychius, -3vurj. a%. Here  then 
we do have a parallel formation: 9vv&s derivative o f  ivv7j as uavv&s (f.) is derived 
from *U&VVO~ (m.) or the  like. T h e  form -3vw&S~s91 is plural of 3vv&s. 

86 Pamela M. Clark, "Cratinus frag. 337 Kock," CR 69 (1955) 24Sf. Eustathius 1669.46, & pup6v o h -  
p v  u&wwaw K~h€b@ai  & &mi TLWOF KVPWV dvdpa~og [from a proper name]. ~ a l  ?rap&ytrai Kpariwos 
KU#W ~omikow T ~ W  @ E O & J T ~ ~ ~ W  u&wwaw. Theodotides had once as choregus employed a chorusmaster 
named ZawwLw, who was nearly disqualified from holding that post. Sannion is said in the Yita of Aes- 
chines (7) to have picked up Aeschines after the fall on stage which ended his career as an actor (this 
incident cannot have occurred before 370 B.C. and must have been at least a plausible invention). Sannion 
lived in the first part of the fourth century, as Clark concludes. Theodotides (who employed him) must 
also have been a contemporary of the younger Cratinos (flourished probably ca mid-IV). Clark's con- 
clusion is that fr.337 is from a work of the younger Cratinos, written shortly after the Sannion incident (of 
co 370), described at Dem. 21.59. 
a See. Masson (su~rp 11.85) 16Sf. 
88 uawvopos 'ppoq , Rhinthon 23 CGF: J. Whatmough in Conway~Whatmough/Johnson, The Prae-Italic 

Dialects of Italy I1 (London 1933) 430. The word u a w v t w  originally meant 'he who is marked by the 
membrum virile' (= u&vvrow in Hesych.); cf: Sonny, Archiv fur latein. Lexikographie, ed. Wolfflin, X 378. 
" Pokorny (supra n. 13) 1080ff, especially 1082-83. 
90 Lateinisches etymologisches Wiirlerbuch3 I1 475 s.v. sannio; cf: Frisk S.V. w&wwaq, Chantraine S.V. aalww. 

Cf: Hatzidakis (supra 11.84); P. G. W. Glare, ed., Oxford Latin Dictionav (Oxford 1980) 1689. There are 
further: verb sannari 'to ridicule with grotesque faces' (grammarians) and deriv. sannator (Nonius Marcel- 
lus, early IV A.D.); cJ: WaldeIHofmann s . ~ .  sannio. W. Meyer-Liibke, Romanisches etymologisches Wdrter- 
buch3 (Heidelberg 1935) 692 no. 8392: subsannare 'verhohnen, spotten' has continuators in ProvenPl 
soanor and Span. sosaiir. 

91 See Hatzidakis (supra 11.84). 
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9. 6 P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  and p c r u ~ d v  

T h e  'mountain-bred, wild' 6 p e u ~ 4 0 9 ,  -4ov has as its first component dpeu- 'eleva- 
tion' (cf: 6pos) and its second KOL- (in KE?-T~L 'lies', *~o l -p i i ,  KO;-70s m.,  KOL-rq 'camp, 
encampment', KOL-&w) in -KOLO~ (:-k6y-0s): Qijpes ~PEUK$OL (of t he  Centaurs) 11. 
1.268; KCvravpo~ ~ P E C T K ~ O L  Hes. fr.209.5 M.-W.; aZya9 6pecr~&vs 'mountain goats' 
Od. 9.155; Hesych. 6 P ~ u ~ & ~ u ~ v '  6 P ~ u ~ ~ L ~ ~ ~ ~  i j  6 P ~ u ~ ~ o / r o ~ s ,  from Apollonius Sophista 
(1111 A.D.), Lexicon Homericum 122.17 Bekker; 6 p ~ u ~ 6 ~ g  Archil. fr.278 West; Aesch. 
Sept. 532; Eur.  Hipp. 1276 (lyr.), Cyc. 247.92 

I have myself documented with t he  help of native speakers in Ikaria (Agios Kery- 
k o d g 3  the  term in the  adjective form p a ~ K d . $  -4 -6v (syn. / ~ O U ~ ~ U L O F ,  figurative drypw- 
?rds), and Poulianos cites the  neuter adj. in paUK&J K ~ T U L K L V  6dr6P4 AS a noun, 76 
paaK6v and  plur. rdr p a u ~ &  are  also documented. 

While residing in Agios Kerykos in 1981, I observed a handwritten advertisement in the 
town square inviting people to a celebration on August 15, the feast of the Dormition of the 
Virgin Mary: "~ov(lva pi p a u ~ &  roc povvoG," i.e., the main item on the ,menu was p a u ~ d r  roil 
povuoi, wherein the tautology is obvious for the etymologist but not for the non-etymologist 
(povvdv is 'mountain' in Ikarian; Ikaria's entire mountain range is called 6 'ABlpas, highest 
elevation 981 m., areas called e k  T&F BaO& P i x a s  and r&s K&TW P&as and 6 Xp~urds  rGv Pa- 
XG~)?5 In Ikaria the aegagri are called r& p a ~ ~ &  and p a w ~ &  ~ a r u k ~ v  in phrases such as: r& 
pau~dr  e?vai &poAvr& ur& Povvdl 4 s  N ~ ~ a p d s ,  U T ~ V  'ABlpa ~ d r u r u e  v& G w v ,  E'XW p a u ~ 6 v  
K ~ T U ~ K L V  6676 K ~ L  ~ p a u l v  &yybu~&pi (&YY~ur&P~ adj. being the first wine drafted from the 
~pac ropvdva )?~  Semantically and in usage there is no tautology because r& paarc& means '&yp~- 
OK&TULK~'  and the addition roc ~ O V V O ~  is justified because the etymology of T& p a u ~ &  is not 
obvious. 

Since my informants in Ikaria agreed on the form T& p a u ~ &  and 76 paarc& K ~ T U ~ ~ U  and 
these forms were verified by the testimony of A. Poulianos, I had to resort to testing the source 
or sources of the material deriving from the archives of the Historical Laicon. Dr Christopher 
Charalambakis at my request looked again at the archive files and verified the material there, 
which proved to contain errors: a card gives rdr p a u ~ &  'rdr &ypur, T& taypwplva'  and rdr p a u ~ &  
?rpdfira 'r& htaypwkva '  (written by the hand of Dem. Loukopoulos; but it is not about 
p a u ~ &  rpdf i ra ,  only about 'wild goats'); Konst. Myrianthopoulos, 'I~apuc& 1938 MS. 598 p.11: 
~ d r  hv & y p b  ~arau.r&uci ~ a l  &vdr T& 6pl) 8 u r i ~ & ~ v a  (&, a&rs ~ a l  TP&~OL, T& keydpeva TO- 

92 The same component dptu- is found in: 6p&~Kto$ -ow 'lying on mountains, mountain-bred, wild', of 
Dionysus Anth.Pa1. 9.524.16; 6pfu~tljO 'to live on mountains', Nic. Ther. 413; 6piu-pms -ow 'living on 
mountains', Oppian Cyn. 3.345; dpeulpLoa Eustathius ad Dionys. Perieg. 322; Hesych. dprubi~oq -ow 
' opel01~09' . (gloss on dptu~&iuiw. 6Peuwi~~iq 7j ~ ~ ~ U L K O ~ T O L ~ ) ;  a% 6ptuuiw6pas 'feeding goat', Hes. Scut. 
407, cf: Od. 9.155 aTyaq 6ptu&w; 6 p ~ a ~ 6 h i ~ o s  'dwelling on mountains' (Chalkis, I11 A.D.) LSJ Suppl.; 
dpthi~os  'mountain-dwelling', schol. Eur. Or. 1621, Phoen. 683; 6 p e u i r p o ~  'mountain-bred, mountain- 
fed', epithet of the lion, 11. 12.299, Od. 6.130, etc.; 6&o.rtpos. Zypwq (11. 22.93) versus dlypd~tPot 

93 Mrs Marika Kourouvani is my direct source. 
94 Poulianos (supra n.10) 288. 
95 The 'At3ipa9, the whole mountain of Ikaria is well wooded, forested with arbutus and hmapa~Lis, 

~ o r u a y p i M ~ ,  ~oruonpiwra, Arnp~wta: "06Aoe 6 'ABipas rrwavar .$amAvaivaq": Poulianos (supra n.10) 
283, 290, 297. 

96 Poulianos (supra n.10) 288. In Crete likewise starting @' &ypk:  Platakis (supra n.7) 75, 10 line 
10, and 176 line 10. 
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vTp& Kai paCTK& (dp€uKGa); and On p.375: pa~K&: 76 6pru~+ov and 6pcu~Ga 703 
Finally, Stavros Katsouleas, one of the editors of the Historical Lexicon, in his mission to collect 
lexical material in Ikaria, specifically in the villages around Christos (immediately SW of Agios 
Kerykos) and in Karkinagri (on the lower part of the 'A~pwrrjp~o II&?ras between ' E M ~ v L K ~  and 
Am?rdp~), verified the use of the form 76 p a ( ~ K d ( ~ ) ? ~  

The term paCTK6v (plur. p a u ~ & )  is in fact commonly used in Ikaria, and the area of the vil- 
lages of Karkinagri ("AYLOS 'IuiSwpos, IIha.r&v~, KovPpd, KaAo3, napa~A&6~,  X ? r & p ~ ~ ,  Tpa- 
&ha, XapaK<vLKO, Mowpal, 'EAak, K&vos, Xwu4,  ~ L U & K L )  and Manganiti ( K ~ K &  Pa+;- 
am, KaAoydpov, P v & ~ a ,  A&uos P o v u d  and other areas may contain p a u ~ & .  In the estimate of 
Ioacheim Kephalos (residing in Xylosyrtis, SW of Agios Kerykos), the Raches area (oi 
pdXcS or 4 ~ c p ~ + i p ~ m  T&V PaX&) may well contain some 1000 paarc&. However, he identifies 
these not as true paCT~& but as ~ona6<um ~ a ~ u k m ; ~ ~  herdsmen put the herds of goats out to 
graze?= 

In Ikaria 76 pau~dv ,  &yplWu, &~PLOK&TULKOV are synonyms. Poulianos speaks of these ani- 
mals as 76 p a a ~ d v  (2881, 76 pauK6 (2931, plur. T& paarc& (283, 288, 2901, 76 p a u ~ 6  K ~ T U ~ L V  

(284), &ap pafJK6)' KCXTLT~KLV (359), p a ~ ~ 6 ~  K ~ T U ~ K L V  (284, 285, 288), 7& P ~ U K &  K ~ T U ~ K ~  

(283, 284, 290). 
The genuine form 76 p a u ~ d v  is the modern survivor of the ancient form 76 6pc- 

U K ~ V  and resulted from accumulated linguistic changes, as these were effected in the 
native speech of the Ikarian people through the centuries. In 6peu~@ov versus p a u ~ 6 v  
it was the consonants p and UK that remained intact while the vowels underwent the 
change of -pc- to -pa-, and the ending -4ov underwent contraction into -dv. The two 
entities ( 6 p r u ~ ~ o v / p a u ~ d v )  are genetically identical in that the modern form evolved 
from the ancient through a chain of vowel changes. From the Anc. Gr. 76 6pcu~@v 
aiyi6~ov (c$ arya9 d p e U K ~ O ~ ~ ,  Od. 9.155) to  Mod. Gr. 76 * p c u ~ d v / p a u ~ d v  (~OCU- 
mented) we have these evolutionary stages to observe: 
(1) substantivized 76 6peu~@ov (plur. T& d p c u ~ @ a )  (in the case of p a u ~ 6 v  K ~ T U ~ K L U ,  

~ a a ~ d v  is still a n  adi.): " .  
(2) vowel contraction of oo or o o  or oo to 101, i.e. to isochronic lo/ in the late Koine 
and Middle Greek: 76 6 p e u ~ & v  or 6 P ~ ~ ~ d ~ v  became 76 *6pru~6v ,  gen. T&U dpcu~&v 
-+ T&V *bpcu~&v (at that time adjacent oo etc. were contracted into one -0- without 
other change);loO 

OT The form *pcu~6(v) is unattested. 
98 Kephalos informs me through the medium of another informant, Panayotis Kourouvanis (Agios 

Kerykos). 
99 As we are informed, and expressly told by Poulianos (supra n.10) 294. 
lo0The learned word 76 5@u has assumed its modern form, shrunk into the dialectal form ~6 56u 

(through contraction 5&v - Cdv), whence the common Mod. Gr. form ~6 56 appeared, whereupon the 
plur. T& <& was built by analogy of the model &ya061&ya6'&, Kah6/Kak&, etc. Thus we have, in addition, 
the following dialectal forms: 

Tsakonian: T& 

Pontic: 76 <&YMY (Kerasous), 76 Siyov (Chaldia), common dial. 76 <&u (better 56v) and 56 (Ophis, 
Semeni). olur. T& 1& (in Trapezous designating &yck&6cq ~ a i  &&a), e.g. &Aa.r&u T& <& (Papado- - - .  
poulos [supra n.81 s.v.) 

Bova: ii, (56), plur. la iiKI 'the goats' (Rohlfs [supra n.271 s.v. [&u) 
Chios: 76 56 'beast', id Germano, Pkre AIBxis, (= Somavera), but dialectally today: 76 556, plur. T& 

554, and in certain villages la nh6 (Pernot, Etudes de linguistique n60-hell6nique 111 [I9461 406) 
Ikaria: 76 56 (and <dv) and T& (Poulianos [supra 11.101 283-336 passim) 

(3) aphaeresis of the initial 6- in d p e u ~ d v  in the juncture of 76 ~ P E U K ~ V  + 76 ' P ~ ~ ~ d ~  
or 7' dpeu~dv,  wherein it is also a matter of two adjacent O'S, as in (2). The aphaeresis 
of initial vowels in Greek words is commonplace: on a papyrus (P.Lond. I1 391, cJ: 
LSJ) there occurs P ~ A l a ~ o q  for ~PEA~uKo~;  
(4) assimilation of the middle vowel -c- to -a- of the preceding and following syllable in 
the syntagmatic phrase T& * p e u ~ d  ltareskbl into the phrase 76 p a u ~ d  ltaraskbl; and, 
subsequently, generalization in the noun's inflection to 76 p a u ~ d v  (sing. nom. and acc.) 
and gen. plur. T&V P ~ U K & V  (in place of T&V *pcu~&v).  For the assimilation e -ka  -+ ai-a 
for * p e u ~ d  + p a u ~ &  I may advance the example 7j rpo&ueh (deriv. of r p o t e v e h )  --. 
.rrpo&v~d -+ *.rrpotaurd lproksanyhl and then, further, rpa(oved f. 'marriage arrange- 
ment through a third party's mediation'lo1 (common Mod. Gr. T& .rrpotcve&). 

A note on a unique term 6 kpau~ds,  "E%o~ TL U K L O ~ ~ W V ,  h 6  T&V K~TOIKWV 6voCLaLji- 
pvou, ~ L ~ L T & ~ V O V  id T&V ~ ~ V ~ ~ W V  ~ a l  T O M ~ U  &-r~#kpov fiA&P1)v 6:s TO& ~ a p m o ~ . " ' ~ ~  The 
word was perhaps for Mus agrestis, field-mouse (yGs cipovpaios 'rustic mouse'). However, it is 
difficult to reconcile the meaning of 'squirrel' with that of 'field mouse'. Nevertheless, there are 
semantic changes of this kind, owing to misunderstandings on the part of the informant(s). The 
noun & p a a ~ 6 s  is "TOVTLK~F, ~ X L  pY&hos, Pi @ V V T W T ~  ocP&" (adds Dr Polemis). The & p a u ~ 6 s  
could be from the adj. p a u ~ d s  'living on mountains' and derived from 6 p ~ u ~ G o s  (idem) and 
p a ~ ~ d ~  would be 'wild', i.e. living away from houses; in other words, from 6pcu~Gop would be 
basically p a u ~ h s  T ~ O V T L K ~ P  -+ dLPauK6s used as a noun in Andros. 

The Middle Greek noun &yp~oa~yiB~ov has survived in Pontic Greek in various 
forms: 

drypaiy~80v l a  yriyidonl Kerasous, Kotyora (Melanophrydis [supra n.751 48) ; 
&-ypah60v Kerasous, Trapezous, Chaldia, Sand5, and Adisa (Papadopoulos [supra 

n.81 16); 
&ypa&60 Semeni, Kotyora; 
drypai80u Chaldia (Papadopoulos [supra n.81 16) and diminutive of the latter; 
drypa~~6drrov 'young wild goat' Chaldia and Sandd 

In parts of Greece there occur in addition these forms: 
& Y P ~ ~ Y i 8 ~ v  'wild young goat': Aa@v & Y P ~ ~ y ~ B w ~  ~ U T ~ O V  ~ a i  ~ A 7 j p ; ~ ~ ~  

Lesbos: 76 56 (so in the novelists Str. Myrivilis and Elias Venezis), plur. T& i$ with a gen. sing. (76 
p o v ~ a u ~ ~ 6 )  TOG 50; (Venezis, ' n ~ ~ a u d s ~  [Athens 19561 118) 

Rhodes: 76 56 and 56v as well as &[6v (Papachristodoulou [supra n.221 129) 
Crete: 76 56, T' 656, plur. T& 5&, T& 65& T& npdficur 56, T& TOG ~aproG, T& &pucvw& 5 4  T& @a- 

AUK& 5& S. Xanthoudidis, " I I O L ~ ~ L K ~ !  Kp<n)q," AE&KOYP~+LK~V XPX~iov 5 (1920) 269, 318, 319 
Cyprus: <wv~6poAou 'goat' or 'sheep': L. Makhairas, Chronicle, ed. R. M. Dawkins (Oxford 1932) 

524.18 (see 11 252b) 
The solution is at hand then concerning Anc. Gr. 6 p ~ u ~ & v 1 6 p t u ~ 6 ~ ~ ;  as noun 76 [&v - 56v so 6p~-  
UK&V - bP~u~dv,  whose parallel plurals are <& and ~ ~ E U K &  - *pcu~&. 

lo' Papachristodoulou (supra 11.22) 129. 
Dem. P. Paschalis, T6 JIoipcvpa ~ a i  76 mu<y~ou ~ i q  T ~ W  urJuou *Av6pou: .AuBpur~i)v rjppoA6y~ou 

(Athens 1925) 40; cf: drpau~6s in IA 3.2la: '&yviu~ov (Gpov' with the meaning '@k &povpa%~'. (I am 
indebted to Dr Demetrios Polemis for making this observation about &pau~ds.) 

lo3 fatrosophion, ed. I. Oikonomou-Agorastou (Thessaloniki 1982) 98 n.1. 
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drYPuriYi6~ East Roumelia; 
&i & y p ~ ~ y & ~  y&ha Arcadia (Aaoypa&a V 160), y&ha &.rr' &yPioY16~ Epirus (Do- 

doni) ; 
&-yp~v16' laymyid/ Macedonia, Sterea (Aetolia); 
&yp~y16ur Epirus (Krystallis); 
& - J J ~ O W ~ ~ ~ L  laymyidil Macedonia, Sterea,1°4 &ypoV~6' Sterea (Karpenisi); 
&ypwyi& M~ydhq Mavrlveur 'A/31as;lo5 
& y p i 6 ~ 6 ~ ~  Sterea (Aetolia, Phthiotis, and Phokis),lO6 plur. T' & y p i d ~ &  Epirus 

(Koukouli) [y = yl; 
drypGi'&v n. Epirus (Zagori [G. Anagnostopoulosl), &ypdi60v (plur. &ypd$a) 

Thessaly (Sykamnia), and plur. Thessaly (Tsaritsani); 
iryp~6yi& f. (Somavera [17091; Epirus, Macedonia [Katafygi (they are hunted on 

Olympos)], Voion; Thessaly), syn. &WK&T{LK~ f. (Somavera), Anth. Gazis 
(Vienna 1835-37) iuyp~6yi6ar (syn. &~PCOK&TU~KO); 

&ypioy~6a f. (Geras. Vlachos, 1659) and in many parts of Greece (IA 1.195a). 
The Middle Greek & Y P i ~ a i Y ~ 6 w ~  is a diminutive of mediaeval Gr. &ypioalya (see supra 
106) as aiyl6wv is a dimin. of ag. 

The term & Y P ~ ~ & T U ~ ~ 0 ~ / & Y p ~ ~ & 7 U i ~ ~  is found in Rhodesl07 and Kos (KardB- 
maina), & Y P i ~ ~ & ~ u ~ ~ ~  beside & y p o v ~ & ~ u ' ~ o v  (and plur. & ~ ~ o v K & T u ' K ~ ,  Macedonia 
[Karperi of Serresl) and, in addition, in Pontic Greek & Y P O ~ & ~ { i ~ ~ v  (Oinoe),lo8 i.e., in 
the two archaic dialects. The form occurring in Somavera (1709) & y P i o ~ & ~ { ~ ~ o v  has as 
syn. &ypalYi6ov, syn. &ypdyi&. 

The wild goat is represented as follows in dialectal modern Greek: in Bithynia (Pis- - 

tikochoria) & Y P ~ ~ ~ ~ & ~ E ' ~ ~ ~  IayryuIuitSkul; in Sterea (Phthiotis and Phokis) &ypiywv- 
K & T ~ K O V  l a  yr&ukcitskul; in Thessaly (Kakopetri) & Y P i ~ ~ ~ & ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~  l a  yiy~kLitskul.~O9 
This tells us that K a T f f l K i ~  is not a late loanword in these dialects but an old one, i.e. a 

104 The form &yp~yi& (in the northern parlance &ypovyi8~) is still compounded of dypmr, for this has 
also the form hypoq; cf: Pontic dyppr [o like Ger. 01 and bypcq, also Pontic dypoq, e.g. hypov ~ a ~ l i v ,  
&ypov np60wrrov), northern parlance dypow (from dypos) Lesbos, Macedonia, Thessaly: IA 1.217 S.V. 
aypws. 

lo5 The forms &YPwY~80 and plur. ~ d r  &ypdy& 'wild goat' are given also by Psichari (supra n.26) 120b. 
lmIA 1.195b S.V. dLypwYi8~. In a folksong there is a line &n' drypovyi8~ y & h ,  y & h  &d dypmu y i8~  

(Deskati in Macedonia), 7' &-ypoy~8wi 76 y& (Epirus), dm' &yp~6,Sou y & h  (Sterea [Kolakal), in Epirus 
LypoyLGrjaw y& (synonymous with aiy&ypewv y&ha). Tdr drypldy~6a live in Samothrace and in the 
Vardousia Mts (Tymphrestos); cf: K. Stavropoulos, K E K ~ V ~ & ~ O F  8qua~Pds  p.25. 
Irn In Rhodes the word aiyaypos is unknown; the term dryplW is used for any wild animal that pastures 

free on the mountains and is difficult to catch, e.g. horse, mule, donkey, bull (or cow), etC. dryPm~&~u~Ka 
is the term for the K ~ T U ~ U  that leave the fold, live on the mountains, and are caught with difficulty. 
Many that fled from a certain fold are named &Ko$oiep (KUTC&€S), from & K O $ O ~  f. (&K6@ 'flee from 
the herd'). Nowadays such goats hardly exist, for goat breeding is virtually non-existent in Rhodes (this 
information of 20 Dec. 1982 came to me from the Rhodian author Christodoulos I. Papachristodoulou). 
See also Papachristodoulou (supra n.22) 161. 

lo8 Papadopoulos (supra 11.81 18. 
lW This material is in addition to one recorded in IA 1 av. dLYPw~&~u~~o.  

Byzantine Greek one. In fact, the second member of the compounds is 76 K ~ T { L K ~ U  and 
the plur. T& K~T{LK& (actually pronounced katsikbn, plur. katsihxi) in a document from 
Rhodes of the year 1493. I explained these forms from earlier * ~ L K ~ T U ~ K ~ U  aiyi- 
K ~ T U L K ~ V ,  this being a derivative of ~ ~ Y ~ K & K ~ V / Y L K & ~ U L U  (: a iy l~dv  'goat'). Another 
good parallel to T& K ~ T U L K &  is the Cretan synonym T& y i ~ u i ~ c i ,  from T& aiYirui~ci 

o (deriv. of aiylruiv 'goat').llo 

12. K ~ L K ~ ~  for '&ypiki' 

In West Crete and in the area of the gorge of Samaria in the region of the AEVK& 
"OPq with perpendicular walls up to 800 m. high, there live authentic aegagri (Mod. Gr. 
dryplpa). On the islet A b  across from Irakleio there is an installation in which wild 
goats, now called K ~ L K ~ I ,  have been bred;"' these are not necessarily genuine dryplpa, 
for they have been cross-bred with domesticated (or K ~ T U ~ E F ) .  According to Mr ' Stergios G. Spanakis (by letter of 30 March 1982), the noun K ~ L K ~ ~  is an incomprehen- 
sible, meaningless post-World War I1 creation. In fact, there is no word K P L K ~ ~  for the 
animal &yplW. 

Professor Stylianos Alexiou (letter af 8 April 1982) suggests that the name 
came into being from &yplw when, in 1950,1l2 the residents of Chania presented an 
&yplW as a gift to then President Harry Truman and, &yplCu being hard for Americans 
to pronounce, KPLKP~ resulted. I had surmised that &yPlpi, pronounced by today's Cre- 
tans as ypl lyril in place of (&)ypl(p~) ,~l~  was reduplicated as ypiypl lyriyril and this 6 ended somehow or other in its present form KPLKP~ lkrikril. Journalistic reporting rap- 
idly spread the word as an appellative, referring to the species, mainly in the usage of 
non-Cretans. In other words, krikri was originally a jocular creation in the jargon of the 
Americans who had heard this new name for aegagrus.l14 

To sum up, this assemblage of twelve terms designating 'wild goat', all but uav- 
v&d5vu&~ of demonstrable Greek origin, is of special interest in that it shows that for a 
single wild animal Greek vocabulary is richly documented in texts, ancient, mediaeval, 

{, and modern, as well as in the oral tradition surviving to the present. Whereas 5vv&s f., 
perhaps from an original *hvvv&q in place of uavv&s, has not survived, u a v v & ~  did 

4 survive in Cretan u a u d 6 a  (f.) and derivatives, along with the term &ypiw and &yp~- 
& ~ p a o ~  for the male and the recent ~ p i ~ p l ,  a post-World War I1 creation, probably 

I1OSee Georgacas (supra n.1) 148 note, cf: also 270. I do not repeat all the details here. 
Georgios I. Varelas, Tovpwruc6s d811y6r y& d ~ v  'EM&& (Athens 1961) 1 450, 11 320, 367. 

l12Ch. Chatzisarantos, Description of Cretan agrimis, one of the world's rarest creatures (Press release ECA 
Mission to Greece No. 700 119501). An ill-considered action was the shipping of the K P L K ~ ~  abroad, a most 
unfortunate treatment of this proud animal, the most characteristic representative of Cretan fauna; cf: 
Platakis (supra n.7) 161. 

@ lL3 See Ventris and Chadwick (supra n.9) 301, the agrimi goat; 302, the semi-domesticated agrimi may 
have been kept in enclosures to ensure a regular supply of horns; the agrimi carcasses would also provide 
meat (Od. 9.155). 

I L 4  The exclamation ~ p b !  (for ~ ~ ~ 6 7 )  KPi! K 8 addressed to the leading ram (Pangalos [supra 11.801 VI 
425) has nothing to do with K ~ L K ~ ~  (for &ypiWf ' 
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from ypl reduplicated of dryplw. The term y a p v d  is Cappadocian only, and its cognate 
& y p ~ v d ~  Cyprian only (the latter however being not a goat but a sheep). The terms 
&yp&yLG~ ( & y p ~ o y ~ G a ,  etc.), & Y P ~ ~ ~ & ~ u ~ ~ ~ ,  and &yplw have been widely diffused within A Memorial of Early Death 
Greece. Finally, 76 p a u ~ d v  is Ikarian only, but probably does (or did) occur on other 
islands of the Aegean as well.l15 Elsa Gibson 

T H E  EPITAPH which I publish here is apparently from Phrygia and apparently dates 
from the second century A.D. I am honored to present this publication to Professor 

Sterling Dow. 

White marble stele, or rather, properly, a plaque, apparently complete; h. 0.69 m., 
w. 0.46, th. 0.055; letter height approximately 0.02. In Uqak Museum; bought by the 
museum director from an antiquities dealer in Denizli. Not seen by me. PLATE 7. I have 

: edited this text from the photograph and copy made by Thomas Drew-Bear in 1973.1 It is 
a pleasure to thank Mr Drew-Bear, who graciously entrusted to me this inscription to 

: publish, and to thank the late Hikmet Giirpy, then Director General of Antiquities and 
Museums, and Savag Savcl, then Director of the Ugk Museum, for their authorization 
and aid given to Mr Drew-Bear. I also wish to acknowledge the aid of Mr Drew-Bear, 
Roger Bagnall, and Donald McCabe in the preparation of the commentary. 

'1o;vws ~ a l  Apa{a ]  h ~ e l p q u ~  v 
Z w a e C v q v  T ~ V  i a v ~ 0 v  6 6 u  

pv7jCLqs &EKEV. CLq~P6s idv-  
4 7a v i o u  p~ T ~ V  6 e A w v  iipra- 

UE Galpmv, v p q ~ p d s  &r6 u- 
rA&vXvwv ~ a l  ~ a ~ p 6 e  b u ~ a -  
7 0 L  ~ A T ~ ~ E S  EIUL /3p07& 6- 

8 SqAa / 3 A i r o v u a ~ .  O ~ K  &L 
y&p y e u d p q v  V ~ V ~ L O F  &M& 
v i m .  T ~ V ~ ~ A ~ O U F  ZALITOV 
eaA&pw ~ a 1  8&KpVCI CLq~pl 

12 S v u ~ q v @ ,  .rr&ua~q h h r h  
+ c v u a p 2 v a ~ s .  

U A ~ '  p V v d s  ~ ~ L ; T O V  A .  D. 154/5 
[GUa$ €ZKOUL T€~EUT@. 

vacat 

115 1 am indebted to colleagues for help in securing and/or checking some material for me: Peter Topping ! Junios and Amia honored Sosthenes, their son, for the sake of (his) memory. 
(Dumbarton Oaks), Edward Bassett (Univ. of Chicago), L. Zgusta (Univ. of Illinois), John Kazazis (Cen- Me, wretched, a daimon snatched from my mother in my youth, from my 
ter for Hellenic Studies, Washington), Ant. Kanellis (Univ. of Thessaloniki), Leslie Threatte (American mother's womb and from my father ---. Uncertain are the hopes of  mortals, which 
School of Classical Studies, Athens), Elefth. Platakis (editor of Kretologia; Vrachasi), Christophoros Chara- 
lambakis (Historical Lexicon; Univ. of Crete), Demetrios Krekoukias (Director of the Historical Lexicon). I 
am likewise greatly obliged to Edmund Berry, Demetrios Moutsos, Kyriakos Hadjioannou, and Leslie A squeeze was not made, as readings were not in doubt, and therefore I do not know how much the 
Threatte for reading an earlier draft of this paper and for giving me their observations. individual letters vary in height. That they do vary is apparent from the photograph. 
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look to those things that cannot be known. For I did not yet become a bridegroom, 
but a corpse. Grieving marriage chambers I left behind, and tears for my unhappy 
mother, all hopes cheated. 

In the year 239, the first month, having lived 20 years, he dies. 

Sigma: C; 5 ,  X (but the first sigma in this line is lunate). Omega: @ 2 (only the first omega) and 
5 ,  0. Upsilon: )/ , V ; 12, 13, 15, Y. In line 1, the verb should be plural. 

At each corner of the face of the stone is a small circle, approximately 0.04 m. in 
diameter, with a little depression in the center. These are apparently intended to repre- 
sent flat metal plates which would hold four nails in position, as if our plaque was to be 
affixed to a wall. The letters OY in the upper left-hand corner indicate that the mason 
started the inscription (IOY-) here first, by mistake. More seems to have been carved, 
too, then erased; but I cannot from the photograph be sure of the extent of the erasure 
or even if there is one. As for the name AW{a), the mason seems to have first carved 
AMMA, then to rectify his error transformed M into LA, but of course he was left with 
an extra A.  The name Amia is very common in this part of Asia Minor in imperial 
times, along with other names based on familiar, household names for mother and 
father, and names formed from  sobriquet^.^ As a non-Greek name, Amia is written 
without accent or breathing. 

The epitaph consists of a six-verse poem in elegiacs, preceded and followed by bio- 
graphical information in prose. The poem begins in the second half of line 3 on the 
stone and continues through line 13. The lines of the inscription do not accord with the 
verses of the poem. For convenience in discussing the poem, I print it here in verse 
form. 

M47pds i d v ~ a  vgov p rdv ~BALOV 4 P ~ a u ~  Gaipmv, 
p v l ~ ~ d s  &nd m ~ v ~ v o v  ~ a l  ~ a r p d ~  - - - -. 

6 u r a r o ~  iAniSes ehl /3por&v i s  &STAa /3A&~ovua~. 
O ~ K  ~ T L  ydlP y € ~ d L L r ) ~  Y ~ V ~ L O P  &kk& v&v$. 

ncv6aAiow XLTOV BaAdpw teal G d ~ p u a  p q ~ p l  
6 ~ ~ 7 ~ ~ 4 ,  ndua~s i h n l a ~  $euua&va~p. 

Verses 1 a n d  2. Note that the same word artfully begins each verse. 
Verse 2. At the beginning of the verse, the phrase "from the womb of my mother" 

is hyperbole: the young man was twenty years old when he died. The end of this verse 
was never cawed, nor is there any space for it. The missing metrical pattern, - - - -, is 
identical to that which begins the next verse ( 6 u ~ a r o ~  ;AT-). Perhaps the writer was 
confused by the metrical identity and in place of the correct phrase wrote the one that 
was to follow it. The missing phrase might have been ~ a l  y e v ~ i j ' ~ ,  for which suggestion 
I thank Thomas Drew-Bear and Donald McCabe. 

Verse 3. This hexameter line expresses a complete thought, and may have been 
taken from a work of literature, but I have not been able to find its source. More prob- 

See L. Robert, Noms indigines duns I'Asie-mineure grico-romaine I (Paris 1963) 348, and L. Zgusta, 
Kleinasiatische Personennumen (Prague 1964) 55-66, esp. 56. 

ably, it comes from a handbook of sentiments suitable for use in epitaphs. The first 
word, 6 u ~ a ~ o ~  appears in philosophical literature (not surprisingly) from Epicurus to 
Diogenes of Oenoanda (second century A . D . ) ,  according to LSJ, and seems to become 
popular for epitaphs in the Empire.3 The first five verses of the poem may all have been 
taken from such a handbook, for each expresses a complete thought. Verse 5 has been 
made to extend over into verse 6, and, to complete this last verse, a phrase has been 
added, itself evidently taken from a model, but altered (see infra). Note that e k  in 
verse 3 is written k and is scanned short. The spelling reproduces the actual pronuncia- 
tion, the result of iotacism. 

Verses 4-6. These verses are best considered as a unit because of the sentiments 
expressed, although, as mentioned above, verses 4 and 5 each express a complete 
thought. In the ancient world, as now, a normal life-span was felt to extend through 
marriage, the birth of one's children and even grandchildren, and the death of one's 
parents. Death before all these events is certainly premature, and in epitaphs the unful- 
filled expectations are stressed. Hopes are blighted: the word :Ads comes naturally in 
these epitaphs, as here twice (verses 3 and 6). Sosthenes died even before marriage, 
apparently shortly before, and the pathos of his dying so very early is dwelt upon for 
most of the poem. Emphasized too is the fact that Sosthenes died before his parents: 
the repetition of pqrpds  at the beginning of verses 1 and 2, and the hyperbole "from 
my mother's womb" in verse 2. His precise age is stated, as commonly in cases of 
premature death or old age, in order to emphasize the pathos of a very short life or the 
length of an extraordinarily long one; but the practice is of course not restricted to 
these categories.4 In verse 4, note the alliteration V ~ V + L O S  . . . V ~ K V ~ .  In verse 6, one 

, would expect the dative singular $ e u ~ a & ~ ,  and this participle normally governs the 
genitive in this construction (see LSJ s.v.);  moreover, final iota in the preceding word 
should be long by position. The author of this poem unskillfully adapted a model. 

D a t e .  The provenience of the stone is not known, only the town (Denizli) where it 
j is said to have been bought. Modern Denizli is situated just a few miles from ancient 

Laodiceia on the Lycus, which used an era beginning probably towards the end of the ' reign of Domitian. There is only one dated inscription of Laodi~eia.~ Most of the pro- 
4 vince of Asia, however, used the Sullan era, beginning with the year 8514 B.C. The 

I latter era would place our epitaph in 154/5 A.D., the Laodiceian in about 330, if it 
continued in use this long. 

For our inscription, a second-century rather than a fourth-century date is strongly 
suggested by the quality of the poem, the spelling, and the letter formq6 the names are 

W. Peek, Griechische Vers-lnschr. I 789.5 and 2035.6 (Kaibel, Epigr. Gr. 699 and 502), from Rome and i Thebes in Greece respectively; the inscription from Rome is most recently published by L. Moretti, l G  
UrbRom 111 1162. 

4 See for all these points the excellent book of E. Griessmair, Dus Motiv der Mors lrnmaturu in den grie- 
chischen metrischen Grabinschriften (Innsbruck 1966) 30-77; on specification of ages, 15-16. j 

6 L. Robert, in Laodicie du Lycos: L e  nymphie (Quebec 1969) 261-63 no. 3, with discussion of the era. 
6 The forms themselves, and their variations, are not surprising. Letter forms in Asia Minor vary greatly, 

not only in quality, but also in the actual forms. While there is a general trend towards lunate letters 
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possible at this time t0o.l Therefore, I assume that our epitaph is not from Laodiceia 
but from another place, which used the Sullan era. Its date will then translate to 15415. 
The practice of numbering months is attested throughout the region. 

throughout imperial times, these appear much earlier in the epitaphs and dedications of poorer people. 
Finer documents of the second century do not as a rule have lunate letters, but in a rather rough inscrip- 
tion from northeastern Lydia, dated to 17112, all the letters are lunate (J. Keil and A. von Premerstein, 
DenkschrWien 53.2 [I9081 no. 172). Some inscriptions even of the first century have lunate letters (Keil 
and von Premerstein no. 83, and DenkschrWien 54.2 [I9111 no. 170; MAMA VII 486; P. Herrmann, 
DenkschrWIen 80 [I9621 no. 34). Both square and lunate epsilon and sIgma are used in another epitaph 
from Lydia, dated to 117/8 (F. Gschnitzer and J. Keil, AnzWien 18 119561 no. 11). Lunate letters appear in 
an inscription of Motella in southern Phrygia, dated to 13617 (MAMA IV 309); an inscription from nearby 
Bekilli, in the Cal Ovas~, dated to 1391140 (MAMA IV 314); and one from Eumeneia, dated to 14415 (T. 
Drew-Bear, Nouvelles Inscriptions de Plirygie [Zutphen 19781 93 no. 28). In an inscription of the same year 
as ours, from northeastern Lydia, square sigma and lunate omega are used (Herrmann no. 5); in an in- 
scription from the same region of just the year before, square sigma but 'formal' omega, 0 (Herrmann no. 
10). 

Amia and related names (see supra 122) are not uncommon in the mid-second century. That Amia's 
husband has a Latin name is of interest. Latin names are relatively infrequent in Phrygia, where Greek 
names predominate (there are relatively few native names). Persons bearing Latin names do  not form a 
group apart. An Amia was the wife of one Marcus at Eumeneia, in the epitaph of 14415 cited in the pre- 
vious note. The precisely dated inscriptions of northern and northeastern Lydia furnish abundant first- and 
second- century attestations of the name Amia and variants: Keil and von Premerstein (supra n.6: 1908) 
nos. 149, 150 (with Apphias), 158, 159, 160, 163 (with Tatias), 169, 172 (with Tatas), 187; (1911) nos. 
158, 172, 183 (with Apphias and variants), 252; Herrmann (supra n.6) nos. 53, 55, 56. 

GIBSON PLATE 7 



Two Decisions: Iliad 11.401-22 and Agamemnon 192-230 

David Gill, S. J. 

0 DYss~us IS FACED with the choice either of running away or of standing and fight- 
ing against heavy odds (11. 11.401-22). For Agamemnon it is a choice between 

sacrificing his daughter and abandoning the expedition against Troy (Aesch. Ag. 192- 
230). The descriptions of how the two characters arrive at their decisions are remark- 
ably similar in structure. My purpose here-without trying to address all questions 
raised by either passage-is to examine in detail parallels between the two and to sug- 
gest ways in which they illuminate each other.' 

In each instance there are six steps to the description: (1) a statement of the diffi- 
cult situation in which the hero finds himself; (2) his reaction to the situation; (3) the 
alternatives as he sees them; (4) a question which he asks himself; ( 5 )  the rnotive(s) 
for choosing as he eventually does; and (6) a transition to action and the carrying out of 
the decision. 

' 1 know of no discussion of these two passages in relation to each other. There is none, for example, in 
A. Sideras, Aeschylus Homericus (Hypomnemata 31 [19711). The most recent treatment of Agamemnon's 

! decision is that of Mark Edwards in CSCA 10 (1977) 17-38. He provides a good overview of previous 
opinions (since 1961) and studies the Agamemnon passage in the light of other decision scenes in Aeschy- 
lus. There is no comparable recent study of Odysseus' decision; but Iliad 11.401ff comes in for frequent 
mention in general discussions of decision-making and moral responsibility in Homer. The view repre- 
sented by B. Snell, Ch. Voigt, and H. Fraenkel that there are no personal decisions in Homer seems to 
have been fairly generally abandoned; and this passage is one of the best arguments against it. For bibliog- 
raphy and some of the objections against the earlier view, see E. L. Harrison, "Notes on Homeric Psycho- 
logy," Phoeniv 14 (1960) 79-80. For reasons which will become apparent I essentially agree with Harrison 
and E. R. Dodds when he says (The Greeks and the Irrational [Berkeley 19511 20 11.311, "And it seems a 
little artificial to deny that what is described in passages like 11. 11.403ff or Od. 5.355ff is in effect a rea- 
soned decision taken after consideration of possible alternatives." For a similar view and more literature 
see A. Lesky, History of Greek Literature2 (New York 1966) 71-73. CJ H. Lloyd-Jones, The Justice of Zeus 
(Berkeley 1971) 9: "The pattern of right decision, it has long been recognized, is provided by a passage in 
Bk. XI. Odysseus is cut off and surrounded by the enemy; for a moment he considers flight, but in the end 
decides to stay and fight it out . . . For a moment the person facing the alternatives weighs them in his 
mind; then he remembers the knowledge of the principles of right behavior on such an occasion which he 
possesses, and this memory determines his course of action. A wrong decision . . . occurs when the deci- 
der's passions prevent his fhymos from functioning correctly." A. W. H. Adkins, From the Many to the One 
(Ithaca 1970) 24, suggests that the Homeric model for decision-making is that of a "spectral balance into 
which the reasons on one side or the other are poured until at length, after due consideration, the balance 
goes down by itself and action ensues." Of the moment of decision and the transition from decision to 
action he says (47), "The agent may feel the utmost doubt and anxiety over the identity of the more 
advantageous course of action in a crisis; but so soon as an answer to the problem presents itself, the 

! identification of the course of action as the most agathon available in the circumstances carries with it a 
i desire for its fulfillment, and bridges the gap between thought and action. For a variety of reasons we have 

seen that the personality has little core: it is not surprising that the emphasis should be on the 'balance' 
during the period before action; and the nature of the goal, in addition to the psychological structure, does 
not encourage the idea of decision at the moment of action." There are three other passages, all in the last 
half of the Iliad, where the full formula for describing decisions is used. These are discussed infra n.2. 

125 
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The Aeschylus passage is fuller in some respects, but with one slight variation it 
follows the same basic pattern as the Homeric up until the final step. 

Iliad 11.401-12 
o&@q 6' ' O ~ V U E ~  & V ~ L K A V T ~ S ,  066i T L ~  a674 
' A p y ~ h v  rrapipe~vcu, Z T E ~  E*AAa/3E rrdvras. 
dX@rjuas 6' 6 p a  E ~ E  rrp& 8v peyah-rjropa @v&v. 
"t iY&, 71 rrd@u; G y a  &V K ~ K ~ U  ai KE 

405 rrhq@6v mp/3rjuas. 76 62 $ywv, a: KEY && 
poGvos. TO* 6' &MOW A a v a o h  i&/3quE KPovjWv. 
&Ah& 71 $ ~ Q L  ra&a 4ihos 6 ~ ~ h i t a r o  @v&$; 
026a &?L K ~ K O ~  $ V  & ~ T O ~ X O V T ~ L  770h~/.LOL0, 
8s 62 K' d L P ~ c r ~ ~ ~ u ~  p&q ZVL, rdu 82 CLo;k X P ~ ~  

410 C u ~ & ~ v a ~   par^&, r j  7' E*fihqrl r j  i Zfiah' bMov." 
E ~ S  8 raG@' ( r p p a ~ v ~  ~ a r &  cppiva ~ a i  K ~ T &  @v&v, 
764pa 6' irri Tpcjov U T ~ X E S  rjhv@ov & m ~ u r & o v .  

(1) The situation. Diomedes has been wounded and has withdrawn from the battle as 
have all the other Greek warriors (401-02): 

Spear-famed Odysseus was left alone, nor did any one 
of the Argives remain beside him, since fear gripped all. 

(2) The reaction. Odysseus recognizes his predicament, is distressed by it, and begins to 
think it over. All of this is expressed in the formulaic line 403, "Disturbed then, he 
spoke to his great-hearted thumos." 
(3) Statement of alternatives. Odysseus sees two possible courses of action, both involv- 
ing difficulties, which he briefly notes in the form of balanced conditions, &v . . . & . . . 
(404-06) : 

What is to become of me? It is a great evil if I flee 
in fear of their numbers. But it is more frightening if I am caught 
alone. Cronion has scared away the other Danaans. 

(4) The question. He asks himself in the formulaic line 407, "But why does (did) my 
dear thumos discuss these things?" The emphatic &M, the following context, and the 
parallels indicate that this is to be understood as a rhetorical question. The statement of 
the alternatives has shown Odysseus what he must do. He has made his choice and now 
he gives his motives. 
(5) The motive (408-10): 

For I know that cowards withdraw from war; 
but one who is brave in battle must indeed 
make a strong stand, whether he is struck or strikes another. 

There is to his mind no alternative. Odysseus says that he knows that he must fight. TO 
do otherwise would be to play the coward. In stating the motive he goes back over the 

two possible responses and spells out the implications of each. (He is now explaining 
wfiy he had to choose as he did.) To choose alternative (a) would be cowardly. One 
who wishes to be brave in battle must choose (b) regardless of the consequences. Odys- 
seus has given his reasons against (a) and in favor of (b). 
(6) Transition to action. Odysseus' soliloquy ends and the poet resumes with the formu- 
laic line 411, followed by a description of the Trojan attack (412ff): 

While he was turning these things over in his mind and heart, 
then the ranks of the armored Trojans advanced against him . . . 

The Trojans surround Odysseus like a pack of hounds (412-20) and he fights back, 
wounding and killing various of them (420ff). 

Nowhere does Homer state explicitly that Odysseus has made a decision or that he 
has chosen this or that alternative for this or that reason or that "this seemed better to 
him," as happens in some of the parallels.2 Nonetheless, all the elements of a decision 
are present: Odysseus recognizes his situation; he sees clearly what courses of action are 
open to him, and he freely decides for one of them for reasons which seem to him to 
be persuasive. In addition, as the description unfolds it becomes obvious in the telling 
which alternative he will take and for what reason. 

Steps (4) and (5) taken together mark the moment of decision. Odysseus says in 
effect, "Why do I even ask, for I know what a brave man must (ought to) do in the 
circumstances." What we feel to be missing, perhaps, is some clear summary statement 
that would provide a bridge between the resolve and its carrying out, something such 
as: "Therefore, I will stand and fight" or "And so, it seemed better to him to stand and 
fight." The parallels indicate that Homer could have added this latter, but apparently he 
felt no need to do so here. Instead, he makes his transition with the phrase "While he 
was turning these things over . . . then the Trojans attacked . . . " (411ff). What is 
missing here-and what I think is clearly intended from the context-is something like: 
"And that is what made him act: it was the Trojan attack that triggered the carrying out 
of what Odysseus had already resolved to do, namely fight." 

There is of course one sense in which Odysseus did not really have a choice. Given 
who he was and what he wanted to be, he did have to fight. But it is not a question of 
physical compulsion. The Trojans did not come and surround him before he had made 

ZThe parallels in the Iliad occur at 17.90-107, 21.550-72, 22.98-131. All three follow the same pattern 
as 11.401ff for the first four steps: (1) description of the situation; (2) the d X B ~ m a ~  formula; (3),;wo al- 
ternatives expressed as conditions; (4) the rhetorical question, "But why does my dear thumos . . . In the 
next step the pattern differs from that of 11.401ff. After the rhetorical question each of the parallels intro- 
duces a reason for not choosing the second of the two alternatives mentioned in step (3); the first alterna- 
tive is not mentioned. Then they all bring up a third possibility, which is the one that is actually adopted. 
In two of the three it is explicitly stated by the speaker that this third alternative is preferable (17.105, 
22.129). In the third (21.550-72), where Agenor decides to fight Achilles, alternative (c), rather than 
running either with the rest of the Trojans or by himself toward Ida, alternatives (a) and (b), the poet 
implicitly announces the decision in the transitional lines 571-72, "With these words he gathered himself 
and waited for Achilles, and his mighty heart was eager for battle and for war." The transition to action in 
17.106-07 is the same as that in 11.411-12 except for the final word. In 22.131 it is a combination of the 
elements of the other two: "Thus he pondered as he waited, and Achilles drew near him." 
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up his mind for himself. He was not forced to fight by the fact that he was hemmed in 
before he could decide for himself to fight. That was his own prior internal decision. On 
the other hand, the Trojans are a necessary external element in the situation. If they 
had not surrounded Odysseus he would not have had to carry out his resolution. They 
do surround him and trap him, it is true; and Homer also elaborates this aspect of the 
situation through the use of the simile of the wild boar and the hounds. Odysseus does 
have to fight-but he also wants to. As in all such situations, there are both internal 
and external aspects. Homer does justice to both without needing, or perhaps even 
knowing how, to explain the relation between them. 

For Odysseus, then, the choice is between giving in to fear and running the risk of 
death by staying and fighting. He overcomes his fear (emotion) by a (rational) con- 
sideration of the consequences of giving in to it. To flee in face of danger would go 
against his values. (It makes no difference that they are everyone else's values too.) His 
response is a combination of reason and what Aristotle would call thumos, i.e. 'spirit' or 
'mettle'. In other words, his action is one that would satisfy the philosopher's definition 
of courage in the strict sense (Eth.Nic. 3.6-9). Granted, therefore, that Odysseus does 
not spend much time agonizing over what he ought to do, and that once he does make 
up his mind he has no time to hesitate because by then he is surrounded by raging 
Trojans; granted too that he nowhere says in so many words "I have decided what to 
do": still Homer's description of the whole process seems to me to be perfectly true to 
life and readily comprehensible. Odysseus makes a good choice-though not an easy 
one-after due consideration of the consequences. 

Aeschylus' description of Agamemnon's decision to sacrifice Iphigeneia parallels 
the Homeric description almost step for step. The similarities between the two are 
significant enough, I think, to support the conclusion that the Homeric model influ- 
enced Aeschylus at least indirectly. There are also interesting differences. 

Agamemnon 192-230 
rvoa i  6' & r h  ~ ~ ~ v ~ v o s  p h o i u a ~  
KaKd~x0h01, V<UTL~ES, ~ I ~ O ~ ~ O L ,  

/ ~ ~ o T & v  bhai, 
195 va&v <re> ~ a l  m ~ u p L i ~ w v  &~$€L~E?P, 

rahipp<tq ~ p d v o v  ~ie~?uai 
rPl& ~ a ~ i t a b r ~ v o v  bveos 'Apycl- 

o v .  i r e ;  62 ~ a l  r ~ ~ p o 6  
X e l p a ~ o ~  b M o  gijxap 

200 ~ P ~ e l j ~ ~ p o v  r p d p ~ u i v  
pLiv~iq Z K A ~  y t ~ v  ~po&pw v 
* A P ~ c p v ,  $UTE X e d ~ a  pb- 

KTpOlS ~ I T L K ~ o ~ u ~ v T ~ $  XTP€l- 
6as 6bKPV ~ a ~ a u x c i v .  

205 b v a t  6' 6 r p i u p w  766' E L ~ E  & O V & V .  
" p a p ~ k  @ V  K;IP ~ i )  CL;) m e i ~ e a ~  
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papck  6', ci 
T ~ K V O V  Gattw, 6dPv byahpa, 
pmlvwv r a P e c ~ o u ~ b y o ~ u ~ v  

210 fi€lePOL$ TCXTP&V$ Xipa$ ?r<)M$ @ 
p s .  Tl 7 0 ~ 6 '  &V€V K ~ K & V ;  

r&s h i r d v a v ~  yivwpai 

& P p a ~ i a $  a ipap~hv;  
ravuavipov ydp evu-las 

215 ~ ~ p e ~ ~ l o v  8' a&aro< 6p- 
y+ r ~ p i o ~ ~ ~  u<@' > i r i ev -  
p~ iv  eip$. €5 ydlP €Zq.'' 

i r d 6 '  &vbyrcas Z6v hdraSvov 
4pcvdc r v i w v  6 v u u ~ P i j  rporaiav 

220 &vayvov, &vlepov, ~ d e c v  
~d r a v ~ 6 ~ 0 h p . o ~  ~ P O V C ? V  ~ T ~ Y V W .  

~ ~ O T O ~ F  B P ~ & V E L  -ydlP a b X P d C L q ~ i ~  
~ d h a i v a  . r rapa~or& ? T P ~ T O ~ ~ V .  

Z T A ~  6' 05v B v T . ; ) ~  y ~ i -  
225 ueai Bvya~pdq, yVva1~07T0l- 

vwv rohipmv &pwy&v 
K L Y ~  ?TPOT~~EUY V(Y&V. 

hi~dlq 6; ~ a l  ~ h q 8 d v a ~  rarP&v$ 
rap'  0 6 6 2 ~  aicjva rapeivrrov < T' > 

230 ~ ~ E V T O  ~ L A ~ ~ X O L  ppapijc. 

Steps (1) to (5) of the two descriptions are almost exactly parallel, except for a 
greater richness of detail in the Agarnemnon passage. 
(1) The situation. The Achaean fleet is held at Aulis by contrary winds (184-98), and 
the prophet Calchas announces the solution, the sacrifice of Iphigeneia (198-202). 
(2) The reaction. The Atreidai see their problem, are distressed, and indicate as much 
by their actions (202-05): 

. . . so that the sons of Atreus 
struck the ground with their staves 
and could not keep from weeping; 
and the elder of the two then spoke and said . . 

Agarnemnon apparently does not speak to himself as Odysseus did, but neither does he 
speak to anyone else in particular. What is being described, that is, is not a debate with 
someone else but a process of personal reflection, even if it is done aloud. 
(3) Statement of alternatives. Agamemnon sees two possibilities, both of which he names 

/ as harsh. He states them in the form of balanced conditions, & v .  . . 82 . . . (206-11): 

A harsh fate if I disobey, 
and harsh too if 
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I kill my child, treasure of my house, 
defiling with a slaughtered maiden's 
blood her father's hands near the 
altar. Which of these is free from evils? 

Here the horror of the second alternative (b) is spelled out in more detail, and Aes- 
chylus adds a brief summary (211) which makes explicit the difficulty of the choice. But 
the general structure is the same as in Iliad 11.404-06. 
(4) The question (212-13): 

How am I to become a deserter 
and lose my alliance? 

Most recent commentators agree that the question is to be taken as rhetorical. As soon 
as Agamemnon states the alternatives he sees which of the two he will choose. This 
corresponds to what we have seen above about Odysseus. Here too the question is 
followed immediately by a consideration of the motive, introduced by ydp. (There is 
one difference in structure, though not in overall effect, which I shall discuss presently.) 
(5) The motive (214-17): 

For it is right and lawful 
to desire with a passion 
a sacrifice to stop the wind 
and a maiden's blood. 
May it turn out well! 

There are several questions here. In what sense could it be themis to desire the sacri- 
fice? Who desires it: Agamemnon (so Edwards, Wilamowitz)? The Greek chieftains (so 
Lloyd-Jones, Page)? Both (Fraenkel)? What does it mean to say that it is right to 
desire it "with a passion"? One thing alone is certain: Aeschylus has not made his 
meaning abundantly clear here. The answers are not crucial to the immediate discus- 
sion. It does seem to me, however, that prima facie it is the chieftains, who have been 
called from all over Greece and kept waiting by the contrary wind, who are the ones 
most likely to "desire with a passion" to get going. They are the ones who can most 
plausibly be said to have a "lawful right" in the matter, especially in view of Agamem- 
non's express desire not to desert them and give up the expedition (212-13). 

As in the Iliad passage, steps (4) and (5) are to be taken together. The rhetorical 
question and the statement of motive mark the moment of choice, even though there is 
no fully explicit statement to that effect. Aeschylus' addition of E; y2p eZ7) in 217 makes it 
clear that the choice has been made. E. Fraenkel3 quotes Hermann to the effect that ydp 
indicates that the sense to be supplied is something like: "Since I cannot avoid sacrificing 
her, I pray that the whole thing will somehow turn out well." If we can argue back to the 
Iliad passage, then we have a confirmation of what was said about the moment of deci- 
sion there. Fraenkel goes on to say: "It is a very delicate touch that Agamemnon should 
speak first of the grounds and justification of his resolve and then of the result that he 

a Aeschylus Agamemnon I1 (Oxford 1950) 126-27. 
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hopes will follow from it, and in between leaves out 'I am determined to sacrifice her'. He 
cannot bring himself to utter the fatal words." Arguing this time forward from the Iliad 
passage, we should surely reject this suggestion. If Aeschylus was following the Homeric 
parallel it would not have occurred to him to have Agamemnon say "I am determined to 
sacrifice her." Hence the omission has in itself no significance at all. 

What difference there is between the two passages lies in the arrangement of the 
elements. Odysseus asks the rhetorical question (4), then he states his reasons for 
rejecting alternative (a) and accepting (b). Agamemnon asks the quesion and, in doing 
so, gives his reason for rejecting alternative (a). He then states his motive for accepting 
(b). The same elements, therefore, are present in both passages. In Agamemnon the 
arrangement is slightly different and the moment of decision is more clearly marked by 
the addition of E; elq. 
(6) Transition to action. At this point, when the poet (the chorus) returns in his own 
voice, Aeschylus' description becomes more complex. He seems to feel the need for 
further explanation of how Agamemnon moves from resolution to action. Still, though 
the content will differ, the form continues to follow the Homeric model in interesting 
ways (218-23): 

When he put on the yoke-strap of necessity, 
breathing the impious turning of mind, 
unholy, sacrilegious, from then on 
he shifted to thinking the unthinkable. 
For delusion makes men bold-wretched. 
shameful-counseling delusion, bringer of woes. 

The form "when . . . from then on . . . " is reminiscent of Iliad 11.4llff "while . . . then 
. . . " There too it follows directly after the statement of motive. Homer, as we have 
seen, uses the form to move to action by way of an updated description of the external 
situation. Aeschylus apparently is not quite ready for that. Instead, he first repeats 
Agamemnon's decision, this time from the point of view of an outside observer, the 
chorus. In doing so, he also follows the structure of the previous description in 202-17. 
Then he adds a clear statement that the decision has been made (224-27), after which 
he moves back to the external situation (228m. This structure has not been noticed 
before, I believe. Let us look more closely at it. 

On the first point 1 am agreeing with Edwards to the extent that I believe that in 
218-23 the chorus is repeating in other words-rather than adding anything to- the 
previous description of Agamemnon's thoughts and decision. The yoke-strap of neces- 
sity refers not to "the necessity of choosing one particular option, but the necessiry of 
making a choice between the two terrible alternatives."4 Edwards does not say so, but the 

"Edwards (supra n.1) 26-27. That is, once Agamemnon accepted the necessity of choosing and actually 
chose to take his daughter's life rather than give up the expedition, "then Infatuation . . . seizes him; she 
emboldens him with the recklessness (thrasunei), not to make the decision-that has already been done- 
but to carry out the sacrifice" (27). Edwards compares the "necessity" here with that of Suppliants 438-39, 
where the king must choose between two difficult alternatives-rather than with Suppliants 478-79, where 
the king must choose for the Danaids in order to avoid the wrath of Zeus (Lesky's interpretation). 
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structural parallelism between the descriptions in 206-17 and in 218-23 tends to sup- 
port his thesis. "When he put on the yoke-strap . . . " (218-20) corresponds to the 
facing of alternatives in 206-11. The words "Then he shifted . . . " (220-21) parallel 
the decision implied in the question of 212-13. And, finally, "For delusion . . . " 
(222-23) gives the reason for choosing the alternative that he did choose, as in 214-17. 
In both instances, then, we find the pattern: need to decide/decision/reason for deci- 
sion. In the first case (206-17) the structure is very close to the Homeric. In the second 
(218-23) there is a mix of Homeric structural elements. It begins as if to continue the 
pattern "when . . . then . . . " but then shifts out of that into a repetition of the pattern 
of need to decide/decision/reason for decision. 

Now Aeschylus, unlike Homer, explicitly announces the fact of the decision; and, 
at the same time, by way of summary he calls the deed and its motives by their real 
names (224-27): 

And so he dared to become the sacrificer 
of his daughter, to support 
the war to avenge a woman 
and to be an offering for the fleet. 

This summary continues the parallelism of 218-27 with 206-17 in so far as the explicit 
announcement of the decision here matches the implicit one in 217 (€5 eZr)).5 The 
parallels between the two sections can be summarized as follows: 

(1) The need to decide "A harsh fate if I disobey, When he put on the yoke- 
and harsh too if I kill my strap of necessity (218-220) 
child" (206-1 1) 

(2) The Decision "How am I to become a (from) then he shifted to 
deserter and fail (lose) my thinking the unthinkable 
alliance?" (212-13) (220-21) 

(3) The reason for the "For it is right and lawful to "For delusion makes men 
decision desire with a passion a sacri- bold . . . " (222-23) 

fice to stop the wind and a 
maiden's blood" (214-16) 

(4) Summary "May it turn out well" (217) And so he dared to become 
the sacrificer of his daughter 
(224-27) 

There is one more parallel. Before the sacrifice actually begins, Aeschylus adds a 
last detail (228-30): 

Her prayers and cries to her father 
and her tender maiden's years 
the war-loving chieftains ignored. 

Note too how the sounds in 224-27 echo those of 214-17: flualas mpflevwu B' a&a.roq . . . &r~flupIv 
@ i p s  (214-17) is picked up by flv74p ytv8uBa~ 8vya~p6q . . . (224-29, and rravcravipou . . . rrapfleviov 
. . . rrepwpy& (214-17) by yvvaucorroivov rroAiwv.. . r r p o ~ ~ h ~ u r  (225-27). 

Why introduce the attitude of the chieftains at this point? Even though Agamem- 
non's decision has been made and described from two different points of view, there is 
still another element, viz. the pressure from the army to get under way. Whatever we 
are to think of Agamemnon's freedom of choice or the r61e of delusion and the rest of 
it, Aeschylus seems not to want us to forget the fact that the choice was conditioned 
also in some part by external pressure, at least negatively in the sense that the chief- 
tains did nothing to prevent it here. (And perhaps positively, if my interpretation of 
212-17 above is correct.) In any case, the point to be made here is that with mention of 
the external situation we are back parallel with the Iliad passage where the vivid 
description of the attacking Trojans comes between Odysseus' decision and its carrying 
out. 

What follows is a schematic view of the parallels between the two passages. In the 
Agamemnon column I have bracketed the portions for which there are no parallels in 
the Iliad passage. 

Iliad 1 1.401-22 Agamemnon 192-230 
(1) Situation Spear-famed Odysseus was left Contrary winds at Aulis (184-98) 

alone . . . (401-402) and the demand for the sacrifice 
(198-202) 

(2) Reaction Disturbed then, he spoke to his so that the sons of Atreus struck 
great-hearted thumos: (403) the ground with their staves 

(202-05) 
(3) Alternatives "It is a great evil if I flee . . . But "A harsh fate if I disobey, and 

it is more frightening if I am harsh too if I kill my child . . . 
caught alone" (404-06) [Which of these is without 

evils?l" (206-1 1) 
(4) Question "But why does my dear thumos 

discuss these things?" (407) 

(5) Motives "For I know that cowards with- 
draw from war; but one who is 
brave in battle must indeed make 
a strong stand . . . " (408-10) 

(6) Transition to Action While he was turning these things 
over in his mind and his thumos, 
then the ranks of the armored 
Trojans . . . (411ff) 

then the ranks of the armored 
Trojans . . . (412m 

"How am I to become a deserter 
and fail (lose) my alliance?" 
(212-13) 
"For it is right and lawful to 
desire with a passion a sacrifice 
. . . [May it turn out well.]" 
(214-17) 

When he put on the yoke-strap of 
necessity . . . from then on he 
shifted to thinking the unthink- 
able . . . (218-23) 
[Repetition of decision from point 
of view of the chorus (218-23) 
and summary (224-27). Then, 
before the carrying out of the 
decision, reference to the pres- 
sure from the chieftains:] 
Her prayers and cries . . . the war- 
loving chieftains ignored (228-30) 
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Conclusions 

The Homeric pattern for describing a decision in a difficult situation seems clearly 
to be the model for Aeschylus in Agamemnon 192-230. Iliad 11.401-22 is the closest 
but not the only parallel; the same basic pattern is also present in three other places in 
the late books of the Iliad (17.90-107, 21.550-72, 22.98-133). The assumption that 
Aeschylus is influenced by Homer here prompts the following observations on the 
Agamemnon passage: 
(1) Edwards6 calls it a "brilliant stroke" on Aeschylus' part when he has the chorus 
report Agamemnon's own words in 206-17. Brilliant or not, the idea was apparently not 
original. 
(2) As pointed out above, the fact that Agamemnon does not explicitly announce that 
he has determined to perform the sacrifice ("a very delicate touch," according to Fraen- 
kel) also turns out to be an element suggested by the tradition. 
(3) Taken together the two passages support the assumption that the (rhetorical) ques- 
tion and the statement of motives together mark the moment of decision. This is made 
a bit clearer in Agamernnon by the addition of 6; y&p €'I7) in line 217. 
(4) In both cases there are external physical as well as internal psychological/moral 
factors that influence the decision (the on-rushing Trojans and the angry, impatient 
Greek chieftains). Aeschylus as well as Homer has trouble explaining the relationship 
between the two sets of factors. 
(5) Comparison with Homer serves to highlight how much more self-conscious Aeschy- 
lus is about what he is doing. His summaries as he goes along (211, 217, 225-27) work 
as an outline or running commentary on the decision-making process. He also reviews 
the decision from another point of view, though in the same form (218-27). 
(6) For all the formal similarities in the descriptions it remains true that the decisions 
themselves are quite different in content. Odysseus' choice between facing either mortal 
danger or disgrace is far less drastic than Agamemnon's dilemma where no acceptable 
outcome is possible no matter how he chooses. 

Edwards (supra n.1) 24. 

A Gennetic Sacrifice List in the Athenian State Calendar 

Robert Fisher Healey, S.J. 

I T IS G E N E R A L L Y  ASSUMED by scholars of ancient Greek religion that most, if not all, 
of the ancient cults and ancestral sacrifices, T& m&rPta, of the later communities 

belonged originally to the great clan-families, the gene, from whom they were, at differ- 
ent times and under different circumstances, acquired and made public by the state.' 
Thus Nilsson: "the Greek cults were to a very great extent originally hereditary: they 
were the property of the gens."* This is believed to be especially true in the case of 
Athens, where even in the time of the democracy the great priesthoods remained in the 
hands of the old clan-families.3 However, as Aristotle remarks about Cleisthenes, the 
state saw to it "that private cults should be reduced in number and conducted at com- 
mon centers,"* for, to quote Nilsson again, "democracy . . . t o ~ k  over or broke down 
the old family cults and transformed in a democratic spirit the old cult organization 
which had rested on the family."5 

Such activity by the Athenian state to weld together the various groups in the 
newly democratic community and to extend ancient religious sanction to the new demo- 
cratic installations is easily understandable. Moreover, a specific and pertinent case can 
be observed as late as 403-399 B.c., the period of restored democracy, in the codifica- 
tion of the state calendar of sacrifices, whose anagrapheis, in the person of one Niko- 
makhos, are attacked by Lysias for neglecting old and adding new sacrifices6 

Thus, such activity with regard to cult on the part of Cleisthenes and later demo- 
cratic leaders is not only an expectation but in fact directly attested. What is perhaps 
surprising, however, is that we have no proof of it-or rather, to anticipate the conclu- 
sion of this paper, have not yet recognized such-in the epigraphical record. In particular 

1 The present article represents a partial reworking of my Eleusinian Sacr8ces in (he Athenian Stare Code 
(DissHarvard 1961; abstract in HSCP 66 [I9621 256-59), written under the direction of Professor Sterling 
Dow, whose keen and long-abiding interest in the sacred calendars is attested by his numerous articles on 
the subject. I am indebted on the present occasion for assistance and encouragement to Professor Blaise 
Nagy and for expert typing to Pearl Jolicoeur, both of Holy Cross. 

2 M. P. Nilsson, A History of Greek Religion2 (New York 1952) 126; in Geschichte der griechischen Reliion3 
1 (Munich 1967) 709 he states: "In Attika, von dem wir die reichhaltigsten Nachrichten haben, lag ein 
grosser Teil der Kulte mit altertiimlichen Riten in den Handen der alten Geschlechter"; cJ J. Topffer, 
Attische Genealogie (Berlin 1889) 1-2, "Aus derselben gentilicischen Wurzel hat aber auch die Religion 
ihre Lebenskraft gesogen" (cited hereafter by authors' names). 

3 Nilsson, Geschichte 709, supplies a partial list, and Topffer 19-20 affirms, "die Bekleidung der hohen 
athenischen Staatspriesterthumer bis in die spatesten Zeiten aufs strengste mit der Zugehorigkeit zu be- 
stimmten, allein dazu befugten Geschlechtern verkniipft geblieben ist." 

Pol. 1319b, rdr T&V i 8 h v  kp&u crvvarcriou ciq 6hiya ~ a l  ~ o r v &  Topffer 7, commenting on the passage, 
says "Diese Worte enthalten das politische Programm des Kleisthenes." 

5 Nilsson, History 246. 
Lysias 30. S. Dow gives a thorough account of Nikomakhos' activity and the grounds for Lysias' charge 

in Historia 9 (1960) 270-93. See also K. Clinton, Hesperia Suppl. 19 (1982) 27-37. 
135 
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we do not possess an independent calendar or list of sacrifices of any of the old (pre- 
Cleisthenic) gene, although we do have such for local Attic demes or groups of demes? 
The calendar of sacrifices of the Salaminioi of 36312 is not really an exception, since the 
genos is an anomalous and perhaps late one? Yet, in view of the extremely conservative 
nature of the Athenians in religious practice, we should have expected such evidence to 
have survived in some shape or form in the later abundant epigraphical material? 

It is the contention of the present paper that just such a list of sacrifices does exist 
in a later inscription, and not merely that of a random genos, but of the chief priestly 
clan-family of the Athenian religious hierarchy, the Eumolpidai, one of whose members 
served as the hereditary hierophantes of the Mysteries.10 The inscription which contains 
it, among many other items of Athenian cult, is perhaps not as well known as it should 
be; Dow says of it "the inscription as a whole, among the thousands that stood in 
Athens, was the most precious and the most exciting of them all."ll It is none other 
than the state calendar of sacrifices itself, a considerable part of the revised law code of 
Solon, executed by Nikomachos in 410-399 B.C. 

The largest fragment of this calendar12 contains three columns of entries, listing 
deities, victims, and occasional rubrical material, with prices inserted in the left-hand 
margin, carefully arranged and indented under rubrics dealing with month, day, and 
source of legislation.13 The entries of column iii, those in question here, run to the 
right-hand edge of the stone, which has been broken off unevenly, with consequent loss 
of final letters in some cases; they can be restored with near certainty from the context. 
The first fifteen lines contain eleven complete and separate entries and form a unit, as 
is indicated both by the concluding rubric and paragraphos or dividing line extending 
from the left-hand margin and running beneath the first few letters of the final line.14 A 

7 Dow assembles these with full bibliographies and descriptions in "Six Athenian Sacrificial Calendars," 
BCH 92 (1968) 170-86, to which should now be added a newly discovered calendar from Thorikos, now 
housed in the Getty Museum, Malibu, California, for which see G. Duntz, ZPE 25 (1977) 243-64, and G. 
Daux, BCH 101 (1981) 463-70. 

8 For a comprehensive study of this calendar see W. S. Ferguson, "The Salaminioi of Heptaphylai and 
Sounion" Hesperia 7 (1938) 1-z6. Ferguson discusses the anomalies in the constitution of the genos or 
gene. He argues that the genos may have existed prior to its organization in the two branches known to 
us, which is either Kleisthenian or post-Kleisthenian" (15, italics mine), but surely it cannot have long 
predated the final incorporation of Salamis into Athenian territory between 510 and 50817. In no case is it 
as old as that of the Eumolpidai. 

* S. DOW, ProcMassHistSoc 71 (1959) 55, states, "Inherently conservative, while usually ready to make 
practical changes, the Athenians were most conservative in the least practical sphere-religion"; Nilsson, 
History 247, "In matters pertaining to the cult, even more than in other matters, the Athenians showed 
the moderation for which they were famous." 

10 For an extensive discussion of the Eumolpidai cf: Topffer 24-80. For the fact that this genos supplied 
the hierophantes see Hesykhios s.v. E6p~A?riGav o&wj ot && E6phhnou d~ahoirv~o 701 nph~ou icpo- 
&x v n i u a u ~ o ~ .  

DOW (supra n.9) 5. 
12 J. H. Oliver, Hesperia 4 (1935) 5-23 (with a photograph at 20) is the first publication of the fragment; 

F. Sokolowski, LSCG Suppl. 9-10 with commentary, is also valuable. A. Korte, "Eleusinisches," Glotta 25 
(1936) 134-42 discusses column iii. 

la Dow (supra n.9) 13-21 discusses these rubrics and their arrangement. 
"The text is based on notes of S. Dow incorporated in Healey (supra n.1) Appendix 2; I have also Con- 

sulted the stone itself in the Agora Museum and worked with squeezes of it. The apometra to the priestess, 

ROBERT FISHER HEALEY 

second series of sacrifices on the same occasion, partially preserved below but headed 
by a new source rubric, need not concern us here. 

AF E 
A P  
AF F 

A F F  E 
A I ~  
A F  
A F  
A P  

APE E 
A F  
A F  

Throughout the calendar the festivals are not named and must be deduced from 
the pertinent rubrics. In the case of the first series of sacrifices in column iii these 
rubrics are missing; they must have stood originally in the no longer extant bottom 
lines of column ii. Nevertheless, the festival can be determined first from the fact that 
the content is heavily, if not exclusively, Eleusinian, second that the sacrifices are 
explicitly prescribed to be sacrificed by the Eumolpidai, and finally that this column, as 
well as the second one, stands directly under a larger rubric in a heading marked off 
from the columns proper by a deep groove, which indicates that the entries below it are 
trieteric, to be sacrificed biennially. Hence they belong to the 'Ehevulvur, the Eleusinian 
Games, a major agon celebrated on Metageitnion 12 both as a penteteric and a trieteric 

I festival.15 
The sacrifices for the festival commence with a ewe1= offered to Themis (the god- 

dess' name is given without an epithet). It cannot be determined whether this is the 

which follows, is omitted here because of the paragraphos, clearly distinguishable but not accidental, after 
the concluding rubric mentioning the Eumolpidai and before the entry to the priestess, not a member of the 
genos. For this reason I cannot agree with the proposed restoration of K. Clinton, TAPhS 74.3 (1974) 70, 
which would associate her with the patria of the genos. The priestess was doubtless present at the Eleusinia, 
as were others, for instance the group sacrificing the second series of sacrifices following, and was given a 
generous apometra by the state, but she had nothing to do with their ancestral sacrifice list. 

I 
l5 For the Eleusinia see L. Deubner, Attische Feste (Berlin 1932) 91-92. In my dissertation (supra n.1) I 

had argued for Metageitnion 12 as the probable date for the festival; welcome confirmation has since come 
in the entry in the deme calendar of Erkhia (BCH 87 119631 603-34) of an offering to Demeter in the City 
Eleusinion on precisely the twelfth of that month (col. B.l-5). 

l6 Throughout the calendar male victims are offered to gods, female to goddesses, thus complying with 

! 
the rule reported by Arnobius (7.19) in the fourth century A . D . :  dis feminis feminas, mares maribus hostias 
immolare. There is a difference in cost for each. 
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actual beginning of this particular series of sacrifices, as the bottom half of column ii is 
lost. Although there is no known connection of this goddess with Eleusis and its deities, 
nonetheless a reason why she might properly head this list, so carefully arranged as to 
details of preference and placement, can be supplied. Themis, the ancient earth god- 
dess, was the personification of ancient social and religious custom, and, as such, the 
proper protectress of the ancient sacred law of which the Eumolpidai were exegetai,'? 
i.e., the patroness of the unwritten law and custom of phyle and genos. FestugiBre calls 
her "symbole de la justice de clan" and "la ThBmis ancestrale."ls As such she is closely 
related to the B E ~ U T O T ~ ~ O L  @ULAE;S of Eleusis, who figure so prominently in this list 
and are so labelled in the Homeric Hymn to Demeter (473). 

The second entry, a ram, is made to Zeus Herkeios. Again there is no direct or 
exclusive connection of this deity with the Eumolpidai, but the reason for his inclusion 
early in their sacrifice list is easy to discover. Zeus with this epithet, a transparent one 
meaning literally 'of the fence', was primarily and originally the protector of the court- 
yard that stood outside the typical Greek house, and was the object of one of the oldest 
cults in Greek religion (c$ Od. 22.334-35). Sophocles uses his name by metonomy to 
designate the whole family (Ant. 487, a play in which the issue involves the conflict 
between the new man-made laws of the state and the older religious and familial tradi- 
tions). Furthermore, in the context of civic life in Athens, the possession of a family 
altar of Zeus Herkeios became a criterion of Athenian citizenship.19 He was also the 
special patron of the genos and the gennetai.20 Accordingly, his inclusion in the sacri- 
ficial list of one of the oldest and most sacred of the gene is hardly surprising. With 
Themis he makes a proper prelude to the particular deities of the genos of the Eumolpi- 
dai. 

In due order these divinities appear, first the deities proper and then the heroes. 
Demeter, the chief deity and tutelary goddess of Eleusis, as abundant inscriptions and 
votive reliefs as well as the Homeric Hymn to Demeter attest,2l is listed first as the senior 
deity. She is followed immediately by her daughter Persephone, under the peculiar 
Attic form of Pherrephatta, and with an exceptional and more costly victim, a specially 
chosen ram costing 17 drakhrnai, doubtless because the Eleusinia were conceived of as 
funeral games for Demophon and celebrated after the harvest, when the earth was dead 
and Persephone in her underworld kingdom.22 

IT Topffer 68-76 discusses the r6le of the Eumolpidai as exegetai, 'expounders'; see also F. Jacoby, Anhis 
(Oxford 1949) 8ff, 26ff, and J. H. Oliver, The Athenian Expounders (Baltimore 1950). 

A. J. Festugikre, Histoire g6nPrale des religions I1 (Paris 1948) 107-09. 
Is Arist. Ath.Po1. 55.3, repeated in Poll. 8.85. 

Dem. 57.67; cf: Topffer 6-7. 
CJ the splendid edition The Homeric Hymn to D e m e ~ r  by N. J. Richardson (Oxford 1974) and its 

abundant commentary. 
"That the Eleusinia took place after the harvest we learn from schol. Pind. 01. 9.150b; that they were in 

honor of Demophon may be concluded from Demeter's prophecy in the Hymn (263-67) and the state- 
ment of Hesykhios s . ~ .  p a ~ ~ n ; F :  iop+ 'A&jvl)o'v id Aqpo&vrt 70; K C A E O ~  which may 
reasonably be connected with the games. 
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The remaining entries are made to heroes23 of Eleusis, seven in number, mostly 
coinciding with the list of the B E ~ T O T ~ A O L  ~ ~ u L A E ; ~ ,  twice given (153-55 and 473-75) 
in the Hymn. There are slight differences, however, which may or may not be signifi- 
cant. Eumolpos, the eponymous ancestor of the genos of the Eumolpidai, as well as the 
first hierophantes, although he does not occupy this prominent place in either list of the 
Hymn, naturally comes first in any list of sacrifices of the genos. Three of the other six 
ancestral kings of Eleusis, Polyxenos (number 4 in the sacrifice list), Diokles (61, and 
Keleos (7), are also found with slight variationz4 in the two lists supplied by the Hymn, 
while two of the kings from the Hymn are missing (it may not be without significance 
that one of these, Dolikhos, is also missing from the second list in the Hymn). 

The sixth entry in the sacrificial list of this section of the calendar is to Melikhos 
'the hero', obviously so labelled to distinguish him from Zeus Meilikhios, a well-known 
deity, who had an altar on the Eleusinian side of the Kephisos (Paus. 1.37.4). What we 
have here is probably not the name of a hero otherwise unknown in the myth and cult 
of Eleusis, but a cult name or hieronym25 swallowing up the real name of the hero in 
his function or attitude as 'the mild, gracious one', 'the one who is invoked with pro- 

i pitiatory offerings', i.e. originally a chthonic figure connected in some way in the wor- 
' ship of Eleusis with Aidoneus or Plouton, the ravisher and husband of Persephone. For 

various reasons, I would suggest as the most likely candidate Eubouleus,26 originally a 
cult name of the chthonic Zeus, but at Eleusis an independent deity or hero worshipped 
in the Eleusinian circle, and identified (at least in the later Orphic versions of the story) 
with the swineherd who fell into the chasm made by Plouton as he carried off Per- 
sephone. 

The following entry to Arkhegetes is also a case of a cult name or epithet substi- 
tuted for the proper name of some figure of the Eleusinian traditions. It is a common 
epithet of gods and heroes, generally associated with founders of cities,27 and may 

/ A glance through the contents of the sacred calendars will reveal many more heroes than deities 
/ proper honored with sacrifices. Topffer 20 says, "Dieser [Gentilgottesdienstl gilt in erster Linie dem hero- 

isirten Ahnen, der in keinem Geschlechte fehlte." Cf: also A. D. Nock, "The Cult of Heroes," HThR 37 
: (1944) 141-74 [Essays on Religion and the Ancient World I1 575-6021. 

Thus in both versions in the Hymn Triptolemos (on whose absence from the calendar see infra) and 
I Diokles come first, then in the first list Polyxenos, who is omitted in the second, followed by Eumolpos, 

in fourth and third place respectively; Dolikhos, the final entry in the first list, is also missing in the sec- 
ond, replaced by Keleos. who is missing from the first list. doubtless because in the story he is not yet 

I 
dead. The first list is longer by one name. 

25 Hieronyms were a special feature at Eleusis, where even the hierophantes often bore one. Cf: Topffer 
29: "Diesen significanten, auf die Sitte der Hieronymie anspielenden Wendungen liegen offenbar uralte, 1 mysteriose CuItgebr%uche ru Grunde." Countless heroes who possessed cults have lost their proper names 

i to be replaced by those of functions or attributes. 
26 The reasons are too lengthy to detail here; he is prominently seen in the Eleusinian circle, and easily 1 assimilable with Zeus Boubios, who has chthonic associations. under both this epithet and that of Meili- 

khios, and with Plouton, with whom he is connected in the legend. 
27 Cf: Pind. 01. 7.78 and Paus. 10.4.101 for this well-known fact. 0 .  Jessen, R E  2 (1896) 441-44 S.V. 

'AXTYin7q, says, "Jede Stadt hatte wohl ihren heroischen Archegeten, dessen Grabmahl gewohnlich auf 
dem Markte stand." 
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perhaps be connected with Hippothoon, the eponymous hero of the Attic phyle Hippo. 
thontis to which Eleusis belonged, and whose tomb there was a place of hero worship 
(Paus. 1.38.4). Another possibility would be Eleusis or Eleusinos, the mythical founder 
of the deme of E l e ~ s i s . ~ ~  

The last entry to be considered is to Threptos 'the nursling', 'the foster child', to 
whom a special offering of a chosen and more costly ram is made. This again is a case 
of a cult epithet concealing a proper name. To identify him with Triptolemos, a promi- 
nent Eleusinian figure, present in both lists of the Hymn and otherwise absent from this 
list, as Oliver and Korte is tempting. There is more reason, however, to identify 
him with Demophon, the son of Keleos and the nursling of Demeter in the Hymn,Zo in 
whose honor the Eleusinia themselves were held,31 doubtless the reason for supplying 
him with a more expensive victim on this occasion. Triptolemos, and even Dolikhos, 
the eponym of the long distance race of the games, the latter named in only one ver- 
sion of the list in the Hymn (155), may well be present in another context, viz. the 
second series of sacrifices, which follows immediately below, and so excised from the 
Eumolpidai list by Nikomakhos as superfluous or redundant-a concrete example of old 
sacrifices omitted by him, as charged by Lysias 30, but that is another story. 

The series of sacrifices of the calendar is closed by a final entry, not that of a vic- 
tim, but rather of a supplementary collective rubric informing us that the above list was 
sacrificed by the genos of the Eumolpidai: in itself a conclusive indication that what we 
have here is in fact the sacrificial list of this prominent genos for this particular festival, 
taken over and included in the general calendar of sacrifices of Athens, albeit somewhat 
modified, and extended and made more democratic by the addition of new sacrifices 
(the reason for the second series below) and with the victims paid for by the state. 
Indeed, the whole list of the calendar could be read as a neat rubric: from their an- 
cestral law (Themis) the genos (Zeus Herkeios) of the Eumolpidai (the final rubric) 
sacrifices to its special deities (Demeter and Persephone) and its hero kings and ances- 
tors (the remaining figures). 

Doubtless the same list, with minute changes in order, cost of victims, and other 
details, would be sacrificed by the genos of the Eumolpidai on other Eleusinian oc- 
casions as well. In any case, the list is old and important (though occupying a small 
portion of Nikomakhos' calendar and on a subordinate, i.e., trieteric occasion). Still, as 
Dow remarks, apropos of the conservative nature of the calendar as a whole: "Their 
[the Athenians'] cult law would echo in later ages the cult aspects of events in their 

Harp. s. v. 'EACUU~VUX and Paus. 1.38.7. 
29Oliver (supra n.12) 26 and Korte (supra n.12) 137ff. 
8011-1 the Hymn Demophon is the nursling of Demeter, and although the word Opem6s itself is not used 

to describe him, other forms of the root are: e.g. OpiJlw (227), irPc&v (235). ~ a &  6i p c  rpi& ~6wYc 
(219). Moreover, the important lines ci r6u -y' Z~BpiJla~o . . . ~ 6 a a  Kiv rob &m6 Opc~77jpta 801q are used 
twice (166-68 and 221-23), and Demeter explicitly calls herself his nurse, r'07jqs (227). For a different 
view of this identification and of other details from the calendar entry for the Eleusinia see K. Clinton, 
AJP 100 (1979) 1-12. 

31 Cf: supra n.22. 
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remote past and would thus preserve, if only we could obtain and interpret it, chapter 
after chapter of the history of Athenian institutions, unknowable in any way, from the 
most ancient times on down."32 

I COLLEGE OF THE HOLY CROSS 

32 DOW (supra n.9) 5. 



The Inscription as an Art Form in the Mixed Genre of the 
Grave Stele: An Example in New York 

Kevin Herbert 

I N HIS EXCELLENT introductory work on Greek epigraphy A. G. Woodhead devotes a 
chapter to the place of inscriptions in Greek art, a topic which he believes offers 

many opportunities for further study by epigraphists and art historians.' This r6le of 
inscriptions as monuments has long been emphasized by Sterling Dow, and a represen- 
tative example of his interest is the detailed and enlightening study of alphabetized 
texts from Smyrna.2 Therein he notes that in giving attention to textual matters one 
should not overlook the archaeological aspects of monuments in instances where the 
physical details may be helpful, especially in understanding fragmentary inscriptions.3 To 
extend this position further, it may be stated that the facts of the aesthetic appeal of 
lettering styles, developing and changing from the Archaic to the Roman periods, of the 
appropriate structuring of the text on the monumental surface, and of the interrelations 
of text, relief sculpture, and architectural ornament all indicate that certain aspects of 
epigraphy are art forms worthy of serious attention. In the Archaic period vase-painters 
began to use letters for decorative purposes, and a variety of interesting examples 
survive.* When inscriptions began to be incised on stone monuments, however, the 
cutter or his supervisor then had to solve the problems of the relationship and integra- 
tion of the lettering to the larger work and its surfaces. In most instances these con- 
cerns were ignored, but an early successful response is to be found in the dedication of 
Iphidike on a Pentelic marble column from the Athenian acropolis.5 In this case the 
neatly-shaped Archaic letters were carefully cut on the difficult concave surfaces of two 
flutings of the column, and moreover the lines of unequal length were placed so as to 

1 The Study of Greek Inscriptions2 (Cambridge 1981) 86-93. 1 am indebted to Professor Woodhead for a 
kind and informative personal communication, dated 9 May 1982, on the problems involved in a paper of 
this sort. Perhaps it will also be useful at the outset to note that the thrust of this inquiry is not the same 
as that in Christoph W. Clairmont, Gravestone and Epigram: Greek Memorials from the Archaic and Classical 
Periods (Mainz 1970), who seeks correlations between the sculptures and verse epitaphs on the monu- 
ments. Neither does it aim to study the hand of a mason, as is so completely done by S. V. Tracy in The 
Lettering of an Athenian Mason (Hesperia Suppl. 15 [19751), though such a scrutiny might later occur with 
the collection of sufficient evidence. 

2 S. Dow, "Alphabetized Inscriptions from Smyrna in Bowdoin and Leyden," AJA 67 (1963) 257-68, 
pls. 51-52. The present writer assisted in the preparation of that study. 

3 DOW ( s u ~ r a  n.2) 257-58. For another exam~le of Dow's consideration of the whole monument. see his 
Conventions tn Edrtrng A Suggested ~eformulai~on of the Letden System (Greek, Roman, and Byzant~ne 
Scholarly A~ds 2 [19691) 32-37, a study of I G  112 1989 

Margher~ta Guarducc~, EprgraJia greca I (Rome 1967) 447-50, espec~ally a Rhod~an lekythos (fig 230) 
with lettering, other motifs, and animals, and a cup from Boeotia (fig. 232) with the alphabet displayed in 
two lines on~each side. 

5 J. KirchnerIG. Klaffenbach, Imagines Inscripfionum Atticarum2 (Berlin 1948) no. 14 pl. 6 ( I G  I 2  487). 
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end nearly together. As a result the regularly shaped letter forms, the use of the 
nels as frames for the dedication, and the primitive attempt at a balanced placement of 
the lines all combine to achieve a pleasing and memorable visual effect. 

In the development of fifth-century Athens the r81e of the inscription on both 
public and private monuments greatly expanded, and by the last decade of the period 
and the early fourth century epigraphic art reached a peak of refinement that would 
never be surpassed in the Greek experience. This period saw the full flowering of the 
graphic art itself and also a dynamic interaction of inscribed word, sculptured figure, and 
architectural design that set standards on which the Romans later would build. The 
perfect example of a work of a purely documentary type is the much-cited Athenian 
decree in honor of Oeniades, of 40817 B.c., which presents its text of handsome, stan- 
dardized letters rank upon rank in stoichedon depl~yment.~ As an example of the com- 
bined genre employing inscription, relief sculpture, and architectural features, this paper 
will examine a fragment of a grave monument of a young woman, now in the Metro- 
politan Museum of Art, New York, and formerly in the Lansdowne Colle~tion.~ 

A cursory examination of this Pentelic fragment (PLATE 8) reveals its superiority 
in every detail: the well-proportioned pediment and prominent epistyle, both with mold- 
ings; the veiled head of the girl in high relief and three-quarter view, and with the 
impersonal treatment of the lovely features creating a mood of distancing; and the 
carefully designed and finely cut letters of the inscription itself.8 In its original condition 
the figure of the girl was standing, to judge from the attitude of the head and its prox- 
imity to the lower border of the epistyle. Two figures probably stood before her, an 
adult on the far left and a child in the middle.g Although they are now missing, the 
scene was framed by antae which together with the superstructure created the illusion 
that this was the entry to a tomb. The well-known Hegeso monument in the National 
Museum, Athens, is a good example of the type in its original condition, though in that 
instance the main figure is seated.1° 

On the basis of the surviving features of this fragment, it is fair to note that in its 
original state the inscription played a very important aesthetic as well as informational 
function. The surviving letters indicate the girl was the daughter of [---I omenes, and, 
in estimating the original width of the epistyle by extrapolation from the closure of the 
pedimental angles, there appear to have been some nine letters before what is now the 

6 KirchnerIKlaffenbach no. 41 pl. 18 (1G 12 118, 1% 110). 
Metropolitan Museum of Art inv. no. 30.11.3. See IG 11 4294 and G. M. A. Richter, Catalogue of the 

Greek Sculptures in the Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York 1954) 52 no. 78 pl. LXIII. 
8The fragment measures as follows: h. 0.682 m., w. 0.52, th. 0.135; letters 0.025; epistyle 0.075. Mold- 

ings are cyma recta in form. 
For another possible composition see the stele of Ameinocleia: K. Friis Johansen, De Attische Grav- 

reliefler (Copenhagen 1949) 20-21 fig. 7. In this work a slave-girl kneels before her mistress to fit a sandal 
to her foot. Opposite Ameinocleia and directly behind the slave is the standing figure of her father, 
Andromenes. 

lo R. Lullies and M. Hirmer, Creek Sculpture (London 1957) 62-63 no. 185. Note the much greater space 
between the head of the seated girl in the Hegeso stele in comparison with that in the present monument, 
an indication that in this instance the figure is standing. 
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first omicron.ll The width of the fragment is 0.52 m., and therefore this writer calculates 
that the total original width, including antae and side finials, was approximately 1.138 
m. Furthermore, if width was 75 percent of height, which is the approximate proportion 

I of such monuments,12 the original height to the epistyle was about 1.516 m. All in all 
this was a private monument impressive in scale and design, and the inscription on the 
epistyle stood at eye level or slightly higher for most visitors to it. What they saw was a 
text of superbly designed letters carefully centered, spaced, and cut, and occupying a 
dominant position as a feature of the stele. 

As the surface for the inscription, the epistyle presented the text directly to the eye 
while also integrating it with the stele as a whole, and its centrality required the wording 

; to be brief in order to avoid a sense of clutter. Only name, parent, and relationship 
were given here, but this simple, spare statement befits the tenor of the monument, or 
what is left of it for us to judge. Another aspect of the epistyle to be noted is its height, 
which is conspicuous in relation to the triangular space above it and therefore further 
dramatizes the inscription. Moreover, its surface is smooth in contrast to the rough 
finish of the recessed ground areas above and below it, and this prominent horizontal 
space is framed and highlighted through the chiaroscuro created by the molding and 
cornice above and the deeply recessed ground below. The excellence of this design 
feature of light and shadow can best be appreciated by a comparison with the same area 
of the Hegeso monument. On the architrave or epistyle of the latter there is no such 
framing device but rather an indentation near its bottom, which is much less effective 
in serving to highlight the inscription.13 

The letters on our fragment were cut without dependence on incised guidelines, 
but the precision of the work indicates that text and guidelines first were chalked on the 
stele before the cutting began. Spacing of the letters was based on a module approx- 
imate in length to the distance between the centers of letter-widths, and only in the 
space between the second omicron and sigma does this standard miss the mark. The 
positioning of the inscription gives the lettering the central third of the epistyle surface, 
an area 0.025 m. high, and this exactitude together with the careful spacing of letters is 
most pleasing to the eye. Only theta among the surviving letters fails to touch the 
imaginary lower line in this arrangement. In regard to the actual inscribing, the straight 
strokes of the letters were stem-cut, but the round forms of omicron and theta and 
gently curving branches of upsilon were cut freehand with a sharply pointed stylus. 
Especially elegant are the sigma, the upsilon, and the gamma. The long top and bottom 
strokes of sigma are compressed because of the restraints of the imaginary guidelines; 

1' Richter (supra n.7) 52 offers the reading ['Apw~o A~T]O@VOF, but acknowledges that there are many 
. other possibilities. The ending -vor in the paternal name is the regular genitive form until the mid-fourth 

century, when it becomes -row; see L. Threatte, Grammar of Attic Inscriptions I (Berlin 1980) 247, 256. 
i I2This is based on the analysis of eight stelai of late saec. V to saec. IV. The epistyle and the space 

above, if present, were not included in the measurements. The following monuments were analyzed: 
Lullies and Hirmer (supra n.10) pls. 185, 191, 192, 196, 218, and 219; G. M. A. Richter, The Sculpfure and 

! Sculptors of the Greeks3 (New Haven 1949) figs. 217 and 306. 
; la Lullies and Hirmer (supra n.10) no. 185. 
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the gentle curves of the upper part of upsilon are visually more attractive than straight 
strokes; and the proportions of gamma are right, the horizontal stroke being four-fifths 
that of the vertical. Yet amid all this evidence of craftsmanship one note of fallibility 
intrudes, for the second omicron incorrectly was given the point of theta, an error which 
then could be only partially erased. 

In dating this fragment on the basis of the sculpture Richter notes that the drapery 
is similar to that on the Athena Nike parapet, about 410 B.c. '~ The disciplined letter- 
forms support an estimate within the period 410-390. For example, on the Athenian 
decree for the Samians of 40312 the large letters of the first four lines offer comparative 
evidence in the forms of alpha, epsilon, nu, and upsilon, although the upper and lower 
strokes of sigma are less restrained than the form on our fragment.15 And the relatively 
well-cut letters of the grave monument of Dexileos, 39413, show similar forms of 
alpha, gamma, epsilon, mu, and especially upsilon, which also displays the elegant curv- 
ing upper elements of the letter on our monument. Here also, however, the upper and 
lower strokes of sigma flare up and down too sharply for a close comparison with our 
sigma.16 It may be concluded that what remains of the original line on our fragment 
compares favorably to contemporary Attic inscriptions of high quality by virtue of its 
consistency, symmetry, and refinement of letter-forms. But the reasons for this excel- 
lence are also to be found in the mutual influences of the three artistic genres: inscrip- 
tion, sculpture, and architecture. 

In the first instance it is obvious that the designer of this monument purposefully 
intended the broad epistyle as a showcase for the inscription. To the psychological effect 
of being set at eye level there was added the subtle enhancement of the chiaroscuro. 
Very likely this unknown craftsman had been involved in the construction of public 
works in the city and Attica during the last decade or two of the fifth century, or at 
least he had studied these structures and had absorbed their lessons of proportion and 
rational integration of every feature. Of the sculptor, whether he and the designer were 
the same person, there is less to say because so little of his work remains before us. His 
skill and confidence are revealed in this impassive face and veiled, inclined head of the 
girl who in a moment must withdraw to the deeper shadows of the tomb. Finally, the 
very excellence of the design and relief demanded a corresponding achievement in the 
lettering, and the cutter's work in this case amply matched these standards. The place- 
ment of the line, the spacing of the letters, and the distinction of individual forms such 
as sigma with outer strokes neatly compressed, upsilon with elegant upper curves, and 
epsilon with disciplined horizontals, all give evidence of his care and talents. 

How is this mastery to be explained? On the one hand, from the middle to the end 
of the fifth century epigraphic practice developed as a result of the publication of the 
tribute lists and other public documents in which the masons solved such problems as 
letter design, arrangement of introductory headings, organization of data-blocks, the 

l4 Richter (supra n.7) 52. 
I5 KirchnerIKlalTenbach no. 43 pl. 19 (IG 112 1, 13 127). 
l6 KirchnerIKlaffenbach no. 46 pl. 21 (IG 112 6217). 
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transition to the Ionian alphabet, and placement on works of increasingly sophisticated 
design and reliefs.17 On the other, the type of funerary stele with figures in high relief 
in a scene framed by antae and a pedimental structure had become popular by the last 
decade of the century, and within its conventions the crossing element of the epistyle 

. . 

above or the base below offered ideal space for an inscribed statement.18 Yet too many 
of the texts on these monuments fail to be visually attractive because of overcrowding 
of lines or letters, indifferent workmanship, and a lack of planning beforehand.lg In the 
present instance, however, the cutter plainly met the challenge with his own detailed 
preparations and execution of the text. 

There remains space in this brief study to mention only two monuments which ap- 
proximate the high standards of the fragment in the Metropolitan Museum. A broken 
stele in the St Louis Art Museum (PLATE 9 ~ )  has the name of a young woman, Kal- 
listrate, carefully incised on a high epistyle and centered over her head.20 The letters are 
large, carefully and deeply cut, and there seem to be traces of paint in the channels. 
The girl holds a necklace of shells or husks in both hands as she looks down to the 
right. Her head and the drapery of her garments are superbly rendered in high relief, 
and this style as well as the letter-forms indicate a date about 400 B.C. One jarring note 
intrudes, however, for at some later date the name Kallisthenes Paianieus was cut on 
the geison in light and poorly shaped letters. Because the girl's name was a common 
one, this appears to have been her father trying to insure her correct identification. 

From the mid-fourth century, there is another pedimental fragment of a grave 
monument in the Metropolitan Museum with an inscription to Sostrate daughter of 

a Thymokles of the deme Prasiai (PLATE 9~1.21 Here the complete pediment and epistyle 
are preserved, but nothing else, and a brief inspection leaves no doubt that this inscrip- 
tion and the lost sculpture once formed a stele in the best tradition of this mixed genre. 
The letters are not cut with the authority of the other two works examined herein, and 

l7 Cf KirchnerIKlaffenbach no. 33 pl. 14 (IG I2 195, I3 263), no. 34 pl. 15 (IG 12 205, 13 272), no. 35 pl. 
13 ( lG I2 54, I3 49), no. 36 pl. 16 ( lG I2 59, 13 651, no. 41 pl. 18 (IG 12 118, 13 110), no. 43 pl. 19 (IG 112 
I, I3 127), and no. 45 pl. 20 (IG 112 1392). The main thrust of S. Dow's study (supra n.2) is on a similar 
problem, the organization of name-lists in the later age of the Empire: 

l8  For a brief survey of the development of the Attic grave stele, see G. M. A. Richter, A Handbook of 
Greek Art4 (London 1965) figs. 72-73, for the early period; 100-02, 129, for the period 530-450 B.c . ;  and 
165, 166, 216, 217, for later saec. V-suer. IV. 

l9 KirchnerIKlaffenbach no. 40 pl. 17 (IG 112 10650), the stele of Ampharete, has two lines on the epi- 
style, the second of which has crowded lettering at the end for want of space. Lullies and Hirmer (supra 
n.10) 61 no. 182, the tombstone relief of Chairedemos and Lyceas, has the names of the youths on a very 
narrow moulding at the top which is too small and out of scale with the whole monument. Lastly, Richter 
(supra n.7) 59-60 no. 88 pls. LXX.c-d, LXXII, the sepulchral lekythos of Aristomache, shows poorly cut 
names of a family group. The marble lekythos with sculptured figures was an ill-conceived imitation of the 
white-ground lekythos and probably was designed to avoid the costs of the larger monumental stele. 

20St Louis Art Museum inv. no. 19-4:33. See IG 112 7061a and Ci@ Art Museum Handbook (St Louis 
1936) 12. The centering of the name over the head derives from the tradition followed on  painted pottery. 
The same method is followed in the Ampharete monument (IG 112 10650); see KirchnerIKlaffenbach no. 
40 pl. 17. In both these instances the cutter has remained bound to another artistic convention and has 
ignored the aesthetic imperatives of the new mixed genre. Here indeed is evidence of the tenacity of tradi- 
tlon, even when it is wholly irrelevant. 

21 Richter (supra n.7) no. 84 pl. LXVII1.e. 
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omega is especially problematic, but the overall impression is one of careful craftsman- 
ship. 

In conclusion, it would seem desirable to continue the search for monuments such 
as these, in which were combined the best of design, artistic, and inscriptional features. 
Excellence in one aspect engendered excellence in another, and in a very real sense the 
finely incised words on such a stele, whether of the Classical, Hellenistic, or Graeco- 
Roman periods, are in form and often in content one of its most attractive and memor- 
able facets. 

HERBERT PLATE 8 
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Teos in Pindar 

George Huxley 

B.  ATTIC G R A V E  MONUMENT 

METROPOLITAN MUSEUM, NEW YORK 

Couriesy, Rogers Fund. 1911 

vcdrrohls c i ~ .  parp& 
62 pa&p' ip& &crtov ECLrrav 

.rrokpiq m p i  .rrAayc> 
uav .  

ROFESSOR DOW has throughout his life of scholarship been constantly alert to con- 
nexions between history and poetry. Therefore in offering to him this short study in 

a historically significant passage of Pindar's Paean for the Abderites (fr.52b.28-31 
SnellIMaehler) I am confident that the topic is appropriate to the volume honouring 
him; moreover this is an opportunity to thank him and Mrs Dow for many happy con- 

; versations at Brattle Street a quarter of a century ago, when his humane spirit helped 
me to understand that historical criticism and poetical interpretation are complementary, 

1 not competing, tasks of scholars. 
There are three problems in the words quoted above. First, what is the mother of 

1 the mother? Secondly, how can a grandchild be said to bring forth the grandmother? ' Thirdly, where and when was the mother of the mother burned? These questions are 

1 interconnected, and we shall take them in turn. 
(1) The notion that the mother of the mother is Athens, the metropolis of Teos, 

the metropolis of Abdera, is due to the first editors of the papyrus, Grenfell and Hunt.' 
Their explanation was widely accepted-and it has persisted. For example, Sir Maurice 
Bowra claimed that a terminus post quem for the poem was "provided by the reference 
to the burning of Athens by the Persians in 480."2 More recently, L. and J. Robert 
have stated that "dans le p6an des AbdCritains Bcrit par Pindare (Pgan, 11, 28 sqq.), 
Athbnes est pour Abdbre 'la mbre de ma mbre' (Athbnes-TCos-Abdbre)."3 The inter- 
pretation thus presupposes that the speaker is the city of Abdera, which was then vcd- 
rroh~s, a recent foundation. But, as S. L. Radt in~is ted ,~  the speaker's mother in choral 
poetry would usually be his own city. Thus in Isthmian 1.1 "my mother" is Theba, the 
polis of the speaker, and in Olympian 6.84 p ~ p o & r w p  id is Metopa mother of 

1 Theba. So we can infer that if here in the Abderite Paean the mother of the chorus- 
leader is the city of Abdera, "the mother of my mother" is Teos, not Athens. A second 
reason for rejecting a connexion with Athens here is the fact that the primary tradition 
concerning the foundation of Teos ascribes the initial ktisis to Athamas, a descendant of 

P.Oxy. V 841, commentary p.83. 
Pindar (Oxford 1964) 41 1. 
"Une Inscription grecque de Ttos en Ionie. L'Union de Ttos et de Kyrbissos," JSav 1976, 153-235, at 

213 11.238. 
Pindars Zweiter und Sechster Paian (Amsterdam 1958) 37. 
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Athamas of Orchomenos in Boi~tia.~ Indeed Anakreon of Teos called his city 'A8awv- 
dS (fr.118 Page). But since the speaker or singer is not personified Abdera but an 
Abderite who regards Abdera as his mother, there is no reason to assume "the mother 
of my mother" to be Orchomenos. We conclude accordingly, with Radt,G that the ma- 
ternal grandmother is the metropolis of Abdera-Teos. 

(2) The seeming difficulty in the grandchild bringing forth the grandmother prompt- 
ed attempts to emend ZTEKOV. Emendations began with Grenfell and Hunt, who printed 
i*<?r'6>ov. Among other attempts to expel &EKOY D. S. Robertson's iper#~~v is note- 
worthy? An early supporter of ~ T E K O V  was H. Jurenka, who supposed that Teians had 
assisted in the refortification of Athens after the retreat of the Persians.8 But there was 
never any reason to think that Abderites were prominent in the rebuilding of the walls, 
and we have already shown that Pindar is not referring to Athens in these lines. &KO" 

has to be explained, not expelled. 
If Teos, the metropolis of Abdera, was also brought forth by Abdera, then at some 

time settlers went from Abdera to Teos. In this way, unusually in the Greek world but 
not paradoxically, the two cities became mutually metropolitan. That after the foundation 
of Abdera some of the Abderites went back to Teos is clear from Herodotos. He states 
that the Teians left Teos when Harpagos took their wall with an earthwork; they sailed to 
Thrace and founded there the city of Abdera, where formerly Timesios of Klazomenai 
had settled before being driven out by Thracians. Timesios, says Herodotos, received 
honours from the Abderites, whom he calls "the Teians in Abdera" (1.168). Teos, how- 
ever, did not remain permanently empty of Teians. At the battle of Lade Teians contrib- 
uted seventeen ships to the Ionian fleet (Hdt. 6.8.1); since there is no sign that the crews 
were Teians from Abdera, we can infer that Teos had been resettled from Abdera at 
some time before the outbreak of the Ionian revolt. The inference is supported by Stra- 
bo's statement (644) that some of the Teians "later" returned after the founding of 
Abdera, and it receives some confirmation from the continuous series of Teian silver 
coins of the late sixth and early fifth ~en tu ry .~  Teos, then, may not have been deserted 
for long by its Ionian inhabitants after the Persian capture,1° but since there had been an 
abandonment followed by resettlement, Abdera the daughter city was formally in the 
position of a metropolis, once the polis of the Teians had been reinstalled in Teos. (He- 
rodotos himself suggests that the desertion of Teos may not have lasted long: he states 
that the Teians acted similarly, ~apa?rA$uta, to the Phokaians; and since more than half 
the Phokaians soon violated their oath and returned to Phokaia, some Teians may have 
returned to Teos not long after the flight from the Persians [1.165.3 and 1681). 

Paus. 7.3.6. See also Pherekydes FGrHist 3 ~ 1 0 2  and Steph. Byz. s.v. Tiw, and the discussion of the 
toponym Airai in L. and J.  Robert (supra n.3) 167. 

6 Radr (cunro n 4) 38. %-..c. - ... ., . .. 
' PCPhS Lent 1927, 1 .  

Philologus N.F. 25 (1912) 173-210, at 188-89, with reference to Thuc. 1.90.3 and Diod. 11.40.1. 
J. M. Balcer, "The Early Silver Coinage of Teos," SNR 47 (1968) 5-50, esp. 9-10. 

1°lt is to be howd that the Turkish excavations at Teos conducted by Professor Baki 0Biin and his 
colleagues will help to show how long Teos was deserted. 

Thus the connexions between Abdera and Teos were close in the time of Pindar. 
How close they were we can see from the new fragment of the Dirae Teiae recently, 
and excellently, published by P. Herrmann, though he does not mention Pindar.ll In 
the oath against rebellion and other wrongdoing (a.lO-24) equal authority is assigned to 
the totality or to a majority of citizens in both Teos and Abdera. In b.7-9 there is a 
reference to expulsion from Teos, Abdera, and the land of the Teians-with the impli- 
cation that the land of the Teians includes the territory of the Abderites: two centuries 
later, in the inscription concerning relations between Teos and Kyrbissos, the matter is 
made more explicit, possibly as a result of a constitutional change-the text refers to 
exile from Teos, Abdera, the land of the Teians, and the land of the Abderites.1"he 
new fragment of the Dirae also shows that Teos and Abdera both had festivals called 
Anthesteria, Herakleia, and Dia (the last being known in Abdera as Z7)vdS Z O ~ T ~ ~ L ,  
d.lO-11); the three were known at Teos from the old fragment of the Dirael3 but are 
now attested for Abdera also. In the old fragment the mention of conspiracy against the 
Teians with either Greeks or non-Greeks can now be seen also to apply to both Teos 
and Abdera, and the expression r j  " E M ~ V ~ F  r j  ?rp& /3ap/3&povs (b.25-26) 
shows that the legislators had other non-Greeks besides the Persians in mind; the use 
of /3ap/3dpow instead of Mrjhvq takes account of Abdera, where, as we learn from 
Pindar, the citizens had been engaged in war with the Paionians.14 

Since Abdera was the begetter of Teos, and Teians in Teos had tight constitutional 
links with Teians in Abdera, there is no undue obscurity in the poet's use of h e ~ o v .  
The scholiast had read ~ T E K O V  in his text of the Paean, and since Abdera had refounded 
Teos, Radt's supplement to the scholium at line 29 ~ K T L U ~ U  oi 'A[P671p&a~ Tim is 
almost certainly correct.15 It is clear that there is no obligation to accept the supplement 
of Grenfell and Hunt here: & ~ ~ u a v  oi ' A [ e 7 ) ~ a L ~  Tiw. 

(3) Our third question has to do with the fire that struck the grandmother. The 
foregoing argument showed that the "mother of my mother" is Teos refounded from 
Abdera. When, then, was refounded Teos burned? Since Teos took part in the Ionian 
revolt against Persia, we can look for evidence that the city was burned in punishment 
after the defeat at Lade. It is Herodotos again who provides the most pertinent testi- 
mony (6.32). He reports that after the defeat and the destruction of Miletos, the Per- 
sians, as they had threatened, took the Ionian cities, castrated the most handsome 
youths, and sent the fairest maidens to the Great King. Then they burnt the cities, 
sanctuaries and all. Thus, Herodotos remarks, the Ionians were enslaved for the third 
time, once by the Lydians and then twice by the Persians. There is no sign that Teos 
escaped the terrible punishment; the words of Herodotos are exactly matched by Pin- 

11 Chiron 1 1  (1981) 1-30. Herrmann (6) proposes a date between 480 and 450, with a preference for the 
later part of the period. 

l2 L. and J. Robert (supra n.3) 155, lines 23-25. C' Herrmann (supra n.11) 28 n.85. 
13 MeiggsILewis 30B.32-34. 
14 Paean 2, fr.52b.61-65 SnellIMaehler. 
l5 Radt (supra n.4) 39, on schol. Paean 2.29: njv ?eK[ I! ~ E ~ U G V  T,VL[ I /  ZKTLUUU oi 'A[. 
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dar's ipnav nok& mpl nAayc^wav. Thereafter the Teians of Teos needed yet more 
help from their kin in Abdera; Pindar may well refer to succour given soon after the 
destruction (31-34): 

Pindar's allusion to the destruction of Teos and her sanctuaries after the failure of 
the Ionian revolt in 494 B.C. provides a terminus post quem for the composition of the 
poem. There is no clear terminus ante. When the Paean was composed the Abderites 
were about to engage in what they hoped would be their final war against their ene- 
mies.l6 Wilamowitz thought that Thracian power could not have been as menacing as 
Pindar suggests at any time after the Athenian defeat of Thasos,17 but his argument 
should not be pressed: shortly before the fall of Thasos Thracians had won a mighty 
victory over an Athenian expedition at Drabeskos in Edonia (Thuc. 1.100.3). For a long 
time after the withdrawal of Xerxes from Europe a Persian garrison held out in Dori- 
skos (Hdt. 7.106.2); so Persians as well as Thracians may for many years have been a 
threat to Abdera and its territory. It is best to admit that we have no secure terminus 
ante quem for Pindar's Paean. But whatever its date may be, the poem attests that 
Pindar's patrons, the Teians of Abdera, had told him much about the history of their 
city and about its constitutional ties with Teos, their grandmother and their offspring.18 

l6 104-06: *APGlvpc, ~ a l  ~ r [ ~ a r 6 v l  { ~ o ~ o i p p v  [@I &q ~ r o h i [ ~ l + ~  r f ~ r v [ r a ~ + I  I ~ ~ O ~ L [ ~ ] & ~ O L F .  
l7 Pindarosz (Berlin 1922) 320. 
l8 1 thank Professor Luigi Lehnus of Milan for a helpful conversation. 

On the Protection of Sacred Groves 

Borimir Jordan and John Perlin 

T HE SACRED LAWS of Greece, to which Sterling Dow has devoted much scholarly 
attention, contain, as is well known, rules and regulations safeguarding the inviola- 

bility and general well-being of ancient pagan sanctuaries. Among them are provisions 
for the protection of the groves which often stood on the grounds belonging to sacred 
precincts. Sokolowskil has detected an early reference to such a law in the Homeric 
Hymn to Pythian Apollo (229-38): 

And you went further still, Apollo, and came to 
Onchestus, Poseidon's bright grove. There the 
new-broken colt, distressed with drawing the trim 
chariot, gets spirit again, and the skilled driver 
springs from his car and goes on his way. Then 
the horses for a while rattle the empty car, being 
rid of guidance; and if they break the chariot 
in the woody grove, men look after the horses, but 
tilt the chariot and leave it there; for this was 
the divine law (hosie) from the very jirst. 

According to Sokolowski, the law was aimed at protecting the grove in the sanctuary of 
Poseidon at Onchestos in Boeotia. His conclusions, which are in the main correct, may 

I be summed up as follows. 
Chariots and other vehicles drawn by animals were not allowed to enter sacred 

groves. Upon approaching the wooded precinct visitors must descend from their ve- 
hicles and enter the sanctuary on foot. The vehicle was left in an open space especially 

1 created for that purpose adjacent to the grove.' The purpose of the procedure was to 
, regulate traffic within the sanctuary and thus prevent damage to its vegetation from 

chariots and carts and from the draft animals pulling them. As Sokolowski says, "it was 
the constant concern of the religious and state authorities to preserve trees, bushes and 
lawns around temples. The destruction of greenery, the grazing, stationing, and quar- 
tering of animals on sacred ground was rigorously prohibited."3 The presence, inci- 
dentally, of such 'parking lots' near sanctuaries may explain why troops on the march 
sometimes chose to halt there. The large, open, and level space was suitable for pitch- 
ing an overnight camp. In 413, Diitrephes, for example, conducting the 1300 Thracian 

F. Sokolowski, "On the Episode of Onchestus in the Homeric Hymn to Apollo," TAPA 91 (1960) 
376-80. 

2The evidence for such spaces (,ywpia) is laid out by Sokolowski (supra n.1) 379. 
Sokolowski (supra n.1) 378. 
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peltasts to their homeland, spent the night near the temple of Hermes at Mykalessos 
(Thuc. 7.29). 

Sokolowski does not stress sufficiently an important legal aspect of the precaution- 
ary measure at Onchestos to which the hymn alludes. It is self-evident that the damage 
that the sacred law detected by Sokolowski seeks to prevent is accidental and therefore 
purely unintentional. It may not be a coincidence that a hint of an early law concerning 
involuntary damage to a precinct's grove is found in a Homeric Hymn. Precisely the 
Homeric Hymns give an early and clear expression of the belief that forests and single 
trees must not be felled because they are the dwelling places of semi-divine beings. The 
tree cult and the personification of trees which lie at the back of this belief are piobably 
much older (cf: names for nymphs such as Meliai, Dryads, Dendritides), but the con- 
sequences for man of the conception equating the lives of trees and nymphs are first 
stated in the Homeric Hymn to Aphrodite (256-72): the mountain nymphs inhabit the 
great and holy mountain; at their birth pines and tall oaks spring up with them upon the 
earth and flourish in the mountains. Men call them holy places of the immortals and do 
not lop them with the axe. But when death is near at hand, first these lovely trees 
wither where they stand, and the bark shrivels away about them, and the twigs fall 
down, and at last the life of the nymph and that of the tree leave the light of the sun 
together. 

The conception remained alive throughout antiquity. Pausanias in the second cen- 
tury A.D. repeats the belief that nymphs were born from trees, and Plutarch that their 
lives are coterminous with that of the trees4 It was also reflected in living myth. There 
is, for instance, the story of Erysichthon, a wood-cutter who refused to spare a tree 
sacred to Demeter, even though the tree nymph implored him, and was punished with 
insatiable hunger by the goddess. The opposite story was also told about Rhoikos, who 
was rewarded by the nymph for saving a tree.s 

In view of such religious beliefs about living trees and forests it is not surprising to 
find in many sacred laws from the fifth century onward regulations for the protection of 
the timber in sacred groves that are at first sight similar to the early law discerned by 
Sokolowski. Upon closer inspection, however, we find that there is a difference. All the 
later regulations are intended to curb the deliberate and premeditated depredation of the 
groves. This too is self-evident, since one does not normally cut down a tree accidentally. 

A law of the later fifth century from Paros (Sokolowski, LSCG 111) prohibits all 
cutting of trees in a sacred grove except as required for the sanctuary's own buildings. 
The neokoros is sworn to report violations to the governing board of theoroi. Another 

' Paus. 10.32.9; Plut. Mor. 7578 quoting Pindar (fr.165) in support. 
Wes. fr.43 M.-W., Charon of Lampsacus FGrHist 262~12,  Callim. Lk1. 24$ and especially Ov. Met. 

8.738-878. Cf: Hom. Od. 10.350, schol. Ap. Rhod. 2.478. Kallimachos too expresses the belief in the 
identity of nymphs and trees, Lkl. 84-85. The subject is discussed at some length by N. Chloros, "Forst- 
wissenschaftliche Leistungen der Altgriechen," Forstwissenschaftiches Centralblatt 5 (1885) 15-23. See also 
A. Henrichs, "Thou Shalt Not Kill A Tree; Greek, Manichaean and Indian Tales," BASP 16 (1979) 85- 
108. For the continuity of such beliefs among the people see M. P. Nilsson, Greek Folk Religion (New York 
1961) 18ff. 

piece of sacred legislation from third-century Gortyn expressly permits the collection of 
dry firewood, but forbids cutting trees for ship-building (LSCG 148). 

Of particular interest are two decrees from Kos aimed at preserving what seems an 
extensive wood of cypresses. They were published a considerable time apart, but are 
clearly complementary to each other.6 These texts warrant a somewhat fuller discussion: 

A: 71s K a  +pv11)1 7dl5 -+piuC70- 
s rdls i v  rGi TE&VCL ; rdls Ztw TO- 

6 T€/&V€OS ; G p q l  Tdl &ha GK T- 
4 o i  ~epiveos rdl m a p i u u i v a ,  XL- 

hias 6paWLd.s & 7 r o ~ ~ i u & ~ w  ~ a i  7- 
b hpdv  &U€&~TW, a: K a  p 4  iKKh7)- 
ulai %&EL i s  8a&uwv ZPyov. #- 

8 aivdvrw 62 701 h'rrip~hqra1 T o [ d  
repiveos ~ a l  rGv ~ M W V  6 x [ P q ~ I -  
wv k rdlv iK[~I~TuICII~ ~ a r [ d l  rbv ia l -  

Y~ / .WV K a 1  T ] ~ V  C M ~ [ ~ P l ~ d ~ ~ .  

If anyone cuts down the cypress trees inside the precinct or those outside the precinct, 
or takes the cypress wood out of the precinct, he  is to be fined 1000 drachmai and is 
to be guilty o f  impiety against the temple. (These rules apply) unless the assembly 
decides (that the logging was carried out) for public work. The superintendents o f  the 
precinct and anyone of the others who wishes to do s o  are to denounce (violators) to 
the assembly according to the sacred law and the law of the public examiners. 

LSCG 150 A and B. On the changes within'the sanctuary and the different dates of the two decrees see 
Sokolowski's commentary p.251 and R. Herzog, Heilige Gesetze von Kos (AbhBerl 1928.6) 32-33: 
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Philistos son of Aeschines moved: In order that the precinct of Apollo Kyparissios and 
of Asklepios may be preserved, and in order that no  one may cut down the cypress 
trees which are inside the  area contained by the boundaries of the precinct: no presi- 
dent is to propose for debate or put to the vote any motion, nor is any individual to 
express an opinion, to the effect that the cypress wood be used up (for timber). Nor is 
it to be allowed . . . unless the assembly so decrees to use up (the wood) for any 
sacred work . . . in the assembly . . . clear away. .  . cypress trees . . ., t r e e . .  . 

In A, from the outgoing fifth century, the sanctuary is not named. Infractions of the 
order not to cut the trees "inside and outside the precinct" carry the exceedingly high 
penalty of 1000 drachmai. In addition, offenders are officially declared guilty of sacrilege. 
Years later, sometime in the fourth century, there have been some changes (B). The 
sanctuary now belongs to two deities. The second decree begins on a note of urgency: 
"in order that the sanctuary may be preserved . . . " The boundaries of the precinct are 
now defined with greater precision, and some restrictive clauses have been added. 

Although proof positive for it is lacking, the following reconstruction suggests itself 
with a good chance of being right. During the intervening years the pressure upon the 
timber resources of the grove had increased. In an effort to provide greater protection 
for the entire cypress wood, the boundaries of the sanctuary (horoi) were widened so as 
to give sacred status to the trees both "in the temenos" and "outside the temenos," and 
this somewhat vague formulation was now replaced with the more precise description 
"the cypresses inside the area contained by the boundary of the temenos." At the same 
time, as an additional religious deterrent to illegal logging, Apollo, the ancient resident 
deity of the precinct, appears with the byname Kyparissios and with a companion, 
Asklepios.? The large fine of 1000 drachmai of the first decree continued in force. How- 
ever, the lawful logging of the cypress trees for "public work" (A.7) had also increased 
to the point, apparently, of threatening the preservation of the grove. The legal ex- 
ploitation of the timber is therefore also circumscribed with a drastic measure: the 
president of the assembly is forbidden even to bring to debate or to a vote the question 
of further logging, while individual members cannot rise to discuss a proposal to this 
effect. Finally, the assembly evidently intends to allow logging for sacred purposes only, 
and no longer for public works as in the first decree. 

It is obvious that the regulations in these decrees have more to do with a practical 
than a genuinely religious aim-the preservation of the trees. The obvious question that 
arises-why was this necessary?-has an equally obvious answer: the general deforesta- 
tion of most of Greece, or more precisely, the disappearance of accessible timber from 
the plains and the surrounding low hills whence it could be transported at an affordable 

'See Herzog (supra n.6). 
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price. The obverse of this was scarcity and the consequent great rise in prices, especially 
for gobd construction timber.8 As a result, the timber stands in the three sanctuaries 
just discussed were in danger of deliberate and illegal exploitation on a large and sys- 
tematic scale; there can be no question of a casual removal of some branches here or a 
log there. As the inscriptions show, the groves were in danger of being raided for major 
projects such as construction and ship-building. 

Let us test the thesis of deforestation for other parts of Greece. A fifth-century law 
from Akraiphia in Boeotia possibly forbids the gathering of wood in a grove around a 
sepulchre, and certainly the tearing of leaves from laurel trees (LSCG Suppl. 36). At 
Tamynai in Euboea during the fourth century the fine for cutting trees and removing 
the trunks from the sanctuary was 100 drachmai (LSCG 91.9-1 1). 

The scarcity of timber in Attica is revealed by a number of inscriptions. A decree 
of the mid-fourth century concerning the Thesmophorion in the Piraeus prohibits the 
collection of wood on its property. As the wood in question here is firewood, the prohi- 
bition may well be directed against any attempts by the poorer people of the harbor 
town to provide themselves with free fuel. Transgressors are to be punished according 
to "the old laws on the books."g Especially illuminating is a law protecting the trees in 
the sanctuary of Apollo Erithaseos (LSCG 37, fourth century). Like the two decrees 
from Kos, the entire document is concerned with the preservation of the grove. The 
provisions are detailed and specific. It is forbidden to cut timber and to export it from 
the precinct. The collection of branches, whether green or dry, is also prohibited, as is 
the gathering of dry leaves. Since sanctuaries had a need of small firewood (+p&-yava)lo 
for sacrifices, etc., the regulation may intend to protect the sanctuary's own supply of 
this commodity. The penalties are smaller than on Kos where lack of native timber 
would make importation necessary, but they are sizeable enough: fifty drachmai for a 
free man and fifty lashes for a slave. Again as at Kos, the involvement here too not 
only of the religious but also of the civil authorities is striking and indicative of the 
great concern for the safety of the grove's timber. In addition to the fines and penalties, 
the priest must hand over slaves caught in the act to the council of five hundred and to 
the assembly, and he must also report the owners' names to them. The names of free 
offenders are likewise to be reported to the same bodies. 

A similar penalty of fifty drachmai and 100 lashes was in force at the oracular 
shrine of Apollo Koropaios on the Pagasitic Gulf in Magnesia around 100 B.C. (LSCG 
84.14ff). On Samos the breach of comprehensive regulations safeguarding the vegeta- 

8There are brief treatments of deforestation in Greece in A. Jardi, Les c@r&aIes duns /'antiquit& g r q u e  
(Paris 1925) 98-102; P. Guiraud, La propritd foncihe en Grke (Paris 1893) 503-06; K. Sklawunos, "Uber 
die Holzversorgung Griechenlands im Alterturn," Forstwissenschaftliches Centralblait 52 (1930) 268-74. T. 
R. Glover, The Challenge of the Greek (CambridgelNew York 1942), has an excellent general chapter on 
"The Greeks and the Forest," 29-50. The authors intend to present a comprehensive and systematic study 
of deforestation and the rise of wood prices in a forthcoming book. For the high price of wood see W. 
Heitland, Agricola (Cambridge 1921) 107, 111. 

9 LSCG 36.17-21. The shortage and high price of firewood become apparent from Lysias' speech On the 
Olive Stump. The defendant finds it necessary to defend himself against the charge that he has taken out 
one (!) stump for the sake of petty profit (Lys. 7.17). 

lo  E.g. IG I3 246.8-9; LSCG 28.3, 8; Sy11.3 1027.10-15. 
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tion in the Heraion was punishable by a fine of 100 drachmai, possibly for every tree 
(LSCG Suppl. 81.1-11, first century A.D.). Compare with this IG 112 2499.14-18 (307/6 
B.c.), where the lessee of grounds belonging to the precinct of Egretes undertakes to 
return the property with exactly the same number of trees (probably fruit trees) at the 
expiration of the lease or make restitution." 

The selections presented so far should suffice as a general overview; the discussion 
at hand could be extended almost at will to cover similar laws from Argos, Andania, 
Crete, Cyrene, and other places.12 It should be stressed that the random character of 
the geographical and chronological distribution of this evidence may mask a threat to 
the groves' timber that was actually greater and far more widespread. Other facts tend 
to bear this out. The grove of the Poseidonion at Onchestus, with which this investi- 
gation began, is a case in point. At the time of the epic poets Onchestus was a place of 
lush vegetation with a grove of trees; four different sources affirm this.13 In the Augus- 
tan era, however, Onchestos was bare. Strabo (9.2.33) says: "Onchestos is situated on a 
height, is bare of trees, and has a sacred precinct which is also bare of trees." One 
might add, too, that the timber in such groves was not only exploited for the peaceful 
uses which the sacred laws occasionally mention; the groves also suffered in war. 

During the Persian invasions, some sanctuaries barely escaped destruction by 
military action (Hdt. 8.36-39, 9.65). They were not always so fortunate in the savage 
fighting of the Peloponnesian war. In 424/3 the Athenians cut down the vegetation in 
the sanctuary of Apollo at Delion to build fortifications (Thuc. 4.90, cJ: 3.70, 6.99). 
Lysias, in his speech On the Olive Stump, describes the devastation in Attica during the 
same war. Both hostile and friendly troops plundered the countryside, destroying and 
uprooting sacred olives. The land which had had many plots "thick with private and 
sacred olive trees" before the invasions now "has become bare."14 At the end of the 
third century B.C.  Philip V cut down the entire grove of the Nikephorion at Pergamum 
(Plb. 16.1.6, 18.6.4). When Sulla invaded Attica in 86 B.C. he plundered the timber 
both in the grove of Akademos and in the Lyceum for his siege engines (Plut. Sull. 
12). In 32 B.C. D. Turullius built ships with wood cut in the sanctuary of Asklepios on 
Kos (Cass. Dio 51.8.3). This list, too, could be continued at some length. 

While it is certain that many sacred groves were destroyed in time of war, we can 
only guess at the efficacy of sacred legislation in controlling their exploitation in time of 
peace. In the second century A.D. Pausanias saw and described in some detail at least 
twelve groves.15 Some of them clearly still had large stands of trees. In the case of the 

11 Leases of public property with timbe; on it and logging rights of the lessee are discussed by Ad. Wil- 
helm, "Die Pachturkunden der Klytiden, JOAI 28 (1933-35) 197-221. 

Cf: LSCG 57 (Argos, date unknown); Sy11.3 736.78ff (Andania, 92 B.c.); LSCG Suppl. 115.4.8-10 
(Cyrene, fourth century B.c.); I.Crer. 111 iv 9.81f (Itanos on Crete, 139 B.c.); I G  XIV 645.1.128f (Heraclea 
in South Italy); Paus. 2.28.7 (the Hyrnethium near Epidaurus). Additonal references are given by Withelm 
(supra n.11) 209. 

'3 Horn. 11. 2.506; Hes. fr.219 M.-W.; Hymn.Hom.Ap. 230, 235; Hymn.Hom.Merc. 186-90. 
" Lys. 7.6-7; cf: the reference to "many burnt stumps" at 7.24. 
I5Paus. 1.21.7, 2.11.3, 2.11.4, 2.13.3, 2.27.1, 2.36.8, 3.26.5, 4.31.3, 5.10.1, 7.5.10, 7.22.1, 7.27.3. cf: 

Strabo 8.3.12: "the whole tract [in the lowland at the mouth of the Alpheus] is full of ;brines of Artemis, 
Aphrodite, and the nymphs, in flowery groves, due mainly to the abundance of water . . . 

others, we cannot be sure of the extent to which the groves had been diminished, after 
the manner of Onchestos. We must, of course, also allow for natural and planned re- 
forestation, although the evidence for the latter is slight.16 

Much of the legislation for the protection of sacred groves comes from the fourth 
century, when the deforestation of Greece had evidently begun to accelerate. This 
development was perceived and its consequences clearly understood by Plato and Aris- 
totle. Plato deplores the disappearance of Attica's forests and describes the woodless 
state of Crete." This awareness on the part of the two philosophers explains the pres- 
ence in their theoretical political writings of some passages the purpose of which might 
not be immediately clear and might even strike the reader as somewhat odd. 

Plato requires the country wardens (dLYPovdCLO~) of his Cretan city to ensure the 
collection of water flowing off high ground, so as to give even the driest spots copious 
supplies of water. Fountains and rivers must be beautified by planting trees around 
them. Here Plato appears to have understood that plants hold in the watershed while at 
the same time they keep the water clear and unmuddied. Groves and sacred precincts 
must have a perennial flow of water directed by irrigation to the very temples of the 
gods (Leg. 761). In defining an ideal territory for a state, Aristotle also had timber on 
his mind, or rather the lack of it. His recommendations are perhaps more practical than 
Plato's. The central city should be located in such a way that food supplies and timber 
for building and for other similar industries can be easily conveyed to it (Pol. 1327a). 
But Aristotle also realized that perhaps the only hope of staving off the complete de- 
forestation of the land lay with the protective power of religion. He therefore recom- 
mended that throughout its countryside an ideal state should have numerous holy 
precincts, which, as he must have known,l8 included sacred groves and sacred laws to 
protect them: "the general system we have described should also be applied to the 
countryside. There too the various magistrates called forest wardens (6)wpoD and 
country wardens (&ypovdpd should have guard-houses and common tables in connec- 
tion with their duties. And the countryside should be studded with sanctuaries, some to 
be dedicated to gods and some to heroes" (1331b). 

Nothing could show more clearly than this one word of Aristotle's, 6 h p o l ,  literally 
'those who watch over the trees of the forest', that the danger had now been seen and 
the alarm sounded.lg 

16 For one possible but isolated example see LSCG 84.4-8. 
17 Critias 1 1 1 c , Leg. 7 0 5 ~ .  
' 8  Cf: Lys. 7.25: the Areopagos itself has supervisory powers over the sacred olive trees in Attica, which 

it exercises through its own special commissioners. W. R. M. Lamb, Lysias (London 1957) 144, has the 
following comment: "The strict attention given to the matter may be connected with a well-founded belief 
that in the dry soil of Attica, trees of any kind were of value to the community." 

l9 The authors would like to thank R. Renehan for criticism of this paper. 



A Narrative Pattern in Aristotle's Athenaion Politeia 

John J. Keaney 

I H A V E  PREVIOUSLY A R G U E D  that the Ath. Pol. is informed by a teleological structural 
pattern which describes the progression of Athenian government toward radical de- 

mocracy and pari passu the gradually increasing power of the demos.' There is more to 
be said, from a related approach, for the phrase describing that progression, 8 ~ ~ ~ 0 7 1 -  
~ w r i p a  roh~rei.a, connects it with another pattern. 

The impetus toward democracy is due especially to the activities of three popular 
leaders-Sol~n,~ Cleisthenes, and Pericles-and a thematic connection between the 
three is effected by Aristotle's restriction of the phrase to their activity and its results: 
7 0 6 7 0 ~  8; Y E V O ~ ~ V W V  8 7 ) p o ~ ~ ~ ~ r i p a  r0h6 T { P  zdh0~0~ i Y i ~ € T 0  '4 ~ O A L T E ~  (22.1); '4 
Kk~uBivovs,  8T)p071~07ipa 76s z d b v 0 $  (41.2); n € p i ~ ~ i O V ~ ,  Ka; TP&TOV ~ljh~iCL7j- 
uavros . . . ~ $ ~ O T ~ K ~ T ~ ~ ~ V  ZTL m v i p q  Y~vkuBai r$v roAirehv (27.1). The first sen- 
tences of 22 and 27 contain the phrase, and these introduce summary accounts of Cleis- 
thenes and Pericles. With the former, the focus is on his legislation, especially the law 
on ostracism (22.21, the application of which by the people is the dominant theme of 
the rest of the chapter. With Pericles, the focus is on the claim that he d k u r a  rpo& 
rprt,kv r;Iv r d h ~ v  irrl T$V V ~ U T L K ~ V  86vaEuv (27.1). In 22 the action of a leader is fol- 
lowed by separate actions of the people (22.2 rdv 15p~ov irolsuav . . . TO& c + ~ ~ a r ~ ~ o &  
IjpoGvro; 22.3 i)(prjuav~o 74 vdw; 22.5 Z~v&pevuav r o k  ivv ia  hpXovras). In 27.2 
there are not individual actions, but there is a collective policy made by the demos, 
which rpqpe i ro  r;)v r d h ~ v  ~WLK€?V a l j~dp .~  

There is another parallel between the two chapters. The first application of the law 
of ostracism is marked with a psychological motivation: perdl r$v V I K ~ V ,  BappoGvros 
$a7) TOG S<pov (22.3). Pericles turned the city Zri mju v a v r ~ ~ v  8 6 v a ~ v  Ze 4 s  W Y ~ P ~  
Bapprjuavras TO& roMo& a"rauav mjv rohireLav G M o v  &yeiv cis a3rok  (27.1). 
With the first use of Bappe?~, I suggest, Aristotle begins a narrative pattern. To eluci- 
date this, it will be best to work backwards. 

When Aristotle described the transition from the rCgime of the Four Hundred to 
that of the Five Thousand, he mentioned only one of a complex series of events in the 
period: I ~ T ~ ~ ~ V T E F  82 6 repi  'Eperplav vavpaxk ~ a l  r<s Elj@las drrourdqs 6hl)s 
TA$V 'fiP€OG, xahcrck ~ v E ' ) ' K ~ v T € ~  2 ~ 1  6 W ~ O P $  &Amra T(;)v r p ~ Y ~ Y e q p i v ~ v  

"The Structure of Aristotle's Athenuion Poli~eia," HSCP 67 (1963) 116-41. For formal patterns of 
organization in the work, cJ Keaney, "Ring Composition in Aristotle's Alhenaion Poli~eia," AJP 90 (1969) 
406-23, and P. J .  Rhodes, A Commentary on /he Arisiotelian Athenaion Politeia (Oxford 1981) 44-49. 

The phrase is not applied explicitly to Solon, but a view of his nohir~la as 8-qw~lK7j is implicit in the 
comparatives of 22.1 and 41.2. CJ Aristotle's discussion of r& G-qWruc&/Gllprucirara at 9-10.1. 

'The demos did not have the power to take such initiative in the period directly after Solon's reforms. 
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( ? T A E ~ ~ J  yd:p hK 76s EcPoiaq 7j 76s xrr~IC;is d71;yxavov & ~ E A ~ ~ ~ v o L ) ,  ~ar ihvuav TO& 

rcrpa~oulow KTA. (33.1). The details and language of this comment are taken from 
Thucydides4 But Thucydides recounted other events which led up to the deposition of 
the Four Hundred, and about these Aristotle is silent. One asks why. Two answers are 
easy. The first is that the scale of the Ath. Pol. did not allow so detailed and lengthy an 
account as that of Thucydides. Second, the naval defeat off Eretria was singled out 
because it was the last in the series of events which led up to the deposition and may 
fairly be said to have precipitated it (although by itself it cannot be said to have caused 
it). There is some truth in both these answers, but a third suggestion may be made. It 
is that the naval defeat-and only that-was mentioned because it forms part of an 
ironic5 pattern in the Ath. Pol. according to which the demos took political initiative and 
acquired political power in periods of military, especially naval, supremacy6 and, con- 
versely, lost control of political affairs after suffering military defeats. 

As noted above, the pattern begins when the Athenians v~K7juavrcs 7;/v hv Mapa- 
BGvi &xqv . . . BappoGvros is7, TOG Grjp~v, rdrc ~ ~ G r o v  Cxprjuavro vd* ~ c p l  
TAU 6 u ~ ~ a ~ u ~ j u i v  (22.3); continues when they T<U r<q BaA&rrqs ' ; lYeqvbv  Aa@civ 
(23.2) and when Bappo&rq~ ij6q .rrdhcws Aristeides wvc/306hcvev &vr~hapP&veu- 
Bat 6 s  7jyep.ovi.a~ (24.1); and reaches its climax when Pericles npo6rpc+ev r;)v r d k v  
ZIT; T;/v uaw~IC;]v 66vaCuv, ht 4s  w v i f i q  Bapp~uavras TO& woMoh a"mauav r$v 
.rroA'~elav G M o v  ZYELV cis a h 6 9  (27.1). A reverse pattern begins at 29.1: p r 6  4 v  
Cv XLKEA~Q Y c ~ ~ & v 7 7 v  wppoPd:u' . . . rjvaY~&uBquav ~ i v r j u a v r c ~  T$V 6 7 ) q ~ a r b v  
~ a ~ a u r ; i u a ~  7;/v i d  TGV T C T ~ ~ K O U W U  .rrohdav; the next stage is represented by $ 
mpl 'Epcrplav uavpaXi.q, after which ~ a r i ~ v a a v  TO& ~ c r p a ~ o u i o w  ~ a l  rd: . r r p i y ~ ~ a  
?rap&o~av  rois T E V T ~ K L ~ L A W L ~  (33.1); and the final stage is represented by a com- 
bination of Arginusae ( y c ~ ~ & v 7 7 s  6 s  hv 'Apyivoliua~c; vavpzxkrq, 34.1) and Aegos- 
potami, when lj&xquav T$U hv Aiy& .rro~apis vavpaXhv, Z5 4s  w d / 3 q  &wv 
y~vdp.evov 6 s  .rrdhcw A6uav6pov ~a~au-rijuac  TO^ rpui~ovra r p 6 ~  r046c . . . 
~ a ~ a ~ k y c l s  d 66p.o~ r j  vay~&uBq ~eiporovciv 4 v  MiyapXlav (34.2-3) .8 

In addition to the verbal repetition of Bappciv in the first group and vavWxh in 
the second, Aristotle ties together the two sides of the pattern in various ways. Each 
side ends with a repetition of the same phrase, it 4s  w v i p q  (27.1, 34.2). There is at 
least a rough symmetry between the two sides: 

' Cf: Rhodes (supra n.1) 41 1-12. 
Tompare Aristotle's reference to Isocrates' (Phil. 61, De par. 101) 4 v  drpx<v rdk~ drpxi)v c h a ~  

+&v K ~ K ~ V ,  Rh. 1412b6-7. 
C .  Pol. 1304a22-24, ?r&v d vav~uc6s b X ~ o s  y ~ v 6 ~ v o s  a l ~ m s  6 s  mPi .%h@va v h q s  ~ a i  8$ ~ a l ;  

q s  6 s  iYep.ovbs 8d 4 v  K ~ T &  d l & h a ~ ~ a v  8 ivapv 4 v  8 v w ~ P a ~ l a v  iaXvpo+ipav i?roiqucv; 1274a12; 
14. 4 s  vavaorlas [uavrrrrrlas HI v&p Zv 70% M T J & K O ~ ~  a i ~ m s  ycv6wvor ~ ~ p o v q p ~ i u @ - r l ;  1341a30, p T a  . .- 
T& M;)~U(& ( ~ ~ 0 1 q p 7 ~ 9 i v ~ c s  ZK ~ i i v . Z p y ~ v .  
' o v & o p &  is used also of the loss of Euboea (33.1) and collectively of the defeats suffered by Athens in 

the war (40.2, quoted  fro). 
The phrase is almost an oxymoron and underscores the irony of the situation. X E L ~ O T O ~ & V  is used in 

the historical part of the Ath. Pol. only here, but is used eighteen times in the systematic part as descriptive 
of regular democratic process. The passage is adapted from the pro-Theramenean source used by Aristotle 
and Diod. 14.3.7. 

I 

JOHN J. KEANEY 

(1) ostracism (1) Sicily 
(2) hegemony (2) Eretria 
(3) Pericles (3) ArginusaeIAegospotami 

The second stage of each side is linked by verbal repetition: ~ . r r o h i r ~ 6 ~ ~ u a v  'ABVva%~ 
~ a k k  ~ a i  ~ a r &  r06row 706s ica~po& (23.2); 8o~oGui 62 ~ a &  ~ o h ~ r c v e i j v a ~  ~ a r d  
r06rovs TO& ~ a ~ p o t k  (33.2). General praise of this kind is quite rare in the Ath. Pol. ,9 
and it is significant that one further instance (40.2, discussed infra) of this vocabulary is 
to be linked to these passages. The final stages of each side result in diametrically op- 
posed forms of government: the first is radical democracy (27.2); the second is imposed 
upon the demos, an oligarchy (34.3) which became a tyranny (41.2). 

I hazard the further suggestion that this pattern is not only ironic but tragic. I do 
not make too much of this, for the indications are slight, but they are there, at least 
with reference to the ethical and structural aspects of tragedy. The first element of this 
is the quasi-personification of the demos in the passage from 27 just quoted: the demos 
is pictured as making a moral choice (wpollpcro, ;K&, b ~ o v - t h e  first two words occur 
only here in the Ath. Pol. ).lo This choice is balanced by the compulsion later applied to 
the demos (34.3, quoted supra, and 29.1 r j v a y ~ d u 8 ~ u a v  K L V ~ ~ U ~ V T E S  7;/v 8 q q ~ p a r b ~  
~araurijuar. r$v h.rrl T&V rcrpa~oui6Jv T O ~ L T E ~ V ) .  A second element is that the pattern 
of reversal contains a rrcp~.rr&eur (6 ciq rd h v a v r ~ v  TGV .rrparro&v~v pcra&h<, Poet. 
1452a22-23). A third element is that the pattern involves a kind of &vayv&piu~q. When 
the Athenians, deceived by Cleophon, rejected peace overtures, 03 xpqu&pvo~  62 
~ a G s  rdrc roiq .rrp&ygaui, per' 03 T O A ~ V  ~pdvov i jvouav 7;Iv &p.aprlav . . . 4 ~ 6 ~ 7 , -  
uav r<v i v  AiyAs .rrorap.oi~ vavpaxlav (34.1-2). The words Y ~ y v ~ u ~ ~ ~ v  ('realize'), 
&papria, and & T V X E ~ V  are used only here. It is further to be noted that the anagnorisis 
coincides with the peripeteia, a type of recognition called ~aMiurr)  by Aristotle (Poet. 
1452a32-33). 

The pattern began with internal political activity (ostracism) and moved to foreign 
policy and misadventure. The denouement (if I may use the term) of the Athenian 
political drama takes place in the context of internal and external affairs. This is the 
reconciliation of the Athenian political factions in 404 and the repayment to Sparta of 
the debt contracted by the Thirty: 03 ydrp h u o v  rdrq mpl rGv ~por ipov  air&< ZE;IA~L-  
$av, &Md: ~ a i  rd: xprjpara Aa~c&'p.oviO~~, Lf oi r p d ~ o v r a  .rrp& ri)v .rrdhep.ov Zhafiv, 
&.rriSouav KO'* KTL (40.3). Aristotle introduced this passage with a comment (40.2) 
the language of which is deliberately evocative of preceding chapters: &ld ~ O K O G U L V  
K & M L U T ~  84 ~ a l  .rrohbr~~&rara &.rr&vrov ~ a i  it+ ~ a i  KO&@ xprjuau8ab rais Tpoyc- 
Y ~ v 7 1 ~ i v a ~ s  wp#mpais. 

Cf; also 40.2, where Aristotle justifies the demos' arrogation of the judicial prerogatives of the boule. 
lo CC also 41.2, &?r&u~wv y&p a d ~ 6 s  airs6u ~ C V O ~ ~ K E U  6 8ijp.o~ &mu. 



More Athenian Bronze Allotment Plates 

John H. KroN 

I N THE DECADE since the publication of Athenian Bronze Allotment Plates,' the corpus 
of extant pinakia has continued to grow. A. G. Liaglouras has reported the discovery 

of a new pinakion from a grave on  salami^.^ Four small fragments have been found in 
the current excavations in the Athenian A g ~ r a . ~  And the right half of a reused Class I11 
or IV pinakion has come to light in the recent German excavations in the Aphaia sanc- 
tuary on Aegina.' In addition, seven other pinakia and fragments that were recovered 
many years ago have lately become available for study and are published here. Six of 
them were located in the early 1970's by Mrs Evi Touloupa, then Ephor in the National 
Museum in Athens, during a reorganization of the bronzes in the museum storerooms. 
The other was brought to my attention by Dr R. H. W. Stichel, a former staff member 
of the Kerameikos Excavations, who happened on it, too, while gding through old ma- 
terial in storage. Save for 1, which was inadequately noted in 1900, all are un~ublished.~ 

Because of their numerous reuses, the completely preserved 1 and 5 prove to be 
two of the most remarkable pinakia on record. 5 is only the second pinakion known to 
have been inscribed for as many as six successive owners (the other is ABAP 96). 1 is 
the first pinakion ever with evidence of having been inscribed for as many as seven 
owners. It is altogether appropriate that these two exceptional specimens should appear 

J. H. Kroll, Athenian Bronze Allotment Plates (Cambridge [Mass.] 1972: hereafter ABAP). Reviewed by 
W. M. Calder 111, American Classical Review 3 (1973) 194; J. J. Keaney, CW 67 (1974) 312-13; H. 
Mattingly, JHS 95 (1975) 244-45; J. PeEirka, Eirene 13 (1975) 138-39; J. Pouilloux, RevPhil 111.48 (1974) 
111-13; P. J. Rhodes, CR N.S. 26 (1976) 139-40; J. and L. Robert, Bull.Qigr. 1973, 51-54; P. Roesch, 
REA 76 (1974) 173-74; R. K. Sinclair, Phoenix 28 (1974) 273-74; B. Virgilio, RivFC 103 (1975) 119-20. 
B. D. Meritt and J. S. Traill, The Athenian Councillors: The Athenian Agora XV (Princeton 1974: hereafter 
Agora XV) p.384 (cf: 42.261) correct the reading of ABAP 39b to Alnoh~q KpwrrlG(llq). ABAP 66 is repub- 
lished by D. Skliardi in the report of his excavation in which the pinakion was found, ArchEph 1975, 
102-03 pl. 38; the two pinakia in the Kanellopoulos Collection (ABAP 6 and 49) are republished by J.-Y. 
Empereur, BCH 105 (1981) 553-54; and C. Brixhe, Le Dialecte grec de Pamphylie (Paris 1976) 301-03 no. 
178 pl. 48, has republished one of the two allotment plates from Pamphylia (ABAP pp.258, 269). The 
bronze allotment plates from Hellenistic Rhodes (ABAP pp.268-69) are collected and discussed by P. M. 
Fraser, "Notes on Two Rhodian Institutions," BSA 67 (1972) 119-24 pl. 35; those from Kyme and Pitane 
(ABAP p.269) by H. Engelmann, I.Kyme 84-88. 

Dellion 27 (1972) Chronika 179-80: a whole pinakion (as is clear from the recorded dimensions, 10.7 X 
2.0 x 0.3 cm.), inscribed 'Eniyiv.rlq KoMw~ljF. NOW in the Salamis Museum. 

Inventory nos. B 1397, B 1485, B 1800, and B 1844. Publication will appear in the Agora volume de- 
voted to the Athenian lawcourts. 

The demotic of the final owner, ['AW]T&V ('Eh]~val(vwq), confirms that the pinakion is Athenian. 
Information about the piece was generously communicated to me by Dr M. Maass, who with D. Williams 
will be publishing it with the other bronze and epigraphical finds from the Aphaia excavations. It is now 
the second or third Athenian pinakion fragment to have been found outside of Attica, see ABAP 7 (from 
Olynthos) and 183 (which may or may not be Athenian, from Halieis). 

For their help and permission to publish the objects, I warmly thank Mrs Touloupa and the Director of 
the Kerameikos Excavations, Dr Ursula Knigge. The drawings were prepared by Deena Berg. 
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in honor of the scholar and esteemed teacher who not only resolved how pinakia func- 
tioned in automated Athenian allotments but whose seminal "Dikasts' Bronze Pina- 
kia," BCH 87 (1963) 653-87, was the first study to recognize that reinscribing was in 
fact a normal characteristic of these objects. In these and other essential respects, all 
subsequent work on the pinakia will continue to rest on the foundations laid by Profes- 
sor Dow. 

The pinakia below are listed, according to the scheme followed in ABAP, by the 
typological classification of their original inscriptional and seal format. All have been 
cleaned to bare, brownish metal. 

1. PLATE 1 0 ~ .  National Museum, Bronze no. 13034. Excavated from a cemetery on the 
Ilissos. "Funde," AthMitt 25 (1900) 453-54 (transcription of the last name only); 
whence PA Addendum no. 1457a and ABAP 157. Complete, having been mended from 
seven pieces. The original 2.0 cm. width and 0.20 thickness are preserved at the right 
end; to judge from other pinakia, the original length was 11-12 cm. Erasure by ham- 
mering has distended the length to 15.0, increased the width to 3.0 at the middle, and 
reduced the thickness at the middle to 0.05. The carrying-hole at the right was not 
drilled until after the first use or uses (see ABAP pp.23-24). 

Seven or more uses: 

@ Class I 
la 
0 

d:  B? [------I @ Class VI?' 
~&$$(vTE&) 

e:  ~7 [------I @ Class VI 
E h p B q q  

f: E Kah[---I @ Class VI 
~IoT&,+('os) 

g: I 'ATOM~SO~OS @ Class VI 
XOME~#(~S)  ad---?) 

A 
Seals. The die of the circular T(riobo1) seal (facing owl within ethnic E [@I and olive 
spray of two pairs of leaves on the preserved left branch) is new. The seal was carefully 
positioned at the right edge and remained unerased through all uses. In contrast, the 
secondary O(w1-in-square) seal (owl standing right, ethnic [AOE]) was hastily stamped 
on its side at a tilt and was intact only for the first use: the demotic of the second owner 
was inscribed into it, causing it to be partially erased with the erasure of the demotic. In 
all respects such treatment of the seals is regular (see ABAP pp.13, 41-47). 
Section-letters. Erasure has obliterated all evidence of the original section-letter, which 
was stamped in relief in an incuse square or rectangle and (as regularly on Class I and 11 

pinakia) continued for one or more reuses of the pinakion. During the later uses the 
section-letters were inscribed and changed with each owner's name. Traces of at least 
four such inscribed letters are visible: a heavily erased beta, two less erased horizontals 
that seem to belong to a zeta that was subsequently converted into an epsilon, and the 
final, bold iota. I leave two diagonals shown in the drawing unaccounted for. 

This is the sole pinakion from Classes I and I1 that has reciived an inscribed sec- 
tion-letter in any use. The fact that it had a minimum of four such letters, each one in- 
scribed at a large scale after the typical Class VI format (ABAP p.12) implies that, 
although the triobol seal at the right was never erased, the latest uses nevertheless 
belong to the stampless Class VI period. The pinakion therefore has good parallels in 
ABAP 61, 81, 96, and 105, all first issued as Class IV or V pinakia with the dikastic 
triobol seal but ultimately reused as stampless Class VI pinakia. The present piece 
differs only in the circumstance that it was initially issued somewhat earlier. 
Texts a and b. A typical Class I inscription with nomen, interpunct, and abbreviated 
demotic in one line must be restored to go with the owl-in-square seal. Text b, in- 
scribed partially over the seal, continues the early format of a one-line text. For two 
other early pinakia with a second text in one line, see ABAP 7 and 10. 
Texts c-f: A minimum of four inscriptions between text b and the name of the final 
owner is required by the superimposed traces of four erased letters at the left of line 1 
and in the first two letter-spaces at the left of line 2. The traces in line 2 give two cer- 
tain demotics and one probable, and the degree of erasure gives their sequence. In line 
1 the penultimate name began KaA-. Otherwise, because of the scramble of partially 
erased letters at the left and the right, and because heavy erasure and corrosion of the 
metal have destroyed almost all traces at the middle of the line, it is futile to apportion 
letters to specific texts. It is not even clear which terminal letters at the middle com- 
plete the name of the penultimate owner; K a h [ ~ d ] G ~ s ,  Kah[a]$q~, and KaA[A&ls are 
all possible. One of the names from text c, d ,  or e included a patronymic ending 
- Be0 (v) . 
Text g. Apollodoros Boethou Cholleides, prytanis ca A.D. 50 (Agora XV 272.13), is a 
possible descendant. 

2. PLATE 1 0 ~ .  National Museum, Bronze no. 10703a. Left end. Length 1.19 cm., width 
2.0, thickness 0.13 at the left to 0.10 along the break at the right. 

TWO or more uses: 

a :  [PI---] 
[---I 

b: E:  E[---I 
A[---] 

Class 111 

Class VI 

A faint but unmistakable profile of the creature's head is all that remains of the 
G(orgoneion) seal in the lower left corner. Since the seal has been subjected to erasure, 
we may be sure that the letters of text b are not from the original inscription. 
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3. PLATE IOC. National Museum, Bronze no. 10707. Right end. Length 4.3 cm., width 
2.2, thickness 0.15 at the right to 0.10 at the break at the left. 

Three or more uses: 

Class 111 or IV 

Class VI 

Class VI 

The G(orgoneion) seal is of a recognizably Class 111-IV type, with bushy hair, 
sunken eyes, and a relatively narrow chin. As indicated by the erasure striations at the 
right, the seal was partially erased before the inscribing of text b. 

4. PLATE 1 0 ~ .  National Museum, Bronze no. 10703b. Left end. Length 1.8 cm., width 
2.0, thickness 0.12 at left to 0.08 at the break at the right. 

TWO or more uses: 

a :  [? ---I Class IV 
@ [---I 

b: E O[---I 
@' [---I 

The T(riobo1) seal and letters of the last text are quite faint, owing to the poor 
preservation of the surface and to the possibility that the pinakion may have broken and 
been discarded while being erased (as were ABAP 9 and 76). The original stamped 
section-letter was erased by hammering, which opened a slight crack in the upper edge 
of the fragment. 

5. PLATE 1 1 ~ .  National Museum, Bronze no. 12454. From a limestone grave at Phale- 
ron, neighborhood of Vasiliki. Whole, except for a piece that broke from the middle of 
the upper edge before the last name was inscribed. Length 11.1 cm.; original 2.1 cm. 
width and 0.20 thickness preserved at the ends; width distended to 2.25 and thickness 
reduced to 0.10 by erasure in the middle. 

Six uses: 

a: a Xaplas 
@ A ~ K G ( ~ ~ s )  

b: [El [. . . .'? !O. . . . I  
@ [. . ? P .  . I  

c: [El [ . .m7.. . loF 
a'J [---I 

@ Class v 
(carrying-hole) 

@ Inscribed in imitation 
of Class V lettering 

e: IE] Z & ~ [ v p l o ~  [. IANAMAXOX? 
(3 +xapv& 

0 
f: Z @ L A O K ~ & T ~ S  

(3 T P L V E ~ ( E & )  
0 

[ A1 
Seals are of the standard Class V type (ABAP p.178): T(riobol) seal with H [@I, G(or- 
goneion) seal, and D(oub1e-bodied owl) seal with [A] A. The last, which was stamped 
on its side with the head of the owl pointing in the 4 o'clock position, has almost disap- 
peared through erasure and was inscribed into by letters of the last two texts. The two 
other seals were preserved through all uses. Even the small notches in each end of the 
pinakion were carefully cut to avoid encroaching at the left on the triobol seal and 
stamped epsilon section-letter and at the right on the gorgoneion seal. The notches were 
apparently cut after the first use to fit nails for anchoring the pinakion to a workbench 
during erasure (ABAP p.23). 
Section-letters. Although an original stamped section-letter is known to have been re- 
tained through as many as three uses on a number of Class IV and V pinakia (ABAP 
63, 68, 81, 84, 104, 108,  this is the first extant pinakion with the stamped letter pre- 
served for a total of five uses. The size and placement of the inscribed zeta section- 
letter of the last use respect the triobol seal below and show that this use too fell before 
the stampless Class VI period. Thus, unless the chronological deductions developed in 
ABAP pp.62-68 are wildly mistaken, the six uses of the pinakion are all to be dated 

1 between the mid 360's and ca 350, allowing an average of only two or three years per 
use and strengthening the already impressive evidence that the turnover of dikastic 
pinakia was essentially annual in principle (ABAP pp.72-74). 
Text a. For the restoration of the name from the characteristic placement of pierced 
holes at the terminations of letters and in the loop of the rho of line 1, see ABAP pp. 
28-29 Table I (Class V alphabet). Two partially punched holes in line 1, one from the 
crossbar of the second alpha, the other from the middle angle of the sigma, survived 
erasure and confirm the reconstruction as drawn. 

, Text b. The only certain remains of this text, which was inscribed in imitation of Class 
V lettering (ABAP p.31), are a number of shallowly punched serifs from the termina- 
tions of letters. Some of the strokes joining these dot-like serifs, for instance the diag- 
onal at the left of line 2, may also be partially erased remnants of text b. In other cases, 
e.g. in the nu of line 1 text e, the strokes that originally joined the dots have disap- 
peared but came to be replaced by strokes from a subsequent inscription. 
Texts c and d are attested near the middle of line 1 by the -0s terminations of two 
names. One of the terminal sigma's, which reconnected the pierced holes remaining 
from the sigma of text a ,  cannot be attributed to text b, because the latter continued 
two letter-spaces to the right. There being no way of meaningfully apportioning the 
random erased strokes in line 2 among texts b, c, and d, I have not recorded these 
traces except in the second drawing. 
Text e. The remains of the patronymic suggest [@]~VU&~O(V) ,  a possible but unat- 
sted spelling for @avopiXov. L. Threatte, The Grammar of Attic Inscriptions I (Berlin 
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1980) 130 no. 6.03, and 389, cites a few instances of alpha replacing omicron by assimi- 
lation; but the phenomenon was uncommon. Another solution, though hardly more 
compelling, is to read [@la~o&~o(v)  by reversing the sequence of the faint omicron 
(?) attributed above to text d and the bold A that is recorded above in text e ,  even 
though the A has every appearance of being later. It is possible, thirdly, that some of 
the other letters I have tentatively attributed to the patronymic of e may in fact belong 
to one or more of the earlier texts. In view of these several possibilities, the patronymic 
is best left unrestored. 
TextJ The final owner, with whom the pinakion was buried sometime near the middle 
of the fourth century, was probably the grandfather of @ L A O K ~ [ & ~ F ]  (TPLVE~EE&), 
councillor in 28110 (Agora XV 72.97). 

6. PLATE 11 B. Kerameikos Excavations. Half of a pinakion, presumed to be a stray find 
from the older excavations. Being a fragment, it was almost certainly not found in a 
tomb. Length 4.7 cm., width 2.1, thickness 0.10 at preserved end to 0.05 at break. 

Three or more uses: 

SIDE A 
Class VI 

SIDE B 
Class VI 

Class VI 

Text a. The section-letter must have been recorded on the missing right half of the 
plate, as in text c and other Class VI pinakia (e.g. ABAP 126-127). Kleomedon is the 
most common Athenian name in Kleom- and the only one known from Lamptrai: PA 
and J. K .  Davies, Athenian Propertied Families 600-300 B. C. (Oxford 1971) no. 8587, 
Kleomedon Diogeitonos Lamptreus, trierarch in probably 34110, again before 33413, 
and again in 32413. Since he was thus active during the time of Class VI pinakia, identi- 
fication with the owner of the pinakion is probable. 
Texts b and c. An earlier inscription on side B is evidenced by the erasure striations 
beneath the letters of the final text. The name Aopmk is attested from only two Athe- 
nian demes: PA no. 4534, Dorkeus Dekeleieus, father of a treasurer of 37615 (IG 112 
1410.6, 1411.4); and no. 4535, Dorkeus Teithrasios, father of a prytanis of 25615 (Agora 
XV 85.23). Because of the exceptional rarity of the name and the termination of the I 

demotic in -E&, it is possible that the last owner of the pinakion was a descendant of 
the treasurer from Dekeleia. 

Three or more uses: 
SIDE A 

Unclassified a: [---]E[---I 
[---]OIX [---I 

b: 1---]API[---I 
[---I AD1 [---I 

SIDE B 

C :  [---Iuxs: I$[---] Class VI 
I---110s 

Several fine holes in Side A are either random pittings in the surface or punched 
serifs left over from a text (earlier than text a )  inscribed in imitation of Class V letter- 
ing. If the latter, the pinakion would initially have belonged to one of the dikastic 
classes with a stamped triobol seal. 

7. PLATE 1 1 ~ .  National Museum, Bronze no. 17056~. Fragment broken at both ends. 
Length 2.35 cm., width 2.2, thickness 0.10-0.12. 
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Hipparchos' Wall in the Academy at Athens: 
A Closer Look at the Tradition 

John Patrick Lynch 

T H E  ACADEMY is firmly embedded in the mythology of early Athens, with sources 
suggesting that it became a public area before the Trojan War and after Theseus' 

unification of Attica; but the Academy does not enter the realm of historical time until 
the sixth century B.c., when it becomes associated with the son of Peisistratos and 
brother of the tyrant Hippias, Hipparchos, who-we are told-forced the Athenians to 
pay a large tribute for a wall to enclose the Academy.l It is the Byzantine lexicon 
known as the Suda (tenth century), expressly drawing its information from the tradition 
of Greek proverb writers (paroimiographoi), which provides the connection between the 
Academy and the earliest datable historical period (cJ: infra Testimonia A.1). Topogra- 
phers, archaeologists, and historians have regularly-and seemingly without question- 
used the Suda entry as evidence in discussing the early history of the Academy and 
even in identifying archaeological remains.2 No one, of course, would deny that prov- 
erbs, whenever collected, may be based on actual events and sometimes contain gen- 
uine historical information, even about the very remote past. But is this such a prov- 
erb? The question needs to be asked. In honor of Sterling Dow, who has never been 
one to allow himself or his students the uncritical use of sources, I should like to offer a 
small piece of historical detective work concerning the tradition of Hipparchos' wall 
around the Academy. 

As the proverb is recorded in the collections of two paroimiographoi, Hipparchos' 
wall was said to have been built not "around the Academy" but more enigmatically 
"along the Pythia" (rap& T+V nv9lav, Testimonia A.3 and 4). These two collections- 
that of Gregory of Cyprus (thirteenth century) and that of Apostolios (fifteenth cen- 
tury)-are notably later than the Suda and perhaps for that reason have been disre- 
garded as less weighty evidence. But that is a dangerous way of deciding between tex- 
tual variants. Except for the significant difference in locating Hipparchos' wall, the 
reports of the Suda and the two paroimiographoi are worded almost identically and offer 
the same interpretation of the proverb ('the wall of Hipparchos' = a lavishly expensive 

1 This essay is a parergon to a larger study of the Academy through classical antiquity. For the Academy's I association with early Athenian mythology see Plut Thes 32. According to Demosthenes (21.114). Solon 1 war supposed to have established the death penalty for those who stole clothes from the Academy or other 
gymnasia, but laws attributed to Solon are notoriously suspect and it is doubtful that gymnasia existed at 

I Athens in Solon's time. 
ZSee for example J. Travlos, Pictorial Dictionary of Ancient Athens (New York 1970) 42. Ph. Stavro- 

i poullos, Praklika 1958, 11-12, and 1959, 8-10, identified a wall uncovered in the Academy area as 'Hip- 
( parchos' Wall', and this identification is often repeated in the subsequent literature about the Academy. 
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public works project). All three would appear to be drawing on the same source. But 
what is the relationship between the two discrepant readings, "around the Academy" vs 
"along the Pythia"? No testimonia connect the Academy with anything Pythian, which 
makes it unlikely that 'Pythia' is the equivalent of 'Academy' in any sense. 

The problem is further complicated by the fact that another slightly different ver- 
sion of the proverb is given by an anonymous paroimiographos whose collection survives 
in the fifteenth-century Codex Bodleianus (Testimonia A.2). The Bodleian codex agrees 
with the Suda in connecting Hipparchos' wall with the Academy. It also provides a 
more complex version of the story behind 'Hipparchos' wall' than does the Suda, Greg- 
ory of Cyprus, or Apostolios. Not only are the circumstances of Hipparchos' project 
reported in more detail, but there is an added twist provided about the meaning of the 
proverb: 'Hipparchos' wall' refers not just to any governmental extravagance but more 
specifically to projects for which much money is collected but little is given in return. 
According to this version, Hipparchos was not just lavish in wasting the taxpayers' 
money; having bled them of monies by delaying construction, he failed to complete the 
project. 

Can anything be made of the conflicting evidence contained in the tradition of 
Greek proverb writers? It is obviously unsafe ground for close textual interpretation, 
especially since the texts need to be re-edited and the textual tradition has been little 
studied since the nineteenth ~ e n t u r y . ~  Nevertheless, there is little doubt that 'Hippar- 
chos' wall' was an old Greek proverbial expression, and it is within reason to suppose 
that the proverb had some historical basis in the career of Hipparchos. But does the 
Codex Bodleianus help to confirm a connection between the proverb and the Academy 
in the sixth-century B.c.? The problem is in part to decide whether the Codex Bodleia- 
nus represents an amplified form of the original proverb or the other three versions are 
a simplification of the version reported more fully in the Codex Bodleianus. There would 
appear to be little in the language of the versions or in the vexed textual history of the 
proverbs to inform such a decision.4 

See the helpful general orientation to the problems of using Greek proverbs in W. M. Edwards and R. 
Browning, OCD2 784 S.V. "Paroemiographers." The critical studies by L. Cohn and 0. Crusius cited there 
have been reprinted, together with other nineteenth-century scholarship on Greek proverbs, as a Supple- 
mentum to the Corpus Paroemiographorum Graecorum (Hildesheim 1961). The principles and controversies 
underlying the editing and the interpretation of the manuscript tradition are so intricate that I hesitate to 
construct any weight-bearing argument based on the Corpus or the Supplementum. 
' 0. Crusius, Analecta critica ad paroemiographos graecos (Leipzig 1883) 136 (reprinted in the Supplemen- 

rum), interprets the fuller version of the proverb given in the Codex Bodleianus to be primary, originating 
in Demon's Alexandrian collection On Proverbs; the versions in the Suda and Gregory of Cyprus he con- 
siders to be summaries of the original entry. But it seems to me that an argument could be made just as 
easily the other way-for a later elaboration and explication of a cryptic entry in an original source (perhaps 
Demon). The Suda entry would then be based on the original brief version, but it adopted for clarity the 
variant 'Academy' for 'Pythia' from the later version. The fact that the Codex Bodleianus version is alpha- 
betized under I for 'IW&~XOV rather than 76, as the other three versions are, may lend some support to 
this way of sorting out the texts: such an arrangement suggests a later refinement of the ordering prin- 
ciples. It may also be significant that in Zenobios' pre-alphabetic arrangement (first century A.D., epit- 
omizing a collection of the first century B.c.), the proverb about Hipparchos' wall was listed under 76, not 
I: see M. E. Miller, Mdlanges de littdrature grecque (Paris 1868) 360 no. 13. 

To approach the problem from a somewhat less treacherous angle, it is difficult to 
understand how the reading 'Academy' in the proverb tradition could have been cor- 
rupted to 'Pythia'. On the principle of lectio d~ficilior it is much more likely that the 
corruption-if a corruption did occur-would have gone the other way: a writer in the 
proverb tradition, either the writer of the Suda entry himself or his source, might have 
encountered the phrase nap& T ~ V  IIvOlav, which is genuinely puzzling, and changed it 
to the more intelligible 7 ~ ~ ~ 2  T ~ V  ' A K ~ ~ ~ & U  so that the force of the proverb would not 
be lost through an obscure topographical reference. Reading 'Academy' would be an 
obvious way of clearing up the obscurity, since the Academy was one of the most 
enduringly famous places in Athens. Unlike the earliest collectors of proverbs such as 
Aristotle and other associates of the Peripatos, the later writers in the proverb tradition 
were less interested in the precise historical circumstances illuminated by proverbs than 
in the rhetorical point.6 If this interpretation of the testimony concerning Hipparchos' 
wall is correct, the proverb tradition (and perhaps also the historical situation behind it) 
will account for a sixth-century enclosure begun by the tyrant Hipparchos and probably 
left in an incomplete state; but the original proverb did not locate Hipparchos' building 
project in the Academy but somewhere else in Athens-somewhere associated with the 
'Pythia'. 

It might be added in support of this view that no ancient traveller or other source 
implies that the Academy was an enclosed area, and the fact that the terms 'Keramei- 
kos' and 'Academy' were confused or used almost interchangeably in antiquity suggests 
that there was no clear-cut demarcating wall to distinguish one area from the other.6 
The existence of an archaic boundary-stone reading h6pos 72s h c ~ n s a ~ c h s  gives ad- 
ditional evidence that the Academy was, like the Agora, an open area in the sixth 
century B.c.: although the area around the boundary-stone was not fully excavated at 
the time of its discovery, enough clearing of the find-spot was done to make certain 
that no wall encompassing the whole Academy stood in the vicinity? 

Other such arguments might be made, but one might object that they add up to 
little more than an extended argument ex silentio. Fortunately, the proverb tradition 
itself provides some more impressive support for the view that Hipparchos' wall was 
said originally to have been "along the Pythia," not "around the Academy." Another 
widely reported and variously interpreted proverb concerning sixth-century Athens 
gives some illuminating context to the proverb about Hipparchos' wall. This other 

See the discussion of Edwards and Browning (supra n.3). 
No ancient source ever mentions a deme affiliation in connection with the Academy. Like the Agora 

and Kerameikos, which are non-deme names and not associated with any particular deme, the Academy 
may have been neutral ground under the charge of the demos at large; cf: R. Wycherley, The Athenian 
Agora 111 (Princeton 1957) 221-22, where the evidence for interchangeability of 'Kerameikos' and 'Aka- 
derneia' is also discussed. 

'The boundary stone was discovered in situ accidentally during construction by the electric power com- 
pany. See 0. Alexandris, AAA 1 (1968) 101-07. There are two photographs of the stone in its immediate 
context in J. Travlos (supra n.2) 47 pls. 56-57; no evidence of a wall was discovered. The boundary stone 
was found near the juncture of Haimon and Tripolis streets (see the map at Travlos 318 pl. 417 no. 180); it 
has been removed to shelter at Hadrian's library. 
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proverb was, in literal translation, "It was better to defecate in the Pythion," which 
seems to have meant roughly "You (one) might as well have defecated on the 
Pythion"; six versions of the proverb as it comes down in the collections of various 
paroimiographoi are brought together as Testimonia B, the earliest of which can be 
traced back to the first century B . C .  

The relationship between this proverb tradition concerning Peisistratos' construc- 
tion of a temple in the Pythion and the proverb tradition concerning Hipparchos' wall 
does not seem to have been noticed previously. In both instances the proverbs reveal 
unpopular tyrannical construction resulting in heavy taxation of the people; there are 
even some striking parallels extending to the language of the two proverbs as recorded 
in various sources of the tradition.8 The two proverbs in fact seem to be in series and to 
represent a sequence of events: Peisistratos' building of the Pythion led to the protest 
of urinating and defecating on the Pythion; his son Hipparchos, therefore, had an 
expensive and equally unpopular wall constructed to prevent this form of protest. The 
mysterious 'Pythia' in the proverb tradition would therefore be a synecdoche for the 
whole plot of land in which the Pythion temple was built, as is suggested by one report 
of this related proverb which states that Peisistratos built "the temple in the Pythia" 
( T ~ V  Z Y  ~ v O ~ C Y  vadv,  B.4). The exact meaning of 'Pythia' in both proverb traditions 
remains mysterious, but it is possible that it refers to an oracle associated with the 
sanctuary of Apollo Pythios, perhaps the very oracle which the Peisistratids used to 
generate some of the non-Delphic prophesies with which their rule was associated.9 

Whether these two proverb traditions testify to genuine historical circumstance in 
sixth-century Athens or rather were both part of a later damnatio memoriae of the tyran- 
nical age is an important question that must be left open. But this much can now be 
said with some degree of certainty. Since Hipparchos' proverbial wall was not originally 
located in the Academy but in the Pythia by the proverb tradition, we cannot infer from 
it anything about the early history of the Academy as an area. The proverb's point of 
reference must be moved over to the opposite side of the city, outside the eastern wall 
of Athens in the sixth century B.c., immediately south of the area where Peisistratos' 
most notorious building project, the Olympieion, was undertaken.1° 

Compare A.l and 4 with B.1, G ~ o s d ~ ~ u e  . . . noM& &vay~&uaf drva;huioat. 
9 On the association between oracles and Peisistratid rule see Hdt. 5.90 with W. W. How and J. Wells, A 

Commentary on Herodofus I1 (Oxford 1928) 344. There may also be a hidden reference to this Athenian 
oracle in the topographically controversial statement of Strabo locating the altar of Zeus Astrapaios, from 
which Pythaistai read omens, i v  r4 ~ € L x € L  p ~ ~ a 5 i )  TOG IIudhu ~ a l  TOG ' O A U ~ T ~ V  (9.2.11). The wall meant 
here may be not the city-wall but Hipparchos' wall surrounding the Pythion, which may have been con- 
fused with the city-wall. At any rate, the solution of placing this altar with its attendant Pythaistai on the 
north slope of the Acropolis seems contrived; d R. Wycherley, The Stones of Athens (Princeton 1978) 
177, in opposition to the view accepted by Travlos (supra n.2) 9. On urination as a form of disrespect to 
Apolline sanctuaries, see D. M. MacDowell, Aristophanes Wasps (Oxford 1971) 184-86 ad 389-94. It is 
possible that the Aristophanic passage and some verses in Juvenal (1.128-31, 6.309-10) contain oblique 
references to the proverb traditions that this essay is attempting to connect. 

l o o n  the general topography of the Pythion (and therefore of the 'Pythia'), see Travlos (supra n.2) 
100-01 and fig. 219, 169 no. 189, and, more cautiously about its precise location, Wycherley (supra n.9) 
167-68. 

TESTIMONIA A: THE WALL OF HIPPARCHOS: 
THE ACADEMY IN THE SIXTH CENTURY B.C. 

1. 76 'IZT&~XOV T E L X ~ V .  *Imrapxos ci r I e u r ~ u ~ p & ~ o v  mpL T+Y 'A~ati~CCi(lv TE~XOS @ ~ o S d p ~ c r c ,  
VOM& & v a y ~ & u a s  &uaGuac.  TO& 'ABqvaiavs. 6Bcv ~ a l  id Sarrav-r)piiv rrpayp&.rwv 7j ~ a p o c p h  
~Zp-r)ra~ (Suda T 733 Adler, tenth century). 

The wall of Hipparchos: Hipparchos, the son of Peisistratos, built a wall around the Academy, I 
compelling the Athenians to incur considerable expenses. From this comes the proverb, re- 
ferring to lavish projects. 

2. ' Im&pxov T ~ L X W U .  05~0s ncpi T ~ V  'A~a8~CCi(lv ~apa@hoGvoc.s  70;s 'AB-r)vaw~s ~ k h o s  &&Or)- 
KEV, ~ a i  id rrohi, T ~ U  oi~o8oCCi(lv a d ~ o i  r rapch~c ,  & v h d ~ v o s  TOM& I K ~ & ~ E L V  T& rihr). 68cv 
hrri T&V TOM& &vaA&px~a ~ E ~ O $ V W Y ,  & r c G v  62 p v d v ~ o v ,  E*Y)TT~L iJ ?rapo~& (Codex Bodlei- 
anus in Paroemrographi Graeci, ed. Th. Gaisford, 60 no. 511; fifteenth century). 

Hipparchos' wall: This man imposed a tax on the Athenians for making an extension wall 
around the Academy, and for a long time he protracted its construction, wishing to collect many 
taxes. From this comes the proverb, referring to things that receive great expenditures but 
remain incomplete. 

3. 76 ' Im&pxov T ~ L X ~ V .  " I m r a p ~ o s  6 ~ I ~ L U L U T ~ & T O V  z a p &  r;lv IIvBlav T E ~ X O ~  @~oSdpquc,  
TOM& TO;$ 'AB-r)vabvs cis r&va)u;px~a & u a y ~ & u a q  (Gregory of Cyprus 3.81, in Paroemiographi 
Graeci, ed. Leutsch and Schneidewin I 374; thirteenth century). 

The wall of Hipparchos: Hippafchos, the son of Peisistratos, built a wall along the Pythia, com- 
pelling the Athenians to considerable expenditures. 

4. ' Im&pxov T E L ~ W Y .  id T&V Sarrauqpiv rrpayp&mv. "ImapXos ydip d ~ICKTKTT~&TOV & 
T+V rIvBlav TE;XO~ @ ~ 0 8 d ~ - r ) a e ,  -OM& TO& 'ABqvaiow & v a y ~ & u a s  d r v a G u a ~  (Apostolios 17.8 
in Leutsch/Sch. I1 688; fifteenth century). 

The wall of Hipparchos: In reference to lavish projects. For Hipparchos, the son of Peisistratos, 
built a wall along the Pylhia, compelling the Athenians to incur considerable expenses. 

TESTIMONIA B: PEISISTRATOS AND THE PYTHION 

1. irri nu@+ ~ p c i 7 ~ o v  $ V  drrro?~aTficra~' ~ 6 v  va6v TOG nvBwv @ ~ 0 8 6 p ~ u c v  ci I Ieur la rpa~os ,  
?rohh& TO;$ r roh i~as  &vayrc&cras &vah&ual. pwoGv~es  obv o i  'A6r)vakc. a 6 ~ 6 v  rrpouo6pouv ~ a i  
irr&rovw crvvex& rrp6s TAU vabu i p ~ d p v o ~ .  rqprjuas oGv 6 r Ieeu iu~paros  ~ a i  Aa&v n v a ,  
T&UV K ~ K &  i ~ d h a u c u .  O*BEV o i  )ABqvak~, 6; ?TOTE c?(;POY TLU& K ~ K O ~ ~ V O U ,  4 ~F(x~oL&~ Z X ~ ~ V -  
TO (Zenobios' Epitome [first century A.D. ]  of Tarrhaios' and Didyrnos' proverbs [first century 
e.c.1, ed. Miller [supra n.41 367). 

Better to have defecated in the Pythion: Peisistratos built the temple of Pythios, forcing the 
citizens to spend a lot. Therefore the Athenians, hating it, used to go to the temple constantly 

i and urinate and defecate on it. As a result, Peisistratos had it guarded, and captured someone, 
whom he very severely punished. Hence the Athenians, if ever they saw someone suffering 
badly, used the proverb. 
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f#dhaKa% hq4Ohv~os 8; T L V O ~  Z~iAcvuc 8 4 u a u ~ a s  a d ~ 6 v  rapdl T;)V 6 % ~  C L ( Z U T L ~ O ~ V ,  q p 6 u -  
uovTas' 68' & v i p  ~ o h a & l s  &moOav&a~, ~ T L  ;L(jh~ywpcT TOG y P & C L w ~ o ~  K T ~ V @ ~ Y T O ~  Si, 0670 
dvi8v 76 Y c v d ~ v ~ v  702s IAOqvabcs, &UTE ire vGu TO& ~ a ~ o ~ a O o G v ~ a s  4 ~ c ~ p i a c q  dvcxo- 
&vow 8 d  rcva a d ~ G u  mAqp&hcuuv d m ~ k ~ y ~ ~ v  du H V ~ &  KPE~TTOV i v  a 6 7 6 ~  &momar;juac (Suda 
E 1428). 

Better to have defecated in the Pythion: That is, to run a risk. Since some people were scorning 
Apollo and were defecating in his sanctuary, Peisistratos passed a law that anyone caught at this 
be punished with death. Since they laughed at this legislation and even more people were doing 
this, he posted guards. When someone was caught, he ordered the guards to tie and whip him 
beside the road, with the following proclamation: "This man will be punished and will die for 
slighting the law." When he was killed, the event so affected the Athenians that even now they 
apply the proverb to those who suffer harm or are constrained by penalties because of some 
transgression: "He might as well have defecated in the Pythion." 

3. hv nu@& K ~ ~ ~ T T O U  $V & m o m a ~ i j u a ~ .  U r w l a ~ p a ~ o s  + K O & & K L  TAU Z Y   VOW vadv. TGV 82 XOT- 
valov mapcdv.rwv ~ a l  p u o 6 v r w v  a376v dml Tnf  75js SEK&T~C cirrhp@ ( c ~ i c # ~ ~ o v  ydlp C ~ ~ U T E ~  

S c ~ c i ~ q v  rGu dv Tnf  x(;P(Y ~LVO&VWV), 0 6 8 2 ~  dxdv~wv TOMLJ, i v w w  mpouo~pciv ~ a l  mAqulov 
d l ~ 8 ~ 6 e c v  TOG mcpv$p&yparos, $UTE 8 w x A c B a ~  TO& Zpya<oC(ivow. Eypa$e yoiv  6 Uceui- 
u rparos  & d&v rcs &A4 Oam6wv Cv + T E & U ~ L  TOG X?Td&vos i a v ~ 6 v  a i ~ u i u c ~ a ~  TGU S 02; 
mavo&vwv &Md! ~ a l  ~ a ~ a y e ) u j v ~ w v  70; mp&ypa~os  ~ a l  .rrheLdvwv ~ a & a  mow6v~wv, 46Aa~as 
Ka7&TTr)U€. ~ q ~ O ~ v 7 0 s  8 i  TLVOS 02; TGV T~OALTGV &Mdl TGV ~ T O ; ( W Y  ~ K C A E V ~ E  8 r j u a u ~ o s  Q ~ ; T ~ V  
pameyoGv, qp6uuovras  &moOavc%a~ 8s ~ a r o h e y w p d  TOG yp&pW~os.  TO& y o i v  ~ a ~ o m a O o i u -  
TUS 6th r tva  ~ ~ q p p ' h c u u v  EACYOU oi  'AOqvakc. K p e i ~ r o v  i v  alirois i v  74 UvOw dlmomanjuac 
(Codex Bodleianus, Gaisford 46 no. 407 = Leutsch/Sch. I 406-07). 

Better to have defecated in the Pythion: Peisistratos was building the temple in the Pythion. The 
Athenians used to pass by and feel hatred for the temple because of the ten-percent tax (for 
they all were paying ten percent of the income on their property); having no recourse, some 
used to urinate and leave piles near the enclosure to annoy the workmen. Peisistratos therefore 
passed a law that if anyone was caught relieving himself in Apollo's sanctuary, he would be 
punished. Since they did not stop but mocked the whole business by doing these things even 
more, he posted guards. When someone was caught (not one of the citizens but a metic) and 
bound, he ordered him whipped, with the proclamation, "Death to the one who slights the 
law." The Athenians therefore used to say this of those suffering harm because of some trans- 
gression, "They might as well have defecated in the Pythion." 

4. i v  n v t l l o ~  Xigal, ji i v  nvOwe &mmaTijuac. H c e u i u ~ p a ~ o s  r6v i v  UvOk va6v oko8op&v, rGv 
wuo6v~wv a h 6 v  r;)v rvpauvi6a mpouamomaro6vrwu i ~ e T  ~ a l  mpouovpo6v.rwv, mpou- 
iypaJIe Aiyov. i avr6v  a i r d u c ~ a e  6 ~ T L  m p o u a u x q ~ v ~ u a s .  K ~ T ~ ~ ~ O Y O V & U O V  8; 706 yp&p- 
paros ,  ~a . raAa@v ~ ~ T O L U O U  d d  m~dls  <&pas pu&as mp6 TOG ~ c & v o w  &vc&cv. ZAG- 
407) & 7j maPo+ d?rl T&V ~ e p p i a s  pey&Aas li&u~a&vwv ~ a i  ~ a ~ o m a O o 6 v ~ o v  (Coislin. 177, 
in Gaisford 137-38 no. 190, fourteenth century). 

To soil or defecate in the Pythion: When Peisistratos was building the temple in the Pythiu and 
people were hating him for his tyrannical rule, they used to defecate and urinate there, causing 
him to pass a law that "anyone who continues such unseemly behavior will be punished." When 
the law was scorned, he arrested a metic and had him whipped for many days in front of the 
temple. The proverb was applied to those who have to withstand great penalties or suffer harm. 

JOHN PATRICK LYNCH 

To soil in Pythian Apollo's sanctuary: That is, to run a risk. For Peisistratos the tyrant, when he 
discovered a metic defecating on the temple he was building, had him arrested, for he passed a 
law forbidding such action. 

6. i v  IIvOk ~iuac. U c w l a r p a ~ o q  ~ K O ~ ~ ~ L  rdv i v  Uv0i.q v a d v  TGU 82 'AOqvalov ~ r r a p d v ~ w v  ~ a i  
p u o i v ~ w v  a 3 ~ 6 v  . . . , o 6 S v  i x d v ~ w v  moee~v, i v b w  mpocrovpciv T@ mcpdp&ygarc ~ a l  mATri.ou 
&+18cktv 6 s  oiKOhpijq, & T T ~  8 m x A c ~ @ a e  TO& ipya<o&vow (Hesychios s.v.; fifth century). 

To soil in the Pythion: Peisistratos was building the temple in the Pythion. The Athenians used 
to pass by and hate it, but having no recourse, some used to urinate on the enclosure and leave 
piles near the construction to annoy the workmen. 

5. i v  nvOwv xiuae. o&v ~ ~ v 8 v v c G u a ~  H e e u l a ~ ~ a ~ o s  6 nipavvoq moGv veiv, citphv rcva 
& T r ~ a r o ~ v ~ a  &TOLKOV, &+yaye, Trpouiypa$e pqSdva &mlranj~ac (Apostolios 7.17, in 
Leutsch/Sch. I1 400). 



The 'Lantern of Demosthenes' and 
Lysikrates, Son of Lysitheides, of Kikynna 

James R. McCredie 

T HE CHOREGIC MONUMENT of Lysikrates is one of the best preserved of Athenian 
monuments and one of the most familiar, owing to the record made by Stuart and 

Revett and the attention paid to it by early travelers.' Nonetheless, though it is regu- 
larly cited in discussions of fourth-century Athenian architecture because of its firm 
date and its architectural innovations, including the use of exterior Corinthian columns 
and the combination of frieze and dentils in the entablature, it has never been thor- 
oughly studied, and its relation to contemporary Athenian architecture remains vague. 
An explanation of its stylistic pecularities in the light of Athenian politics may be of 
interest to Sterling Dow, whose own work has been devoted to the removal of vague- 
ness. 

The history of the monument's construction has been put on a firm footing by 
Heinrich Bauer, who has shown that although there were changes during construction, 
the monument was completed in essentially the form that we know it from Stuart and 
Revett's publication. Its pecularities belong to the original project. Both in general form 
and in detail, the monument stands outside the general development of Athenian 
Classical building. Undoubtedly the architect of such a structure enjoyed a freedom in 
choice of forms not permitted the architect of a functional building, even, perhaps 
licence to engage in modest frivolity, yet his design should reflect an intention to which 
his choices respond, and the stylistic connections of the monument's unusual forms 
may provide an insight into that intention. 

The use of a podium was surely suggested, as Stella Miller has remarked, by the 
desirability of raising the monument to a prominent position among its fellows along 
the street of the tripods. It differs in intent, therefore, from the similarly raised order of 
the Erechtheum, which responds to problems caused by the uneven and encumbered 
site. The relation of the podium to the round monument is, however, notable. The 
podium is crowned by a strongly projecting cornice, and it is with the outer edge of this 
cornice that the lowest step is aligned, so that the two lower steps of the round monu- 

1 For the monument, see, still, J. Stuart and N. Revett, The Antiquities of Athens I (London 1762) 27-36. 
J .  Travlos, Pictorial Dictionary of Ancient Athens (London 1971) 348-51, provides a useful summary and 
short bibliography. Recent investigations are reported by H. Bauer, "Lysikratesdenkmal, Baubestand und 
Rekonstruktion," AthMitt 92 (1977) 197-227. For its identification as the 'Lantern of Demosthenes', see, 
for convenience, L. and R. Matton, A/hi.nes et ses monumenls du XVI le  sickle 2 nos jours (Athens 1963) 
141-44. The present explanation of the monument occurred to the writer while he was lecturing on Classi- 
cal and Hellenistic architecture at the Institute of Fine Arts in 1981 and 1982; he thanks his students for 
their criticism and encouragement. 
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ment appear to lack the support of the solid rectangle of the podium. In that respect, 
the structure resembles the similarly unsupported interior decorative order of the Phil- 
ippeion at Olympia, where, as Dr Miller has noted, it seems to reflect Macedonian 
taste.' 

Details of the order are similarly unusual. The column base, whose upper member 
is a drooping ovolo rather than the canonical half-round torus, is very rare, but it can 
be paralleled at Delos in the anta base of the naiskos attached to the Stoa of Philip 11, a 
building which, again, reflects Macedonian taste, but at a later date.3 The use of Corin- 
thian columns as an exterior order is next paralleled in the Propylon of Ptolemy I1 at 
Samothrace, a building of Macedonian style and patr~nage.~ The combination of frieze 
and dentils in the entablature follows two buildings, the Propylon of the Temenos in 
Samothrace and the Philippeion at Olympia, both apparently constructed for Philip 11, 
and both, I shall argue elsewhere, attempts to create a style recognizable as Macedo- 
nian.6 The scale-tiles carved on the monolithic roof are paralleled in actual tiling only on 
the Rotunda of Arsinoe I1 in Samothrace, again a building of Macedonian taste.6 And 
the elaborate vegetation of the finial may be compared to that popular in Macedonian 
mosaic and painting. 

A striking feature of the Monument of Lysiskrates are the screen-walls that close 
the intercolumniations, darker in color than the rest of the superstructure, and crowned 
by white plaques upon which tripods are carved in relief. The impression that the tri- 
pods stand in an open space atop the screen is paralleled in the faqade of the Great 
Tomb at Lefkadia, where the painted figures likewise stand on the moulding of the 
screen walls, an illusionistic conception that is characteristic of Macedonian taste? 

Other features of the monument are less easy to parallel. The moulded stylobate, 
the decoratively fluted columns, and the extra moulding at the base of the cornice all 
remain, to my knowledge, virtually unique. Yet they, too, correspond to Macedonian 
taste and to the Macedonian view of architecture as decorative rather than structural? 

That the Monument of Lysikrates thus shares characteristics of Macedonian archi- 
tecture is, I believe, sure. The explanation of this fact is debatable. It is equally possible 

ZS.  Grobel Miller, "The Philippeion and Macedonian Hellenistic Architecture," AthMitt 88 (1973) 
214-17. - . .  

a For the base see L. T. Shoe, Profiles of Greek Mouldings (Cambridge [Mass.] 1936) 149 pl. 67.8. For 
Macedonian characteristics of the Stoa of Philip see S. Grobel (Miller), Hellenistic Macedonian Architecture: 
Its Sryle and Painted Ornamentation (Diss. Bryn Mawr 1970) 207-12. 

'Pending publication of the Propylon of Ptolemy I1 by A. K. Frazer, see K. Lehmann, Samothrace. A 
Guide to the Excavations and Museum4 (Locust Valley 1975) 88-89, 98 fig. 45. 

For the Propylon of the Temenos see P. W. Lehmann, The Temenos, Samorhrace 5 (Princeton 1982). 
For the Philippeion, A. Mallwitz, Olympia und seine Bauten (Munich 1972) 128-33. 

Pending publication of the Rotunda of Arsinoe I1 by S. M. Shaw, G. Roux, and otheis, see J. W. Kur- 
tich and J. R. McCredie, "The Roofs of the Rotunda of Arsinoe I1 in Samothrace, AJA 86 (1982) 
273-74. 
' For the tomb at Lefkadia see Ph. M. Petsas, '0 T&&F T&V AEVK(I~&V (Athens 1966) pl. A'. 

For the character of Macedonian architecture see S. G. Miller, "Macedonian Tombs: Their Architecture 
and Architectural Decoration," Macedonia and Greece in Lute Classical and Early Hellenisfic Times (Studies 
in the History of Art 10 [Washington 19821) 153-69. 

JAMES R. McCREDIE 

to argue that the connection represents the influence of this unique monument on the 
formation of a Macedonian style, a new and rapidly developing style of monumental 
building in the north, and that that style was the inspiration of the monument itself. 
The paucity of Macedonian monuments makes the chronological place of the parallels 
less compelling than it might otherwise be. If there were a motive for Lysikrates to 
have chosen to build his monument in a recognizably Macedonian style, the priority of 
that style might be reasonably inferred. 

Lysikrates himself is a rather shadowy character on the scene of Athenian politics. 
Besides his victory as choregos in 33514 B.c.,  which was the occasion for the erection of 
the monument, we know only of his service as trierarch a decade later and of his activi- 
ties as a landowner. More, however, is known of his father Lysitheides, a respected 
man of substance. Particularly interesting is the fact that he was one of the first stu- 
dents of Isokrates and apparently a lifelong friend, associated with his group, to judge 
from both friendly and hostile testimony? Although one cannot be sure that these 
associations would have carried over to the next generation, they form at least some 
basis for the hypothesis that Lysikrates too belonged to the circle that favored Philip 
and thereafter Alexander. 

The monument belongs to that confused time when Athenian policy vacillated, in 
the wake first of the defeat at Chaironeia and second of the destruction of Thebes, 
between defiance of Macedonia and accommodation with her.I0 If Lysikrates belonged 
to those who urged the latter course, in opposition to Demosthenes, as is suggested by 
the associations of his father, the choice of a recognizably Macedonian style for his 
monument is understandable. Under these circumstances, the title acquired by the 
monument in later times, 'Lantern of Demosthenes', though appropriate in chronology, 
could not, in terms of politics, have been further from the truth. 

For Lysikrates and Lysitheides see J. K. Davies, Athenian Propertied Families (Oxford 1971) 356-57 no. 
9461. For Lysitheides' association with Isokrates see Isoc. 15.93, lDem.1 52.14-15. 

lo For the events of 33514 see Arr. Anab. 1.10; Diod. 17.15; Plut. Alex. 13, Dem. 23, Phoc. 17. 



The Minnesota Messenia Survey: 
A Look Back 

William A. McDonald 

W H E N  A DIRECTOR is fully occupied in a long-term program of surface survey, 
there is not much time to ponder whether the planned procedures are turning out 

to be adequate in actual field situations. And when the data-gathering phase has ended 
(not necessarily at a neatly pre-arranged point) and the analysis has been completed and 
published, it is natural to feel a bit protective about the results. Yet re-examination can 
be salutary in promoting personal humility and may also place a project in clearer per- 
spective for interested colleagues.1 

A brief review of the Minnesota Messenia Expedition (MME) should be appropri- 
ate here, since Sterling Dow spent part of the summer of 1963 as a co-worker. With the 
instinct of a proper historian, he wanted to observe at first hand an operation with the 
ambitious aim of "reconstructing a Bronze Age regional environment" (subtitle of the 
final publication).Z By that time we had assembled a team of a dozen experts in various 
related disciplines, had defined the extent of the region to be surveyed, and had 
adopted a fully diachronic approach in the search for evidence on the ancient settlement 
patterns. Our strategy, therefore, did include the three major components that John 
Cherry3 has recently listed as "integral to the survey process": collection of multi-period 
data, regional scope, and interdisciplinary teamwork. But it was not ever thus. 

It is taken for granted nowadays that the field techniques and subsequent analytical 
procedures of any archaeological survey should be carefully planned in advance and that 
only after this indispensable first stage should one seek permits and funds and staff. But 
in 1953 Greek surveys were much more casual, and in Messenia a sudden new oppor- 
tunity seemed to overshadow all other considerations. Although the decipherment and 
exegesis of the Pylos Linear B tablets was in its infancy, there were already exciting 
hints about the political organization of the kingdom toward the end of the thirteenth 
century B . C .  It was clear that there had been a subsidiary capital in the so-called Further 
Province and that, within the two major divisions, a good many named towns (or dis- 
tricts) had served as collection and distribution centers in a complex intra-kingdom 

I have enjoyed frequent discussions along these lines with Joan Carothers, whose Ph.D. dissertation 
depends in part on MME data. She read a draft of this paper and made helpful suggestions about content 
and bibliography. 

2 W. A. McDonald and G. Rapp, Jr, eds., Minnesota Messenia Expedition: Reconstmcting a Bronze Age 
Regional Environment (Minneapolis 1972). 

3 Professor Rupp has kindly allowed me to read and refer here to a pre-publication draft of Cherry's 
excellent critique of the reports, to be included in D. W. Rupp and D. Keller, Archaeological Survey in the 
Mediterranean Area (forthcoming in the B.A.R. International Series). 
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economic system. In the hope that further archaeological discoveries could be integrated 
with the emerging documentary evidence, Professor Carl Blegen suggested that I con- 
tinue with the kind of survey that had led to the identification of the palace site, fan- 
ning out from the capital in ever-widening arcs and searching in particular for the loca- 
tion of towns contemporary with the tablets. 

So MME's initial 'strategy' was extremely modest-a search party of one, an unde- 
fined area, concentration on population distribution in a specific period (LH IIIB), 
practically no assured funding, and collegial attitudes ranging from cooperation to apa- 
thy to obstructionism. There were then no models for large-scale systematic surface 
surveys in Greece or (so far as I know) in closely comparable physical environments. 
Ambitious team projects had been launched in the Middle East and particularly in the 
western hemisphere; but topography, climate, preservation, and other important factors 
dictated field methods there that are often quite inappropriate to circum-Mediterranean 
regions like Messenia. 

The most frequent criticism of the MME survey, that we concentrated on locating 
the 'big' sites of a single p e r i ~ d , ~  can now be seen in fairer context. Special local condi- 
tions such as documentary evidence may dictate modifications in general theoretical 
prescriptions. Messenia and Crete are inevitably in a special category, since only there 
(in Greek lands) is there a basis for an attempt to correlate a 'late prehistoric' landscape 
with evidence from contemporary documents. For example, decisions about the boun- 
daries of the region to be searched can scarcely be made without reference to territorial 
hints in the documents. In this 'literate' context, Robert Adams' work in the Euphrates 
basin and that of W. T. Sandars and his colleagues in the basin of Mexico are relevant 
models.6 

By 1958 Richard Hope Simpson's presence had doubled the MME work force and 
his experience in previous survey more than doubled its efficiency. I am puzzled by 
increasingly common (and sometimes critical) references to the 'Hope Simpson meth- 
od'. At least in the Messenia survey, field strategies were not imposed by one collabora- 
tor but were gradually evolved by joint experience and discussion. Early in our collabo- 
ration we adopted two major principles that depended not so much on accepted theory 
as on increasing familiarity with the Messenian countryside. The one was that while 
survey archaeologists may have a legitimate special interest in a particular period (in our 
case the Bronze Age, and especially its latest phase), they are obligated to record impar- 
tially all evidence that they discover for habitation distribution in all ancient periods. 
Secondly, it is not enough simply to search for the remains of ancient settlements; one 

'See in particular the prevailing tone in J. Bintliff, ed., Mycenaean Geography (Cambridge 1977), and in 
Bintliff's published dissertation Natural Environment and Human Settlement in Prehistoric Greece (B.A.R. 
Suppl. Ser. 28 119771). 

R. Adams, Heartland of Cities: Surveys of Settlement and Land Use in the Central Plain of the Euphrates 
(Chicago 1981); W. T. Sandars, J. R. Parsons, and R. S. Santley, The Basin of Mexico: Ecological Processes 
in the Cultural Evolution of a Civilization (Academic Press 1979). Redman (infra n.6) 379 speaks of Adams' 
"three-pronged approach to the past," i.e., concern for environmental variables, reliance on texts, and 
settlement survey. 

must also search for explanations of emerging patterns of population distribution and be 
alert for evidence of site functions. 

This broadened concept of our goals clearly required collaboration in the field with 
experts who might help with inferences about evolving patterns of social and political 
structure and with the reconstruction of past climate, soils, vegetation, land use, and 
other environmental variables. One of the first of these specialists was George Rapp, Jr, 
who has since developed a long-term interest in geoarchaeology. He became associate 
director of the project and was invaluable in recruiting skilled scientific colleagues. 

The 1972 publication sets out, in the main, what we were able to accomplish along 
these lines from 1960 until the final campaign in 1968. The book has become much 
more widely known than we expected; and commendation (at least implied) has far 
outweighed criticism. We ourselves scarcely looked on the results as definitive, and the 
passage of time has led to some further doubts. What I want to discuss here are a few 
major questions of methodology. Some originate from our own second thoughts or from 
observations by outsiders about our work; others are prompted by reports from an 
increasingly impressive number of survey teams working in Greece and elsewhere and 
by innumerable theoretical articles.6 

Perhaps most central is the respective r61e and merit of extensive and intensive 
survey. With a defined region of some 3800 sq. km. and a search force limited to a 
maximum of four or five (more often two), we believed that extensive coverage and 
continuing special concern for the spatial configuration of settlements associated with 
the palace should be our basic strategy. I do not regret or apologize for that decision. 
Even in those terms, we pointed out that there are sectors of the region that (for vari- 
ous reasons) were examined more and less carefully. Closer uniformity in extensive 
coverage would therefore be a top priority for further work in Messenia. 

I have no doubt, however, that in a second phase intensive coverage of selected 
sectors within the region should be the key component. There can be no question that 
close inspection (how close is still debatable) will reveal additional valuable evidence of 
human use in such a favorable environment. But confident generalizations about the 
striking results that are regularly produced by this procedure seem to me to be more 
risky. Will intensive survey really multiply the number of known sites many times 
over? The question turns in part on how 'sites' are defined. We may have been too 
much influenced by the modern situation in Messenia where (at least until recently) 
country people have chosen to live in fairly large groups. This deeply ingrained social 

1 list here a few representative articles which (with their references-149 items in one case!) should 
serve to put interested readers in touch with this burgeoning sub-discipline of archaeology: R. C. Dunnell, 
"Americanist Archaeological Literature, 1981," AJA 86 (1982) 515-17; C. L. Redman, "Archaeological 
Survey and the Study of Mesopotamian Urban Systems," JFA 9 (1982) 375-82; S. Dyson, " A M u ~  Re- 
view of Old World Archaeology," AmerAnth 47 (1982) 87-98; S. Plog et al., "Decision Making in Modern 
Surveys," in M. B. Shiffer, ed., Advances in Archaeological Method and Theory (Academ,!~ Press 1978) 
383-421; A. J. Ammerman and M. W. Feldman, "Replicated Collection of Site Surfaces, AmerAnth 43 
(1978) 734-40; A. Kirkby and M. J. Kirkby, "Geomorphic Processes and the Surface Survey of Archaeo- 
logical Sites in Semi-Arid Areas," in D. A. Davidson and M. L. Shackley, eds., Geoarchaeologv: Earth 
Science and (he Past (Boulder 1976) 229-53. 
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instinct is presumably inherited from distant and not-so-distant fears of war, brigandage, 
piracy, and related violence to which isolated households are particularly vulnerable, 
One wonders, therefore, how many of the very limited scatters of artifacts discovered 
by intensive search are witness to the one-time presence of temporary field houses/ 
storage buildings or of activities like stone knapping, butchering and tanning, pottery 
making, and metallurgy. There are plausible reasons why such crafts would sometimes 
have been carried on quite far outside the permanent villages and towns. If this is so, 
this kind of information is an extremely valuable supplement to what can be learned 
from the actual settlements; but it can scarcely be included in the same frame of refer- 
ence. 

I am also troubled by a common assumption that goes far beyond the relative fre- 
quency of 'big' versus 'small' sites. The results of intensive survey elsewhere (and not 
exclusively in the Greek orbit) are apparently relied on to apply to whole regions like 
Messenia, where there has been extensive survey only. Yet, if there is one reasonably 
safe generalization that might be applicable to Greece as a whole, it is that patterns of 
human adaptation in regions and in sectors within regions cannot be assumed to be 
uniform. Most normative statements along these lines in the theoretical literature seem 
to depend on broad patterns detected over much less varied landscapes. The complex 
mix of Greek topography, soils, water supply, and micro-climate, however, has always 
presented the inhabitants with widely differing problems of local adaptation. 

While the general reliability of sophisticated sampling techniques is now well estab- 
lished, the margin of error in archaeological situations of this sort would appear to 
increase drastically? In the case of Messenia, topography is so heterogeneous that, 
unless the sample selected for intensive survey is almost prohibitively large, a very 
complicated strategy involving small scattered sectors will be necessary to produce a 
sample from which reliable generalizations can be derived for the region as a whole. 
Considerations of this sort probably influenced Cherry's recommendation that those 
planning intensive survey use a sizable number of relatively small sample sectors and 
that three criteria govern their selection, viz., known site density, environmental differ- 
entiation, and an "element of randomness."s Perhaps no better compromise is possible, 
but it should be noted that two of these three factors depend on considerable previous 
familiarity with a region, akin to extensive survey with all of its alleged and real uncer- 
tainties. 

There are equally troublesome problems with either type of survey after a site has 
been located. How reliable are inferences based on surface evidence alone about its 
size, function(s), and occupation history? The MME data, for instance, depend on a 
single visit (almost always in summer), on a relatively unsystematic (though careful) 
collection of diagnostic potsherds (only occasionally were other types of artifacts re- 

'See, for example, D. H. Thomas, "The Awful Truth About Statistics in Archeology," AmerAnth 43 
(1978) 231-44; R. G. Chenhall, "A Rationale for Archeological Sampling," in J. Mueller, ed., Sampling in 
Archeology (Tucson 1975) 3-25. 

See Cherry (supra n.3). 

covered), and on an estimate of the area strewn with such material. Assuming that 
these procedures are reasonably typical of extensive surveys, there is no need to stress 
the possibility of error and distortion. But current attempts to systematize and formalize 
on-site study and to establish normative inferences based on the results, while laudable 
and necessary, are themselves by no means free of pitfalls. For instance, field workers 
may not be sufficiently alert or informed to note available evidence for natural deposi- 
tion and erosion or cultural processes like re-use. A few Messenian examples will il- 
lustrate the point. 

Some theorists claim that there is a direct relation between density of surface 
scatter and duration of occupation. Yet I have revisited a few of our sites, sometimes at 
different seasons from the original inspection, and found that locations where we had 
originally recorded the occurrence of sherds as 'thick' showed only a 'thin' cover-or 
vice versa. There are, of course, numerous factors that may individually or collectively 
explain such discrepancies, and until or unless formulae can be devised to take them 
into account, the applicability of plausible norms to specific sites cannot be accepted 
uncritically. 

Again, some theorists insist (quite reasonably, it would seem) that, in the case of 
multi-phase sites, pottery from later phases will be progressively better represented on 
the surface. Yet at two of the three Messenia sites where I have dug, the reverse 
proved to be true. In the one case (Kaphirio) we had collected only Late Bronze sherds 
on the acropolis, and later test trenching showed that there was no habitation debris 
below them; but trenches on the slope produced later (Dark Age) material. In this case, 
intensive cultivation (viticulture) and consequent severe erosion on the hilltop had left 
only the record of the earlier habitation phase there and had buried the evidence of the 
later phase. Again, on the surface of the Nichoria ridge only sherds of the Middle and 
Late Bronze Age were originally noted, whereas test trenching and Systematic excava- 
tion proved that there had been considerable later occupation in the Dark Age and even 
in mediaeval times. 

Somewhat to our embarrassment, the Nichoria example illustrates still another ob- 
vious pitfall in surface survey. It is predictable that searchers will often fail to identify 
worn and undecorated sherds dating fom periods that are poorly known in general or 
with which they themselves are less familiar. When one reflects that most of the neces- 
sarily numerous participants in intensive surveys cannot be thoroughly trained pottery 
experts, omissions and distortions in diagnosis are likely to be a significant source of 
error. Indeed, it could be argued that, particularly in less known regions, results from 
surface survey would be more dependable if it followed, rather than preceded, test 
trenching and/or systematic excavation of selected sites. 

Another claim in the theoretical literature is that an apparent very steep rise in 
number of settlements may be partly or wholly due to progressive loss of information. 
That is, in the case of multi-phase sites, there is likely to be a more or less predictable 
drop in surface evidence for earlier occupation phases, resulting in an accumulating 
overall under-estimate of the occurrence of earlier versus later occupation in a region. 
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This phenomenon, if it applies generally to Messenian sites, would certainly call for a 
review of our estimate that there was a striking overall population increase from Early 
to Late Bronze Age. But, in our experience, re-used (and therefore disturbed) Bronze 
Age sites are likely to yield at least a few diagnostic surface pieces that will be sufficient 
to document earlier occupation. Stronger confirmation for the proposed principle might 
be claimed in the case of several heavily populated mediaeval centers in Messenia (e.g. ,  
Koroni, Methoni, Andhrousa). Persistent search revealed no evidence for prehistoric 
use of these strategic locations, although what we have learned of the overall pattern 
makes us virtually certain that they could not have been ignored. Similarly, a significant 
number of ancient sites must be so overlaid by debris from modern use that only acci- 
dent or deliberate excavation can reveal proof of their antiquity. 

I trust that the preceding caveats have not given the impression that I am generally 
skeptical about the merits of the more recent refinements in methodology. It is clear 
that there were weaknesses in the MME field methods and analytical strategies, and 
these flaws inevitably impart provisional quality to some of the results. A second, more 
flexible, multi-stage Messenian project that profits from our experience and borrows 
useful features from other models could (and should) be organized to check the earlier 
results and correlate them with new evidence. There is now a far more sophisticated 
awareness of likely errors and biases in surface survey, and useful techniques have been 
evolved to identify and mitigate them. 

Of course, a new level of dependability is attainable if it is possible to penetrate 
even minimally below the surface. We found at Nichoria that electromagnetic sensing, 
augering, and even the use of a back-hoe (in one very carefully controlled situation) 
were very helpful stages between surface search and intensive excavation. With the 
collaboration of local archaeologists (a most desirable goal for many reasons), test 
trenching of selected sites might form a third stage, still short of full-scale excavation. 
Although test trenching also has its limitations, it can provide a useful and fairly rapid 
check on surface indications. 

Some survey archaeologists suggest that by simply scraping the site surface one 
may obtain a more representative collection. Perhaps they are right; but scraping the 
surface inevitably reminds one of the homely, agriculturally-derived metaphor 'scratch- 
ing the surface'. Perhaps we should admit that this is about all that can fairly be 
expected of a surface survey, no matter how sophisticated its techniques eventually 
become. 

Yet all archaeologists have to deal with scrappy and incomplete data; and surface 
survey is the only viable approach to the retrieval of solid evidence about important 
aspects of the human past. It is fortunate that, in these times of financial stringency and 
environmental concerns, surface survey is firmly established in archaeological field work 
as a relatively inexpensive and non-destructive alternative to excavation. The future of 
this new specialty is bright. In our own and some other countries surface survey is 
playing a vital r81e in the struggle to identify and conserve threatened cultural re- 
sources. There can be little doubt that the trend will intensify and expand. We have 

here a badly needed opportunity to prove to skeptics that our discipline has a useful part 
to play in addressing current concerns. The challenge is to pool resources and experi- 
ence effectively so as to insure that the surviving evidence is promptly and properly 
recorded and published. The equally important task of analysis and integration with 
what is known from other sources about past human experience is perhaps not quite so 
urgent. 



An Aristocratic Reformer: Kleisthenes and After 

Paul MacKendrick 

A THENS'  TYRANTS, the Peisistratids, were expelled not by a liberty-loving people 
but by an BmigrC aristocracy under the Alkmaionid Kleisthenes, supported by an 

alien army.' Of Kleisthenes we know only that he was the son of Megakles and the 
much-wooed Agariste, spent part of his youth in exile, was archon in 52514, and ini- 
tiated his reforms, after vicissitudes, in 50817. Pausanias, about A . D .  150,2 saw his tomb 
on the Academy Road, near the tomb of the Gephyraioi Harmodios and Aristogeiton, 
the tyrant-slayers. 

Also anti-Peisistratid was Alkibiades, great-grandfather of the notorious Alkibia- 
des,3 but the clans soon lapsed into what Grote calls "local feuds, artfully fomented by 
individual ambi t i~n."~ The Philaids, led by Miltiades' relative Isagoras, apparently hated 
the Alkmaionids more than they did constitutional government. In the ensuing power- 
struggle Isagoras and Kleisthenes both used their political adherents ( ~ T ~ L ~ E ? ~ L ) . ~  With 
help of this sort Isagoras was elected archon for 50817. But Kleisthenes, who seemed to 
some aristocrats a traitor to his class, won over the demos by promising them political 
privilege, and Isagoras, who had friends in Sparta, got help from King Kleomenes, who 
had two years before helped the Alkmaionids expel Hippias. The Spartans revived that 
old canard, the Alkmaionid curse (Hdt. 5.72, Thuc. 1.126.12), and the Lykomid Myron, 
fellow-clansman of Themistokles, moved exile against the Alkmaionids. Kleisthenes 
went into exile, and Kleomenes again invaded Attica; with his support Isagoras exiled 
700 families. But when Kleomenes tried to install Isagoras as leader of a narrow oligar- 
chy of 500, the demos rebelled, besieged Kleomenes on the Akropolis, and forced him 
to leave Attica under truce. The enraged Athenians razed his collaborators' houses, 
confiscated their property, and condemned Isagoras to death in absentia. It was a time to 
try men's souls. But at least Kleisthenes could now return and fulfill to the demos his 
promise of full citizenship and experience of day-to-day administration. In pro-Kleo- 

1 For Kleisthenes in general: J. K. Davies, Athenian Propertied Families (Oxford 1971: hereafter APF) 
9688 VI; for the exile, Hdt. 1.60.4; archonship, MeiggsILewis 6;  date of reforms, Ath.Pol. 21 with P. J. 
Rhodes, Commentary on the Aristotelian Athenaion Politeia (Oxford 1981: hereafter 'Rhodes') 240. 

2 1.29.5. For the date, R. E. Wycherley, The Stones of Athens (Princeton 1978) 90, an inference from 
Pausanias' not mentioning additions to Agrippa's Odeion made after A . D .  150. 

8 APF 600 111, citing Isoc. 16.26. 
4 History of Greece IV (New York 1868) 306. The reference is to geographical factions, of Coast, Moun- 

tain, and Plain, but these will have included gennetai. 
5 Ath.Po1. 20.1 from Hdt. 5.66.2. M. Ostwald, Nomos and the Beginnings of Athenian Democracy (Oxford 

1969) 143, sensibly suggests that Isagoras won in "a dynastic struggle for power in which each protagonist 
had the support of his followers (&a@ot)." 
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menean Chalcis Kleisthenes settled 2000 Athenian cleruchs, who gained land without 
losing citizenship. Since Chalcis was for Kleomenes, her inveterate enemy Eretria was 
for Kleisthenes. The gravestone of an Athenian aristocrat who died in Eretria, perhaps 
in the fighting over establishing the cleruchy in 50615, reads X a ~ ~ l o v  'AB~vakq E b a -  
T ~ L & U  ~ V @ & E  KE?T~(L). He was possibly related to Alkibiades' family.6 Though the 
handbooksT have some justification for describing Kleisthenes as the second founder of 
the democracy, aristocrats were important in Athenian politics for at least another 
century. Plutarch, more appositely, says that the conservative Philaid Kimon, a genera- 
tion later, tried to revive the aristocracy of Kleisthenes' day.8 Kleisthenes did indeed 
give the demos more power, but without entirely abrogating aristocratic-especially 
Alkmaionid-prerogative. He left hereditary priesthoods untouched, and the demos still 
voted for aristocrats: an Alkmaion was archon in 50716, and a Philaid, Akestorides, in 
50413. 

Kleisthenes' reforms combined electoral geometry with finesse. He aimed to curb 
the aristocracy, not to destroy its political power. His method was an ingenious regroup- 
ing of the Athenian demes. We know the names of about 139 of them.9 Among them, 
names with patronymic endings, identical with clan-names, show aristocracy still power- 
ful locally: Boutadai, Cholleidai, Epieikidai, Kothokidai, Lakiadai, Paionidai, Perithoidai, 
Philaidai, Semachidai, Skambonidai, Thymatidai. He intended by his trittyes system to 
bring together for common action in Athens a number of groups from all over Attica, 
without community of local interest. But in fact in three phylai the coastal and inland 
tritQes were con t iguo~s ,~~  so that local loyalties survived, and apparently did not worry 
Kleisthenes: the point of his elaborate electoral geometry must rather have been to 
have the City represented in all the phylai. Now most noble families belonged to city 
demes, and perhaps had town houses," while keeping their land and influence in rural 
Attica, which they may have dated from their membership in the king's council after 
Theseus' synoikismos.lz Megakles, Kleisthenes, and most of the Alkmaionidai, Aris- 
teides 'the Just' (a Keryx), Euryptolemos cousin to Perikles, Thoukydides son of 
Melesias (Perikles' conservative rival) were all registered in a city deme, Alopeke, 
though they may also have had country houses.13 All the following aristocrats were 
registered in town demes: Leobotes son of Alkmaion; the rich Kerykes Kallias and 

IG XII.9 296; cf: A. E. Raubitschek, Dedications from the Athenian Acropolis (Cambridge [Mass.] 1949) 
364; APF 600 IV. 

J. B. Bury and R. Meiggs, History of Greece4 (London 1975) 137. Rhodes 261, on Ath.Po1. 22.1, issues a 
caveat: "At the time of Cleisthenes the word t i q ~ u p a ~ i a  had probably not been coined, and the slogan 
with which he campaigned was probably bovo&." See Ostwald (supra n.5) 137-60. 

He tried n j u  (1~; KAEUT~~YOVF ( Y C ~ ~ E L Y  & p m o ~ ~ a ~ h v :  Cim. 15. On Kimon, APF 293-312. P. LCvkque 
and P. Vidal-Naquet, ClisthCne lilthtnien (Paris 1964), argue that Kleisthenes tried to replace religious by 
secular elements. See infra n.26. 

J. S. Traill, Hesperia Suppl. 14 (1974) maps 1-3. 
I". W. Bradeen, "The Trittyes in Cleisthenes' Reforms," TAPA 86 (1955) 22-30. 
" A. W. Gomme, Population of Ancient Athens (Oxford 1933) 37, 39 n.4. 
lZ H. T. Wade-Gery, "Eupatridai, Archons, and Areopagus," CQ 25 (1931) 8. 
la 'hut. 2.65.2. See the drawings of the Dema and Vari houses in Wycherley (supra n.2) 247 nos. 3-4. 
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Hipponikos from Agryle; Thucydides the historian, a Philaid, from Halimous; Glaukon 
and Leagros from Kerameis; Hipparchos son of Charmos, a Peisistratid, and Plato's 
family (Medontid on his mother's side) from Kollytos, the orator Andokides (a Ke- 
ryx?) from Kydathenaion; the Philaids Miltiades and Kimon from Lakiadai; Alkibiades 
(Salaminios?) from Skambonidai;14 Perikles (Alkmaionid through his mother) from 
Cholargos. Now the demes in which Alkmaionids are known to have resided were 
placed by Kleisthenes in different phylai; likewise the Philaids, and later the Eumolpids, 
belonged to at least ten demes and several phylai; seven members of the genos Brytidai 
were registered in five or six different phylai.15 This distribution could channel the 
power of the clans to Kleisthenes' advantage: the more phylai aristocratic clansmen 
were in, the wider their political influence, which he might take advantage of. On 
hostile clansmen he could keep a check in the elections and the ekklesia. Residing in or 
near the city, the pro-Kleisthenean clansmen could better influence the boule and the 
ekklesia. Non-Alkmaionids may have distrusted Kleisthenes, but he needed able men 
for key posts in his new government.lG So, integrated into Kleisthenes' system, they led 
the democracy-or isonomia-on the whole ably, for another century, instead of in- 
triguing against it. 

Kleisthenes' ten new phylai were named after heroes (eponymoi) chosen by the 
Alkmaionids' faithful ally, the Delphic oracle.17 The names with asterisks belonged to 
the old Attic kings: Erechtheis*, Aigeis*, Pandionis*, Leontis, Akamantis*, Oeneis, 
Kekropis*, Hippothontis, Aiantis, Antiochis. The eponymoi had priests, and statues in 
the Agora to rival Peisistratos' altar to the Twelve Gods. Did these new priesthoods 
break the power of the old aristocratic hereditary ones? Probably not, for sometimes 
the priest of the eponymos does not come from the phyle that he serves:18 a reasonable 
inference is that such priests might be aristocratic clansmen continuing to fulfill their 
hereditary cult duties. 

Kleisthenes' new boule of 500 was too big to do efficient work: it was subdivided 
into ten committees (prytanies). We may see here Kleisthenes' sense of noblesse oblige 
operating to give more citizens experience in government, but, service in the boule 
being unpaid, it is a reasonable inference that it was the rich who served.lg The new 
civil calendar of ten equal periods, set up to match the prytanies' term, was perhaps a 
revolutionary symbol, like the new French calendar of 1789, but the aristocratic clans- 
men celebrated according to the old lunar calendar the old cults whose hereditary priest- 
hoods Kleisthenes allowed to survive. Since aristocrats went into the Areopagos from 

14 Stemma, APF Table I. 
l5 Alkmaionids, APF Table I; Philaids, J. TopKer, Attische Genealogie (Berlin 1887) 279-82; Eumolpids, 

55-61; Brytidai, 308. 
' 6  See Bradeen (supra n. 10) 30 
1' Ath.Po1. 21.6 with Rhodes 259-60. 
1s Nine of the 27 priests of the eponymoi listed in B. D. MerittIJ. S. Traill, Athenian Agora XV pp.12-13, 

do not come from the phyle they serve. Of these the family of Thrasippos of Gargettos (Kirchner, PA 
7294-95) included men prominent enough to have been a Cretan proxenos and a winner in the Thesea. 

I9 Bradeen (supra n.10) 29. P. J .  Rhodes, The A~henian Boule (Oxford 1972) 4-6, is properly C ~ U ~ ~ O U S ,  
but states, "a certain amount of bias toward the rich must have been inevitable." 
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the archonship, that body remained a clan stronghold, although it may have lost pres- 
tige through the association with the Peisistratids of archons from that period.20 

Kleisthenes made good his promises to his partisans by enfranchising many metics 
and slaves." In order that they might not suffer in status, the official nomenclature of 
an Athenian now consisted only of his name and demotic, with no clue to presence or 
absence of pedigree. But, to avoid confusion, patronymics were soon added, enabling 
pedigrees to be recognized. And Kleisthenes did not feel obliged to open the archonship 
to the two lowest property classes: they were not eligible even when archons began to 
be appointed by lot (48716).22 And the new board of ten generals was not democrati- 
cally chosen by lot, but elected. These had the right to convene the ekklesia, and sup- 
plied throughout the fifth century an opportunity for aristocrats to display their compe- 
tence: it was as a general that Perikles led Athens in her Golden Age.23 

Aristotle attributes to Kleisthenes another innovation, ostracism, which was not 
used, so far as we know, until 487. It was first intended to discourage would-be tyrants, 
and later used to decide between political opponents. If the device went unused for 
twenty years, it is a tribute either to the self-restraint or to the solid political organiza- 
tion of the aristocrats against whom it might have been directed. The first victim was 
Hipparchos son of Charmos, a Peisi~tratid.~~ Thereafter it became an instrument of 
factional warfare. Among its aristocratic victims were Perikles' father Xanthippos, Aris- 
teides 'the Just', and Perikles' enemy Thoukydides son of Melesias. Sherds with Peri- 
kles' name on them have been found, but he was never 0stracized.~5 

Kleisthenes followed Peisistratos' aristocratic-and tyrannical-tradition in being a 
great builder. He contributed to building Apollo's temple at Delphi. In Athens he built 
a new bouleuterion for his new boule. In plan it resembles the Peisistratid telesterion at 
Eleusis:Z6 perhaps this religious plan for a secular building was a challenge by this idio- 

20G. De Sanctis, Atthis2 (Turin 1912) 353, thought this, and C. Hignett, A History of the Athet~ian Con- 
sritution (Oxford 1952) 116, notes that since 546 all Areopagites were Peisistratid nominees and that by 520 
all must have been pro-Peisistratid. But Kleisthenes was archon in 525/4 (Meiggs/Lewis 6c) and would 
hardly diminish the authority of a body of which he himself was a member. "The landed gentry of Athens 
were left by Cleisthenes in control o f . .  . the important judicial functions vested in the Areopagu.sn (Hig- 
nett 156 and n.5). 

Ath.Pol. 21.4 with Rhodes 254-56; Arist. Pol. 1275b34-39. 
ez Ath.Pol. 22.5 with Rhodes 272-74. 
23C.  W. Fornara, Hisloria Einzelschr. 16 (1971) 40-71, provides a list. For Perikles see G. F. Hill, R. 

Meiggs, A. Andrewes, Sources for Greek History2 (Oxford 1951) 401-03. 
" Ath.Po1. 22.3-4 with Rhodes 267-72, who finds the 20-year gap plausible, as does 0. W. Reinmuth, 

Kleine Pauly 4 (1972) 376 s.v. "Ostrakismos." A. E. Raubitschek, AJA 55 (1951) 221, thinks it was insti- 
tuted after Marathon by the aged Kleisthenes. A. R. Burn, Pelican History of Greece (Harmondsworth 
1966) 164, ingeniously suggests that the act remained dormant because people had begun to think Hippar- 
chos might be useful for appeasement. Hignett (supra 11.20) 159-66 and de Sanctis (supra 11.20) 370-71 
find the gap incredible. 

25 Rhodes 271 lists those ostracized in the 470's and after. E. Vanderpool, "Ostracism at Athens," in Lec- 
lures . . . L. T. Semple 11 (Norman 1973), gives a useful illustrated sample of numerous finds of ostraka 
from the Agora and Kerameikos. 

26 Delphi: Paus. 10.5.13; Hdt. 1.50, 2.180; Ath.Po1. 19.4 with Rhodes 236. Eleusis: G. E. Mylonas, Eleusis 
and the Eleusinian Mysteries (Princeton 1961) PI. 32. Bouleuterion: Agora Guide (1976) Fig. 6; Rhodes 
(supra n. 19) 300 plan B. 

syncratic aristocrat to the hieratic supremacy of the Eumolpids and Kerykes, the Eleu- 
sinian priestly clans. 

For Kleisthenes, though an aristocrat, was a reformer, his reforms "a woven tex- 
ture of tradition and innovation."27 Tradition retained for the gene their hereditary 
priesthoods, and the innately conservative Athenian demos still elected aristocrats to 
office long after it had the power to do otherwise. The innovation lay in teaching the 
Athenian nobles respect for a constitution, the inculcation of what Grote called "consti- 
tutional m0rality,"~8 the combination of freedom and self-imposed restraint which gives 
to political aristocracy the best qualities of enlightened democracy, and vice versa. Kleis- 
thenes did not remove aristocratic rivalries, but he made them work constitutionally. 
His reforms worked so well that Athens had no aristocratic tyranny for nearly a century, 
and that one was short-lived. The new constitution evoked, according to Herodotus 
(5.781, from both the gene and the demos that enthusiastic patriotism which enabled 
them to cooperate in 490 and 480 in the victories of Marathon and Salamis. 

The dominant figures of the next twenty years are all aristocrats: the Lykomid The- 
mistokles (archon 49312), the Philaid Miltiades (general 490), and the Keryx Aristeides 
(archon 48918). Other aristocratic archons were the Peisistratid Hipparchos (archon 
49615, ostracized 487), and Aristeides' kinsman the Keryx Phainippos (archon 4901 
489). But the gene had their bad moments, too, in these years. Ostracism reduced their 
ranks. Kleisthenes' nephew, the Alkmaionid Megakles (IV), was ostracized in 486; 
Alkibiades the Elder (a Salaminios), perhaps twice, once in 485, again in 460; Perikles' 
father Xanthippos (Alkmaionid in the female line, himself perhaps a Bouzyges) in 484; 
Aristeides in 482.29 Behind this list lies a fascinating and complicated history of political 
faction. Factions in 510 to 480 B.C. did not of course behave like modern political par- 
ties, and a genos as idiosyncratic as the Alkmaionids did not always act monolithically. 

I 
Yet Athens needed a policy, and the great aristocrats initiated policy. 

One policy (499 B.c.) was aid to the Ionian Revolt. The Athenians voted to send 
twenty ships (Hdt. 5.99). The instigators of this move could hardly have been the anti- 
Alkmaionid conservative aristocrat~, who were leaderless: Isagoras in exile, Miltiades in 
the Chersonese; those in Athens were there on sufferance, and the rest were pro- 
Persian. Sending ships must have been an Alkmaionid move,3O though we cannot name 
the mover: Kleisthenes in 499 was either dead or discredited. The other Alkmaionids 

D. M. Lewis, "Cleisthenes and Athens," Historia 12 (1963) 22. 
Grote (supra n.4) 154. 

es Megakles: Ath.Po1. 22.5 with Rhodes 274-75. Alkibiades: Davies, APF 600 V, doubts two ostracisms 
(the evidence for them is Lysias 14.39, [Andoc.] 4.34; the case for 460: Vanderpool [supra n.251 24). 
Xanthippos: Ath.Po1. 22.6 with Rhodes 276. Aristeides: Alh.Po1. 22.7 with Rhodes 280. 

30 M. F. McGregor, "The Pro-Persian Party at Athens from 510 to 480 B.c.," HSCP Suppl. 1 (1940) 82. 
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active in this generation were Kleisthenes' son Megakles; Kleisthenes' nephew Eury- 
ptolemos (the Philaid Kimon's father-in-law); Peisianax (the builder of the Stoa Poi- 
kile), the latter two anti-Per~ian;~' another Megakles (IV), also Kleisthenes' nephew, 
who won the Pythian chariot-race (ostracized 486); and a new entry, Kallixenos son of 
Aristaichmos of Xypete,sz named as Alkmaionid, and a traitor,S3 on an ostrakon of 482. 
The reference to treachery may be evidence that the allegation about the Marathon 
shield-signal had currency this early. The Athenians helped the Ionians burn the sa- 
trapal capital Sardis, but thereafter suffered reverses and withdrew the expeditionary 
force. If the original initiative was Alkmaionid, it was ironic that the city that suffered 
had been the capital of Kroisos, who had allegedly helped found the Alkmaionid 

In 496/5 Hipparchos son of Charmos, a Peisistratid, was archon. This is surprising: 
perhaps the Athenians wanted to cut their losses. The Ionian enterprise having failed, it 
was expedient to conciliate the Persians by electing as chief magistrate a relative of 
Hippias, now at the Persian court. 

The Alkmaionids had recently risen to power by conciliating the demos (.rrpoa~.ra'- 
p l & ~ e a ~ ,  Hdt. 6.66). Now appears a new figure who beat them at their own game: the 
Lykomid Themistokles, son of Neokles of Phrearrhioi (archon 493/2). He was popular: 
nearly all the ancient sources, aristocratic in bias, are hostile to him.35 The exception is 
Thucydides (1.138.3), also an aristocrat, but fair to Themistokles as having made pos- 
sible the policy, based on sea-power, of the historian's hero Perikles. That Themistokles 
planned from the beginning the development of Athenian sea-power is clear from the 
fortification, in his archonship, of the Peiraieus to supplant Phaleron as the port of 
Athens. It was probably then that the Athenians fined the tragic poet Phrynichos for 
reviving unhappy memories in his Capture of MiLettis. The fine must have discredited 
the Alkmaionids held responsible for the Ionian failure. Apparently the poet bore The- 
mistokles no ill-will: the latter sponsored another of Phrynichos' plays in 476. 

31 Stemma, APF Table I. On Peisianax: APF pp.377-78. 
32G. A. Stamires and E. Vanderpool, "Kallixenos the Alkmaionid," Hesperia 19 (1950) 376-90; APF 

p.376. 251 sherds bearing his name have been found: Vanderpool (supra n.25) figs. 2, 27, 29, 36, 45, 46. 
Vanderpool (supra 11.25) fig. 49. 
Hdt. 6.125. The Anavysos kouros, of 530-520 (C. M. Robertson, A History of Greek Art [Cambridge 

19751 1 7 9 ,  found in a cemetery in the deme Anaphlyste (Athens, National Museum 3851), is inscribed 
"Kroisos" on the base, and may represent an Alkmaionid: APF 9688 IV. Other Kroisoi: IG I3 475.67, 
255-56 (possibly Athenian); 476.12-13, 22-23, 122-23 (Erechtheum accounts, presumably not Athenian); 
Heswria 33 (1964) 38 no. 10 of ca 430 (presumablyAthenian: casualty list). 

56 Burn (supra 11.24) 282 speaks of the "all-pervading hostile tradition." Themistokles' genos had bias to 
the left: APF p.212. Alleged venality: Hdt. 8.5; Plut. Them. 7.5-7, 19.1 (Bauer's 1884 edition, magisterially 
updated by F. J. Frost [Chicago 19671). Disowned by his father: Plut. Them. 2.8. Uncouth (poor lyre- 
player): 2.7. Carried prostitutes in his chariot at Olympia: Idomeneus, FGrHist 3 3 8 ~ 4 .  Shrine to Artemis 
~oliticatly motivated: Plut. Them. 22.2-3. His son Kleophantos good-for-nothing: PI. Meno 93D. 

Also in 49312 Miltiades returned from the Chersonese, driven out by Persian 
military successes. The Alkmaionids, to regain prestige, tried him for tyrannical behav- 
ior. But he was popular for having won Lemnos for Athens. Themistokles joined the 
Philaids in Miltiades' defense and got him off.36 He may have regretted it later, envying 
Miltiades his victory at Marathon. 

Marathon was won in an old-fashioned way, with hoplites. Miltiades, descendant of 
the conservative aristocrats of the Plain of two generations before, was just the man to 
earn such a victory, though Themistokles and Aristeides were generals in the same 
year. After the battle his popularity was at its height, partly at the expense of the Alk- 
maionids, who allegedly flashed shield-signals to the Persians during the battle. But 
since Persian victory would have entailed Hippias' return, and Alkmaionid exile, the 
Alkmaionid 'treachery' at Marathon is usually rejected as an in~ention,~? perhaps of as 
early as 484/3 (see supra 11.32). 

Victorious and popular, Miltiades demanded and obtained a subsidy for a second 
expedition, probably to Thrace, since he promised gold as an incentive. Success would 
have served both himself and the state, regaining the Chersonese kingdom. But he was 
miserably defeated off Paros, and returned wounded and disgraced. The Alkmaionids 
tried him (48918) for deceiving the people: the prosecutor was Perikles' father Xanthip- 
pos, whose wife was an Alkmaionid. Miltiades was fined fifty talents; he died of gan- 
grene before he could pay. His son Kimon assumed the obligation. 

The archon of that year was Aristeides 'the Just', an allegedly poo? but honest 
relative of the rich Kerykes; Kallias son of Hipponikos, the richest Athenian of his 
time, was his cousin. The sources exalt Aristeides as they vilify Themistokles; he be- 
came the conservative saint, famous for incorruptibility. This reputation, however much 
deserved, stems from conservative sources bent upon canonizing him as "honest, 
conservative, and hoplite against the deceitful, radical sailor" Themi~tokles.~~ 

Xanthippos renewed Alkmaionid popularity,"' but it did not last, and in this the 
hand of Themistokles may be discerned. The weapon was ostracism. The first victim 
was Hipparchos son of Charmos, who as a Peisistratid was fair game for any faction. But 
then Themistokles became more vindictive. In 486 the ostraka exiled the Alkmaionid 
leader Megakles son of Hippokrates. Nothing daunted, Megakles proceeded to win the 
chariot-race celebrated in Pindar's Seventh Pythian. In this year the appointment of 
archons by lot began, an innovation calculated to win popular favor. In 485 may have 
fallen the first ostracism of Alkibiades the Elder, erstwhile friend of Kleisthenes; in 484 
or the year following (Raubitschek), Themistokles got rid of Xanthippos: a metrical 
ostrakon connects this ostracism with the Alkmaionid curse. In 482 Aristeides, once 

APF 8429 VIIIB; PA 10212. 
a7 Hdt. 6.121-24 with W. W. How and J. Wells. A Commentary on Herodom I1 (Oxford 1928) 361-62. 
" APF 1695. Davies doubts the poverty: ~ristdides was rich enough to be archon, and perhaps choregas. 

Gomme, OCDZ 110 S.V. "Aristides," supposes that he died poor, but had been rich earlier. 
39 Gomme, OCDl (1949) S.V. "Aristides"; Ath.Po1. 22.7 with Rhodes 280, 23.3 with 292-94, 28.2 with 

348-49. 
'O PA 11169. Victory at Mykale: Hdt. 9.96ff; Sestos: 9.120. 
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Kleisthenes' friend, was ostracized, and two other Alkmaionids were candidates for 
ostracism: Kallixenos, and Hippokrates son of Alkmaionides, whose name occurs on 97 
sherds.41 Themistokles now had a free field. 

In the year of Aristeides' ostracism the Laureion silver mines had an increased 
yield. Themistokles persuaded the demos to use it, not for a bonus, but to build up a 
navy. Thus three years later the Athenians could stand off the Persian armada at Arte- 
mision and defeat it at Salami~.~"t Artemision, according to his enemies, Themisto- 
kles accepted a thirty-talent 'retainer' from the Euboians as protection-money, of which 
he allegedly distributed eight to his co-captains and kept the r e ~ t . ~ 3  Two aristocrats dis- 
tinguished themselves at Artemision: Kleinias, father of the notorious Alkibiades, and 
Lykomedes son of Aischraios of Phlya, one of the few known Lykomids besides The- 
mistokles: he dedicated a Persian galley's figurehead at the clan-shrine in P h l ~ a . ~ ~  The- 
mistokles is the father of the naval power which upheld the Athenian Empire under 
Perikles. In 481/0 he declared an amnesty: the exiles returned, and Aristeides and 
Xanthippos cooperated loyally with him at Salamis and after. 

Themistokles was an aristocrat, and aristocrats are stereotyped as god-fearing.45 
Themistokles-not alone among aristocrats (we recall Kleisthenesl-manipulated the 
Delphic oracle to his own ends, interpreting its reference to 'wooden walls' to mean not 
the old Akropolis palisade (the conservative view) but the stout bulwarks of the galleys. 
He persuaded the Athenians to abandon city and farmstead-anathema to gennetai with 
country estates-and concentrate on a sea battle. The purported decree of Themis- 
tokles, found in Troizen in 1959, gives some plausible details of a master plan, in- 
volving evacuation and disposition of ships. The decree has been condemned by some 
as a forgery, and indeed its style is fourth-century, but the acceptable parts vindicate 
Thucydides' claim for Themistokles as the wisest, most far-sighted Statesman of his 

Hipparchos: APF 11793 IX; Arh.Pol. 22.3-4 with Rhodes 268. Megakles: APF 9688 X; Ath.Pol. 22.5 
with Rhodes 274-75. Alkibiades the Elder: see supra n.29. Xanthippos: APF 11811 11; Ath.Po1. 22.6 with 
Rhodes 276-77; A. E. Raubitschek, Historia 8 (1959) 128; Vanderp~ol (supra n.25) 9 and fig. 20. Aristei- 
des: APF 1695; Ath.Pol. 22.7 with Rhodes 280-81. Kallixenos: see supra n.32. Hippokrates: APF 9688 111; 
Vanderpool (supra n.25) 20-21, figs. 39, 40. 

4P Ath.Po1. 22.7 with Rhodes 278-80. 
'3 Hdt. 8.4.2-5.3 with How and Wells (supra 11.37) 236-37; Plut. Them. 7.5. C. Hignett, Xerxes' Invasion 

of Greece (Oxford 1963) 35 and 191, describes the story as "inherently impossible" and "rightly rejected." 
44 Hdt. 8.11.2; Plut. Them. 15.3; APF 9238 with stemma. 
45T0pffer (supra 11.15) passim, but especially his introduction, 1-23. 
46 Latest text of Themistokles decree, with literature: Meiggs/Lewis 23; see also SEG XXII 274. Earlier 

bibliography: S. Dow, C W  55 (1962) 105-08. The following provisions are independently attested (a plau- 
sible but not absolutely cogent guarantee of genuineness): recall exiles (Ath.Po1. 22.8 with Rhodes 281: 
"need not be doubted"); mobilize fleet (Hdt. 8.42); women and children to Troizen, the old to Salamis 
(8.41). Notable foes of authenticity are C. Habicht, Hermes 89 (1961) 1-35; Hignett (supra n.43) 458-68; 
A. R. Burn, Persia and the Greeks (London 1962) 364-77; and on the whole Meiggs (supra n.7) 529-30. 
Among stylistic elements criticized are avoidance of hiatus, use of the term akropolis, and the [ria nomina. 
The most eloquent defenders of genuineness are the discoverer M. Jameson, Historia 12 (1963) 385-404, 
and B. D. Meritt, Lectures . . . L. T. Semple I (Princeton 1967) 119-32. V. Ehrenberg, Solon to Socrates 
(LondonINew York 1968) 152 and nn.58-59, believes the question of authenticity or forgery is wrongly 
Put: it is neither verbatim nor invented. It was true to folk-memory, a morale-builder. J.  Papastavrou, 

Herodotus ends his history, and we end this paper, with 47918. Xanthippos was ar- 
chon and admiral at Mykale, off the Anatolian coast, where victory gave the Greeks 
that supremacy which his son would exploit in the interests of Empire. This victory 
may4? have been the subject of Phrynichos' Phoinissai, which Themistokles sponsored 
in 476. Xanthippos then sailed to the Chersonese and forced the Persians out of Sestos. 
He also took as booty the cables of Xerxes' bridge, which in accord with Alkmaionid 
tradition he dedicated at Delphi in the Athenian Stoa. The entente among aristocrats 
made Aristeides general at Plataia (fought on the same day as Mykale), where, with 
Spartan help, his military victory was as great as Themistokles' naval one at Salamis. 
Olympiodoros, keen captain of 300 picked men at Plataia, bears a name found on a red- 
figure kalos-vase of 500-450: he probably belongs to the genos of Lampon, an ex- 
pounder of sacred law in Perikles' time; the genos may be E~molpid.~* 

Despite the victory at Salamis, the Persians had devastated Athens and Attica. 
Themistokles saw that Athens' walls must be rebuilt. Sparta, jealous of her primacy, ob- 
jected. Themistokles, sent with Aristeides on an embassy to Sparta, procrastinated until 
the new walls were a fait accornpli. He thus established himself as a builder in the aris- 
tocratic tradition, but his attitude toward more conventional aristocrats remained cava- 
lier: as stopgaps in the rebuilding, some handsome blocks of relief sculpture showing 
members of the Athenian jeunesse dorke at play were used. Perhaps to the same build- 
ing period belongs the plan of the Pnyx ascribed by Plutarch to Themistokles, with the 
bema built to face the sea whence Athens' supremacy arose. Excavation at Themis- 

i 
tokles' private shrine of Artemis Aristoboule, built after Salamis near his house in 
Melite, has produced sherds of Thernistoklean date.49 

Athens now emerged as the head of an alliance to counterbalance Sparta's. It in- 
volved contributions of ships or money. Aristeides assessed the money amounts, based 
on the estimated resources of the member states. No one complained of inequity; if his 
reputation as 'the Just' was already well-founded, this assessment made it even more 
secure.50 Athenian aristocrats, often ambitious, were often prompted by short-run 
considerations to immoral action: to balance against the shady dealings of a Kleisthenes, 

"Themistokles," Ertrage der Forschung 92 (Darmstadt 1978) 78, holds that Themistokles deliberately 
tricked the Persians into thinking Greek morale was bad. 

F. Marx, "Der Tragiker Phrynichos," RhM N.F. 77 (1928) 337-60. 
d8Hdt. 9.21-23. Beazley, ARKz 25 no. 1, 316 no. 4; 1598, 1604, 1699. PA 8995-96, 11389; Topffer 

J (supra n.15) 70. 
49 Reliefs from wall: Robertson (supra n.34) 276-77; J. Travlos, Pictorial Dictionary of Ancient Athens 

(New York 1971) pls. 401-03. Pnyx: Travlos 466. Artemis: Travlos 121-23. Burn (supra 11.46) 281-82 
notes that the shrine was self-aggrandizing and ingeniously guesses that the original of the famous Ostia 
bust came from here. 

Aristeides' assessment: Ath.Po1. 23.3 with Rhodes 294. R. Meiggs, The Athenian Empire (Oxford 1972) 
42, warns against putting much faith in later moralizing stories about Aristeides. 
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a Themistokles, or an Alkibiades we have the probity of a Solon, an Aristeides, or a 
Perikles. 

In the generation since the tyrants were expelled, the gene show, under the new 
constitution, a praiseworthy capacity to put Athens first and selfish 'gentile' considera- 
tions second. Themistokles built up the navy and won at Salamis. Between the Alkmai- 
onids and the pro-tyrant faction there was real enmity, exploited, with the conservative 
aristocrats acquiescing, to help the Ionians and fight the Persians, so that when Herodo- 
tus calls Athens "the savior of Greece" (7.139) we can almost, for 'Athens', read 
'Alkmaionids'. And Alkmaionid maneuvers to expel the Peisistratids benefited the 
conservative aristocracy, which could now regain its lands. The Alkmaionids in this 
period had no friends except among the demos, and when Themistokles appropriated 
these supporters the Alkmaionids were the victims of the very ostracism which one of 
their own had invented. Because Kleomenes had deserted them for Isagoras, they were 
anti-Spartan. Because Hippias had exiled them, they were anti-tyrant. Because Isagoras 
was a conservative aristocrat, they were anti-conservative-aristocrat. And because a 
Persian victory would entail Hippias' return, they were antiPersian. But all this nega- 
tivity, motivated by self-preservation, worked to preserve Kleisthenes' constitution, 
which treated the demos fairly, yet took aristocratic leadership for granted. In sum, the 
gene between 510 and 478 proved, on the whole, large-minded, and aristocracy con- 
tinued to nearly the end of the ~entury.~l  

An earlier version of this paper was delivered as a Martin Classical Lecture at Oberlin College in 
October 1966. Whatever is of value in it is due to the inspiration of Professor Dow. 

The Bow and the Axes 

T HE STORY BY NOW has a familiar ring. The hero, missing in action and presumed 
dead, comes home unheralded to find his servantry corrupted, his livestock de- 

pleted, his son's life threatened, his wife's virtue besieged-all at the hands of a gang of 
villains who have moved in and taken over. When he has spied out the land, he dis- 

I closes his identity, slaughters the interlopers, wins back his wife, and reasserts his 
primacy. So runs Homer's variant of a well-known folktale, the Homecoming Husband.' 
Into the climax of this story the poet has engrafted a totally distinct folktale, the Ar- 
chery Contest.2 The version in the Odyssey has long drawn the attention of students. 

i Over the bow and axes buckets of ink have been spilt, reams of paper b10tted.~ Let me 
offer my own blottings and spillings as a meed of honour to Sterling Dow, who first set 
me to ponder these things. 

Homer is plain in his words and style, and simple in his ideas. He seems to strive 
, for immediate intelligibility, and not even obscure glosses and hapax eiremena can 
! interfere. Only occasionally is his intent hard to divine, and even then one may wish to 
I look closely at his words, rather than simply dismissing them as 'poetic'. Fortunately 
I such perplexities usually fall into patterns, and as we seek to understand them there are 
' certain ground rules, whether we choose to call them axioms or mere prejudices. First, 
, Homer is in some sense a traditional poet, drawing on distinct epochs (from early 

Mycenaean to orientalizing) and diverse sources (folktale, fiction, saga, to use Rhys 
Carpenter's phrase). Second, although he is easily mistaken for an historian, his picture 
of society need not reflect either the dramatic date or the poet's date; rather, he says 

Antti Aarne and Stith Thompson, The Types of the Folk~ale (Helsinki 1961) no. 974. 
Gabriel Germain, Gerthe de I'Odyssfie (Paris 1954) 11-54. 

3 E.g., H. Balfour, "The Archer's Bow in the Homeric Poems: An Attempted Diagnosis," JRAI 51 
, (1921) 289-309; J. Mrard, "Le concours de I'arc dans I'Odyss6e.'' REG 68 (1955) 1-11; P. Brain and D. 

D. Skinner, "Odysseus and the Axes: Homeric Ballistics Reconstructed," G&R 25 (1978) 55-58; W. 
fjurkert. "Von Arnenophis 11. zur Bogenprobe des Odysseus," GrazBeirr 1 (1973) 69-78; E. Delebecque, 

Le Jeu de I'arc de I'Odyss6e," in LR monde grec: Hommages 2 Claire Prfiau (Brussels 1975) 56-67; A. D. 
Fraser. "The Suitors' Competition in Archery," C W  26 (1932-33) 25-29; H. L. Lorimer, Homer and the 

I Mottumet~ts (London 1950) 335; J. L. Myres, "The Axes Yet Again," CR 62 (1948) 113; D. L. Page, "A 
Problem in Homer's Odyssey: The Arrow and the Axes," 'E?r~u~pov~K;) 'Emqpls 6 s  @Lhouo&~utijs 
Zxohutijs roil rIavc?rccrrq&v 'AO-qvGv 11.14 (1963-64) 541-62, reprinted, with minor alterations, in Folk- 
tales in Homerf,Odyssey (Cambridge [Mass.] 1973) 93-113; L. G. Pocock, "The Arrow and the Axe-heads 

I in the Odyssey, AJP 82 (1961) 346-57; H. J. Rose, "Odysseus' Bow and the Scolytidae," C P  29 (1934) 
343-44, A. Sacconi, "Un Problema di Interpretazione Omerica: La Freccia e le Asce nel Libro XXI dell' 

: Odissea," in her Problemi omerici alla lure dei ritrovamenti archeologici (Rome 1971) 1-50; A. Shewan, "The 
Bow of Odysseus," C P  31 (1936) 168; W. B. Stanford, "A Reconsideration of the Problem of the Axes in 
Odyssey XXI," C R  63 (1949) 3-6; H. W. Stubbs, "The Axes Again," CR 62 (1948) 12-13; these works 
are cited by author's name alone. The following abbreviations are used in addition to the conventional 
ones: JSAA = Journal ofthe Society of Archer-Atttiquaries; TTS = Tut'ankhamuttk Tomb Series. 

I 
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what his audience was prepared to accept about the heroic age. (This should be called 
'Dow's canon', for he was teaching it twenty-five years ago.) Third, while the poems no 
doubt contain historical material, there is no way of recognizing what is grounded in 
fact and what is not, without recourse to 'adequate contemporary testimony', that is, 
the archaeological record.4 Fourth, from time to time the poet illogically mingles details 
from different eras-is Pandarus' arrowhead an iron bodkin of the Dark Ages (11. 
4.123) or a Mycenaean barbed bronze arrowplate (4.151)? -and conflates variant ver- 
sions-is the Cyclops solitary (Od. 9.189) or communal (9.399)? Fifth, on rare oc- 
casions he transmits to us some detail which he has inherited from the past without 
understanding (the chariot from which one dismounts for serious combat, 11. 16.426-27, 
is a distorted reflection of the massed chariotry of the Bronze Age). Sixth, he freely 
alters details of older stories for his own purposes-is Agamemnon slaughtered in the 
bath (Aesch. Ag. 1540) or at the banquet (Od. 11.419)?-and says what is appropriate 
to the immediate context, without regard to the rest of the poem-does Thetis live with 
Nereus (11. 18.36) or Peleus (18.441)? So much for the rules. After we have applied 
them and formulated our solution, it will be wise to check it against Homer's words, 
and ask whether the evidence may not lend itself to some simpler explanation. 

The Bow. We begin with the bow. One may object that a bow is a bow-one lops 
off a branch, trims it down, attaches a cord, and there it is. That is the 'self' bow, at 
home practically all over the world. But it does not square with the Odyssey. The suitors 
are trying to string the bow, and after the first of them has failed, the ringleader tells a 
servant to light a fire (no doubt at the central hearth), and bring in a great round lump 
of tallow ( u ~ i a p ) ,  "so that we young men, warming the bow and anointing it with fat 
( & A o L ~ )  may make trial of it" (21.176-80). Admittedly a wooden stave does become 
more pliable if heated. But why the disconcerting melted tallow? It would make the 
weapon impermeable, but that hardly suits the occasion. Perhaps it was merely a me- 
dium for applying heat. In any event, the whole process is alien. Warming the bow does 
not belong to archery in our tradition. If the poem is to make sense, the self bow fails 
us.= 

Warming the stave is however a recognized part of bow-care in some societies. For 
example, a manual on archery composed in 1368 for the Mameluke Sultan of Egypt by 
Taybugha I-Ashrafi I-Baklamishi I-Yunani ('the Greek') provides directions for bracing: 
"Where one limb of a bow is weaker than the other, the stronger of the two should be 
heated over a gentle fire. If no fire is available, the archer should put his hand around it 
and briskly rub it up and down for a time until it gets warm." Nor is Taybugha an 
isolated eccentric. The same advice was offered by the Turkish master bowman Mustafa 

'Shall we call this 'Grote's law'? See History of Greece I (New York 1881) 257. 
Roger Ascham, Toxophilur (1545: reprinted Wakefield 1968) 159, says that in icy weather wooden bows 

are to be warmed and rubbed, to prevent the inherent moisture from freezing. On the effect of tempera- 
ture on wooden bow-weights see also T. Donelson, Archery 16 (October 1944) 18, and F. M. Thomas, 
Archew 17 (January 1945) 13-15 (not seen; both articles are summarised by F. Lake and H. Wright, A 
Bibliography of Archery [Manchester 19741 98, 283). 
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Kani in 1847, and the English champion Ingo Simon in 1954.6 They all refer not to the 
wooden bow but to the 'composite', laminated from wood, sinew, and horn-the 
weapon of the Near East for 3500 years7 Here, surely, is the answer. 

Once we see the truth, welcome confirmations crowd in. (1) Like ail composites 
Odysseus' bow includes horn (&pas, 21.395). (2) Composites are invariably 'reflexed'; 
that is, the direction in which the arms point after stringing is the opposite to that which 
they assume when unstrung. Odysseus' bow is "bent back" (.rrahlurovo~, 21.11, 59); it 
has to be "drawn back" to string (&vi%u, 128, 150). (3) In ancient composites from 
Egypt the horn is sometimes devoured by insects-probably a species of carpet beetle.8 
When Odysseus sets hands on the bow he turns it "in all directions, testing it on this 
side and that, lest grubs (L"TEF) might be eating the horn" (394-95). (4) To string a 
composite wants a combination of strength and skill. The suitors fail but Odysseus, who 
has the knack, does it "effortlessly" (&reP (r?~0~6<q, 409), without rising from his chair. 
(5) His weapon, like the Scythian composite, is kept in a bow-case (ywpvrds, 54). (6) 
Composites are particularly liable to damp, and Odysseus does not take his on the long 
sea-voyage to Troy (38-40). The inescapable conclusion, that the bow of Odysseus is 
composite, was drawn by Henry Balfour in a classic study which has won almost uni- 
versal acceptance; it will suffice to refer to Lorimer 290-98. 

Here and there the old fancy lingers on, that Odysseus' bow, like that of Pandarus 
(11. 4.105-111, was made of two goat-horns fastened together at the grip. Such a weap- 
on could never have been drawn. Homer has unwittingly passed on a factual detail gone 
awry: the bow which contains horn has become the bow made of horn. Those who 
champion this literal interpretation (most recently Delebecque, who even offers dia- 
grams) have clearly never met a goat or tested its horn for flexibility. 

Its Provenience. Odysseus' bow has a pedigree (21.13-41). The former owner was 
Eurytus of Oechalia, Apollo's rival (8.224-28) and, according to some, Heracles7 tutor 
in archery (Theoc. Id. 24.108). Oechalia was variously located, but Homer sets it in 
Thessaly (11. 2.730). Are we to conclude that Odysseus' bow is Greek and quite likely 
Thessalian? That cannot be. The composite was never at home in ancient Greece, and 
was hardly seen there until about 530 B.C? Despite Hoiner's words the origin of Odys- 
seus' weapon must be sought elsewhere. 

Ancient vase-painters unthinkingly equip Odysseus with the double-curved Scythian 
bow, which is found for example on the well-known Attic red-figured skyphos by the 
Penelope painter. Again, Balfour casually illustrates his magisterial article with pictures 

J. D. Latham and W. F. Paterson, Saracen Archery (London 1970) 94; Taybugha was presumably "a 
Turkish slave imported from Greece and manumitted on conversion to Islam" (xxxvi); N. A. Faris and R. 
P. Elmer, Arab Archery (Princeton 1945) 158; P. E. Klopsteg, Turkish Archery and the Composite Bow 
(Evanston 1947) 89, 121-22; J. Hein, Islam 15 (1926) 56-57; 1. Simon, British Archer 5 (1953-54) 45. 

'See in the first place Henry Balfour, "On the Structure and Affinities of the Composite Bow," JRAI  19 
(1889-90) 220-46. 

8 Anthrenus sp.; AJA 66 (1962) 18 11.39. 
@ Not the standard view; but see Phoenix 22 (1968) 180; JSAA 11 (1968) 30-31. On archers in classical 

Greece see Greek Heritage 1.3 (1964) 105-08; Phoenix 19 (1965) 2 n.2,4 n.11; HSCP 71 (1966) 330. 
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of ancient Scythian bows. Inevitably more recent students, following these leads, have 
explicitly identified Odysseus' bow as Scythian.lo This creates a problem, for "it cannot 
be shown that the Scythian bow was known in Greece before the sixth century."ll 
Either the description or (a reductio ad absurdurn) the whole poem must be that late! 

The dilemma vanishes once we recollect that the composite bow evolved in the 
Eurasian heartland through a series of stages, each in turn being carried to the marginal 
regions.12 Earlier than the Scythian variety is the 'angular' type portrayed in Egyptian, 
Hittite, and Assyrian art from 1600 to 600 B.C.  Some forty actual specimens survive 
from ancient Egypt (see VS 3 for references). Its presence in Homer would forestall 
the distressing anachronism. Our text offers a scintilla of encouragement. Odysseus' 
bow is once called ciymjhof (21.264) and twice ~ a ~ h h o f  (21.359, 362). Both adjectives 
usually mean 'curved', but they could equally well mean 'angular' (cf: iryrc&h7, &~KOL-  
va, dlymjhv, ~aPn$, K~FTTT~P, K & ~ T ~ T w ) ,  and the latter in fact does so on occasion. In 
early literature the plough, with its frame of crotches and forks, is several times called 
rcaCL?n;h' bpo7pa.13 Again, Democritus says that the atoms which cause an acid savour 
are not round ( T C ~ L ~ E ~ ~ F )  but angular ( y w v i ~ ~ i i 3 ~ ~  rca: ~ a ~ h h o ~ . ' ~  Moreover, the 
central portion or handgrip of the bow is called rr;jxw (21.419), which elsewhere, we 
are told, can mean 'elbow'.l5 

Archaeology, then, with a possible assist from philology, suggests that Odysseus' 
bow was an angular composite, of a type best known from Imperial Egypt.16 

The Arrows. Odysseus' arrows had a notch at the butt-end to receive the string 
( y h ~ ~ 6 ~ 3 ,  21.419; or two intersecting notches, CR N.S. 14 119641 140-41). The head 
was of bronze ( X a h ~ o p a p 4 ~ ,  423) and pointed (if that is the meaning of TLKP~F, 22.8). 
We may choose to imagine that the shaft was of reed (Sdvat, like that of Alexander, II. 
11.584) and fletched with feathers ( T ~ T E ~ ~ E L ~ ,  like that of Pandarus, 11. 4.117), but we 
are not told so. In short, the arrows were indistinguishable from those of the ancient 
Cretans (Plin. HN 16.65.161; JSAA 11 [I9681 30-311, Persians (Hdt. 7.61.1; AJA 64 
[I9601 371 n.3), Egyptians (TTS 4.19-21), and doubtless many more. 

A few years ago  AM^ Sacconi revived an old conjecture and surmised that the 
coffer (byrc~ov, 21.61) held not axes-the usual view-but arrows.17 They would then be 
barbed ( ~ ~ K o L ,  11. 4.151, 21 4). In Sacconi's judgment, Penelope's quiverful of arrows 
(21.59-60) will not suffice for the trial-the attendants must bring more in a box. A 
triumph, surely, of etymology over common sense. Homer says that a single shot will 
take the prize. An 6 y ~ ~ o v  need no more contain arrows than a ho+OU)v need contain 

lo E . g ,  W. B. Stanford, The Odyssey of HomerP I1 (London 1962) 357. 
l1 Raphael Sealey, REG 70 (1957) 341. 
l2 F. E. Brown, SemKond 9 (1937) 3-9. 
la Hymn.Hom.Cer. 308, Solon 13.48 West, cJ Hes. Op. 427. 
l4 DK 6 8 ~ 1 2 9 ;  J. B. McDiarrnid, AJP 80 (1959) 60-61. 

Ludwig Doederlein, Homerisches Glossarium I (1850) 33-34; R. J. Cunliffe, Lexicon of Homeric Dialect 
(London 1924) s. v. I.a, citing 11. 21.166. 

l6 AJA 62 (1958) 401, HSCP 71 (1966) 330. 
IT Sacconi 33-35, noted with apparent favour by Page* 135. 

helmet-crests (Ar. Nub. 7511, a yhwuu6~owv tongues (Ev.Joh. 12.6), or a pillbox pills. 
There is no reason to go beyond Homer's explicit statement, nor to imagine that the 
arrows were barbed. 

How many arrows the quiver held we do not know. If we are guided by reality, 
they must be few enough that the vanes were protected from crushing or stripping. 
Thirty-five to forty is a conventional norm without being prescriptive.lB Before joining 
battle, Odysseus poured them out at his feet (22.3-4), like the mediaeval English 
bowman. 

The Axes. The second part of the test is described as "shooting through the axes, 
twelve in all" (21.76). What kind of axe does the poet have in mind? Of all the answers 
that have been given, only four are at once historically possible and logically intelligible 
(Greek Heritage 1.3 [ 19641 105). 

(1) Minoan double axes with the handles removed, the blades set in the ground, 
and the helving holes aligned. The insurmountable obstacle is the height, for the target 

1 will be bare inches above floor-level. Various palliatives have been devised, none with 
any conviction: a split-level megaron (Pocock), axes with their blades driven into 
posts,lg monstrous specimens like the freak axes from Nirou Khani (Late Minoan I), 
four feet from edge to edge.20 

(2) Double axes placed head downwards, handles vertical, with suspension-rings 
aligned at the proximal end. This interpretation finds a formidable champion in Sir 
Denys Page. As evidence he can cite only three bronze miniatures and a Boeotian 
potsherd, none of them earlier than the seventh century. They are all clearly votive 

, offerings, but Page persists in calling them 'cult axes', a much broader term. A cult axe 
(whatever that may be) might conceivably be found in Odysseus' palace, but hardly a 
votive. Several years ago Brain and Skinner took up Page's suggestion and "proved" 
empirically that the shot was possible using rings four inches in diameter.21 Four inches 
is a good size for a target, but preposterous for a ring at the end of an implement- 
handle. Despite Sir Denys7s authority no one will take it that the words "through the 
axes" could bear the meaning "through the rings," in Greek any more than in English. 

(3) Axes with perforated blades. Various candidates have been nominated, none 
better than the 'spectacles' axe, which has a semicircular blade pierced by two round 
holes. It was current in Late Bronze Age Syria, and many specimens (gold, silver, and 
electrum, as well as bronze) came from the Temple of the Obelisks at Byblos. The 

, tomb at Vaphio in Laconia (Late Helladic IIA) yielded another, similar in shape but not 

l8 Egyptian, TTS 4.17; Mycenaean, H. Schliemann, Mycenae (New York 1880) 271; Byzantine, Leo VI 
Problemata 12.7. 

l9 Samuel Butler, The Authoress of the Odyssey (1897: reprinted Chicago 1967) 153-54; B6rard. 
Po Stanford. The first answer was usual in antiquity, and has been the most common in this century; see 

also Delebecque (single axes), and F. H. Stubbings in Wace and Stubbings, Companion to Homer (London 
1962) 534-35. 

el First proposed by Blinkenberg in 1904; more recently, Page; Brain and Skinner. Sir Denys tenden- 
tiously attempts to trace this solution back to Pope's translation (1726) and to the Etymologicum Magnum- 
both of which however refer simply to rings, and not rings-on-axes. 
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identical. This solution is open to fewer objections than the others.22 There is however 
one decisive impediment, if the scene is to be at all realistic. The apertures, one inch in 
diameter or at most two, are too small. According to the greatest bow-hunter of the 
twentieth century, Howard Hill, "When an arrow leaves a bow, it doesn't travel in a 
perfectly straight position until it's about 60 or 70 feet away. For the first 40 to 60 feet 
before it straightens out, its feather end is swaying from side to side and needs plenty 
of room to pass through . . . without touching . . . I say a man needs a 15-inch diameter 
hole . . . to shoot through for the first 50 feet. If he doesn't have it, he won't get an 
arrow through it one in six times."23 In fact, this objection would seem to rule out any 
literal interpretation of Odysseus' prize-shot. 

(4) Nevertheless, as Gabriel Germain noted in 1954, there have been archer-kings 
who shot through axes, or what looked like axes. In Egypt the pharaohs of the New 
Kingdom posed as sportsmen and regularly proclaimed their talents. One exploit, shoot- 
ing at copper ingots, is ascribed to Tuthmosis I11 (reigned 1504-1450 B.c.) ,  Amenophis 
I1 (1450-1429, Tuthmosis IV (1425-1417), Ay (1352-13481, and Ramesses I1 (1304- 
1237).24 Amenophis I1 went so far as to boast: "There was not one . . . who could draw 
his bow . . . He entered into his northern garden and found that there had been set up 
for him four targets of Asiatic copper of one palm in their thickness, with twenty cubits 
between one post and its fellow . . . He grasped his bow and gripped four arrows at the 
same time. So he rode northward, shooting at them . . . His arrows had come out on 
the back thereof while he was attacking another post. It was really a deed which had 
never been done nor heard of by report: shooting at a target of copper an arrow which 
came out of it and dropped to the ground."2s The target was the ox-hide-shaped ingot 
familiar in the Aegean basin, which looks not unlike the head of a double a ~ e . 2 ~  

We need hardly believe that pharaah could pierce three inches of solid metal (AJA 
66 119621 15; TTS 3.37). All we need note is the motif. In some way Homer (or his 
sources) met the story of the king whose bow no one could string, and who shot 
through a sequence of double axes. He possibly misunderstood it and certainly trans- 
muted it. From other tales, or from his own sense of realism, he added incongruous 
details: the axes are not copper but iron (19.587, etc.; perhaps 'treasure' iron); they 
were set up Gpvdxow GF (19.574), that is, "aligned by eye."21 When Odysseus shot his 
arrow, O ~ K  &pPor~ (= h X e )  . . . rp&rT~ U T E L ~ E L ~ ~ S  (21.421-22) -the helving hole of 
double axes, the ring-tipped handle of votives, or the thong-hole of perforated axe- 
heads? (Since Denys Page professes to find difficulties in the two genitives of these 

P Perforated axes were first suggested by Caylus in 1781, and the 'spectacles' axe by Belger in 1890; 
more recently Fraser, Myres. 

28 Quoted in Lou Hochman, The Complete Archery Book (New York 1957) 44. 
O' References collected, AJA 66 (1962) 13-15; TTS 3.37; dates exempligratia from C A H  113. 

Tr. John A. Wilson, in James B. Pritchard, Ancienl Near Eastern Texts3 (Princeton 1969) 244. 
PGGermain (supra n.2) 14 n.6. Independently proposed to me in 1960 by J. B. McDiarmid; AJA 66 

(1962) 14 11.17; Greek Heritage 1.3 (1964) 105. Argued fully and cogently by Burkert. On ox-hide ingots 
see H. W. Catling, Cypriot Bronzework in [he Mycettaean World (Oxford 1964) 266-72. 

Stanford 4, BBrard 6, Pocock 349-50, Page 544-45. 

W. McLEOD 

lines, let us note that they are simply an example of 'corrective apposition', or 'the 
whole and the part', like 11. 15.76, 17.697, Od. 4.831, 5.344-45; see also Burkert 69 
n.3.) 

Where Were the Axes Set? Odysseus' palace, with its megaron, prodomos, and aule, 
reflects the Mycenaean house-plan.28 We may now ask where the axes were set up for 
the contest. The easy first reaction is in the hall, and that has been the usual answer.29 
A few students have noted that the hall would be dark, smoky, and crowded-hardly 
ideal for shooting an arrow-and prefer the courtyard.30 Stanford (3) offers what seems 
to be a decisive refutation, and we must look at his arguments. In the first place, he 
says, Monro's objections (on 21.120ff) must be answered: "The question is surely 
settled . . . by the procedure described . . . The Suitors were to try in turn, according to 
the order in which they sat . . . Each was to go to the threshold, make his effort with 
the bow, and return to his seat. Moreover, it is while this is proceeding that Ulysses 
goes out and reveals himself to Eumaeus and the neat-herd, unseen by any of the 
company . . . And when Antinous proposes to leave the axes standing till the next day, 
it is because no one will come to the p&yapov and take them up (I. 2621." To clinch 
the matter, Stanford notes, the phrase 2 ~ l  ~ E ~ ~ ~ O W L V  (19.573, cf: 21.41, which de- 
scribes where the axes were erected, would "hardly be used . . . as an exact synonym" 
for iv  ah<.  

It seems persuasive until we examine our text. The original intent, to be sure, was 
that each competitor should come forward to the threshold for his effort. Telemachus 
and Leodes actually make their attempts there (21.124, 149). After Leodes' failure the 
plan is changed, and a fire is kindled at the central hearth (181). Thereafter each suitor 
in turn warms the bow, even Eurymachus, the last of them (245-46). With attention 
focused on these activities, Odysseus could easily slip out unnoticed. So far as 262 is 
concerned, the phrase "into the hall of Odysseus" recurs at 18.24, not signifying "into 
the actual megaron," but as a synonym for "to the front door" (rpdOvpov, 18.10), "in 
front of the tall doors on the polished threshold" (18.32-33). And, despite Stanford's 
confident assertion, "in the halls" is used to mean "in the courtyard." It is where the 
suitors flay goats and singe swine (2.299-300), where Penelope keeps her geese 
(19.540, 552), where horses are stabled (21.30), and where the corpses are stacked after 
the carnage (24.187). There is, after all, no decisive obstacle to having the axes set up 
in the courtyard. 

Conclusion. The picture of Odysseus as bowman seems to be a part of the tradition, 
not simply restricted to the toxou thesis. He travels far afield in quest of arrow-venom 
(1.260-62). He vaunts his skill to the Phaeacians (8.215-18). He carries a bow on Goat 
Island (9.156) and on Aeaea (10.261-62). He measures distances by the bowshot 

"This need have no implications for date, since the type survived into Hellenistic times as the PrOslOS- 
I oecus house; see J. Walter Graham, Phoenix 20 (1966) 6. 

29 Fraser, Lorimer, Pocock, Stanford. 
30 First proposed by Scotland in 1887; more recently, %rard, Delebecque, Myres, Stubbs, also N. C. 

Wyeth's illustration to accompany G.  H. Palmer's translation (Cambridge [Mass.] 1929) at 276. 
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(12.83-84, 102), and compares Polyphemus' door-stone to the lid of an arrow-case 
(9.314). His idiosyncrasy even provides a name for his son: Telemachus, 'he who fights 
from afar'. Presumably this archer-hero predates the eclipse of the bow in Greece; that 
is, he goes back to Mycenaean times.3l 

His bow is composite and angular; his arrow is totally undifferentiated. Both might 
well be Egyptian in origin and Mycenaean in date, but there are other possibilities. The 
'axes' are metal ingots of the late Bronze Age. The particular prize-shot is securely tied 
to Egypt of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Dynasties, but it has been spliced (with 
slight incongruity) into an older folktale that evolved among the ancestors of the Indo- 
European-speaking peoples (Page 556-57). Common sense must decide whether the 
axes were set up in the courtyard or the hall, for the text does not tell us. 

Our appreciation of Homer is not tied to archaeological relics. Yet the temptation is 
strong, without subscribing to the documentary fallacy, to try to visualize the material 
objects mentioned in the poems. If past experience is a reliable guide, we approach the 
truth not by a sudden leap but by a series of progressive approximations. May we ven- 
ture to hope that these few musings in honour of Sterling Dow have brought us a step 
cl0ser?3~ 

Comparative Economic Values in the Iliad: 
The Oxen-Worth 

A. Lily Macrakis 

T HE QUESTION of comparative economic values in the Iliad1 has not generally at- 
tracted the attention of scholars.2 Nevertheless, the few data one can assemble are 

sufficient to suggest important conclusions about the trustworthiness of Homer as an 
historical source. In support of this contention we set out to assemble economic evi- 
dence from the Iliad, especially Book 23, accepting the material at face value and thus 
disregarding suspicions of possible interp~lation.~ 

It has been evident to students of Homer and the Homeric period that the ox was 
used as the measure of value. Yet some scholars have mistakenly considered the ox as 
a medium of exchange; rather, it is used as the unit (or standard) of value with refer- 
ence to which prices are indicated or values e~timated,~ very much like the 'numkraire' 
introduced into nineteenth-century economic theory by Walra~.~  Nevertheless, for pur- 
poses of accounting, the ox-unit can be replaced by the talent-unit in the estimation of 
values, since Ridgeway and others6 have proved conclusively that the ratio of the value 
of an ox to that of a talent was one-to-one, i.e. that the Homeric talent was the equiv- 

This material was originally prepared as a paper for one of Professor Dow's seminars at Harvard Uni- 
versity. I take this opportunity to publish it now in this volume honoring his eightieth birthday. 

A. M. Andreades gives a lengthy bibliography on Homeric economic life, A History of Greek Public 
Finance 1 (Cambridge [Mass.] 1933) 3-7. Also good bibliography in R. Cohen, L a  Gr?ce et I'hell4nisation du 
monde antique (Paris 1948) 32-34. 

R. C. Jebb, Homer, An Introduction to the Iliad and the Odyssey (Glasgow 1887) 157-71, considers the 
Games as one of the 'Great Interpolations', while W. Leaf, The Iliad I1 380-81, rejects only some passages. 

Bock h l w s  (11. 23.889, .rcucrapoifiloq (23.709, hvv~a '@wp (6.236), ~UW&K&@JLOF (23.702), i ~ a d p -  
B o w s  (2.449, 6.236). In this connection it may be worth noting that Pliny ( H N  33.3.6-7) was correct in 
assuming that the oxen were a measure of value while not precluding other interchanges in barter without 
specific reference to their oxen-worth. He reads in Homer (11. 6.472) that goods were exchanged by barter 
(permutabantur inter sese) during the days of Troy: coriis boum . . . ferro captivisque. But the Diomedes- 
Glaucus exchange of fl. 6.236 supports his assertion that pecore oestimationes rerum ita fecit ut C boum arma 
aurea permutasse Glaucum diceret cum Diomedis armis V I l I I  boum (= he reckoned the value of goods [in 
cattle]). It is a much-repeated example but not always correctly interpreted. For example, Adam Smith 
interprets the same passage as "The armour of Diomedes, cost only nine oxen; but that of Glaucus cost an 
hundred oxen," while in fact it was an exchange of armours estimated to cost the equivalent of 9 and 100 
oxen respectively, as is discussed later in the present study: An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the 
Wealth of'Nations (London 1937) 23. Also see M. I. Finlev. The World of Odvsseusz (New York 1978) 67. 

L. ~ a l r a s ,  ~ l m e n t s  d2conomie politique puie-(Lau&n& 1874) 77 (ti. ~&e,  ~ I e k e G s  of Pure Economics 

31 J. A. K. Thomson, Studies in the Odyssey (Oxford 1914) 170-71. 
[London 19541). Walras selected one commodity to serve as 'numtraire' while prices of all other com- 

a2The writer is grateful to S. Dow (of course), R. E. Fantham, J. B. McDiarmid, and L. E. Woodbury 
modities were expressed in relation to it. 

for bibliographical references. He also wishes to thank J. J. Balatinecz (Faculty of Forestry, University of 
W. Ridgeway, The Origin of Metallic Currency and Weight Standards (Cambridge 1892) 133; C. F. Selt- 

Toronto) and Ursula M. Franklin (Department of Metallurgy and Materials Science, University of Toron- 
man. Athens, Its History and Coinage Before the Persian Invasion (Cambridge 1924). This opinion is not 

to). who discussed with him the effects of heating and greasing various materials; and June Hewitt, who 
accepted by all scholars, but the text supports it (see 11. 23.750, where an ox is given as a second prize 
while half a talent is given as a third prize; cf: discussion infra). 

deftly converted manuscript into print-out. 
21 1 
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alent of an ox. Incidentally, it must be stressed that the Homeric talent did not repre- 
sent a monetary unit or a measure of value. The talent at the time was only an amount 
of gold weighing about 8-9 grams.7 Having accepted then the unit 'ox-talent' we may 
now proceed with the enumeration of the prices given in Homer: 

Unused cauldron (11. 23.885) 
Skilled female slave (23.705) 
Suit of bronze armor (6.236) 
Large tripod (23.703) 
Suit of golden armor (6.236) 
Captive prince (21.79) 
Golden tassels (2.449) 

PRICE IN O X E N  

(= talents) 
1 
4 
9 

12 
100 
100 
100 

This list does not include the two passages where values are given as an assessment of 
an indemnity and recompense rather than as indications of prices. The first of these 
occurs in the celebrated scene on the shield of Akhilles (18.495-508) where the sum of 
two talents is to be given as compensation for a dikast or an indemnity for a murder.8 
The other (11.244-45) deals with the dowry given by Iphidamas at his marriage: 100 
oxen and 1000 sheep and goats, for a total value of 200 talents, given that the ratio of 
the value of an ox to that of a sheep or goat was 10 to 1. 

In reference to this list there are three questions requiring an answer: (a) are the 
values accurate or are they exaggerated; (b) are the prices fixed or not; and (c) if prices 
were variable, what factors determined their valuation? These questions may be par- 
tially answered after a closer examination of the text. It should be noticed that the 
values of four of the seven articles are stated with precision by the poet in both nar- 
rative and descriptive passages. This fact may be of some importance, as the narrator 
may be expected to be more objective than some hero who, boasting, overvalues his 
belongings. More specifically we may remark: (1) For the first object, the A ~ @ ~ T '  &m 
pov (23.885), the price of a talent seems not unreasonable, since it is described neither 
as ~ a h d s  nor as r<uuapa &pa ~ r ~ a v 8 d ~ a  as is a cauldron worth more than two tal- 
ents.9 (2) In the case of the celebrated exchange of arms between Glaukos and Diome- 
des, where-to the great surprise of the poet-Glaukos gives "gold value for bronze, a 
hundred oxen-worth for nine" (6.2361, the prices are again given with exactitude. Here 
the ratio is not 100 to 10, a whole number, but 100 to 9, a very unusual ratio. More- 
over, a number-system on the base of nine is not as common as one on ten or twelve.1° 

7 Ridgeway (supra n.6) 117; also R. D. Seymour, Life in the Homeric Age (New York 1915) 289. 
8 For fuller details and bibliography on this much-discussed passage see G. Glotz, L a  solidarit@ de la 

famille dons le droit criminel en GrCce (Paris 1904) 11Sff; A. Steinwenter, Die Streitbeendi~ng durch Urleil, 
Schiedsspmch und Vergleich nach griechischem Recht (MiinchBeitr 8 [1925]) 34-38. 

9The fourth prize of the chariot race was two golden talents (23.267-69). Therefore the value of the 
third prize could not have been less than that. For the differentiation of values see infra. 

lo An indication that the poet wants to give the precise ratio of gold to bronze is the arrangement and 
density of his verse to enable him to squeeze in his (urea/3oiwv: Xp60ea X a h ~ e w v ,  Z ~ a r 6 ~ / 3 o ~ '  Zuuea- 
Boiov. 

Does this not make the valuation of the bronze armor look all the more accurate? The 
passage has an additional interest because it has the poet reckoning value in oxen-worth 
and in metals, further differentiating quality (gold vs bronze) and quantity (100 : 9). (3) 
Our last articles priced by the poet are the one hundred tassels on the aegis of Athena 
(2.449). To judge from a similar specimen found in Mycenae," the whole description of 
the aegis as well as of the tassels is quite accurate. The one hundred tassels of the aegis 
are "by no means an excessive number."lZ 

While we have found no reason to believe that the poet exaggerates or falsifies the 
'value' of these objects, it is hard to speak with the same assurance about the three 
remaining examples: 

(1) The great tripod set by Akhilles as first prize in the wrestling contest (23.702-03) 
is not directly valued by the poet but only roughly reckoned by the Akhaioi. The phrase 
~ U U ~ € K & @ O L O U  dvl U&UL ribv 'Axa~o; should be cause for caution to those who wish to 
posit fixity of prices. Yet we cannot preclude the possibility that a tripod could be highly 
ornamented and more elaborate than a standard tripod, and therefore more costly. 

(2) This skepticism is justified in view of the subsequent lines of the text, where 
the value of a skilled female slave is given (704-05). Here again the Akhaians rate her 
at just four oxen: ~ 1 0 ~  8; i T E U U ~ ~ ~ @ O L O V .  Both passages are equally vague, implying a 
rather casual estimate. The case of the slave's price is further complicated by the men- 
tion of a much higher price for the purchase of Euryklea, the slave of Laertes (Od. 
1.430-31). In both instances the women are skilled. Was it the probable difference in 
age and beauty that played a part in this divergence of prices? Were slaves cheaper in 
the plain of Troy? This, however, is the only reference to such a low price. Perhaps we 
must recognize that in fact the prices of female slaves were quite variable and depended 
on different circumstances or even on considerations of supply and demand. 

Two other references to women slaves in the Iliad certainly indicate, however, that 
a higher value was normal. At 8.290-91 Agamemnon promises Teukros a tripod or two 
horses and a chariot or a woman. The context suggests that these are equivalent alter- 
natives. If we suppose, for the moment, that the woman was valued at four talents, 

' then we are left with the conclusion that two horses together with a chariot could cost 
the same. If this were the case, each horse would have been valued at less than two 
talents , and a mare, the second'prize in the chariot races (23.2651, would be worth less 
than the fourth prize of that same race (23.269)-two talents! Moreover, the mare paid 
as 9 ~ 7 j  in place of military service (23.297) would not have been called an "onerous 
price" (13.669) had it represented the value of only two oxen. There is also the evi- 
dence of 23.703, where a tripod is valued at twelve talents. In short, the woman prom- 
ised to Teukros could not have been valued at less than ten to twelve talents, whether 

: compared with the tripod or the two horses and chariot. In the second reference to a 
slave (22.1641, a tripod and a woman are once more mentioned as alternative prizes 
given during funeral games, and both are considered k Y a  ~ C E ~ A O V .  

" H. Schliemann, Mycenae (New York 1880) 304 fig. 461. W. Helbig, Das Homerische Epos aus den 
Detikmalerti erlautert (Leipzig 1887) 207-09. 

'2 Leaf (supra n.3) 181. 
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Must we then suppose that the value of a slave was usually related to the choices 
and preferences of the purchaser and accept that it is risky to determine a mean value, 
especially when this mean value has to be taken over quite disparate numbers? Prob- 
ably so. Yet despite this ambiguity about the value of slaves, enough data remain to 
allow further investigation. 

(3) Our last example of a relative value occurs in a dialogue between Lykaon and 
Akhilles (21.79-80): Lykaon reveals that he had been taken captive and sold as a slave 
by Akhilles for the equivalent of one < K ~ T ~ ~ / ? O L O V .  Then he adds that his ransom would 
be three times as much: v i v  6; A6pqv rduua nop&v. Was that the fixed price for 
the purchase of a prince? Surely there can have been no 'fixed' price for princes-logic 
is against it. Would not Agamemnon have been more costly than Menelaos? In any 
case, this is only a relative value, since it does not really represent one hundred oxen or 
their equivalent in talents, but a silver mixing bowl (23.741) perhaps guessed at one 
hundred oxen-worth by Lykaon. 

Summarizing our remarks we may conclude that in general (a) the numbers given 
by Homer in his valuation of goods and human beings are quite' convincing; (b) the 
text does not contain exaggerations or contradictions regarding the prices; and (c) the 
prices may have been on the whole fixed but could have varied according to supply and 
demand for some of the goods (cJ: the high price of wine in 7.473-75). This is all that 
can be stated with confidence regarding the relevant passages in the Iliad. 

With some caution we may, nevertheless, proceed a bit further and make some 
conjectures based on combinations. There are two instances in book 23 (750-51, 855- 
58) where it seems each lower prize is half the value of the higher one. For example, 
ten axes were given for placing first in archery but ten half-axes for second.l3 Again, 
one ox (= 1 talent) is given to the runner-up in the foot-race while half a talent is 
given to the one placing third. If we make the assumption that this differentiation of 
values holds for all prizes, one can extrapolate a second list of probable values for the 
five prizes given in the chariot race (23.262-70). We take our cue from the value of the 
fourth-place prize (269), two talents of gold (at 8-9 grams per talent): 

PRIZE PROBABLE VALUES 

(in talents) 
1st: skilled woman and 1 16 (?) 

tripod (22 measures) 
2nd: mare miovua 8 (?) 
3rd: 1 unfired cauldron 4 (?) 

(4 measures) 
4th: 2 talents worth of gold 2 
5th: 1 unfired jar 1 (?) 

The conjectured values of the objects in this list accord reasonably well with the ten- 
dency of those in our first list. Admittedly the list reveals a few more prices, such as 

those of a mare, a jar, a cauldron; if accepted as accurate, these prices could be used to 
estimate the value of the gifts promised by Agamemnon to Akhilles (9.263ff). But this 
would carry a simple hypothesis too far. Yet, to reach some positive conclusions regard- 
ing the relative values in the Iliad, it becomes both inevitable and necessary to form 
some conjectures by comparing the various passages that contain explicit or implied 
values. For the study of comparative values is constrained by a number of factors. 
Archaeological excavations have not as yet brought to light any tablets providing a 
catalogue of objects with their talents or oxen-worth, and later literary references are 
vague (e.g. in Hesiod). Since these limitations are unlikely to be overcome for the 
present, it seems wiser to base our conclusions on the text alone. It is of considerable 
importance that the Iliad does not contain any serious contradictions in the matter of 
our inquiry. 

After a close examination of the data given by Homer, it is legitimate to conclude 
that not only is he consistent throughout the epic (thus providing one more argument 
against the separatists!), but in addition he provides reasonable and conservative figures 
in his estimate of the value of different objects. It is this conservatism that encourages 
confidence in the general worth of his testimony about economic values. 

13Generally one axe is equal to one talent. For axes used as currency, Seltman (supra n.6) 14 and 112; 
M. P. Nilsson, The Minoan-Mycenean Religion2 (Lund 1950) 219ff. 



Religion and the Plague in Athens, 

Jon D. Mikalson 

T H E  GREAT P L A G U E  which killed and maimed so many Athenians broke out in early 
summer of 430 and continued in full force for two years, until the summer of 428. 

After a brief and partial remission ( ~ L O K W ~ T ~ )  it resumed in early winter 427 and raged 
until the winter of 426. It held Athens in its grip for almost five full years (Thuc. 2.47, 
3.87). Not less than 4400 hoplites, 300 cavalrymen, and an indeterminable number of 

I 
others perished (3.87). Plutarch in his life of Perikles (36) allows us a glimpse of the 
severity of losses in this "indeterminable number." Perikles, we are told, lost to the 
plague not only his sister and his two sons but also most of his relatives and friends, all 
before his own death from the same cause in autumn 429. Nothing, according to Thu- 
cydides (3.87),  brought more harm to the 8 i ) ~ a ~ ~ ~  of the Athenians. Thucydides 
(6.26.2) and apparently others (6.12.1) thought Athens did not fully recover from it 
until ca 415. 

The nature of the disease has been extensively studied,' but, to borrow a phrase 
often heard from Sterling Dow, "there is still work to be done" on Thucydides' descrip- 
tion of the effects of the plague on the social and religious life of the Athenians. I wish 
first to offer some comments on the religious elements of Thucydides' description and 
secondly to present, in annalistic form, what Dow might consider 'hard evidence' to 
confirm, modify, or expand Thucydides' account. 

After an extensive description of the physical symptoms of the plague (2.47-50) 
Thucydides details how the abundance of corpses led to disregard of traditional burial 
practices. This was, of course, &vo&, and in 2.53 he proposes to discuss the beginning 
of & v o h  in other areas (.rrp&6u TE 7TP.$e ~ a i  i s  6 A A a  ~ ~ A E L  in-i .rrAiou &vo&s 76 

J ~ 6 a ~ p . a ) .  Here he treats, quite separately, breakdowns of a moral, religious, and legal 
character. The moral breakdown was apparent in more open striving for immediate 
hedonistic satisfaction, in the lack of desire to persevere in 76 86tau ~ a ~ d u ,  and in a 
perversion of moral terminology. Thucydides then introduces together the religious and 
legal breakdowns-"no fear of gods or law of men was deterring themm-but in a p i u  
. . . 66 construction he treats each separately: men decided b i v )  that being pious or 
impious made no difference because they saw that all perished equally, and ( 8 0  every- 

J one expected to die before he paid legal penalties for his crimes. The distinction be- 
I tween the moral, legal, and religious elements should be noted because, in the popular 

The three leading candidates for the epidemic are measles, typhus, and smallpox. See D. Page, CQ N . S .  
3 (1953) 97-119; W MacArthur, C Q N . ~ .  4 (1954) 171-74; A. Parry, BICS 16 (1969) 106-18; and R. and 
M. Littman, TAPA 100 (1969) 261-75. 
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religion of the period, much of morality and ethics lay outside of religious sanctions. 
Hedonistic satisfaction, abandoning 76 ~ahd.v,  and escaping legal punishments for most 
crimes were no concern of religion at the popular level, nor does Thucydides treat them 
as though they were.2 

If we are to trust Thucydides' account, the plague struck directly at the core of 
fundamental popular religious beliefs concerning care of the dead, cult, and piety. The 
most gripping sections of his narrative describe how relatives, overwhelmed by the evil, 
grew weary of (and presumably discontinued) lamentations for the dead. Corpses lay 
strewn about the ~anctuaries,~ and desperate mourners preempted others' funeral pyres 
or simply dumped their dead on already burning pyres. In classical Greek society funer- 
als and the continuing cult of the dead, the so-called 'traditional rites', were funda- 
mental to maintaining the sense of continuity of the family: and Thucydides no doubt 
chose to emphasize the nearly total disruption of these practices because it best reflects 
the depth of the breakdown of the social fabric and of religious practices. Proper care of 
the dead, both in the funeral and in the periodic offerings at the tomb, was one of the 
major areas in which, in popular belief, piety and impiety were involved.5 

In cult the severest blow must have been that the established gods apparently did 
not heed their devotees' prayers. "All the supplications at the sanctuaries and all inqui- 
ries at the oracles and such things were of no help, and finally the people gave them up, 
overcome by the evil" (2.47.4). In the grip of a plague the usual procedure, no doubt 
from well before Homer's time down to the end of paganism, was to employ divination 
and, following the instructions received, to supplicate the appropriate god.6 But for the 
Athenians the procedure did not work: and the duration much more than the intensity 
of the plague caused them to despair of any help from their gods.8 They learned, after 

2See my Athenian Popular Religion, forthcoming from the University of North Carolina Press. 
JThucydides adds, with emphasis, that these dead had died in the sanctuaries (a6roG & T O ~ ' ~ U K ~ V T ~ ~ ) .  

He thus makes explicit that two separate but closely related religious taboos were violated: people died in 
the sanctuaries and corpses were left there. Cf: 1.126.11-12, 1.134.3, and 3.81.5 and 104. On these taboos 
see L. Moulinier, Le Pur et l'impur dons la pens.!e des Grecs (Paris 1952) 205-12. 

'Though not, of course, in the manner argued by Fustel de Coulanges in The Ancient City. See S. C. 
Humphreys, JHS 100 (1980) 96-126. 

6 See my study (supra n.2). 
GThe familiar example is Iliad 1.43-474. The many plague-occasioned requests in Delphic literature 

suggest how common the procedure was. See J. Fontenrose, The Delphic Oracle (Berkeley 1978) oracles 
no. Q1, 3, 65, 72, 79, 82, 84, 94, 107, 126, 133, 161, 164, 174, 190, 200, 229, and L19, 35, 42, 44, 45, 64, 
72, 88, 92, 98, 126, 133, 134, 140, 145, 157, 159, and 173. 

The residents of Cleonai fared better. Suffering from the same plague they inquired at Delphi and were 
told to sacrifice a goat to the rising sun. They did this, found relief, and dedicated a bronze goat to Apollo 
at Delphi (Paus. 10.11.15). The Athenians of the second century A.D. apparently thought that Apollo had 
similarly helped their ancestors during the plague, for they associated Calamis' statue of Apollo Alexikakos 
with the event (Paus. 1.3.4). Calamis, however, sculpted in the first half of the fifth century (P. Orlandini 
in Enciclopedia dell' arre ontica 4 [Rome 19611 291-94, cJ: B. Ridgway, The Severe Style in Greek Scubture 
[Princeton 19701 87), and thus Pausanias' account falls under grave suspicion (H. W. Parke and D. E. W. 
Wormell, The Delphic Oracle I1 [Oxford 19561 55). 

should avoid the widespread tendency to 'date' the plague to 430/429. It was, I think, primarily 
the duration of the plague which caused the social upheavals, and this can be understood only if we make 
explicit that the plague lasted from very late 431/0 until mid 426/5. 

some years of bitter and highly personal experience, that their gods would not or could 
not help. They simply 'gave up' on the gods. To judge from Thucydides, their society as 
a whole reached a depth of religious despair unparalleled in the records of ancient 
Greek civilization. 

And, finally, "no fear of gods was restraining men because, when they saw all men 
perishing equally, they decided that being pious or not all came to the same" (2.53). 
The plague thus affected not only traditional burial practices or trust in certain gods, 
but, according to Thucydides, shook what must be the foundation of any religious 
system, the acknowledged desirability of living a pious life. 

Some evidence, though not abundant, indicates that the situation in Athens during 
the whole five years of the plague was not as desperate as Thucydides' description 
might incline us to imagine. The state continued to make dedications to the gods after 
military victories and there is no indication that major festivals were suspended. In 
some of these years the City Dionysia and the Lenaia were certainly celebrated. The 

I evidence for this, together with that of the dedications, will be presented lnfa in an 
annalistic account of the plague years. 

Thucydides makes the neglect of the dead and the abandonment of proper funeral 
rites the centerpiece of his description, and here we have some evidence that such 
neglect was not the case for all classes all the time. The several funerals which Perikles 
attended in the early years of the plague (Plut. Per. 36) were all evidently held in the 
traditional manner. Prominent tombs were erected for Perikles (died 429) and Phormio 

I 
(died ca 428) (Paus. 1.29.3). The state was able, in the winter of 4301429, to provide a 
tomb for Melesandros, the commander of the unsuccessful expedition against Lycia 
(Thuc. 2.69, Paus. 1.29.7-8). But this is, interestingly, the last tomb of the war-dead of 
which we have a record until 42413. These dedications, festivals, and traditional funerals 

, should make us wary of assuming that the appalling conditions described by Thucydides 
1 prevailed throughout all the plague years. Thucydides may well have chosen to focus his 

description on the very worst weeks or months of the five years of suffering. 
What follows is a commentary, year-by-year, on what evidence we have for reli- 

i gious acts and attitudes for the years during the plague and immediately following. I 
I have included only evidence which can be precisely dated because I am interested 

chiefly in the states and changes of religious feeling during the seven-year period, and 
evidence of uncertain date (e.g. Euripides' Andromache, commonly dated 424 * 6 
years)g contributes little. Similarly, evidence which scholars only assume to reflect the 
plague and its aftermath must be excluded. Two prime examples are Sophocles' Oedipus 
Tyrannos, which most date to the plague years because of the description of the pesti- 
lence in Thebes,lo and the decree of Diopeithes, which Gommell would date in 430 

I 
(two years later than the accepted date) in large part because, he claims, it reflects 

9 See the discuss~on of D L Page In Greek Poetry and Lfe (Oxford 1936) 223-29 
lo  See on the date B Knox, AJP 77 (1956) 133-47, who argues for 425, and R~ck M Newton, GRBS 21 

(1980) 5-22, who argues for 429 
11 A W Gomme, Hrstorrcal Commentary on Thucydrdes 11 (Oxford 1956) 187 
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"superstitions excited by the terrors of the pestilence." To include such evidence here 
would prejudge the situation and result in circular arguments. 

The plague broke out in the early summer of 430, and its initial attack must have 
been very virulent,12 because within a few months, i.e. mid to late summer of 430, it 
had become one of the major issues in the attack on and successful prosecution of 
Perikles (Thuc. 2.59-65, Plut. Per. 34.3, Diod. 12.45.4). Thucydides has Perikles show 
full awareness of the sufferings of the populace ( ~ a T s  K ~ T '  o l ~ o v  ~ a ~ o . r r p a y l a ~ q  ZKTE- 
.rrh7)yCLivo~, 2.60.4; TOT$ .rrapoCu~ ?rd.vorc papvudpevo~, 2.64.6), and the plague's effect 
on moral character: "What happens suddenly and unexpectedly and contrary to all 
reason enslaves (8ovhoi) the mind, and this has happened to you, especially because of 
the plague" (2.61.3). It was a convention of Athenian popular religion that disease, 
death, and most other things considered bad were attributed not to a specific deity but 
to a nameless, formless, and cultless 6 a ; ~ v . ' ~  Perikles follows precisely this convention 
in his famous exhortation to his fellow citizens: 6 i p c ~ v  8; ~ p ; l  T'& T E  G a ~ p i v ~ a  ixvay- 
~ a h q  T& T E  ixr6 TGV .rroh~&v d L ~ 8 ~ c w q  (2.64.2). 

It would hardly seem a coincidence that after the outbreak of the plague the first 
Athenian target in the Peloponnese was Epidauros, the site of Asclepius' major sanctu- 
ary. The Athenians hoped to take it (Thuc. 2.56.4) but were unsuccessful. There were 
no doubt significant military and political objectives as well,l4 but access to or control of 
the leading healing deity of the period must have been in the Athenians' minds. Simi- 
larly the memory of the plague was no doubt one reason why the Athenians, at their 
first opportunity, imported Asclepius' cult from Epidauros to Athens (IG 112 4960) in 
420. 

In this year the Athenians, after Phormio's stunning victory in the Corinthian 
Gulf, erected a trophy and dedicated a ship to Poseidon at Rhion (Thuc. 2.84.4). Part of 
this was surely the sacrifice to Theseus and Poseidon at Rhion recorded by Pausanias 
(10.11.6). In celebration of the same victories the Athenians dedicated at Delphi, in 
their already existing stoa,15 captured figure-heads of ships and bronze shields. These 
the Athenians sent as first-fruit offerings from their sea-battles with the Eleans, Lace- 
daimonians, Sicyonians, Megarians, Pellenians of Achaea, Arnbraciots, Leucadians, and 
Corinthians. This same year, presumably in spring 428,16 nearly two years after the 
plague first broke out, Euripides produced Hippolytus and won first prize (Hipp. hypoth. 

12 Nearly one-quarter of  all hoplite losses to the plague occurred among Hagnon's troops during the forty 
days they besieged Poteideia late this summer (Thuc. 2.58.2-3). 

18 See my Athenian Popular Religion (supra n.2). 
l4 See Gomme (supra n.11) 163. 
l5 Pausanias is apparently confused on the date of this stoa (10.11.6). See J. G. Frazier, Pausanias' De- 

scription of Greece (London 1898) ad loc. and MeiggsILewis 25. 
I6 In early Elaphebolion if for the City Dionysia. 
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11). Hippolytus and its success may reflect a despair among the Athenians that their gods 
would ever heed prayers for relief: whatever we make of Hippolytus and Phaedra, the 
deities Artemis and Aphrodite are represented as remarkably and-to judge by other 
Greek literature-unusually unresponsive to human miseries and prayers. 

The effects of the plague were again strongly felt in Athens in the early summer of 
428. Thucydides (3.3.1) stresses that the Athenians were suffering from it at this time, 
and the Mytilenians, in urging the Lacedaimonians to help them in their revolt, went so 
far as to claim that the Athenians had been virtually destroyed by the plague and by 
their expenditures for the war (vducl, T E  ydlp Z$B&para~ 'ABqvaib~ ~ a i  w q p i ~ w v  6a- 
T&VTJ, 3.13.3). The Mytilenians were, of course, sorely mistaken, and, to their mis- 
fortune, the remission of the plague began that very summer. 

In response to the revolt the Athenians initially planned to attack the Mytilenians 
while they were outside the city celebrating a heorte of Apollo Maloeis. On the face of it 
the plan appears sacrilegious, but neither Thucydides nor the Mytilenians make any 
such complaint. But, needless to say, Apollo of Delos or of Delphi would hardly have 
condoned any such attack on worshippers at an Apolline heorte. The following summer 
(427) Mytilene surrendered, and presumably to this time dates the spear butt which the 
Athenians dedicated to the Dioscuroi as spoils "from the Lesbians" (Hesperia 47 [I9781 
192-95). Significant parcels (and hence revenues) from the newly acquired lands on 
Lesbos were set aside 70;s BEO?~ (3.50.2).17 These successes and the resultant religious 
dedications occurred during the remission of the plague. Early in the winter of 42716 
the pestilence returned in full force. 

The plague ended, finally, in the winter of 42615. Aristophanes' Acharnians was 
produced at the Lenaia this same winter, and it is noteworthy that nowhere amidst the 
catalogue of ills caused by the continuing war is the plague mentioned. During this 
winter the Athenians undertook, K ~ T &  X P 1 ) ~ j d ~  84 7 ~ v a  (Thuc. 3.104.11, the purifica- 
tion of Delos by removing all tombs from the island and by forbidding death and child- 
birth there. The Athenians also reinstituted the Delia as a major international festival 
for the Ionian peoples. Diodorus (12.58.6-7), unlike Thucydides, associates the purifi- 
cation of Delos directly with attempts to end the plague: oi 8; 'ABqvaib~ 6d 4 v  h ~ p -  
poA;lv 6 s  vduov T&F a i ~ i a s  r;iq a v ~ p & ~  i d  76 8cibv &ui.rrcp.rrov. 866 ~ a i  K ~ T &  TLva 
X p q u & ~  i ~ d B a p a v  T$V V$UOV AijAov . . . Thucydides also mentions "some oracle," 
but does not give the occasion for requesting it. Diodorus' account is not improbable in 
itself, but seems less likely in view of Thucydides' express statement that Athenians 
found oracles useless in combatting the plague (2.47.4). If an oracle had bidden the 
Athenians to end the plague by purifying Delos, and if, as is clear, the plague ended the 

It may have been a similar 'sacred' parcel of land which the Athenians, at approximately this time, 
made arrangements to have protected in the region of Colophon: IG I2 59, I3 65. 
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same winter they completed the purification, Thucydides could hardly claim that oracles 
were of no help against the plague. The source of the oracle could not have been Delos, 
which had no oracle. Delphi, of which one usually thinks in such a context, is unlikely 
because many Athenians, at least at the beginning of the plague, strongly suspected that 
Pythian Apollo was supporting the Lacedaimonians (Thuc. 2.54.4). It is also improbable 
that the Athenians were asking or thought they were receiving help from Apollo when 
in 428 they formulated the plan to attack his devotees in a heorte. In his claim that the 
Athenians purified Delos in an attempt to end the plague Diodorus either had a source 
independent of Thucydides (perhaps Ephorus) or he is arguing post hoc igitur propter 
hoc.18 The correct explanation may rather be that the Athenians purified Delos, re- 
established the Delia, and eventually built a temple of Apollo there (42514) all in an 
attempt to make the Apollo cult which they controlled into a worthy rival, on the in- 
ternational level, to the pro-Lacedaimonian Delphic cult.19 

The purification of Delos and the reinstitution of the Delia are just two indications 
of increased Athenian interest in religious matters. In the same winter (42615) Demos- 
thenes, after the battle of Idomenai, dedicated 300 panoplies "in the Attic sanctuaries" 
(Thuc. 3.114.1). The state also erected, to celebrate a string of recent victories, a statue 
of Athena Nike and two golden Nikai.20 

425/4 
In the early spring of 425 the Athenians began their expedition against Pylos and in 

early August concluded it with the brilliant capture of 292 Spartans on Sphacteria." The 
Athenians dedicated the captured shields, and Pausanias, centuries later, saw them in 
the Stoa P ~ i k i l e . ~ ~  According to Pausanias (4.36.6) the Athenians also erected a bronze 
Nike on the Acropolis cis purjpVu TOV ZV 6 L # m ~ ~ p k .  This Nike and those de- 
dicated in 42615 are supporting indications of intense interest in the Athena Nike cult. 
Construction of the Athena Nike temple may have begun this very year,23 and in the 
parabasis of the Knights, which was produced in the Lenaia (Jan.lFeb.) in 424 (4 
hypoth. I), Aristophanes expresses what was no doubt the popular sentiment towards 
Athena and her attendant Nike (581-90): 

'8The same reasoning that led Gomme (supra n.11) 414 to claim that the purification o f  Delos was 
"presumably thanksgiving for the cessation o f  the pestilence." 

19 Cf: F. Schachermeyr, Religionspolitik und Religiosiriit bei Perikles (Wien 1968) 21-22. For a different 
interpretation, cautiously expressed, see G. Daux in Athenian Studies Presented to William Scott Ferguson 
(HSCP Suppl. 1 [19401) 46-48. 

2 V G  12 368, 369 ( I 3  468, 469); IG 112 403. On the later history o f  these and the other golden Nikai, 
many o f  which were melted down to provide funds in 40716, see P. Foucart, BCH 12 (1888) 283-93; H. 
Thompson in Athenian Studies (supra n. 19) 199-210; and F. Jacoby on FGrHist 323a~26 and 328F 141. 

On the chronology see Gomme (supra n.11) I11 487-88. 
22 1.15.4. One o f  these captured shields, inscribed 'ABqvabr drd I \ c % K c & u ~ [ o v ~ ~ V  d~ [nirlho, has been 

discovered in the Agora (Hesperia 6 [I9371 346-48). 
*Many scholars (see MeiggslLewis 44) think the Athena Nike temple had been planned since ca 450, 

but there are some reasons (see e.g. A. L. Boegehold in Classical Studies Presented 10 B. E. Perry [Urbana 
19691 175-80 and H .  B. Mattingly, Historia 10 [I9611 169-71) to date the planning much closer to the 
construction. 
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This heartfelt invocation of Athena and Nike may be the first indication in literature 
which we can confidently associate with the revival of religious feeling after the plague 
years. 

The beginning of construction of the Athena Nike temple also heralds an outburst 
of state construction or rebuilding of sacred structures. The temenos wall of Poseidon's 
sanctuary at Sounion, the temple of Apollo Delios at Delos, and the improvement and 
remodeling of the theaters of Dionysos in Athens and at Thorikos were all undertaken 
this year or shortly thereafter.24 This ambitious building and remodeling of sanctuaries 
must be viewed, to some degree, as a reaffirmation of dedication to the traditional cults 
and deities. The building program begun in this year continued vigorously, and by 421 
or shortly afterwards it included such major projects as the Rheitoi bridge, the Erech- 
theum, the Asklepieion, the stoa complex of the sanctuary of Artemis at Brauron, the 
propylon and stoa at Poseidon's sanctuary at Sounion, and the completion of the 
Hephaistion.Z5 

This extensive building program, begun in 425, must be regarded as a commitment 
by the state, i.e. by the people whose will was expressed through the ekklesia in these 
matters, to raise to new levels of grandeur the traditional cult sites. The religious de- 
spair of the plague was past, and, interestingly, it seems to have resulted in all the 
greater devotion to major state cults in the years immediately following. 

A similar response to the horrors of the plague may be seen in the reestablishment 
of one old and abandoned tradition. Sumptuary laws had forbidden the erection of 
sculptured gravestones since ca 510-480, but such gravestones first reappear in Athens, 
we are told, "about the time of the beginning of the Peloponnesian War."26 The dating 

"Sounion: R. L. Scranton, Greek Walls (Cambridge [Mass.] 1941) 177. Delos: W.  B. Dinsmoor, The 
Architecture of Ancient Greece (New York 1950) 183-84, and I .  M. Shear, Hesperia 32 (1963) 407. Theater 
o f  Dionysos: Dinsmoor in Studies Presented to D. M. Robinson I (St Louis 1951) 314-30, and M .  Bieber, 
The History of the Greek and Roman Theater2 (Princeton 1961) 60. Theater at Thorikos: T .  Hackens, Thori- 
kos I11 (Brussels 1965) 74-96. For discussion and additional bibliography on these and other buildings 
mentioned see J .  S. Boersma, Athenian Building Policyfrom 561fl to 405/4 B.C. (Groningen 1970). 

Rheitoi bridge: IG 12 81 (la 79). Erechtheum: G. P. Stevens and J .  M. Paton, The Erechtheum (Cam- 
bridge [Mass.] 1927) 452-56, and Dinsmoor, Architecture (supra 11.24) 188. Asklepieion: lG 11' 4960. 
Brauron: G.  Daux, BCH 83 (1959) 596. Hephaistion: Ch. H.  Morgan, Hesperia 31 (1962) 221-35 and 32 
(1963) 91-108. 

For discussion and bibliography o f  these gravestones see Humphreys (supra n.4) 112-21. 
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of these new gravestones is based on artistic style and there is no internal evidence to 
give precise dates. I suspect that the desire for greater elaboration of gravesites arose, in 
part, from the unavoidable but heart-rending neglect of the dead during the worst times 
of the plague. If so, this may have been the same type of compensatory reaction which 
led the Athenians to rebuild and remodel their sanctuaries. This would all indicate that 
the earliest of these sculptured gravestones should be dated to ca 42574 B . C .  

Events and literature of this year suggest that, despite renewed interest in the tradi- 
tional cults and care of the dead, the despair and loss of faith during the plague may 
have significantly affected Athenian religious attitudes. The Athenians' occupation, 
destruction, and desecration of Apollo's sanctuary of Delion in winter 424/3 (Thuc. 
4.89-101) recall their willingness to attack the Mytilenians at a heorte of Apollo Maloeis 
in the summer of 428. It contrasts sharply with their apparent devotion in purifying the 
island of Delos (from which Delion received its name) and the reinstitution of the 
Delia in 426/5. This flagrant disregard of the Apollo cult suggests that either the Athe- 
nians had a very short memory or else they did not credit Apollo with assistance in 
ending the pestilence in the winter of 426/5. The Boiotians surely attributed their even- 
tual success over the Athenians at Delion in part to the god's defense of his own sanc- 
tuary (cf: Thuc. 4.92.7) and therefore used the spoils of victory to adorn temples and, 
appropriately, to establish a panegyris, the Delia, in honor of Apollo (Diod. 12.70.5). 

Gomme claims that Thucydides introduced the speeches and lengthy narrative of 
the incident at Delion because he believed "that the Boiotians' refusal to allow the 
Athenians to collect their dead was another evil resulting from war . . . , an abandon- 
ment of one of the recognized, and humane, usages of Greece."Z7 Much the same 
might be said of the Athenian desecration of the sanctuary and of the specious, sophis- 
tic arguments by which they defended their action. In this affair the Athenians had 
shown a total and calculated disregard of Greek religious  convention^.^* 

It is in this context that, some four months later, in the City Dionysia of 423 (Nub. 
hypoth. II), Aristophanes produced the first (now lost) version of the Clouds. This is 
not the place to review in detail what we know of the play from its second, surviving 
version, but to note that there pervades the play an antithesis between new, sophistic 
argumentation and conventional religious and moral beliefs. It is just this antithesis that 
Thucydides (4.98) brings to the fore when the Athenians attempt to justify their sacri- 
legious acts at Delion. In the Clouds the Aristophanic Socrates assumes a superiority 
over the traditional gods with much the same logic that the Athenians reveal in the 
sophistic and almost hybristic arguments by which they defend their desecration of 
Apollo's sanctuary. 

27 Gomme (supra n.11) 111 571. 
2 8 C ~ n t r a ~ t  the Persian Datis' famed piety towards Delion in 490 (Hdt. 6.1 18, Paus. 10.28.6) 

And, finally, the nearly 1000 Athenians who fell at Delion received a public tomb 
(Paus. 1.29.13). This is the first state burial of which we have record since that of Mele- 
sandros in 430/429.29 

Scholars tend to view Athenian religion as being influenced primarily by intellectual 
and literary movements. If we are to believe Thucydides, however, the plague and its 
aftermath, more than the circulation of any writings or the voicing of any theory, must 
have deeply affected the religious beliefs of the greatest number of Athenians. We have 
no reason to doubt the accuracy of Thucydides' description of the plague's effects on 
religion. Our only qualification would be that his description most likely concerns only 
the worst weeks or months of the plague (probably the late summer of 430). The situa- 
tion, apparently, was not as bad for the whole five years as Thucydides might lead us to 
think. 

Apart from occasional state victory dedications, there does seem to be a dearth of 
religious activity in Athens in the years 430/429 to 426/5. Immediately after this there 
is not only a renewal but a new high level of interest in such projects as the purification 
of Delos, the enhancement of the Athena Nike cult, the remodeling and rebuilding of 
numerous sanctuaries, and the revival of elaborate, sculptured gravestones. This is 
more than a simple illustration of the famed Athenian resiliency in the face of misfor- 
tune (Thuc. 1.70fO. It was no doubt in part a result of the recent military success in 
Pylos and of increased monies available from the tribute paid by allied states. But, 
following as it does directly on five years of plague and religious despair, this revival 
may also be viewed as an assertion of rededication to state cults and to the care of the 
dead. The new religious feeling in Athens was highly nationalistic and self-centered- 
even more so, I suspect, than was usual in Greek city-states. It was also, so soon after 
the plague, remarkably self-assured. 

29 We would expect to hear more of state burials during the years 4301429 to 42413 because Thucydides 
(2.34.7) says that public funerals for the dead, like that at which Perikles spoke, were held "through all the 
war." 



The Peplotheke: What Was It? 

Blaise Nagy 

T HE INSCRIPTION.  Except as a tool in refining the chronology of fourth-century 
Athens, IG 112 1462 has gone largely unnoticed.'. Included among the Traditiones 

Quaestot-um Minervae et Reliquorum Deonrm, the inkription had been published by 
Koehler as IG I1 715. Kirchner's editio minor does not advance the readings, and no 
subsequent editions have appeared. 

The stone, damaged on all sides, was discovered on the Acropolis-the exact 
provenance is not recorded-and is now EM 7886. Letters are visible in 28 lines and are 
arranged in stoichedon fashion (40). Kirchner's text follows: 

[ . . . .  !O. . . . .  I vrq [---I 
[. . . .  !O. . . .  .10v~0[---1 
[ .  . . .  ? . . . .  lewv xa[---I 

4 [ . . . .  ? . . .  . I  Xah~o[---] 
[ .  . . . ? . . .  . IOU m$J[ah---I 
[. . . .  ? . . .  . I  ~ a l  TO[---] 
1. . .  &ppwrl ep& Xei [p ---I 

8 [ . . .  ?. . .  .ICL7) /.uK~&[---] 
[. . . . . .  016~  zxwv 0G[6h ---I 
1. . . . . .  hleprjr~ov o[---I 
[ . . .  cjpl/3diva .rravr[o&&---I 

12 1. . . .. .ITI)S 7re?rho9[rjml ---I 
[ . . .  .91rjm)v xahLvo[---l 
[. . . . .  I ~ A O L  ~~l U L ~ [ ~ ~ - - - I  
1. . ULB] 77P~ik E?S- &u[rLS---T&&] 

16 [ ~ ~ o a n l a ~ ~ 6 0 u a v  r a P [ l a ~  oi Znl A V K ~ K O V  6 p x o v ~ o ~ l  
[ra&I~q r o k  iri nv[9osdrov . . . . . . .  .I!. . . . . . .  . I  

22 [ . . . . .  IljHAAII ~ a l  EA [. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7&61- 
[E r p o u l ~ a p ~ 6 0 u a v  [ r a & ~  oi irrl Oco$Jp&aov 6pXol- 

20 [vroq @ILAOKA+ ~ a [ l  C N V & ~ ~ O V T E S  ra&~q 70% &rlI 
[ A v u ~ ~ l  aXi60v. u[I/. . . . . . . . .  I ? .  . . . . . . . .  T&& ~ p o u l  - 
[ ~ a ~ & ] o c r a v  r a P [ l a ~  oi Z?ri 'AP~cr~o+&uros ra&~qI 

[TO%] id KV$Jpw[o+&v~o~ . .. .. .. ..  .2! ......... . I  
24 [ . . &a] ?T&S xa [kc?$ ---I 

[. .. . I  'APYoh~[r--] 
[ . . . .  I nkaratiic--1 

Kretschmer/Locker. Riicklaufiges WGrferbuch 86, list m~mAoB+q from line 12. So too LSJ S.V. 
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The dates of the arkhontes whose names are read or restored in lines 16-23 place 
IG 112 1462 in the second half of the fourth century B . C .  In these same lines, it is clear 
that the inventories of the tamiai provide at least some of the subject matter for the 
inscription (cJ: 16, 22). Koehler is more precise, suggesting that "Res, quae in hac 
traditione enumerantur, in armamentario ( i v  7% X a A ~ 0 8 7 j ~ )  servatae fuisse videntur." 

The Khalkotheke. So far as we can determine, the Khalkotheke was a kind of 'ar- 
mory' on the Acropolis for the storage of weapons of war (shields, spears, etc.) and a 
variety of votive  offering^.^ Koehler's identification of IG 112 1462 as a Khalkotheke list 
was probably based on references to the <AOL ~ a l  U ~ S [ ~ ~ - - - I  in 14, or to the [drulrl- 
6as X a [ ~ ~ a ^ s l  in 24, items not unlike those enumerated in other inventories of the 
'armory' (e.g. IG 112 1438). Such inventories, we now know, were carried out under 
great care and supervision. IG 112 120, from 35312 B . C .  (c$ BCH 80 [I9561 468-69), 
contains a decree in which the regulations for an audit of the Khalkotheke are set forth. 
Inter alia, the contents of the building were inspected at the time of the audit by the 
entire boule, and by the strategoi, hipparkhoi, phylarkhoi, and taxiarkhoi, of the year in 
question and of the nine preceding years (lines 3-11). Together with the tamiai, these 
officials were to gather on the Acropolis for this audit and were required to have the 
results published on a stele (line 14). 

If indeed IG 112 1462 were just such a stele, then what is one to make of rerho- I 

8[rjm71 in line 12? The word-apparently a hapax, rendered as 'wardrobe' in LSJ-is 
not, as it might at first seem, out of context. Another fourth-century inventory of the 
Khalkotheke, IG 112 1469, lists a i p & ~ [ ~ o v l  (124, X L ~ W V ~ K O L  (125), a [ K E K I ~ L ~ # I ~ A O ~ ,  
'hair net' (125-26), a uraBIs (131), and other votive offerings of clothing, dedicated 
perhaps at one time to Artemis Brauronia. Accordingly, is the peplotheke of IG 112 1462 
merely a repository for such items of clothing, a great variety of which could end up as 
temple offerings?3 

Meanings of peplos. In Homer, peplos can mean a variety of vestments: the war I 

chariots of Lykaon (11. 5.194) are covered with peploi, and the funeral urn of Hektor 
(11. 24.796) is wrapped in a peplos. Still, when used to refer to an article of clothing, 
peplos always means the large, rectangular robe worn only by women.4 More impor- 
tantly for us, the use of the word peplos is regularized to the extent that it invariably 
describes the normal-but not the combat-dress of Athena. 

2The remains of the Khalkotheke were discovered west of the Parthenon during the excavations of 
Kavvadias and Kawerau. Dorpfeld promptly identified it as the Khalkotheke, AthMift 14 (1899) 304-13, 
and the identification has not been challenged since. Subsequent excavations by the American School 
showed a foundation wall dating ca 450 with overall dimensions of 42.83 x 16.2 m. CJ: G. P. Stevens, 
"The Setting of the Parthenon," Hesperia Suppl. 3 (1940) 7-19. Strangely, the building is not mentioned 
by Pausanias. See also W. Judeich, Topographie von Arhenz (Berlin 1931) 245 n.3. 

See the Greek index in W. H. D. Rouse, Greek Votive Oferings (Cambridge 1902). 
'See E. B. Abrahams, Greek Dress (London 1908) 15-38; F. Studniczka, Beitrage zur Geschichte der 

altgriechischen Tracht (Vienna 1886) 135ff. 

In later Greek poetry, the meaning of peplos in reference to clothes loses nearly all 
precision. In the plays of Euripides, for example, peplos is merely a general term for all 
types of garments: both men and women (Hec. 1154, IT  799) can wear the peplos; 
even the Kyklops has one (Cyc. 327). The word can also mean a 'veil' for either sex: 
Orestes ( IT 312) hides his face in one, and Polyxena (Hec. 432) does likewise. In brief, 
"Bei der Tragikern peplos peploma nichts mehr ist, als die allgemeine poetische Be- 
zeichnung fiir Gewand."s However, the consistency of calling Athena's mythological 
dress peplos is maintained in both tragedy and comedy, and-significantly-is extended 
to the historical peplos as well. The latter, of course, is the hieratic garment that was 
presented yearly or quadrennially at the climax to the Panathenaia. Nine months were 
spent on its production, from the Khalkeia to the Panathenaia, and much care went into 
its manufacture, but especially into the designs that were embroidered on the fabric.6 
References to this historical peplos occur in Euripides (Hec. 468, IT  222), in Strattis 
(fr.30 K.), and in Aristophanes (Eq. 566, 1180, Av. 827). In the last passage, Aristo- 
phanes makes the practice of weaving a peplos the crucial element in the life of a city. 
And so, while discussing plans for the new polis, Euelpides asks Peisthetairos: T$ 

[ avo ipw  rdv r&~Aov; There is no need here, or in any of the other loci, for any sort 
of elaboration on the meaning of peplos. All Athenians, apparently, would have under- 
stood that the Panathenaic robe was meant. 

In Greek prose, peplos almost always refers to the historical robe. The only excep- 
tions known to me are Xenophon Cyr. 3.1.13, 3.3.67, 5.1.6, and Pausanias 5.16.2. All 
other instances of peplos mean the historical one.7 As in poetry, nowhere in prose is 
there ever any information or elaboration accompanying the word peplos; it is always 
understood that the Panathenaic robe is meant. 

Of interest now is whether this religiouslliterary conservatism regarding the mean- 
ing of peplos is present also in Attic inscriptions. A quite extensive search has yielded 
only seven inscriptions, including IG 112 1462, where peplos, alone or in a compound, 
occurs. I cite the others in chronological order, with a brief comment on each. 

1. IG I2 80 (I3 7) (med. s. V a.). This fifth-century document details the functions 
of the genos Praxiergidai (cJ Hesych. s.v.). At 11-12 we read? [dr]p#~~evv6oa~u T ~ V  

~ i r A o v  [T& Be8 ~ a 1  rp0860u~v mod pa^^, A& M O L ~ ~ ~ ~ T E L ,  KTA. ?rirAov here is clearly 
the Panathenaic peplos with which the Praxiergidai dressed the Athena statue as one of 
their patria (cJ Hesych.). 

2. IG 112 657 (28312 B.c.). Philippides of Kephale is the recipient of various honors 
in this decree: S L E A ~ X B ~  62 ~ a i  6 r t p  uepalas ~ a l  iuroi 6ros  OZv 808eT + L  B~GL cis T& 

Studniczka (supra n.4) 135. 
ti in fact, Aristotle (Ath.Po1. 49.3) reports that the boule had once been in charge of selecting these para- 

deigmata, but then was replaced by diksteria because the decisions of the bouleutai had been in some way 
prejudiced. 

'Lexicographers (e.g. Poll. 7.50 and Suda s.v.) defining peplos invariably cite the Panathenaic peplos. 
Aside from this one meaning, peplos had apparently become obsolete in the clothing-vocabulary of Greek 
prose. 

See D. M. Lewis. BSA 49 (1954) 17-21. 
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rIava8<vaur T&L ~ T A W L  C~opiuBq CT' E ~ ~ K T T ~ ~ O V O F  6 p X o v ~ o ~  (14-16). Philippides, as 
we see, is credited with having negotiated (with Ptolemy) for the gifts of a yard-arm 
and mast that were to be used in connection with the Panathenaic peplos. Most prob- 
ably, this meant that the peplos was to be hoisted on the yard-arm and mast of the 
Panathenaic ship, a mock vessel that seems to have been a regular feature of the Pan- 
athenaia during and after the Hellenistic period.9 

3. Hesperia Suppl. 17 (1978) 2-4 [SEG XXVIII 601 (2701269 B.c.). This recently 
discovered decree for Kallias of Sphettos mentions the peplos in a similar context: 
6 ~ a h c ~ 8 t . k  T&L &ULAE? K[aAAi.ar h21p T&V 6 ~ h v  Gv t . i ~  rdv ?rk.rrhov E ~ E L  TapauKev- 
daac. K T ~  (66-67). The hopla, apparently, were to be used to fly the peplos on the 
yard-arm and mast mentioned above. 

4. IG 112 968 (14110 B.c.). The agonothetes of the Panathenaia of 142 B.c., Miltia- 
des of Marathon, is honored because, inter alia: EGw~lcv 62 ~ a i  6 ~ A a  u&[rnva  all T& 

AOLT& T& ihhci~ovra .rrp[& ~ " ; l  K O ~ ~ ; ) ] U  TO; T&TAOV (48-49). The ropes for the Pan- 
athenaic peplos, specified this time as being of tow, "were no doubt considered to have 
more symbolic significance than actual value."lO 

5. IG I12 1036+1060 [SEG XXVIII 901 (10817 B.c.). The ergastinai, maidens who 
wove the peplos (Hesych. s.v.),  are cited for: ~ a &  ~ o q u a & v a ~ s  r4v TTT[CTAOVI (3). 
Later (9) the peplos is said to be C&TEWV, that is 'yearly' or 'of the year'." Finally in 
line 12 of IG 112 1036 (by the old numbering), the maidens are honored for: T&U $p- 
yaupivwv 6~ 'AOqv& [T& gp'pux T& c i ~  rdv ?r&~Aovl. The restoration here is secured by 
a parallel passage in IG 112 1034 (infra). These ergastinai, who are listed at the conclu- 
sion of the psephismata, numbered over one hundred. Their work with the peplos 
afforded them the opportunity to be honored publicly, like their epheboi counterparts. 

6. IG 112 1034 (10312 B.c . ) .  The formula of IG 112 1036 is repeated in lines 7-8: 
TGV wap6kvwv [TGV $ p y ] a u ~ v w v  T<L 'ABr)v& T& gpm T& 1t.k TdIv ~&rAov. Other 
ergastinai lists are extant (IG 112 1942, 1943a, 1943b), but these are very fragmentary 
and supply us only with additional names. 

From this survey it is evident that Attic inscriptions, when using the word peplos, 
mean only the Panathenaic peplos. Equally significant is the avoidance in Attic inscrip- 
tions of the word peplos when vestments other than the Panathenaic robe are intended. 
For example, in the many inventories for the dedications to Artemis Brauronia, the 
hundreds of clothes offerings are referred to by an impressively large repertoire of 
clothing-words. Nowhere does peplos appear.12 

Our earliest clear reference to this custom is Strattis fr.30, where "countless men" are needed to hoist 
the peplos-sail onto the Panathenaic ship. On a later manifestation of this custom, see B. Nagy, "A Late 
Panathenaic Document," The Ancient World 3 (1981) 107-1 1. 
l0T. L. Shear, Hesperia Suppl. 17, 41. 
l1 Perhaps this is the best evidence yet that the peplos was made also for celebrations of the Lesser Pan- 

athenaia, at least in the late second century B.C.  
IP Similarly, in a long list of vestments of every type that Athenians dedicated in the temple of Hera at 

Samos, peplos does not appear. See C. Curtius, Inschrijien und Studien zur Geschichte von Samos (Liibeck 
1877) 10. 

In sum, a conservatism that we see to an extent in Greek poetry with regard to the 
meaning of peplos is much more evident in prose and seems absolute in Attic inscrip- 
tions. Accordingly, it would seem quite likely or all but certain that the peplotheke of IG 
112 1462 ought to mean a -theke of the Panathenaic peplos. 

Identity of the Peplotheke. The second component in peplotheke, a derivative of ri- 
Oqp~, has a range of meanings, with 'case', 'box', or 'chest' being the most common 
(LSJ s .v . ) .  In certain compound words, e.g. pvpof3<~rl, a6~08rjKr), or &pl*a~08<q, 
the -theke is a small container or box. Occasionally, however, a -theke compound will 
mean something larger, such as a closet or even a room: e.g. 0ivo8rjq. As with Khal- 
kotheke, a -theke word can even refer to a separate building. Such is also the case with 
iCLarwBrj~q, a word found in at least one inscription from Eleusis, IG 112 1672.309 
hl8os ~ C V T E A ~ L K ~ P  i v  T<L i w ~ ~ ~ 8 < ~ v ~ .  The context suggests that the Pentelic stone was 
intended for the himatiotheke, a building that stored himatia.13 

If the peplotheke was itself a separate building, and on the Acropolis-for no other 
place would do-one may well imagine it being near the Erechtheum where the xoanon 
stood. As we have seen, the historical peplos was as large as the 'mainsail of a trireme 
and required nine months for its preparation; accordingly, our hypothetical building 
too would have been of some size. If more of IG 112 1462 were extant, perhaps we 
would read a narrative describing the transfer of peploi from Panathenaia of long past to 
the peplotheke; after an accumulation of robes over many years-and peploi would 
probably last indefinitely-a transfer to a more spacious peplotheke would have been 
required. 

Alternatively, the possibility that the peplotheke of IG 112 1462 was only a chest or 
box for the storage of Panathenaic peploi is suggested by the way in which the interior 
of the Khalkotheke may have been arranged. Using the descriptions in Hesperia 7 
(1938) 285 (lines 17m [SEG XIX 1291, J. TrBheux reconstructed possible interior plans 
for the building.I4 According to the inscription, there are thirteen toikhoi, alongside of 
which the contents of the Khalkotheke were arranged in stikhoi. These walls, in TrB- 
heux's reconstructions, did not create any enclosures or rooms, but allowed for free 
passage inside the building. A peplotheke = 'chest', even a large one, could have been 
accommodated along the base of one of these walls.15 

The third possibility, that the peplotheke was a room or a large closet in the Khal- 
kotheke, in an area apart from '13 walls', cannot be ruled out. After all, the storage of 
Panathenaic peploi would have been more appropriate in an area specially set aside and 
specially guarded. Because of the reverence owed it-and doubtless also because of its 
great monetary value-a Panathenaic peplos would have looked out of place stored in a 
box next to some spears and shields. 

l3 The inscription is from 32918 B . C .  CJ: K. Clinton, The Sacred Oficials of the Eleusinian Mysteries 
(TAPhS 64.3 [19741) 19-21, 26, 50, 71, 82, 89, 91, 98. 

l4 Etudes ddhrchPologie classique 1 (1955-56) 144-46 figs. 1 ,  2. 
'=That Trkheux could contrive such greatly differing reconstructions is in itself an indication of the - .  

imprecision of the inscription's narrative. 
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With what information we presently have all that can be really said regarding the 
identity of the peplotheke is: (1) that peploi from previous Panathenaia were stored there 
at least during the fourth century B.c.; and (2) that it was on the Acropolis. These 
conclusions correspond nicely with the few data we have regarding the manufacture of 
the Panathenaic peplos. As noted above (11.61, the boule, in an earlier period, and dika- 
steria, in a later one, were entrusted with the selection of the paradeigmata that adorned 
the peplos. One can imagine either councillors or jurors visiting the peplotheke en masse 
for the purpose of reviewing previous paradeigmata, in perhaps the same way as the 
councillors, along with the various arkhontes, were required to visit the Acropolis and 
perform an audit of the Khalkotheke. In addition, we know that the weaving of the 
peplos was begun on the Acropolis by the arrhephoroi, young girls whose work with the 
robe constituted an important part of their cursus honorum (cJ: Ar. Lys. 641-42, Paus. 
1.27.3, Harp. s.v.1. Naturally, it would have been advantageous to the work of these 
arrhephoroi if they could inspect the peploi in the peplotheke for dimensions, designs, 
and other details. How and where the bulk of the peplos work was performed is hard to 
say. The suggestion that the ergastinai carried out their task also on the Acropolis and 
that the peplos was completed there is problematic.16 Simply put, a finished peplos would 
not be brought down the hill just to be brought up again in the Panathenaic procession. 
A better proposal is that the real workshop was somewhere in the lower city. 

l6 But see A. von Premerstein, "Der Parthenonfries und die Werkstatt des panathenaischen Peplos," Jd'l 
15 (1912) 1-35. 

On the Range of an Idiom in Homeric Dialogue 

Gregory Nagy 

ei  ?&p iy&u (;Vq 
c i q u  &O&V~TOS ~ a l  &.yrjpws { p x ~ a  ?r&vra 
T L O I ~ ~  v 8' &q TIET' 'AOq v a l q  ~ a l  ' A T ~ L ~ V ,  
&F VGV 7j/.LCPq 4 8 ~  K ~ K ~ U  4iP€L ' A P Y e w ~ u ~ u .  

If only I were 
immortal and unaging for all days to come, 
and if only I were honored just as Athena and Apollo are honored, 
-as surely as this day brings misfortune to the Argives (11. 8.538-41) 

T H E R E  H A V E  BEEN problems with understanding the meaning of this passage, which 
features an extraordinary wish on the part of the speaker, Hektor. The same prob- 

lems recur in 13.825-28, where Hektor expresses the same wish; 827-28 are identical 
with 8.540-41, but the first two verses are slightly different: 

E L  Cy&u OGTU ye A L ~ S  a i Y ~ d X o ~ o  
e i q v  { p a r a  m & u ~ a ,  T ~ K O L  8; p ? r d ~ u ~ a  "HPq . . . 
If only I were the child of aegis-bearing Zeus 

I for all days to come, and the Lady Hera were my mother . . . 
The translations I offer here, based roughly on the masterful rendition of Homer by 
Richmond Lattimore,' have been taken from a chapter I have written on the death of 
Hektor, where I adduce these two passages in arguing that the hero's hybristic wish to 
be a god draws him into a force-field of antagonism with the gods, notably Athene.2 In 
the view of F. M. Combellack, however, I and many others have misunderstood these 
passages.3 He claims that, "Though what Hector says in these passages is grammatically 
a wish, he does not express here any desire to be immortal or to be the child of Zeus" 
(116). 

In making this claim, Combellack attempts to define an idiom that is at work here, 
citing a formulation found in Leaf's comments on these passages: "a form of wish, 
where a thing is vividly depicted as certain by opposing it to an imaginary event which 
is obviously impossible."4 What Hektor is really saying, Combellack insists, is "I wish I 
were as sure of immortality (or of being the son of Zeus) as I am that this day brings 
evil to the Greeks." The author continues: 

R. Lattimore, The Iliad ofHomer (Chicago 1951) and The Odyssey of Homer (New York 1965). 
2G. Nagy, The Best of the Achaeans: Concepts of the Hero in Archaic Greek Poetry (Baltimore 1979) 

142-50. 
F .  M .  Combellack, "The Wish without Desire," AJP 102 (1981) 115-19. 
W .  Leaf, The Iliadz I (London 1900) 368. 
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If I say, "I wish I were as certain of being elected President as I am that my taxes will 
go up this year," my sentence is grammatically a wish, but no one would imagine for a 
moment that I am expressing a desire to become President. I am using an idiom to 
emphasize my certainty that my taxes will go up. And Hector is merely emphasizing 
his certainty that evil is in store for the Greeks. 

There is a serious tlaw, however, in Combellack's reasoning. He is assuming that 
the perspective of Hektor is the same as the perspective of the reader of Homer. What 
is an absurdity for the reader-or, to put it more rigorously, for the intended audience 
of Homeric poetry-is assumed to be an absurdity for the character who is speaking. 
This is to overlook a central feature in the composition of Homeric speeches, where a 
given character's perception of reality is frequently at odds with the reality that emerges 
from the overall narrative-that is, with the perception of reality by the intended audi- 
ence of Homeric poetry. We shall explore some examples below, but it will suffice for 
the moment to observe that Lohmam's book on Homeric speeches is well worth read- 
ing in this regard.6 

A more serious flaw in Combellack's reasoning is that he has failed to examine ex- 
haustively the Homeric parallels to the idiom that he has isolated in the two speeches of 
Hektor. Taking his examples from Leaf's incomplete list of Homeric passages where the 
same idiom occurs, he cites the following as formally the closest parallel (11. 18.464-66): 

at ydp w v  Baudrow GvuqXios & Gvualpvv 
v6u+tv dr?rorcp4@ac, 0"re p v  &pos aiu& ~ K ~ V O L ,  
c;;F oi ~ c 6 ~ c a  ~a)ldr ~aphuuerar .  - 
If only I could have the power to hide him from sorrowful death, 
when his dreadful fate comes upon him 
-as surely as there will be h e  armor for him! 

The mother of Achilles is here wishing for something that seems at the moment impos- 
sible, and the wish is linked by the adverb $ 6 ~  ('so') with the conjunction 6 s  ('as') 
introducing an absolute ~er ta in ty ,~  that Achilles will have fine armor. In other words, 
the impossibility of the wish (that Achilles be saved from death) is supposedly cor- 
related with the certainty of the premise (that Achilles will have fine armor). The aC 
yhp (4- optative) of the wish and the 86e . . . & that links it with the premise are 
parallel to the 3 ydp (+ optative) of Hektor's wish to be an immortal (8.538 and 
13.825) and the &lo6rm . . . & that links his wish with his premise that disaster will 
surely befall the Achaeans (8.538-41 and 13.825-28). 

What has eluded Combellack, however, is that this same idiom can occur in situa- 
tions where the wish introduced by ci ydp or the variants a? ydp and EZBE is clearly not 
perceived as impossible by the speaker. For example, the disguised Odysseus has this to 
say to Eumaios (Od. 14.440-41115.341-42): 

6 D. Lohmann, Die Komposifion der Reden in der IIias (Berlin 1970). 
In this presentation, I will for the sake of convenience render Greek 'so . . . as' constructions con- 

sistently in the mode of ' . . . so as . . . ' (pace Combellack 119). 

a%' &, E~WLE,  +Aoq ALL .rrarpl y~uou,  
&s Zpol, 6776 p T O ~ Y  C6ur' dryaeob' yepa ip~~s .  - 

I ~ T T L  p' firavuaq &hVs ~al6i'i$oq aiu<s 

If only, Eumaios, you would be dear to Zeus the Father 
as surely as you are dear to me, since you grace me, such as 

I am, with good things. 
/since you stopped my wandering and my dreadful sorrow. 

Clearly, it is not impossible that Eumaios should be dear to Zeus. The implication 
seems to be that he probably is, and this probability is reinforced by the certainty of 
Odysseus' premise: that Eumaios is dear to Odysseus. In this connection, we may ob- 
serve what Priam says ironically about Achilles, aZBc Ocob6 +Aoq rouu6u& y i v o ~ r o  
0"uuov <pol, "If only he would be dear to the gods as much as he is to me!" (11. 22.41- 
42). 

The idiom under consideration is frequently found in prayers, as when Telemakhos 
exclaims (Od. 18.235-40): 

1 
a: ydp, ZEG TC d ~ e p  ~ a l  'ABvvalrl ~ a i  "AroMov,  

I & u6v pvVu?<pes i v  7 j p r i p o w ~  ~ ~ ~ O L U L  

1 v e ~ ~ c u  m&)ldrs 8 ~ 8 p q j d u o ~ ,  oi $u hu adhfi, 
0; 6' E * V T O U ~ €  B ~ W W ,  h€hS70 62 .ylJ"ur ~ K ~ U T O W ,  
& vGv *Ipos ~ei'voq hr '  a6heiZIu6 B 6 p ~ u ~ u  - 
; S u r a ~  vewurci~ov ~ecpahfi . . . 
0 Father Zeus, Athene, and Apollo, if only 
in our house the suitors could be defeated 

I and bow their heads, some in the courtyard 

l and some inside the house, and the limbs be unstrung in each of them 
-as surely as that Iros there is sitting at the courtyard gates, 

I bowing his head . . . 
I Clearly, someone who prays is not contrasting the impossibility of his wish with the 

certainty of a situation (as Combellack's concept of the idiom would require); rather, he 
is appealing to this certainty as grounds for hope that the wish be fulfilled. 

At times the premise for the wish is the immediate context itself, to which the 1 speaker can refer with but one word, such as 0 6 r ~  ('so' = 'just as surely as what has 
1 happened in this context'). Thus when the suitor Antinoos strikes the disguised Odys- 

seus, Penelope responds to this outrage by saying, a%' & aCr6v ue /~&AoL ~ h v r 6 -  
TO&$ 'AT~MWY, ''If only Apollo, famed for his bow, would strike you just as surely [as 
you struck Odysseus]!" (Od. 17.494). Penelope's prayer is then seconded by Eurynome, 

, ci ydlP CT' hpr ju~u  rihos 7 j p r h p g u ~  Y i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  "If only our prayers would be accom- 
plished!" The expression "our prayers" here refers to those of Penelope and Eurynome 
combined, as formalized in these two one-line versions of the idiom under study. Again, 

I the idiom is being used to express a wish that is intended as possible, not impossible. 
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In one instance, a speaker uses a curtailed form of the idiom and then overtly says 
that his wish is impossible-only to be corrected by another speaker who uses a full 
form. Telemakhos wishes that the gods could give him the 66vawq or 'power' to kill 
the suitors (Od. 3.205 aL" ydrp ;poi T O U U ~ ~ V ~ E  B~oi 66vawv T E ~ L ~ E ~ E V ) ;  then, instead of 
giving a premise as grounds for hope, he gives up hope by claiming that the gods have 
granted such a power neither to him nor to his father (208-09). At this point, Nestor 
responds by resorting to a full form of the idiom (218-20): 

ci yhp U' & ietkob ~ L ~ ~ E L V  YA~VKGTLS ) A e r j ~ ~  
&s 767' '08vuuijop T E P L ~ ~ ~ E T O  ~v8ah lpo~o  - 
S7jw ZVL T p h v  . . . 
If only glaukopis Athene would deign to love you 
as surely as in those days she cared for glorious Odysseus 
in the Trojan country.. . 

This time there is indeed a premise, there is reason to hope: if Athene does love you 
this much, he tells Telemakhos, then the suitors will indeed be killed (223-24). 

By building on something that is perceived as certain in order to wish for some- 
thing that is less certain, it is also possible to extend a specific observation into a gen- 
eral one. One of the suitors, for example, makes the following ironic remark about the 
disguised Odysseus as the hero prepares to string the bow (Od. 21.402-03): 

aL" y&p 6;) ~ o u u o i r o v  6~7jubos ~ L V T L ~ U E L E V  
& 0 3 ~ 6 s  TOTE TOGTO ~ V V ~ ~ U C T ~ L  ;v~av6uauBa~. 
If only this person would find much profit 
-as surely as he will have the power to string this. 

The words are meant ironically, but the real irony is at the expense of the speaker. He 
wishes general failure for the stranger on the basis of what he expects to be the stran- 
ger's specific failure in not being able to string the bow. Instead, Odysseus will achieve 
a specific success with the bow and general success against the suitors. For another 
example, I cite what Agamemnon imagines a Trojan would say ironically, if Menelaos 
were killed (11. 4.178-79) : 

aZB' & i d  T ~ U L  xdhov .rehima' 'Ayap2pvwv, 
&q m i  v i v  a"htov u r p a ~ d v  Gyayev ivBh6' 'Axa&v. 
If only Agamemnon could bring his anger to bear against all his enemies 
-as surely as he has led here in vain a host of Achaeans. 

In this imaginary situation, the Trojan is entertaining the possibility of general failure 
for Agamemnon on the basis of one specific failure. 

There are times when the hyperbole achieved with this idiom reaches the point of 
hybris. Such seems to be the case with the words spoken by Odysseus to the Cyclops 
after the hero has blinded the monster. If only I could kill you, says Odysseus to Cy- 
clops, as surely as your father Poseidon will not restore your eyesight (Od. 9.523-25)! 
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The hybristic reality of blinding the son of a god who is antagonistic to the hero is the 
basis for the even more hybristic wish of actually killing him. Similarly, in the first two 
passages that we have considered, Hektor can actually entertain the possibility of be- 
coming a god himself on the basis of his certainty that he is about to destroy the 
Achaean expedition. The first time that Hektor uses the idiom under study, he is ex- 
pressing his certainty that, come next morning, he will defeat the Achaeans, most 
notably Diomedes (11. 8.526-38); the second time, he is expressing the same certainty, 
although the focus of his attention has now shifted from Diornedes to Ajax (13.829- 
32). Of course, the perceived reality of Hektor's premise is at odds with the reality of 
the narrative: Hektor will not succeed in killing Diomedes or Ajax, nor for that matter 
will he succeed in repelling the Achaeans from Troy. Therefore, his hybristic wish to be 
a god is built on a premise of self-delusion, and its wording becomes an extended exer- 
cise in self-delusion. Since Hektor is speaking, we have no right to impose the reality of 
the narrative on Hektor's perception of reality: for him the wish to be a god is not 
contrary to fact, and it would be better for us to abandon the decidedly contrary-to-fact 
translations "If only I were immortal . . . " and "If only I were the child of aegis-bearing 
Zeus . . . " for 8.538 and 13.825, substituting something more neutral: "If only I could 
be immortal . . . " and "If only I could be the child of aegis-bearing Zeus . . . " 

There is a similar though far less grandiose exercise in self-delusion on the part of 
the evil goatherd Melanthios: if only Apollo or one of the suitors could kill Telema- 
khos, says he, as surely as Odysseus has perished at sea (Od. 17.251-53)! The interpre- 
tation of Combellack (118) loses sight of the hybristic amplification evident in the wish 
of the goatherd: "I wish I were as certain that Apollo or the suitors would kill Telerna- 
khos today as I am that Odysseus' day of return has been lost afar." I see no evidence 
to suggest that Melanthios is supposed to perceive the killing of Telemakhos as an 
impossibility. 

At times the premise of our idiom is deliberately falsified by the narrative. For ex- 
ample, when the god Apollo assumes the human identity of Hektor's maternal uncle, 
he goads the hero into valor with these words: aZB' & ijuuwv EL&, & U ~ O  ~ ~ P T E -  
pos E Z ~ V ,  "If only I could be superior to you-as surely as I am that much inferior to 
you!" (11. 16.722). Apollo goes on to say, in the guise of the uncle: if you were that 
much inferior, then you would retreat in battle (723). But, since Hektor is supposedly 
that much superior, he is of course expected not to retreat. What is hidden in these 
comparisons, however, is the relative stature of the god himself: the uncle is to Hektor 
as Hektor is to A p o l l ~ . ~  From the standpoint of Hektor, the premise in Apollo's use of 
the idiom is reality: the uncle is inferior to Hektor. From the standpoint of Apollo and 
the narrative, however, the premise is false: Apollo is superior, not inferior, to Hektor. 
Therefore the wish that is based on the premise is augmented: the 'that much' of "let 
me be that much superior to you" is immeasurably more than Hektor might think. 

For this and other uses o f  such a proportional equation in archaic Greek poetry, see Lohrnann (supra 
n.5) 189 n.6. 
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By now I have discussed, besides those Homeric examples I have found myself, 
every example adduced by Combellack-except one. As Hektor lies mortally wounded, 
Achilles expresses a ghastly wish, though in attenuated terms: if only, says he, my 
w ' ~ c q  and could impel me to eat your flesh raw (11. 22.346-48)! The premise 
upon which this wish is founded is almost as hybristic as the wish itself: as surely as it is 
impossible for your corpse to be rescued from the dogs, and to be ransomed by Priam 
himself (348-54). Yet this 'impossibility' is precisely what comes to pass in Iliad 24.9 
The eventual relinquishing of Achilles' premise is a function of the hero's eventual 
rehumanization as the narrative moves from Iliad 22 to 24: it is up to Achilles to re- 
lease the corpse. But at the moment that he utters the premise, expressing his de- 
termination to leave Hektor's body exposed to the dogs and to refuse any ransom 
offered by Priam, the ghastly wish about cannibalism is as real as the almost as ghastly 
premise upon which it is founded. Achilles means what he wishes. It makes no sense to 
claim, as Combellack does (117), that "he mentions the cannibalism as the most im- 
possible thing he can think of in order to emphasize the certainty of the dogs tearing 
Hector's body." This is no time for Achilles to be reassuring Hektor of a sort of modi- 
fied bestiality, that he will go only so far as to expose Hektor's corpse to dogs but not 
so far as to eat it himself. Rather, the beastly wish is an amplification of an already 
beastly premise. 

I come to the last example in my survey, a passage where Agamemnon has these 
words to say to Nestor (11. 4.313-14): 

0  yip^^, EZB'. & ev& ZV; U ~ ~ ~ ~ E U U L  &AOLULY, 
& TOL y ~ 4 ~ a e '  ZTOLTO, plr) 61 701 E ' ~ T E & F  EZ~) 
Aged sir, if only your knees could keep up with the pace 

and your strength could remain steadfast 
-as surely as the spirit within you is steadfast! 

The speaker is not telling the old man that it is impossible for him to keep up. Rather, 
he is paying tribute to an extraordinary man's extraordinary spirit by amplifying his 
admiration with a wish. The same tribute is due to Sterling Dow, an extraordinary man 
of our own time. 

On the associations of these words as they apply to Achilles, see Nagy (supra n.2) 136-37. 
On this correspondence between Iliad 22 and 24, see Lohmann (supra n.5) 161 n.6, 279, 280 n.18. 

A Tapestry of Cretan Liberation 

Dia M. L. Philippides 

A TAPESTRY FROM CRETE hangs in the living room of Professor Sterling Dow in 
Cambridge (PLATE 12). Many-coloured designs are embroidered on the orange- 

red woven material. A fringe hangs from the bottom edge and characters-letters, as it 
turns out-run across the top. On each half of the tapestry, which is divided vertically, 
stands a central figure flanked by smaller men. The characters could constitute a head- 
ing that tells us who the figures are, but the letters are not all legible. 

The tapestry measures 48 inches in width and 22 in height. On either side of the 
central seam there is an identical design on the red background. At the center of the 
design stands a very tall man in a blue (naval) uniform adorned with colourful attach- 
ments, prominent epaulettes, and a cross about the throat. In his left hand he holds 
what appears to be a multicoloured staff but is more likely a sword. This arm is shorter 
than the other, presumably to fit the picture. Flanking this figure are twelve standing 
men whose smallness emphasizes his singular size. They stand on two levels: the lower 
row on the level on which the tall man stands; the upper row just above them, their 
feet at the height of the tall man's thighs. 

The pattern on each panel is quite symmetrical: the stylized, almost geometrical 
human figures are set up in balanced distribution. The fringe borders them at the lower 
edge, the embroidered letter-heading at the top. The heading or 'inscription' running 
across the top of each panel consists of approximately twenty letters. It is divided where 
the head of each tall figure rises to the top of the tapestry. 

In itself the inscription yields no easy reading. The alphabet seems to be Greek. 
Dennis Skiotis of Harvard University made the beginning of the correct interpretation 
when he read the word r r & p y ~ ~ q  in capital letters at the far right of the inscription. 
Except for 'George', however, the other letters made no sense. The fist ones might be 
part of the word 4iAos (friend): "Friends of George"? Professor Dow had obtained the 
tapestry in Herakleion; a possible conclusion was that Crete is its place of origin.' 

Weaving, furthered by the availability of natural dyes, has for centuries been a 
well-developed art in Crete. The articles the women made formed part of their dowry, 
if they were young and single. An older woman would continue to weave, making 
articles for her own household or for the dowry of younger female relatives. In the 
Cretan woven materials of the beginning of the nineteenth century, the earlier designs 
were mainly geometric. Gradually the weavers began to create more lifelike figures 

* The present paper is the result of a talk delivered at Professor Dow's house in Cambridge in the early 
1970's. For guidance in revisions I thank C. Bouffides, M. Z. Philippides, D. Zimic, and especially Profes- 
sor A. L. Macrakis. 
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DIA M. L. PHILIPPIDES 24 1 

and to commemorate contemporary historical events, as had often occurred in popular 
song. 

After a visit to Herakleion it was evident to me that tapestries of the general type 
of the Dow tapestry were still extant, although undoubtedly much diminished in quan- 
tity. Tapestries with the word 'George' were not hard to find. Both in the shops and in 
the museums and collections of Herakleion, Khania, and Rethymno the type was much 
in evidence, usually accompanied by the legends Z$TW d IIpiy~-q+ TechPy~os or Z ~ T W  d 
IIPI-yqt,b Techpy~os Kp<~-qg, with slight variations. 

Prince George is a distinguished figure in the turbulent history of Crete. Domina- 
tion by the Venetians (1204-1669) and by the Turks from 1669 to 1898 was marked by 
attempts at insurrection, especially in 1866 and the years following. Finally, as a result 
of the war between Turkey and Greece in 1897, four of the great powers (Italy, France, 
Russia, and England) decreed the autonomy of the island, although still under the 
indirect authority of the Sultan. A High Commissioner was to be appointed to rule 
Crete as a representative of the great powers. Further disturbances on the island be- 
tween the Greeks and the Turks caused the powers to order the Sultan to withdraw his 
army from Crete, the withdrawal being completed in October 1898. In the following 
month it was announced that Prince George, the son of King George I, would fill the 
new post of High Commissioner. After so many setbacks the Cretans at last had good 
cause to celebrate. For two hundred and fifty years the Turkish flag had been flying in 
Khania; now the flag of the new autonomous Cretan state was raised in its place. It had 
been arranged that the prince would arrive in Khania in December 1898. For days in 
advance the Cretans worked fervidly to decorate the town for his arrival. Their en- 
thusiasm for the freedom obtained at such high cost found its outlet in considering him 
as Crete's liberator. Fifty thousand people went down to the port to meet him. When 
he disembarked they threw flowers and there was kissing, tears, and music in the 
streets. They accompanied him to the church for a mass of thanksgiving. He made a 
speech, followed by feasting which lasted many nights and days2 

The excitement caused by Prince George's arrival is shown in the popular art and 
song of the time. Tapestries such as the Dow tapestry constitute evidence of his popu- 
larity as a national hero. The Herakleion Historical Museum contains four tapestries 
which commemorate him: the first depicts him on a horse; the second, with his family; 
and the third and fourth, surrounded by his guard, as in the Dow tapestry. A room on 
the ground floor of the museum is devoted to articles that belonged to the prince. 
Together with weapons the most impressive objects are the desk and the uniform that 
hangs beside it in a glass case. The uniform is that of vice-admiral, and was worn by the 
prince as High Commissioner. Both desk and uniform seem to have been made for a 
man approximately 6'4" tall. Thus, the way in which Prince George is conspicuous 

ZThe main bibliographic references regarding Prince George are A. Skandames, n p l y r ~ J l  rr ipycor,  < 
54 r a l  sd ipyov ~ O U  (Athens 1955); A. A. Pallis, ed., The Cretan Drama: the Life and Memoirs of Prince 
George of Greece (New York 1959); G. Marcopoulos, "The Selection of Prince George of Greece as High 
Commissioner in Crete," Balkan Studies 10 (1969) 335-50. 

among his soldiers on the Dow tapestry not only is indicative of his importance in the 
eyes of the Cretans, but also contains a grain of truth. 

With regard to an approximate date for the tapestry in Cambridge: Prince George 
arrived in Crete in 1898. Enthusiasm for him reached a peak at this time. His popularity 
gradually diminished owing to his inability to agree with his chief advisor, Venizelos. In 
1905 the Therissos Revolt3 led by Venizelos resulted in Prince George's resignation and 
his departure from Crete the following July, so there was no reason for the further 
commemoration of Prince George in Crete after 1906. It is likeiy that the tapestry was 
made well before 1906 and probably towards the beginning of his stay in Crete. More 
specifically, if the Dow tapestry was made in the villages near Herakleion, it can be 
assumed that it was made at a time near the prince's first visit to Herakleion in April 
1899. 

The evidence from the Cretan museums and shops removes all doubt as to the 
reading of the inscription of the new tapestry. The virtually illegible heading can only be 
paralleled in the legible version on related tapestries in Crete: Z<TW d IIPL~KL+ 6 
y~og. The last words, 0 TERPMOZ, are clear. Note the similarity of P to T, and the 
strange form of Z. The first word, ZHTR, has been condensed to 10.  The in 
ZHTn is similar in form to that in lXRPTIOE. For T we have evidence of a form 

I in another tapestry. The initial is probably a symmetrical duplicate of the final 
letter 9 of ~ E & ~ Y L O P ;  another Prince George tapestry has this feature as well. The 
middle words, 0 llPITKI9, are contracted to IIPPHI9. The K is represented as H (of 
which we have an instance in another tapestry). There is obvious confusion in the 
forms of the first letters of the noun: II appears as two separate vertical lines; the two 
subsequent letter shapes, so similar to one another, should actually incorporate three 
different characters: P, I, and I'. 

It is generally known that many of the women who did the weaving in the villages 
were illiterate. Whenever they included a letter-heading in their weaving, they would 
treat it as part of the design to be copied, whether understood or not. There are a 
number of spelling inaccuracies in most of the tapestries and, in the case of at least two 
of them, inscriptions which can only be described as 'nonsense' ones-the figures of the 
people are perfectly clear, but the lettering of the inscription is a sequence of totally 
meaningless characters. In the tapestries that show Prince George standing among his 
guard, the women seem to have been using a common pattern as their model. The 
greatest variations are in the forms of the letters in the headings and in the colors 
selected to fill out the patterns. The general scheme may have been copied from a 
lithograph hanging in a coffee-shop or from an inscribed piece of pottery. Thence (from 
the correctly written epigram) the heading would have been rendered, according to each 
seamstress' knowledge of the alphabet. 

Although all the Prince George tapestries are similar, one is struck by the marked 
resemblance of the Dow tapestry to a large tapestry in the Herakleion Historical Mu- 

3 Regarding the Therissos revolt, see Pallis (supra n.2) 253-76. 
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I seum (number 1222). The latter has a beige background, as against the orange-red I 
background of the former, but the colors embroidered on both tapestries are remar- 
kably similar. Only the hats of the soldiers and the prince's sword differ, and the wea- 
pons have changed hands. Lastly, the letter heading of the Dow tapestry reads from left 
to right, but that in Herakleion from right to left. 

One is tempted to conjecture that an identical pattern, although in the one case re- 
versed, was the basis for both the Cambridge and the Herakleion tapestries. The Dow 
tapestry and its counterpart in the Herakleion Museum both commemorate a major 
moment in Cretan history: Prince George's arrival and the acquisition of long-desired 
freedom. Although slightly different in detail, both tapestries convey the same message: 
"Long live Prince G e ~ r g e ! " ~  

PHILIPPIDES PLATE 12 

4 For help in the original gathering of material for this article I acknowledge my sincere gratitude to 
Professor and Mrs Dow, Mrs E. Fragkaki, Mrs M. Lambraki, Mrs Papadaki (Cretan Corner, Historical , 
Museum of Khania), Mr Papadakis (Historical Museum of Herakleion), J .  and M. Z. Philippides, Mrs D. 
Photiades, Mrs P. Zora (Popular Art Museum of Athens), the Benaki Museum, the Gennadeios Library, 
the Kentron Laographikon Erevnon of the Athens Academy (especially Mr Spyridakis and Mrs Papadopou- 
IOU), the National Historical Museum of Athens, and the shops Grimm and Zeus in Herakleion. 



The Origin of 8 ~ o l  as Inscription-Heading 

Robert L. Pounder 

T H E  HEADINGS of Greek inscriptions have long interested Sterling Dow. The essay 
which follows is offered in the hope that he may look with favor on an attempt to 

explain the origin of the most enigmatic of all headings, Bcohl 
Headings for inscribed decrees were used most extensively in Greece by the Athe- 

nians. What was their purpose? The earliest extant heading from Athens, ZG I 2  19 ( I3  

11) of 45413 B.c . ,~  is inscribed in slightly larger letters than those of the text above 
which it is spaced. Its purpose is to specify the nature of what follows, a treaty between 
Athens and Segesta, and it reads [XavpwXla ~ a l  h6p]~o[s1 'A[Bl~va[bv  ~ a l i  'Eycu~al-  
[ovl. Here is the succinct one-line summary which permitted the observer to tell at a 
glance what the decree was about. Similar headings indicating the subject matter occur 
in the pre-Eukleidean period to 40312, such as @p[ol in ZG I2 65 (I3 68) of 426/5, 
where there is a line before G p [ o l  which reads [. . !-6. . ]cw[.  . . . ?.I!. . . . and 
r & [ X u ~ ] s  [$]6[po] in IZ 63 ( I 3  71) of 42514.4 Such subject headings can be accompanied 
by B~ol or by the name of an individual. It will be convenient to refer to these as com- 
plex headings. 

Names of peoples or nations are found in complex headings of the pre-Eukleidean 
period, such as [ N ] c o [ ~ ] o k r 6 [ v ]  [TI;+ rap& @&u[ov] in I2 108 (I3 101) of 4101409, or 
McBovawv Z K  n~cp[ lad  in I 2  57 ( I3  61) of 42413; the genitive is a genitive of speci- 
fication, "concerning the Neapolitans by Thasos," etc.5 There are instances, too, of the 
names of individuals. Two decrees, ZG 12 30 ( I 3  181, before 44615, and I2 143 (I3 28), 
ca 450-440, are headed by lists of names of the men who are proxenoi. The name of a 
single individual appears in I2 59 (I3 651, ca 42716: ~ A ~ . r r o ~ ~ o v o ~ v o s  75 I [. . . . . .]8os 
Ko~o+~v[ io ] .  The other major element in headings, apart from Bcol, is the use of the 
name of one or more of the officials involved in passing the decree. A typical example 
includes the name of the secretary, whose responsibility it was to publish the decree: so 
ZG I 2  82 (I3 80) of 42110, T I ~ o K A C E ~  'A~&ppo EEdo~up<~>& <Z>yPap&r~~c  in larger 
letters. This heading element is the most common among the citations of officials, 

'The thesis of this article is contained in my Ph.D. dissertation, The Origin and Meaning of 8EOI in 
Greek Inscription Headings (Diss.Brown 1975). Special thanks are owed to Professor Alan L. Boegehold, 
who directed it, and to Professor Dow himself, who suggested the topic and took a lively interest in the re- 
search. Others who offered helpful suggestions and criticism include Dorothy Burr Thompson, David R. 
Jordan, Brunilde S. Ridgway, James R. McCredie, and Leslie k. Threatte. 

2 Cf: R. Meiggs, "The Dating of Fifth Century Inscriptions, JHS 86 (1966) 95, for problems concerning 
this date. I G  13 retains the early date. 

a See B. D. Meritt, Documents on Athenian Tribute (Cambridge [Mass.] 1937) 26ff. 
Wiscussed in detail in B. D. Meritt, H. T. Wade-Gery. M. F. McGregor, The Athenian Tribute Lists I 

(Cambridge 1Mass.l 1939) 107ff. 154ff. 
Cf: ~ G h n e r l ~ e r t h  I1 332. 
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occurring twelve times between 449/8 and 403/2.6 The famous decree of 409/8 which 
reinscribes the Drakonian law on homicide on a marble stele by the Stoa Basileiosl is 
headed, in two lines, by the names both of the secretary and of the archon: A L ~ ~ v [ E ~ ~ o ~  
@ P ~ & P P t ~ s  2 y P a C L ~ ~ ~ [ v c I  / ALOKA~S ZpXc. Both are spaced up from the body of the text 
in larger letters. In IG I3 31 (Hesperia 2 [I9331 494) of ca 450 the name of the sec- 
retary precedes the specification of the business, [ X ~ l ~ ~ e 2 ~ a ~  i ' E p p ~ o v l o v  i ~ a l  'A&- 
ualoIv1. 

This brings us to &ol. It makes its first appearance in Athens at a time roughly 
contemporaneous with the introduction of headings in general. The earliest known 
example is IG I3 34 of 448/7.8 This example supersedes that previously thought to have 
been the earliest: IG I2 232 (I3 292), first of the inventories of the Pronaos, dated 
434/3. One may note that when Hill and Meritt refer to the heading they call it the 
"invocation." The next known occurrence of Bcol as a heading is IG 13 50, of ca 435.10 
The letters of the word conform to the stoichedon scheme, standing immediately above 
the first four letters of E'GoXucv in the preamble. The letter-size is virtually identical, 
but the word is spaced somewhat above the text. 

There are other examples of its solitary use from the fifth century, but the ones 
cited may suffice to illustrate the phenomenon. When used in combination with com- 
plex headings, Bcol normally is denied prominence over the other heading elements, at 
least with regard to letter-size. For instance, in IG 12 60 (I3 66) of 427/6, the name of 
the secretary is combined with O~oi ,  both being inscribed in smaller letters than those of 
the text, with the secretary's name first. 

In summary, decree headings at Athens in the fifth century are varied and far re- 
moved from a formal standard. They can (1) specify business; (2) present the names of 
officials; (3) provide the names of individuals or entire groups of people; and (4) may 
include k o l ,  alone or in combination with any of the above. The important point to be 
made is that OEOI must be separated from all other headings because its meaning, what- 
ever that may prove to be, is fundamentally different from that of other headings, 
whose purpose is as obvious to the observer now as then, viz. to convey information. 

Scholarly discussion of 8col headings has been meagre. Guarduccill refers to the 
heading as " . . . Sinvocazione agli dei, la formula con cui si sancisce la disposizione 
proposta . . . " Davidson,12 in discussing an inscribed lead plaque from the Pnyx, states, 
"8c01, the customary beginning of a decree, is of no help in discovering the nature of 
the inscription . . . " The early handbooks do not ignore OEOL, but neither do they reach 

6 Cf- J. P. Traywick, 8EOI and ATABHI TYXHl in Headings of Athenian Inscriptions (Diss.Harvard 1968) 
9ff. Traywik has compiled examples of different heading elements involving persons of official rank. Cf. 
also A. S. Henry, The Prescripts of Athenian Decrees (Leiden 1977). 

7 IG I' 115 (I3 104); R. S. Stroud, Drakon's L a w  on Homicide (Berkeley 1968). 
8 B. H. Hill, B. D. Meritt, "An Early Athenian Decree Concerning Tribute," Hesperia 13 (1944) 1-15. 
9 W. Larfeld, Handbuch der attischen Inschriften I1 (Leipzig 1902) 591. 
lo B. D. Meritt, "Attic inscriptions of the Fifth Century," Hesperia 14 (1945) 87ff. 
l1 Margherita Guarducci, Epigrsfia Greca I1 (Rome 1969) 43. 
I2Gladys R. Davidson, D. B. Thompson, Small Objectsfrom the Pnyx I (Hesperia Suppl. 7 119431) 1 1 .  

any degree of unanimity. For Larfeld (supra n.9) &oi is a "Weiheformel" and, further, 
a "Segenswunsch fiir das gnadige Walten der Vorsehung." We are thus presented by 
the same author with two rather different, if related, ideas in "consecration formula" 
and "good wish." An exception to this vagueness is Woodhead,13 who introduces what 
seems a new possibility into the body of opinion built up over the previous century: 
&oi "rather cryptically indicates that, before the matter under discussion was con- 
sidered and decided upon, the proper religious exercises had been performed or in- 
vocations made." What were these religious observances? We know from Demosthenes 
that an apotropaic curse was included in the prayers that were recited before the meet- 
ings of the ekklesia and the boule.14 It is doubtless this prayer, which Demosthenes 
reports was required by law to be recited at each meeting, that Woodhead has in mind. 
But if the prayer was compulsory, we might expect that the reference to the gods would 
have become a regular part of the heading-preamble section, either of every decree or, 
at least, of the first decree passed in each meeting. It did not, however.15 In Athens, of 
fifth-century inscriptions that possess headings, fewer than half are headed by Bcoi, 
either alone or in combination with a name; its use is thus far from a regular feature of 
the decrees. 

A brief reference to the heading Bcol by D. M. Robinson16 brings us, I think, 
closer to understanding its essential nature. He writes, "on the taenia, we have the 
word of good omen, &ol" We are here on different ground. The definition "word of 
good omen" recognizes, or at any rate suggests, that B E O ~  has no intrinsic, direct con- 
nection with the business of passing the decree it heads, or with the contents of the 
decree itself. I believe that this is on the right track. Viewed this way, Bcol is not a 
dedicatory formula, nor a formal appeal for good fortune, nor an indication that suitable 
religious rites had been performed. Rather, I hope to suggest in what follows, its pres- 
ence on the stone may best be explained as harking back to an early religious element, 
imprecatory and apotropaic in nature. 

The earliest use of what we may term the forerunner of the &oi heading is found 
not in Attica but in Crete, in the so-called Constitution from Dreros.11 The inscription 
begins with a phrase, or primitive 'heading', which runs e ~ d ~  ohotov, the rendering of 
Meiggs and Lewis. This reading differs from that of Buck,18 who prefers etds bhot bv, 
"may God destroy him." Meiggs and Lewis assume the phrase to express hope for 
beneficence on the part of the deity, "may God be kind," a translation which pre- 
sumably reflects an interpretation of the letters as 8ws d )ujov or h w u .  Both formula- 
tions of the letters are problematical, it must be admitted. Buck's reading has the ad- 

13 A. G. Woodhead, The Study of Greek Inscriptions2 (Cambridge 1981) 39. 
14 Dem. 19.70. A parody exists in Ar. Thesm. 331ff. 
15 In 33211 B.c., for example, eight decrees were passed on a single day; four of these have BeoI head- 

ings, four have not. See B. D. Meritt, The Athenian Year (Berkeley 1961) 85-88. 
"A New Logos Inscription," Hesperia 27 (1958) 74. 

" MeiggslLewis 2; cf. P. Demargne and H. van Effenterre:, "Recherches B Dreros," BCH 62 (1938) 
194-95; V. Ehrenberg, "An Early Source of Polis-Constitution, CQ 37 (1943) 14-18. 

18 C. D. Buck, The Greek Dialects (Chicago 1955) 116. 
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vantage, however, of being a complete sentence, which is what one would expect at this 
early stage of documentation in Greece, however cryptic it may have become sub- 
sequently. The 6 h h v  of Meiggs and Lewis, literally 'the better one', is not satis- 
factory for any period. For these and other reasons to be discussed presently, I favor 
the interpretation of Buck. The difficulties attendant on making sense of it have forced 
two expert scholars to state that the meaning "is still disputed."lg If, however, Buck's 
treatment of the letters is correct, what are we to make of the phrase? What does it 
really mean and what inspired it? 

Eastern artisans with various skills emigrated from their homelands in Syria and 
Phoenicia and found their way to Crete, beginning as early as the ninth century.20 Con- 
tacts between Greece and the East, with Cyprus often the intermediary, continued with 
increasing frequency through the eighth and into the seventh centuries; indeed, the 
latter is often called the Orientalizing period in Greek art, when eastern artistic motifs 
became the dominant influence in both pottery and sculpture. The emigration of crafts- 
men from Syria to Greek centers followed the occasional importation of bronzes, ivories, 
and terracottas to these centers. A bronze tympanum from the Idaean cave is eastern in 
style but has unmistakably Greek features2' Similarly, it appears probable that a Syrian 
artisan was brought to Corinth and there made of Corinthian clay a mould for a human 
head in a North Syrian style.22 There was a corresponding effect in Syria and elsewhere, 
as Greek pottery, from ninth-century Protogeometric through eighth-century Geometric 
and Corinthian, was imported into many areas-Al-Mina, for one.23 The manufacture of 
terracottas also shows that eastern craftsmen moved into Greece and took on local 
apprentices; Rhodes and Crete, not unexpectedly, were the first to receive the new 
technique of mould-manufacture and to refine it according to Hellenic fashion.Z4 

This brief survey of eastern influence has been undertaken to make it clear that 
close ties between the Near East and Greece involved not just trade and commerce but 
also immigration. Since it is well known that immigrants to new cities and new coun- 
tries bring with them beliefs and customs peculiar to their places of origin just as surely 
as they bring artistic or manual skills, we may easily assume that the Syrians and Phoe- 
nicians who came to Greek centers were no exception to that general principle. It is 
with this in mind that we may find a solution to the mystery of O L ~ S  o k o ~ o v .  

Apotropaic, imprecatory curses on important stone objects and buildings have a 
lengthy tradition in the Near East. In Babylonia, the use of boundary stones, kudurru, 

l9 L. H. Jeffery, A. Morpurgo-Davies, " I IOLULK~UT~F and ~ L Y L K ~ ~ E Y :  BM 1969.4-2.1, A New Archaic 
Inscription from Crete," Kadmos 9 (1970) 125. 

zOT. J. Dunbabin, The Greeks and Their Eastern Neighbours (London 1957). See also J. Boardman, The 
Greeks Overseas2 (London 1980). 
" Boardman (supra 11.20) 84; see also E. Kunze, Kretische Bronze-reliefs (Berlin 1931) pl. 49. 

A. N. Stillwell, Corinth XV.l The Potters' Quarter (Princeton 1948) 87, pl. 29.1. 
M. Robertson, "The Excavations at A1 Mina, Sueidia," JHS 60 (1940) 2 c  he notes a Corinthian 

aryballos of the mid-eighth century, 21, pl. IV.1. 
" Cf: R. A. Higgins, Greek Terracotta Figurines (London 1963); Greek Terracottas (London 1967); also, 

for a detailed examination of archaic types, R. V. Nicholls, "Type, Group and Series: A Reconsideration of 
Fundamentals," BSA 47 (1952) 217-26. 
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extends over a 700-year period, from before the reign of Kurigalzu I1 (from 1345 B.c.) 
to the reign of Shamash-shuma-ukin (to 648 ~ . c . ) . Z T h e  belief underlying their use was 
that the boundary of a property could be protected by marking it with reliefs naming 
deities who guarded its inviolability and permanence; a few of the stones were deposited 
in temples to record and confirm the ownership of the land.26 These kudurru appear first 
in the Kassite period (ca 1600-1100). Usually conical in shape, they are sometimes 
termed 'stelae'.27 The stones are almost always sculpted across the top or on a side with 
symbols of the gods; further down, or on the reverse, they bear long texts in cunei- 
form.28 The texts state the exact position of the land in question, sometimes include a 
list of witnesses, and close with a detailed series of curses upon anyone who might 
destroy or hide the stone-or alter its text-and thereby effectively deprive the owner 
of his property. The most important aspect of the iconography of the reliefs is the 
divine symbols that appear on all the surviving examples. Gods and goddesses, with 
their attributes, appear on kudurru of early date as well as on the most recent. The most 
recent of all, dated 648 B.c., has no fewer than seven symbols of divinities in addition 
to an image of king Shamash-shuma- kin.^^ 

One of the striking features of the texts is the appeal to the great gods. They are 
enumerated and then either one curse is ascribed to them all, or a separate curse is 
ascribed to each. In the curses, potential offenders are threatened with all manner of 
diseases or calamities. Part of a text of one stone will serve to illustrate the practice, a 
boundary stone of Marduk-akhe-eriba (1098-1044).30 It opens with a description of the 
land and its boundaries (column i). Then follow two columns giving warnings and 
appeals to the gods for retribution against anyone who disturbs the stone. Column ii, 
which deals with him who fails to respect the stone and boundaries, is translated thus:31 

May NIN.IB and Gula, the lords of the boundary 
and of this boundary stone, 
cause a destructive sickness to be 
in his body, so that, as long as he lives, 
he may pass dark and bright red blood as water.. 
May Sin, the eye of heaven and earth, cause 

26 U. Seidl, "Die babylonischen Kudurru-Reliefs," BagMiit 4 (1968) 7-220, collects all extant stones; 
cJ: M. S. Drower, "Syria c. 1500-1400 B.c. ," C A H  1113.1 (Cambridge 1973) 440. 

26There are many studies of these stones and the reliefs on them, the chief of which are L. W. King, 
Babylonian Boundary-Stones and Memorial Tablets in the British Museum (London 1912); K. Frank, Bilder 
und Symbole babylon&ch-assyrischer Cotter (LeipzSemitStud 11.2 I19061); F. X. Steinmetzer, Die babyloni- 
schen Kudurru (Grenzsteine) als Urkundenforme (Paderborn 1922); E. D.  Van Buren, "Symbols of the Cbds 
in Mesopotamian Art," AASOR 23 (1945); C. L. Woolley, Ur Excavations VIII The Kassite Period and the 
Assyrian Kings (London 1965). 
* Drower (supra 11.25) 440, Seidl (supra 11.25) 67, "Die Kudurru sind formal unprkisierte Stekn." 
28 The word kudurru itself means 'boundary' in Akkadian, which the occupying Kassites adopted; cf. K. 

Balkan, Kassitenstudien I, Die Sprache der Kassiten (American Oriental Society Publ. 37 [New Haven 19541) 
95ff. 

z9 Seidl (supra 11.25) 63. 
SO Seidl (supra 11.25) 53ff no. 91. 

W. J. Hinke, A New Boundary Stone of Nebuchadrezzar I (Philadelphia 1907) 191f. 
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leprosy to be in his body, so that 
in the enclosure of his city he may not lie. 
May the gods, all of them, as many as are mentioned 
by their names, not grant him life for a single day. 

This text is of the eleventh century, but the traditional forms persisted into the seventh.32 
These texts with their dire warnings bear a striking resemblance to the warnings 

inscribed on the figures which supported the main portico of the palace of Kapara at 
Tell Halaf in eastern Syria.33 It is true that these warnings or imprecations differ from 
those on the kudurru in that the king does not call on the gods but himself threatens 
retribution. As, however, we have no earlier examples from Tell Halaf, and as the 
artistic motifs are surely influenced by Babylonian ones, the idea of an inscribed warn- 
ing would seem also to have been derived from Babylonia. The reasonable conclusion is 
that there was contact between the two areas from an early date, and certainly from 
1000 B.c . ,  when Aramaeans settled in both areas and Babylonia was on the trade route 
from Phoenicia to India. 

The existence in Phoenicia itself of curses like those on the kudurru adds what 
seems the final link in the chain of transmission to the west. In Phoenicia inscribed 
curses were of two main types. First, we find in the early part of the seventh century 
the use of curses within official agreements, as in a treaty between Esarhaddon of 
Assyria (681-668) and Baal of Tyre (676-671);S4 in the initial section the obligations of 
Baal to Esarhaddon are established and a settlement outlined, and in the second "the 
gods are invoked as guarantors of the agreement and a curse laid on whoever breaks 
it."35 Second, a strongly apotropaic use of curses, very like, if more elaborate than, the 
Dreros phrase, is found in a late seventh century dedicatory inscription to Baalat, the 
chief goddess of Byblos. The final portion of it is translated as follows:36 

. . . and if thou dost not add my name to thine own, 
or if thou removest this work and movest . . . its base 
in this place . . . may the lady Baalat of Byblos destroy 
this man and his seed before all the gods of Byblos. 

Dreros, in the eastern part of Crete, gives us BL& ~ A O L  bv. With Buck's division of 
the letters, bho~  is a third-person singular optative of b ~ v w  and bv its direct object, the 
accusative singular of the masculine demonstrative: "May God destroy him," viz. the 
one who disturbs the stone or subverts the statute inscribed on it. My contention is that 
this curse reflects eastern, or Phoenician, influence. Is there evidence to connect Dreros 
with Phoenicia? The archaeological remains indicate that the site was an important one 

32 E.g. Seidl (supra n.25) 63 no. 109. 
33 B. Meissner, Aus funf Jahrtausenden morgenlandischer Kultur (AOF Beih. 1 [19391) 71-79; cf: H. 

Frankfort, The Art and Architecture of the Ancient Orient (Harmondsworth 1970) 402 11.44. 
D. D. Luckenbill, Ancient Records of Assyria and Babylonia (Chicago 1927) 587-91; ANET3 533-34. 

zS S. Moscati, The World of the Phoenicians, tr. A. Hamilton (London 1968) 21. 
56 H. Donner, W. Rollig, Kanaaniiische und aramiiische Inschrifren I (Wiesbaden 1962) 10, as quoted by 

Moscati (supra 11.35) 32, cJ: 257. 

in the Geometric period. The temple of Apollo Delphinios, on a wall block of which the 
'constitution' is inscribed, was excavated in the 1930'~:~ and yielded statuettes which 
have been interpreted as cult objects. The excavator believed them to be Minoan, but 
Boardman shows that they are rather of the late eighth or early seventh century, exam- 
ples of the influence of eastern metalworking techniques.38 They may have been in- 
stalled in the temple when it was built, in the late Geometric period, and they were 
probably made by Phoenician artisans.39 There is now a good deal of evidence that 
suggests some Phoenician settlement in Crete, as for instance a Phoenician-inscribed 
bowl of bronze discovered near K n o s ~ o s . ~ ~  

I would therefore suggest that the apotropaic curses which first appeared hundreds 
of years earlier in Babylonia, then moved-as did artistic influences-first to North 
Syria, then to Phoenicia, were transmitted to eastern Crete by immigrants who in time 
were assimilated into the communities in which they worked. The diffusion of this 
epigraphical custom was apparently rapid. Although originally in the singular, B~dc in 
Crete soon gave way to the plural form, as in an inscription from Gortyn ca 500 B . C .  

concerning agricultural matters, which has two B~ol headings (I.Cret. IV 438). In its 
plural form it reached Athens (as did terracotta techniques and other influences), where 
it was used first by private individuals in the form of graffiti on pots, tiles, and architec- 
tural members;41 these Athenians presumably had the Twelve Gods in mind, although 
that is a matter for full discussion elsewhere. In time, it seems that the curse originally 
understood to accompany the word BEOI was quite forgotten, but the word itself, having 
retained its apotropaic quality, was used from time to time for centuries as a heading on 
public documents as well as on private objects. 

This theory obviates the problems that attend the other explanations of Bcol, par- 
ticularly that of its sporadic use. Had it represented recognition of the completion of 
official, compulsory religious rites, it should have become a standard part of decree 
preambles. But it never did. It was used, it seems, at the discretion of the secretary or 
his staff, at times almost in a decorative way, since it could be widely spaced across the 

, stele above the text in a manner like that of the secretary's name, say, or the designa- 
( 

tion mpoe~vh.  The apotropaic purpose of B E O ~  may well have continued to be recog- 
, nized-it was in use from the mid-fifth century into the Roman period42-but it seems 

Z7S. Marinatos, "Le temple de Dreros," BCH 60 (1936) 214-85. 
J .  Boardman, Cretan Collection in Oxford, the Dictaean Cave and Iron Age Crete (Oxford 1961) 137ff. 

39 Cf: E. Kirsten, RE Suppl. 7 (1940) 128-49 s.v. "Dreros," esp. 138. 
M. Sznycer, "L'inscription phhicienne de Tekke, prb de Cnossos," Kadmos 18 (1979) 89-93. 
Cf: e.g. D. Peppas-Delmousou, "TEKTOWLK~~ &p% ~ a i  ' E ? r ~ ~ ~ a + a i  MapWP~wDw ' A p X ~ n ~ r o v ~ ~ ~ w  

MtA&w," Xapwrrjprow tic 'Awaar&otow K. 'OpA&vhw IV (Athens 1968) 369ff, pl. 105. 
42 Although Athens gives us the vast majority of our examples of L o i  as a heading, the word does ap- 

pear in the inscriptions of other parts of Greece, e.g. Delphi and Sparta, but beginning later and apparently 
, owing to Athenian influence. At Delos, where the hand of Athens was heavier than in almost any other 

area of the Greek world, B ~ o l  appears in 49O/o of all Delian inscriptions with preserved headings, cf: Poun- 
der (supra n.1) 147. It is difficult to ascertain such a percentage for the far more numerous Athenian in- 
scriptions, but a rough estimate puts it at over 50%, taking all decrees from the mid-fifth century to the 
Roman period. 
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clear that the violent imprecatory origin of the apotropaism had long since atrophied 1 
and that it was viewed as a more benign means of protection, one which could be 
brought into use at the whim of an individual. The Polis of Sellasia 

W. Kendrick Pritchett 

S TERLING DOW, acting on his deep conviction that a firm knowledge of ancient 
Greek history must be based on a personal acquaintance with the monuments, 

inscriptions, and terrain of Greece, has sent to the American School at Athens more 
students than any other American teacher of the past generation. It is my hope that in a 
volume commemorating his eightieth birthday he will look with favor upon a topo- 
graphical contribution which discusses two sites pertinent to the battle of .Sellasia de- 
scribed in Polybios 2.65-69. 

The Fortress above Sellasia. A plan of the so-called fortress of Sellasia, a pear-shaped 
enclosure of unhewn stones with towers, was published by Loring in JHS 15 (1895) 
73.' Since my study of the battle of Sellasia,Z the chapel of Ayios Konstantinos within 
the enclosure at the summit of the mountain, which rises to an elevation of 831 m. 
above sea-level, has been rebuilt, and a winding track for trucks bulldozed up the 
northwestern side. Today one enters the fortress, which measures about 1200 yards in 
circumference, where the cross-wall joins the western side of the circuit-wall. It is a 
circuitous hike of about 45 minutes. The area of the upper fortress has been cleared of 
shrubs, affording a much better opportunity to inspect the surface remains than on 
previous visits in the early 1960's. PLATE 1 3 ~  shows the chapel with the cross-wall in 
the middle distance, as viewed from the south. Others before me have assembled piles 
of sherds, principally roof-tiles, but I know of no report of their finds. Most of the roof- 
tiles are covered with chocolate-brown glaze, which Miss Nancy Winter informs me are 
not later than Hellenistic, but we also found tiles with a good black glaze which are 
usually assigned a date before 400 B.C. Although the pottery, in contrast to the tiles, is 
not numerousY3 we found a number of small pieces of black glaze with rims, which 
were identified for me as being not necessarily later than the fifth century. The best 
collection is in the vicinity of an abandoned well, or artificial cavern, at the southeastern 
part of the upper enclosure, as marked on the map of General A. Jochmus.' We saw no 
pottery in the long ascent, although the bulldozer had exposed the earth down to bed- 
rock. Moreover, there is only a small scattering of roof-tiles outside the enclosure. Any 
idea that the walls on the summit constituted an akropolis with people dwelling on the 
slopes round about cannot be sustained. 

Cf: the sketch of L. Ross, Reiren und Reirerouten durch Griechenland I (Berlin 1841) 188. 
As published in Studies in Ancient Greek Topography I (Berkeley 1965) 59-70. 
Ross (supra n. 1) 188 reported, "Irn Innern sieht man nur wenige Fundarnente von Hausern und gar 

keine Marrnorstiicke." 
Journal of the Geographical Society 27 (1857), facing p.34. 
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The presence of the sherds suggests that the fort was constructed not later than 400 
B. c . ,  some two hundred years before the battle of 222 B . c . ~  There was never any 
ground for supporting the theory that the fort was built by Kleomenes just before the 
battle, which took place at a much lower elevation, more than two miles away.6 Ross 
wrote of the site that it "beherrscht von solcher Hohe (831 Meter) eine weite Aussicht 
auf die Kette des Taygeton, auf das Eurotasthal und gegen Norden auf die Pkse  der 
Skiritis, durch welche die feindlichen Heere gegen Sparta heranriicken m ~ s s t e n . " ~  To 
the west one looks down into the valley of the Eurotas with the plain north of the 
springs of Vivari in full view. One sees all of the modern villages located on the modern 
road from Sparta to Megalopolis on the eastern slope of Taygetos and the high pass 
above Yeorgitsion which leads over into Messenia. 

The Polis of Sellasia. Diodoros (15.64.1), in writing of a campaign of 369 B.c.,  

refers to Sellasia as a polis (in; 4 v  C ~ M a u h v  ~ a h o v p k v ~ v  mdh~v).~ In 1965 I proposed 
that the ancient town was on the hill called Palaiogoulas.9 The hill is surmounted by a 
rubble circuit wall, about 1.75 m. thick, with a perimeter of 300 m. Soteriades excavated 
at the site in 1910 and dated the pottery from the fifth to second centuries B.c.'O In 
accord with his belief that ancient Sellasia was on Mt Ayios Konstantinos, he termed 
the site a C#+ZIOL'J~LOV of the archaic and Hellenistic periods, although it is honeycombed 
with walls of small buildings and the lines of house walls can be traced. I earlier re- 
corded (Topography I 64) the fact that, as one went northward from the eastern base of 
Palaiogoulas in the direction of the remains of the khan of Krevatas, one could observe 
in the ground to the left glazed pottery of the classical period. In 1982, taking advantage 
of the fact that a dirt road, running north from the modern Sparta-Vresthena road, had 
been bulldozed in the foothills above the right bank of the river, I spent several hours 
exploring the area north of Palaiogoulas. From time to time we ascended into scattered 

For another Spartan fortification of about the same date, on the right bank of the Eurotas, see my 
Studies in Ancient Greek Topography IV 14-18. Nabis, after crossing the Eurotas on his way to the site of 
Sellasia, is said to have skirted Poliasion (Plb. 16.16.2). Since the word is synonymous with mohlxv-r) (see 
F. Biilte, R E  21 119521 1365 s.v. "Poliasion"), 'fort', the appellative would seem to be a candidate for the 
name of our fort. 

See, for example, S. C. Bakhuizen, Salganeus and the Fortifications on Its Mountains (Groningen 1970) 
159; A. W. Lawrence, Greek Aims in Fortifcations (Oxford 1978) 178. 
' Ross (supra n.1) 189. 

Sellasia was pillaged and burned by the Thebans of Epameinondas in the winter of 370/369 (Xen. Hell. 
6.5.27); in 365 it was retaken by the Spartans who were aided by the Syrakousans (7.4.12). After the battle 
of 222 B.c. ,  the people were sold into slavery (Paus. 2.9.2); in Pausanias' day the city was in ruins 
(3.10.7). 

Topography I 64. The hill is labelled as Euas on Kromayer's map in the Antike Schlachtfelder 1 Karte 5, 
and on F. W. Walbank's map, A Historical Commentai-j on Polybius I (Oxford 1957) 276. Kromayer's map 
is repeated with the addition of some modern placenames in B C H  34 (1910) pl. 13. More recently, I. 
Touloumakos, Istoria tau Ellenikou Ethnous IV (1973) 397, has published a sketch-map in color. The hill is 
illustrated in B C K  34 pl. 1.1 and 3, PI. 11.5; 35 (1911) facing p.93; Topography I pls. 60b and 61a and b. 

See in particular Praktika 1910, 277-78. CJ also B C H  35 (1911) 89-93. Kromayer and Kahrstedt in 
their debate with Soteriades over the date of the remains on Palaiogoulas insisted that the site was a Tur- 
kish one. I have never seen any Turkish pottery on the site or on the surrounding hills. The Byzantine and 
Turkish remains are at Vourlia (renamed Sellasia) on the western side of the modern Sparta-Tripolis 
highway. 
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olive groves, where the natives had cultivated around the roots of trees. We saw much 
coarse ware, but also fragments of pottery of good quality, including a fourth-century 
lamp and the handle of a black-glazed oinochoe. Here and there one observes the layers 
of ancient pottery in the left bank of the road. The stratigraphy is particularly clear at a 
depth of about two feet below the present gound level just before the tractor road turns 
west and ascends the mountain (see PLATE 14). PLATE 1 3 ~  shows the hill Palaiogoulas 
from the north. The terrain between the hill and the camera was part of the ancient 
city. The bulldozer had exposed pottery which would be the pride of any museum 
collection. We saw one large fragment about four inches square of a lekane, or deep 
basin, with decorative band and unusual chocolate-brown glaze applied to clay of a light 
pinkish color. The profile of the moulded ridge suggests a late sixth- or early fifth- 
century date." On my return, I paced off the distance by pedometer as being more than 
half a mile from the bridge on the Sparta-Vresthena road. Clearly, Sellasia was a pros- 
perous town of considerable size, occupying much more territory than Palaiogoulas. 

Just as the location of the deme of Marathon is of critical importance for any re- 
construction of the battle of 490 B.c. ,  so the fact that the polis of Sellasia extended 
northwards from Palaiogoulas, covering the ridge on which Kromayer has marked the 
nineteenth-century khan of Sakellarios, rules out the reconstructions of the battle of 
222 B.C.  by Kromayer and Kahrstedt.12 Any ancient battle in this part of the valley of 
the Kelephina (= Oinous) river must have been north of the town.13 It follows that the 
Gorgylos river mentioned in Polybios' account was correctly identified in Topography I 
66-67, following the earlier suggestion of General Jochmus14 after his visits of 1830 and 
1834; he wrote: "Inconsiderable as it is, it deserves to be distinguished from the other 
small tributaries of the Oenus, inasmuch as it is the only one which has water in sum- 
mer derived from a spring." It seems safe to infer that the left wing of the Spartan 
army, arrayed on the right side of the river, fortified the ridge which rises south of the 
Gorgylos, marked on Kromayer's map as carrying the khan of Dagla. 

As to the fortifications on the left bank of the river, which were constructed by 
Kleomenes for his right wing, where the two phalanxes ultimately clashed, we seem to 
have a choice of the ridge due east of the Dagla ridge, as I suggested earlier, or that 
immediately to the north, as preferred by Jochmus (see his plan facing pp.34-35). 
Soteriades seems to follow Jochmus, placing Antigonos and the Makedonians at Skino- 
lakka (BCH 35, 104), a ridge marked on Kromayer's map in BCH 34 pl. 13. It is im- 

l1 For similar but unglazed vessels from Attika, see B. A. Sparkes and L. Talcott, The Athenian Agora 
XII.2 (1970) pl. 83. 

le The first scholar to place the battle of Sellasia in the plain of Krevatas was Boblaye (Recherche* giogra- 
phiques sur les ruines de la Morie [Paris 18361 73-74): "Tous les details topographiques donnts par Polybe 
ne peuvent s'appliquer qu'i la plaine du Khan de Kravata, sur les bords de la KBltphina. Sa largeur est de 
600 i 800 mktres, sa longeur de 1000 1200; au-dessous, la vallBe se reserre en une gorge de deux lieues 
de longeur, qui suivait la voie ancienne. Nous avons trouve des dtbris antiques sur toutes les collines qui 
bordent la plaine au midi, entre autres un petit sacellum trks rapprocht de la route." 

l3 For up-to-date bibliography on the number of the Spartan forces at Sellasia, see F. W. Walbank, A 
Historical Commentary on Polybius I11 (Oxford 1979) 763. 

l ~ o c h m u s  served in Greece on the staff of General Sir Richard Church. 
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portant to note that a great quantity of gravel and dirt was removed particularly from 
the left bank of the river in preparing the road-bed for the Sparta-Vresthena road.16 
Abandoned cables were still to be seen at the time of my first visit. The complete 
transformation of the shoulder of the mountain on this side of the river is proved by a 
comparison of the terrain today with that shown on the valuable photographs published 
by Soteriades; the third photograph is particularly informative.16 The area is so over- 
grown today (19821, in contrast with that on the right bank of the river, that no mean- 
ingful photograph is possible. One may be reminded that the so-called Charadra in the 
plain of Marathon has been completely transformed by the removal of literally thou- 
sands of tons of dirt and rocks, dredged up by two large cranes over several months for 
the construction of roads, particularly those leading to the Schoinia when an Inter- 
national Jamboree of Boy Scouts was encamped along the beach.'" Jochmus' solution 
for the right wing at Sellasia involves no formidable barrier, and Jochmus was a profes- 
sional soldier with personal experience, but the critical determination remains as to 
what postion Kleomenes is most likely to have fortified with a r&+poq ~ a i  X&pal (Plb. 
2.65.9). Any future reconstructions of the battle must be based in part on the early 
photographs.ls 

I find completely unconvincing the solution of the battle on the Spartan wing I 

offered by J. D. Morgan.lg He places the camp of Kleomenes "on the summit of 
Melissi." A camp for over 20,000 men is of course not a point on a map. This mountain 
is illustrated in the right portion of the photograph in BCH 34 pl. 111.8 and at the upper 

I 
right of the photograph in Topography I pl. 58b. It seems more logical to site the Spar- 
tan camp on the left bank of the river behind their fortifications and opposite the polis I 
of Sellasia. In turn, the site of the battle between the phalanxes on the Spartan wing is 
placed at a small plowed field which the author says is "barely visible in a photograph of 
Olympos (SAGT pl. 58b)." By measuring 1.4 cm. from the top border and 6 from the ~ 
left edge of my photograph, one sees the field in question. The engagement would have 
taken place far away and indeed out of sight of the rest of the action. 

l6 The road leading from the modern Tripolis-Sparta highway to Vasaras and Vresthena is entirely of 
modern construction. It does not appear on maps of Jochmus, Kromayer, or Soteriades. It must have 
required thousands of tons of gravel. 

16 BCH 34 pls. L4, 11.6, and 111.8. See also Kromayer (supra n.9) pl. 3. 
IT See Topography I1 4-5. Another conspicuous example is the removal of the hill behind the sanctuary 

of Eleusis after the completion of the excavations of Mylonas in 1955156. 
l8 The extremely uneven, though not rugged, terrain at Sellasia is described as "skolios and full of 

stream-beds and gullies": Plut. Phil. 6.8. 
l9 AJA 85 (1981) 328-30. 
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~ o ~ ~ ~ h d ~ ~ o v o ~  in Sappho: 
The First Word of Poem 1 

R. Renehan 

For S. Dow 

Let others, not you, pass this script unread, 
0 sterling searcher of the bronze age old: 

Mine be the words inscribed on wood or lead; 
See Soppho's song all writ in gold. 

?roc~cAdO~o V' &@a vhr' 'A+pd8era, 
?ra? Ahs  hhd?rho~e, h b u o p ~  uc.  
p 4  p' cbacuc pq8' dviacue 8hpva, 

4 T ~ T V U Z ,  O ~ V ,  

&kk& m16' XO', al r o r a  K & T ~ ~ W T ~  
rdr9 E p s  a%aq & h w a  ?njhoc 
ZKAUC~, .?rhrpos 82 8dPv hl?rocua 

8 Xp6u~ov Gh6cs 

6pp' hau8e6~acaa .  ~hhoc 81 u' dYov 
6 ~ ~ 4 s  urp066oc ?rep; y6s pchalvas 
d ~ v a  8 ~ v v ~ v r e s  TT&' &?r7 &ph volOc- 

12 pos 8l.d p iuuw. 

a l$a 6' A$covro, 0-6 8' (T) p h ~ a c p a  
pc8~ lua iu '  &Oavhr0 ?rpou&?ry 
<PC' GTTL 8q;re ?ri?rovOa K&TL 

16 8q;re ~ h A q p ~  
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The first word of this beautiful poem has attracted manifold comment, much of it 
controversia1.l (1) The existence of elaborately worked thrones in Sappho's lifetime has 
been questioned, wrongly. Page (5) gives the corroborating evidence with references. 
Whether Sappho's epithet was inspired by actual thrones, or Homeric (or other poetic) 
descriptions, or both or neither, seems to me unanswerable and of minor import for the 
understanding of the poem. (2) The etymology of moi~ihdB~ovoq is disputed; some 
would connect it with Bpdva, 'flowers' (see LSJ S.V. Bpduov), and explain it as signify- 
ing "with decorative flowers woven on her peplos."Z For references see Gerber 162-63 
and add KannichtISnell on TrGF I1 692.17-18. Whatever the actual etymology of com- 
pounds in -Bpouoq, there seems to me no doubt that the Greeks of the historical 
period, and Sappho in particular, understood such compounds to be derived from Bpd- 
voq, 'throne' (see below). (3) There is a variant ~ O L K L ~ ~ + ~ O V '  which some prefer. Here 
too the meaning has been disputed. Smyth (231) felt it necessary to caution "The form 
moi~ ihd4~ov '  is not Aiolic for -Bpov'." He was thinking presumably of such legitimate 
dialectical doublets as Bvjpl+vjp. But those few who favor m o i ~ i ~ d + ~ o u '  usually under- 
stand it rather as 'full of various wile9.3 r n i ~ i h d ~ ~ o v '  should be dismissed as a simple 
corruption, possibly caused either by the -+p- in ' A r # ~ ~ 6 6 ' ~ a  or by a psychological antici- 
pation of the meaning suggested by ~ O A ~ T ~ O K C  in v. 2. For the fluctuation compare 
Pindar 01. 2.22 where the MSS. have (correctly) ~6Bpduoiq in contrast to the reading 
c&f~povoq of P.m. XVII 2092. (4) W. F. Wyatt has argued4 that in moi~ih66~0u'  
dr8avoi.r' 'A+pd6i~a Sappho is consciously referring to an etymology of Aphrodite's 
name from b+puvl&+po&vq, 'she who renders one b+pwv'. For the etymology he 
compares Eur. Tro. 990, Arist. Rh. 1400b24 (who quotes Euripides), and some late 
passages. In connection with this Wyatt writes, "It is possible that Sappho did indeed 
write T O L K L ) C ~ + ~ O V ' ,  and if she did, that would seem to clinch the etymology of Aphro- 
dite." This is an improbable suggestion which fails to take into account the crucial 
consideration that the derivation of 'A+poSi~q from &+po&uq is almost certainly a 
creation of the later, sophistic period. For similar etymologies compare Democritus fr.2 
and P1. Cra. 4 0 7 ~ - B . ~  

The following are cited by author's name alone: David A. Campbell, Greek Lyric Poeoy (New York 
1967); D. E. Gerber, Euterpe. An Anthology of Early Greek Lyric, Elegiac, and Iambic Poetry (Amsterdam 
1970); G. M. Kirkwood, Eorly Greek Monody. The History of a Poetic Type (IthacaILondon 1974); Denys 
Page, Sappho and Alcaeus (Oxford 1959); Herbert Weir Smyth, Greek Melic Poets (London 1906); Ulrich 
von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Sappho und Simonides (Berlin 1913). 

Wilamowitz was thus too sanguine when he wrote (44) "hier darf wahrlich niemand an Bp6va ?rout& 
denken." w76v . . . Gl?rAa~a nop4vpi7)v, i v  82 Bp6va routih' imuv~ in 11. 22.441 (of Andromache's 
web) is a curious coincidence, but nothing more. Here is another. P.Cair.Zen. 111 59445 of the third cen- 
tury B.C. [Hunt and Edgar, Select Papyri I 1711 preserves a w 6 ~ v 7 ) p  from a painting contractor; among 
the parts of the house which the entrepreneur undertakes to paint is a Bpâ vor (the word is probably cog- 
nate with Bp6voc), literally a 'bench', but here used in the sense of 'upper course of masonry' in the 
~pom&s (cf: LSJ s.v. Bp&voc 11.2 with Suppl.): ha ypa&ijc. <KV>&TL~V ~ a l  BP&voc TOMI- 
Am. Surely no one will advocate the notion of a house painter drawing up a commercial agreement under 
the influence of Homer and Sa~vho. 

For references and argumehis against this view see Keith Stanley, GRBS 17 (1976) 309 11.26. 
' CP 69 (1974) 213-14. 

See also W. K. C. Guthrie, History of Greek Philosophy 111 207 with n.2, V 16 with n.2. 

moi~ihd6'pouoq refers to a throne, not flowers, and the variant reading mi~ihd4pou'  
should be rejected. The few who argue otherwise, it is fair to say, have not carried con- 
viction. But if this much be conceded, is it possible to be any more precise about the 
use of ~ro~~~hdid8pou' in Sappho's poem? Apart from comparisons with Homeric descrip- 
tions of thrones or with actual representations of thrones in art most commentators say 
little. Wilamowitz was content to remark, "wer sich der Tonbilder thronender Gottin- 
nen erinnert, die doch fiir Weihgeschenke oder auch fiir den hauslichen Cult bestimmt 
waren, dem wird ~ o i ~ i h 0 6 ~ 6 u o q  [sic] ohne weiteres volle sinnliche Wahrheit haben" 
(44). Of recent commentators Campbell states simply "Sappho pictures Aphrodite in 
her Olympian home . . . " (264). Kirkwood describes moi~ihdBpovos as a "single [?I, 
sumptuous" word and writes, "The r o i ~ i h o -  certainly suggests the deviousness of Aph- 
rodite, fitting well with h h d m h o ~ ~ ,  and -8p0~0q as throne seems right in emphasizing 
her divine quality" (111 and 248 n.20). This is at best but part of the truth; to go no 
further, it seems most unlikely that r o i ~ i h o -  should be brought into explicit connection 
with the 'deviousness' of 8oh6mho~~.  However, it is Page's judgment on which the pres- 
ent paper will focus. He states flatly that moi~ih68~0v'  is "a purely ornamental epithet" 
(5). On the contrary, the epithet is functional; Sappho has quite deliberately placed voi- 
~~AdBpou' at the very beginning of her poem in order to emphasize the mise-en-sc6ne. 

"Aphrodite seated on your elegant throne, it is no time for sitting; come and help 
me . . . " Aphrodite is introduced not simply as being in heaven (4 vv. 11-12) rather 
than on earth where Sappho wishes her, but in a situation the very opposite of that 
desired-repose rather than activity. moi~ihd6'~0v', summoning up as it does a picture of 
a seated goddess, is intended to contrast with &M& ~ ~ 1 6 '  :A$' (v. 5 ,  echoed in 25 EXBE 
poi K ~ Z  vGY). For the contrast suggested here compare Orphic Hymn 16 Quandt (to 
Hera) , which is explicit. I give the opening and close: 

It is just possible that this hymn owes something to Sappho's poem. That both poems 
summon down a goddess from the air does not count for much, but ~ a @  yrj8ovua 
m p o u h q  in v. 10 of the Orphic hymn is curiously reminiscent of i)CLE~Smbaw' &Ba- 
u d ~ ~  mpou&m~ in v. 14 of Sappho's poem. 

Of the two elements in the Sapphic compound, -8pou' is the more important; that 
sets the scene, not TOLKL~O-. Comments such as Kirkwood's "-Bpovoq . . . emphasizing 
her divine quality" and Stanley's "an Aphrodite defined more by authority than by 
charm . . . thus . . . 'richly-enthroned' . . . appears more appropriate [than m o i ~ ~ h d -  
~ p o u ' ] "  miss the main point. This proposed contrast between (seated) repose and 
action has many parallels in Homer (to go no further). In fact what we have here is a 

K ~ A ? ~ O L U L U  here means 'hollows of the air'; see LSJ s.v. 111.1, where this occurrence should be added. 
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subtle variation on a common topos; so Iliad 23.203-05 (of Iris), T & U T E ~  &vrji'[av, 

~ & h e d v  72 w v  cis  2 ~KCXUTOF' r j  6' a%' Z ~ E U ~ ~ L  $V &mjvaro ,  E?E 6h pGOov. "o6x P&s- 
cTUi ydlp a6~is ZT' ' R ~ e a v o k  IjieBpa . . . " This same passage contains language that 
recalls Sappho's poem: ) u ~ & v e v ~ v  hheipu (196f), G K ~  61 'Ipis &p&ov d l o v u a  . . . ?he' 
(198f). See also Iliad 1.349, of Achilles, whose inactivity was responsible for so much 
sorrow: 6 a ~ p 6 u a s  i r & p o v  b&xp Z&TO vdu& hufl~is. He prays to his mother and she 
heeds him (357-59): TOG 6' Z K A V ~  ~ d ~ v u r  C L r j ~ ~ p  Ij&vq hv P i v B e u u ~ v  &A& . . . KapTa- 
h i m  6' &vi6v  ~ohi . ; i s  &Ad$ ~ r h  More specifically, it may be significant that the very 
word Bpdvos occurs often in such contexts; compare Iliad 11.645-48, ~ 6 v  6h i6&v 6 
y e p a w s  &n-6 Bpdvov G ~ T O  &xeivoG, k 6' bye xeipds i h v ,  KaT& 6' i 6 p d a u e a ~  b v w y ~ .  
n & ~ p o ~ A o s  6' i ~ i p o & v  & V ~ ~ V E T O  E ? T ~  TE pGt30v. "06x 280s i u ~ i  . . . " Here again the 
positive and negative sides of the motif both appear: Patroclus' refusal to sit, so anxious 
is he to be about his business, and Nestor eagerly leaping up from his seat-a Bpdvos, 
as regularly. Iliad 15.123-24 provides another clear example of epdvos in this sort of 
context: 'Aerjvq . . . G ~ T O  6 1 2 ~  n - p ~ 0 6 P ~ ~ ,  Aim 82 epdvov Zvea B&auue.  The purpose of 
her activity is to restrain Ares, which she does (142), $9 ein-oGd l6pvue  epd* EUvi 
6JoGpov *Apqa. Note in this last verse the use of epdvos in a phrase expressing inter- 
ruption or cessation of activity. So also Iliad 15.149f, I j  $v bP1 0s eiToGua 'IT&ALV K ~ E  

T ~ ~ . T V ~  e ~ p q  Z ~ E T O  6) E ~ V ;  ePdvW. 
Whether Homeric examples of compound epithets in -8povos are ever used with 

pregnant force is difficult to determine, since epithets in Homer, especially if formulaic, 
do tend to become merely ornamental. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that Homeric 
-8pouos epithets frequently occur in conjunction with verbs of motion or action. Odyssey 
6.48, a6rl~a 6' 'H& Gheev Z 6 t I p ~ v ~ s ,  4 p v  Zyelpe; 15.250, KAE%OU X ~ V U ~ B ~ O U O S  
$ p n - a ~ e v  'HAG; 15.495, a?+a ydrp 'HAS .;jhtJev Z 6 O p ~ v ~ s ;  22.197-98, 0662 at! y' +pi- 
y iveur  . . . hr jue i  h r r ~ ~ ~ o p d v q  ~ p ~ u d t l ~ o v o s .  Observe how in these examples the epithet 
is separated from its noun and emphatically placed next to the verb,? which suggests 
that a conscious contrast between activity (verb) and repose (-Bpovos) may have been 
intended. Even if such adjectives have become standard epithets, in origin they were 
perhaps something more. Compare Theocritus Idyll 2.163, addressed to the Moon: &M& 
7i) &v xaipoiua TOT' O ~ e a v 6 v  T ~ ~ ' I T C  T&)W~,B followed in 165 by x a z p ~ ,  C e h a v a h  
h ~ a ~ d e ~ o v e ,  where Gow correctly renders "Moon on thy gleaming throne, farewell" 
(emphasis mine). ht7mpdepove here is no perfunctory epithet. 

One would expect Sappho to have chosen the very first word of her great poem 
with especial care, and so she has. n - o i ~ ~ h d B ~ o v o s  is not mere ornament; it is rather 
Sappho's delicate and oblique way of saying to Aphrodite-OCX Z 8 0 ~ .  

Compare also Od. 10.541 = 12.142 = 15.56 = 20.91. 
For the inception of the moon's activity in this Idyll see 10-11 &M&, Z~A&o;va, &ive ~ a h d . ~ .  

Grammatical Errors and Epigraphical Hands 

Leslie Threatte, Jr 

I T WAS STERLING DOW who first suggested to Stephen Tracy that he study the in- 
dividual hands in Hellenistic inscriptions from Attica, an area in which he himself had 

already done important work.' And it was also Professor Dow who first pointed out to 
me the need for a new study of the grammatical features of Attic inscriptions.2 In this 
short paper I would like to combine these areas of research by investigating to what 
extent if any the various orthographical anomalies in the inscriptions attributed to the 
various hands by Tracy can be shown to be due to the person who inscribed the text on 
the stone as opposed to the person who prepared the copy.3 

One sometimes sees errors in spelling attributed to the mason, or letter-~utter,~ 
and in certain cases there may be special circumstances to foster such an attribution. A 
dittography caused by beginning a new line would be a typical example. But in order to 
make a very systematic study of the source of these errors, or in some cases of mere 
variants in spelling, a fairly large body of texts that can be attributed to individual hands 
is necessary. There must also be at least two or three hands of roughly the same period 
that can be analyzed in order to provide the basis for comparison. As the result of 
Tracy's painstaking research of the past fifteen years we know now no less than eight 
hands of the Hellenistic period, and while most of the fragments assigned to each are 
fairly small, there is nonetheless a substantial body of text attributed to each hand.6 

The occasion was the Seminar in Greek Epigraphy in the fall of 1965. For several decades these semi- 
nars in Greek epigraphy of S. Dow were an important part of the graduate curriculum of Harvard 
University. 

At the American School of Classical Studies in Athens during his professorship there in 196617. Ster- 
ling Dow has always been unstinting in his support of this fine institution, and perhaps more than any- 
where else it is in the American School that the importance of his influence on American classical scholar- 
ship in the past four decades can be comprehended. 

The following abbreviations are used: Agora XV = B. D. Meritt, J. S. Traill, The Athenian Agora XV 
The Athenian Councillors (Princeton 1974); GAI I = L. Threatte, The Grammar of Attic Inscriptions 1: Pho- 
nology (Berlin 1980); Kerameikos I11 = W.  Peek, Kerameikos, Ergebnisse der Ausgrabungen I11 Inschrifren, 
Ostraka, Fluchtafeln (Berlin 1941); Lettering = S. V. Tracy, The Lettering of an Athenian Mason (Hesperia 
Suppl. 15 [19751); Meisterhans = K. Meisterhans, Grammatik der attischen Inschrfiens (Berlin 1900); 
Pfytaneis = S. Dow, Inscriptions Honoring Pryaneis (Hesperia Suppl. 1 (19371). An asterisk next to a read- 
ing indicates confirmation on the stone. 
' The usual term had always been mason, but Tracy has wisely adopted the term letter-cutter or just cutter 

in his more recent publications, cf: GRBS 13 (1973) 190 n.3, Hesperia 47 (1978) 244 n.1. For our purposes 
the terms hand or inscriber are satisfactory. 

AS Tracy wefully points out, three of these hands (nos. 1-3) were identified by Sterling Dow himself, 
and a fourth (no. 6), originally identified by Ad. Wilhelm (Urkunden dramatkcher Auffihrungen in Athen 
[Vienna 19061 63-64), was the subject of a special study by Dow (AJA 40 [I9361 58-60). Hand no. 5 was 
originally described by W. K. Pritchett and B. D. Meritt, The Chronology of Hellenistic Athens (Cambridge 
[Mass.] 1940) 122-23. But in all cases Tracy has greatly refined the criteria for identification of the hands 
and has significantly increased the number of inscriptions that can be attributed to each. For a statement of 
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These hands may be listed here; in this list the three hands published most recently by 
Tracy have been given the numbers 6 ,  7 ,  and 8 ,  as the others had already been num- 
bered by him from 1 to 5. 

H A N D  I (= I11 infa) :  
GRBS 1 1  (1970) 328-30; two texts added GRBS 14 (1973) 189. 
21 texts (c$ Hesperia 47 [I9781 245). 
22615-19211 B . C .  As B. D. Meritt has moved the archon Diodotos back to 19211, the 
original limit date of 1801179 can also be changed to 19211, eliminating the worry of too 
long a period (mentioned in GRBS 1970, 329 n.42).= 

H A N D  2 (VII infra): GRBS 1 1  (1970) 330-31. One text added GRBS 14 (1973) 189. 
12 texts. 
1301129-11716 B . C .  

H A N D  3 (VIII infra): Lettering is devoted to this hand; GRBS 1 1 (1970) 331-33. 
20 texts. 
131/0-98/7 B.C.  

HAND 4: (I infa):  GRBS 14 (1973) 190-92. 
3 1 texts. 
27312-24817 B . C .  The date of the archon Athenodoros originally brought this hand down 
to 2401239, but he is now placed by Meritt in 25615. The latest archon is now Thersilo- 
chos (24817). 

HAND 5 (V infra): GRBS 14 (1973) 192-95. A fragment added Hesperia 51 (1982) 62. 
46 texts (cf. Hesperia 47 [I9781 245). 
19413-15514 B . C .  The archon Dionysios of IG 112 888 is now dated 19413 instead of 
19716. 

HAND 6 (I1 infra): Hesperia 47 (1978) 247-55, 266-68; one fragment added Hesperia 51 
(1982) 57. 
53 texts. 
22918-21019 B . C .  

HAND 7 (IV infa):  Hesperia 47 (1978) 255-61. 
35 texts. 
21211-17413 B.C.  

HAND 8 (VI infa):  Hesperia 47 (1978) 261-66. 
34 texts. 
14817-13514 B . C .  

Nearly all these inscriptions are public documents and were not executed for a 
private individual. Many are decrees of the state in whose text (if that part is preserved) 
it is stated that the secretary is to prepare the text. It is a reasonable assumption that 
persons inscribing the texts were supposed to follow the copy fairly exactly, and for 

the methodology Tracy employs, cf: infra 279tf; Lettering 1-11; GRBS 11 (1970) 321-27. The eminent 
soundness of Tracy's method can be seen in his ability to join very small fragments to larger texts on the 
basis of his attributions to hands. 

The dates limiting the various hands have been revised in accordance with the most recent versions of 
the archon list published by B. D. Meritt in Historia 26 (1977) 161-91, with additional revisions for the 
third century in Hesperia 50 (1981) 78-99. There are still uncertainties in parts of this list, and no doubt 
further changes will occur in i t ,  but at least in recent years the shifts in the individual archons have not 
been for very many years. No shift has produced any difficulty for the dates of Tracy's hands; indeed, the 
contrary has occurred with the return of Diodotos to 192/1 B . C .  (Hand 1). 

Hand 3 Tracy has produced evidence that this was indeed the case (Lettering 117), a 
view supported by the analysis of Hand 2 below. Thus we would not expect certain 
types of grammatical variation to occur, such as the substitution of one vocabulary item 
for another ( e x .  &vayopeibac.  instead of ~LVELTEZV). But there are many grammatical 
phenomena that involve the substitution of one or more letters for others (e.g. q~ for 
EL, w for 0 ,  etc.), or involve the adding or subtracting of but a single letter (e.g. 11 or w 
for ~ J W L  and the opposite, spellings like ~ i c r ~ r j h q v ,  U T ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ U U B ~ L ,  etc.), and it is 
quite likely that minor changes of this type could in some cases be due to those who 
carved the inscriptions rather than those who prepared the copies. It should also be 
remembered that Tracy has shown convincingly that in this period the letters were not 
traced out in a temporary medium on the stone before carving, although incised guide- 
lines were used and estimates of the best way to use the available space based on count- 
ing the number of letters in the text were normal (Lettering 115-16, 118-19). 

We now present a detailed analysis of phenomena in each of the eight hands which 
could be considered relevant grammatically. The numbering of the hands given above 
has been retained, but they are treated here in chronological order. The dates providing 
the upper and lower limits for the activity of each hand are the dates of the earliest and 
latest texts assigned to a particular year on the basis of the occurrence within them of 
the name of an archon whose year is known. The small fragments often have no precise 
date and could in some cases be slightly earlier or later than the limits? 

Before beginning the analysis of the individual hands something should be said of 
the methodology. Criteria for assigning a variant to the inscriber rather than the secre- 
tary or whoever prepared the copy are as follows. In the first place the variant must be 
fairly rare, for if it is not unusual in the period, its occurrence in several texts of a given 
hand could hardly be attributed to the inscriber, as any of several persons could be 
responsible for it. Second, the phenomenon must occur in two or more texts of a given 
hand, for if a variant, although very unusual, is confined to only one text, its occur- 
rence could be due to the person who prepared the copy rather than the one who 
carved it on the stone. 

I. Hand 4 (27312-24817 B.c.)  

+urn (Hesperia 7 [I9381 9 no. 2.35). This spelling can be paralleled in IG 112 1534B.250*, of 
about the same date (cf .  GAI I 2631, a text not by this hand. 

h h a k i  (Hesperia 7 719381 9 no. 2.10-11-the printed text gives hh&ai, in error). There is not 
enough comparative material to tell whether the spelling is abnormal or not. A deme decree 
assigned to  the third century has icpSv h k S v  (IG 112 1211B.3), but an inventory of 16110, 
somewhat later, has hhahq three times (Hesperia 16 [I9471 164 no. 64.31, 32, 47). - CL. Spellings like A Q L T O V [ ~ ] ~ O ~ ) V T Q ~  in IG 112 665.11, or names of phylai in -&oq,  e.g. Hes- 
peria 38 (1969) 418 no. 1.1, 7 ,  13, 24, are normal in this period (cf: GAI 1371, 375-76). The 

The catalogues of inscriptions compiled by Tracy include a very few fragments which are unpublished; 
these have not been taken into consideration in our analysis. Also omitted are a few texts not in the Attic 
dialect: IG 112 1136 and FD 111.2 48 (Lettering no. 7h) in Phocian (Delphic), both assigned to Hand 3; Hes- 
peria 46 (1977) 268-76 in Boeotian, assigned to Hand 7. 
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prominence of -EL in the dative singular of the first declension is quite normal for the period, 
as is the preference for GL in the relative pronoun: cf: IG 112 1272 (-EL), 665 ({L; -EL, rarely 
- q ~ ) ,  668 (-EL, less often -7p), 661 (31, -EL), 686+687 (usually -a ,  rarely -11~), etc. But in 
several texts there occurs an unusual fondness for -7': Hesperia 7 (1938) 9 no. 2 (-7)~ four 
times, -EL twice); 110 no. 20 (IG 112 700 + new fragment) ($6; -EL and - 7 ~  each three times, 
also $L once), IG 112 780 ( - q ~  nine times, no -c~ ,  although a subjunctive in -EL is partially in 
restoration), IG 112 677 ( - q ~  six times, also inr&plXqd. But there are contemporary texts not 
by this hand which show the same fondness for -VL, e.g. IG 112 659 (283121, Hesperia 17 
(1948) 3 no. 3 (242/1), IG 112 788 (23514). These texts are very close to the limit dates of 
Hand 4, and it seems risky to assume that preference for - q ~  was so unusual in the second 
quarter of the third century that its occurrence in these four texts of Hand 4 would have to be 
due to a single person, i.e. the inscriber. The conservative fondness for - q ~  is very rare after 
ca 240-230 B.c., which explains why it does not occur in any of the other hands studied 
below. 

K~~v&6Aov (IG 112 668.19): an oddity for Attic inscriptions. It is probably similar to spellings 
like O~vsduws, etc., and 'Apnrrrayiqs, neither of which occurs elsewhere in the texts of this 
hand (cf: GAI I 415). 

@urAckr~v (IG 112 687.39*), @ur[)l&~v] (259. So far as I know this spelling is not elsewhere 
found in Attic inscriptions, but it is common in local texts of the Hellenistic period and was 
probably introduced from Phigaleia (cf: IG V.2 419, 420; GAI I 441). 

Y ~ ~ d F ~ [ ~ r  (IG 112 780.34): normal for this period, cf: GAI I 562. 
c b r [ $ ~ q u  (IG 112 686.199. This spelling is of a type that occurs occasionally in the Classical and 

Hellenistic periods (cf: GAI I 5771, and it could reflect an actual feature of pronunciation as 
opposed to being a mere omission. But as it is without parallel in Hand 4, it is hard to decide 
whether the inscriber or the secretary is responsible for the oddity. Contrast the evidence in 
Hand 3 (272 infra). 

'Epu~yivqs (Hesperia 38 I19691 418 no. 1.55). This certainly looks as though it should be 'Ep&- 
yivqF (cf: GAI I 552 no. 4). Since inscribing sigma for xi is probably a visual error, it is nat- 
urally tempting to assume that the inscriber misread his wpy. But similar cases in both Hand 
2 and Hand 5 make one hesitate. 

'A&X&pow (Hesperia 7 [I9381 110 no. 20.9 [IG 112 700 + new fragment]), alongside the 
expected @vpox&pov in line 1, KaAhjdvov in 60. Everywhere else in this hand's texts the 
genitive of names of this type (stems in -qs, -r(u)os) is always in -ow, accusative -vv, the nor- 
mal spellings at this time. Without a single additional case of -ow in another text of Hand 4, it 
is not convincing to attribute this spelling to the inscriber, as -ovs does occur very rarely 
throughout the Hellenistic period (e.g. IG 112 774a.3, 3850.3, 905.9, 1003.2). See also the 
analysis of Hand 3 (273 iMra). 

-~Aiow, -KA+ are the normal endings for names in -A+ throughout the Hellenistic period and 
are abundantly attested in the texts of Hand 4. A single case of -~Aiov (Hesperia 38 119691 
418 no. 1.43) is an abbreviatory curtailment caused by lack of space and is not grammatically 
significant; the inscriber certainly was responsible for it, but this does not mean that he used a 
genitive in -~Aiov. The very unusual spelling 'HpaAiw occurs in Hesperia 7 (1938) 9 no. 2.8: 
(the printed text wrongly gives 'HpaKkior, but the omega is quite clear on the stone). The 
spelling -KA& is virtually unknown in Attic inscriptions, and the only parallels are dated to 
the fourth century B.C. ( c j  GAI I 235). 

T I ~ V  TE IIe~pa(a^ (IG 112 724.3). The contrast between this contracted form of the toponym and 
the uncontracted demotics in -aLa such as 'AAada (Hesperia 38 119691 418 no. 1.33, 34), 
Kv&&)va~ia (IG 112 668.24, 251, is quite normal in the Hellenistic period. It occurs also in 
Hands 5, 6, and 7. 

.rrpCupr~r (IG 112 675d.3; 687.27, 42, 45). This is the normal plural form at this time, cf: IG 112 
653.49 (28514), 641.12-13 (29918). The word is very poorly attested in the third century, but 
there do not seem to be any certain cases of .rrp~up~vr& in the plural before the end of it. 

E ~ Y O W  nom, plur. (IG 112 661.19). Although identical to the nominative singular and the accusa- 
tive plural, this is the normal spelling of the nominative plural at this time, cf: IG 112 505.10 
(30210, 690.2-3 (ca 275-260). 

7rGs vs &as. There is a great deal of inconsistency in practically all the hands, and in many cases 
it is hard to determine which spelling if any was the norm in the Hellenistic period. This must 
be kept in mind in the analyses of all the hands. But certain phrases are very frequent and are 
nearly always spelled the same way, Le. they are formulaic-so cis TAU &aura [,ypdvov (IG 112 
687.41, also in 686.26), it 'ABr)valw]v &?r&vrov (686.3-4). The phrase TGU dMwv ai.rr&v~wv of 
Hesperia 38 (1969) 418 no. 1.30 is certainly a formula and has many parallels, cf: e.g. Hands 5, 
8 (but Hand 1 has an anomalous spelling of the phrase, cf: 266 infra). In line 27 of the Hes- 
peria 38 text the phrase r&r TE BvuiaS dr.rr[&uas 7tBlv~iva~ T&S ~ a B ~ ~ o 6 u a s  is very like the T&$ 

TE B w h r  TEBVKIIV~L 6.rr&uar rdls ~ a B ~ ~ o 6 u a ~  of Hesperia 26 (1957) 25 no. 1 (IG 112 9891, as- 
signed to Hand 3, or Hesperia 17 (1948) 25 no. 12.47-48, of Hand 8. There are in any case 
many variations in the formulae with Ovalas, and in some of them .rr&uas occurs. Hence not 
much weight can be placed on the inconsistency of Bvuhs rr&[uar of IG 112 780.14 with the 
example from the Hesperia 38 text. There is also an internal inconsistency within 780, which 
has i.rrLcL[EhEh~ . . . iX~iP]O~d~r)ucv &.rr&uas (31-321, but this type of inconsistency is also 
common in Hellenistic decrees. Also formulaic is the .?~$&]@Aov $1 WGUL of Hesperia 7 (1938) 
110 no. 20.18, cf: IG 112 984.6 (ca 150) and Hand 1. Probably also formulaic are: T& &Ma 
a"[rrav~a IG 112 784.10, ~ ; ) v  'EL&& rraiuav 687.14, hv &ram roir ~ [ a ~ p o i s  777.11. 

2avro6 etc. vs a3~06. ;am- was certainly normal in the third century, as an abundance of exam- 
ples shows, including several in texts of this hand, e.g. IG 112 687.10, 12; Pvtaneis 9.10; Hes- 
peria 38 (1969) 418 no. 1.26, 32, 34. But in Hesperia 7 (1938) 9 no. 2 70% a3rLv &vaA&auc. 
and T E ~  2av~Gv occur in close proximity (20, 22) and a&- probably occurs in three other texts 
of this hand: wip TE a3rGv (to avoid TE ZavrLv?), IG 112 772.12; & ~ ~ O & L ] K V ~ ~ V O L  T;)v ah& 
u[.rrov8.rjv, Hesperia 7 (1938) 110 no. 20.16; +v~p&v a3706 ro&v r;)u ~Gvourv, IG 112 
1272.7-8. There is some temptation to assign the cases of a37- to the inscriber, but it should 
be noted that a 3 ~ -  is fairly well attested in other texts of the third century, cf: IG 112 740.8 
(init. III), 1316.11 (272/1), 674.7 (273/2), Hesperia 11 (1942) 287 no. 56.44 (IG 112 791d.2) 
(24514), IG 112 1298.21 (245/4), 1284.25 (either 26312 or 25514), 1285.16 (23312). The oc- 
currence of both spellings in a single text can be paralleled by IG 112 1304 (post 211/0), as- 
signed to Hand 1 (cf: 266 infa), and in Hand 7 (267 infa). The weight of the evidence 
seems to discourage attribution to the inscriber here. 

&vayope6ua[c (IG 112 677.14-15). This is unusual in state decrees, where &ve~.rr~iu is expected; 
but not only is the example isolated for this hand, but it can be paralleled by IG 112 682.75 
(post 25413). See the analysis of Hand 6 (266 infra). 

U&@UL~ (IG 112 687.35). The WL was certainly normal until late in the second century. 
dCL]YI;W (IG I12 687.54). A very rare type of spelling, but isolated in both the hand and the 

period. Comparable cases occur in the fourth and second centuries. 
Cvc~a vs EVEKEV. CVEK~, the form of the Classical period, is normal in the third century and 

abundantly attested in texts of this hand, e.g. IG 112 661.28, 668.21, 677.11, 780.19, 712.1 1, 
804.6, 1272.17, Pryaneis 9.14, Hesperia 6 (1937) 444 no. 2.9, 38 (1969) 418 no. 1.18. A single 
case of ZVEKEV occurs in IG 112 665.21 (([vr~a  ail ~ ~ F L W A C ~ F  has been restored in line 30 of 
this stoichedon text), but it is isolated for this hand and can be paralleled in other texts of the 
period, e.g. IG I12 1284.14, 30 (26312 or 25514), 1235.15 (24615), 1297.16 (23716). See Hand 
1 for a comparable case (266 infra); cf: also Hand 6 (265 infra). 
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'Eh~vuZv~ (IG 112 1272.6, 15). Cv is normally not found in this period, cJ: IG 112 1235.18, 22 
(246151, 1682.2 (28514), etc. 

Summary. There is scarcely anything in Hand 4 which could with confidence be assigned 
to the person who inscribed the text's. 

11. Hand 6 (22918-21019 B.c.) 
ZTE@HNOX for E&$mvos (Hesperia 47 [I9781 252 ad Agora XV 128.98). This certainly looks 

like a copying error of the inscriber. 
y ~ i v d ~ v o v  (IG 112 786.79. EL for L is just beginning to appear in state decrees in this period (cJ: 

CAI I 1961, but the example is isolated in this hand. 
AvovwFGy (Hesperia 6 [I9371 448 no. 3.15'); cf. Aiovvuhv (line 10'). An odd spelling, but 

unparalleled in other texts of this hand. 
& ~ v o ~ d [ ~ l  (IG 112 839.20, the correct oivoxdq in 47-48 and 85). WL for OL is scarcely ever found 

.at this time, but the error is probably due to the inscriber, who saw the WL of the preceding 
word BEGL (cf: Meisterhans 66 11.585; CAI I337 no. 14). - EL. There is nothing unusual here: < L  is more frequent than EC otherwise -EL is much more 
common than - q ~  in the dative singular of the first declension. 

E w o ~ h l G ( ~ s )  (IG 112 1292.31). This kind of spelling has no parallels (cf: CAI I 435). 
&us aGrw (IG 112 847.21*): similar to the ZWUF &V of 1328.18 (183121, but without parallel in 

other texts of Hand 6 (c$ GAI I 533). 
dhlya (IG 112 834.4, 7). This word is poorly attested in the Hellenistic period, but this spelling, 

the original one, is slightly more frequent than the variant dhhs, and was probably still nor- 
mal (cf: GAI I 440). This spelling occurs also in Hands 1 and 8 (265, 269 infa), dhbv in 
Hand 3 (272 infra). 

'Apewrayiriiv (IG 112 839.51). The spelling also occurs in a text of Hand 1 (265 infra), but is 
isolated in both hands; no case of Orv- for OEO- occurs in other texts of Hand 6. 

vai i i  (IG I12 1314.181, vaoi (1315.28;). In this type of text this spelling is normal. CJ: also 
Hands 3 and 7. 

-KhCow, -KA<v, the normal forms, are the only ones attested in texts of this hand. Names in 
-yivqs, -&tqs, -&vTR etc., always have the genitive in -ov, accusative -qv, as was normal 
in this period. The spelling TOG ykvow (IG 112 1235.20) is also the expected one (cf. Hand 3). 

r6v rIri]paG toponym (IG 112 834.11-121, but demotics uncontracted in -a~E'a as in Prytaneis 
28.82-83, 86-87. This is normal, cf: Hands 4, 5, and 7. 

?rpcmpEv~&q (Hesperia 6 [I9371 448 no. 3.14). By the end of the third century this form is be- 
coming usual, cf. IG 112 858.4, 6. rGv avprpaufi~vriiv occurs in 786.1 1, also by Hand 6. 

?T& vs &as. CJ analysis of Hand 4 (supra 263) for difficulties of analysis. The following are all 
certainly formulaic and the expected spelling: dv ?ravrL K I ~ L ~ G L  (IG 112 833.9); vp6s rkvras  
'A[tIqoalow (834.27); it 'ABrlvawv &r&vrwv (839.48-49 and Hesperia 6 619371 448 no. 3.6); 
r&v &AAlwv &?r&v.rwv (Agora XV 128.50). The r o i ) r ~ ~  &W&YTWV of IG 112 847.27 can be easily 
paralleled, e.g. by 1271.14. But the rdr ZAAa ?r&vra of 847.30-31 is probably not the most 
usual form of the phrase (cf: Hand 4). These is no adequate context for the ? r & v ~ a  of 993.10. 

2avroG etc., the normal spelling in the third century, is the only form found in this hand: cJ: IG 
IIP 839.27; 1235.9, 11; 1292.4; 1314.17; 1315.18, 23; Prytuneis 31.4. 

T&S for Bs (IG 112 1315.8*): a very rare type of anomaly. It is isolated in this hand and can be 
paralleled by 70;s for 0:s in 657.66; (28312). 

~ Y T E  ~ a l  6 d ~ a  (IG 112 839.461, i t a ~ o u h c s  ~ a i  r E v r 7 j ~ o ~ r a  (847.26). The appearance of ~ a i  
here is normal. But in Hesperia 47 (1978) 267 line 12 we find 6 i ~ [ a l  3, and probably ekouc. 
?rTT(dvr~ in line 16; but this text is an inventory, not a decree. The omitted ~ a l  occurs in this 

one inscription, and it is perhaps doubtful that the inscriber would have made changes of this 
kind in a text. 

Gva[iv dat. plur. of 660 (IG II"47.53): a parallel only slightly later in 909.22 (ca 170). 
rCrpawv (IG 112 839.55, passim in Hesperia 47 (19781 267). This is the normal form. 
~6vv7j0quav (IG 112 1320.2). This form of the augment was normal, cf. 678.12 (254/3), 682.42 

(post 25413). 
i ? r i h ~ a v  (IG 112 847.19). By this period this is the normal form, cf: Hands 2, 3, 5. 
yivrlr' i+pdvrcu[ev (IG 112 834.18). This elision of -a1 is without parallel in prose texts (cf: GAI 

1419). The preceding elision rdr 6kai' 0"rw is also unusual, but other texts of this hand do 
not offer parallels. 

~ a r a u ~ a v o i v  future (IG 112 836.10), but [~larac~~rv&crovcn 839.33. Both types of future are 
found in the Hellenistic period (both types in a single text in 840), but there are no parallels 
for either in other texts of this hand. Cf: Hand 3 (274 infra). 

& u E L ? ~ E ~ ~  is normal in state decrees and occurs in IG 112 836.20, Hesperia 6 (1937) 448 no. 3.9. 
&vayopeir~v occurs in decrees of gene, Sarapiasts, and orgeones, cf: IG 112 1235.16, 1292.13, 
15, 1314.20, 1315.24-25. This is an entirely normal arrangement in this period. 

Zve~a vs Zvemv. We are in the period of transition and each form occurs in three texts of the 
hand, e.g. Z v r ~ a  Agora XV 128.53, IG 112 1320.9-10, Hesperia 6 (1937) 448 no. 3.4, 8; <vE~rv 
IG 112 1235.15, 1314.16, 1315.21-22. C '  Hands 1 and 4. 

'EhrvuTv~ (IG 112 847.21, 1235.18, 22). Absence of iv  is normal here, cf Hand 4. 
E ~ L T ~ T I ~ ~ M  (IG 112 1315.7). Only e b ~ r q r r j ~ m  and i[~rqr7jp~a are found before Roman times, 

cf. IG I12 689.20 (272111, Hesperia 45 (1976) 296 line 25 (204131, etc. 

Summary. Although there are some rather peculiar spellings in this group of texts, they 

: are all isolated and thus not necessarily due to the inscriber. 

111. Hand 1 (22615-19211 B.c.)  

& ~ L T [ O ] L  (Agora XV 187.11 [IG 112 9161): rare in this period, but can be paralleled in a text of 
16615, cf: GAI I 197 no. 25. The confusion of EL and L also occurs in the contemporary Hand 6 
(supra 264), but is not otherwise found in Hand 1. ' IIava]BTvau~iii (Agora XV 187.7 [IG 112 916]), I I roh~~LiS[os  (line 3). The second spelling is 
the normal one before 150 B.c., cJ CAI I 291. There is no comparative material for the first 
spelling, although it occurs in an inventory dated ca 325-300 B . C .  (cf. GAI I 287), and it is in 
any case isolated in this hand. 

I 

'Ay~i60s (Prytaneis 53.12). There is no grammatical basis for the dropping of the iota and it is 
tempting to assume that it is a simple omission of the inscriber, possibly to be related to other 
omissions of this hand. Cf. infra on Cmpo[ul&. 

T]ET&VT~L (IG 112 841.3*), ir]97juaro (931.2'). These might be due to the inscriber, as the 
omission of iota is unusual in this word after 200 B . C .  But the date of neither text is known 
precisely, and they perhaps belong in the later third century; and instances of omitted iota can 
still be found in decrees of the end of the second century in any case (cf. GAI I 329). 
*- EL Nothing unusual occurs in the texts of this hand. -EL is normal in the dative except in 
TL EL- is also normal in verb forms like eipqpivos, imciveuav, cipd6'q(aav), cf. IG 112 

I 1304.10, 49, 50; 1539.3, 4, 10. 
'Apcwray~rGv (IG 112 1539.7). The spelling is isolated for this hand and can be paralleled in the 

contemporary Hand 6. Comparable spellings like OEV for OEO- do not occur in this hand 
either. 

y ~ v ~ p i v r ) s  (IG 112 1304.24;): normal in this period, c j  GAI I 562. 
6hlya (IG 112 1304.36): probably normal, cf: Hand 6 (supra 264) and CAI I 440. 
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-KA~ow, -KAGv, 'Epyox&pov. Only the normal spellings occur in this hand. 
Hapatia (Hesperca 26 [I9571 59 no. 14.49). Failure to contract the demotic 1s normal at this 

time, cJ: Hand 4 (supra 262). 
?r& vs &as. The spelling TGV &Mwu .rr&vrwv of Hesperla 23 (1954) 236 no 7.15 is certainly 

anomalous, as there are numerous cases of T ~ V  h M ~ v  ci?r&v~wv, the only parallel for ~t is in a 
text of 337/6, ~ G v l  &h)iwv rrdv~wv IG 112 1255.6. But In other places thls hand clearly follows 
the normal form of the formula, e.g. eiq TAU &ravra X p d [ ~ ~ ~  IG 112 859.10; Ovuhs ZOvuav 
&v&uas Hespena 23 (1954) 236 no. 7.13. A different form of the latter formula, with ?r&uaq, 
also occurs twice: Ovuhq re 7cOv~ivat ?r&uaq rdls ~aOq~o l ;uas ,  Agora XV 187.14 (IG I12 
916), Hesperia 26 (1957) 59 no. 14.42. This formula has an exact parallel in Hand 5 (cf: 268 
mnfra), and the collocation h u b s  ?r&uas occurs in IG 112 780.14 (Hand 4 [supra 2631), Kera- 
meikos 111 5.5-6 (Hand 3 1273 infral), H e s p a  32 (1963) 22 no. 23.11 (118/7). h&id.~uAAov ~f 
?ra^u~ of IG IIZ 93 1.10 can be paralleled by Hesperia 7 (1938) 110 no. 20.18 (Hand 4) and IG 
112 984.6 (ca 150) .rr& occurs four times in IG 112 1304, but there are good parallels to show 
that Cv ?rSut (twice) and JMT& ?r&ul)s are not unusual, and there is thus no reason to asso- 
ciate IG 112 1304 with the anomalous T&V &MOv .rr&vrwv of H e s p a  23 no. 7. 

gawoG etc. vs a3706. The normal ham- is well attested, cJ: Hesperia 26 (1957) 59 no. 14.41 (IG 
112 916), Agora XV 187.13, Hesper~a 29 (1960) 10 no. 13.6, IG 112 1221.7. Both spellings are 
found in IG 112 1304, with haw- in lines 12, 19, 20 and 30 (+' h a v ~ d v ) ,  40, 60; a37- in 
30-31, 35 (34' a37dv). As this sort of thing has parallels in Hands 4 and 7, there is no reason 
to attribute a37- to the inscriber here. 

drvayoprikrat (IG 112 1304.45-46; 931.15). The latter is a state decree, where this spelling is less 
usual, but it can be paralleled by 677.14-15 (Hand 4 [cJ: 263 supra]) and 682.75 (post 254/3). I 

L v e c ~ ~ l i v  restored Hesperra 13 (1944) 249 no. 10.8 (state decree) is before TAU u ~ i ~ # ~ ~ v o u  and 
thus virtually certain. I 

70% C m p ~ [ ~ l O ~  ~ [ ~ I d u o ~ q  (IG 112 1304.24). ZwrpouOe without final -v  is very rare, but it can be 
paralleled by IG 112 654.13' (285/4). Yet it is tempting to associate it with the inscriber as an 
omission, cf. supra on 'AYc~SOF. 

& r ~ a  vs PVCKCY. Both are found in one text, Hesperla 26 (1957) 59 110.14 P U [ E ] K € V  Tfis in 13, 
P v r ~ a  in 46. Elsewhere only & e ~ a  occurs, still the more common form in this period: Agora 
XV 187.49 (IG 112 916); A P  63 (1942) 422 line 13; Hesperia 13 (1944) 249 no. 10.7; 23 
(1954) 236 no. 7.18. Hand 4 provides a parallel for one case of  KEY, and, if the restoration 
is correct, both spellings occur in one text there also (supra 263). 

hv ' E h c w i v ~  (IG 112 1304.2, 42, 55-56). The presence of the preposition is certainly abnormal in , 
this period, but neither hv 'Ehcvuiv~ nor 'Ehcvuivc, occurs in any other text of this hand. The 
use of the preposition can be paralleled by IG 112 1299 (post 236/5), where it occurs alongside , 
the spelling without Cv. The use of the preposition was normal by Roman times and occurs in 
Hand 3 (cf. 274 idra). 

Summary. One might associate the omissions in 'Ay~i8og and ZvrPoc+& and assign them 1 
to the inscriber, but there is really nothing in this group of texts which meets the cri- 
teria to make attribution to the inscriber unavoidable. I 

IV. Hand 7 (212/1-17413 B.c.) I 

i v  607s (1G 112 851.12). A very rare type of spelling for which there is no parallel in other texts 
of this hand. CJ ~rpvr&ve$ in Hand 8 (268 idra) and hp CL~UTC &V in IG IIZ 646.11' (295/4). 

I I r o k p d q  (IG 112 896.2, 2314.42); ' A x a h  (2314.48, 50, 54). The first spelling is normal at this 
time (cJ CAI I 291); there is no contemporary evidence for the other spelling, but it too was , probably normal (cf: CAI I 288). 

7 ihc~)q  (IG 112 2314.51, 53, 55); .rrA~iovf (844.6*), .rrAiov (1293.8), f fAch (1327.5;): all normal 
at this time (cJ GAI 1317, 322). 

?rc.rrdr)~at (IG 112 785.15), .rr0~7jucoOa~ (844.19). The spellings without iota are becoming rare by 
this time (cf. GAI I 329), but the spelling is isolated in this hand. 

V L  - CL:  normal treatment in all texts. 
Zpvpva?oq (IG 112 2314.19, 25). This can be paralleled in texts not by this hand, cf. IG 112 

2313.7, 30 (194/3 and 190/189), 1011.109* (106/5). 
h ~ h [ ~ u h v  (IG 112 851.6): isolated in this hand; for parallels see CAI I 514 no. 1. 
~ G u ~ v & h q  (lG 112 1327.19*): an exceedingly rare type of spelling (cJ: CAI I 489), but isolated 

for this hand. 
K ~ O '  i s h v  (IG 112 891.6): isolated for the hand; can be paralleled by IG 112 1281.10' (ca 266). 
v a i t  (IG 112 1327.25): normal in this type of text, cf: Hand 6 (supra 264). 
-~Aious,  KA+. These expected forms are the only ones found in this hapd. Third-declension 

names of the -r)s, - o w  type always have the genitive in -ov (e.g. Zwut~parov) ,  accusative -qv  
(e.g. T L ~ K ~ & ~ U ) ,  as was normal at this time. 

TAU HeYlaM^ toponym (IG 112 844.541, alongside demotics in -&a (896.47, 50; 913.36-37): 
normal at this time, cf. Hands 4, 5, and 6. 

?rpcupcv~&s, ~pcu/3cv7aiq (IG 112 844.11, 16*). This form is well established by the end of the 
third century, cf. parallels in Hand 6 (264 supra). 

havroi etc. vs a370;. One text (IG 112 1327) has both spellings, h a v ~ d v  .rrapau~rdl;ov (16), 
a37Av ?rapau~cv&(wv (7). Elsewhere the more usual haw-: IG 112 785.16; 844.52, 56; 851.2; 
896.10, 13. Hands 1 and 4 provide exact parallels for the evidence of Hand 7. 

.rr& vs a".rraq. All the following are normal spellings of formulae: Cv r a v d   atp pi^ IG 112 844.22, 
59; 8 d  ~ [ a v r d s  1243.12; i p  ?rZutv 1327.16. Forms of ?roiq occur four more times in 844, but 
this is not unusual, as n-2q is generally more frequent in this period than &as except in 
certain specific formulae. 

&a ~ a l  ? r ~ [ v r a ~ o u l o ~  (IG 112 851.16-17). Use of ~ a l  is entirely normal here. 
jtil;varo, 7j86vav~o (IG 112 896.12, 37): the normal spellings (cf. Hand 6 for parallels). 
Bv OCAet (IG 112 851.15). The spelling is isolated, both in the period and in the hand. 
~ a ~ a h c y e l ~ q  (IG 112 896.9). There is little comparative evidence for this form. In IG 112 1236. 

8-9' '(ante 150) 8uxhcyCv~o[s1 occurs (cf: Meisterhans 187 11.1541). 
&vay[opsGuat (Hesperia 10 [I9411 58 no. 22.2, a decree). This can be paralleled by Hands 4 and 

1 (supra 263, 266). 
Pue~a vs PYEKCV. This is the period of transition, and both forms can be found, e.g. Zvc~a  IG 112 

844.24-25, 896.40; $U€K€U 1327.19. Hand 6 offers a good parallel. 

Summary. There is little that is unusual in this hand, and what there is occurs only in a 
single text and hence could be due to  the person who prepared the copy. 

V. Hand 5 (19413-15514 B.c.) 

ZAKPATHZ, ZTEQANAIZAI (Ptytaneis 71.26, 80). These certainly do look like copying errors 
of the inscriber. It is tempting to assume that the problem was caused by the handwriting of 
the person who prepared the copy. 

v Z v ,  [ ~ € ] ~ K [ o ~ u o L € &  (IG 112 2332.325, 333*). Iota in 66s is very unusual at this time (cf. GAI I 
340; the expected I& occurs passim in 1G 112 2332), and in the demotic the iota is also nearly 
always absent by this date (cf: GAI I 330). But the retention of iota here does not recur in 
any other texts of this hand, and could thus be due to the person who prepared the copy. The 
expected A€VKOUO€& occurs in other texts of this hand, Hesperia 26 (1957) 33 no. 6.47, 37 
(1968) 287 no. 26.3. See the next item. 
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@Ed~Aca ( IG  112 2357.35). The dropping of iota in a name in -~Acur is very rare in this period 
(cJ GAI I 319). It shows the opposite tendency of that seen in vids, but I hesitate to relate 
the two phenomena partly because the retention of iota in 667 looks like a learned spelling of 
some sort, while @ E ~ K A E ~  is probably due to some casual omission. But certainty is impos- 
sible. ?rheb[vEs in IG 112 888.8 shows an iota which is normal, cJ Hand 7 (supra 267). 

qc - EL:  entirely normal treatment in all the texts of this hand. 
Zivwv for Bivwv (Pryfaneis 84.121*): a spelling of a rare type and which it is tempting to attrib- 

ute to the eye of the inscriber. But note a similar case in both Hand 4 and Hand 2. 
yivo&vwv (Hesperia 36 [I9671 88 no. 19B.45-46): normal in this period, cf: GAI I 562. 
&pXcOiwpou ( IG  112 992.17"). This spelling is normal at this time, cJ IG 112 1534.170, 971.30, 

1941.13, and Hand 3 (272 infra). 
- ~ A i o w ,  -KA{v. These are the normal and the only forms found in this hand. Third-declension 

names of the -qs, - ow  type also always have genitive in -ow (e.g. 'APwro~p&rov ) ,  accusative 
-qv  (e.g. KaMi~p&rqv ) ,  as was normal in this period. 

rbv H ~ i p a G  toponym (Hesperia 36 119671 88 no. 19B.38-391, but the demotic spelled Heipatia 
( IG  112 918.11, Ptyfaneis 84.60). This is entirely normal, cJ Hands 4,  6 ,  7 .  

?T&S vs &a$. Formulae in their normal spelling are: Ovuias EOvuav &?r&uas (Agora XV 171.14; 
restored in Prytaneis 55.11; probable also in Hesperia 26 [I9571 33 no. 6.14-15); r2v  &Mwu 
&?rdvrwv (Hesperia 26 [I9571 33 no. 6.17, 52); r&v & l ~ w v  &?r&[vrwv (Prytaneis 78.7); TIGV 
b h h v  &[?r&vr~v (Hesperia 2 [I9331 162 no. 8.6). The phrase Ovuia[s relOv~ivac rr&uas rdis 
~ a e ~ ~ o l j u a s  in Prytaneis 84.50 occurs elsewhere (e.g. twice in Hand 1, cf: supra 2661, as does 
~ i s i u i v  &V&VTE~ of IG 112 908.7 (e.g. at 1038.8). 

Zauroi etc. vs a3roG. Only iavr-,  normal at this time, is found in this group of texts: IG 112 
908.3, 8; Prytuneis 84.49; Hesperia 10 (1941) 277 no. 74.33; 9 (1940) 118 no. 24.4; 4 (1935) 
172 no. 37.6. 

i h ~ a v  ( IG  IIZ 992.5): normal by this period, cJ Hands 6, 8, 2, and 3. 
& c ~ a  us ZUEKEY. Only QEKEU,  the more frequent spelling after 200 B.c. ,  occurs in this hand: IG 

112 908.13, Hesperia 26 (1957) 33 no. 6.20. 

Summary. There are no spellings which we have compelling reasons to attribute to the 
inscriber as opposed to the person who prepared the copy, although copying mistakes 
like ZAKPATHX, ZE'vwv are probably the inscriber's. Proper analysis does not allow 
association of presence of iota in vidq and AEVKOVOLE& with its omission in Q c d d ~ a ;  
the inscriber, therefore, cannot be identified as responsible. 

VI .  Hand 8 (14817-13514 B.c.)  

ON for S v ,  possibly HN for i v  (Hesperia 17 [I9481 17 no. 9.6*, 16*). The spellings show con- 
fusion of vowel quantity and are quite rare in this period, although there are parallels for 
both (cJ GAI I 163, 225), including cases in Hand 2 (270 infra). These two examples are 
probably related, but they occur in the same text and there are no parallels in other texts of 
Hand 8. 

wpvr&vrs (Hesperia 21 [I9521 359 no. 7.16*). This looks like an omission, probably by the 
inscriber. This text also has ~ & l u a 6 p o s ,  cJ infra. 

M&apcros ( IG  112 960.34, 1939.15): normal at this time, CJ GAI 1 137. 
n r o h ~ p a l s  ( IG  112 960.30), Hroh~pa& (Hesperia 21 [I9521 359 no. 7.27). Both spellings are 

common at this time, cJ GAI I 291 and Hand 2 (270 in fa ) .  
~ h e d v w v ,  mhcbua ( IG  112 968.43, 54), [ m l k d v w v  (Hesperia 11 [I9421 293 no. 58.18). These 

spellings are normal at this time, cJ GAI I 322. 
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?ror)rei ( IG 112 2323.212), ?ro7(rrjP) (208). The spellings are not significant for our purposes 
because they also occur in other parts of this text not executed by Hand 8 ( e x .  at 148, 176). 

q i  - E L  The usage is beginning to change in connection with these diphthongs. Spellings like Oi- 
v~i6os ,  heirovpy6s, etc., do not change, but there is a gradual replacement of - E L  by -71, already 
often spelled without iota as -q. This replacement is somewhat earlier in the subjunctive than in 
the dative singular of the first declension. For this transitional period the treatment of the dative 
in Hand 8 is entirely normal: -EL is still normal, - 7 ~  still rare except in GL. Certainly not atypical of 
the period are the following subjunctives: h&pxc i  IG 112 1224b.4, h & p x q  983.8*, N ~ ~ & U ~ ) L  
968.61, 8 0 ~ 6  907.13, ?L Hesperia 17 (1948) 25 no. 12.22,63. Cf: GAI 1360-61, 378-81. 

y ~ v o & ~ w v  (Hesperia 11 [I9421 293 no. 58.22): normal at this time, cf: GAI I 562. 
6 L y a  ( IG 112 968.37, 45). This spelling is probably normal, cf: Hand 6 (supra 264) and GAI I 440. 
A i ] c ~ a 8 ~ o s  (Hesperia 21 [I9521 359 no. 7.63). This kind of omission is fairly common and may 

have a phonological basis (cJ GAI 1486-87), but it is isolated in this hand. This text probably 
shows another omission in .rrpvr&ves, see supra. 

K ~ T '  i6iav (Hesperia 11 [I9421 293 no. 58.6). IG 112 945.12 provides a good parallel for the 
spelling, isolated in this hand. 

[uE];  rbv &pxahv  ( IG  112 983.6). It is likely that vcis  was still preferred in the phrase vr& d 
&pxahe  rbv u e i  also occurs in IG 112 1325.21, 31 (17817); 1326.49 (17514). 

- K A C O ~  is well attested; - K A ~ u  occurs in Hesperia 17 (1948) 17 no. 9.49; both are normal at this 
time. There are many cases of genitives of names such as -K~&TOV,  -yivov, etc., and an ac- 
cusative in - K P & T ~ U  occurs in Hesperia 21 (1952) 359 no. 7.24. There are no anomalous spell- 
ings in this hand. 

? T ~ ~ ( + P E [ L $ ] ,  ?rpiubeis ( IG  112 1224b.11*, 27*), but ?T~EU@EVT&V (26*). This hesitation between 
the two spellings is not exactly paralleled by that in lG 112 1134 (Hand 2, cf: 271 infra), but 
the phenomenon is isolated in the hand in any case. 

€ 6 ~ 0 ~  nom. plur. (Hesperia 17 [I9481 17 no. 9.15): normal at this time, cf: Hand 4 (supra 263). 
?r&s vs h a s .  Formulae in their normal form are: it 'AOquahv &[?r]&vrwv IG IIZ 1224b.12; r&v 

&Mwv &~r&vrwv Hesperia 21 (1952) 359 no. 7.15, 17 (1948) 17 no. 9.45 (TGV 6Mwv &?r[&v- 
TWY 17); rGv dhlhwv &?T&UTUU Hesperia 17 (1948) 25 no. 12.17, 49; i~ ?r&vrwv IG IIz 960.13, 
23; Ovalas iOvulav &v&uas Hesperia 17 (1948) no. 12.15, and the very similar Ovuias i O u  
u a v  r&s ~ a O q ~ o 6 u a s  &?r&uap Hesperia 21 (1952) 359 no. 7.13. Ovaias T E O V K C V ~ L  &?r&[uas of 
Hesperia 17 (1948) no. 12.47-48 can be paralleled in Hand 3 (273 infra) and with a very slight 
change in word-order in Hand 4 (supra 263). The internal inconsistency between ?r&crav 6a- 
?r&vq[v and 6a?r&vqv dI?raua[v of IG 112 968 (39, 55) is not atypical of the period and can be 
paralleled in both hands 2 and 3 (271, 273 infra). 

iavroG etc. vs adroi. Normally i a w - ,  the more frequent form, occurs: IG 112 966.8; 968.26, 44, 
53; 2334.4, 6 ,  10; etc. adroi occurs only once, in IG 112 2323.236, where it is in the title of a 
play and is probably a faithful reproduction of that title. 

y~yovc& ( IG 112 1224b.7). This is the normal spelling in the Hellenistic period, cJ Meisterhans 
169 n.1410. 

m v X a p r j u o v ~ a [ ~  ( IG  112 1224b.18). There are no contemporary data to allow analysis of the 
spelling. 

i?ri fh~au ( IG  112 2334.2), &viOl)rcav (Hes~eria 17 [I9481 17 no. 9.12). These are normal at this 
time, cJ Hands 6,  5, 2 ,  and 3. 

&vayopcljeiv (AthMitt 66 [I9411 228 no. 4.16, 18): normal in this type of text, cf: Hand 6 (supra 
265). 

Eu"ve~a vs EVEKEV. & E K ~ ,  the older form and no longer common, occurs once: [EvIc~a, Hesperia 
28 (1959) 186 no. 8.11. EVEKEV, now normal, occurs elsewhere: IG 112 1224e.6; Hesperia 21 
(1952) 359 no. 7.17-18; 17 (1948) 17 no. 9.20, 47. Hands 6 and 7 offer parallel data. 
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~k 'AB-rjvaq (IG 112 1224b.12). There is a good parallel for this phrase in IG 112 1223.21 (post 
167). 'A87jvat~ seems to have gone out of use by about 300 B . C .  It seems doubtful in any case 
that the inscriber would have introduced a change of this magnitude into his copy. 

Summav. It is tempting to associate ON/HN for dvlgv, but they occur in the same text 
and could thus be due to the secretary. A similar objection can be raised against the 
omissions seen in ~ p v r & v c s  and A;]uaGpo~, although it is natural to suspect the in- 
scriber in the case of omissions. Otherwise there is nothing atypical in this hand. 

VII. Hand 2 (130129-1 17/16 B.c.)  

TON for 7Gv (IG 112 1134.1061, 'E~aA-rjBqv (Hesperia 24 [I9551 228 line 185*). Whereas in 
Hand 8 (supra 268) the two spellings occurred in the same text, here they are in two different 
inscriptions, and it is thus possible that the inscriber may be responsible. There are a few 
parallels for both spellings, however (cf. GAI I 163, 225). 

'A&KT~WULV (Hesperia 39 [I9701 309 no. 3.1, a new fr. of IG 112 1133). This spelling is rare, 
but can be paralleled in IG 112 1132 (c$ CAI I 264). It is isolated in the hand. The more usual 
-&wv occurs in another text of this hand, IG 112 1134*. 

f3paPb for PpaPth is in the part of IG 112 3147 (line 5) that is now lost and rests only on the 
authority of Pittakes. It is generally thought to be a misreading. S. Dow, following Kirchner's 
commentary, prints T& i v  'A~oAAwv~L, Hesperia 4 (1935) 81 no. 38. Isolated in the hand in 
any case. 

~ r o A a ~ r 1 6 0 s  (Hesperia 26 [I9571 77 no. 23.1); IIrohepalibq (Hesperia 24 [I9551 228 line 178). 
Both spellings are common at this time, cf. GAI I291 and Hand 8 (supra 268). 

~rhccdvwv (IG 112 1332.9, 11, 13): normal at this time, cf. CAI 1322. 
Oivi j~bs (IG 112 1134.64*, my reading). The spelling, most unusual at this time (c$ GAI I 3751, 

occurs in an Attic decree which is quoted in a larger document including a letter of the Koi- 
non of the Delphic Amphiktyons to the Athenians (which has the peculiar GKX+VA&UUELU, cf. 
infa). It is uncertain whether the special character of this inscription might have favored this 
spelling in -qc. It is isolated in the hand; elsewhere we find the expected -EL: AiycIihq Hes- 
peria 24 (1955) 228 line 1, AEL[TOV~Y- 19, 86, A~~rovpy- also in Kerameikos 111 6.6. 

71 - EL. AS seen in the analysis of Hand 8 (supra 2691, this is the period of transition in which 
-66 is replaced by -TL and -7 in the dative singular of the first declension. The large decree 
Hesperia 24 (1955) 228 provides conclusive evidence of a case in which variants of this type 
were already in the copy and not due to the inscriber. The whole text is in one hand and was 
inscribed in 12716 B.c., but lines 1-100 (the first two decrees) were passed in 12716 and the 
remainder (decrees 3, 4, and 5) in 12817. Two distinct practices are followed in these two 
sections of the inscription. In lines lOlff occur three instances each of -EL and -71, iota is not 
normally dropped in TL, w ~ ,  and aL, but ~ K K A ~ U ~ L  is nominative in line 106*; in lines 1-100 
-q occurs seven times and ~paylwhiq appears in line 97. Clearly the inscriber faithfully fol- 
lowed the varying practices of the copies of the two groups of decrees, both practices being 
not unusual in this period (cf. GAI I 378-79). This feature was pointed out by B. D. Meritt 
(Hesperia 15 [I9461 211), who also suggested that the two sections also divide in their treat- 
ment of nasals before consonants, lines 1-100 preferring not to assimilate the nasal (e.g. 
~ U ~ E ~ ~ O M E ~ ,  r6vrn)), the second section doing so (e.g. ~ 0 ~ 4 ) ;  but there are only a very 
few cases of nasals in the text, perhaps too few to justify this assertion. The treatment of - q ~ ,  
-ci is normal also in other texts of this hand: GL, 761 Hesperia 32 (1963) 22 no. 23.2, 9; - q ~ ,  -EL 

once each in the dative, Hesperia 26 (1957) 77 no. 23.3, 13. 

GKX+VA&UUEL~ (IG I12 1134.100). This is the section that contains the letter of the Koinon of the 
Amphiktyons to the Athenians, and the -uu- for Attic -77- is most likely an intrusion of the 
Koine (cf. CAI 1538). Cf. on Oiv<~Goq supra. 

yivru6'a~ (Kerameikos 111 6.5): normal at this time, cf. GAI 1562. 
ciurljhqv (Hesperia 24 [I9551 228 line 140). Although there are parallels for such spellings 

and they may have a phonological basis (cf .  CAI I 5771, this is most likely a careless omis- 
sion of the inscriber, as the same line contains ZTHZAINTRI for ariiuac, i v  TGL. The omis- 
sion in TOITHN for 70;s rrjv in Kerameikos 111 6.5 is similar and probably also due to the 
inscriber. 

'Ah~u&uG~[ovl (IG 112 1134.8*). The spelling is isolated for the hand and occurs here in the 
section of the document (cf. supra on Oivijiibq) which contains the heading to the G d y q  of 
the Delphic Amphiktyons. Z for P can be paralleled in Hands 4 and 5 (supra 262, 268). 

'ECL7rrhcrBivov (IG 112 1134.13: a non-Athenian mentioned in the same section of the docu- 
ment in which the preceding item occurs); A~o~&ov, A ~ ~ L O K ~ & T O V ,  @iAo~p&rov, 'Ap~uro- 
&UOV, Oeoy~vov (Hesperia 24 [I9551 228 lines 155, 168, 181, 184, 194); -~Aiow (lines 182, 
191, 245). These spellings all normal at this time. The only anomaly occurs in Hesperia 24 
with 'APiuro~dov at 179. But the full name there was unusually long, and this spelling is 
undoubtedly an abbreviatory curtailment, cf. Hand 4 (supra 262) and similar cases in IG IIZ 
678.31, 33 (25413), Hesperia 30 (1961) 225 no. 23.13 (init. II). 

7rPiUPEL~, T~EUPEV[TGU (IG 112 1134.72, 92-93). The first case occurs in the quoted Athenian 
decree (cf. supra on OivrjiGoq), the second in the letter of the Koinon of the Amphiktyons to 
the Athenians, which may account for the inconsistency (there seems to be no reason for 
Kirchner's rpiu&[iq in 96, also in the letter, rather than rpcu~~[v.r&q). There is, however, a 
similar inconsistency in a text of Hand 8 (cf. supra 269). 

n&q vs dI7ras. There is quite a bit of inconsistency. Thus r&q Bvcrbs oir&uaq occurs twice in Hes- 
peria 24 (1955) 228 (9-10, 84-85), but [r&d b ~ a q  Bvubq r&uaq [T&S ~ a B ~ ~ o 6 u a s  occurs in 
Hesperia 32 (1963) 22 no. 23.11 (there are parallels for Bvuhs 7r&craq, c j  Hand 1 [supra 
2661). hv ~ a i s  Bvub~q d.r&ua[~s and h K ~ h ~ U [ h l l ~  &r&uais occur alongside r o b  Spldpvr 
r[&u]raq and rpAp r & v ~ a q  in Hesperia 24 (1955) 228 (86-87, 27, 12-13, 127). For the first 
phrase IG 112 1009.38 provides a good parallel and for the last c j  1334.10. The internal inwn- 
sistency seen here is typical of the period, cf: e.g. IG 112 1008, 1009, 1011, 1028 (Hand 3 [273 
infa]). There is thus nothing distinctive in this hand. 

iavroi etc. vs a37oi Only the more usual iavr- occurs: Hesperia 24 (1955) 228 line 11, IG 112 
1333.11. 

i ~ a r d v  ia*& (Hesperia 24 I19551 228 line 89). Omission of ~ a i  after i ~ a r d v  is common at this 
time, cf. IG 112 1008.55 (11817), 1013.33 (Jn. 111, 1027.23 (ca 160, cf. SEG XXVI 111). 

&vCBq~av (Hesperia 24 [I9551 228 line 27): normal at this time, c$ Hands 6, 5, 8, and 3. 
Pvc~a vs CVEKEU. The expected &KEV is the only form found: Hesperia 24 (1955) 228 lines 34, 

95, 111. 
hv 'A[B~jvaLq (IG 112 1134.109). Parallels occur in IG 112 1132.75, 80, 83, etc., also a document 

of the Delphic Amphiktyons, and in 1223.4, a decree of cleruchs dated after 167 6.c. Cf. 
Hand 3 (274 infa). 

Summary. The lengthy Hesperia 24 (1955) 228 proves conclusively that certain spelling 
variants were faithfully copied by the inscriber from his copy. It is possible that the 
confusion about vowel quantity seen in rev, ' E ~ a h I j e ~ v  in two separate texts is due to 
the inscriber, but this assumption is hardly compelling. Other peculiarities are either 
isolated or can be paralleled in the period. 
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VIII. Hand 3 (131/0-98/7 B.c . )  

Aipa~ujry)[sl (IG 112 4991.14, alongside the correct spelling in the same text.8 Parallels for this 
use of iota for EL can be found in Athens (cf: GAI I 197 nos. 27-31, 42, 441, and it is isolated 
in this hand. 

Miap~os ,  Ai~op[os  (IG 112 1028.156). These spellings are normal at this time, cf: CAI I 137, 222. 
~ " I T o A E ~ ~  (IG 112 1028.141): still occurring at this time, cf: GAI I 291 nos. 10-12, 14. 
W ~ E ~ U  (IG 112 1227.16*). This is a rather rare spelling, but it can be paralleled by IG 112 1013.65 

Cfin. 11). The iota in r ~ c b u a  1023.4 and rArwurv 1028.88 is normal at this time (cf: GAI I 322). 
AELTOVPY- (Hesperia 26 [I9571 25 no. 1.52; IG 112 1028.28, 1023.4-5); -E&S in names of phylai 

(Hesperia 26 [I9571 25 no. 1.18, 46; IG 112 1028.119 etc.; FD 111.2 10.2; IG 112 1942.8). Such 
spellings are nearly universal in this period (cf: GAI 1371, 376). 

TJL - EL. AS Tracy has already noted (Lettering 1011, there is nothing in this hand that can be 
said to be atypical of the period. This is a period of transition (cf: Hand 8 [supra 2691), and 
some texts still show the use of -CL in the dative: -EL three times in Kerameikos 111 5, eight 
times in IG 112 1227; -EL three times, -TL four in 1023. There is one case of EL- in the aug- 
ment, ciphOquav (1228.19). Other texts employ only -qr in the dative, e.g. Hesperia 26 (1957) 
25 no. 1 (eight times), or a mixture of -TJL and -q (e.g. 1028, usually - q ~ ,  but -7 in 1, 2, 66, 
67; 1341, -TL twice [cf: Lettering 781, -7) three times). In the subjunctive -EL does not occur, 
and a greater tendency to drop the iota in subjunctive forms is quite normal (cf: GAI I 381, 
361), e.g. 60Kii (IG 112 1023.26, 1028.103), Zxq (1228.14), ?L (1227.20). 

TJ, O, a for q r ,  01, a&. The occasional dropping of the iota is normal in this period (cf: CAI I 
3611, e.g. rpaywtiois (IG 112 1028.48, 100, 1227.311, r&, U O < O & Y O ~  (1028.72, 89), iavr& 
(1023.2), 'Aypor~pa (dative, 1028.8); cf: data for -q in the preceding item. 

yLvop.a~ (IG 112 1028.32, 81; 1227.32; 1341a.8). This spelling is normal, cf: GAI I 562. 
dhwv (IG IIZ 1227.8). There are two other cases of this spelling in decrees from earlier in the 

second century (cf: CAI I 440 nos. 3-4), but as it is isolated in the hand, it could be due to 
either the inscriber or the secretary, as already pointed out by Tracy (Lettering 18). Cf: Hand 
6 (supra 264). 

r&m-$TJv (IG IIZ 1028.56, 104; 1228.11t), EiurrjAas (1227.34*). Spellings of this type are prob- 
ably more than casual omissions, and they are not especially common (cf: CAI I 577). The 
large number of cases in texts of this hand and their distribution in no less than three inscrip- 
tions tends to support attribution to the inscriber. A similar omission of a final sigma occurs in 
IIPOMYZOEOYX for rp6s r o b  e r o k  in Hesperia 26 (1957) 25 no. 1.19, where, however, 
any phonological basis for the spelling is doubtful. As Tracy has pointed out, this hand is 
prone to omis~ion.~ Note also KATOYZ = ~ardi TO& in IG 112 1227.15. 

&pxceiwp~s (FD 111.2 2.17), alongside &pX~BCwpw (10.5, 17; 16.1). The latter is the normal 
spelling, but there are parallels for the former in IG 112 1054.20, 32. Cf: Hand 5 (supra 268). 

vaoG (IG 112 1023.20): not unusual, cf: 974.26 (137/6), 1011.71, 80 (106/5), 1036.25 (108/7), 
etc. CJ Hands 6 and 7. 

Names in -KA{s. Only the normal endings occur: -A~OLJS (IG 112 1227.1, 5, 27, 46; 1028.113, 
116, 138, 139; HThR 30 119371 208 no. 8.13); -A+, IG 112 1227.38, 1228.22-23; Kerameikos 
111 5.18, 27. 

In this section all the readings cited from IG IIP have been tacitly revised to agree with the readings 
given in Tracy's republication of the texts in Lettering, in all cases based on his own restudy of the monu- 
ments. Readings I have confirmed are indicated by asterisks. 

See his chart showing the omissions and other types of errors, Lettering 112-13. Most of the omitted 
letters have been put in by the inscriber, who caught his error and made an erasure. The phrases ck unj- 
Aqv and wp& r o k  &ok  also occur in texts of this hand. 

Names in -qs, -ow. In the accusative and dative only the expected -r)v, -qi occur, cf: 'Aroh- 
~ o @ v ~ v  (Hesperia 26 619571 25 no. 1.48, cf: 35-36); T L ~ O K ~ & T ~ V  (IG 112 1028.51); 'Apro- 
K ~ & T ~ ) [ L ]  (HThR 1937 no. 8.2). But in the genitive the rare -ow occurs twice, cf: [E]8Ou 
K~&TOLJS (IG 112 1028.131) alongside many cases of names in -K~&TOV, - ~ Y O U ,  etc., and 'Exr- 
KP&7]0~  (2336.53, confirmed by S .  Dow, HSCP 51 [I9401 118 line 48), alongside Z W [ ~ ] L -  
K ~ & [ T O ] ~  (260, Dow's reading at 124 line 267).1° -~p&rov also is found in IG 112 1942.3, HThR 
1937 no. 8.15. The ending -ow is revived by Roman times and is frequent then; it occurs 
sporadically from the late second century B.C. on. For the two cases of -ow in this hand there 
are thus some parallels, e.g. IG 112 1006.45 (122/1), 1036.7 (108/7), 4693 (II/I), 1757.25 
(dated ca 40-30 by S. Dow at Prytaneis p.174). It seems doubtful that only the inscriber has 
to be responsible for the two cases of -ow. The spellings yCvow, drhBaAo6s in IG 112 4991 
are normal at this time (cf: Hand 6 [supra 2641). 

nciparia demotic (IG 112 1227.28, 44; 1228.24; Hesperia 33 (1964) 193 no. 43.12-14): normal at 
this time, cf: Hands 6, 4, 5, and 7. 

r& vs Z r a ~  There is often inconsistency, for which Hands 8 and 2 provide good parallels (supra 
269, 271). Certainly formulae are: rGv dMOv &T&~[TWV (Kerameikos I11 5.7; the dotted nu was 
seen by Tracy); rp6y ir&vraq 'ABr)valow (IG 112 1023.24), ip r&ui (Hesperia 36 [I9671 242 
no. 51.4); good parallels for i&pLMov 4~ W&L in IG 112 1227.20 occur in Hands 4 and 1 (supra 
263, 266) and IG 112 984.6 (ca 150); Ovuias T E B V K ~ C U ~ L  &r&craq rdis ~ a B ~ ~ o i u a s  in Hesperia 
26 (1957) 25 no. 1.49 (IG 112 989.17-18) has a parallel in Hand 8 and with a slight change in 
word-order in Hand 4. The mixture of forms in r a -  and h a -  is otherwise considerable in IG 
112 1227, 1023, and especially 1028, but this is characteristic of the period (cf: Hands 8, 2). 

havro6 etc. vs a d r o l  Only the more frequent havr- occurs: Hesperia 26 (1957) 25 no. 1.47; 
Kerameikos 111 5.4; IG 112 1023.2, 7; 1028.72, 80, 92. 

-yeyovelap (IG 112 1028.92). This is the normal spelling in the Hellenistic period (cf: Meisterhans 
169 n.1410). 

&vqAhuas (IG 112 1227.16*), alongside &vakhuas (8*); & v r ) ~ c r ~ u r v  (1228.4*), & m j h p a  (12*). 
These are the only Attic examples of the extension of the augment to the subjunctive and the 
noun (cf: Meisterhans 174 11.14471, except for [&lvr)GFra at IG 112 1328.5* (183/2). The 
phenomenon is thus rather rare, especially as the noun drv&p.a in its correct spelling is very 
well attested at all periods. In this hand drv&hp.a occurs at Hesperia 26 (1957) 25 no. 1.22, IG 
IIZ 1028.57, 1023.21. The two texts with & q h -  are of the same type and both state that the 
secretary of the demos of the Salaminians was to &vayp&+ac r6 +rj4ww. IG IIZ 1227 is dated 
by the name of the archon to 131/0 B.c.; the fragmentary 1228 mentions the Athenian archon 
of 116/5. The rarity of the phenomenon makes it virtually certain that the two sets of spellings 
are due to the same individual. If the two texts are in fact fifteen years apart, it seems scarcely 
possible that the deme secretary would be the same. Hence it is likely that the inscriber is re- 
sponsible for these variants. But perhaps too little is known of the organization of the demos 
of the Salaminians to allow certainty. 

rpoirep+av, W~OEUO-~~[BTJ] (IG 112 1028.9, 78). These spellings are normal at this time, cf: 
rpo i r~p+[av]  IG 112 1006.9 (122/1), irporvo-rjB1) 1011.36*, 41 (106/5), 1008.55 (118/7). 

drvh8q~av (IG 112 1028.29, 401, d r n i h ~ a v  (2336.157): normal at this time, cf: Hands 6, 5, 8, 
and 2. 

u w ~ o w ' v o ~  (IG 112 1028.89). This dropping of the iota is related to spellings like rpayw&?s, 
which occurs in this same text (cf: supra). It is thus not distinctive. 

'O Both of Dow's readings in IG 112 2336 have recently been confirmed by Tracy in his new study of this 
text: S .  V. Tracy, IG IIP 2336, Contributors of First Fruits for the Pytha'is (Meisenheim am Glan 1982) 42 
line 49. 81 line 263. 
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Ka7auK[C]y&~~~~ (IG 112 1228.18). The parallels for this type of future are all somewhat earlier, 
cf. IG 112 1308.15 Cfin. In),  842.5 (224/3), 840.14 (I1 B.c.?), and 836.10 (post 22918) by Hand 
6 (265 supra). The u -  future seems to have been less frequent, cf: IG 112 839.33 (22110, Hand 
6 ) ,  840.32. 

mpa~a9&&ov (IG 112 1028.85). For this later formation in -J&vw (cJ: Meisterhans 176 n.1469) 
there is a parallel: .rrapwa0&xvov at IG 112 1011.22 (10615). 

~ a & ~ a C c ; v o ~  (FD 111.2 6.12). There are several parallels for this middle formation (cJ: Meister- 
hans 190 n.1559): IG 112 1006.24, cf: 80 (12211); 1013.38, 47, 61, cJ: 48 (Fn. 11) ;  Hesperia 44 
(1975) 207 lines 17-18 (IG 112 1035; ca 1019-312). 

&VC~TC~[V (IG 112 1028.481, &VCLTC~V (1227.30): normal at this time, cJ: IG 112 1009.17 (116/5), 
1029.31 (9615). 

& C K ~  vs &CKCY. Only the more common &CKCV occurs: Hesperia 26 (1957) 25 no. 1.19; IG 112 
1028.46, 98; 1023.15; 1227.29; 1228.9. 

<v 'EACVU~V~ (IG 112 1028.11). The locative without the preposition does not seem to occur in 
this word in other decrees after ca 200 B.c., and the spelling seen here is thus probably nor- 
mal. For parallels cf. IG I I Z  1039.36 (7918); 1338.10, 35, cf. 14-15 (post 77/61, 

;V & ' A 0 l ; v a ~ ~  (FD 111.2 6.5), 'A9rj]vv[u~v] (2.13, cJ Lettering 50). Parallels for the former are 
listed in the analysis of Hand 2 (supra 2711, where this spelling also occurs in a text with Del- 
phic connections. The latter spelling is still found in Roman times, and may be compared to 
'A0]7jV7)u~v in IG 112 1330.5 (post 163), 'A87j[vr)cr~v1 in Hesperia 34 (1965) 125ff line 9 (37 
B.C. or a little later). 

Summary. The unusual spellings of the drvskhuag type found in two texts are almost 
certainly due to the same person, and unless the demos of the Salaminians can have 
had the same secretary over a period of fifteen years, it is reasonable to assume that the 
inscriber was responsible for the variants. The high incidence of ~ b ~ q h -  in three sepa- 
rate texts is most likely due to the inscriber, especially in view of his proneness to 
omission. Otherwise there is nothing grammatically distinctive in this hand in compari- 
son with other texts of the period. 

It is only in Hand 3 that significant numbers of variants seem due to the inscriber. 
There the clustering of fairly unusual phenomena in several texts certainly suggests that 
the inscriber is responsible. In Hands 1, 5, and 2 one might think of the inscriber as the 
source of certain variants, but most of them involve omissions, and the evidence is not 
compelling even then. Analysis of Hand 2 has shown that in some cases the inscriber 
faithfully copied spelling variants that were already in his copy. Our two criteria-rarity 
of the phenomenon and occurrence in more than one text of the hand-are very strict. 
But the purpose of the inquiry was to isolate those variants that can only be attributed 
to the inscriber rather than the secretary or the person who prepared the copy. There is 
the possibility that other variants are sometimes due to the inscriber, but if they do not 
meet our criteria or are clearly the result of some physical feature of the stone itself, 
there is no way to tell whether the inscriber is responsible or not: he is merely one of 
the persons who might have been responsible. Many minor inconsistencies are common 
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viduals are frequently inconsistent in their own writing, and it is not unreasonable to 
expect that this was more general in the period we have been studying than it is now, 
as the attempt to standardize spelling rigidly is probably a modern phenomenon. The 
high percentage of formulaic language in inscriptions may also have entailed some 
copying of previous texts even by the secretaries responsible for the final version given 
to the inscriber. But these are matters about which only speculation is possible. The 
findings of our study indicate that one cannot unavoidably attribute large numbers of 
the spelling variants to the inscribers in such a large percentage of the public inscrip- 
tions of the Hellenistic period. This is a significant fact because it shows us that the 
numerous variants that occur in inscriptions are not due to a small, homogeneous group 
of persons who may well have been not especially educated but rather stem from the 
much larger and more various group of the secretaries who prepared the copies for the 
inscribers." 

in Attic inscriptions, especially in the Hellenistic period, and it is tempting to think that I wish to thank Professors A. L. Boegehold and S. V. Tracy for reading this article and making many 
some of these are due to the inscriber, who occasionally allowed his own less formal helpful suggestions. Such errors as remain are my own. I would like also to express my sincere thanks to 

the John Simon Guggenheim Foundation, whose support made it possible for me to complete the research 
spelling practices to influence the text. But it is also well known that even today indi- and writing of this paper. 



Hands in Fifth-Century B . c . Attic Inscriptions 

Stephen V .  Tracy 

D ESPITE the tremendous attention given inscriptions of fifth-century Athens, no 
systematic (published) study has yet been devoted to identifying hands in the 

period.' Nor do the present remarks seek to offer more than guidelines toward such a 
study. Attributions of inscriptions to cutters, however, continue unabated.2 But the only 
published account of a fifth-century hand remains that of H. T. Wade-Gery in BSA 33 
(1932-33) 122-35. In that article, written fifty years ago, Wade-Gery credited Sterling 
Dow: "Dow indeed taught me to distinguish hands" (101). The present writer ac- 
knowledges the same debt and much more.3 I take, therefore, especial pleasure in 
offering this study of fifth-century hands to S. Dow in a volume paying tribute to his 
wide-ranging contributions to classical studies for more than half a century. 

Although Wade-Gery did indeed isolate four inscriptions by one cutter and identify 
him,4 he was less successful in his main concern, which was to "distinguish the hand, 
and to try to formulate a method whereby hands can be, securely, distinguished" (101). 
The method formulated by Wade-Gery had at its basis measurement of the straight 
strokes to determine the blade lengths of the chisels employed and the pattern of use of 
each chisel. He also used extensively, and this has been less recognized because he did 
not himself emphasize it, criteria other than measurable ones. For example, he recog- 
nized that irregularities of lettering can themselves constitute a distinguishing feature: 
"such irregularities as there are (horizontals not quite horizontal, letters off centre, etc.) 
are very regularly repeated" (123). And he was very sensitive to idiosyncrasies of 
shape: "in this extremely regular hand, the tail of Y comes lower than the tail of I" 
(125); "notice how the A and cognate letters always lean forward; how the lowest angle 
of Z is always a little more open than the others" (134-35). But the measurement of 

f 

letter-strokes constituted the stated criterion in "The Three Chisels," section I of his 
study (122-23). 

The problems of a methodology which relies primarily on measurement of letter- 
strokes are manifold. I present them here in full because students of fifth-century Attic 
inscriptions appear unaware of the difficulties and continue to employ this method. 

A small grant from the Graduate School of the Ohio State University supported the initial phase of this 
study. The actual writing was done in Athens during my tenure as Special Research Fellow at the Ameri- 
can School of Classical Studies. Ohio State University made possible that tenure by the grant of a sabbatical 
year. 

The editors of IG Ia sparingly offer such attributions. Less cautious is M. B. Walbank, Athenian Prox- 
enies of the Fffh Cenfury B.C. (Toronto 1978). 

8 See in particular The Lettering of an Athenian Mason (Hesperia Suppl. 15 [19751: hereafter Lettering) iv, 
and IG IIP 2336: Contributors of First Fruits for the &thais (Meisenheim am Glan 1982) 4-6. 

4 I have independently studied the inscriptions and am of the opinion that they are by one cutter. 
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Indeed, a doctrine once well presented by a distinguished scholar is notoriously difficult 
to lay to rest. 

The problems are largely theoretical: 
(1) That cutters inscribed using a vertical or stem cutting technique, so that the width 
of the blade determined the length of the stroke, is an assumption and must be recog- 
nized as such. It appears to be a good one, at least for the small lettering common on 
Attic decrees of all periods5 
(2) To have a hope of success, this methodology must assume that a cutter used the 
same set, or an exactly similar set, of chisels over many years6 This is highly unlikely 
since techniques of mass production were not widespread in the ancient world. Each 
chisel would be hand forged, probably by eye, and could not be expected to have ex- 
actly the same dimensions-close, but not the same. Furthermore, when working on an 
inscription a cutter did not, in all probability, have just one set of three chisels as Wade- 
Gery's remarks imply, but several sets in the event a blade broke or became dull. He 
may well have used these sets interchangeably or on a rotating basis. None of us, it is 
perhaps worth reminding ourselves, has seen an ancient cutter at work? 
(3) Chisels need to be sharpened frequently. But frequent sharpening would, depending 
on the design of the chisel blade, affect the length of the cutting surface and thus the 
length of the resulting letter- stroke^.^ 
(4) Common sense tells us that almost all cutters used a finite number of chisels of 
different sizes. For any one inscription the minimum is two, a long one and a short 
one; the practical maximum was probably four. Most cutters, like Wade-Gery's, appear 
to have used three-long, medium, and short. Since the lettering on Attic inscriptions 
is remarkably uniform in height, the chisels, at least the longest, must all have been of 
about the same size. The room for individual variation is thus very small. In short, this 
method, even if it were sound on other grounds, could not be very productive in dis- 
tinguishing cutters. 
(5) Lastly, I mention a small but not insignificant practical problem. To measure the 
exact length of a stroke at points where letter-strokes join is difficult, if not impossible. 
Yet everything rests on measuring differences which are 0.002 m. or less. I do not think 
that it is possible to do this reliably in most cases. I say this as one who has measured 
with the best possible calipers thousands upon thousands of letter-strokes. It is a diffi- 
culty which cannot be dismissed or glossed over. 

These problems are in my opinion fatal to a method which relies solely or largely 
on measurement of letter-strokes and patterns of chisel use. I hasten to add that this is 
not intended, nor is it to be interpreted, as an attack on Wade-Gery. He made an im- 
portant start and showed that something could be done. Most of all, good scholar that 

6 See Lettering 86-88. 
6 C. G. Higgins and W. K. Pritchett, "Engraving Techniques in Attic Epigraphy," AJA 69 (1965) 367 

n.2, and Tracy, Lettering 9, have already pointed out this difficulty. 
For the procedure of one modern cutter and reference to the work of others see Lettering 125-26. 
See also Higgins and Pritchett (supra n.6) 367. 

he was, he recognized the need to state his method. This is fundamentally important. 
Ex cathedra statements that two inscriptions are by the same hand are not very helpful; 
nor are they, in themselves, very harmful. The method and criteria employed, how- 
ever, must be stated whenever the attribution is used to support the cause of a particu- 
lar date, line of argument, etc. If not, it becomes a case of obscura per obscuriora and 
ought to be condemned by all who wish to advance our discipline. 

In what follows, I repeat briefly the method I have developed for studying hands 
on Attic inscriptions in the Hellenistic period and then recount what success I have had 
in applying it to Attic inscriptions of the fifth century B . c . ~  The conclusions I offer 
about the fifth-century texts at this stage are preliminary and not the result of a scrutiny 
of every known inscription. I have, however, been able to examine, primarily from 
squeezes, about 50% of the inscriptions and have devoted some years to the study. I 
publish at this time primarily because I cannot foresee conditions soon under which I 
will have the opportunity to study in a systematic manner all of the extant evidence. 

My method is founded on the assumptions that the lettering on Attic inscriptions 
may be treated as a type of handwriting and that cutters customarily inscribed their own 
particular lettering.ln The method is a descriptive one which seeks to isolate pecularities 
of lettering sufficiently numerous and idiosyncratic that, taken as a group, they may 
reasonably be expected to characterize the work of that one individual. It is a matter of 
training one's eye to recognize peculiarities in the disposition of letters and letter- 
strokes. The subjective element present in all studies which involve stylistic attribution 
is freely admitted, but the dangers of too much subjectivity can be minimized, in my 
view, by rigorous application of the stated criteria and by providing adequate illustra- 
tion, i.e. good photographs, as a control. 

The procedure in studying any hand is to choose a large, well-preserved, and, if 
possible, securely dated fragment. The lettering on this fragment will then be the stan- 
dard against which all others will be compared. The challenge is to study this lettering, 
to 'learn' the hand. I shall not minimize the difficulty of this step. It is essential to draw 
every letter painstakingly, to observe every variation, to take careful note of the general 
qualities of the writing, and finally to describe in detail and illustrate the peculiarities of 
the lettering in question. To do this usually requires many hours or days of concen- 
trated study and, thereafter, frequent restudy of the lettering as reinforcement. Once 
one has 'learned' a hand, then, ideally, he searches thoroughly the epigraphical collec- 
tions looking for other inscriptions which reveal the same set of peculiarities. These and 
only these may be considered the work of the same cutter. 

Now let us turn to fifth-century Attic inscriptions. First and foremost their lettering 
does reveal individuality. At the same time, it is generally true that the variations are 
not so pronounced as in later times when it is possible to find, for example, very plain 

I gratefully acknowledge here the help of S. Dow and A. G. Woodhead, who put at my disposal their 
extensive squeeze collections. 

l o  For full statements of method and the reasoning which lies behind these assumptions, see my "Iden- 
tifying Epigraphical Hands," GRBS 11 (1970) 321-28, and Lettering, esp. 1-11 and 90-95. 
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lettering coexisting with highly florid, serifed letters. Still it takes no great talent to see 
that individual differences in lettering are readily perceptible on inscriptions of the fifth 
century. I take as my illustrations examples of lettering provided by J. Kirchner and G. 
Klaffenbach in Imagines Inscriptionum Atticarum2 (Berlin 1948). Consider plate 13 no. 
32.41-45:" the 'pennant' shaped rho, the 'double pennant' shaped, thin beta, the 
forward tilted nu, and, above all, the upsilon with its graceful curves are very idio- 
syncratic. Now compare plate 14 no. 33 (IG 12 195, 13 263): 'pennant' shaped rho and 
beta are similar to the lettering just considered, but nu tilted only slightly and upsilon 
made with three straight strokes differ markedly. Furthermore, this cutter's alpha is 
quite idiosyncratic. Note that he places the crossbar very near the bottom of the letter 
and always slants it, sometimes very noticeably, downwards from left to right. 

Next let us compare two fragments dated to about 430 B.c., namely Kirchnerl 
Klaffenbach plates 13 no. 35 (IG I2 54, 13 49) and 16 no. 36 (I2 59, 13 65). One need 
only examine epsilon closely to perceive a meaningful difference. The first cutter consis- 
tently places the central horizontal closer to the topmost horizontal; the second usually 
centers this stroke, but, when he fails to do so, he often positions it closer to the bot- 
tom horizontal (see for example the first two in line 19). In addition the cutter of IG I3 
49 makes sigma with different angles, the lower angle more open than the upper. Fur- 
thermore, the verticals of his nu extend markedly below and above the diagonal. By 
contrast the cutter of IG 13 65 makes nu taller and thinner, with the extension of the 
verticals above and below the diagonal less pronounced. His sigma usually has the same 
angle (to the eye) above and below. His alpha is quite unusual, very wide (as wide as 
mu) with the crossbar placed slightly above the mid-point of the letter. In summary, 
there can be no question that these four fragments exhibit the work of four different 
cutters. 

Although individual idiosyncrasies are comparatively easy to perceive, the identifi- 
cation of hands in the fifth-century material, i.e. the assignment of two or more in- 
scriptions to one workman, is not correspondingly an easy or certain matter. Without 
going into the details, which would be impossible here, I have applied this methodology 
to twenty-eight fifth-century texts, that is I have 'learned' the hand, and then searched 
in the evidence available to me for other inscriptions which exhibited the same lettering 
and could be with certainty assigned to the same hand. The results are, I think, signifi- 
cant and suggest that the assignment of large numbers of inscriptions to a given hand in 
the fifth century is unlikely. Seventeen of the examples studied gave no matches, eight 
gave one match, two gave two, and one gave three. This contrasts sharply with studies 
of hands on Hellenistic inscriptions where there are usually no fewer than ten matches 
for any one hand and sometimes as many as !Xty.l"n fact, it is worth 'learning' the 
hand on any decree of Hellenistic Athens from the point of view of finding other exam- 
ples of the lettering. 

11 IG 12 928; D. W. Bradeen, The Athenian Agora XVII The Funerary Monuments (Princeton 1974) 1. 
l2 See the lists which I have published in GRBS 11 (1970) 329-33, 14 (1973) 191-95, and Hesperia 47 

(1978) 248-50, 256-57, 262-63. 

With fifth-century inscriptions it appears to be quite a different matter. Why is this 
so? I think two factors at least are operative: first there were fewer texts inscribed in the 
fifth century than in later times and their survival rate is lower. Thus, to use a term 
from our scientific colleagues, we perhaps lack a 'critical mass' of evidence. Second, it is 
quite possible that fifth-century letter-cutters were not specialists as were their later 
counterparts who cut nothing but long texts on stone.13 The fifth-century cutter may 
well have been a mason in the more general sense of someone who carved blocks for 
buildings, fluted columns, even sculpted statues as well as inscribing texts. In short, it 
may be that few fifth-century cutters inscribed large numbers of texts. The results of 
the present study probably reflect a combination of these two factors. 

The study of fifth-century epigraphical hands, then, is an enterprise almost at the 
point of diminishing returns; but something can be accomplished and that should be 
stressed. I describe and illustrate here three distinctive fifth-century hands and list the 
inscriptions that I have been able to assign to them thus far. 

Cutter of 13 270 (ATL 13) 
(PLATE 1 5 ~  and ATL I fig. 55) 

i The most distinctive letters of this cutter are rho, sigma, and upsilon. The loop of 
rho is not nicely rounded; rather, it is ovoid and betrays the influence of angular, 'pen- 
nant' shaped rho. The lower angle of sigma tends to be more open than the upper; the 
top and bottom strokes are often curved, particularly the bottom. Upsilon appears to 
have been made in two segments, the left extending to the height of the letter and 

, curved. The right stroke is shorter and attached to it; it is sometimes straight and some- 
times curved. This cutter inscribed most, and perhaps all, of 13 267 (ATL lo), 268 
(ATL 111, 269 (ATL 12), and 271 (ATL 141.14 13 146 (I2 138) may also be assigned to 

I 1 him; see PLATE 1 5 ~ .  

! Cutter of I3 35 (I2 24) 
(PLATE 1 6 ~  and Guarducci, Epigrajia greca I 141) 

i AIpha is a rather wide letter; the crossbar occurs at about the mid-point and slants 
downward from right to left. Beta, epsilon, eta, and lambda are rather thin letters. Mu 
is most idiosyncratic; about fifty per cent of the time the left half of the letter is no- 
ticeably smaller than the right, which gives it a rather peculiar appearance. See for 
example the second mu in line 12. The verticals of nu extend below and rise above 
the diagonal. The strokes of upsilon regularly curve. The central part of phi is a grace- 
ful oval which is quite well centered on the vertical. When not centered (about one- 
third to one-half of the time) it is off to the right slightly. 13 435 (IZ 338) is by this 

I 13 See Ldtering 122. 
'"he hands on the tribute lists constitute a large and challenging study. There are clearly changes of 

hand in some of the lists, and I am not yet in a position to affirm positively that every line in lists 10-14 is 
by this hand or that his hand appears only in these lists. In fact, 1 think 1 see evidence of his work else- 
where in the tribute lists, but this must await further study. 
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cutter;16 for photographs of various parts of this inscription see AJA 36 (1932) 474, 
Hesperia 5 (1936) 363-64, 7 (1938) 266, 12 (1943) 14. I 

Cutter of 13 93 (I2 98) 
P L A T E  1 6 ~  

This is a very neat hand; the letter-strokes are relatively thick and precisely placed. 
Alpha and delta are rather wide letters; the crossbar of alpha is consistently placed 
below the mid-point of the letter. The central horizontal of epsilon is sometimes cen- 
tered, sometimes nearer the top, and sometimes nearer the bottom; there is no consis- 
tency. Eta and pi are relatively narrow letters. Mu is not as tall as the surrounding 
letters. The second vertical of nu usually extends up above the letter a bit. Sigma is 
made so that it is distinctly taller than the other letters. The vertical of tau penetrates 
slightly beyond the horizontal about half of the time. The short slanting strokes of 
kappa reveal the greatest amount of variety and idiosyncrasy. These strokes usually 
meet the vertical at the mid-point of the letter or a little below; the angles at which 
they are placed and their lengths vary. Note the difference between the two in Z K K A ~ -  
v l a v  in line 17. 13 178 (I2 159) may be assigned to this hand; see plate 4 2 ~  in Walbank 
(supra n.2) for a photograph of this fragment. 

IS M. B. Walbank (apud IG 13) has assigned IG 13 434 and 435 to the same cutter. I have not had access 1 
to IG 13 434. 

I 



TRACY PLATE 16 

The Case of the Mal-aligned Bouleutai 

John S. Traill 

S TERLING DOW has made notable scholarly contributions particularly in the study of 
the Athenian bouleutai and in the principles of epigraphical text-editing. His general 

interests, however, have always been in difficult epigraphical problems, especially those 
requiring scholarly detective work, and it is a pleasure on this occasion in honor of our 
teacher to offer this treatment of a text which is almost certainly bouleutic, which 
claims special editing techniques, and which is, above all, highly problematical: in 
Koehler's words, "audacia quadam opus fuit, ut hic titulus restitueretur." The subject is 
particularly fitting, for it was Professor Dow's notes, always so generously placed at his 
students' disposal, which first drew my attention to the problem.' 

Case History 
The stone has been lost. We depend entirely on Fourmont's majuscule transcript, 

published as CIG 289 (see Figure 1 ) .  Boeckh offered suggestions for the restoration of 
about a dozen names, but he gave no minuscule text. Koehler reprinted, with slightly 
wider horizontal interspacing, the CIG majuscule text and added an interpretative 

, minuscule version (IG I1 1028). Kirchner copied the latter in IG 112 2410, reproduced 
1 here as Figure 2. He offered five addenda: restored headings for Leontis and Akaman- 

I tis, K [ k ]  in line 8 to form the name Kleostratou, and the names in lines 19 and 20 
omitted by Koehler. A revised text, paying closer attention to the original transcript, 
was printed as Agora XV 56, where the identification as a bouleutic list was proposed. 

It was readily apparent to the early editors that this inscription preserved a list of 
personal names grouped by demotic. Halimous at the bottom left and Kerameis at the 
middle right indicated, respectively, Leontis and Akamantis, consecutive phylai in the 
official order before 22413 B.C. The genitive case, along with the nominative, demon- 
strated the presence of patronymics, but the orderly columnar format expected in such 
multi-tribal rosters was strangely absent. In five instances the patronymic clearly OC- 

cupied the line following the name? Theoros K[lelostratou (8-9), Epikhares Mikonos 
(13-141, Epikhares Epikharo[us] (15-16), Epikrat [esl Olympionos (13-14), and Olym- 
pi[on] Mnesiado[u] (15-16). In several instances, however, the patronymic seemed to 
have been inscribed on the same line as the name: Sok[l]eides Eukle[i]dou (12) and 

Grateful acknowledgement is made of the support of the Social Sciences and Humanities Research 
Council of Canada. Much of the research was undertaken at the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, 
to the director, faculty, and staff of which I express my warm appreciation. The following abbreviations are 
used: APF = J .  K .  Davies, Athenian Propertied Families (Oxford 1971); Agora XV = B. D. Meritt and J. S. 
Traill, The Athenian Agora XV Inscriptions, The Athenian Councillors (Princeton 1974); Agora XVII = 
D. W. Bradeen, The Athenian Agora XVII Inscriptions, The Funerary Monuments (Princeton 1974); Organiza- 
tion = J. S. Traill, The Political Organization of Affica (Hesperia Suppl. 14 [19751). 

The line numbers, unless otherwise noted, are Boeckh's (Figure 1). 
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Stephanos Kleonos (17). Koehler and Kirchner assumed the latter format to be the 
rule, and they generalized for those instances in which the terminations were not pre- 
served (their lines 1, 2, 4, 20, 21, 24). In four instances they transferred the patronymic 
from the following line to be on the same line as the name (their 11, 12, 22, 23). 
Twice they altered a nominative to a genitive (5, 7). Their version did other violence to 
the layout of the original transcript, as may be seen by comparing Figures 1 and 2. 
Agora XV reversed much of this. Sacrificing the orderly arrangement of Koehler and 
Kirchner, we returned to the evidence of Fourmont with respect to the case and dis- 
position of the patronymics, but, as acknowledged in the commentary, anomalies 
remained. The identification was uncertain, indeed q~estioned.~ The date was too 
vague, ambivalent; the text too untidy. Further work proved necessary. The results are 
published here. 

Important Clues 
Upon investigation, two substantive pieces of information emerged. (1) Lines 9 

and 10 at the right side of CIG 289 may be restored from, and identified with, one 
Androsthenes son of Andropeithes of the deme Kerameis, whose gravestone is IG 112 
6315. Consequently, the restoration in Agora XV of Smikros, adopted from the Boeckh 
commentary, and the doubt expressed with respect to the identification of the demotic 
are here abandoned. (2) Stephanos in line 17 recalls one Stephanos who with Diopha- 
nes, both sons of Empedion, was pankratiast victor at the Isthmos according to the 
dedication IG 112 3125 (Moretti, 1scr.agonist.gr. 22), dated a little before the middle of 
the fourth century B.C. Stephanos may be a relatively common Attic name, but Empe- 
dion (or Enpedion) is rare, and we have no choice but to associate Enpedion in line 18 
of CIG 289 with Stephanos in the preceding line.4 Kleonos in line 17 must find another 
explanation than as the patronymic of Stephanos. 

The totals are now seven to one in favor of patronymic-on-succeeding-line over 
patronymic-on-same-line, but in many instances the termination, hence the evidence 
for nominative or genitive, has been lost: the case is not closed. We proceed, therefore, 
to an examination of the entire text, line by line, or, where appropriate, by groups of 
lines. Reference again is made to Figure 1, on which two lines have been drawn, one 
connecting the demotics of Kettos (line 3) and Halimous (19) and the other, parallel to 
the first, at the beginning of the demotic of Kerameis (8). As mentioned above, these 
demes were affiliated with Leontis and Akamantis. The traces of the ends of names in 
the upper left portion should, accordingly, be assigned to Pandionis, the phyle which 
preceded Leontis in the official order. 

See Agora XV 56 commentary; Organization, Tables of Representation 1V and V; P. J. Rhodes, Phoenix 
1 30 (1976) 198; and D. M. Lewis, CR 27 (1977) 94. 
i 4 Boeckh intuitively associated the name Enpedion of CIG 289 with Empedion in CIG 233 (IG 112 3125). 
r For En~edion see SEG 111 56. an archaic gravestone from Paiania. For Empedion. in addition to IG 112 

3125, see I2 933.32 (a casualty list dated bifore 446 B.c.),  112 788, 790 (as father of Eumelos Euonymeus 1 who was secretary in Lymnias' archonship), and 839 (as son of Eumelos Euonyrneus, relative of the pre- 
1 ceding and proposer of a decree in Thrasyphon's arkhonship). On the phonology, see L. Threatte, The 

/ Grammar of Attic Inscriptions I (Berlinmew York 1980) 593, 601. 
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The Investigation 
LINES 1-2. The names toward the center-left ought to belong to the roster of Leon- 

tis which includes the (imperfectly recorded) demotics Kettioi in the line below and 
Kholleidai and Halimousioi further down. Arkhestratos is attested in the deme Skambo- 
nidai: two men of this name, presumably father and son, were bouleutai in 336/5 (Agora 
XV 42.221, 223 [Hesperia 30 (1961) 33 lines 220, 2221). Skambonidai, a city deme of 
this phyle, would be appropriate in a list which includes three other Leontid city demes 
(288f infra), and a date at the end of the fourth century would be suitable for the identi- 
fication of Theoxenos as the son of a bouleutes in 336/5. Theoxenos (Theoxenides, less 
common than Theoxenos, is an alternative possibility), accordingly, is restored in the 
nominative, Arkhestratos in the genitive, and Skambonidai, tentatively, as the demotic. 

The names at the right should be assigned to Akamantis. The addition of iota in 
the f ist  line is necessary to form the normal sequence ANTI-. The transcript in the 
second line gives a broken, i.e. unsure, oblique stroke between the two omikrons; it 
might belong to alpha, delta, lambda, mu, or even nu or khi, although none offers a 
common sequence of letters in an Attic name. 

LINE 3. The three letters at the left should represent the termination of a patro- 
nymic. The demotic of Kettos, obviously, is preserved in the Leontid column, N stand- 
ing in lieu of original TI. The W at the right is an additional error in transcription. 
Another demotic may have been inscribed here; if so, it would, on the basis of quota 
(292 irlfra) be either Eiresidai or Hermeioi. 

LINES 4-5. The letters in successive lines at the left may easily be construed as 
belonging to nominative and genitive respectively, the first terminating in -os, the 
second perhaps in -ro[vI. 

In the Leontid column only the vertical stroke of phi is preserved in 5, but the 
name is clearly Aphthonetou, and the man is father of Arkhinos in 4. The Aphthonetos 
son of Arkhinos of Kettos who was prytany-secretary in the arkhonship of Kleomakhos, 
dated 240/239 by B. D. Meritt (Hesperia 50 [I9811 951, is probably a son, possibly a 
grandson, of Arkhinos here. Aphthonetos of Kettos, husband of Nikostrate, on the 
gravestone IG 112 6393, dated to the third century B.C. by Kirchner, has been reason- 
ably identified with the prytany-secretary. 

In previous editions the name toward the right in line 4 was interpreted as belong- 
ing to the well-known Akamantid deme Thorikos, although the restoration ignored both 
the spacing and the fragmentary lambda or delta recorded in Fourmont's transcript. The 
sequence of lines demands a name, not a demotic, here. Personal names commencing 
in Bop- (or Owp-) are uncommon, but a name in @op-, e.g. @dpva~oq, may have been 
inscribed. The succeeding portion, however, suggests a name ending in -&KO$, -&KOS, 
or -60~0s. The letters in 5 ostensibly give the termination of a name in -Kh€7)$, but their 
position (cf. APZTOK- in the following line) demands the beginning of a name, and the 
two-line format requires a patronymic here. 

LINES 6-7. In the Pandionid column only the trace of an upper slanting stroke is 
preserved in 6. The sequence of the three preceding lines and the genitive two lines 

below indicate, in a two-line name-patronymic format, that a demotic was inscribed 
here. Tiny Konthylidai had a single representative in the boule both before and after 
307/6, and it is accordingly suggested as a tentative restoration. The trace is compatible 
with the upsilon, delta, or alpha, and its position would make the last most likely. 

Sophilos is an easy correction for ZRAIAOZ in 6 of the Leontid column, although 
the name Sodemos should be mentioned as an epigraphical possibility. A relative, 
perhaps a grandfather, is very probably Sophilos son of S[---I, prytanis for Kettos 
about 333 B.C. (Hesperia 47 119781 275 no. 5.75 [SEG XXVIII 521). In 7 Koehler, 
followed by Kirchner and Agora XV, restored IIOTAM-, very naturally, as the demotic 
of Potamos, a city deme of Leontis. A patronymic, however, is clearly demanded here 
between Sophilos and Theoros son of Kleostratos, and personal names commencing in 
Potam- are well attested, e.g. Potamnes, Potamodoros, Potamokles, Potamos, and 
Potamon. Boeckh had in fact suggested Potamon, and I return now to that suggestion, 
with the mandatory supplement for the genitive case. 

Sigma has been omitted from the common sequence Aristok- in the name in line 6 
of the Akamantid column. The three letters in 7 should belong to the patronymic. 

LINES 8-10. At the left of 8 a termination in the genitive case is followed in 9 by 
this sequence: sigma, iota, traces of an oblique stroke, traces of phi, and a trace of iota 
before the kappa of K[le]ostratou. A patronymic ending is clearly preserved two lines 
below. The name in line 10 should be in the nominative, and the letters in line 9 ought 
to belong to the termination of a demotic, viz. Probalisioi or Myrrhinousioi. 

The unequivocal kappa in 9 of the Leontid column rules out the name Phanostra- 
tos which is otherwise attested in Kettos at the end of the fourth century (Agora XV 
74.50; PA 14102). The restoration of the demotic of Kholleidai in 10 is mandatory on 
both textual and prosopographical grounds. 

At the right the reading of Androsthenes son of Andropeithes has been mentioned 
supra. Kirchner dated the gravestone IG 112 6315, on which this reading is based, to the 
middle of the fourth century B.C. While his judgment generally is to be respected, it 
must be pointed out that sepulchral hands are among the most notoriously difficult to 
classify and date5 and that traditional scholarly opinion has favored the fourth over the 
third century in the dating of gravestones. I find no letter-form in IG I12 6315 which is 
not also attested at the end of the fourth century or the beginning of the third. The two 
Androsthenes, accordingly, may be identified as the same man. 

LINES 11-12. These lines contain the single remaining intractable problem in this 
investigation of the Fourmont transcript. The three letters at the left side of 11 ought to 
be assigned to the termination of a patronymic, as mentioned supra. The letters hAI 
might represent the ending (probably an error of dittography) of the demotic in the line 
above, although no other example of such a mistake occurs in the transcript. Further to 
the right in the same line the letters AZLAZ offer a well attested name-ending (the 
correction of lambda to alpha scarcely bears mentioning), e.g. Phrasias, Mnasias, or 

6See Agora XVII p.1 n.2, with reference to S. V. Tracy, GRBS 11 (1970) 325-26 11.35. 
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Damasias. In fact, by treating the iota of AAI as the left hasta of mu and disregarding 
the space in the middle of the line, the name Damasias may be read. The name at the 
right side of the line would appear to be Theokleides, although it requires the correction 
of lambda to epsilon. The rightward displacement of this line is matched by a similar, 
even greater, displacement in the following line, where the name Sokleides (with PI1 
corrected to AEI) commences beneath the gamma of line 11, Eukleides (with I1 for EI) 
continues without break beginning under the vertical stroke of AAI, and the fist pre- 
served letter of the name at the right side, gamma for epsilon from the name Theopom- 
pos, appears under the theta of Theokleides in line 11. Eukleides is attested in Khol- 
leidai as the father of Philoxenos who served as prytanis after, but probably not much 
after, 255 B . C .  (Agora XV 88.39 [IG 112 2434.3211, and this name, in the genitive, may 
have influenced the interpretation of CRKPIIAHZ to its left. As an alternative to So- 
kleides Koehler suggested Theokrines (interestingly, known only in Hybadai, another 
Leontid deme, as an opponent of the Mikon of Kholleidai who appears two lines 
below),6 to which we may add Leokrines and Leokedes. If Sokleides (or alternative) 
belongs with Eukleidou, then this is the only example in this inscription of name and 
patronymic on the same line. Furthermore, its transfer from the preceding line still 
leaves AAI and the position of AZIAC unexplained. The quota of Kholleidai, as will be 
mentioned infra, is one bouleutes short, i.e. two lines, and the problem in our text may 
be too complex to resolve with the information available. There exists between lines 10 
and 13 in the transcript an obvious shift in a rightward direction of the Leontid ma- 
terial. For the present, it is expedient provisionally to identify Eukleidou, on the basis 
of the prosopographical evidence, as a Kholleidian, and to associate him, according to 
the disposition of the text, as the father of Damasias (or alternative name in -asias) in 
the line above. Sokleides, in turn, will provisionally be assigned to the Pandionid roster 
(Probalinthos or Myrrhinous according to the argument supra), although it is freely 
admitted that its relatively good state of preservation, by comparison with the other 
fragmentary names in this column, is anomalous. 

At the far right of line 12 Theopompou is chosen over Kleopompou for the restora- 
tion of TOHOM from prosopographical evidence: the man is conveniently identified with 
Theopompos who was councillor for Kerameis in 33615 (Agora XV 42.287 [Hesperia 30 
(1961) 33 line 2861). Even if displaced to the right, as mentioned supra, the lines follow 
in normal sequence under the demotic of Kerameis, with Theokleides as the name and 
Theopompou as the patronymic.' 

LINES 13-16. The family of the men in the Leontid column has been studied by J. 
K. Davies (APF 1904, with stemma). I prefer the identification of Epikhares in line 15 as 

See APF 1904, and infra ad lines 13-16. 
' An additional, though slight, argument in favor of the restoration of Theopompou over Kleopompou is 

the obvious parallel root in Theokleides. It must be noted as a minor caveat against the identification with 
Kerameis that both Theokleides and Theopompos are relatively common Attic names, attested in many 
demes, including the largest, Akharnai, which would have appeared in the Oineid column immediately to 
the right of Akamantis. 

the son of Epikhares in 13. The elder of the two would be a brother of Meixigenes who 
was priest of Asklepios about 330 B .  c .  (IG 112 410.16-17) and honored by the Paraloi in 
an inscription dated by Kirchner after the middle of the fourth century (IG 112 1254.2, 
6-7). He would be of suitable age both to serve in the boule himself and also to have his 
son serving in the boule at the same time near the end of the fourth century. 

Epikrates in line 13, right column, is conveniently identified with Epikrates the 
father of Demokrates of Kerameis who was honored as epimeletes of the Mysteries in a 
decree dated 26716 (1G 112 661.27). An ancestor of the man here may be Epikrates son 
of Dem[---I in the catalogus iudicalis IG 112 1928, dated by Kirchner to the early 
fourth century, in which he restored the patronymic and demotic on the basis of the 
third-century decree. I interpret the Olympion in line 14, genitive, as the same man as 
the Olympion in 15, nominative, ie. Olympion and Epikrates are father and son respec- 
tively. If this is so, Epikrates Dem[---I cannot be a grandfather, but he may be 
another relative, of Epikrates here. 

LINES 17-18. Stephanos son of Enpedion, left column, has been mentioned supra. 
If the present inscription is dated very shortly after 307 B.C. and the victory of Stepha- 
nos, recorded with that of his younger brother or step-brother (Stephanos is described 
as .rrpdyovoq) Diophanes in IG 112 3125, was no earlier than about 360 B . C . ,  it is pos- 
sible to identify the pankratiast Stephanos with the man here. The argument that Ste- 
phanos was dead at the time of the dedication ( c j  Moretti [supra 2851 p.57), as, of 
course, also the proposal by Koehler (ad IG I1 1301) that Stephanos was grandfather of 
Diophanes, would have to be abandoned. If Stephanos' victory, however, is consider- 
ably earlier than the date assigned by Moretti to the dedication, viz. ca 370-60, then it 
will be necessary to identify our Stephanos as a descendant, probably a grandson, of the 
pankratia~t.~ The names in lines 16 and 18 of the right column appear to be identical. 

8The text of IG 112 3125 is problematical. Diophanes and Stephanos are both children of Empedion and 
are both athletic victors. Beyond this there are difficulties. Why does Stephanos play such a secondary r61e 
to Diophanes, and what is the meaning of progonos in line 6? I admit the difficulty in understand~ng pro- 
gonos as 'elder brother', for which there appears to be no parallel, but the suggestion of Koehler, who 

I 
takes progonos in a normal sense as 'ancestor' and identifies Diophanes and Stephanos, accordingly, as 
grandson and grandfather respectively-i.e. Empedion in line 4 is two persons-is hard to accept. If metrical 

: exigency has not forced the diction and progonos here cannot mean 'elder brother', then I suggest that the 
word be translated 'step-son', i.e. a child by a former marriage, a meaning well documented in LSJ. The 
word na&q is prominent at the beginning of line 4, and nak may be understood both in 5 and 6 in ap- 
position to Diophanes in the first and as a complement to Ka[il ~ ~ 6 ~ o v o s  in the second: "Two Athenian 
sons of Empedion were victorious, Diophanes in the pankration of the ageneioi at the Isthmos, and a 
step-son, Stephanos." The apparent preference for Diophanes may be due to familial reasons, or perhaps 
because of the incompleteness of the monument (this was suggested to me by M. J. 0sborne)-the eccen- 
tricity, ie. uninscribed space at the left, of lines 1-3, is curious-or, I think more likely, because of chro- 
nological circumstances, viz. the victory of Stephanos followed, unexpectedly, that of Diophanes, and the 
three hexameters (lines 3-6) were added or modified (the surface has suffered damage and it is difficult to 
tell whether the format as now presented is precisely the original, unmodified version) at an interval after 
the inscription of lines 1-3. The interval would not be great, for the hand is similar, if not identical, al- 
though the letters of lines 4-6 are much smaller, of necessity, than those of 1-3. The ~ a i  of llne 6 I as- 
sume means that Stephanos was also a victor in the pankration at the Isthmos (as well as Diophanes); 
probably he was ageneios too, although I do not think this assumption necessary, i.e. the ~ a l  need not 
oblige perfect parallelism in the two clauses. In sum, the awkwardness of expression may be attributed to 
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The first is obviously in the genitive case (omega is easily corrected to omikron), and 
the second, from its position, ought also to be a patronymic. The intervening line, 
however, gives us KAERNOX, patently the genitive of the name Kleon, where we 
require a nominative. Reading omikron again for the similarly shaped omega, I suggest 
the name Kleonostos, attested as a councillor in Amphitrope in 1401139 (Agora XV 
240.97 [Hesperia 17 (1948) 19 no. 91). Kleonostos, however, is extremely rare, and it 
may be that a more common name, such as Kleonymos, with two letters omitted by 
haplography from the influence of OAYMnIRNOX three lines above, was inscribed 
here. The man ought to be a brother of Olympion in line 15 and uncle of Epikrates in 
13 (see preceding comment). 

p a d o  post 307 ante 
Columns I-IV lost 

v 
[nav8w vlSosl 

lacuna 

VI 
[Acw vr~Sos1 

lacuna 
[X~ap@v/6ad ? 

lacuna 
24 Ocd(cv[osI 

'Apx~mP~&70vl 
K7j [rrl ![01 L 

'Apx[il v[osl 
28 ' A ~ ~ o v ~ ~ ~ [ o v I  

X&[41 Aos 
no7&p[ouos?l 
O~wpos 

32 K[~clour~&rov 
Noh1 hem& [LI 

Aap?aulas 
E3df160v 

36 'EmXdpq~ 
Mlrcw vos 
'E?rLxdpqs 
'E?TL~&~o [vsl 

NON-ZTOIX. 
Columns VIII-XI1 lost 

VII 
k ~ a j m  vr&os] 

lacuna 

(1) an uncommon familial relationship, (2) an unexpected course of events (a victory of Stephanos two 
years [?I after that of Diophanes), or (3) metrical and spatial exigencies. The age of the ageneioi is given 
by T. Klee, Zur Geschichte der gvmnischen Agonen in griechischen Festen (LeipzigIBerlin 1918) 48, as between 
17 and 20 years. If Stephanos were born in the very early 370's, he might be victor perhaps at the age of 
about 19 around 360 and bouleutes in his early seventies shortly after 307. 
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[------I 40 Xr&#utvop Khc~vou[ro~?I 
[------I 'Ev?rc~i[wl v[od M [ U ~ ~ U L & . [ ~ O V ~  

20 [------I 'AAL~&U[L]  o [LI [------I 
[------I I------] 64 [------I 

lacuna lacuna lacuna 

10: vel [ M V ~ ~ L V O ~ ~ O L O L  24: vel @EO&V[LST~I 

The following collation of the new text with CIG 289 is offered in the interest of con- 
firming the general accuracy of the Fourmont transcript. No material has been transferred from 
one line to another, and the original terminations have been respected as far as possible. Num- 
bers refer to the lines of the CIG text (Figure 1). 

1: I omitted in ANTM 
3 : N f o r T I i n K H . . N . I  W f o r ?  
5: 1 for in AIOONHT. . 
6: A for @ in ZRAIAOI: Z omitted in APITOK 
8: N I I  . . for ME in KEPANII . . R N  
9: AQI (all faint) for 01 in ZMQI AIIKPOX for ANAPOI: 
10: A for N and r for II in AAPOT 
11: A for A in AZIAZ A for E in KAAIA 
12: PI1 for AEI in ZRKPIIAHE I1 for EI in EYKAIIAOY r for E in rOIIOM 
13: T for II in ETIKPA 
16: a 1  (faint) for NH and final R for 0 in MRIZIAAR 
17: R for 0 in AERNOZ? 
Probable errors in 4, OOP. A. K.  . , and in 5, . . AEHI: 

Parallel Cases 
With the admitted exception of the difficulties in lines 11-12, the two-line format of 

name and patronymic can be applied consistently and convincingly throughout the text. 
Such an arrangement has numerous parallels in Attic epigraphy, e.g. Agora XV 13 (IG 
IIZ 1742), a prytany list of Leontis dated tentatively 370/369, and Agora XV 43 (1G IIZ 
1700), part of the bouleutic list of 33514. The former text is arranged in three columns, 
one for each trittys, on a rather narrow base; the latter is disposed in ten columns, one 

' for each phyle, on a wide stele; in both cases, however, the available space apparently 
, dictated the format. Two other parallels may be cited. Agora XV 23 (IG 112 1744,  now 

lost, was either a prytany list of Leontis or a bouleutic list with rosters of Leontis and 
Akamantis alone preserved (cf: Agora XV 23 commentary). The latter alternative might 
suggest association with our list, but the relative dates are too disparate. This parallel 
text also presents problems in the disposition of patronymics: lines 7-8, 11-12, 17-18, 
and 19-20 offer the regular (for our inscription) format with name and patronymic in 
successive lines; lines 2-3, 9-10, and 13-14, on the other hand, give names in the 

1 nominative without patronymics; and line 6 lists a name and patronymic on the same 
line, an analogy perhaps for line 12 of CIG 289. Here too the inconsistencies may be due 
to faulty transcribing; if so, the errors in Agora XV 23 are much more serious than those 
in the present text. Finally, Agora XV 54 (Hesperia 30 [I9611 260-61 no. 691, a very 
fragmentary prytany list of either Oineis or Demetrias dating from the end of the fourth 
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century (4 Organization 23 no. 9), offers a further parallel for the arrangement of names 
and patronymics in alternate lines. The present text, which comprises rosters of Leontis 
and Akamantis, and, by deduction, Pandionis, and which must date very shortly after 
307 B.C. (see infra), attests the presence of the fifth, sixth, and seventh phylai from a 
total register of twelve. It is likely that all the tribes were inscribed on the same piece of 
stone, and probably all in horizontal alignment like the bouleutic list of 33514 mentioned 
supra, hence the format of alternating lines of names and patronymics and the crowded 
horizontal appearance of the Fourmont transcript.9 

The Solution 
A list of Athenian citizens, grouped by deme and phyle and dated to the late fourth 

century B.c. ,  is, a prior;, likely to be either bouleutai or epheboi. The former, of which 
there exist at least seven specimens, four, possibly six, from the period before 307161° 
(Agora XV 20, 42, 43, 46, possibly 21, 23) and three or four from the later period (Agora 
XV 61, 62, 72, and possibly Hesperia 47 [I9781 283 no. 10) is much more probable than 
the latter, of which there is only one fourth-century example comprising more than a 
single phyle (IG 112 478, dated 30514). The quotas evidenced in the present text confirm 
the identification as a list of bouleutai. Kettos, with three representatives here, is known 
to have had three councillors both before and after 30716." Kerameis, with a quota of six 
both in the time of the original ten phylai and in the succeeding period of the twelve, has 
at least five representatives before the transcript breaks off. Kholleidai has a roster appar- 
ently of four demotai, although there are problems here in the text (4 supra ad lines 
11-12). This deme had two bouleutai before 30716, and at least four in one text from the 
Macedonian period and as many as five in anotherJ2 A variation in representation by one 
is attested from time to time in the first two periods of deme-quotas, and the system 
clearly tolerated these slight abnormalities (cJ: Organization 14-23, 31-34, 56-60). Alter- 
natively, the variation here may be due to a faulty transcript. In either case, the quotas 
confirm the identification as a list of councillors, and the quota of Kholleidai points to a 
date after 307 B.C.  Arguing from another standpoint, the obvious presence of close rela- 
tives, father and son in one instance (revised, lines 36-39), and two brothers and a 
nephew, apparently, in another 67-62), militates strongly against identification as a list 
of epheboi. The quotas are too large for identification as a catalogue of diaitetai. 

The date, accordingly, should be later than 307 B.c. ,  but it ought not to be much 
later, for the majority of the prosopographical information points to the end of the 

The possibility that the original monument was a shaft with the rosters arranged in three vertical rows 
of four phylai each on a single face is scarcely worth considering, for the longest column would have re- 
quired 347 lines, not counting a heading; but the text, of course, might have been arranged on three faces 
of a base or shaft. In any case, the crowded appearance and the two-line format indicate a scarcity of hori- 
zontal space. 

10 Lewis (supra n.3) reports Davies' suggestion that IG 12 847 is a bouleutai-list, but a new fragment 
published by M. Mitsos, AAA 2 (1970) 391-93, renders this identification impossible. 

l1 The quotas of Kettos and Phrearrhoi, as given in Agora XV 88 and Organization, Table of Represen- 
tation IV, Leontis, were corrected in Hesperia 47 (1978) 92. 

IP Agora XV 88 (Hesperia 9 [I9401 113 no. 221, cJ S. Dow, Pryratreis (Hesperia Suppl. 1 [I 9371) no. 16; 
Agora XV 74 (IG 112 2382). 

fourth century (see ad lines 1-2, 11-12, 13-16). Two of the items might suggest a 
dating somewhat earlier, and one item a dating a little later, but the evidence in each 
instance may allow an alternative interpretation of paullo post 307. A date very soon 
after the creation of the Macedonian phylai, accordingly, is here proposed. This period 
is already marked by two bouleutic lists, those of 30413 and 30312, to which this third 
roster of councillors is now added.I3 

An Observation 
Skambonidai, Kettos, Kholleidai, and Halimous all belonged to the city trittys of 

Leontis (Hesperia 47 [I9781 97-100). Kerameis was a city deme of Akamantis. The 
present text, then, as far as the evidence permits us to judge, was listed according to 
trittys, commencing with the city section. Using the quotas attested for the Macedonian 
period, I suggest the following schema for the disposition of the top of this text: 

PANDIONIS LEONTIS AKAMANTIS 
[Myrrhinousl [Potamosl [Kholargosj 
[8: 16 lines] [2: 4 lines] 16: 12 linesl 
Konthylidai [Skambonidail [Eiresidai or Hermosl 
1: 2 lines 4: 8 lines 2: 4 lines 
Probalinthos Kettos Kerameis 
2+ : 4 + lines 3: 6 lines 5+: 104- lines 

Kholleidai 
4: 8 lines 
Halimous 
[3: 6 linesl 

The roster of Pandionis presents a slight problem. This phyle lost its only proper 
city deme, Kydathenaion, to Antigonis in 30716. The coastal deme, geographically, 
Probalinthos, apparently was assigned to the city trittys,l4 but if Konthylidai is correctly 
restored in our line 7, and a demotic ending in -XI01 (see supra ad 8-10) is required in 

l3 Arrangement and format preclude the association of the present inscription with either of these Agora 
, bouleutic lists. The year 30514, however, is not pre-empted, for the Kerameis roster in the Akamantid 

prytany inscription Agora XV 58 is not preserved. This period and the mid-330's were obvious cluster 
points for bouleutic lists, and one may speculate on the parallelism of the historical circumstances. 

14 The evidence hitherto has been derived chiefly from the prytany lists (see Hesperia 47 [I9781 98, 
101-02). A more formal proof may be offered by the catalogues of epimeletai of the phylai, of which 1 shall 
shortly be presenting a full study elsewhere. These epimeletai can be shown to have been distributed ac- 
cording to trittys, and in the case of Pandionis, the critical lines 3-7 of one text (Hesperia 32 119631 41 no. 
42 [SEG XXI 5151) should be restored as follows: 

[. . . 8. . . . Id .  . . . ? .  . . .I 
[. . . n a l ~ v L  : ' A [ V T W ~ & ~ V ]  
[ ' A V T L ~ U ~ ~ V O  : Kv[87jp : M~181- 

I [ O K ~ ] & ~ Y  : M E L [ ~ K ~ & T O  : nl -  
[poplah : KTL 

Paiania is a well-known inland deme; Kytherros (not Kydathenaion, as previously restored) belongs to the 
coast (the full evidence for its location will also be presented elsewhere); and Probalinthos, located at Nea 
Makri far from the city proper, must represent the city trittys. 
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our line 10, then the attested quotas permit only Myrrhinous, an inland deme, at the 
head of the Pandionid roster, and Probalinthos must be assigned to line 10. 

Conclusion 
CIG 289, in sum, has been shown to have been reasonably reliably transcribed by 

Fourmont. It is a bouleutai list, arranged, at least in part, according to tritfys, and it 
dates from the period immediately after 307 B.C. It was ordered, like several other 
co -d l lor  lists, in two-line entries for each bouleutes, viz. a name in the nominative 
case, followed by his patronymic in the genitive. 

Regulations for the Herakleian Games at Marathon 

Eugene Vanderpool 

S INCE ITS DISCOVERY in the early 1930's at the locality known as Valaria in the south- 
em part of the plain of Marathon, the inscription with regulations for holding the 

Herakleian games at Marathon has been edited three times, first by E. Vanderpool in 
Hesperia 11 (1942) 329-37 (with help from B. D. Meritt), second by A. E. Raubitschek 
as SEG X 2 (with some good observations from W. Peek), and third by D. M. Lewis as 
IG I3 3 (in consultation with E. Vanderpool). There are still some problems, however, 
particularly in the first two lines, which prevent a full understanding of the text. 

The letter in the third space in line 2 has been most troublesome (see PLATE 1 7 ~ ) .  
It consists of a vertical stroke in the left hand part of the space with a horizontal stroke 
leading off from the top towards the right. This is a perfect Ionic gamma. If the editors 
have refused to regard it as a gamma and have suggested an incomplete rho or epsilon or 
some other malformed letter, this is because the three indisputable gamma's in the 
inscription are all of Attic shape. But the variant readings lead nowhere, and it is better 
to suppose that the scribe wrote the first gamma in the Ionic shape and that someone 
noticed it and told him this is not the way it was done in Athens. An inscription from 
nearby Eretria in Euboea shows a similar confusion, having one gamma of Ionic and one 
of Attic shape.' Taking the letter in question as gamma we can restore some form of the 
word &y6v, either &yGv[a or & ~ G ( T [ L  according to whether we interpret the tip of a stroke 
at the lower left corner of the fifth space as nu or three-barred sigma. 

Line 1 is badly damaged and at first glance one sees very little. On closer examina- 
tion one sees that there are quite a few strokes and that they group themselves so as to 
make letters as can be seen in the drawing (PLATE 178). They are concentrated over 
the right half of the line and make the word hePa&h[~q]. The left half of the line is 
even less well preserved than the right, but I have long thought I could see traces of 
the letters AP in the second and third spaces and an iota in the eighth space, which 
would give the word [ M ] a p [ a @ ~ v ] ~ .  

We now have three words preserved with greater or less certainty and can try to 
construe the troublesome first lines and add them to the rest to give the full text of the 
inscription as far as it is preserved. 

1 Hesperia 5 (1936) 281 n.2c, early V B . C .  
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For the Herakleia at Marathon the athlothetai are to hold the contest. Thirty men are to 
be chosen for the contest from among those present, three from each tribe, who are to 
promise in the sanctuary to help in arranging the contest to the best of their ability and 
who are to be not less than thirty years of age. These men are to take the oath in the 
sanctuary over victims. To serve as steward - - - 

The athlothetai or commissioners of games are a board whose composition and 
duties are described in chapter 60 of the Ath. Pol. Their chief function in Aristotle's 
time was to arrange the Panathenaic games. Their appearance in this inscription of the 
early Hth century indicates that the Herakleian games were sponsored by the Athenian 
state, while the actual administration was left in the hands of a local committee of thirty 
men. 

The finding of this inscription in the southern part of the plain of Marathon gave 
us our first indication of the true location of the sanctuary of Herakles, the site of the 
Athenian camp on the eve of the battle of Marathon. A fifth-century dedication to 
Herakles found at the same spot in 19722 puts the question beyond any reasonable 
doubt. As a colleague remarked on hearing of the second inscription: "Two Herakles 
inscriptions are more than twice as good as one Herakles inscription." 

Praktika 1972, 6 [SEG XXVI 51, XXVIII 251. 



The Horse and Groom Relief in Athens 

Cornelius C. Vermeule 

W ITH LITTLE FANFARE, in the troubled years of internal struggles in Greece fol- 
lowing the Second World War, a spectacular find appeared in the late fourth 

century B . C .  galleries of the National Museum.' The two big marble slabs showing a 
smallish groom controlling a large stallion were found in 1948 in new construction near 
the Larisa Railway Station, in an area where shrines and public or private monuments 
abounded (PLATE 18). The slabs are best known to exactly three decades of museum 
visitors and students of Greek sculpture because they were always highly visible but 
could not be photographed. Furthermore, they were only published in an initial notice 
and random vignettes of the front slab in one or two almost irrelevant books or articles. 
Rightfully so: the archaeologist involved with the operation of rescue reserved the 
rights of publication; and, at least, thanks to Mr and Mrs Christos Karouzos, the monu- 
ment was well set out, well labelled, and could be admired so long as no shutters were 
clicked. 

In the 'shop talk' that circulated around Athens, Europe, and America in the first 
twenty years, the relief was referred to as Pergamene in style and date, third century 
B . C .  like the large group of Gauls or the related mythological statues. Some favored a 
comparable date, 240 to about 200, while others spoke of a period just after 300. The 
admirable guidebooks to the National Museum appearing about the end of the second 
decade after discovery and later had produced, or at least echoed, these chronological 
perceptions. As time passed and Greece entered the field of large, coffee-table, colored- 
plate picture-books, the 'unpublished' Horse and Groom Relief became in fact quite 
widely available, although then as still in the early 1980's photography was forbidden in 
a room where other major marbles, like the Kerameikos lions, the Rhamnous stelai, 
and Aristonautes (PLATE 191, could be snapped at will. 

Finally, in 1978, came the long awaited 'definitive' publication, by the late Profes- 
sor W. H. Schuchhardt, as Section (or Fascicle) Five in Volume Seventeen of Antike 
Plastik.2 No better forum or format could have been found. The exhaustive article with 

1 Sterling Dow was a companion on many adventures in Athens and the National Museum in the 1950's 
and 1960's. We passed the Horse and Groom Relief countless times, and its potentials were always in our 
minds. It is an honor to offer this study to a teacher at Harvard in the years not long after the Second 
World War. Thanks are also due to Eugene Vanderpool, who first told me about the circumstances of 
discovery. Others have helped over the decades. They include Evelyn B. Harrison, Ariel Herrmann (who 
brought me the 1970 Agostini, Novara, picture-book by V. G. Kallipolitis), Brunilde Ridgway (who found 
the first complete photograph), and Emily T. Vermeule. Mary B. Cornstock and Florence Z. Wolsky have 
helped prepare this text in Boston. 

At 75-99, pls. 41-49; a comprehensive bibliography is included, going back to the little picture of the 
right-hand slab in Polemon 4 Suppl. (1951) 5-6 fig. 1, widely circulated by G. M. A. Richter, JRS 48 
(1958) 12 pl. 111 fig. 8. C. Vermeule, Greek Art: Socrates to Sulla. From the Peloponnesian Wars to the Rise of 
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its several appendices, copious notes, and full bibliography came to a powerful conclu- 
sion. "Unser Bild von der plastischen Kunst der 2. Jhs. v. Chr., das lange Zeit allzu 
sehr von dem massiven Fundkomplex pergamenischer Kunst bestimmt war, erhalt 
durch dieses Monument einen neuen, wesentlichen Akzent, der die Ausdauer und 
Lebenskraft der attischen Kunst im schonsten Lichte erscheinen Ihst." Mrs Semni 
Karouzou also wrote, in the 1978 revision of her National Museum, Illustrated Guide to 
the Museum, "The whole shape of the monument and the style of the carving in deep 
relief derive from the tradition of the last Attic stelai before the law of 317" (77f, 
plate). This sentence certainly addressed both the supposed antecedents of the Horse 
and Groom Relief and origins of Pergamene sculpture in its wider world across the 
Aegean. 

The prime purpose of this paper is to reafbm my original view, now with benefit 
of a photograph, that the Horse and Groom Relief belongs in the years around 320 B.C.  

and is different from other commemorative or funerary monuments in Athens only 
because of its slightly greater size, exquisiteness of carving, and excellence of preserva- 
tion, especially as to the amount of painting remaining. The Horse and Groom Relief is 
relatively complete as it survives and is exhibited, needing only the architectural frame, 
above and at the sides, and the base. The horse stands firmly and almost starts to rear 
back on a slightly irregular ground line. The groom, who walks one way, faces outward 
(like Aristonautes), and turns around toward his charge, is a complete figure. The end 
of his whip or crop extended beyond the right edge of the right-hand slab and was 
doubtless completed in the same fashion as the horse's tail on the left, in paint on the 
vertical blocks of the frame. Such paint not only remains in abundance, as the full 
publication makes evident, on the visible physique of the groom but also for the crested 
Macedonian-type helmet which floats against the background above the stallion's rump. 
Aristonautes had a blue background to set off the figure, and similar coloring was cer- 
tainly used for the Horse and Groom Relief. 

This brings us back again to what is missing beyond the two well-matched, finished 
rectangular slabs on which horse and groom are carved, on which the left shoulder of 
the groom and the horse's left ear break the spatial lines of the right-hand block and 
the horse's right rear leg almost does the same along the left edge, below the tail. The 
two rectangular slabs or horizontal blocks on which the horse and groom were carved 
were carefully completed by parastades or vertical, protruding rectangular sides of a 
naiskos or tempietto. The top of the ensemble, on analogies with other late fourth cen- 
tury Athenian and Attic funerary monuments, must have comprised a pediment or a 
flat architectural roof with an inscription on the 'frieze'. Other parastades show us that 
the interior surfaces of the two missing here not only included the horse's tail in paint 
and perhaps relief on the left but also, right and (where space remained) left, a sword 
in scabbard with belt or buckler and perhaps a lance or spear. 

Julius Caesar (Boston 1980) 33, 123, fig. 46, brings the bibliography of picture-books up to date. See also 
L. Bugner, The Image of the Black in Western Art I (New York 1976) 184 figs. 231, 232. 
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Since the monument so closely adheres, in an arresting emphasis of quality, to a 
tradition of iconography and subject well established in the third quarter of the fourth 
century B.c. ,  there can be no questions of chronology, even of purpose and setting, 
only of identification with a person, heroized or more likely deceased. Simply put, if this 
were a relief in honor of a horse (like Bucephalus), there would be no helmet in the 
background, and the horse would not be wearing the saddlecloth of feline skin, a touch 
of luxury associated with generals in the age of Alexander the Great and later. This is 
clearly a commemorative or funerary stele in honor of a commander. The unusual fea- 
ture is that the leader is missing. Some have postulated that he is not present because 
the monument was a naiskos within a temenos or on a podium, and the general was 
represented separately, as a statue flanking the ensemble with the horse and groom. 
Perhaps the general's wife or a favored officer or shield-bearer was presented in similar 
form on the other side of the big, deep, pedimented or roofed stele.3 

For lack of other evidence, since no traces of statues have been reported and since 
the heart of the stele is a complete, self-contained unit, I return to the suggestion made 
nearly a generation ago that this is the commemorative or funerary monument of an 
Athenian general who was not there near the center of the ensemble because he died 
and was buried elsewhere.4 In short, this is a cenotaph, exhibiting the age-old symbol of 
the riderless horse and needing only reversed boots on the luxurious saddlecloth to be 
the funerary mount of a United States general from Andrew Jackson to Douglas Mac- 
Arthur. The decade before 317 B.C.  has left us a number of large Attic stelai in which 
knights stand with their horses or officers in full armor, like Aristonautes, move reso- 
lutely forward into battle. Only the rarest of circumstances would call for a very large 
stele in which everything was present save for the figure of the leader commemorated 
by the monument. Had there been another slab at the left, with the commander present 
on it, surely he would have been wearing his helmet, or he would have been accom- 
panied by another attendant, a 'squire' holding his helmet, lance or sword, and shield. 

Such a tragedy, a leader from Athens killed far from Attica, occurred during an 
Athenian or, at least, anti-Macedonian military adventure, the Lamian War in 322 B.C.  

Diodorus Siculus wrote of the siege of Lamia, "For when Antipater made an attack on 
the moat and a struggle ensued, Leosthenes, coming to aid his men, was struck on the 
head by a stone and at once fell and was carried to camp in a swoon. On the third day 

Ensembles such as the miniature Mausoleum of Halicarnassus found at Kallithea between Phaleron and 
Piraeus in 1968 or the fragments of a monument to Alexander the Great, Hephaistion, and others, in the 
J. Paul Getty Museum, Malibu, California, come to mind. See E. K. Tsirivakos, AAA 4 (1971) 108-10 
figs. 1, 2. If the figural panel of the Athenian decree for Euphron of Sikyon, about 318 B.C., gives some 
smaller, inferior idea of the taste which produced the Horse and Groom Relief, then the view along the 
street with the Dionysiac bull and the great mastiff in the Kerameikos cemetery shows naiskoi and pedes- 
tals of comparable grandeur. See Ch. Picard, Manuel d'arch6ologie grecque IV.2 (Paris 1963) 1266 fig. 496 
and 1421 fig. 542. Also the reconstruction of a big multi-figured ensemble in Attica: Semni Karouzou, 
"Der Grabnaiskos des Alexos," AthMitt 96 (1981) 179-220 pls. 53-62 fig. 1. Here, the old man leaning on 
his staff stood to the left of what must have been the usual multi-figured family scene, all in the deep 
architectural frame and in high relief. 

4 See AJA 68 (1964) 336 and 11.122. 
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he died and was buried with the honours of a hero because of the glory he had gained 
in war. The Athenian people caused the funeral oration to be delivered by Hypereides, 
foremost of the orators in eloquence and in hostility toward the Maced~nians."~ Since 
the Athenians honored Leosthenes with a hero's rites and a major oration, they cer- 
tainly would have ordered a comparable cenotaph and placed it among the shrines and 
tombs on the road leading north, towards Lamia, from the city of Athens. 

Leosthenes appears to have been one of the few military heroes whom the Athe- 
nians could claim as their own in an age when the Macedonians controlled almost 
everything. He probably captained mercenaries in Asia while Alexander the Great was 
alive and evidently found the means to maintain them back in Greece after the con- 
queror's death. He looked for a chance to attack the Macedonians, and the Lamian War 
afforded him an opportunity. As commander of the Greek army, he inspired devotion 
in his men. His death during the siege of Lamia was a major setback to Greek aspira- 
tions for complete liberation from Macedonian domination and interference in internal 
affairs6 Leosthenes certainly deserved a monument worthy of all the sculptural cre- 
ativity Athens could summon up in the five years before municipal austerity terminated 
such undertakings and drove artists overseas to Asia Minor, Syria, and Egypt. As Ernst 
Badian noted a generation ago, the Lamian War coincided with the end of Greek free- 
dom. 

In conclusion, the Horse and Groom Relief in Athens belongs to the last large, 
deep grave-stelai being carved. It is not the product of some moment in the third or 
second centuries B.C. when Pergamene influences washed backwards into Attica. The 
one element missing in the composition is the image of the deceased, clearly a military 
man of importance. This absence leads to the supposition that the subject died far from 
Athens, and that the monument is a cenotaph rather than the marker for a tomb. Leos- 
thenes, who fell before Lamia in 322, is the most likely Athenian leader to have been 
remembered with a monument of this nature in the twilight of Athenian sculptural 
hegemony. 

18.13.5 (tr. Russel M. Geer, LCL). 
6 E. Badian, JHS 81 (1961) 27, 37-41. G. T. Griffith, in OCD2 596 S.V. "Leosthenes." 
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Tyres the Lecher? 

Emily Vermeule 

"Don't drink it up, write it up."-S. Dow 

T YRES THE LECHER-if it is he-would have remained unknown, had not he-and a 
friend?-scratched six words on a plain black cup-skyphos made in the years around 

500 B . C .  There are four words on one side of the cup, two on the other (PLATE 20): 

T6pwdq ip 76 Adyva 
~ a h k v a  h a 8 h o ~ o q  

The cup is probably Boeotian, with its soft red-buff clay and poor black glaze,' and the 
graffito has Boeotian letter forms, like the side-rounded delta? There is also X scratched 
off-center on the base, perhaps an initial owner's mark, before the more elaborate claim 
to ownership was incised. The cup's worn rim may indicate long experience of sympotic 
joy. 

Such a simple inscription ought not, ideally, have been as troublesome to interpret 
as it has p r ~ v e d . ~  It ought to say "I am the (cup, lekythos, drinking vessel) of (personal 
name), a pleasant drink." This is a well-known class of convivial and possessive graffiti, 
whose earliest surviving member is the Geometric skyphos from Pithekoussai, Niuro- 
pds: { [ u T ] ~ :  E&OT[OV~:  ~ T O T ~ ~ L O V . ~  The name always comes first, stressed: Mlhwvdq ~ i p . &  
The cup speaks in the &st person, like many gravestones and dedications. It often 
identifies itself: ?op&?o 6p.i ?6AiXq, T a r a k s  hC?veop, AoAhvds < p  ?vAixvq, O a p h  
ci$ ~ o ~ i p i o u . ~  Even when the statement is elaborated with adjectives, it wants to be 
clear, like the Rhodian @ ~ h r 6 s  7jp T& ~ a k 6 q  ci &hiXs & T O L K ~ A ~  or the Boeotian Top- 

1 Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 155.64. Height 0.073 m., diameter rim 0.114, with handles 0.25. Soft 
red-buff clay, soft matt black glaze, chipped; cloth-wiping marks inside. Reserved ring above foot, reserved 
resting surface, reserved ring around glazed underfoot; off-center graffito X. The date is suggested by 
analogy with P. N. Ure, Sixth and Fflh Century Pottery from Rhitsona (London 1927) pl. 9, 120.21 (caption 
reversed), and ArybaNoi and Figurinesfrom Rhitsona (1934) pl. 12, 86.272. These graves are generally dated 
ca 550 to 500 B.C. There are closer Attic analogies around the turn of the century: B. A. Sparkes and Lucy 
Talcott, The Athenian Agora XI1 Black and Plain Pottery (Princeton 1970) pl. 25 nos. 568-71; E. Vander- 
pool, "The Rectangular Rock-Cut Shaft," Hesperia 15 (1946) pl. 64 nos. 249-50. 

L. H. Jeffery, The Local Scripts of Archaic Greece (Oxford 1961) 89. 
1 have learned much from discussion with colleagues and teachers, originally Sir John Beazley and 

Professor M. L. Lang, then A. Henrichs, T. Martin, G. Nagy, J. Rusten, and especially Calvert Watkins, 
who saved me from basic errors; the paper was corrected and improved by Professor Threatte. 

Jeffery (supra n.2) 239 no. 1, with bibliography, and C. Watkins, "Observations on the 'Nestor's Cup' 
Inscription," HSCP 80 (1976) 25R I have used Watkins' ~ [ V T I L  

M. L. Lang, The Athenian Agora XXI Grafiti and Dipinti (Princeton 1976) F 56. 
Jeffery (supra n.2) 415 Rhodes no. 1, 409 Kyme no. 3, 415 Smyrna no. 69, Lang (supra n.5) F3; T. L. 

Shear, Hesperia 5 (1936) 33 fig. 34. 
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yi~Ld.F i , . ~  6 K ~ T U A O F  ~ a h d q  K[ahI6? Along such lines our graffito ought to yield its 
meaning, but there are obscurities. 

The name Tyres seems to be new, as so often happens with graffiti. It is not yet 
attested in Boeotia, or, apparently, anywhere else.8 It seems to be a regular name, on 
the pattern of K ~ A ~ F ,  Tkhqs, and not a transparent ethnic like Skythes or Magnes; it 
does not seem to indicate a man of Tyre (Ticptos), or an Etruscan like the slightly later 
~ v ~ u a v d c  of Athens, or a man of the Milesian colony on the river Tyres (Dniester), 
Tvp&rqq, where the Kimmerians buried their dead.g Let Tyres be an ordinary, late 
archaic. literate Boeotian. 

TG G y v a  (Attic TOG AdYvov): Tyres makes a cheerful claim to local renown, as 
perhaps Archilochos had done before him,lo with a word not much in general literary 
use before Attic Middle Comedy. It is not a word one would like to think of as a 
father's personal name. d Adyvos: "qui se laisse aller au plaisir, A la dtbauche, i la 
licensev; 6 A & ~ V ~ P ,  6 8' ZU &+p~S~uioiq w ~ v d w v ~ q ,  . . . T ~ ~ U O L ~  (+vu&u.~~ While it 
might seem odd to bare one's private traits to public scrutiny this way, other Boeotians 
did it: K a h h  <$ 77 ~ i v ~ ~ o v o q ,  "I belong to Kallias the rogue," or the more explicit 
lamp, Z$ Sh KIavuavhv 703 ~ a ~ a ~ o r & ~ o v . ' ~  "I am (the cup) of Tyres the lecher," 
seems so far understandable. 

Does the other side of the cup, with ~ a u ~ v a  h a 8 w o ~ o q ,  complement this state- 
ment, or are there two separate phrases? Professor Calvert Watkins notes the melliflu- 
ous affinity of Turetos and hadupotos, of 76 h&yva and ~ a h v a ,  sounding both back- 
wards and forwards, and hears the two phrases as intricately connected by internal 
alliterations, suggesting that they are inseparable.lS Yet Tyres' side is cut in a big, 
coarse, careless hand; on the other side there is a steadier script, a better eye, more 
refinement. Did Tyres, like the Persians, muse drunk at night and sober in the morn- 
ing? Did he start his self-congratulatory outburst at an evening party and finish it next 
day? That seems unlikely; perhaps he had a friend, a m p ~ d ~ s ,  with whom he alter- 
nated lines like the contest of Homer and Hesiod, an adept at capping lines, a friend 
who, when the cheer was kindly and the Muse sweet and the wine pleasant in Boeotian 
skyphoi (Bacchylides fr.21 Sn.), kept a clearer head and a less trembling hand. What did 
either of them mean by kallina? 

7C. Smith, "Vases from Rhodes with Incised Inscriptions," JHS 6 (1885) 372 ("it just misses by one 
svllable the ordinarv trochaic trimeter catalectic") [Schwvzer 2751. J. C. Rolfe. "An Inscribed Kotvlos from 
L o t i a , "  HSCP 2-(1891) 89ff [Schwyzer 440.41; cf: A..~orpurgo Davies, "krticle and ~emonsirative: A 
Note," Glo~ta 46 (1968) 77ff. 

s c a n  it be a nickname, as 'troublemaker', '~ncompetent', related to wpeC,  wp6w? CJ: Jeffery (supra 
n.2) 265 n.5. If that is so, the problem with Adyvqs as a patronymic is ameliorated. 

9 Lang (supra n.5) F 44, Hdt. 4.1 1; Pape-Benseler Wiirrerbuch S.V. "Tyres." 
1 0  If the 'Kritias' discussion offers A d y w  as a scrap of original Archilochean self-description: fr.259 

Lasserre, 295 West. 
11 P. Chantraine, Dictionnaire 6tymologcque s.v.; Poll. 6.188; Euboulos Korydallos fr.55 K.; Com. adesp. 

388 K. 
l2 D. Stavropoullos, EphArch 1896, 243ff [Schwyzer 440.31; cf: Ar. Nub. 450. 
Is Personal communication; Professor Watkins sees also the same kind of internal 'icon' as he diagnosed 

in the 'Nestor's cup' inscription (supra n.4). 
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By analogy with the other inscriptions of this type, kallina should be either the 
name of the cup itself, like kylix, kotylos, lekythos, or an adjective describing the cup, 
with kylix or skyphos understood, "a pretty one," with 7jShoroq referring both to the 
content of the cup and to the general pleasures of drinking from this one. For the first 
possibility there is a negative report; of the hundreds of Greek names and nicknames 
for cups, this is not one in any surviving testimony. As an adjective, it does not appear 
in the lexica. The only two appearances of a similar word are both in poetic contexts, 
KaMivos the poet of Ephesos, and KaAAivrl the mother of the poet Pindar's wife 
Megakleia.I4 Both the metrical quantities and the meaning of ~ahhiva  are difficult; iota 
is long in Kallinos and probably in Kallina also, although kalli- compounds in general 
should have short iota. The word may mean simply 'fair, handsome, pretty', or be a 
variant on K&AAL~OS,  as in the Homeric K & M L ~  &pa, 6 ~ a  ~&hhipov-not gift or voice 
here, but the kylix.15 There is, perhaps, a possibility of connection to ~ a ~ i u a o s ,  of fair- 
flowing rivers and liquid lakes in later fifth-century poetry; the personal name Kallinaos 
is uniquely attested at Tanagra, where so many of these inscribed black cups come 
from.16 The elision seems unlikely, however; a vocative or an imperative seem equally 
difficult. Perhaps ~ahh iva  is simply a local hypocoristic dialect variant of ~ a h d ,  like fair 
Philto's lovely cup. 

ha8horoq is the least troublesome element in the graffito, a commonplace for 
wine and the drinking experience, from the Homeric i v  82 ?rid01 oivo~o ~ a A a w 6  < 8 d -  
TOLO Zu~auav  (Od. 2.340) to the contemporary Panyassis' u&&w aLvicpwos Oapiap 
rordv 7j8irv ~ T L V E Y  (Ath. 4 9 8 ~ ) .  At least two otherwise unassuming cups have the 
legend 7jSi~~roroq alone, under the rims, one dipinto, one graffito. The feminine rj8v 
TO& is regularly used in temple treasury records, standing by itself, as for Echenike's 
gold kylix on Delos, which is called by each name in different listings.17. The connection 
of <S&TOTOS and &At.$ is also made explicit in a well-known graffito on a cup from 
Olbia, ~ ~ S ~ T O T O S  EL$ +LA$ ~ C L U ~ V T L  T A U  O ? U O V . ~ ~  

l4 Vila Pindari Ambrosiana (p.3 Drachmann). There is a high proportion of Kalli- names from Tanagra, F. 
Bechtel, Die hislorischen Personennamen des Griechischen (Halle 1917) 504ff. 

I owe this suggestion to Professor Thomas Martin. Something comparable may appear on the plain 
sixth-century amphora from Eretria, ascribed by Miss Jeffery (supra n.2) 85 to Boeotia. 

l6 Bechtel Personennamen 231, IG VII 1128; cf: 1888e.5, Kallirhoidas of Thespiai; Eur. Med. 835, Alc. 
589. The Gorginios kotylos (Rolfe [supra n.71) came from Kakosia near Thisbe; rf: Schwyzer 440-42, 445; 
P. Wolters, Das Kabirenheiligtum bei Theben (1940). I tried, mistakenly, to turn ~a,&ra into a verb, as in 
fr.5 Radt of Sophokles' Athamas, olvw y&p j@v 'AXiAwoq +a v@; Professor Watkins assures me this is 
quite wrong and would in any case be written vaL Wrong, too, are forms from ~Arvos ,  a wooden bowl, 
and iriw, to empty the bowel. Sir John Beazley once thought, before seeing a photograph, of ~ahir8 ' ,  like 
&ALVB'+A on a contemporary bell-krater by the Dikaios Painter (ARVZ 31.5, AJA 31 [I9271 347) but 
rejected it; the letter is clearly alpha. C' A. Johnston, Trademarks on Greek Vases (1979) 159. 

l7 P. Wolters, '"H8m7is," AJA 11 (1896) 147R cf: "Eingeritzte lnschriften auf Vasen," AI~M~II  38 
(1913) 193R Echenike's cup, BCH 1882 (30) 113-14; there is also 7j8m67wv, IG IIZ 1534.22W. 1539.10f; 
j8mo~i8wv, VII 303.72. 

owe the proper reference to Professor Albert Henrichs: E. von Stern, Philologus 72 (1913) 547; cf: 
also 1. Tolstoi, Crecheskie Grafiti (Moscow 1953), for the inscribed vases from Olbia in Leningrad; Wolters 
(supra 11.17: 1913) 195 culls from E. von Stern, Theodosia und seine Keramik (Das Museum der Odessaer 
Gesellschaftfiir Geschichte und Alterlumskunde 3) 11, BomoplXo ~ i &  76 TLlu;pws 
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The Olbia cup gives dactyls, if K ~ L [  was pronounced K A ~  or ~ ~ 3 5 .  Is Tyres' graffito 
metrical? Not quite, by the handbooks. The first line can be a choliambic dimeter, the 
second (depending on ~ahhcva)  half an elegiac pentameter, an unusual but not im- 
possible combination, as in an epode;lg or the second verse can be a syncopated catalec- 
tic iambic dimeter, as 

The cup am I of Lecher Tyres, 
lovely cup, sweet in the drink. 

Pride in lechery, pretty cup, sweet drink, and awkward poetry that wine and good 
company may have made sound quite attractive. It is at least singable, and one might 
imagine Tyres, perhaps with a friend to intertwine his voice as well as his script, stab- 
bing the Boeotian night with happy local rhythms, having been moved to write it up as 
well as drink it up. 

19The combination, with iambic trimeters, used by Hipponax (?: the Salmydessos epode, frr.ll5ff Mas- 
son) and Archilochos (224 Lasserre, 185 West). A careful collection of metrical and quasi-metrical inscrip 1 
tions on pots would be of great benefit; cf: supra n.7 and the 'faulty' trochaics on a fourth-century C U P  

kotylos from Naukratis, J. D. Beazley, AJA 31 (1927) 352. For Boeotian dialogue on pots see E. Langlotz, 
! Griechische Vasen in Wiinburg (Munich 1932) no. 658: A, x+jpc Kir d v e ~  -yd'p~ I B, 6 ~i kgp$; (P. Kretsch- 
! mer, Griechische Vaseninschrifren 5; P. Jacobsthal, Gb'ttinger Vasen 59f; Schwyzer 445). i 



Aphetai and the Battle of Artemision 

Paul W. Wallace 

S TERLING DOW Was Visiting Professor my first year at the American School at Ath- 
ens in 196617, and on our travels together I learned of his conviction of the impor- 

tance of topography for reconstructing Greek history. It is a great pleasure to contribute 
I 

an article in honor of a scholar and friend, whose encouragement through the years has 
been firm and constant. 

The strategy and tactics of the battle of Artemision have been much discussed 
without benefit of certain knowledge of one essential fact: the location of the Persian 
fleet at Aphetai.' Aphetai was the headquarters of the Persian fleet throughout the 
entire Artemision campaign; the fleet arrived there immediately after the devastating 
storm at the Ovens and remained there until the Greek fleet withdrew. The activities of 
both fleets would undoubtedly be much clearer if we knew precisely where the Persians 
were stationed. The difference of only a few miles, in the extreme geographical di- 

i versity of the Thessalian-Euboian channel, alters our interpretation of the activities of 
the two fleets. Unfortunately the evidence is insufficient for determining with certainty 

I the location of Aphetai. We can only use what little evidence we have, and try hard not 
1 to let our interpetation of what occurred determine our choice of the site (see Figure 1). 

The evidence for the location of Aphetai, as for almost all ancient places, consists 
' of references in ancient literature and of modern exploration in the region. Aphetai had 
1 legendary associations with the Argonauts and with Herakles: it was the place of depar- 

; ture (&&mjpwv) of the Argonauts (Strab. 9.5.15, Ap. Rhod. 1.591, Steph. Byz. s.v.) or 
the place of Herakles' abandonment (b&a~q) when the Argo left for Kolkhis (Hdt. 
7.193, Apollod. 1.9.19, schol. Ap. Rhod. 1.1289-91 = Hes. fr.263 M.-W., Steph. Byz.). 
Aphetai is referred to in ancient literature only in connection with these two events and 
with the battle of Artemision, and in late geographers. Ancient literature gives only a 
few indications of the location of Aphetai; the evidence of the ancient sources may be 
listed here? 

i (1) Hdt. 7.193: the Persian fleet turned the promontory of Magnesia and entered the 
gulf that extends to Pagasai (i8dav Z~Aeov i~ 76v K ~ A T O V  76v i?rl n a y a w b v  Gpov- 

The following works will be cited by author's name alone: A. R. Burn, Persia and the Greeks (London 
1962); A. 1. Despotopoulos in History of the Hellenic World: The Archaic Period (Athens 1975); E. Fabricius, 
Gnomon 2 (1926) 11-15; N. Georgiades, Thessalia (Athens 1880, 1894; the fist edition, the only one 
available to me, is referred to in this article); P. Green, Xerxes at Salamis (London 1970); N. G. L. Ham- 
rnond, A History of Greecez (Oxford 1967); C. Hignett, Xerxes' Invasion of Greece (Oxford 1963); W. M. 
Leake, Travels in Northern Greece IV (London 1835); J. A. R. Munro, "Some Observations on the Persian 
Wars," JHS 22 (1902) 294-332; W. K. Pritchett, Sfudies in Ancient Greek Topography I1 (BerkeleyILos 
Angeles 1969); A. J. B. Wace, "The Topography of Pelion and Magnesia," JHS 26 (1906) 143-68. 

The garbled geography of Ap. Rhod. 1.580-91 is worthless for determining the location of Aphetai. 
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Figure 1 
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~ a ) .  Aphetai was a place in this gulf of Magnesia (XGpop i v  74 K ~ A T T T  T O ~ T ~  T;ip May- 
u?)u~?)F). 
(2) Hdt. 8.4, 8.6: the two fleets were within sight of each other. 
(3) Hdt. 8.8: Skyllias dived into the sea at Aphetai and emerged at Artemision, a 
distance of eighty stadia. 
(4) Strabo 9.5.15: Aphetai is near (?rh7)abv) Pagasai. 
( 5 )  Steph. Byz. S.V.  'A&~al:  Aphetai is a city of Magnesia and lies in the Gulf of 
Pagasai ( K E & ~ L  i u  74 I I ~ - ~ ~ ( T L T L K @  K ~ A T ~ ~ ) .  

The first person in modern times to visit the area and to try to locate Aphetai was 
W. M. Leake (381-83, 395-97). His choice for Aphetai was modern Trikkeri, north- 
west of the site in Euboia which Lolling3 would later establish as Artemision. Near 
Trikkeri the Magnesia peninsula ends and forms the entrance to the Gulf of Volos, the 
ancient Gulf of Pagasai. The next attempt to identify Aphetai was made by N. Georgia- 
des (175f), a "Thettalomagnetos doctor," who located the site near modern Aphyssos 
within the Gulf of Pagasai, southeast of Volos, basing his identification on the abun- 
dance of fresh water and the similarity of the ancient and modern names. No one has 
accepted Georgiades' suggestion; modern Aphyssos is much to6 far to the north to 
have been the site of Avhetai. The next recorded visitor to the area was A. J. B. Wace, 
who in 1905 made a thorough exploration of the Magnesia peninsula. Wace's choice for 
the location of Aphetai was the small bay of Platania (146). Wace's candidate was 
accepted by E. Fabricius (13-15), who visited the site in 1925 and recorded his im- 
pression of it in his review of F. Stahlin, Das hellenische Thessalien. Since the time of 
Fabricius no one seems to have visited the area for the purpose of identifying Aphetai. 
The only other candidate for Aphetai, the bay of Khondriammos (also called Andri- 
ame), is suggested by scholars who do not seem to have visited the area themselves.* 

In July 1982 I had the opportunity of spending a number of days exploring the 
Magnesia peninsula with the view of discovering the most likely site of Aphetai.5 Since 
space here does not allow a full discussion of the problem, I shall limit my remarks to 
observations on the physical advantages or disadvantages of the various candidates for 
Aphetai. I hope to return to the subject soon in more detail. 

Since Trikkeri satisfies all the literary requirements for the site of Aphetai, it is odd 
that Platania is now the favorite candidate.6 Platania seems to be chosen for strategic 
reasons, in the belief that Aphetai must have been situated east of Artemision; other- 
wise the Persian fleet could have proceeded south and outflanked Leonidas at Ther- 
mopylai. Such an argument seems to me very weak, but strategic considerations must 
be left aside for the time being, while we concentrate on other matters, such as whether 

H. G.  Lolling, "Das Artemision auf Nordeuboa," AthMitl 8 (1883) 7-23, 200-10. 
Munro 310 n.28 and Despotopoulos 344. 

5 In this survey I enjoyed the considerable assistance of two friends, David W. and Frances Martin. 1 
wish also to acknowledge financial help from the Penrose Fund of the American Philosophical Society and 
to recognize the aid of three colleagues: Eugene N. Borza, W. Robert Connor, and J. Allan S. Evans. 

6To the list in Pritchett 14 should be added Hignett 175-77 and Green 119 and note. Pritchett himself 
favors Platania. 
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a candidate for Aphetai is large enough to accommodate the Persian fleet and whether 
there is sufficient water for drinking and sufficient land for the crews to rest. 

The bay of Platania which Fabricius described actually consists of two bays, the bay 
at the town of Platania and the small bay to the west called Mikro. The larger harbor at 
Platania is perhaps 600 m. long and the small bay perhaps 500 m. There is no water at 
Platania; the brook shown in Fabricius' plan flows only in the winter and early spring, 
and in July was dry. At the eastern end of Mikro Bay is a spring which seems to issue 
out of a cliff. The water is so little that it is lost in the sand of the beach, and would 
have been enough for only a few persons. The two small bays together could have 
accommodated only about two hundred ships, and the water would have been insuffi- 
cient in any case. 

The next bay to the west, Khondriammos, is formed by the projection of two head- 
lands toward each other. The interior, however, is divided by a projection from the 
north, so that actually there are two bays inside. Only the eastern part would be appro- 
priate for beaching ships, and only a few there. The beach is not sandy, but consists of 
small rocks (thus the name). The western part of the harbor consists generally of cliffs 
coming right down to the sea. There is some flat land behind, where the crews could 
have rested, but the area (now appropriately called Xerokambos) is nearly waterless-a 
few wells, but not good. There are no springs. . 

Having seen the bays on the south coast of the Magnesia peninsula, I am con- 
vinced that the Persian fleet could not have been located here. Neither Platania nor 
Khondriammos, nor for that matter both together with all the rest of the small bays, 
would have been sufficient to harbor the Persian fleet, even if it was as small as the 
smallest estimate.7 I doubt whether all the harbors on the south coast could have ac- 
commodated more than 300 ships-so few and small are the areas where ships could be 
beached-and after the disaster on the east coast of Magnesia, neither the commanders 
nor the Persian sailors would have considered anchoring next to rocky cliffs. Hundreds 
of ships, anchored off forbidding cliffs, would be inviting another disaster. There is 
almost no water along the entire south coast; the spring at Mikro was so small that 
fewer than a hundred men would drink it dry. 

One argument that has apparently never been used to locate Aphetai near Trikkeri 
is that of the need of the Persian fleet to maintain communications with Xerxes and the 
land army. At Ayia Kyriaki and Trikkeri it would be easy to reach the land army; in 
contrast, the hinterland of the bays along the south of the Magnesia peninsula is ex- 
tremely severe-steep mountains and deep ravines. The brush and briars are now 
almost impenetrable, and in antiquity the difficulties of travel within the mountains 
must have been considerable. The advantages of being at the entrance of the Gulf of 

7 Herodotos (7.89-96) gives the numbers of the triremes in the Persian fleet (including an estimated 120 
from the Greeks in Thrace and the nearby islands) as 1327 and the transports as 3000. Modern students of 
the battle usually attempt to reduce these numbers. For recent estimates of the size of the Persian fleet, 
see Burn 330-32; Green 60-62, 109, 128 and note; Hignett 345-50. Hammond 229 accepts the numbers of 
Herodotos. 
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Pagasai, where horsemen could make quick contact with the land forces, were surely 

: not lost on the admirals of the Persian fleet. 
There is at present, so the locals informed us, a road to Trikkeri. We attempted to 

drive it, but soon found that only exceptional vehicles could negotiate this rugged and 
eroded track. We were fortunately forced to arrange transportation with the local fisher- 
men, one of whom agreed to convey us by his small boat to the entrance of the Gulf of 
Pagasai. We were thus afforded an excellent opportunity to examine the harbors of 
Magnesia from the same vantage as the Persians themselves. 

Approaching the area of Trikkeri by sea from the north one passes a promontory 
called Tjastini (or Kavoulia); then one sees a harbor, and after rounding a rough projec- 
tion of rock, another harbor where Ayia Kyriaki is situated, above which Trikkeri vil- 
lage appears on the mountain. We noticed that as we passed Tjastini point, going south, 
the sea became much rougher. Our boatman said that commonly they go no farther in 
small craft because of the increased force of the wind and waves. Tjastini seems to be a 
breaking point; north of that point the area is more sheltered and one is aware of being 
in a gulf; but beyond Tjastini one is aware of setting out to sea. The protection of the 
gulf (with its encompassing mountains) is lost and one is exposed to the rush of winds 
through the channel separating Euboia from the mainland. Tjastini forms the east side 
of the mouth of the gulf and is in fact the place from which one 'starts out'.8 In a small 
craft one can sense the change. The entrance to the Gulf of Pagasai is therefore my 
candidate for Aphetai, and I would locate the headquarters of the Persian fleet in the 
harbors at Ayia Kyriaki, Trikkeri, and Tjastini, where there is a fine spring. Those three 
harbors, however, would not suffice for the entire Persian fleet, and we must accord- 
ingly find a spot for the rest of them. My suggestion would be that the rest of the fleet 
put in at the opposite harbor of Akhilleion, the small harbors along the south side of 
Trikkeri island (cf. Eust. Od. 1.969.22, 'A&TCCL $V Y<uo~) ,  along the straits there, and 
down to the bay of Kottes, where, with fine shelter and plenty of water, the ships could 
be repaired of the damage they suffered at the Ovens and the men could find rest. The 
repaired ships must have been brought as quickly as possible back to the mouth of the 
gulf; from the harbors there easy approach was made to places like the bay at modern 
Akhilleion for the maintaining of close contact with the land army. From Akhilleion 
horsemen could reach Xerxes in the Malian Gulf area without difficulty. The only 
satisfactory location for the Persian fleet is at the mouth of the Gulf of Pagasai, the area 
which must have been called Aphetai in antiquity. 

Though the neighborhood of Trikkeri has been identified with Aphetai by some of 
the leading students of the Persian wars: it has been rejected by many others. The 

A perusal of the entries in LSJ under &&CJLS and dr&njprov (the words associated with our site) is 
instructive: b&ul~, channels of the sea (LXX 2 Sam. 22.16); a town on the harbor at Rhodes ( lG  XII.1 
128); the starting-post in a footrace (Soph. El. 686); &&njprov ,  outlet of the Gulf of Maeotis (Strab. 
11.2.4); the gate of a sluice (P.Lond. I11 1177.291); outlet of a conduit (P.Oxy. XVIl 2146.6); outlet of the 
river Kladeos (schol. Ap. Rhod. 1.752). Aphetai thus probably refers to the outlet of the Gulf of Pagasai, 
which folk etymology associated with the departure of the Argonauts or the desertion of Herakles. 

Trikkeri is accepted by both Burn 340 (map), 391, and Hammond 3 (map), 231-32. 
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strategy of the battle will have to be considered against the evidence of the terrain, 
before the battle of Artemision can be understood.1° The location of the Persian fleet at 
Aphetai, once it is finally determined, should provide us with a major piece of evidence 
for reconstructing the battle which "laid the bright foundation of freedom" (Pind. 
fr.77). 

A Fragment of Aeschines among the Duke Papyri 

William H. Willis 

S OME THIRTY YEARS ago Sterling Dow encouraged me to venture my first publica- 
tion of a papyrus, a fragment of Aeschines' In Ctesiphontem from the Robinson col- 

lection.' To come full circle I offer him now a new fragment of Aeschines, In Timar- 
chum 40-41. 

The papyrus, acquired in 1970 from a European dealer for the Duke collection 
(inv. G 44) and so of unknown provenience, is written in black ink along the fibers in a 
crisp, almost regular bookhand of virtually bilinear majuscules sloping slightly to the 
right, a fully developed canonical example of Schubart's 'strenger Stil', Turner's 'For- 
mal mixed' style: widely practiced in the late second and early third centuries of our 
era (PLATE 21). I should assign it conservatively to the early third century. The verso is 
uninscribed. The hand is not the same as that of any other Aeschines papyrus of which 
photographs have been published, nor do descriptions of hands and lengths of lines of 
other published texts match those of the Duke papyrus. 

The fragment, 7.1 cm. wide by 13.3 high, bears the beginnings of 23 consecutive 
lines of 16 to 18 letters, averaging 16.9 letters per line. The generously spaced lines 
average 0.56 cm. in height, the letters 0.3 cm., line lengths about 7.0 cm. A slender 
leftward extension of fibers preserved at line 22 attests an intercolumnar margin of at 1 least 1.6 cm. Since only part of one column is represented by the surviving text, it is 
not possible to calculate the dimensions of the papyrus roll from which it comes. 

The Duke papyrus is the fourth ancient fragment of In Timarchum to be recov- 
ered: the seventeenth of Aeschines.4 It is the sole ancient witness to its section of the 
oration. Like all the others, while in the main confirming the mediaeval manuscript 
tradition generally, its text does not validate one manuscript or 'family' against another 
but provides yet more evidence to substantiate the observations of Martin and de 

TAPA 86 (1955) 129-34 and plate. 
2 W. Schubart, Griechische Palaeographie (Munich 1925) 124-31; Sir Eric G. Turner, Greek Manuscrips of 

the Ancient World (Princeton 1971) 26-27. See also C. H. Roberts, Greek Literary Hands (Oxford 1955) 
plates 15c, 19a, 19b, 20a, 21a, and commentary. 

Extant papyri of Tim. comprise: (1) P.KGln I1 65, $ $18-20 (= P15 Schindel [ B T  19781, to be added to 
the list in R. A. Pack, The Greek and Latin Literary Textsfrom &ptz [Ann Arbor 19651 16), II/IIl cent.; 
(2) P.Duk. inv. G 44, $541 end-42, early 111 cent.; (3) P.Fuad inv. 222, $953-54 (= P11 Schindel, PackP 
4), I1 cent.; (4) P.Gen. 11 1 + P.Hal. 6, $ $ 171-81, 191-92, 194-95 (= P6a+b Schindel, PackZ 5+6, cf: 
C d E  41 [I9661 144-59). 

4 In addition to the four of In Timarchum. there are four ~aovri of De Falsa Leaarione (PackP 7. 8. 9 = 

lo The most recent studies on the strategy at Artemision are: S. Sidebotham, "Herodotus on ~ r t e m i -  PP 4, 2, 10 Schindel, and the recently published ~ . ~ x y . ~ e l i .  i; $5130-33, I1 cent.), and nine of ~n'ctesi- 
sium," C W  75 (1982) 177-86; M. B. Wallace, "Herodotos and Euboia," Phoenix 28 (1974) 22-44; H. phontem (Packz 10-18 = PP 7, 13, 8, 14, 9, 5, 3, 1, 12 Schindel). All are from papyrus rolls of the second 

Hoerhager, "Zu den Flottenoperationen Kap Artemision," Chiron 3 (1973) 43-59; J. A. S .  Evans, and third centuries except one, Pack2 17 = P1 Schindel, from a parchment codex of the fifth century. In 
"Notes on Thermopylae and Artemisium, Historia 18 (1969) 389-406, J. F. Lazenby, "The Strategy of frequency of papyri with respect to other orators and prose authors, Aeschines remains in the same relative 

the Greeks in the Opening Campaign of the Persian War," Hermes 92 (1964) 264-84. 
position as before, third and seventh respectively: see W. H. Willis, GRBS 9 (1968) 212. 
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Bud8,6 that the papyri do not align themselves with any supposed class of the manu- 
scripts and contain variants which may appear in any one of them. 

In its variants and word order the Duke fragment agrees best not with any manu- 
script but rather with the text of this section as quoted by Athenaeus at Deipn. 3398-c, 
which coincides with lines 2-16 of the papyrus. Like Athenaeus but not the manu- 
scripts, our scribe writes scriptio plena in line 5 and apparently had the same unique text 
and word order in lines 2 and 11. In three instances the Duke papyrus agrees in text or 
word order with Athenaeus and a few manuscripts against all others. The papyrus differs 
from Athenaeus in three instances, (1) by retaining ; at line 3 before the vocative 
along with many other manuscripts, (2) in its unique order of words in lines 11-12, 
which may indeed provide the right reading, and (3) where it offers a reading shared 
only with codex t, ~ U E K E U  for & E K ~  at line 18. The scribe is careful enough to write 
medial stops (shown as asterisks in my transcription) in lines 13 and 15 and a diaeresis 
on the deictic syllable in 20. No other punctuation or diacritical marks are preserved. 

Athenaeus had before him, therefore, just such a text of the oration as that 
attested by the Duke papyrus-naturally enough, if he published his work about A.D.  

228 as is generally accepted. His word order and variants are ancient and are not the 
product of careless quotation or of corruptions in our separate text tradition of Deipno- 
sophistae. 

TEXT 

P.Duk. inv. G 44 Aeschin. Tim. 40-41 Early 111 cent. 
Provenience unknown 7.1 x 13.3 cm. 

I401 [ n ~ p l ~ o 1 ; ~ o v  ~ 0 1 1 -  
- - - - - - - - - - - -  

1 [7 j ]uoCc[a~ T O ~  h6yow.I 
(411 [ ~ ] i a y d h a [ q  &TT~U N a v ~ p & l -  

[TI OW, (TI & U B [ ~ E P  'AOq~a?l- 
[od, KOAVTTE[&, &u+p ~ d l l  

5 @u &M K [ ~ A ~ S  K a l  &I- 
yaedq, ~ a l  o C [ h I  p [ ; j ~  bvl 
[TI LP adrhv &JL+ [airo, 1 
rep i  61 TA rpc?yCL[a TOG]- 
IT10 h*/.WUIWP zu7r[ovl- 

10 [ B ] ~ K &  ~ a l  &EL riua[s r e ] -  
[pll a 3 ~ h v  €he& [Zx~iv1 
[K] ~ e a p ~ ~ o +  i j  [ ~ l e a p d  - 

5 fichine, Discours, ed. V .  MartinIG. de Bud6 I (Bud&, Paris 1952) vi-xxvi, esp. xviii-xxi. For a reas- 
sessment of the MSS. see A. Diller, "The Manuscript Tradition of Aeschines' Orations," ICS 4 (1979) 
34-64, and P. Leone, "Appunti per la storia del testo di Eschine," Annali d.Fac. di Lett. e Fil., U. di Mace- 
rara 5-6 (1972-73) 9-43. 

f WILLIAM H. WILLIS 

UT&* 7 [ a u ~ 1 i  82 [hl&~ 
[ o I ~  TOG [ & ~ T L I K [ o I G  {ve- 

15  la* &MG +a yvlopluq- 
[TIC a 6 d u  [GUTLS <Iu~L[u.l  
[o] ;TOP a b [ 6 d p ~ u o s  3u1 
[@ VEKEU [TAP BUTT~LP~LSI  
121 TOLE?TO [TlPpx0P 061 - 

20 [ T ~ O U ;  676. [TOG hTP€&V,] 
[&lPYI;PLdv [TL .rrpouaual- 
hhuas [ & u C u ~ ~ u ~ u  a61- 
[TAI u ~ [ a l  ZUXE rap'  iavl -  
- - - - - - - - - - - - -  
/TO*, I 

The text has been collated with the Teubner texts of F. Schultz (1865) and F. 
Blass, rev. U. Schindel (1978), and with the Bud6 text of V. Martin and G. de Budt, I 
(1925). Codices are cited by the sigla used by Blass/Schindel. Athenaeus is collated with 
the text of G. Kaibel (BT, Leipzig 1887). 

2. M ~ a ~ d A a s  < U T ~  Nav~p&rovq Athen. : &TTL Mwydhas TLP N .  h Q Schultz, ~ U T L  ' 
Miuydhaq N .  d f Barb Abb, ZUT~ TLP M q d A a q  N .  Weidner, M ~ u y 6 h s  EUT~ TLP N .  
Franke, Martin/de Bud&, Blass/Schindel. There being no room in line 1 for ZUT~ nor in 
line 2 for the addition of rrc, I print the text of Athenaeus, which alone fits the lacunae. 

3. (TI & U ~ ~ E P  'ABvuaLc. d f g h r Barb Abb : cF, om. Athen., &uBpes om. B et Schultz. 
4. KOAVTTEI;~ codd. Athenaei et Aeschinis et auctorum plurimorum : KoMwe6p 

edd.; cf. [ K l o M v [ ~ d ~ l  IG XI2 2362.17 et inscrr. plur. (e.g. 6498-6510). Editors, following 
Bekker, cite Harpocration as authority for the spelling K o M v ~ c k ,  but all ~ s s .  of Har- 
pocration (who lemmatizes the word from the present passage) read KOAUTTE&. 

5. ~ a h h s  om. Lam ~ a i  iuyaO6s o t ,  Athen., ~ & ~ a e d s  rell. 
10-11. a 8 ~ A u   he& E X ~ * u  pap. : c i w e h ~  ZXELV m p l  a376v Athen., Martin/de 

Budt, Blass/Schindel : & ~ t v  ~ht?& r p l  adrhu codd., Franke, Schultz : Zxav rrcpl 
azirdu d f h q Abb : zxwv eh6& repl  a&du Barb. 

12. ~18apcpSo;s codd. et Athen. : K16ap@bKhF 1 i j  Athen., codd., edd. : ~ a i  Am- 
mon. s.v. ~lf?apls, Anecd.Bach. 11 378. 

13. punct. med. post -UT& T ~ V T L I  Athen., codd. plur., r a v r d  Ald. : r a s r a  d f h 
q Barb Abb hdyw Athen. et codd. : hiywv Laur : Cyh h. 

14-15. punct. med. post &*vr~a : &EKEU t .  
15. && &a pap. dubium : &a' L"vu et Athen. et codd. 
15-16. Y Y O ~ ~ ~ T E  a6rAu A, Athen., Blass/Schindel : a6rAv ~ U O J ~ ~ ~ T E  a b g 1 m o 

p r Vat Laur : a67dv yvwpLar18' Schultz. Hic post i u r l u  finit Athen. 
17. ab6dwuos codd. : aio8avdpvos d .  
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Pw. inv .  ~ 4 4  



Agora I 5090 

1 A. Geofiey Woodhead 

T WENTY YEARS AGO, as a young man of sixty, Sterling Dow had occasion to cite in 
an article1 data derived from the unpublished fragment of an inscribed text desig- 

nated Agora I 5090. Now, slightly less young in years if not in spirit, he celebrates his 
eightieth birthday, and to mark the anniversary it seems a good opportunity to offer a 
publication of this stone, as it were in completion of the job. 

The text in itself has little to engage the interest of the student of Athenian history 
and society. It is no more than a comparatively uninformative fragment of the preamble 
of an Attic decree, preserving in the main no more than a few proper names and demo- 
tics. But it so happens that it exemplifies three features of the Hellenistic epigraphy of 
Athens to the analysis of which Sterling Dow made a particular personal contribution; 
moreover, the terminus post quem of its date is also dependent on a criterion established 
by him. Fragmentary as it is, therefore, it could hardly be more appropriate for the 
present occasion. 

I 5090 (PLATE 22) is a fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble, with right side and 
original rough-picked back preserved, but broken elsewhere. It was discovered on 15 
December 1937 in the wall of a modem house south of the Market Square (N 19 on 
the Agora grid). The inscribed surface is worn away before extending to the right edge. 
Height 0.182 m., width 0.161, thickness 0.09; height of letters 0.005 m. 

[- - - -  - -  - -  - - - - -  - - - ]  
[- - - - - - -1 reliquiae [- - -1 
[- - - - - - -1 , ~ V & T E L  T[<S v p v ~ a l -  

[vela$- v ~ K K A T U ~ ~  Lpl IIe~paceT. TG[V vpoiSp1- 
4 [ov aveJlrj+~iev . .y5. . Is  l l o h v v k ~ v  Ke[&xhi j ] -  

[eev K ~ Z  ~ p ~ P d ~ 8 p ~ ~ I  ' A v o M ~ @ ~ s  1. PyS. - I 
[ - - -  - - - ' A  , yvloira~os, Mduxos [ . ??. . I  
[ - - -  ---T , nOpl&uws, Kheoyi [ ~ s  VI 

8 [- - -, - - - Xlovv~e&, @eoyo[.!-? . I  
[ - - -  - - - a  

7 v p ] a ~ ~ & 8 ~ s ,  V Xuyl-[ .  ?-? . I  
[- - - - - -1 

7 g 'AV~~#JA~[UTL~O[S '  VW] 

I Hesperia 32 (1963) 335-65. 
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316 AGORA I 5090 A. GEOFFREY WOODHEAD 

The surviving names of the proedroi are ordinary enough, and none lends itself to 
closer identifi~ation.~ The deme of the chairman (4-5) is sure, since the only alterna- 
tive, K E [ L ~ & ~ ~ ~ ] ,  belongs to a deme of Hippothontis, a phyle represented by a proedros 
of Thymaitadai in 9. The approximate line-length, limited on the right by the preserved 
edge, is established by lines 2-5 and confirmed by line 11. 

The lettering provides an excellent example of what Sterling Dow called 'the dis- 
jointed style' when he defined its character and period.3 There he illustrated one inscrip- 
tion in the style (IG 112 834) and gave a list of the twenty-seven so written which were 
known to him at the time.4 It is a style characterized by a studied carelessness amount- 
ing to mannerism, chiefly recognizable in the opened apices of the triangular letters, by 
nu with separated strokes, and by 'squared' or misshapen forms of beta and rho. The 
'oval' of phi is often formed of a horizontal surmounted by an arc. Dow said of it that it 
"happens to be the style of the most important inscriptions engraved at that time. It is, 
in fact, the official style of the period, insofar as any 'official' style may be spoken of in 
any period of Athenian inscriptions: practically all the important public inscriptions of 
the period show this one style." 

S. V. Tracy took the study of it further: concluding that it was not a general style 
(as Dow and, before him, Wilhelm had envisaged) but the work of a single individual, 
whom he named 'the cutter of IG 112 1706'. With some amendments and many addi- 
tions to Dow's list he attributed forty-nine texts (including this one) to the IG 112 1706 
cutter, arguing from his work and from other identifiable 'hands' that there were rela- 
tively few craftsmen at any one time in Athens who worked on the inscribing of public 
documents of this kind. The conclusion, though acceptable in general terms, ought not 
to be over-rigorously applied? there seem to be variations in the style which might make 
it preferable to envisage an atelier rather than an individual as the source of the texts 
inscribed by the IG 112 1706 workshop? However that may be, I 5090 is part of the 
evidence, and the photograph will assist the reader in establishing his own judgment. 

All inscriptions in this style, by this craftsman or group of craftsmen, are non- 
stoichedon, and none, as Dow pointed out, can be shown to antedate 22918 B.C. Tracy's 
investigations confirmed Dow's view, and a date earlier than that year should not, in 
consequence, be assigned to I 5090. 

2 It would, for example, be a very 'long shot' to equate Moschos in line 6 with Mduxos K q ~ * e k  in 
Agora XV 137.40, of the last decade of the third century; but he must belong to the same phyle. 

3 A.IA 40 (19361 58-62: cf. HSCP 48 (1937) 105-06. . - - . - . - , . . . - , 

4 To which he added fi;e"then unpublished Agora texts. 
5 Hesperia 47 (1978) 247-50. 
6 Cf: A. G.  Woodhead, AJA 81 (1977) 250-51. In 1936 Dow (supra n.3) 59 wrote: "The attempt to 

distinguish the various hands which appear in these inscriptions must be reserved for a larger work,, in 
which it will be made clear that the style, though it has echoes later, is definitely restricted to the period 
post-229. Evidently it was originated by a workman fist employed just after the liberation. One would 
expect at this time not so much a change of personnel as an increase of it." Nearly forty years later he 
retained doubts about the number of craftsmen involved; see Hesperia Suppl. 15 (1975) xiv. 

Inter alia. in IG 112 852 and 1706 iota is given only half a space, which is not the practice in 917, 993, 
1537-38, or this present fragment. 

Secondly, in the same article8 Dow drew attention to the layout of preambles of 
this period, a matter not before then sufficiently observed. He identified in particular 
what he referred to as 'the perfect design', and described it as follows. "In the middle 
of the third century, someone invented what we may call the perfect pattern. He set the 
iSo5~u-clause by itself in the middle of the line, leaving blanks on both sides to the 
very edge of the stone. By this simple device three things were accomplished: (1) pre- 
amble and text were visibly blocked off; (2) the Z8o.$~u-clause received all the emphasis 
that blanks and symmetry could give; (3) the orator's name stood first in the solid 
block of text." Although there were exceptions, "the new arrangement suddenly be- 
came the norm and persisted, as, in fact, for its simplicity, dignity, and clarity it de- 
served, down to the last preserved instance, IG 112 1014, of 109108."9 

Here again Dow pioneered a way for his successors, and the incidence of unin- 
scribed spaces has been treated, most notably among others, by A. S. Henry.lo Not only 
does the necessary spacing of the present text require a 'perfect design', but the blank 
spaces visible in line 9 and to be required in 10 as well as supposed, in all probability, in 
7 bear out Henry's statement that "in any prescript which employs the device of unin- 
scribed spaces, more than one item is always so set off." 

Henry noted" that uninscribed spaces are to be found in lists of symproedroi, and it 
is such a list that this fragment presents. Normal practice (from ca 341 onwards) in- 
volved the naming only of the chairman of the proedroi who collectively presided over 
meetings of the Athenian boule or ekklesia ( T ~ U  ~ 0 i 8 p ~ u  ~ T E + ? ~ ~ L ~ E U  6 G~iua), to 
which, somewhat illogically, the words ~ a l  W ~ T ~ ~ E S ~ O L  (very rarely ~ a l  oi m p ~ p d -  
~ 8 ~ 0 1 )  rapidly came to be added. But occasionally, the earliest example being in 33312, 
the entire membership of the board of proedroi was listed in This was the phe- 
nomenon to which Dow devoted his article in 1963 which was the context of his refer- 
ence to I 5090. He detailed twenty-two decrees in which all the symproedroi are listed;13 
the present text and ZG 112 852, both of the same date, are the last in the series.14 

The proedroi are named in the 'official' order of their phylai. It may be deduced 
that the phyle in prytany at the time (which did not, on that account, provide a pro- 
edros) was Oineis (VIII) or Kekropis (IX), since the chairman was of Akamantis (VII) 
and there is room in the list only for one name between those of the proedroi from 
Sounion (Leontis VI) and Thymaitadai (Hippothontis X). Eleven proedroi are listed, 
and the decree therefore belongs to the period of twelve phylai before the establishment 
of a thirteenth, Ptolemais, in 22413. With the terminus post quem already secured, we 

Supra n.3: 62-65. 
CJ: W. B. Dinsmoor, The Athenian Archon List in the Light of Recent Discoveries (New York 1939) 

16-17. 
lo  The Prescripts of Athenian Decrees (Leiden 1977) 67-70. 
l1 Supra n.10: 70 with 11.18. 
l2 Henry (supra n.10) 39-41; A. G.  Woodhead, The Study of Greek Inscriptions2 (Cambridge 1981) 61. 
la IG 112 420 is to be deleted from the list: see SEG XXII 93. 

IG 112 852 is also set out in the perfect pattern, and Dow regarded it as "in a sense the best arranged 
of all Athenian decrees" (supra n.1: 364) even though "the mason stumbled into it" (340). 
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are left with a span of five or six years at the most to which this document must be . 
ascribed. 

Thus, to sum up, this unpromising piece admirably illustrates what may be derived 
from the kind of epigraphical observation and analysis of which Sterling Dow has been 
so notable an exponent and teacher. From it he may himself also analyse and observe 
the debt, gratitude, and good wishes of one who is glad to have enjoyed the privilege of 
his friendship and advice over so many years. 

WOODHEAD PLATE 22 



Index 

Subjects 
Compiled by Leslie Threatte, Jr 

Abdera 149ff 
Academy, topography of 173ff 
acclamations, inscribed 83 
accountability, of magistrates Iff 
accounts, see inventories 
Achilles 238 
Acropolis, Athenian 37ff, 51ff, 227ff 
Adrastos, goddess at Attouda 68 
aegagius lOlff 
Aelius Aristides, on Kekrops 17f, 22 
Aeschines, MSS. of 311ff 
Aeschylus, on decision-making 125ff 
aesthetics, of inscriptions 143ff 
Aetolians, dress of 72f 
Agamemnon, in Aeschylus 125ff 
Agariste 193 

/ agonistic inscriptions 97ff 
Agora 23 
agrrmr 107f, 119 
agronomor 159 
Aidoneus 139 
Akestorides 194 
akme 49 
Alexander 183 
Alkibiades 193 
Alkmaionidai 193ff 
allotment plates 165ff 
Alopeke 194 
Amenophis I1 208 
Amia 122 
Ampharete, monument of 147 
anagraphecs, Athenian 24, 135 
Andokides 195 
anomia 217f 
Anytos 24 
Anthesteria 151 
Aphetai, in Magnesia 30% 
Aphrodite, etymology of 256 
, in Sappho 255ff 
Aphyssos 307 

Apollo, and Hektor 237 
Apollo Alexikakos 218 
- Delios 158, 221ff 
- Erithaseus 157 
- Kyparissios 156 
- Maloeis 221 
Apollodorus 17, 49 
Apostolius 173ff 
apotropaic texts 246ff 
archaeological surface survey 18% 
archaeology, and Homer 203ff 
archaic inscriptions, from Phocis 91ff 
, on vases 301ff 
Archegetes, of Eleusis 139f 
, of Phokis 96 
archery 203ff 
architecture, styles in 181ff 
archonship, of Themistokles 43ff, 198f 
Areopagus 159, 195f 
arete, of Kekrops 20 
Argonauts, at Aphetae 305 
Aristides 194ff 
aristocracy, Athenian 193ff 
Aristogeiton 193 
Aristomache, monument of 147 
Aristonautes, monument of 297f 
Aristophanes Geras 24 
, on courts 23ff 
Aristotle Ath.Pol., patterns in 161ff 

on deforestation 159 
, on euthyna Iff 
, on law-courts 25 
, on monosandalism 73 
, as paroemiographer 175 
armor,inIIiad 31ff,211ff 
arrhephoroi 232 
arrows, in Od. 21 206f 
Artavasdus, curopalates 82 
Artemis Aristoboule 201 
Artemisium, battle of 200, 305ff 
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Asklepios, and Athens 220 
Athamas, and Teos 149f 
Athena, on Parthenon west pediment 

l5ff 
, statue of 229ff 
Athena Nike 222ff 
Athenaeus, on Aeschines 3 12f 
Athenaion Politeia, structure of I61ff 
Athens, constitution of, see constitution 
, euthyna at Iff 
, and Teos 149ff 
, topography of 37ff, 173ff, 231 
athletics 97ff 
athlothetai, Athenian 296 
Atthis, of Hellanicus 48f 
Attic inscriptions 

aesthetics of 143ff 
bouleutic 283ff 
classical, hands in 277ff 
decrees, formulary of 315ff 
Hellenistic, grammar of 259ff 
inventories Slff, 228ff 

Attica, timber in 157 
Attouda, cults of 67ff 
audits, Athenian Iff, 228 
axes, in Od. 21 207ff 
Ay 208 

Baal, of Tyre 248 
Babylonia, kudurm of 246ff 
Bardas 79 
Basil I 78ff 
Basil I1 78 
basileus 37 
bas-relief, from Anatolia 63ff 
battle of Lade 150 
battle of Sellasia 2516 
Beroea, gymnasiarchal law of Iff 
h o a r  102 
blank spaces in inscriptions 317 
Blepyros 25 
Boeotia, alphabet of 301 
, names in 91ff, 301ff 
, pottery of 301ff 
Boneitai, ~arowkr of 63ff 
bouleufai, Athenian 195, 229, 232, 283ff 
boundaries, of the Academy 175 
, of the Pelargikon 37ff 
boundary-stones, oriental 246ff 

Bova, Italy, Greek dialect of 104ff 
bow, contest of 9, 203ff 
, varieties of 204f 
Bouzygai, genos 197 
brick, inscriptions of 85f 
Bronze Age, and Homer 203ff 
Bronze Age archaeology 185ff 
bronze allotment plates 165ff 
Brytidai 195 
Biiyiikkale 63 
burial, during the plague 218ff 
, public 219, 299f 
Byzantine inscriptions 77ff 

Calendars 135ff, 195 
canon, Dow's 204 
capra hircus aegagm 102 
capra ibex 102 
caprovis musimo 109 
Cayster Valley 61f 
cenotaphs, Attic 299f 
Chaeroneia, battle of 183 
Chalkotheke 228 
Chalkis 193f 
chamois, see Rupicapra rupicapra 
chiaroscuro, in Attic sculpture 146 
chisels 278 
choregic monument, of Lysicrates 

181ff 
chthonian cults 139 
clan-names, Attic, see gene 
Codex Bodleianus 174ff 
comedy, on law-courts 23ff 
composite bow, see bow 
conditions, grammar of 233ff 
Constantine, son of Basil I 78f 
Constantine V 81ff 
Constantine VI 81ff 
Constantine VII 84 
Constantine XI 85 
Constantinople, walls of 77ff 
constitution, Athenian Iff, 23ff 
contest, of Athena and Poseidon for Ath- 

ens 15R 
courts, see law-courts 
Crete, liberation of (1898) 239ff 
, modern dialect of 104ff 
, and the Near East 246 
, weaving industry of 239ff 

cult calendars 135ff 
l a w s  153ff 
cults, Athenian 135ff, 2217ff, 295f 
, tree 154 
curse, of the Alkmaionidai 193 
curses 2468 
cutters, see letter-cutters 
Cyprus, modern dialect of 104ff 

Decisions, by heroes 12% 
decree honoring Oeniades 144 
decree of Themistokles 200 
decrees. Attic 315ff 
dedications, on the Acropolis 51ff, 

228ff 
, at Delphi 220 
, at Eleusis 51ff 
deforestation 153ff 
Delia, festival 224 
Delion, battle at 224 
Delos, inscriptions of 249 
, purification of 221f 
, stoa of Philip I1 on 182 
Delphi, and Athens 195f, 220ff 
demes, Attic 175, 194, 283ff 
, cults of 1358 
Demeter, at Eleusis 138 
democracy, Aristotle on 161ff 
, and priesthoods 135ff 
Demophon, of Eleusis 140 
Demosthenes 183 
Denizli 121ff 
Derveni krater 72 
Dia, Tean festival 151 
dialects, modern Greek IOlff 
dicasts, Athenian 23ff, 165ff 
dikasteria, see law-courts 
Diokles, of Eleusis 139 
diogmitai 63ff 
Diomedes, in 11. 6 31ff 
Dionysius of Halicarnassus 20 
Dionysus, at Attouda 67ff 
, on Derveni krater 72 
, at Pompeii 71 
Diopeithes, decree of 219f 
dirae Teiae 151 
disjointed style 316 
Dolichus, of Eleusis 139 
Doriskos, in Thrace 152 

Dow, Sterling 
bibliography of xviiff 
on aesthetics of inscriptions 143 
on allotment plates 166 
on bouleutai 283 
'canon' of 204 
on disjointed style 316 
on hands in inscriptions 259, 277 
on Isthmian Games 99 
on kleroterion 24 
on law-codes 23, 135f 
on Lysias and Nikomachus 135f 
and Phokikon 89 
on preambles of decrees 3 16f 

Dreros, constitution of 245ff 
dress, military 7Iff 
, votive 228f 
Duke Univ., papyrus collection of 31 Iff 

Earthquakes, at Constantinople 78ff 
, in Thucydides 74 
Echenike, kylix of 303 
eclipses, in Thucydides 74 
economics, in Homer 21 Iff 
Egypt, archery in 208 
eisangelia 4 
ekklesia 4 
Eleusinia 1376 
Eleusinion 37ff, 51ff 
Eleusis, cults of 51ff, 135ff 
, inventories at 51ff 
. under the Thirtv 58 
empeiors, Byzantine, inscriptions 

77ff 
ephebic inscriptions 4f, 292 
Ephesus, Roman troops at 62 
Epidaurus, and Athens 220 
epigrams, sepulchral 12lff 
, sympotic 304 
epigraphy, see inscriptions 
epistatai, at Eleusis 51ff 
epithets, in poetry 257ff 
era-dating 123 
Erechtheus 16f, 21 
Eretria 194 
ergastinai 230ff 
errors, grammatical, in inscriptions 259ff 
Erysichthon 154 
Esarhaddon 248 
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etymology, ancient 256 
, of goat names lOlff 
Eubouleus, of Eleusis 139 
Eugenius, Gate of, Constantinople 86f 
Eukleides, archon 24 
Eumolpidai 137ff, 195ff, 201 
Eumolpus, cult of 139 
, and Erechtheus 16 
Euripides, on monosandalism 73 
Euryptolemos 194, 197f 
Eurytos, of Oechalia 205 
Eusebius, and Apollodorus 48f 
euthyna Iff 
euthynoi, at Athens 3f 
exchange, of armor (11. 6) 31ff, 212 
exetastai, at Beroea 2f 

Farasha, dialect of 108ff 
festivals, Attic 135ff, 212 
, at Attouda 67 
, at Teos and Abdera 151 
fleet, at Artemisium 305ff 
folk-art, Cretan 239ff 
folk-tale, and 11. 9 8 
, and Odyssey 203 
formal mixed style 311 
formulaic language 7ff, 123, 233ff, 255ff, 

263 
fortifications, Acropolis 37ff 
, Constantinople 77ff 
, Piraeus 43ff, 198 
, Sellasia 251ff 
, see also walls 
foundations, of cities 149ff 
Fourmont, M. 283ff 
funerary monuments, Attic 143ff, 223f, 

297ff 
, design of 143ff 
, Phocian 91ff 
, in Phrygia l2lff 

gamma, Ionic, in Attic 295 
gene, Attic 135ff, 193ff 
gennetic list of sacrifices 135ff 
geoarchaeology 187 
George, Prince of Greece 240ff 
George I, of Greece 240 
Gephyraioi 193 
Geras, of Aristophanes 24 

gift-giving, in primitive societies 33ff 
Glaukon, of Kerameis 195 
Glaukos, in 11. 6 31ff, 211ff 
goat, wild lOlff 
goat-horn, in bows 205 
gorgoneion, as seal 168 
Gorgylos river 253 
graffiti, on vessels 301ff 
grammar, of Attic inscriptions 259ff 
Gregory of Cyprus 173ff 
Greek Anthology 86f 
groves, in sanctuaries 153ff 
guidelines, on inscriptions 145, 261 
gymnasia, at Athens 173 
gymnasiarch, at Beroea 2ff 

Hadriania, at Athens 98 
hands, in Attic inscriptions 259ff, 277ff, 

316 
, and orthographic variants 259ff 
, in papyri 31 1 
Harmodios 193 
Harpagos 150 
headings, of inscripions 243ff 
Hegeso, monument of 144 
Hekatompedon, and Eleusis 57ff 
Hektor 233, 237 
Heliaia, Athenian 23 
heliasts, see dicasts 
Hellanicus, on Themistokles 48f 
Hellenistic palaeography 259ff 
Heraclius 83 
Herakleia, festival 151, 295f 
Herakles, as archer 205 
, at Attouda 67ff 
, at Marathon 295f 
Heraklion museum, tapestries in 240f 
Hernici, dress of 73 
Herodotus, on Themistokles 50 
heroes, of Eleusis 137ff 
Heron, god 64ff 
hieronyms 139f 
hierophantes, Eleusinian 136 
Hipparchus, and the Academy 173ff 
Hipparchus, archon 196ff 
Hippias, on the Acropolis 40 
Hippokrates, Alkmaionid 19% 
Hipponikos, of Agryle 195, 199 
Hippothoon 140 

Homer, and archaeology 203ff 
, on decision-making 125ff 
, and economics 211ff 
, idioms in 233ff 
, narrative and structure in 8R 
, similes in 7ff 
, unity of 10f, 215 
Homeric Hymns 138ff, 153f 
Hope Simpson, R. 186 
horn, see bow 
Horse and Groom Relief 297ff 
houses, Greek 209 
hybris, in Homer 236f 
hydraulic works, see water 
hyloroi 159 
hymns, Homeric 138ff, 153f 
Hypereides 300 
hypocoristic names 66f 

Iaza, in Maeonia 61 
ibex 102 
Ikaria, modern dialect of lOlff 
Iliad, economic values in 211ff 
, structure of 7ff 
inscriptions 

aesthetics of 1438 
agonistic 97ff 
archaic 91ff, 301ff 
Attic, Ionic gamma in 295 
blank spaces in 317 
Byzantine 77ff 
disjointed and official styles of 316 
funerary 121ff, 143ff, 223f, 297ff 
hands of 259ff. 277ff 
headings of 243ff 
indices to 62f 
layout of 136f, 143ff, 243f, 317 
letter forms of 78ff, 91ff, 123f, 143ff, 

259f, 277ff, 295, 316 
Near Eastern 246ff 
from the Phokikon 91ff 
sympotic 301ff 
on tapestries 239ff 
tools for 278 
on walls of Constantinople 77ff 

inventories, Athenian 227s 
, Eleusinian 51ff 
Ionian revolt lSOff, 197 
Ionic gamma 295 

iotacism 61f, 123 
Iphidike, monument of 143 
Iphigeneia, sacrifice of 128ff 
Irene, empress 82 
irony, in Aristotle 162 
, in Homer 236f 
Isaac Angelus 85f 
Isocrates, circle of 183 
, on war 16 
Isagoras 193 
isonomia 194 
Isthmia 98f 

Julian, emperor, as builder 87 
Julian, prefect of Constantinople 87 
Justinian I1 83 

Kainon, Athenian court 23 
Kalamis, sculptor 218 
Kallias, of Agryle 194, 199 
Kalline, mother-in-law of Pindar 303 
Kallistrate, monument of 147 
Kallixenos, son of Aristaichmos 198 
Kaphirio, in Messenia 189 
Karion 25f 
Kekrops 15ff 
Keleos, of Eleusis 139f 
Kelephina river 253 
Kerarneikos, and the Academy 175 
Kerykes, genos 194ff 
Kimon 195,199 
Kleinias 200 
Kleisthenes, and ariqtocracy 193ff 
, Aristotle on 161 
, and religion 135f 
Kleomenes 40, 193 
Kleomenes 111, at Sellasia 251ff 
Kleonai, plague at 218 
Klepsydra spring 38ff 
kleroterion 23ff 
Kos, cults of 155f 
, two decrees from 155f 
kosmetes, at Athens 5 
Kroisos 198 
kudurru 246ff 
Kurigalzu I1 247 
Kyrbissos 151 
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Lade, battle of 151 
Lamian war 29% 
Lampon 201 
land walls, see Constantinople, walls of 
Lantern of Demosthenes l8lff 
Laodiceia on the Lycus 123 
Laureion, mines of 200 
law-courts, Athenian 23ff, 161ff 
laws, sacred 153ff 
Leagros, of Kerameis 195 
lechery, in graffiti 301ff 
Leo 111 81ff 
LeoIV 81ff 
LeoV 81ff 
Leobotes 194 
Leosthenes, of Athens 2992 
Lesbos, see Sappho 
letter-cutters, Attic 143ff, 277ff, 316 
, orthography of 259ff 
letter forms, in Anatolia 123f 
, archaic Phocian 91ff 
, Attic 143ff, 277ff, 295 
, Byzantine 77ff 
lists, bouleutic 283ff 
liturgy, and euthyna 5 
logistai, at Athens 3f 
lot, at Athens 23ff, 169ff, 196 
Lycurgus, of Athens 21 
Lycurgus, of Thrace 71 
Lydia, boundaries of 61 
Lykomedes 21, 200 
Lykomidai, genos 193ff 
lyric, Greek 2558 
Lysias, on Nikomachos 135 
Lysikrates, of Athens 181ff 
Lysitheides, of Athens 183 

Macedonia, and Athens 183, 300 
Macedonian style, in architecture 181ff 
Macedonians, at Sellasia 2531 
Maeonia 61 
Magnesia, topography of 305ff 
Mantinea, euthyna at 1 
Manuel Comnenus 85f 
manuscripts, of Aeschines 31 Iff 
Marathon 199, 253f, 295f 
Marduk-akhe-eriba 247 

i 
Maria, wife of Leo 111 82 
masonry, in dating 77f, 85f 

masons, see letter-cutters 
Medontidai, genos 195 
Megakles 193ff 
megaron 209 
Melanthios 237 
Meleager, in Iliad 9 8 
Melesander, tomb of 219 
Melichos, of Eleusis 139 
Messenia, topography of 185ff 
meter, of archaic graffiti 304 
methodology, in archaeological surveys 

185ff 
, in palaeography 277ff 
metropolis 149ff 
Michael 11 79, 86 
Michael 111 79f 
Miltiades 193ff 
Minnesota Messenia Expedition 185ff 
Minoan double-axes 207 
money,inHomer 211ff 
monosandalism 71ff 
Mother Adrastos, at Attouda 68 
mother-cities 149ff 
motivation, in Agamemnon 128ff 
, in Iliad 12% 
moufflon 109 
mountain goats, see wild goats 
multos annos 83 
music, martial 74 
, Spartan 74 
Mustafa Kani, Turkish bowman 204f 
Mycenae, water at 37f 
Mycenaean, goat names in 103 
Mykale 200f 
Myron 193 
Mysia Abbaitis 61 
Mysteries, Eleusinian 136ff 
Mytilene, revolt of 221 

Names, personal 64ff 
, Boeotian 91, 302f 
, Phocian 91ff 
narrative structure, in Aristotle 161ff 
, in Homer 7ff, 233ff 
Near East, and Greece 246ff 
Nemea 98 
Nestor, cup of 301 
Nicaea, walls of 82 
Nichoria. in Messenia 189f 

Nike 222 
Nikomachos, of Athens 135f, 140 

Odeion, as lawcourt 23 
Odysseus, as bowman 203ff 
, in Iliad 125ff 
Odyssey, background of 203R 
Oechalia 205 
Oeniades, decree for 144 
official style, of inscriptions 316 
Oinous river 253 
'oligarchic revolution' of 10312 4f 
olive-tree, and Athens 15ff, 158f 
Olympia, at Athens 98 
, at Attouda 67 
, at Elis 98 
Olympieion, at Athens 176 
Olympiodoros 201 
Onchestus 153, 158 
oracle, Delphic 195, 200 
, and the Peisistratids 176 
oriental influence on Greece 246K 
orthography, variants in 62, 259ff, 312f 
ostracism 196f, 199f 
, Aristotle on 161 
Ovid, on Athens 18, 20 
Ovis ammon orientalis 109 
Ovis cyprius 109 
owl, as seal 166ff 
ox, measure of value 21 1ff 

Pagasae, Gulf of 305ff 
palaeography, of inscriptions 78ff, 91ff, 

123f, 143ff, 259ff, 277ff, 316 
, of literary papyri 3 11 
Panaitian cup 22 
Panathenaia 21f, 98, 229ff, 296 
Pandaros, arrows of 206 
, bow of 205 
Pandrosium 18 
panhellenic games, at Athens 98 
Panyassis 303 
papyri, of Aeschines 31 Iff 
paredroi, of euthynoi 3 
Paris 1Off 
paroimiographoi 173ff 
Paros 199 
Parthenon, frieze of 21 
, west pediment of 15ff 

INDEX 

pasang 102 
patrios politeia 4 
Pausanias, on the Acropolis 19 
Peisianax 198 
Peisistratids 173ff, 193ff 
Peisistratus, 173ff, 196 
, and the Acropolis 40 
, and the Pythion 176ff 
Pelargikon, in Athens 37ff 
Peloponnesian War 71R, 158, 217ff 
peplos 228ff, 256 
peplotheke 227ff 
Pergamene school of sculpture 297ff 
Perikles 161ff, 194ff, 219f 
periodonikes, definition of 98f 
Persephone, at Eleusis 138f 
Persians, at Athens 41 
, in Ionia 150ff 
, in Magnesia 305ff 
, in Thrace 151f 
Persian Wars 149ff, 158, 305ff 
Phaenippus 197 
Pharoahs, archery of 208 
Pheidias 15ff 
phialai 5, 5lff 
Phigaleia, spelling of 262 
Philaidai, genos 193ff 
Phillip I1 183 
Phillip V 158 
Philippeium, at Olympia 182 
Philokleon 23 
Phoenicia, and Greece 248f 
Phokikon, temple 89ff 
Phokis, federal temple of 89ff 
, personal names in 91ff 
Phormio, victory of in 429 220 
Phrygia, funerary monuments in 121ff 
Phrynichus 198, 201 
phylai, Attic 138, 140, 194ff, 283ff, 317 
piety, Athenian 71ff, 217ff 
pinakia, dicastic 25, 165ff 
Pindar, on Abdera 149ff 
Piraeus, and Themistokles 43ff 
placement, of inscriptions 8Sf, 3 17 
plague, at Athens 217ff 
Plataea, battle of 201 
, siege of 71ff 
Platania, in Magnesia 308 
Platanias river 89 
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Plato, on deforestation 159 
Plouton 139 
podium, in architecture l8lf  
Poliasion 252 
policemen, in Roman Empire 63ff 
politikos praktor, at Beroea 3 
Polybius, on battle of Sellasia 251ff 
Polyxenus, of Eleusis 139 
Pontic Greek 104ff, 11 l f  
Pope, Alexander 31f 
popular religion 217ff 
Porphyrogenitus 84f 
Poseidon, at Athens 15ff 
-, as father of Theseus 22, 220 
-, at Onchestus 153, 158 
-, on Parthenon 15ff 
-, at Sunium 223 
Poseidon Erechtheus 21 
potlatch 34f 
Praxagora, on courts 25 
Praxiergidai, genos 229ff 
prayers, Greek 130f, 235f, 255ff 
preambles, of decrees 243ff, 315ff 
precincts, sacred, see sanctuaries 
prices, in Homer 21 Iff 
priesthoods, Athenian 135ff, 195 
prizes, in Iliad 212ff 
proedroi, lists of 315ff 
Propylon, on Samothrace 182 
proverb writers, see paroimiographoi 
punctuation, in papyri 312 
Pylos, Athenian capture of 222 
, Mycenaean kingdom 185f 
Pythia 98 
Pythia, in Athens 173ff 
Pythion, in Athens 176ff 

Quotas, bouleutic 283ff 

Ramesses 11 208 
rationalism, in Thucydides 73ff 
reforms, of Kleisthenes 193ff 
religion, Athenian 135ff, 21 7ff 
-, Spartan 74 
-, in Thucydides Iff 
representation, in Athenian boule 283ff 
revolt, Ionian 197f 
Rhoikos 154 
Romanus I 80f 

Romanus I1 80f 
Romanus 111 80f 
Romanus IV 80f 
Rotunda of Arsinoe 11, Samothrace 182 
Rupicapra rupicapra 102 

Sacred laws concerning groves 153ff 
sacred olive trees, Attic lsff, 158 
sacrifice, calendars of 135ff 
, of Iphigeneia 128ff 
Salaminioi, genos 136 
Salamis, battle of 22, 200f 
, cleruchs on 273 
Samothrace, propylon of Ptolemy 11 at 

182 
, propylon of the Temenos at 182 
, Rotunda of Arsinoe at 182 
sampling, archaeological 185ff 
sanctuaries, groves in 153ff 
Sanna, Sannio 113f 
Sappho 25% 
scr@tio plena 3 12 
sculpture, Attic 15ff, 143ff, 297ff 
, Pergamene 298 
Scythian bow 205f 
seals, on allotment plates 166ff 
secretaries, orthography of 259ff 
section-letters, dicastic 23ff, 165ff 
Sellasia 251ff 
sepulchral inscriptions, see funerary monu- 

ments 
Sestos 201 
Shamash-shuma-ukin 247 
sheep, wild 109 
shield of Achilles 212 
similes, in Homer 7ff 
Simon, Ingo, bowman 205 
sites, archaeological, definition of 187f 
slaves, price of in Iliad 213f 
Sokrates 20, 224 
Solon, and the Academy 173 
, Aristotle on 161ff 
, and euthyna 1 
, law code of 136 
Sostrate, monument of 147 
South Italian Greek 104ff 
Sparta, and Athens 193, 201 
, religion at 74 
Spartans, flutes used by 74 

(Spartans), at Sellasia 253f 
Sphakteria 222 
Stoa of Philip, on Delos 182 
Stoa Poikile, as lawcourt 23 
, shields of Spartans in 222 
style, in architecture 181ff 
, disjointed 316 
, official 316 
Suda 173ff 
Sulla, and Athens 4, 158 
surveys, archaeological 18% 
symposia, and graffiti 301ff 
symproedroi, lists of 317 
synegoroi, at Athens 3 

Talent, in Homer 21 Iff 
tamiai 54ff, 228ff 
tapestries 239ff 
Taybugha, archery manual of 204 
technology, in Homer 203ff 
Telemachos 210, 236 
temples, as camps 153f 
, pillaging of 158 
Teos 149ff 
Theainetos, seer 75 
theater construction 223 
Themistokles 43ff, 198ff 
Themis, cult of 138 
Theodosius 11 78 
Theodosius the Deacon 81 
theoi, as inscription heading 243ff 
Theophilus 79 
Therissos revolt 241 
Theseus, and the Academy 173 
, and Poseidon 22, 220 
Thrace 149ff 
Threptus, of Eleusis 140 
thrones, archaic 255ff 
Thucydides, on Hellanicus 49 
, on monosandalism 71ff 
, on the plague 217ff 
, and religion 73ff 
, on Themistokles 200 
Thucydides, son of Melesias 196 
thyrniaterion 52 
timber, in Greece 153ff 
Timesius, of Klazomenae 150 
Tiryns, water at 38 
tools, use in inscriptions 278 

topography, of Athens 37ff, 173ff, 231 
, of Magnesia 30% 
, of Sellasia 251ff 
tragedy, in Aristotle 163 
transfers, of cult objects 57ff 
treasurers, of Athena 54ff 
trees, sacred 15ff, 154 
Trigonon, law-court 28 
Trikkeri, and Aphetae 307ff 
triobol, as seal 166ff 
Triptolemus 140 
trittyes, Attic 293f 
Troizen 200 
Tsakonian 104ff 
Tuthmosis 111 208 
Tuthmosis IV 208 
tyranny, Athenian 40, 173ff, 193ff 
Tyres, cup of 301ff 

Uninscribed spaces in inscriptions 317 
Unity, of Iliad 10, 215 

Values, economic, in Iliad 211ff 
variants, orthographic 259ff, 312f 
vases, inscribed 301K 
Venizelos 241 
victims, sacrificial 136ff 
Villa of the Mysteries 71 
vulgar grammatical forms 62 

Wade-Gery, H. T., on letter-cutters 277f 
walls, of the Academy 173ff 
, of the Acropolis 37ff 
, of Constantinople 77ff 
, of Nicaea 82 
water, on the Acropolis 37ff 
weaving, Cretan 239ff 
wells, near Klepsydra 38R 
wild goats, Greek names of lolff 
wild sheep, Cyprian 109f 
wishes, in Homer 233ff 
women, prices of, in Homer 213f 

Xanthippus 199ff 
Xerxes 200f 
xystarch 97ff 

Zeus Astrapaios 176 
- Herkeios 138 
- Meilichios 139 
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a h  104 
aiyl@ros 103 
aiyl&v 104f 
azyees 104 
aiy~?r&u~as 103 
aiyi?rovs 103 
aiyirucv, ~ ~ Y L T U L K &  119 
a q a  103 
a& 234ff 
a;, a&' 105 
a;( 104ff 
a%, oi, 7;s 104 
d r ~ p d ~ o ~ c s  40, 200 
dlhoecjn'~ 204 
'Apa 121ff 
'A~~LK&WVI'A&KTWV 270 
dvli&v 267 
&vayucLpeucs 163 
&vayopeGuaJ&vc~?r~~u 263ff 
&vaypa&is 24,135 
i v a 8 r j p r a  51ff 
'Avau$mpov 94 
'Avtipdas 66 
& d 8 r ) ~ a v  269, 271, 273 
&~e~&~/&vayopcwae  263E 
&vdX~w 205 
&vcp.iya 104 
d r v r j ~ ~ p a ,  drvqhuas 273 
&voph 217 
['Av]~c&v [ ' ~ ~ l c v u i ( v w d  165 
&maq vs nois, see ?r& 

&?rd&&s 4 
'Arro~dSopos XoAAei8qs 166f 
'A?ro~o&k~qs 315 
&lTOkOYLU& 4f 
&?rdxrev 111 
&pau~dc 117 
t pen i  20 
Apev?rayiqs 264f 
aipm&lw 121 
& p p r ) ~ p o c  232 
&pxc~hopod&p~~9iwpos  268. 272 
ciPxrj 46ff 
'ApXqy~rr)s 139f 

&p,y~cpek 67ff 
duraros 121ff 
&arc for &UTCL 266 
&$ iurlas 72 
d6cues 305, 309 
&&rrjPcov 305, 309 
b+pmv 256 
'Axach 266 

y&p 130f 
yapKd;F l l l f  
yapvo- l l l f  
ycyovcra 269, 273 
ycivojme 264 
yhvT 135ff, 193ff 
yivqr' (for yivr)rai) 265 
yi, rd 105 
yi(y) v o j m ~  262ff 
y&a, yitiev 104f 
YLTULK& 104, 119 
yAo?or 5 
rv;rwv 94 
Y P & P ~  23ff 
ypovroya 104 
yvpvaulapxos 2ff 
ywpvrds 205 

€/r) 2688 
ia(v)roi,  etc. 263ff 
ZSo~av 26% 
E J ~ L  261ff 
C J L  62, 265ff 
ci y&p 233 
ehayyehh 4 
~hcrr)r7j~ux 265 
ebr jhqv  262, 271 
I K ~ T ~ ~ ~ O L O V  21 Iff 
<KA~)u& 267 
:ha[, IhaTq 110 
IhaQa 261 
'Eh~vuZuc 264f, 274 
'Ehewiuux 136ff 
Ihrk  121 
'Ep?r~6h~v 285 
ZP?rpou6'e(u) 266 
i v ,  omission of 264f, 274 
~ U C K Q I Z W ~ K E V  263ff, 312 
Ivux;uwq 45f 
Ivurvrds 43ff 
ivve&fiws 211f 
iehhcro 6pivas 31f 
i&rauraI 2ff 
€O/EV 262 
' E ~ a ~ $ p d t i c ~ ~ o v  94 
id, on gravestones 92 
'E?riyivvs KoAAvTcI;~ 165 
'Em~p&r[qs1 'OAV~TW vos 283ff 
i?rcphqr+s r&v V E W ~ ~ O V  50 
'Emx&pqs 'E . r r~~&~o[vs l  283ff 
%e~&pr)s Mkovos 283ff 
Ipyaurivac 230ff 
2raLpos 193 
E; ydlp ei;l 130f 
~ 6 B ~ o u o p  255ff 
c;Bvva Iff 
e6uow (nom. pl.) 263, 269 
Eimvp&r)s 166 
EimovAlGr)s 264 
etiuevflcias 267 



/ 66, 268ff 
7)/qe 269ff 
.rjsvvrj&p, etc. 265 
Tj8horos 301ff 
7)Jee 261ff 
41 262ff 

23ff 
Tjpzpqhs 45 
T j y P l l ~ w s  45 
.rjwpws, 45 
? p z p o Y k  103 
q p m  261 
'Hp&Khcur 295f 
' H p h c w  262 
'fIparKh6~ 7~p0Ka@qy€&~ 
"Hpov 64ff 
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'Io6vwr 121 
i m c &  61f 
k for cis 123 
bouogia 194f 
h a ,  i~ar\o6pc 104f 
$ 205 

~ a & u ~ a $ v o s  274 
~aBq~cCLc;v 67ff 
K ~ B '  Tj&pav 44ff 
ual in numerals 267ff 
Kacvdv 23 
KaA- IIordp(ws) 166 
K & M C . ~  303 
K ~ M L P  301ff 
KaM&vos 95 
~apmihos 206 
K ~ T '  Cvlavrdv 43ff 
~aTCXh€~€la)$ 267 
~ a r a u ~ e v G  (fut.) 265, 274 
~ a ~ u k a  104 
u a r u k ~ v  115f 
Kbpas 205 
Kheoyiv[qsl 315 

67f I U c o p [ i ~ o ~ ~  ~ a p m [ r ~ e t k l  170 
KAedvLKos 93 
-KA~ov/-Khlo~ 262ff 
Kcvfi6Aov 262 
-Aiw 262 
- A $ v  262ff 
Khqponjpwu 23ff 
KhLaipos 109 

283ff KO~VTTE&, spelling of 313 
K O U ~ T ~ ~ S  5 
KO&& 109 
~ p c ~ l  119 
Kpowos 198 

- t =IcveXOv 94f 
Bcv i  94 
CI t acvwv 94, 268 
&ar&pxqs 97ff 

INDEX 

mapa46ljhat 64 

m&pc6po~ m&s/&ras 3 263ff 
m & ~ p u r , ~ &  135ff 
m&rpms ~ O A L T &  4 
IIeqaGlUcqada 262ff 
IIctpa~W 315 
nchapyc~dv 37ff 
nchaoyc~dv 40 
mvBahdos 121 
r n ? r ~ o B < ~  227ff 
mimkos 228ff 
rnpw8ovlrcr)s 98f 
mpw8os 97ff 
mcpcrircur 163 
rrjixy 206 
mc~pos 206 
mAc~)ov, etc. 267ff 
.rrhrjBos 1 
?ro(c)lw 265ff 
wwtLhdBpovos 255ff 
moe~Lhd~~wv  256 
IIohduwv 252 
moh~uc6s m p & ~ ~ w p  3 
mo)rlxvq 252 
TOMA  dl F r q  83 
IIohvvkqs 315 
mp4vpoyivvqros 84 
~ p ~ u ~ ~ ~ s / m ~ r u p ~ v ~ a i  263ff 
mpdyovos 289 
mpdc8p~~ 317 
npdeVPov 209 
mpo~aBqycCLc;v 67ff 
mpouapapr&vw 63 
mpoueracp~opa~ 198 
mpvr&vcs 268 
IIroAcpa(e)k 266ff 
nveb 1 7 s  

u for ( 262, 268, 271 
Z&p&xos 95 
uapov& 106f 
uavv&Ga 112ff 
uavv&8c, u a v v a ~ ~ c  112 
uavv&s, u&vvas 112ff 
Zdr[vpIos 'Axapve& 169 
u ~ o k d s  254 



mA&yxvov 121 
uu for TT 271 
u7&6wv 97 
u ~ a O j d s  51ff 
u ~ d a p  204 
u ~ c & v n G o o s  67f 

T c b v  94 
T E T ~ O F  l T c h a p y ~ ~ d v  40 
&hews 97ff, 267 
T€ucraptpo~os 21 1ff 
~ d ~ p a ~ v  265 
T ~ W  149ff 
T~phOcos 94 
m u ( u ) o v ,  in Homer 23% 
rpayi 104 
Tpiywvov 28 

INDEX 

010 268, 270 
O/WL 270, 272 
66E 234ff 
OL for OL 264 
& 234ff 
T O  . . . & 234ff 
(j, 264 

Passages Discussed 
Compiled by Kent J. Rigsby 

Aeschines 1.40f 31 Iff 
Aeschylus Ag. 192ff 125ff 
Ammianus Marc. 22.7.7 87 
Andocides Myst. 77ff 4 
ANET 244 208 
- 533f 248 
Anth.Pa1. 9.689 87 
Apollodorus 3.14.1 17 
Apollonius Rhod. 1.580ff 305 
Apostolius 7.17 173ff 
- 17.8 173ff 

Aristides Panath. 39 22 
Aristophanes Ach. 22 1 
- Av. 826 229 
- Eccl. 681ff 25f 
- Eq. 535 28 
5 8 1 f f  222f 
- Geras 24 
- Lys. 641f 232 
- Nub. 224 
- - 1287f 44 
- Plut. 277f 25f 

(Aristophanes Plut. ) 972 28 
- 1166f 23ff 

- Thesm. 331ff 245 
- Vesp. 240 23 
-- 303ff 23 
-- 389ff 176 
Aristotle Ath.Po1. 3.4 46 
- - 14.1 40 
- - 19.5f 40 
- - 20.3 40 
-- 22 161ff 
- 27 24, 161ff 
-- 30.2ff 46 
- - 33f 161ff 
4 0  163 
-- 48.3ff 3f 
- - 54.2 3f 

54.7 46 
-- 63ff 23ff 
E t h . N i c . 1 1 1 5 f f  128 
-- 1136b9ff 31 
- Poet. 1452a 163 
- Pol. 1281b33ff 1 

1298alOf 1 
-- 1318b22 1 
-- 1319b 135 
-- 1322b8ff 1 
-- 1327a 159 
-- 1331b 159 
- Rh. 1400b24 256 
-- 1412b 162 
- fr.74 72f 
Artemidorus 4.63 71 
Athenaeus 339 312ff 

Bacchylides fr.21 302 

Cratinus fr.321 38 

Democritus A 129 206 
- ~2 256 
Demosthenes 19.70 245 
2 4 . 1 1 4  173 
- 24.123 28 
Diodorus 12.58.6f 221f 
- 12.70.5 224 
- 14.3.7 162 
- 15.64.1 252 
- 18.13.5 299f 

INDEX 

Dionysius Hal. Dem. 28 20 
- Ant.Rom. 6.34.1 43ff 

Epicharmus fr.75 74 
Eubulus fr.107 23 
Euripides Erechtheus 17 
- Hipp. 220f 
- Tro. 256 
- fr.530 72f 
Eusebius Chron. 1 190 45ff 

Gregory Cypr. 3.81 173ff 

Herodotus 1.59 40 
- 1.147 32 
5 . 6 4 f  40 
- 5.71f 40 
- 6.32 151f 
- 6.137 37 
- 7.89ff 308 
- 7.143f 50 
8 . 5 1 f f  41 
- 8.55 19 
Hesychius f i M r ) d s  138 
- ;v I I v O k  173ff 
Homer Hymn.Ap. 229ff 153f 
- Hymn.Cer. 138ff 
- Hymn. Ven. 256ff 154 
- Il. 1.349ff 258 
- - 4.105ff 205 
- - 4.178f 236 
- - 4.313f 238 
5 . 8 6 0 f f  13 
- 6.128f 34 
-- 6.168 34 
- - 6.232ff 31ff, 212 
-- 6.506ff 10f 
- - 8.290ff 213f 
- - 8.538ff 233ff 
- - 9.14f 8f 
-- 11.401ff 125ff 
- - 11.548ff 7ff 
1 1 . 6 4 5 f f  258 
-- 13.389ff 13 
-- 13.825ff 233ff 



(Homer II.) 14.148ff 13 
- - 15.123ff 258 
- - 15.263ff 10f 
- - 16.3f 9 
-- 16.482ff 13 
- - 16.722ff 237 

- 18.464ff 234 
- - 21.550ff 134 
- - 22.41f 235 
-- 22.98ff 134 
- - 22.346ff 238 
- - 23.203ff 258 
- - 23.261ff 213ff 
- - 23.702ff 213f 
-- 23.885 212 
- Od. 3.205ff 236 
-- 6.232ff 9 
- - 9.523ff 236f 
1 4 . 4 4 0 f  234f 
- - 15.341f 234f 
-- 17.251ff 237 
1 7 . 4 9 4 f f  235 
-- 18.24 209 
- - 18.235ff 235 
-- 19.570ff 9 
2 1  2038 
2 1 . 4 0 2 f  236 
2 3 . 1 5 9 f f  9 
Horace Sat. 1.7.17 32f 

Inscriptions 
AAA 1 (1968) lOlff 175 
Agora XV 56 283ff 
-XV 137 316 
- XVII 1 280 
AnatSt31(1981)25no.6 67ff 
La Curie 11 94 68 
CIG 289 283ff 
Hesperia 4 (1935) 5ff 136ff 
- 22 (1953) 220f 4 

24 (1955) 128 270ff 
- 32 (1963) 41 no. 42 293 
- 41 (1972) 422 no. 52 54 
- 47 (1978) 192ff 221 
Hesperia Suppl. 17 230 
I.Cret. IV 43 249 
I.Ephesos VII 3222 63ff 

INDEX 

Inscriptions (continued) 
IG I2 324 59 
- 487 143f 
- 847 292 
-874 38 
- 928 280 
IG 13 3 295f 
- 7 229 
- 11 243 
- 34 244 
- 35 281f 
- 49 280 
- 65 221, 280 
- 78 37 
- 93 282 
- 104 244 
- 110 144 
-127 146 
- 263 280 
- 270 281 
- 292 244 
- 375 46 
- 386 51ff 
- 387 51ff 
IG I1 4294 144ff 
IG 112 120 228 
- 657 229f 
-834 316 
- 852 316f 
- 968 230 
- 1006 4f 
- 1008 4f 
- 1011 4f 
- 1028 4f 
- 1034 230 
- 1134 270f 
- 1227 273 
- 1228 273 
- 1375 54,59 
- 1388 57 
- 1400 55ff 
- 1401 55ff 
-1403 57 
- 1445 58f 
- 1447 57 
-1448 57 
- 1462 227ff 
- 1469 228 
- 1541 58 

Inscriptions (continued) 
- 1544 57f 
- 1641 27ff 
- 1672 231 
- 1706 316 
- 2336 5 
- 2410 283ff 
- 2499 158 
- 3125 285, 289f 
-6217 146 
- 6315 287 
- 7061a 147 
- 10650 147 
IG XII.9 296 194 
IGUrbRom 1 244 97ff 
LSCG36 157 
-37 157 
- 150 155f 
LSCG Suppl. 9-10 1 36ff 
MAMA IV 149 80 
- VI 81 67 
-VI 105 68 
MeiggsILewis 2 245f 
-23 200 
- 30 151 
Meyer-PlathISchn. LandmKonst. 
Robert, Etudes anat. 102ff 63ff 
Schwyzer 440ff 302f 
SEG XIX 129 231 
- XXI 515 293 

- X X V I I 2 6 1  Iff 
- XXVIII 60 230 
- XXVIII 90 230 
TAM I1 47 64 
- V 338 61 
- V 474 61ff 

Isocrates 5.61 162 
- 8.101 162 
- 12.193 16f 

Lucian Bk Accus. 9 38 
Lysias 7 158f 
- 30 135, 140 

Macrobius 5.18 72f 
Marmor Parium 40, 45 

Orac. Sib. 7.79 11 1 
Orphic Hymn 16 257 

INDEX 

Ovid Met. 6.70ff 18f 
- 7.183 72 

Papyri 
P. Cair.Zen. 59445 256 
P.DukeInv.G44 311ff 
P. Flor. 112 24 
P . W .  841 149ff 
- 2092 256 
- 2176 113 

Paroem. Gr. (Gaisford) 190 173ff 
- 407 173ff 
- 511 173ff 
Paroem.Gr. (LeutschISch.) I 374 173ff 
- I406 173ff 
- I1 400 173ff 
- I1 688 173ff 
Pausanias 1.3.4 218 
- 1.26f 19, 232 
- 1.28.3 37 
- 1.29.13 225 
- 4.36.6 222 
- 10.5.lff 89f 
- 10.11.6 220 
Philochorus fr.140 24 

77ff Pindar 01. 2.22 256 
- Pyth. 7 199 
- Paean 2 149ff 
Plato Cra. 407 256 
- Leg. 761 159 
- Menex. 237c 19 
- Symp. 2 1 9 ~  31 
PlinyHN33.3.6f 211 
PlutarchPer.36 219 
- Phil. 6.8 254 
- Them. 19 19 
- Thes. 32 173 
Polybius 2.65ff 251ff 

Rhinthon fr.23 114 

Sappho fr.1 255ff 
Schol. Aristid. Panath. 106 17 
- Dem. 24.123 28 
- Hipponax 10.1 113 
- Hom. II. 6.230ff 31 
- Pind. Pae. 2.29 151 
Sophocles Ant. 487 138 
- OT 219 



INDEX 

Strabo 9.2.1 1 176 
1 4 . 1 . 3 0  150 
Strattis fr.30 229f 
SudaE1428 173ff 
- T 733 173ff 

Theocritus 2.163ff 258 
Theodosius Diac. Exp. Cret. 8 1 
Thucydides 1.23.3 74 
- 1.7Off 225 
- 1.93.lf 41 
- 1.93.3 43ff 
1 . 1 3 7 f  49 

(Thucydides) 2.17 37 
- 2.34.7 225 
- 2.47ff 217ff 
- 2.59ff 220 
- 3.22.2 71ff 
- 3.104 221f 
- 5.70 74 
- 6.54.6 45, 47 

Xenophon Lac. 2.3 71 
- Mem. 3.5.10 20 

Zenobius Epit. 173ff 
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